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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
broadcasts are regularly- picked up in
Kharbin. Mukden, and in the later evening
week's
issue
a
greatly
-increased
shortTHIS is the second combined wave section, informative, up to hours, in Japan.
issue of those two famous
and attractively illustrated.
New Wireless Electric Clock
journals, " Practical Wire- date,
The short-wave section of this IT is reported that at one of the principal
less " and " Amateur Wireless." Just

Our Second Combined Issue

fore, that we announce as from next

New York railway termini, engineers
has always been a popular
as we go to press we learn that the journal
have installed a clock which is entirely
and
keenly
-read
best,
feature-the
first issue is completely out of print. in fact, in radio journalism ; but the controlled by radio transmission. The clock
is operated from the Arlington wireless
and letters from the readers of both

of this branch of radio
papers are pouring into these offices needs
telephony
have rapidly outgrown the
bearing messages of congratulation
on our important amalgamation,
which, coming as it does in what
Owing to the Growing
promises to be the most important
Importance of Short-wave
period in the history of wireless-for
television is imminent-provides a

most powerful force in radio journal-

Radio, we take pleasure

ism, destined to play a vital part in

in announcing that as from

the perfecting of the new science.
This journal has, during the whole
of its career, enjoyed a world-wide
It circulates and is
reputation.
keenly read in every English-speaking

wave Section of "Practical
and Amateur Wireless "

country in the world. More, its
contents have been translate and
in
practically
published
country in the world !

every

An Enlarged Short-wave Section
And so Practical and Amateur
Wireless " will lead the way in the
short-wave field. In anticipation of
the turn which television develop-

next week's issue, the Short-

will

developed and

be

similar clocks are to be installed in other
public institutions.

Listen to Mexico
NOW that broadcasts from the United

States and from the Argentine
Republic are regularly heard in the United
Kingdom, an effort should be made to tune
in some of the Mexican radio entertainments.

Stations already logged here are XENT,

Nuevo Laredo, 267.7 metres (1,120 ke/s) ;
XEW, Mexico City, 337.1 metres (890 kis),
and XEPN, Piedras Negras, 508.5 metres
(590 kcS). Broadcasts from XEW are

particularly well received on favourable
nights between G.M.T. 02.00-04.30. The
interval signal is reminiscent of a clock

enlarged.

the quarters (four bells). Announcespace allocated to it. So we are chiming
ments are made in both Spanish and
providing it next week with ampler English.
quarters, enabling our Short-wave
experts adequately to deal with all When You Miss the B.B.C. Weather
Forecast
branches of it.
AIR MINISTRY weather forecasts and
reports are transmitted daily from
A Twenty Hour Day !

THE German

high -power

long -wave

station has extended its transmissions,

ments are likely to take, last year we and is now on the air on most days from
produced a valuable handbook deal- G.M.T. 05.00 until 01.00 the following
ing in a popular way with all of the morning. Cologne, Frankfurt, and Stuttbranches of this fascinating new hobby gart are now also late birds. and many

-we refer to our " Television and

station. All clocks on the railway system
are now being set in accordance with this
novel timekeeper. If, after several months'
testing, the principle gives full satisfaction,

Heston Airport (Middlesex) on 1,202
metres (249.5 ke's) at G.M.T. 08.45.

09.30. then hourly, with the exception of
13.30, until 16.30 during the winter months.

Although they are essentially destined to

civil aviation, the broadcasts are very
nights weekly may be heard working long useful to the general public.
past midnight.

Handbook,"
many
Holland's Time Problem
for Manchukuo
THE Dutch Government is considering
thousands of copies of which have 100-Kilowatter
THE
Manchuria
Telegraph
and
Telea proposal to adopt Central European
The
been supplied to our readers.
phone Company has installed a high - time. The suggestion of making the clocks
Short-wave

publication of this book was, indeed, power station at Hsinking, the capital
timely, for it is quite obvious that city of the new Kingdom of Manchukuo.
television and short waves will go So far it is the most powerful broadcasting
station in the Far East, and is to be used to
hand in hand.
combat propaganda transmitted to that
It is with especial pleasure, there- region by the Soviet transmitters. The

in that country coincide with G.M.T..

as is the ease in Belgium, has been turned
down.

So far, Dutch time is twenty

minutes behind Central European time, a
condition which somewhat complicates
railway time tables.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Belgium's Proposed
mitter

Third

'I-1.0.ns-

ALTHOU0 II I lie idea of a third station

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

I

MEM40...410.1...4111010....1=1.10....M1.4..

for this little Kingdom had been cast
aside in favour of an increased power for purely of an experimental nature, the call
the twin transmitters at Velthem, near heard, in the course of the broadcast, may
Louvain, which broadcast the Brussels No. 1 be that of the Warsaw studio from which
and No. 2 programmes, the suggestion has the programmes are relayed.

THE YOUNG IDEA

Choral Concert from Ulster
TWELVE Belfast choirs, totalling in all
something over four hundred voices,
will be seen on the platform of the Ulster

Hall on February 1st, when they will

appear at a concert given in co-operation
with the Belfast Corporation.

" Breakfast in Evening Dress"

CHARLES BREWER, one of the
producers of the Light Entertainment

Department, has written the book of a

musical comedy called " Breakfast in
Evening Dress.' to be broadcast on

February 6th. The music is by Alan Paul.
The story revolves round the extraordinary

steps needed to comply with a

most

eccentric will. The cast is a strong one.
headed by Wynne Aiello. Opposite her
will be Michael Cole, while the humour is

in the hands of Dick Francis and Claude
Hulbert.
Supporting these are Gladys
Marlowe, Cyril Nash, and Ernest Sefton.,
Mark Lubbock will conduct the rep ue

11 chorus and the B.B.C. Orchestra.

,1.1 Recital of Russian Songs

emb-12-m77:39ci'.41,T4r

MADAME SPIRIDOVITCH is giving a
song recital in the- National proi gramme on February 10th. She is a well -

t1 known Russian singer of Russian gipsy

11146,1te-relV:`,11..allg0e

and folk songs and has a large public in
l'aris. In this recital she will include, in
addition to Russian songs, a group of
Neapolitan folk songs and also a group of
songs by Gretchaninoff.

Rugby Male -voice Choir
THIS well-known

choir,

which was

founded over twenty years ago, will

A small enthusiast preparing a programm: to be heard on her " His Master's Voice" " Super het Fluid -light Autoradiogram."

now been revived by one of the political The B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
. parties, and is receiving serious considerB.B.C. Symphony Orchestra conation. A definite proposal has now been THE
tinues its provincial tour, visiting
put forward to erect a third station on the Bristol on February 13th. Its subsequent
Eastern frontier.
visits are Birmingham, February 27th ;
April 2nd ; and Brussels, March
To Honour the Marchese Marconi Dundee,
12th. So much interest has been occaAT the birthplace of this famous radio sioned
at Bristol by the visit of this enorpioneer, Bologna (Italy), it has been
decided to build a 50 -kilowatt transmitter
entirely of Italian manufacture. It will be
run by the E.I.A.R. (the Italian Broadcasting Authorities), and is to be known as
the Stazione Guglieltno Marconi.

Another Russian Giant

Droitwich's Berlin Rival

conductor,

Mr.

George

The

Pritchard, was

responsible for the reorganisation of this
choir in 1930, and since then it has won
many awards. In the same programme,
Winifred Browne, the Birmingham pianist,

will play Dr. Byrd's Pavan, ".The Earle
of Salisbury," and other pieces.
(Continued an page 733)

which is the biggest
permanent musical combination in Europe,

that the B.B.C. has already received an
inquiry for a block of tickets of 400 from
one school.

Problem No. 124.

" Mother Goose "

the Theatre

Royal, Leeds.

The

cast

includes Vera Lennox (Principal Boy),
Connie Graham (Mother Goose), Albert

Modley (Jack, the Widow's Son), and Olga
May (Principal Girl). A Flying Ballet, a
Rolls Royce Chorus, and a troupe of Little
Sunbeams will also take part.

THE 150 -kilowatt transmitter to be built

at Brueck, some thirty miles from Wagner's Music from Manchester
THE second half of the William Rees

Berlin, according to a German report, will
prove the most up to date of all European
stations. A new aerial system consisting of
seven pylons, 825ft. high, set in a circle,
will, it is stated, prove an effective cure of
" fading."

Midland studio on February 3rd.

mous orchestra,

February 2nd. Francis Laidler's
THE Soviet Government, in order to ON pantomime,
Goose "
" Mother
provide adequate service to the (founded on the book by J. Hickory Wood),
Siberian republics, and also for trans- will be relayed to Northern listeners from

- Missions to listeners dwelling in the Manchuquo and .Japanese Empires, have
planned a 500 -kilowatt transmitter to be
installed at Khabarovsk. It is to be built
on the same lines as the high -power Moscow
station.

give a programme of part songs in a

Society's Concert will be relayed to
Northern listeners From the Milton Hall,
Manchester, on February 2nd. Conducted

by William Rees, the William Rees Orches-

tra will play a programme of Wagner's
music, including " Forest Murmurs," from
New Polish Broadcaster
" Siegfried," " Dreams," and the Overture
TESTS are now being carried out on to " Tannhauser." Supported by the
1 304.3 metres (986 kc/s) by the new orchestra, Frank Titterton, well-known
24 -kilowatt station erected at Mokre, near Northern tenor, will sing " The Prize Song "
Torun (Poland). As the transmissions are from " The Mastersingers."

wimp.on built a three -valve variable -mu
battery ,operated reveler employing separate

dual -range tuners for the aerial and inter -valve
circuits. These tuners were not fitted with
their own wave -change switches, but a three-

point on-oll switch was used to short-circuit

the long -wave windings of the two coils. On.
completion of the set it was found that fairly
good reception was obtained, hut the volume t. control potentiometer used in conjunction
with the variable -mu valve was inoperative on
the medium -wave band. What mistake had
Wilkinson made ?

Three Imola will he awarded for the first
three correct solutions opened. Mark your
envelopes Problem No. 124 and address them
to: The E.dita, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS, (leo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London,

Entries must be received not later than first
post on Monday, February 4th.
IP.

.;

Solution to Problem No. 123.
The arode fesistince in Welbeck's receiver had
developed an open circuit, so that there was scarcely
any voltage reaching the anode of the detector valve.
A very low voltage was passed on to the valve due to
leakage, but this was not sufficient to provide reaction.
The following three readers have correctly solved
Problem No. 122, and books are being sent to them :
J. Orr, 9, West End Place, Edinburgh ; W. Short land.'
34, Malvern House, Stamford Hill, N.16 ; J. Dummy,
39, Courtenay Gardens, Upminater, Essex.
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By BERNARD DUNN
connected to one terminal of the milliam-

SEVERAL readers have expressed interest

in the articles in this series that have

Details are Given for the Construction
and Calibration of a Multiple Testing

dealt with the question of taking

voltage and current measurements, and
have asked for more complete particulars.

They have pointed out that although the
details given were sufficient to enable them

to calculate the values of shunt and series

resistances when converting a milliammeter
for universal readings, they prefer to elimi-

a

Unit Employing a Moving -coil
Milliammeter of Any Type.

Variable Shunt Resistance
For increasing the current reading of the

meter it will first of all be necessary to

meter. and one of the end terminals is
joined to the other terminal of the meter.
The next task is to calibrate the resistance

for various " multiplication factors." This
means that a large circular paper or celluloid

scale must be made to

fit under the
mounting nut, and that a corresponding
pointer should be fitted to the knob.

Another method is to use an old condenser
dial, gluing a ring of white paper round its
bevelled edge.

a variable resistance or potentio- Current Calibration
meter (not of the graded type) having a
Now connect the meter in series with a
resistance value of about twice that of the battery and fixed resistance, as shown in

obtain

meter, and this should be of the type having
a definite " off " position ; in other words,
the slider should leave the resistance element
at one end of its travel. Alternatively, the

Fig. 3, the resistance being of such a value
that the meter shows practically a full-scale
deflection. This means that, assuming the

fitted with an on -off switch, since this will
produce the same effect. Variable resistances with values between 2 and 50 ohms
(type FR), or from 50 ohms upwards (type

ohms for a 1-m.a. meter, 3,000 ohms for a

3s. 6d. each.

As an alternative to buying
a new component it will often be found
for which the battery is suitable by drawing a possible to re -wind an existing potentiograph as shown here.
meter with 36 -gauge Eureka resistance
wire, which has a resistance of approxi-

the " off " position, or is disconnected.

mately 15 ohms per yard, or with 40 -gauge

current passing through the meter is
exactly halved ; that setting of the resistance

calculations involved are in many eases ohms per yard.
The method of connecting the variable
" stumped," due to the fact that they are
unaware of the resistance of the particu- resistance is shown in Fig. 3, where it will
lar milliammeter that they happen to be seen that the centre terminal (slider) is

figure 2, 4, 10 or 20 beside it, according to

use of the 6 -volt tappings of an H.T.

resistance purchased may be of the type battery, the resistance should be 6,000
2

4

6
'0
8
MULT/PL/CAT/ON FACTOR
Fig. I .-A graph can be made to obtain calibration points for currents higher than those

nate mathematics as far as possible. Even

2-m.a. meter, about 1,200 ohms for a
5-m.a. meter or 600 ohms for a 10-m.a.
meter.

The full-scale reading should be

ST5C) are made by Colvern and cost obtained when the variable resistance is in

those readers who have no fear of the Eureka, which has a value of about 37

possess.

Make a very careful and accurate note
of the exact reading, and then rotate the
knob of the variable resistance until the

will give a " multiplication factor " of 2,
or, in other words it will double all the
scale readings obtained. Therefore make
a mark on the resistance scale and place a

It would therefore seem to be very

desirable this week to deal more fully with
the matter of making a multi -purpose test

instrument, making the information so
general that it can be applied in any
particular case, and of such a form that

mathematics of every description can be
ignored. It must be made quite clear that
the degree of accuracy to be secured by
following the methods to be outlined will

not approach the 100 per cent. mark.

although it will be adequate for all normal
purposes, when a tolerance of, say, 5 per
cent. is easily allowable.

A Suitable Meter
The first requirement is a moving -coil
milliammeter-this is essential, for a cheap
meter of the moving -iron type is entirely

r8.4rre.ey
Fig. 2.-This sketch shows how
a variable resistance and short-

unsuitable for our purpose. The meter
may be one having a full-scale reading of
between

1

ing switch

and 10 milliamps, and the

resistance of this will in all probability lie
between 100 ohms (for the lower reading)

lines),

re7dings.

and 10 ohms (for the higher reading).
In the same way it may be considered

whether the meter normally

reads up to 1,

for the preliminary experiments that meters

with other readings will have resistances
in the proportions mentioned. That is, a
2-m liamp. meter will have a resistance of
about 50 ohms, and a 5-milliamp. meter
will have about 20 ohms resistance.

(in broken

should be connected for calibrating the meter for voltage

milliamps.

2500o avnes
142448zE /eFs/sz-4/vce
/-0,2
4-46z -C.4zne,For/on,

2,

5, or 10

The next step is to double

the voltage of the battery,
when the

needle of

(Continued overleaf)

the
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meter should return to its first position.
The process previously described should
then be repeated to determine the setting
of the parallel resistance that gives a

best), first setting
the resistance to its
" all -in " position.
In these conditions

capacity H.T. battery, or a set of H.T.
accumulators, is available it may be
continued up to 100 milliamps or so,
taking care that this heavy current only

flows for a second or two.
It might seem that the limit of calibration
has been reached at much too low a value,
but further calibration points can be
obtained by drawing a graph showing the
positions of the resistance pointer that have
been located. For instance, if the distances

_e 6; -0/41:TERet2esc4

,acw/vre,e

-a/

a reading of rather

" multiplication factor " of 4. This met hod less than 5 milli -

of calibration may then be repeated until
the " multiplication factor " is such that
the maximum current that can be read is
about 25 milliamps, although if a super -

February 2nd, 1935

amps. should be ob-

tained, but a slight
variation of the
resistance

gfooAdLE
leES/S774/VCE

20 -200 ainfs-

should

bring the reading
to exactly 5 milli -

amps. A word of
warning

is neces-

sary here, because

if any mistake were
made in connecting
the series resistance,
or if the component

ML L rA AIME TER

Fig. 3.-Showing how
the milliammeter may be
calibrated for various
current readings.

/-/4'T

rre,ey

--XEL) /7ES/..17.4 NCE
were faulty, there
TEETEXT)
would be a danger
of the marks around the circumference of of damaging the meter. To avoid any- bility of confusion between the two
the scale are measured-by means of a tape thing of this kind it is best to start by controls.
measure, say-and plotted on a sheet of inserting the wander plug into the 11 -volt
It is not satisfactory, however, when
squared paper against the " multiplication socket, advancing it by short steps until voltages
than 100 are to be measured,
factors," as shown in Fig. I, a variety of the full voltage is reached, if it is found and it willlower
generally be desirable to calibrate
other calibration points can be located with that the meter reading is always below the meter for
reading up to 10 volts or so.
fair accuracy.
the maximum.
When using the 25,000 -ohm resistance,
Measuring Voltages
this can be done by reducing the voltage
of the H.T. battery to 9, and then setting
Having made the current calibrations, it Up to 400 Volts
resistance until a reading equal to
will next be necessary to provide for
Having found that the resistance is of the
voltage measurements, and this can be suitable value a scale can be made for it nine -tenths of that of the whole scale is
done by connecting a variable resistance similar to that used for the parallel obtained. Other scale readings can be

in series with the meter, as shown in Fig. 2.

resistance, and this can be marked with the

much higher value than before, the
resistance being approximately 25,000

reading.

obtained by following the same idea.

The resistance in this case should be of position of the pointer for the 100 -volt

Readings up to 200 volts or Mounting the Parts

400 volts can then be obtained simply by
It is scarcely necessary to give practical
ohms to give a maximum reading of 100 moving the parallel resistance from the details concerning the assembly of the two
volts with a 5-milliamp. meter, or with the 5-milliamp position to those giving 10 and variable resistances and the meter in a box,
parallel resistance set to ensure a full-scale 20 milliamps respectively. On the other since every experimenter will be able to
deflection of this amount. if the meter hand, the same result could have been devise a suitable arrangement. A cigar
gives a maximum reading of 10 milliamps., achieved by using a 100,000 -ohm series box, however, might be suggested as a
the same value of resistance can still be resistance and, after finding the setting container for the components, and a long
used, but the adjustments to be described for 100 volts, rotating the knob until the flexible lead, or plug sockets, can be fitted
will then be made until the meter shows a meter showed a half -scale (200 volts for connection purposes. A switch will be
reading of only one-half of the maximum. maximum) or a quarter -scale (400 volts required for cutting out the series resistance
The idea is to connect the meter and maximum) reading. The latter method is when taking current measurements, and
series resistance in series with a 100 -volt better in some respects, because it makes this will be connected as shown in broken
battery (a new one of reputable make is for simplification and avoids the possi- lines in Fig. 2.

HAVE you tried your receiver out
daylight ? If

during

so, you

were doubtless surprised at the
number of stations which provided loud -speaker reception.
If not, you have a pleasant

surprise awaiting you. During
the

mornings,

Wave

LONG-DISTANCE
DAYLIGHT RECEPTION

Hilversum,

Fecamp, Breslau, Berlin,- Lan-

many others, are audible during
the afternoons unless conditions
are particularly bad.

America in the'Afternoon

Stations to Search For During the Hours of Light
01.141111.1).41.4.04.M.INNEN nos.

(RW42) which both operate upon
598 metres. All the above, and

PaMN

Occasionally one or more
American stations can be
heard during the afternoon,

genberg, Athlone, Rome, ancta host of other daylight. If you are fortunate you may but this is uncommon. When American
stations provide good loud -speaker reception hear Astrakan, RV35, which, although stations do come in they are generally

upon the average receiver. Many distant located near the Caspian Sea, provides a

good signal' upon many occasions.
stations are also audible.
For instance, Budapest provides a good
Some persons-the writer among themprogramme during the afternoons, and consider that long-distance reception is
this station can frequently be heard well as unobtainable from Europe. In short, we

situated between 200 and 220 metres.

On one or two occasions, however, WBZ,
Boston, on 301 metres, has been heard as
early as 1 p.m., and it is quite possible to

hear this station at fairly good volume
In roughly the same feel that any part of Europe is too near around 7 p.m.
direction, but farther afield, Ljubljana, to be labelled " DX."
On occasions WICBW, Buffalo ; WGAR,
early as

1

p.m.

the well-known Yugo-Slavian station, pro-

vides a moderately powerful signal upon
many occasions.

Russian Stations
Special attention should be given to

Russian stations, for many of them are

audible during daylight.. Perhaps you have
heard RW39, Moscow-Stal ino, which
operates upon 386.6 metres. If not. I

certainly recommend you to tune to that
wavelength upon some afternoon-this
station provides an astonishingly good signal

upon most occasions-when, unless conditions are bad, you will hear Moscow.
Because Toulouse PTT and Fredrikstad
operate upon its wavelength during the
night this station is best heard during

Cleveland ; WLAC, Nashville; and WJSV,
Washington, are audible at moderate
However, the reception of
Therefore DX enthusiasts will be in- strength.
terested to know that what is termed America during the afternoon is, as re" DX " reception is forthcoming during marked above, rather rare. Between the
daylight.
Tashkent, on 1,170 metres, hours of 6 and 9 p.m. many American
provides a good signal upon most after- stations can generally be heard and,
noons despite the fact that it is just north because many are low -powered stations
of India. Even more remarkable is Alma - broadcasting DX programmes, are generally
Alta. This station, which is situated north worth receiving.
of Burma, may be heard around 410 metres
on most nights after 11 p.m. More remark- Africa Also

Asia During Daylight

able still is the fact that it provides a fair
signal during the daylight.

Other Russian stations worth looking

In conclusion, another station may be

mentioned which is heard best during
daylight. It is Cairo, on 480 metres. During
the evening it is interfered with by Brussels,

for are : R\V49, Tomsky, which operates
upon 554 metres ; Makhatch, 563 metres, but during daylight it provides a passable
and either Nijni-Novgorod or Gorki signal on most occasions,
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MAKING A

DROITWICH
SUPPRESSOR.
Full Constructional Details are Given in
this Article of an Easy -to -make Wavetrap

for Cutting Out Interference from the
Powerful Droitwich Station.

By W.

B.

RICHARDSON

SINCE the opening of the new high - The action of

power transmitter at Droitwich many. this will no
listeners are experiencing consider- doubt be clearer A general view of the Droitwich transmitting station from the north side.
able interference on the long -wave bands. from a study
In fact, in some cases this station spreads of Fig. 2 which
over practically the whole of the dial and shows the basic circuit. Such a circuit will perfect barrier, although it allows only a
renders the reception of other stations almost resonate at a certain frequency dependent on very small current to pass. This is because
impossible.
the values of the inductance (coil) and the in practice the rejector circuit always
In such instances the usual dodges for in- condenser. This means -that if an alter- contains some resistance.
creasing selectivity are entirely inadequate.
In the rejector shown here, approximate
nating
For example, the use of a small condenser
voltage values are chosen for the inductance and
connected in series with the aerial, or the
of this condenser and the final adjustment is
REJECTOR
employment of a smaller aerial would
particu- made by means of the variable condenser
IN
only sharpen the tuning at the expense of
lar fre- C2. When the eliminator is connected
volume.

In most cases the degree of

selectivity required is such, that the loss in

REJECTOR

Our

sensitivity attendant upon these methods
would be too great. In other words the
weaker stations would probably disappear

altogether. A better solution is to be found
in the use of a wavetrap. This consists of
a small unit which is connected between the
aerial and the receiver. The unit comprises
TO RECINER
a tuning coil and a variable condenser. and Fig. 1.-Circuit diagram of the
can quite easily be made up from odds and
eliminator.
ends obtained from the average construc-

quency to the receiver its effect is to reduce the
be ap- sensitivity of the latter to practically nil
plied to at 200 kilocycles. However, the sensitivity
the cir- increases rapidly on either side of this point,
cuit at and thus other stations can be received on
t h e other parts of the scale. Incidentally the

points

selectivity of the unit is an important point,

up an

Droitwich and for it to pass all frequencies

ting cur-

is flat the rejector action will decrease only

arrows. This oscillation gives rise to an
alternating voltage at A, B, which absolutely Before engaging on the construction of coincides in point of
the actual unit it is just as well to have time and magnitude
some idea of the principle on which it with the applied voltage
works. Reference to Fig. 1 will show (this is assuming that
that the coil and condenser are connected the circuit has no resistin parallel in just the same way as an ance). Therefore no
ordinary tuning circuit. Actually there are current can flow through
two condensers shown-one fixed and one the circuit from outside.
variable-but this is done for practical It is this property which
reasons. Theoretically this amounts to is made use of in a

point and thus other stations nearby will be
also reduced in strength.
The degree of selectivity depends on the
ratio of inductance to capacity. Thus
with a large inductance and a small capacity
the tuning will be comparatively flat while

tor's junk box.

A, B, it since it is highly desirable to confine
will set the rejector action to just the frequency of
oscilla- on either side of this point. If the tuning

rent in the circuit as indicated by the sloWly on either side of the 200 kilocycles

How It Works

wavetrap. If a resonant
The coil and condenser together form rejector circuit of this
what is called a resonant rejector circuit. type be connected bethe same thing as, using one condenser.

tween the

aerial of

TO RECEIVER

Fig. 2.-A

simple

rejector circuit.

the receiv-

a small inductance and a large capacity
will give a more selective circuit. In the
unit described here a coil of 100 turns of
wire is used in conjunction with a total

capacity of about .0025 mfd. On the other
hand it would be quite in order to use a coil
of 150 turns and a condenser of .0005 mfd.
This would have an even more powerful
rejector action at the resonant frequency,
but there would be some reduction in the

strength of nearby stations as well.

er-as in Figs. 2 and 3, it will Constructing the Unit
The Droitwich eliminator consists essenprevent any alternating current flowing through it which' tially of a tuning coil wound on a 2in.

has the same frequency as the cylindrical former, a fixed condenser, and a
resonant frequency. Of course, variable condenser for making the final
by the choice of suitable values adjustment. The coil consists of 100 turns
for the inductance and the of 28 gauge d.c.c. wire wound in a single

condenser the circuit can be
made to resonate at any
desired frequency. In the
case of Droitwich, therefore,
the wavetrap is designed to

Fig. 3.-Hou, the unit

It
thus acts as a barrier to
signals from this station.
Actually is does not offer a
resonate at 200 kilocycles.

is

the receiver.

connected to

LIST OF PARTS

.;

One J.B. "Dilecon" variable condenser,

.0005 mfd.
One .002 mfd. Dubilier Sxed condenser, type

670.
Three Belli ngLee insulated sockets with plugs.

Pattolin former 2in. diem.. "by 3in. long.
Parts for case as detailed in the text.

1

A

1:
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Droitwich reach a minimum strength. If
the instructions have been followed carefully this will occur at a position somewhere

No,

near the midway setting of the condenser.
Having found this position, a movement
of the condenser knob in either direction
should cause an increase in volume.
With the control set to give the minimum

andouille

ammo

Ai&

volume, a mark is made opposite the
pointer of the unit in order to mark the

position, and the wavetrap should then be
left alone. Tuning of the receiver is then
carried out in the usual way. It will be
found that the reduction in volume from
Droitwich will allow other stations to be
received free from interference. There is
just one warning. With some receivers the
ro COIL
tuning positions will be altered very
Fig. 4.-Wiring diagram from underside of lid. slightly when the eliminator is in use, but
the actual amount depends on the nature
layer on a 2in. paxolin former 3in. long. of the tuning arrangements employed in
Two small holes are pierced through the
former about fin. from one end and the wire

Fig.

leaving a few inches for connecting purposes.
The wire is then wound on tightly and evenly

other hand, may be found to come through

threaded through in the usual manner,

5.-Sectional view of the unit showing
how the coil is mounted.

until the 100 turns have been completed,
when two more holes are pierced and the
wire threaded through as before. The 100
turns should occupy about 2iin.; thus the
winding should end within }in. of the end
of the former.
When the coil is completed it should be
put aside while the other parts are being
assembled. The top of the unit consists of

with better strength with the pointer set
slightly in the opposite direction. When
it is desired to listen to Droitwich there is

crafts shop would be able to turn ,this up
for a few pence, but failing that it could be

example the fixed condenser might be,
increased to .004 mid. when the coil

no need to alter the setting of the eliminator.
All that is necessary is to remove the aerial

from its socket and to plug it in to the
vacant socket. This cuts the wavetrap
out of the circuit.

Those who are interested in experi-

menting may care to try variations in the
ratio of inductance to capacity. As an

a round disc of hard wood. Any local handi-

made in a hexagonal form.

This can

be cut out quite easily with a tenon saw by

would need to be reduced to about 60 turns.

the average handyman. When the top is
finished it is drilled with the necessary

On the other hand,

holes to take the condenser and the sockets.

These parts are then mounted in position
together with the fixed condenser and are
wired up as shown in Fig. 4.
The next job is to mount the coil on its
base. This latter consists of a wooden
disc, which is a push -fit in the end of the
3in. cardboard tube which forms the body
of the unit. The method of mounting the
coil on the base will be quite clear from a

of 150 turns tuned by the .0005 nth!.

glance at Fig. 5. A wooden strip is bradded
and glued in position on the base, and the

former is then fixed to each end of this

a more powerful
rejector action, but less localised, could be
obtained by using an ordinary plug-in coil

condenser only.
Fig. 6.-The completed wavetrap.
the set. Regarding the setting of the wave -

HIGH -EFFICIENCY VALVES i

trap, this would normally be left at its IT is amazing to note the progress that tuts
original setting, but slight variations can I been made in valve design during the last
be made to suit particular conditions. couple of years or so. We all know of the
For instance, it is sometimes found that mains pentode valves that enable a signal
a station above the wavelength of Droit- output of something like 21 watts to he
wich can best be received with the wavetrap
pointer turned a little to one side of the

with the aid of brads. The card body of
the unit is fixed in position next. One or normal position in an anti -clockwise directwo fine brads are used and driven through tion. A station below Droitwich, on the
the tube into the base. Before placing the
top on the unit the two wires from the coil
are connected to the terminals of the variable condenser.

The unit should then be

tested out before the top is finally se-

cured in position.
To test the wavetrap the receiver should

be connected to the aerial in the usual

way, and then tuned exactly to the Droitwich wavelength. If, owing to the tuning

spread, the exact position

is

not very

definite, then the volume control should be
turned right down. This will, of course,

reduce the spread and enable the exact
wavelength to be determined more easily.

These remarks apply to the ordinary
type of volume control and not to a combined selectivity and voluthe control in
the form of a variable condenser. This

latter type usually alters the tuning slightly
when it is turned down. Having tuned -in
to Droitwich the set should be switched off

and the wavetrap connected up.

The Valves used in Mr. F. J. Comm's
New Receiver-The A.C. Hall -Mark.
obtained with the comparatively small

One

socket on the unit is connected to the aerial
terminal or socket on the receiver and the

other to the aerial. The third socket is
left unconnected. The receiver is then
switched on again and the volume turned
up. The tuning control on the unit is
lowlv rotated

until the signals from

input supplied by the average leaky -grid
detector, but I learnt the other day that a
directly -heated mains pentode is shortly
to be placed on the market that gives an
output of 3,800 milliwatts with an input
Fig. 7.-How the wavetrap is assembled.

grid voltage of rather less than 6.
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An Interesting New Series

PROGRESSIVE

HOME CO
WE hope that you have by now
been able

change

to make the

coil,

;

reaction condenser, and wave -

switch, for which details were

given last week, and trust that no difficulty

has been experienced in carrying out the
interesting work. Now we must push on
and deal with the fixed grid condenser,
grid leak, H.F. choke, and on -off switch.

Actually, a valve -holder is needed in
addition to the components just mentioned,

;
/
t
t

In this Second Article of the New t
Series the Authors Describe the

no need to apply shellac, but after the
plates have been interleaved the condenser
should be tightly pressed with a warm

Construction of the Remaining Parts

I

cooled the condenser can be mounted on

Required for the Single - valve
Home-made Receiver

I

t.............................................. ..... .........:

but most readers will prefer to buy that
as a ready-made job, since it costs only a

k 74e

Eci,e/rimtenleyr5

liin. by Ain, with a sheet of mica measuring

in. by )in. separating them. As a matter
of fact, this assumes the thickness of the
1

mica to be just two -thousandths of an inch,

but this is a standard thickness, and so

there is no need to take micrometer measurements. If you have any difficulty in getting
FOIL

the baseplate.

Making a Grid Leak
a

t

(not hot) iron. When the wax has properly

hold of the mica you can use thin waxed
paper instead, the paper being not much
more than tissue thickness. When this
is used it is necessary to have about six
sheets of foil with a sheet of waxed paper
between eaoh (because waxed paper has

So much for the condenser ; and now
for the grid leak. This requires to have a
resistance of about 2 megohms, but again

the exact value is not at all critical. The
best and simplest arrangement is that
shown in Fig. 3, where a strip of ebonite
of the dimensions indicated has a wide
pencil line drawn on it. Before making
the line the surface of the ebonite should
be roughened slightly by rubbing it with
fairly fine glasspaper, and the two holes
shown should be drilled. Then take a
" B " pencil and scribble a ring round
the terminal holes, afterwards joining the

two rings with a lino sin. thick. Apply
a fair pressure with the pencil, and go
over the line a few times until there is a
little graphite dust loose on the surface.
Then knock off the dust and fit the terminals, placing a large washer between
a lower dielectric constant than mica) ; the the nut and the pencilled circles. The
foils (condenser plates) and strips of waxed resistance between the two terminals will
paper (dielectric) are arranged as shown in now be just about correct, but the graphite
Fig. 1.
might be rubbed off when the leak is in
Just a note about the waxed paper : if
you cannot find a piece of suitable material

® Fig. 2.-Showing

ready for use, just take a short end of

the

fixed grid condenser are given in this
Above is shown how the sheets of
foil and dielectric are interleaved.

drawing.

how the fixed

condenser may be mounted on
an ebonite baseplate.

clean candle, place it in a small jar, and
Fig. 1.- Dimensions of the foil and mica for immerse it in a bath of hot water. When

the wax is quite molten put a sheet of
thin, soft paper into it and allow it to
remain for a short time until thoroughly
soaked. After that, lift out the paper

WASHER
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY

matter of pence, and cannot be made very and let all the superfluous wax drain off.
easily if the sockets are to be a perfectly When the wax has become quite cold the
separate sheets can be cut out and the
good fit with the valve pins.

condenser assembled.
The method of
assembly is shown in Fig. 2, where it can
The grid condenser should be considered be seen that the set of plates and dielectrics
first, bearing in mind that this component are placed together on a small ebonite
fitted with terminal holes, after which
should have a capacity of approximately sheet
.0003 mfd. The exact value is by no washers and nuts are securely tightened
means critical, but it is possible to work over the ends of the foil strips.

The Grid Condenser

EBONITE BASE

PENCIL

' LINE.

to fairly close limits if the size of the

plates, thickness of the dielectric material, An Ebonite Baseplate
and the dielectric constant are known.
Before mounting the condenser proper
You probably think that the last remark on to the baseplate, however, care must be
means that the accurate capacity could taken that the plates and dielectrics are

be obtained by a physicist equipped with all pressed firmly together. To ensure this
a variety of measuring instruments and when using mica dielectrics it is best to
having access to an extensive laboratory; brush a little very thin shellac varnish
anyhow, you need not be discouraged, over each surface of the miens, place the
for we have cut out all the theoretical work foils in position, and then place the whole

for you and simply say that the correct assembly under a heavy book, leaving
capacity can be obtained by using two overnight until the varnish sets perfectly
plates of tin or copper foil measuring hard. When using waxed paper there is

EBONITE
SURFACE
ROUGHENED

WASHER

Fig.

3.-The

lower sketch shows how the

grid leak is easily made.
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For the windings a little 36 -gauge only be made to the two soldering tags
enamelled wire will be required ; a under the screws tapped into the end of the
I oz. reel will be ample, and this ebonite base. Alternatively, one of these
can be bought from any good terminal points could be used, the second
--1 wireless shop, or from an electrician. connection being made to the single screw
Start by scraping the enamelled which serves to anchor the end of the spring
covering from one end of the wire, contact plate.

5-Pi

I' taking care not to cut it, and then
-'older this to one of the tags pro- Assembling the Components
Now that all the components have been
vided.
Now commence to wind
the wire into the first slot, placing made they can be assembled on a baseboard
the turns as evenly as possible and or chassis and wired up. Most readers will
continue until the slot is full. prefer to use a chassis, and this. can be

36 GAUGE
ENAMELLED

Without breaking the wire continue made, as shown in Fig. 5, from a few pieces
to the next slot, winding in the same of 5 -ply wood, or a metallised chassis can
direction, and so on until all have be bought ready made from Messrs. Petobeen filled.
Finally cut off the Scott. The valve -holder, coil, and a couple
Fig. 4.-Constructional details are given he re for wire, scrape the end clean and of small ebonite terminal strips can be
the H.F. choke.
solder to the second tag, so completing mounted as shown, the two variable conthe choke. A slight refinement on densers, on -off switch, and wave -change
use, or alternatively the resistance might the method just described, and one that switch being attached to the ply -wood (or
vary due to the formation of moisture on produces a more robust finish, is to ebonite) panel. The rest of the parts are
SOLDERING

TAG.

WIRE

the surface of the ebonite. To prevent solder a short length of thicker wire to
either of these eventualities the ebonite the end of the 36 -gauge material and
should be given a couple of light coats use this for making connection with the
of shellac or other varnish.
tags, and winding it round the former for

placed beneath the chassis, the grid con-

The H.F. Choke

consist of any form of insulated

denser and grid leak being mounted near to

the grid terminal of the valve -holder, and the
H.F. choke being suspended in the wiring.
The connecting wires, by the way, may

a few turns.

We have agreed to buy 'a valve -holder
(if there aren't already several spare ones The On -off Switch
It is unnecessary to give full construcin the junk box), so we can now look to
the high -frequency choke. This should tional details for the on -off battery switch,
have a fairly high inductance if it is going since this is almost identical with the
to be of any real value, whilst its self - wave -change switch described last week.
capacity should be as low as possible. The difference is that only two contacts

wire.

although the type known as " push -back "
-with which the insulation can simply be
pushed away from the ends by means of the

finger and thumb-will be found most
convenient.

. Many readers will wish to have until
next week before completing the wiring
and testing of the complete

Because of this it is best to divide the are required, and therefore connection need
winding into a number of separate sections.

set, and so the drawing show-

This can most easily be done by placing
the windings on a length of lin. diameter
ribbed coil former, after slots have been

8i

made in the ribs in the same way as in
the case of the coil described last week.

ing the simple connections
required is being held over
until the next issue, when
notes on using the set, and
also on adding a few refine-

0005 WO
VARIABLE

The handiest type of former for the purpose
is " Beeol " No. 2, which has a tin. diameter
hole running through the centre, and which
costa 4d. fora 3in. length, such as is required.
The arrangement of the six slots is shown

CONDENSER.

PLYWOOD PANEL

ments, will be given.
COIL

REACTION
CONDENSER

in Fig. 4, where it will be seen that they
are each tin. wide and about din. deep.

ui':A

They can be made, as described in connection with the coil, by means of a file, a few
broken hack -saw blades clamped together,

or in a lathe. When either of the two
former methods is to be used it will be

found most convenient first of all to make
a cardboard or metal template so that the
slots in each of the six ribs will be in line
and exactly the same distance apart. After

7'
WAVE-CHAN

SWITCH

the, slots have been made, a terminal

'4'

should be fitted into each end of the former,
a soldering tag being placed under the first
nut. The correct method of fitting the

ON -OFF

SWITCH.

terminals, of course, is to tap the hole
in the ebonite to the same thread as that

VALVE HOLDE R.

on the terminal, but when a suitable tap
is not to hand the job can be carried out

TERMINAL STRIPS.

6'

quite easily by using an old terminal of the
same size as those to be fitted. First file

the end to a taper of square section, then
warm the terminal in a gas flame and screw

it into the hole, gripping it with a pair of

After forcing it partly into the hole
it might be necessary to give the terminal
a second warming, but it should soon be
possible to tap the hole in this manner for
pliers.

Fig.

5.- The

parts

can

be

arranged on a plywood chassis
as illustrated here.

the required distance.

BROADCASTING NOTES

distance telephone traffic between Great
Britain and Ireland. The Post Office has
BY Company will erect at the Cranwell Ultra -short Waves Replace Telephone already installed five circuits and is using
them to their utmost. Across relatively
;Lincolnshire) Aerodrome a telephony trans-

New Weather Forecasts

order of the Air Ministry, the Marconi

mitter of which the sole service will be the
broadcast of weather bulletins and warnings for aviators. When the station is ready

for regular operation the Heston transmitter (1,202 metres) will close down and its

duties taken over by Cranwell.

Cables

short distances, such as the Bristol Channel,
ultra -short-wave service ultra -short waves have proved invaluable.
between Portpatrick and Belfast, It is expected that a similar service will be
rid Ballygomartin, has proved an shortly tried out with the European Contiunqualified success inasmuch as it has nent, as the system is far less costly than

THE

new

greatly relieved the pressure on the long- the laving of cables.
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holding the moving switch plate to the
spindle of a non -rotating switch of the

A Five -point Switch from Junk

.4100141111.1.10.0...

A Simple Switch Conversion
HERE is a simple method of converting a
two -point switch to a three-point
one. First, remove the nut and washers
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

THE accompanying sketches show a
five -point switch I have just constructed out of junk. I am using it to switch

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL AND

j AMATEUR WIRELESS"
!

must

have

originated some little dodge which would

the power from the power - pack to the
charging transformer, and also to break

interest other readers. Why not pass it on to
us?
We pay .El -10-0 for the best wrinkle
submitted, and for every other item published
on this page we will pay half -a -guinea. Turn
that idea of yours to account by sending it in
to us addressed to the Editor, "PRACTICAL

j

j
j AND AMATEUR WIRELESS," George
Newnes, Ltd., 841, Southampton Street,
j Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item.

I

Please

SPRING
WASHER.

note that every

SPINDLE WITH
SHOULDER Sr

notion sent in must be original. Mark
envelopes " Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

I.M.11.MMEMINNI11

THREADED END

,4MIN

ment, as can be seen, the front of

which is made of thicker wood so as
to act as a good baffle. Underneath,

LT +

LT.+TO

ACCUM

SET.
BASE

and at the bottom of the speaker

conveniently
housed
the
rectifying unit or accumulator and
H.T. battery, if a battery -operated
set is used. There is ample room.
The set is built directly under the
is

A simple switch conversion.

ARM

0

0

K,-HOLE FOR
BUSH

controls, and the majority of the
components are mounted on the

2 FLAT HEADED
BOLTS ABOUT Ft"
ACROSS THE HEAD

EBONITE

134' X Ys.
right-hand side, whilst the gramoCHEESE HEJADED BOLTS
type shown in the sketch. Place a large - phone motor is fixed underneath
size soldering tag, with hole tiled square, the motor board in the usual way. TO CHAR6ING I
TO TRANSFORMER
A manual volume control is TRANSFORMER.
over the spindle end, replace the insulating
IN POWER PACK.
TO
AC.
placed
outside in the centre
washer, ordinary washer, and nut, and
MAINS.
tighten up. To the soldering tag solder a front, so that the volume may be
length of flex to suit requirements. The adjusted without having to open the
A five -point switch made with odds and ends.
same method'applies for converting a three- cabinet. The principal dimensions
point switch to a four-pcint one.-R. M. of the cabinet are : height 18in., length the connection between the L.T. and the
Ross (Aliuss).
22in., width 171in. The height of the front valves in one operation. It is fool proof
part is 7in. The plinth may be built because the valves cannot be switched on
according to the maker's own taste, and when the accumulator is charging. The
A Novel Table -radiogram Cabinet
THE accompanying sketches illustrate a station chart, etc., may be placed under- parts required are :-1 piece of ebonite 2in.
square, 5 cheese -headed bolts about tin.
an'idea for a compact table -radiogram neath the lid, for quick reference.
1 piece of ebonite llin. long by fin.
cabinet. The turntable, pick-up, controls,
I have made a cabinet to the dimensions long,
etc., after adjustment are totally enclosed given, in figured oak, and call thoroughly wide. The bush and spindle out of an old
by the top lid. The speaker of medium recommend it to any reader wishing to push-pull switch, or out of an old reaction
dimensions is housed in the top comport - construct a very compact, efficient and condenser, and a suitable knob will also be
required. The accompanying sketches show

convenient. table-radiogra m cabinet.
COLEBROOK
(Sandwich,
Kent).

-H. J.

clearly how the parts are put together,

the small bolts being arranged so the heads
of the larger fiolts will bridge two of them
in one position.-J. PICOT (Rochester).

A Condenser Switching Device
I T is sometimes found, when using

a dual -range coil, that although
reaction on medium waves is quite
satisfactory, the set fails to oscillate
on long waves. This is probably due
to the capacity of the reaction
condenser being too small for this

waveband, and a method of overcoming the difficulty is illustrated
in the accompanying sketch. The
wavechange switch, in the long wave position, presses against a
small block of ebonite fixed to a
metal strip which, in turn, makes
contact with another metal strip,

Siovrese

&MSS ,f7A040
EAPTHED OA

finiva
Bvsv

Cole_

EAPTA,

/2/Ecz-OcEeo/y/rE
GLUED To BR -4u

thereby placing the .0002 condenser

in parallel with the reaction conShowing the
arrangement
of the table -radiogram
cabinet described by a

reader in the accompanying paragraph.

For convenience, the
denser.
theoretical circuit is also shown, as,

in the event of a different 'type of
circuit being used, slight modifications may be necessary in the
assembly.-F. C. BIDDLECOMBE
(St. Margarets).

000a
To IPEAcrio/v

CoivoEtvsea A condenser switching devic..
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Rejuvenating Faulty Condensers

WHEN large condensers of the wax paper type begin to leak badly
Slotting Ribbed Formers
they need not be discarded. They can
I NOTICED a rather ingenious method of quite
easily be rejuvenated by the method
marking a coil former with a steel described
below, after which they will
dog -comb in the issue of Pnecricat. last for a considerable time. A leak is
(Continued from previous page)

SHOwn4c, COIL WOUND BY 006 COMB METHOD

February 2nd, 1935
METAL OR CARD13a4RD
TERMINALS
CASE
/NSuLATED FRAM
GLASS 7DP
CASE

usually caused in a condenser by damp
having caused the insulating paper between

the plates to become conductive. It is
thus necessary to remove this damp, and

FIG.I

at the same time to re -insulate.

The top of the condenser may be re-

SNOWING REGULAR TURNS USING STRIP Of PAPER

moved by re -heating the solder, at the same
time keeping the whole condenser slightly

warm so that the contents slip out easily

once the top is removed. When this is

done the top is taken off the wires, leaving

FIG.2.

what looks like a roll of paper with a

a nintun

II
1

111111111111111111
STRIP OF PAPER

RES/STANCE W/RE
STRE7rNED BETWEEN
TERM/N4L5

covering of wax. This is now placed in a
tjn or can, which must be clean, and gently
heated. Bits of clean candle are then A useful polarity indicator.

ELASTIC BANDS

FIG. 3.

COMPASS
NEEOLE

SPACE FOR sAwcur

A simple method of slotting ribbed formers.

Winics.vs.s for January 12th, but the saw -

cuts made between the teeth of the comb

run parallel to the end of former, and when

added until the condenser is submerged Due to its low resistance it
in a bath of molten wax. A piece of thin should be wired in series
wood should be placed over the can and the
with one lead.
condenser suspended in the wax so that
the Taper may not be burnt against the use. The operation of the instrument is as
hot sides. The heat should then be follows : The case is turned until the needle
increased slightly until bubbles are seen lies over the one drawn on the card. The
coining from the condenser, and when the wires of unknown polarity are then touched
against A and B when the needle at once
ife.oreo C.40,250ARD

LOOSEN

JbcA-4-rs

.5 -oz oz -4 "I1EPE

winding a coil to work on the 15 -metre
band, on which the windings are approximately }in. apart (say, taking two teeth

ozcp A17ZZ47-7-h-,ev

LeD/it^01

to the reader. If any reader does not
understand the principle underlying the
instrument, it may be noted that it is

as shown in Fig. 1.
To obviate this, an expedient method

of marking a former is to cut a strip of
paper with a knife and straight edge,

based

and

Cut a square piece of wood or ebonite,
cfwv4zoiva CASE /WERE'
.4176,APS ilieOP'EX/ST
A method of rejuvenating faulty condensers.

A coil wound by using this method would bubbles have ceased, the can and contents
appear as shown in Fig. 2. Any irregu- are removed from the source of heat.
larities in the windings of a short-wave coil The container of the condenser may then
are, of course. apt to cause fading.- be examined for holes, which should then
be soldered. The condenser is then lifted
F. W. Rrratis (Macduff).

out of the wax, placed in its container,

Tillfollowing method of quickly making

Experiment

AHANDY coil former, with connections
for tappings, can be madd as follows :

each turn to receive a saw blade, and

A Simple Grid Leak

Oersted's

A Handy Coil Former

former, leaving sufficient space between

can now be made between each turn.

on

Ampere's Rule.-H. F. Motu (Taunton).

the width of the strip being made according
to the distance between the windings
Wind the paper strip on the
desired.

in Fig. 3. The cuts with the saw blade

card may be calibrated by means of a

standard instrument to read in milliamps.
Other possible uses will probably occur

for each saw -cut) the finished coil appears

anchor both ends of the strip by fixing an
elastic band on each end of the former, as

swings to indicate the polarity of A and B.
As previously mentioned, this simple
instrument may also be used as a current detecting device. For small currents the

about 2in. square, and a circular piece 2in.
in diameter. Four pieces }in. by }in. by
4in. will also be required. Fix the parts

together, as shown in the sketches, the

square piece for the base, the round piece
for the top, the four pieces at each corner,
and another piece about 4in. by }in. by }in:

along the middle of one of the sides, as
shown. This piece forms the terminal strip.

and molten wax poured in until the level

is as shown in the sketch. A piece of

cardboard is then waxed and cut
grid leak may interest the wireless stoutshape,
and placed on top of this, two
constructor who- likes to make his own into
holes being made for the wires to come
components. It is really practical, is easy through. Slightly warmed pitch is then
to make, and when completed has a real stuffed and packed in tightly after the wax
commercial -looking appearance. To snake has become cool and firm. This layer
the grid leak, drill a small hole at each end should be put on carefully so that no air
of a piece of }in. dowel rod which is about is admitted to the condenser. The wires
Ilin. long. Having done this, draw a
then ready for soldering to the set.
thick line in Indian ink, or with an H.B. are
If preferred, two sockets from an old H.T.
pencil, from one hole right along the dowel battery can be inserted and soldered to
rod, to the other hole. Now screw two

the wires before putting in the pitch.

small terminals into the holes drilled in the Wander plugs can then be used to connect
rod and the grid leak is complete. Its up.-J. DIAMOND (Greenock).

resistance will be about two megohms,
but, of course, by drawing two ink or A Polarity Indicator
AUSEFUL polarity indicator, or A handy method of
pencil lines on the rod, its resistance may be
general -utility current detector, can making a coil former.
varied as required.-G. R. WILDING
(Liverpool).

easily be made from material in the scrap

TOP VIEW

To save filing grooves to take the wire at
The illustration shows the simple
construction of the instrument. A wire each corner, four }in. -diameter screwed
box.

of moderate resistance is stretched between rods can be used instead of the four pieces of
the terminals A and B beneath a card on wood. These rods should be covered half
which is mounted a compass needle. The way round with insulation tape, where the

TERMINALS.

An covig-made grid lea('.

card is marked as shown in the sketch. wire rests, the tape being pressed into the
This marking is the most important part threads of the rod to form the grooves.
of the construction. Four small stops are Finally, bore four holes in the projecting
provided to prevent too violent movement corners of the base, for screwing to the
of the needle when the instrument is in baseboard.-J. S. Warrs (Bristol).
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THE

' MAKING '

OF THE
HALLMARK

4
-demands Colvern Coils and only Colvern
To " make - this brilliant receiver employ
Colvern Coils-as specified solely by the
designer. The tremendous care with which

they are made, and the repeated tests to which
Colvern Coils are put, ensures the most outstanding results possible.
Make no mis-

take - fit Colvern. As specified for the
HALL -MARK 4:-One 2 Coil Assembly
Type T.D.S. 15,'6 per pair.

le

"I've bought a Blue Spot Speaker
For my rich Uncle Bill,

So now I can be sure of
A place in Uncle's Will "

Write to -day for latest Colvern Booklet.

Gratis and Post Free on request

COLVERN LTD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.

COLVERN

Leslie knows how many beans make five.

When he heard his uncle cursing the
wireless, he slipped out and bought him

a new Blue Spot " Star " Loudspeaker.

Was uncle pleased ?

He was.

Who

Helpful Books for the Practical Man

wouldn't be delighted to have his radio

The

entertainment made crisp and clear and

Home Mechanics

true with every word and note perfect

Series
Price 1/- net each ; by post 172 each
THE HOME
WOODWORKER

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS

The various examples of woodwork described in this Handbook
have been designed by practical
craftsmen. They are modern in

Interesting and useful apparatus,

style, and their construction is
well within the powers of the

instead of sounding as though

it were

being strained through wire gauze. Get

a Blue Spot Speaker for your

set and

see what a difference it makes.

easily constructed, with which

the student is enabled to test for
himself the theory and practice of

SEND FOR LOUDSPEAKER

text -books.

PAMPHLET No. P.R.4.

Electricity as laid down in the

average home -worker who follows

the instructions given.

25 SIMPLE
WORKING MODELS
All the models described in this
book can be constructed from the
simplest materials and with very
modest equipment.
None
requires lathe -work.
147 illusstrations.

TOY MAKING
FOR AMATEURS
Over 200 illustrations. Instructions and diagrams are given for
the construction of innumerable
toys of all kinds, from the
simplest to the more complicated
mechanical sorts.
I

MOTOR CAR
OVERHAUL AND
UPKEEP
Many, by undertaking their own
repairs, can afford to run a Car,
and it is the purpose of this
handbook to show how the Owner -

Driver may carry out most of the

adjus*neuts and repairs which
every Car sooner or later needs.

ACCUMULATORS
An Accumulator (whether for

Wireless or the Car), if properly

used and cared for, is an extremely

reliable piece of apparatus. This
book shows how to get the be,t
out of it.

Send post card for full List

From all Booksellers, Newsagents, etc., or
by post, is. ad. each from the Publishers

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COMPANY, LTD.,
Blue Spot House, 94-96, Rosoman St., Roaebery
Ave., London, E.C.I. Telephone: CLE rkentrell 3570.

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and
North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and
London) Ltd., zoo London Road, SHEFFIELD ;
22. St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; Strawberry

GEO NEWNES, LTD., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2
Geo. IS' cunes, !ALI

Lane, Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne ;
37i138, 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow; 45, Springbank,

H
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THE UNIVERSAL
HALL -MARK.

FOUR
Further

Details and Wiring
Diagrams Next Week!

Constructional

diagram will be given in next week's issue
of PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Using a Pick-up

As this receiver has an undistorted

output of approximately 6 watts it is very

suitable for gramophone reproduction.
Constructors who do not wish to fit a radio-

gram switch need only fit a pick-up strip
at the back of the chassis, and connect the

The Chassis of the Universal
Hall- Mark.

THE wiring diagram of the
Universal

Hall -Mark

of the metallised surface. When fitting the
electrolytic condensers

Four

will be given in next week's

the casings should make contact
with the metallised surface of the

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,

but there

are

probably

many
readers who prefer to build their
receivers from the theoretical diagram, and
therefore, this week, we propose to give you
a few advance constructional details.
Most of the instructions for the A.C. Hall -

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
UNIVERSAL t HALL -MARK FOUR

baseboard, as the casing is the
negative terminal of this type of condenser.

-

Suitable for all A.C. or D.C. Mains,
Large Output -6 watts maximum.
Wavelength-Calibrated Dial.
Smooth Control of Volume.
Absence of Mains Hum.
Absolute Safety in Use.

-

Mounting the Volume Control
The bracket for the volume -control grid of the R2018 (V2) valve

via a .5 mfd.
Mark also apply to the universal model, potentiometer should contact with M.B., condenser to one of the sockets, and the
but there is one point that must be particu- but great care should be taken when screw- other socket via a .5 mfd. condenser to
larly. stressed in connection with the latter. i ng down the reaction condenser bracket. the inetallised surface of the baseboard.

The earth lead must not be connected to the It is important that the screws do not pierce When gramophone reproduction is desired
metallised
of the baseboard, as this the metallised surface of the baseboard as the pick-up leads should be plugged into the

procedure might possibly cause a mains
'short-circuit in cases where the supply is
D.C. with the positive mains lead earthed.
For the same reason a condenser is connected in the aerial lead. This component
is the pre-set condenser C3, and in addition
to insulating the aerial, it may be used for
controlling selectivity, in cases where the

receiver is used in close, proximity to a
transmitting station.
A I tin. drill should be used for VI, V3,
V4, V5 and rectifier valve -holders, and a

this would result in a short-circuit of the sockets, and the volume control on the
reaction winding.
As the smoothing choke partly covers one

receiver sot at minimum in order to prevent
the radio signals from passing to the
detector valve.

valve -holder wiring has been completed.

Microfuses Ltd.-Change of Address

of the output valve -holders, it will be
advisable to fix this component after the

The Mains Dropping Resistance

Readers should note that the address of

Microfuses Ltd., makers of the fuse specified
This component should be wired to suit for the Hall -Mark receivers, has been
the mains supply voltage. The heater pin changed to 4, Charterhouse Buildings,
of V3 should be connected to the lower Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

lin. drill for V2 holder. As in all receivers
employing a Metaplex chassis, care should
be taken to keep the valveholder pins clear

terminal of the resistance for all
supply voltages, but C22 and the

LIST OF COMPONENTS.

ance), for a voltage of 200 to
205, to the third terminal for

fuse terminal should be connected

to the second terminal (viewed
from the bottom end of the resist-

One 2 -gang set coils, types Q and T.-Wearile.
Coe 2 -gang .0005 mid, midget condenser with type V P.
drive with wavelength scale (Cl. C2)-Polar.
One .00015 mid. reaction condenser (C3)-Graham Parish.
Four .5 mid. fixed tubular condenaers Cfl, C11, C14, C15)

220

240 to 250.

-

Two .1 mid. fixed tubular condensers tC4, C5)-T.M.C.
Three .05 told. fixed tubular condensers tall, C21, C22)-

Speaker Leads

T.M.C.

The three loud -speaker leads

One .0001 nth!. fixed tubular condenser (C7)-T.M.C.

Three .0002 mid. fixed tubular condensers (C9, C12, C13)-

should

T.M.C.

be

soldered

to

the

tags on the Rola speaker transformer, the outer leads (from
valve anode) being fixed to the

One 2 mfd. fixed condenser ,C10)-T.M.C.

Three 25 mfd. electrob tic condensers (C8, C16, C17)Dobilier.

Two 8 mtd, electrols t.c condensers ,C18, C19)-Dobilleg.
One .0003 mfd. pre -,et condenser ,C23)--Formo.
Fourteen fixed resistances, 30,000 IR21, 55,000 tR1),

outer tags, and the lead from

2,000 ,R5,, 500,000 ,R8), 20,000 i58t, 30.000 ,RD).

C18 to the centre tag.

A word
of warning can be added concerning the speaker. This has a
specially selected push-pull transformer attached, and if best

1,000 417, 250 ,11121. 250 (R13t, 50 ,R151, 50 tB.16).
10,000 5.10), 10,000 ,R11), 2001831 --Graham Parish.

Two potentiometers 2,000 ohms, type V.C.26 (R4) and
5,000 ohms. type VC.29 (R14)-Bulgin.
One Mains dropping resistance 1R17)-B.T.S.
One snap H.F. choke-Graham Parish
One L.P. choke H.T.11-Wright and Weaire.
One Input posh -poll transformer type G.FGD-Varlet'.
Three potentiometer brackets-Peto Scott.
One Maim on Oft switch, type 5.80-Bulgin.
Five valveholders, 4, 7 -pin, 1. 5 -pin- Chi,
Two .5 amp mains fuses- Microtuse.
One mains lend and plug-Belling and Lee.
Five valves, types H.P.2118, 8.2018, P.P.4118, P).4118,
PV3018-Tungsram.
One loudspeaker, type F.R.7. P.M.24-Rots,
One Metaplex chassis --Peto Scott 112 x 10 a
A.E. strip and plugs-Belling Lee.
One Hall -Mark Four cabinet.

to 230 volts, and to the

fourth terminal if the voltage is

results are desired, this must not
be substituted. The push-pull
valves have an undistorted output

of approximately 6 watts, and
3

3

therefore a small speaker would

be hopelessly overloaded.
Further 'details of this receiver

-including trimming and adjusting

instructions-and a wiring

Here is the Universal Hall -Mark in
cabinet.

its

attractive
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The Modern Tower of Babel

7hartiott

-

MOST of my readers will be acquainted
with the verbose and tergiversatory
aerial, with the possible exception
circumambulation (!) of Dr. Johnson, who, outdoor
those small and neat commercial aerials
in compiling that ridiculous first English of
in most cases are more efficient than
Dictionary, really wrote a satire on the which
indoor aerials, and are also of great use in
human race. His definition of patriotism, rooms where an indoor aerial is impracfor example, was " The last refuge of a ticable. Ten years ago there were dozens
scoundrel " In his lives of the poets, of different (and indifferent) types of
the following phrase occurred :outdoor aerials-unsightly-looking contrap" Let observation, with extensive view,
tions which did much to retard the progress
Survey mankind from China to Peru." of radio because people would not spoliate
I expect you will also be aware of Cole - the appearance of their suburban chateaux.
ridge's scathing comment on this : that it A modern receiver does not require a long
really meant " Let observation with exten- outdoor aerial.
sive observation observe mankind." Now
lexicography has been, with me, a bele noire Fading
ever since I learned to read. I have always
NONE of my quondam critics will
been irritated by the fanciful imaginations
disagree with me when I state that
of those who compile our dictionaries and
merely hazard guesses at the derivation and fading has nothing to do with the receiver.
pronunciation of some words. Too long has it

been anybody's job to produce dictionaries
of the English language. I have no doubt

A Precocious Schoolboy

I AM reminded of the old quotation :-

" And still he spoke, and still the
wonder grew,

That one small head could hold one
half it knew,"
by the correspondence I sometimes receive

from schoolboys. If, in my urge to feed

our panting printing presses I fail to cross
an i or dot a t, I am certain to be reminded

of it in a voluble fashion from a callow
youth in his early teens ; which is all to
the good, keeps me up to the scratch and
all that, and reminds me of the fact that a

journalist should write for those who don't
know rather than for those who do. The

former class will learn something whilst
the latter will have their knowledge confirmed and regard the contribution purely
as an aide memoire.

I am always pleased

to hear from schoolboys and to advise
It is purely a transmitting problem, and them. We are apt to forget that a new
as such I have always contended that it generation of home constructors enters our
should be solved at the transmitting end. ranks every year, and we must not hence
I do not see why I or any other listener shirk the irksomeness of going over the

that if a Welsh scholar were given the
opportunity to compile an English dic- should buy expensive apparatus in the form same old ground.
tionary it would be smothered with Welsh of A.V.C. units and equipment, merely to
words and Welsh pronunciations, and really get over a -problem which comes strictly The £5 Three -valve Superhet
be a piece of veiled propaganda for the within the domain of the designers of trans- I AM always an unwelcome visitor to the
Welsh race. In Other words, a Welshman

(where doubt existed regarding the origin
or pronunciation), would quite naturally
be tempted to give it to the Welsh. The
same argument applies (perhaps with
greater force) if you placed the job in the
hands of a Scob. A language belongs to a
nation, and not to particular individuals,
and as such the compilation of a dictionary
should be a government job. There is no
standardisation about language at all.
Anyone can publish a dictionary and invent

mitting anik,,:sit us.
PRACTICAL AND AMATE1311 WIRELESS
Whatever form of A.V.C. is fitted means laboratory. On those occasions, however,
a loss of efficiency in the receiver. It when I pry into that holy of holies, I make

would be just as sensible for car manufacturers to make all of their cars to suit
one -legged drivers because a few people
are deprived of one of their limbs. My

it my business to ask the why and wherefore. The other day,'a reader had called
to make an inquiry regarding the £5 Super -

het., out of which he couldn't get a note.

advice to commercial set designers is this : One of the technical assistants had conSupply your receivers without A.V.C. nected an oscillator to his receiver, and was

any sort of pronunciation, word, or meaning,

at variance with all the other dictionaries.
Once it is in print it has the authority of the
printed word. You may observe from this

the point to which I am leading. The

B.B.C. has its own committee on words and

their pronunciations, which I think is all
to:the good. I db not know the members
of the committee or their nationality, but

it would be comforting to know that it

does not intend to make an effort to upset
primunCiations of words on which almost
all dictionaries agree. As an Englishman,
I am always careful in my choice of dictionaries. I prefer them to emanate from

an: English publisher and to have been

compiled and edited by Englishmen. ConfuSiori

will be worse confounded if, in

addition to our dictionaries, we are to haVe
a radio dictionary as well. Do you agree ?
My "Shorter Oxford" is a treasured
possession.

Where Are the Aerials ?
I T does not seem so many years ago

Members of the staff of Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd., at the annual works
dance recently held at Mansfield.

since part of the divertisement of my A station which fades is not worth listening busy trimming

daily journey to town consisted of observing

the various types of aerials and counting point carefully explained to them, they
the weekly increments. Latterly, I have would not require to listen to a station on
watched their gradual decline as, para- which fading is consistently bad. There are
doxically enough, the number of radio sets other reasons I know which cause fading,
has increased. On my twenty -five -mile and which are quite outside the ken even
journey I can now count six aerials where of the transmitting engineer ; but even so,
formerly they were uncountable. This is I contend that it is not a problem to be
silent tribute to the increased efficiency of tackled at the receiving end. I always
modern valves and wireless receiving believe in tackling the cause rather than
apparatus. It spells

the death of the

the

I.F. transformers

to, anyway, and if customers had the Within five minutes the receiver burst into

the effect:

life, and it was, indeed, a pleasant thing to
watch the barometric change on the
reader's face-from extreme gloom to
the apogee of pleasure ! I imagine from the

.conversation that he had ignored every
instruction regarding matching and trim-

ming, and had turned every knob and

screw willy nilly, with the net result that he
was entirely lost. He walked away another
(Continued overleaf)
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satisfied reader, paying glowing eulogies to

PERSONALLY, I should have thought
that those listeners who are not

the PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
service.

interested in making a set of their own,

or who are not prepared to go to the expense
of buying a high-class ready-made receiver,
would much prefer to hire a set of reputable

Thanks !
MANY thanks to the many readers who
have written to me messages of good

February 2nd, 1935

Receiver Hire

(Continued from ',crime, page)

make from one of the many firms whose
1 job it is to supply sets on hire terms. I
will on the transference of my weekly Fitting Variable -mu Valves
: know of several firms who are prepared to
platform. " On your Wavelength " has
AREADER who had built the PRACTICAL
P

I loan receivers for quite a few shillings per

been a regular feature for many years, and

WIRELESS Leader Three decided to week, this charge covering all servicing and,
some readers expressed the fear that the fit a variable
-mu S.G. valve and an S.G. ! in some instances, the replacement of the
amalgamation of the two wireless journals
comprised by PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR bias potentiometer control. He wired the t set by a new model after a certain period.
WIRELESS might see the demise of the earth end of the grid coil (terminal 3) to the
feature. Not so ! Your unworthy Ther- 1 centre terminal of the potentiometer in Interference -proof Receivers
mion will continue to expatiate on sundry i the usual manner, and connected a .1 mfd. IT was with interest that I read the other
subjects and to hurl his weekly brick bats : condenser between this terminal and MB.
day of an appeal made by the section
were (mite satisfactory on the long- engineer
behind the comfortable anonymity of his ! Results
of the Birmingham P.O. Engineerwave
band
btft
he
found
that
the
control
pseudonym. Set your fears at rest. All the
ing Department to the Midland Radio
This 11
did
not
function
on
medium
waves.
same, I blush at the soft impeachment !
Luncheon Club. His appeal was to the

is rather a common fault, and is due to the , effect that radio manufacturers should make
their receivers static -proof by fitting ap-

.1 infd. condenser being short-circuited by
Anode Connections
!the
wave switch when the latter is in the
loathed
the
terminal
IHAVE always
medium -wave position. The remedy is !
caps fitted to the top of screen -grid
simple ; it is only necessary to connect 1
and similar valves, and have more than favery
.1
mfd.
condenser between the switch a
once had the misfortune to find them i terminal of
the coil (terminal 2) and the I
damaged. But last week I cursed them switch lead.

paratus that would prevent the set from

picking up electrical interference from outside sources. This, to me, seems all- wrong,

and in my opinion it is the makers of
electrical machinery and fittings who should
be called upon to fit suppressors to the
appliances which they manufacture. It

even more than usual, for they let me down
badly just when I wished to demonstrate a Push-pull Output Circuits
new home-made receiver to some friends. WTHILE testing an experimental re- a seems rather like " putting the cart before
The set was a battery -operated one, and VV ceiver having two pentodes in the horse " to allow electrical apparatus to
I wished to employ the H.F. pentode from push-pull, slight distortion was experienced ; be so designed and made that it cona portable that did good service last year. this was traced to the use of push-pull valves I stantly radiates interference, and then to
On going to the latter receiver, however, I I that were not exactly matched. Toshltain I attempt to suppress that interference when
found that the anode terminal was locked I the full benefit of a push-pull outpia-sitige it is detected by the receiver. The argualmost solid, presumably due to slight 1 the same amount of current must pass' ment in favour of modifying the set will
corrosion by fumes from the battery acid. s through each half of the olef Itatiutformer probably be that the set came after the
A little hot water was run round the t primary. When this co ion exists, the a electrical machinery, but surely that is not
terminal nut, and this appeared to loosen I magnetising effect of the direct current on : a good excuse.
it, but when an attempt was made to remove : the core is nullified -because the direction of t If I drive a car the exhaust of which emits
the terminal the whole cap turned round I current flow in one half of the transformer I an ear-splitting noise when the car is driven
and parted company with the glass bulb. primary winding is opposite to that in the I down the street, I am liable to be sum.:
I blamed myself for my carelessness, and ! other half. As it is difficult to obtain two t moned for causing a public nuisance, and
went to the nearest wireless shop to buy a pentodes that pass exactly the same value yet the maker of, say, an electric hair
another valve. As soon as this was of anode current, experiments were con - dryer, that may be productive of equally
removed from its carton, however, it was t ducted with various methods of equalising ear-splitting noises in the loud -speakers of
discovered that the terminal cap on this the consumption of the two valves, and it I hundreds of receivers, gets away scot-free.
valve also was loose-so loose, in fact, that was eventually found that a very good
I dare not touch the terminal. The i control could be obtained by connecting : Wireless Dealers
result was that I could not demonstrate the priming grids of the pentodes to the !
WHYis it that there is so much incomthe new set after all, and since that time i end terminals of a 5,000 -ohm potentiometer a
petence in the wireless trade ? At
my name has been " mud " with my and then joining the centre terminal of the various times I suppose I have been into
wireless friends. Some constructors have potentiometer to H.T. A rotation of the I hundreds of wireless shops, and on only
criticised the new form of metal cap a potentiometer slider increases the voltage I very few occasions have I found that the

connector, but I am all in favour of it- ion one priming grid and at the same time I owner or assistants had any more than a
more so now than ever.

Radio Relays
FROM information that

I decreases that on the other priming grid, I very nodding acquaintance with wireless
thus affording the listener a simple means s theory and practice. In one particular

! of equalising the anode current consumption ! instance I found a so-called service engineer
carefully " testing " the various components

is constantly I of the valves.

! of a simple three -valve battery set which
reaching me, it appears that the
" would not work." At the very first
wireless relay services that are in operation !Aerial Volume Control
receivers
employing
an
S.G.
glance it was evident that the constructor
in various parts of the country are receiving ,aCOME
)
S.G.-H.F.
stage
rely
on
the
detector
I
of
the set had made various " earth " conincreasing patronage. All those firms who
are operating relay stations are reporting treaction condenser for volume control. nections to the wooden chassis-which was
increasing business, and appear to be , This control is not sufficiently effective I not metallised. And yet this engineer (7)
I when the aerial is in close proximity to the & was non-plussed, and could not understand
enjoying prosperous times.
I find it difficult to form a reason for this, transmitter, however. A .0005 variable I why the set was so absolutely dumb ! It
since relay subscribers are limited to one or !condenser connected in series with the ! is a pity that manufacturers of wireless
two programmes, and must accept whatever aerial lead will control the volume, but in I components and receivers cannot institute
the engineer in charge prefers to give them : most cases this also affects the tuning of : some system whereby unqualified -people
in the way of entertainment. Although I ! the aerial circuit because its operation I would not be allowed to sell articles of which
am by no means an " ether -scourer " varies the aerial capacity effect. The i they have no knowledge. I do not suggest
myself, I do like to be able to turn to the : following is a simple method of overcoming : that intending traders and assistants
foreign stations once in a while, and, more- a this effect : connect the terminal of the I should be compelled to pass a stiff examineover, I frequently enjoy many of the broad- I aerial series condenser to one end of a 50 s tion, but if they were required to answer
casts from European stations. Admittedly, turn winding of 34 S.W.G. wire wound on a ! few simple questions put by a competent

the bulk of my listening is in connection !small cardboard former, and connect the person a large number of those who are
with the local stations, but even so I often :other end of the winding to the earth : in the wireless business to -day would be
find pleasure in alternative programmes that I terminal. This former should then be I compelled to study the fundamentals
are sometimes sent out by the Midland and s placed inside the existing grid winding or else earn their living in some other
North Regional transmitters. It is there- former, its best position being found by I manner. A test on these lines would be
fore hard to understand why other people I experiment. The required size of the a of considerable assistance to the wireless'
-and there must be many thousands of extra former will be governed by that of I trade as a whole, and would certainly be
them-can be content to have one, or the grid winding former-there should be a ! to the advantage of the novice and beperhaps two, programmes from which to clearance of at least lin. between the two. : ginner in home construction, as well as to
choose.

.

the listening public in general.
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TRIMMING, MATCHING AND OPERATING THE

Mr.

F.

J

Camm's Latest Mains Receiver.

Battery and

Universal Models are Described on Later Pages

satisfied that the re-

because I have found in the past that many
readers who have failed to obtain successful
results have used screws which have passed
and earth to it. For through and made contact with the metalt his, of course, it is lised surface, thus in many cases completely
hound to do if the blotting out signals.

ceiver works directly
you attach your aerial

components and the The Electrolytics
wiring instructions
The wiring of the electrolytics was
have accurately been mentioned
in last week's issue, but as this
followed.

cannot very clearly be shown on the blue-

Final Instructions print, owing to their position, we would
Before giving the particularly emphasise that the casing of

final

instructions,
there are a few points
regarding the construction to be given.
For example, before
mounting the ganged

C15 (the inner condenser of the two) must
not make contact with the metallised baseboard, and the two leads indicated on the
sub -baseboard wiring diagram shown connected to the electrolytic condenser fixing
nuts must pass through the condenser fixing

condenser and coils,
be very careful to as-

hole and make good contact with the

neath surfaces of the components them-

The mains switch has not been attached

certain that the under-

EVEN at. this early stage it is evident

condenser casing.

The Mains Switch

that some thousands of the A.C. selves are clean, as it is these surfaces which to the front panel, as this method of conwith its quality and large provide the earth -return path via the nection sometimes tends to produce mains

undistorted output, are in process of con-

struction throughout the British Isles.

Aided by the free -gift blueprint which was
given last week, the construction presents

no difficulty at all and, as a fact, can be

accomplished within a couple of evenings.
The ample diagrams, instructions, and
photographs also included with last week's
issue make the position of every component

and every wire crystal clear, even to the
veriest beginner.
It is not possible to convey by means of
diagrams the niceties of adjustments and

metallised Metaplex chassis.
hum owing to the proximity of the main
Another point : The bracket holding the leads and the H.F. wiring.
reaction condenser must not be in contact
It is therefore suggested that the switch
with the metallised baseboard, and it is be connected to the side of the cabinet near
particularly necessary, therefore, to ensure the mains transformer. If you have
that the screws holding this component rigidly adhered to the above instructions,
to the chassis do not make contact with the the valves may now be inserted in their
metallised surface.

I stress this point

the fineness of trimming and matching which

make all the difference between obtaining
perfect results and indifferent results. Even
with the most expensive motor -car there are

tho adjustments to the carburetter, to the
driving position, and to the ignition, which

differentiate the article as it leaves
the workshop from the well -tuned
product as it reaches the purchaser.
A home -constructed receiver has
that great advantage over the
commercial product. 'It has all

the sturdiness and reliability of the
hand -made job and the almost in-

estimable advantage that it does
not, like so many commercial receivers, present the appearance of
the internals of a telephone switch -box
when you remove the back to find out
what has gone wrong.

A receiver which you have actually
made is known to you in all its con-

structional elementals, but you must carry
out very carefully the matching and

trimming operations, and not merely be

A Full-size Blueprint of the A.C. Hall -Mark was Given
Free with Last Week's Issue

respective socketsVI is the INIVS/Pen,
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F. J. CAMM'S
A.C. HALL -MARK

LIST OF COMPONENTS
One A.C. Hall -Mark Four Console Cabinet-

Peto-Scott.
One Metaplex chassis, 121in.X 12in. with 3!in.
runners-Peto-Scott.
One 2 -gang variable condenser, complete Ivith

drive-Formo.
One 2 -coil assembly, type TDS.-Colvern.
One reaction condenser, .00015 mfd. Polar.
One input push-pull transformer, type DP.36Varley.
Twelve 1 watt fixed resistances, 50,000 ohms,
30,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 10,000 ohms,
10,000 ohms, 750 ohms, 250 ohms, 350
ohms, 350 ohms, .5 megohms, 20,000

ohms, and 2,000 ohms.-Amplion.
tubularThree lxsicorlensers,.1mfLfd.

,tp3,mk(type4406)tlir.

Two fixed condensers, .0001 mfd., .0002 mfd.

(type 65)-Dubilier.

r

V2

and

the

41MHL,

V3

and

selectivity is obtained. Slight re -adjust-

y4 the 41MP's. The

mains supply may next
be switched on. Signals will
probably be received as soon

as the aerial and earth leads

have been connected and the dial rotated.
Best results, however, cannot be expected
unless the gang -condenser trimmers are
carefully adjusted. Fortunately, the trimming of a double -tuned -circuit receiver can
very easily be effected. First adjust the
two trimmers to their mid -way positions.
The local station may now be tuned in and
the front section (C1) trimmer adjusted for
maximum volume. A more distant statton

ment of Cl trimmer will be found necessary
after the aerial series condenser has been set.

Tone Control
The condensers shown in dotted lines on

the theoretical diagram may be added. if
more mellow reproduction is desired.- These
two condensers are connected between

Three electrolytic condensers, 25 mfd., 25 volt
working (type 3046 )-Dubilier.

Two electrolytic condensers, 8 mfd. 500 volt
working (type 0218)-Dubiller.
One fixed condenser, 500 volt working, 4 mfd.
(type LEC)-Dubilier.
One screened H.F. Choke, HFPJ-Wearite.
One QMB. on off switch, type S.130-Bulgin.
One 10 -way group board-Bulgin.
One 2,000 ohm potentiometer, type VC.26Bulgin.
One mains transformer-B.T.S.
One H.T.10 metalrectifier-Westinghouse.
One .5 amp. fuse and holder-Microfuse.
One twin socket strip, with plugs marked A.
and E,-Belling-Lee.
Four valves, MVS Pen., 41MHL, 41MP, 41MP
-Cossor.
One mains -energised loudspeaker, type " Prac-

tical Wireless "-W.B.

Two fixed condensers, 1 mfd., 2 mfd., type BBDubilier.
Two component brackets.-Peto-Scott.
Four voice holders, 1, 7 -pin, 3, 5-pin-Clix.

G and G.B. terminals of the push-pull

transformer.
Fitting the Set into the Cabinet
These tone-compenading condensers
The cabinet is a soundly made job and
simply serve to attenuate the higher frequencies and have no other effect ; that is, they no difficulty will be experienced in marking
do not reduce volume, and their value is out the front for the various spindle holes.
sufficiently low to avoid any " boominess " An excellent method of doing this is to put
other unpleasant form of reproduction. a spot of ink on the centre of the projecting
should then be tuned in and the two or
trimmers slightly readjusted for best As, however, many readers will prefer the ends of the control spindles and then to
results. The trimmer position should now rather " crisp " reproduction that the set slide the chassis into the cabinet, so that
longest spindle transfers its ink to the
hold for stations on all parts of the dial. normally provides, the condensers will not the
If this is not the case, it indicates that the be required in all cases. Much depends inside of the front of the cabinet. This
upon the position of the loud -speaker and hole should then be drilled with a woodcoils are not correctly matched.
also on the furnishings of the room in which worker's centre -bit, drilling through from

it is situated, for if there is a good deal of both sides of the cabinet. Next pass the
chassis in again and proceed to mark and
For best quality reproduction from the upholstered furniture this will itself tend drill
the other holes in a similar manner.
local station the reaction condenser should to give a " mellowing " effect.

Selectivity Control

be set at its minimum position-this is done

by rotating the control knob in an anti-

clockwise direction-and volume should be
controlled by means of the 2,000 -ohm
potentiometer. When listening to distant
stations, however, sensitivity and selectivity
may be improved by rotating the reaction

condenser very nearly to its oscillation

point. Those. who live very near a transmitting station may find that the selectivity
does not quite meet with their requirements,

and therefore it is suggested that a .0003

pre-set condenser be connected between the

aerial terminal and terminal 1 of the coil.
The setting of this component may then

be adjusted until the required degree of

COMPONENT VALUES
Values of components shown is the circuit
given last week are as follows :
R1,

50,000

ohms ;

R2,

25,000 ohms ;

250 ohms ; R4, 2,000 ohms ; R5,
2,000 ohms ; R6, .5 meg. ; R7, 750 ohms ;
R8, 30,000 ohms ; R9, 20,000 ohms ;
R10, 10,000 ohms ; R11, 10,000 ohms ;
R12, 350 ohms ; R13, 350 ohms ; Cl,
.0005 mfd. ; C2, .0005 mid. ; C3, .00015
.R3,

,mfd. ; C4, .1 mfd. ; C5, .1 mid. ; 06, 1 mfd. ;

97, .0001 mfd. ; 08, 25 mfd. ; 09, .0002
mfd. ; C10, 2 mfd. ; C11, .5 mfd. ; 012,
25 mfd. ; C13, 25 mfd. ; 014, 4 mfd. ;

015, 8 mfd. ; C16, 8 mfd.
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3UILDING POWER
AMPLIFIERS
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Practical Details of Two Different Types

of A.C. Amplifier Suitable for Outputs

of Three and Four Watts are Given
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Fig. 1.-Theoretical and
practical circuits for a
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116.
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power amplifier of simple type.

THERE are many arguments both for ponents from the set and use
and against the use of high -power some of them in the amplifier.
amplifiers to feed the loud -speaker, The amplifier circuits to be
hut the fact remains that greater undis- described will be shown complete with
torted outputs are coining into wider power units, and it will be explained how
favour. Whereas an undistorted output of these can be employed to feed the receiver.
about 1 watt was considered high a few A Single -Valve Pentode Amplifier
years ago, it is now the rule to find that
simplest possible -type of amplifier
the average mains receiver has a maximum is The
that shown in Fig. I, and this employs
output well in excess of this ; in fact, it is a single
directly -heated pentode, fed from

fI"

fairr--tf

4 MAC

/flee)

iwts
A

r S.

Nr-af

the maximum (500 -volt) tappings c an be
used, the total load being made up to 120
mahatmas by connecting a fixed resistance

in parallel with the output, as shown at
El. The value of this resistance can be

probably true to say that the average a choke -capacity filter circuit. This ampli- found by dividing the difference between
the total current consumed and 120

output is something like 2 watts. There
are many listeners who desire an output
higher than this, however, and it is for

a small power valve in the output circuit
having only a single L.F. stage. It is
such people that this atticle is written. and
suitable for use after a powerful set,
Details will be given of amplifiers suitable not
the pentode would be overloaded in
for outputs between 2 and 5 watts, so since
circumstances. -When the Cossor
that the units described will be appropriate such
41 B valve is used the undistorted
for use with the average receiver when it Fr
is over 3 watts. This valve requires
is wished to operate a few speakers at full output
anode voltage up to 400 and consumes
volume or to obtain good reception in a an
milliamps of anode and screen current,
large room.. The amplifiers can also be 36
that it is necessary to employ a rectifier
used-in a very limited way-for public- so
valve of the C class, the maximum output
address work indoors, although they are not from
which is 500 volts at 120 milliamps.
suitable for use in the open air, when the A 2,500
-ohm loud -speaker field winding is
output should be something like 20 watts. included
in the positive lead, and this
accounts for a voltage drop of 90 at the
The Power Supply
of 36 milliamps. The bias
The conditions set out preclude battery H.T. current
required for the 'Yr 41 B is 40,
amplifiers, since to secure more than 2 voltage
that the voltage actually applied between
watts from a battery set it becomes expen- so
sive to obtain the necessary current, and the anode and cathode is 350, allowing

_

amplifier to an existing mains receiver it is

first necessary to decide whether or not
the power -supply unit in the receiver has

sufficient "reserve " to enable it to feed
the amplifier as well. In the majority
of cases it will be found that the mains
portion has an output only just sufficient
for the receiver itself, and it will therefore

-

.

Component Values

The various resistance and condenser
values are indicated in Fig. I, whilst
suitable voltage outputs for the mains
transformer are marked. It will be seen
that the H.T. secondary winding of the
transformer is tapped so that voltages of
500 or 420 can be applied to the anodes

be necessary to provide a separate unit of the full -wave valve rectifier. When the
for the additional amplifier.

_

It will nearly

always be found, however, that the new
mains unit can be made to give sufficient
output for the receiver and amplifier
without going to any additional expense.
For that reason it might be found con-

in

thousands of ohms. The resistance

must, of course, be of large enough power handling capacity to deal with the current
involved.

The resistance shown at R2 is for the
purpose of limiting the output voltage to

that required by the receiver, and its
value may be calculated in the usual manner

by dividing the current into the voltage

to be dropped.

The mains transformer shown has a
ing the heaters of the receiver, but the
actual current output for this should be
separate 4 -volt, 5 -amp. winding for supply-

chosen according to the set in use.
With regard to the components required

amplifier only is being fed from the mains

used for smoothing the H.T.'supply should

have a rated working voltage of not less
than 600, whilst that used in the grid -bias
circuit need be rated at 50 volts working.

The first L.F. choke, used for coupling
the amplifier to the receiver, must hate a
current -carrying capacity of only about
20 milliamps at the marked inductance,
but the output choke should be designed
to carry up to 50 milliamps, and should
have an inductance of 15 to 20 henries
when carrying the maximum current.

equipment the lower tappings must be
used to prevent the voltage from rising
to a figure in excess of 500, as it would This choke should have a D.C. resistance
when the total load on the rectifier is only of about 400-54)0 ohms. All other details
36 milliamps. When the mains unit is required can be obtained from Fig. 1.

venient to remove the power -supply cotn- also being used to feed a receiver, however,

1111

milliamps into 500, and the result will be'

for the amplifier mains unit, it should be
stated that these should all be of the best
quality obtainable. Remember that high
for
a
drop
of
some
20
volts
across
the
the choice of valves is limited.
voltages are being dealt with, and act
winding
of
the
output
choke.
When it is proposed to fit a power
accordingly ! The electrolytic condensers

,

-

fier is well suited to follow a receiver having

(Continued overleaf)
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Fig. 2.-The above drawing shows the connections for a 4 -watt push-pull
amplifier for all A.C. working.
(Continued from previous rage)

which the amplifier is used has its

A Four -watt Push-pull Amplifier

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is for a push;, own mains equipment.

pull amplifier giving an output of rather The Push-pull Components
more than 4 watts when a pair of Cossor
A suitable input push-pull transindirectly -heated 41 MXP valves are em- former is the Ferranti AF5C, but this
ployed. The 'component values indicated should be choke -capacity fed, the choke
in the theoretical and practical circuits Ch.1 being chosen to match the output
apply to these valves, but only slight valve in the receiver. Where the receiver
modifications would be necessary if two is provided with choke -capacity output
valves of similar type but of either make the choke and condenser may, of course, be
were used. This amplifier is suitable for omitted. The H.T. smoothing condensers
use after a receiver with an appreciable in this case should be rated to work at not
output, since the valves mentioned do not less than 400 volts, although the voltage
afford such a high degree of amplification will not rise unduly due to the fact that an
as the pentode specified for the first indirectly -heated rectifying valve is emcircuit, and are not so easily overloaded. ployed. The bias by-pass condensers
As the valves require an anode voltage of should have a working voltage of 25, the
only 200 it is possible to use a rectifier bias voltage being 12.5.
valve of the B type, which gives an output
If the speaker employed is fitted with
of 350 volts at 120 milliamps, and still to its own output transformer this will
have a sufficiently high voltage to afford probably be unsuitable for carrying the
the drop occasioned by the use of a full anode current of the two push-pull

speaker used with an amplifier tof either of

the types described must be capable of
dealing with the fairly large outputs
involved. It is useless to obtain a small

unit intended for use with an output
valve of, say, the 1 -watt class. In the
case of the first amplifier described the
energising wattage available, for a 2,500 ohm field winding, is only about 3} watts.

This is rather low, so that with some
speakers it might be desirable to use the
500 -volt transformer

tappings, and to

adjust the parallel resistance to such a
value that a sufficiently high current is
passed through the field winding. An
alternative method, which is often very
satisfactory, is to employ a speaker with
a field winding designed for use with D.C.

mains, and having a resistance of about

valves (80 milliamps), and a centre -tapped 6,500 ohms. In this case the winding can
choke is therefore shown. Where the be connected in parallel with the smoothed
for push-pull circuits, but by using in- output
speaker is not provided with a transformer, D.C. output, replacing the field winding
directly -heated ones it is possible to obtain one having a ratio of 40 : 1 can be used in in the circuit shown by a field -replacement
a certain amount of decoupling in the place of the output choke. This ratio is choke. The disadvantage of this method
cathode circuits and also to " balance " suitable for a speaker having a speech -coil of feeding the speaker is that the energising
the two valves, if necessary, by slightly impedance of 5 ohms, but would have to be winding cannot be used as a smoothing
altering the value of one of the biasing modified for other speech -coil impedances. choke, and expense is therefore increased to
resistances ; it is for this reason that one For example, if the speech coil were 12.5 a certain extent. When a permanent bias resistance is sholin as being variable. ohms the ratio should be 25: 1, or if it magnet speaker of suitable type.is already
The H.T. secondary of the mains trans- were of 7 ohms, the ratio should be about available this can, of course, be used in
either of the circuits shown, simply by
2,500 -ohm energised moving -coil speaker.
Directly -heated valves are often specified

former is again shown as being tapped, 30 : 1.
replacing the field winding by a field this time at 300 volts, so that the voltage
replacement choke as mentioned in the case
on the anodes of the valves may be kept The Choice of a Speaker
It need scarcely be mentioned that the of a 6,500 -ohm speaker.
down to 200 volts when the receiver with
.

Chamber Concert from Midlands

HERE AND THERE

THE second of the Chamber Concerts
of music by Midland composers is

devoted to Gustav Hoist, who was born in
Cheltenham and got his early training in

choral work in Gloucestershire.

be relayed for Midland listeners.
f

was written as well as acted by Black

The Country workers.

Birmingham Ladies' String Quartet and B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
the Midland Wireless Singers will give a
MARJORIE WESTBURY is the vocalist
Hoist programme on February 4th.
with the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
in a programme of Italian music to be
"Ahab and Elijah"
given on February 9th. Leslie Hcward
BLACK Country character and humour will conduct. The orchestral works include
will be represented in Midland pro- Corelli's Concerto Grosso in G Minor and
grammes in a short series centring round Respighi's " Trittico Bottieelliano " Trip-

an imaginary character named Joe Gutter-

tych.

In the first of these series, to be
given on February 8th, Joe tells, from Saturday Concert from Walsall
inside knowledge, some remarkable stories j ATER in the same evening (February
of experiences during the production of La 9th) one of the Popular Saturday
idge.

The

artists are Essie Ackland (contralto),
Albert Hodgson (entertainer at the pianoforte), and Miroslav (violin).

Clearing a Channel
514.6

metres, namely,

between

ON Vienna and Stuttgart, you will now
pick up a French transmission at fairly

good volume ; it is Grenoble P.T.T., whose

channel has now been abandoned by the

newly -reconstructed Radio Agen (France).

On the other hand, the position taken up
by Agen on 309.9 metres is an unfortunate

one, inasmuch as owing to its frequent
deviations it is causing interference to
Poste Parisien (Paris). It is difficult to
understand why these small private stations

cannot be made to work on a national
a play called " Ahab and Elijah," which Concerts at the Central Hall, Walsall, is to common wave.
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VALVE TYPES AND USES -6
This Week Three Special Hivac Battery -operated Output Valves Are Considered.
THE output circuit of the battery - two pentodes at first used in Q.P.-P., the
GRID 2
operated receiver was revolution. cost of the output valve and the driver
ised about a couple of years ago by together, with the additional L.F. trans-

the introduction of quiescent push-pull, for former required to feed the driver, is nearly
this form of output made it possible to feed as great as that of the two pentude:3 for
a power of between one and two watts to quiescent push-pull.
the loud -speaker. When Q.P.-P. was first

GRID I

introduced there were many snags and A Double Pentode
difficulties, but these have now been overcome, principally due to the improvements
in valve design and manufacture that have
gradually been introduced. The result is
that to -day the quiescent output stage, in

NOT
Because of the facts enumerated above, USED

only permits

of ample outputs

being

PO

Class B came into wider use than the

previous system, and it is only within fairly
recent times that Q.P.-P. has begun to stage
a " come -back." The reason is that several

one of the two forms in which it can be makers have produced a double pentode
provided, is thoroughly reliable and not especially designed for Q.P.-P. The two

halves of the valve are accurately balanced,
and the combination
valve can be bought
H.T.-Ffor as little as 19s. 6d.

1 ANODE

t"

FILAMENT
Fig.

2.-Valve-base connections
8230 Class B valve.

for

the

conditions it is capable of extraordinariTy

(which is the price good results. The correct conditions can
of the Hivac QP be enumerated briefly as follows : The
240, of which details input transformer must have a ratio of

Q.P 24-0
Ai

.Q.P.P INPUT

are given in a panel between 1 : 8 and 1 : 10 (overall) ; the valve
this page). As must follow directly after the detector (if an
may be seen, the L.F. stage were interposed there would be
maximum undis- a risk of overloading) ; the G.B. battery
torted output to be should have a maximum voltage of not less
obtained from this than 18 ; the output transformer must be
S
valve is 1,400 milli- of the special Q.P. -P. type, having a primary
wa t ts, which is resistance of not more than about 300
adequate for most ohms ; the H.T. supply must be well
requirements.
The " regulated " and capable of supplying a
quiescent anode cur- " peak " current of, say, 40 milliamps.
All except the last condition will doubtrent (when no signals
are being received) is less be quite easily understood, even by the
8 milliamps, and the beginner, but further information may be
HT_ average current dur- desirable concerning the matter of H.T.
is 12 supply. It is not the purpose of this series
LTL
ing reception
Bmilliamps
; this as- of articles to deal with the theory of valves,
sutnes that the valve but it- can be stated briefly that the whole
.,. is being employed principle of quiescent working is that the
L. 1-÷ with the maximum anode current passed by the output valve(s)
e high-tension voltage is proportional to the volume of sound being
Value -bas
reproduced at any instant. Thus, although
of 150, and in such
conditions that the the average anode -current consumption of
the QP 240 is only 12 milliamps, it might
well rise, for very short periods, to 35 or
GRID 2.

Q PP. OUTPUT on
TRANSFORMER

TRANSFORMER
SG

To DET.
VALVE

100,00On

G.B.Fig. 1.-This circuit shows how the QP 240 is connected.
connections are shown below.

economically secured from battery -operated

sets, but also ensures high -quality repro-

even 40 milliamps, after which it might fall
immediately to 8 milliamps. If the valve is

duction.

The Development of Quiescent Am-

GRID

plification
It is interesting to recall a few of the

ANODE 1.

developments which led up to the introduction of the economy -with -volume output
valves now available. In the first place

the Q.P.-P. arrangement. was rather unpopular, due to the fact that it was expen-

sive, since two high -efficiency pentodes

were required, in addition to a special type
of push-pull input transformer, and also a
special loud -speaker or output transformer.
There was also the difficulty of accurately
matching the two pentode valves in working conditions, and this often precluded the
satisfactory use of Q.P.-P. by the inexperienced constructor.
Shortly after Q.P.-P. had been intro-

1.

to function correctly the anode voltage
must remain constant irrespective of tla
(Continued on page 729)

VALVE TYPES AND USES.

IllVAU QP 240 (Double Pentode for Q.P.-P.

I

Chief Characteristics :-

FILAMENT

maximum undistorted output is available
on the louder passages. It will be evident

that the average anode current is rather

higher than that taken by the Hivac B 230
Class B valve, plus that of an L 210 used
as driver, but it must also be borne in mind

that the maximum output is also greater

than that from the Class B. From the
point of view of efficiency there is little to

duced in this country, and before it had choose, therefore, between Class B and
" got into its stride," the Class B valve came Q.P.-P., although the latter has the advan-

along, and rapidly gained in popularity at tage that it may be used directly after a
the expense of the rather similar previous detector valve, whereas the former must
system. As is generally known, the Class B be preceded by an L.F. stage.
valve consists of two three -electrode valves

in a single glass -bulb, and the two halves

are perfectly matched by the manufacturers, Using the QP 240

The connections for the QP 240, which
thus entirely removing this difficulty so far
as the user is concerned. The chief objection has a 7 -pin base, are shown in Fig. 1, where
to Class B amplification, however, is that it may be seen that one terminal only is

the output (Class B) valve requires to be provided for the screening grid of both
preceded by a driver valve, so that, although pentode sections. This is an extremely
the output valve itself is cheaper than the likable valve, and when used in the correct

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
..
Maximum Anode Voltage
Quiescent Anode Current

^-

..
.

.4 amp.
150

8 milliamps

Average Anode Current (for
full output) ..
.. 12 mtllinmps
Grid Bias (for max. anode
voltage)

Optimum Load

(anode

anode)

..

to

Maximum Output

18 volts

14,500 ohms

1300 milliwat t s I

711VAC 11 230 (Clats

Chief Characteristics
Filament Voltage
..
Filament Current
..
Maximum Anode Voltage
Quiescent Anode Current
Average Anode Current

Optimum Load (anode
anode)

Maximum Output

..

..

..
..

to

..

..

13)

2

.3 amp.
150

2.5 milliamps
5.5 milliamps
14,500 ohms

1,250 mIlliwatts

Ill V.I C DB 240 (combined Driver and Class B)

1
A

Chief Characteristics: As B 230, excepting the 1
I
following :-

..
.. .4 amp.
Filament Current,
Total Quiescent Anode Current
.. 6.5 milliamps.
(Driver and Class B)
Average Anode Current (driver
..
.. 8.5 milliamps.
and Class B)
Driver G.B. Voltage (for max.
..
.. 4.5
anode volts)..

1

i
1

I

i
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rNIEW Yt1,41,0=11,11.411.111.114101.1.1M1.

THE BArl

1
1

1

HALL -MAR

1

Constructional Details for This Fa;

Given Here.
I

place

those

all

components that

are situated underneath

1

chassis,

t Ii

starting

with the pushpull input trans-

I

I
I

former.
After
Here is the battery model of the Hall -Mark Four in its attractive cabin:!.
that, ther two
LAST week we gave some brief particucomponent brackets can be fitted and
lars of the circuit and general
the reaction condenser and volume -control

arrangement of the battery -model
Hall -Mark Four, and from the letters we
have since received it is evident that there

is a large number of readers who con-

template the construction of this set. In
the first place we would say that the constructional work involved is of an extremely

simple and straightforward nature, as may
be gathered by examining the photographs
reproduced on this page. The components
are few in number and are easily accommo1

dated on the

small metallised chassis.

Even though the chassis is small there is
no crowding and every terminal to which
connection has to be made is easily
accessible.

Preparing the Chassis

Some readers may prefer to purchase
the chassis ready drilled, but those who
prefer to drill it themselves should start

1

by marking out and drilling the four holes
for the valve -holders. These are all lin.
in diameter, and their positions can readily
be determined from the scale wiring plan
given. After mounting the valve -holders
it will be found most convenient to fix in
3gstn

potentiometer attached to them.
It will be seen that the fixed condensers
and fixed resistances are not attached to the

chassis, but arc supported by their connecting wires. The next step is to mount
the third component bracket, variable

condenser, and coil assembly on the upper
surface of the chassis. Again the correct
positions (which are not too critical, by the

way) can be found by making reference

to the wiring plan. One point that should
be watched, however, is that the condenser
must be exactly in the centre, so as to make
the drive central. It should also be noted

that the end of the condenser spindle
should be in line with the front edge of the
chassis-not overhanging, as might be
This is because the collar on
the slow-motion drive has to fit over it,
the spindle from this actually passing
supposed.

through the front of the cabinet.
The position is rather different in the case
of the wave -change switch rod on the coil
assembly, since this must project, and the
coil base is so placed that it just dines up
with the front of the chassis.
3/.1n
Simple Wir-

ing

1

Hav i n g

mounted the
various components, wiring may be

1

commenced.
The

W4 VEC/640v6E SW

1

met hod

Operating Notes

tion, since it is evident from the winng
plan, but it should be explained that
several wires pass through the chassis
from components mounted on the upper
surface to others that are underneath.

The holes through which the wires pass are
numbered on the two wiring plans, so that

the " run " of every wire can easily be

traced. It will also be observed that two

" earth -return " leads are' attached to a

wood screw fitted into the chassis just beside
the on -off switch ; one of the leads is from

the

on -off

switch and the

other is from

the volume control potentiometer.
To

those

who are con-

versant with
theoretical cir-

cuits it might
appear that

there are more
terminals on
the coil assem-

bly than aro

actually
required, a n d

that some of
the

connec-

tions are

duplicated.

This is explained by the

fact

that

certain of the

coil connec-

are Three-quarter front view
brought out
to two terminals, one situated on each side
tions

of the coil base. There is a very good reason

for this, which is that it ensures short, direct
connections to the fixed vanes of the

variable condenser and also to the grid
circuits of the first two valves.

of making the

" Earth -Return " Connections

various connections calls
for little

will be seen that several leads are taken to a

e x p lana-

In making the connections to the components on the underside of the chassis it

bolt (marked M.B.). These are " earth-

OOOO
LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR TH'
One %letaplex chassis, 10in. x 8in. with 3in. runners-Peto-

71hviiv

VOL CONTR

44"

4:4

3/ /

I

1.10

)Cci/v7rot.

Scott.
One 2 -gang condenser, Baby type with dial-J.B.
One 2 -coil assembly, type T.D.S.-Colvern.

One reaction condenser, .0003 mfd. (C3)-Graham Farish.
One pre-set condenser, .0003 mfd. (C4)-Formo.
RAW fixed condensers, two .5 tubular (C7 and CIO), two .1
tubular type 250 (C5 and C6)-T.C.C.
Four .0002 fixed condensers, type "SI" (03, C9, C11, C12)

-T.C.C.

Wir /et -4,7o,
1

One 50.000 ohm potentiometer (R1).-B.T.S.
Four ohmite resistances, 1 meg. (R2), 30,000 (R3), two 10,000
ohms (R4 and R5)-Graham Farish.
One input push-pull transformer, type DP36-Varley.
One H.F. choke, type H.F.8--Bulgin.

Front view of chassis, giving dimensions for drilling the cabinet.
,MM.11.11114141=11,114=1.114MINIMINEM.141.....M.NEWINIIIMMMIN .MIN, 111/111MMEN mm.o.ambi wow r Nm....10404,nowoommo.m. unmro..,......o...........,'..s"..,'4..."".."" ''''"..."".''''''''''''''''"'
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4Imr i..14,441MIMP4i.M1141Kl.re 1.,14111

'TORY
K FOUR

oar 4=r4 pd1rimMINMEN..MM.O.Mer wmpi 1111=1,

Top and Sub chassis Wiring Diagkana of the
Battery Hall;Marli Four
riU ON -OFF Swathe

:inating

Receiver are
be Given Next Week

Two GANG

Tin/No

return " leads, and it is therefore important
that the head of the bolt should make good
contact with the metallised upper surface.
To ensure this it is well to fit a large washer

Tensime/a5

CONDk

F

s-

under the bolt head, and also to place a

similar washer over the looped ends of the

wires before fitting the nut.
It is most unlikely that any reader will

GBt

(3)

experience difficulty in following the wiring

diagrams, but anyone who does 'should
remember that our Advice Bureau is open
to them free of charge, and that we shall
be

to

glad

assist any
constructor
in

who is

ToL. S.

difficulty. But

do not do as
a few

have

done when

building previous
sets
described by
us and employ

parts different
from

those

A, A2

specified. The
receiver b a s

been idesigned
to give persatisfectly
factory results
when certain

H7-

117.41 LT- Lif

H.73-2

C4 -0003 MFO MAX.
PRESET

components
are used-it
may, or may

of the Battery Hall -Mark Four.

n o t provide
good reception
if alterations
are made.

/MFO

6

The Output Valves
It will have been noticed by readers that
in the circuit diagram given last week the
represented as power triodes, whilst in the
list of components these valves aro listed
as pentodes. The point is that the extra
volume available by employing pentodes
fully justifies their slightly greater expense;
and for this reason these valves are recommended. Triodes, such as the Cossor
220 PA, can, however, be used if desired.

-

.

0002
0/2
0002

C9

08

0002 0002
MFO

/iT+

448.

oitiro

MFO
411110101r

s

p ii

-

V4

5

ii like

.5MFD

H.F CHOKE

/0.000

4

OHMS.

GB -2

Three potentiometer brackets-Peto-Scott.
Two terminal strips, A.. E. and L.S. P.U.-Clix.
Six plugs, G.B.-1, G.B.-2, G.B.+, H.T.-, 11.T.-1-1, H.T.+2

R3
OHMS.

PUSH-PULL

-Clix.

INPUT 74A/v.s.c.4

Two spade terminals, L.T.+ and L.T.-.-Cliv.
Four valves, 210 VPT, 210Det., and two 220HPT-Cossor.
Loudspeaker-W.B.
One on -off switch (three point)-Graham Fari-h.
TWO live -pin valve-holders-Clix.
Two four -pin valve-holders-Clix.
One Hall -Mark cabinet-Peto-Scott.
One 120.volt H.T. battery.
One 9 -volt G.B. battery.

;

O

MFO .

E BATTERY HALL -MARK FOUR

One 2 -volt accumulator.

vi 0

R2 //SIEG

output valves in the push-pull stage are

h

A

II

C5 /MRO

.

G B-/
CONTR04

50.000 OHMS.
4,R,_voL.
1

1111.411M.10104M4101110=104.01.11.M.11.11411101,411.0&111411111414 /4111.1.4110.04.

C3_ REACT CON0k

CENTRE TERMINAL.

I

-0005 MED..
141..114MINNEM/14.1.111M.110/ n1=1.1 /1,4111.1 /.41,110114111M1.01101MIN tedr0411a!r 4104141=b41IMKramki
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Section

USING MAINS UNITS WITH
SHORT -WAVERS

connected to earth. Decoupling has now
been effected and a variable arrangement
for detector H.T. voltage provided at the
same time. This has thus overcome what

was ono of the difficulties of using a

mains unit with a short -waver, for critical
control of detector H.T. is often necessary
in order to obtain smooth reaction. Besides

the detector valve an intermediate L.F.
valve may also be found to require
decoupling, whilst if an output pentode is
being used, decoupling of its auxiliary grid

An Article Explaining How They Can Successfully may be useful. These suggestions having
be Employed, and How Any Difficulties

May be Overcome

WHEN short-wave work first became
popular many " fads " and

" fetishes " grew up around it
owing to the frequent small difficulties

H T+ Max'

by some strange and unorthodox arrangement. Because of the immense difficulties

HT

O

which occurred, and which often were cured

HT+L.F.

RI

Ch

Goon

3

ch,

li7 cim

MAINS UNIT

which always seem to have been considered

been carried out it may be found that,

although the set works quite successfully,
0
*MAMA^

to surround their use with short -wavers,

0
HT+ Max..
HT+ ()et..
0

HT.+ 1
mains -units have never, until perhaps very
Ca
recently, come into favour with the shortwave experimenter. The writer is conHTvinced that, provided a little care is taken
in the first setting -up of the combination,
Fig. 3.-Showing the circuit of the simple and useful unit described.
a short -waver and a mains -unit can form
a very successful arrangement. It is if it is already included, an alteration is with the mains unit a troublesome per
hoped in this arficle to show how such can suggested, the circuit shown in Fig. 2 being centago of hum and, perhaps, other noises
be arranged and how likely snags that arise advised. A 50,000 -ohm potentiometer is are heard. It is the writer's opinion that
/11ny be overcome.
wired right across the H.T. supply-one some of the mains units on the market are

HI- j

terminal to H.T. positive, the other to not suitable for immediate use with a
H.T. minus. The detector H.T. lead is short -waver without the addition of
taken to the slider, from which a lead is smoothing, and Fig. 3 shows a small unit
also taken to one side of a 2-mfd. condenser, which it is advised should be made up
the other side of this condenser being and used between the set and the unit.
Ch.1 should be a good L.F. choke of

L FC

OUTPUT
VALVE

2 M.F-D1

about 20 henries inductance at the current
required. Ch.2, which feeds the detector

L S OR
'PHONES

L.S. OR

"HONES

2 MFD

only, may be the primary or secondary of an
old L.F. transformer, or, better still, a high -

inductance L.F. choke (about 100 H.)

such as used to be used for L.F. coupling

when choke -capacity coupling was popular.
There are many such chokes on the market
2 MFD.

which can be purchased quite cheaply.
Condensers Cl, C2, C3, C4 should be
2 add. each and RI should have a resistance

of 20,000 ohms. R2 is a 50,000 ohms

variable potentiometer which, together
with C4, makes up the variable detector
tapping mentioned earlier in this article.
The position shown in Fig. 3 is correct for

these components when this smoothing
unit is used. This unit is applicable to

either D.C. or A.C. mains units and should
H.T.
be connected right across
--I--

maximum and H.T. -, all intermediate

tappings on the mains unit being ignored.
Residual hum should now be nil, or else

E

Fig. 1.-Showing how 'phones can safely be
used with a mains receiver.

(Continued on page 724)

Curing Instability

The first point to consider is that very
frequently headphones are used with a
short-wave set, and it is definitely not
recommended that a mains -unit should
be used with 'phones unless with a safe
and efficient output filter. A diagram
showing the correct circuit to be used is

TUNING

given in Fig. 1. Note that both 2-mfd. fixed
condensers should be included in order
completely to isolate the headphones.
Indeed, this addition is to be advised
even 'though 'phones are never used, as it
greatly assists in smoothing out hum, and

curing any instability that may arise.
The question of instability is the second

point which occurs, as, owing to tho higher
resistance of the mains -unit compared

with that of a battery, even a simple

not decoupled is
liable to become unstable and difficult to
handle. If decoupling is to be added, and

TUNING

two -valuer which :is

Fig.

2.-This

circuit shows how the output circuit can be decoupled, as described in the text.
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PILOT AUTHOR KIT
EXACT 'TO SPECIFICATION

Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P. on our system of Easy
C.O.D. orders value over 10 - sent carriage and post
Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return.
charges paid GREAT BRITAIN ONLY. OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special
export staff and save all delay. We pay half carriage packed free. Send full value plus sufficient for halt carriage. Any surplus
retunded immediately.

Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to Irish and Overseas customers.

73 STENTORIAN

A.C. HALL -MARK 4
KIT

FO

ANY
MODEL

Author's Kit of first specified parts,

IRITAIN'S FINEST MOVING COIL SPEAKERS -BRITAIN'S
LOWEST EASY TERMS!
terms and
Country.

2'6YOURS

chassis, less

5

bKoi-

Cash or
C.O.D.:
:.pecker.
r Carriage Paid, S111016, or 10

STANDARD
For Power. Super.
Power, Pentode and Clan 11. Your.
for 2/6;
balance In 11 monthly
payments! of IV-, Cash
Carriage Paid. *1/12/6.

rillustrated).

monthly payments of ea/3.j

and 11 monthly
**A," but in-;

I Carriage Paid, 113/016, or 12:

24.-j

-J I

Clan B. Yours for 21;

balance In 11 En.ntlily payments of
4/-. Cash or CO.D. Carriage Pahl. 42/20.
W.B. STENTORIAN BABY. Tours for 2/6 : balance in 9 mon 1.1.1y
payments of G. Carl. or C.O.D.
Carriage Pail, 11'216.

Varley Input Push -Pull Transformer, type D.P.36

..

Hall -Mark 4
Consolette Cabinet, Carriage and Packing 26 extra.

payments of 2/9.

all orders over Dr, GREAT BRITAIN ON 1.1 .

W.B. EMS P.W. Spanker ..

4 e.

d.

4

0

Peto-Stott Ready Drilled Ketealea Chaesie, 10,631n.
J.B.1 2 -gang Baby condenser.
itti dire drive
..

2

6
0

Tuley Input Puah-Pull transformer, type 0P35

1
1

Colvern 2 -coil Assembly, type T.D.61
Set at 4 Specified Valved
PetorScott De Lase
Walnut A.C.

W.B. TYPE LIES SPEAKER. Sic. -,fled for tne'A.C. HALLMARK 4. Cash ur C.U.U. 29/6 or 2/6 deposit and 11 undithr,

1

Culver,, 2 coil assembly, type T.U.B.

15
15

C

2 19

0

2

0

0

9

6

1

.

...13..9. ..

KIT -BITS Ton pay the Postman.We pay post cis,

GREAT BRITAIN ONLY.

.11 order. over

Peto-Scott lirLady Drilled Resoles Clouts. 12i1n. by
12in. tv
B.TJ. 31aine Transformer
Weetinsbonre Metal Rectifier, type H.T.I0

"C"

1 mg set of 4 specified
Including valve. Slid rotole. cabinet ands Scott Battery hall -Mark 4
veriker.
Cash or C.O.D.S
Cabinet, less speaker. Cash ot
carriage Pahl, *6,11.0, or a a C.O.D. Canlage Paid, 17 10 6.;
.12 monthly papuenta of, 'or 12 monthly payments

,.,Im.,

KIT -BITS Von pay the Postman. We pay post charges on

W. B. 91711170111All SWUM For
Power, Super -Poser, Pentode and

Payments 01 7 9.
Ae for Kit

SKIT `; 3.'77'7171
"A "' but

:eluding valves and Pet.cw8cou s
A.C. Hall -Hark 4 Cabinet, les+ I
'speaker.
Cash or 0.0.D.
of

719

and 11 monthly

speaker,

rk IT AS C IP As for Kit,

:monthly PaVoteef a

or Yours for

Author's Kit of first specified parts,
including ready drilled Metaplex
chassis, less valves, cabinet and

..

:11.*f,o.r

..et of 4 specified;
lees
Criblast
and

elves,

: 6 KIT

A 93 Cash or

paymentsof1S,

B1f

:KIT

to

approved accounts.
W.B. STENTORIAN

s

cabinet and

ieaker.

Strict Privacy guaranteed.

Immediate Delivery from stock

valves,

HALL -MARK 4
C.O.D. Z4 : 5 : 0
Carriage Paid.

BATTERY

or Yours for

including ready drilled Metaplex

offer you tin lowest
!arrest dealing in the

Pete -Scott

A ,, Cash or C.O.D. £ 8 : 1
Carriage Paid.

1

Set of 4 specified valves

..

.

Peto-Scott De Luse Walnut Battery
Consolette Cabinet
..

3
14
15
15
a

ti

19

6

2

0

3
6
0
0

11.01 -Hail,

Carriage And Packing 2/6 extra.
W.B. Speaker, c:..b or C.O. I r. I

or 2/6 dceosit and 11 monthly payments of 2..2.

Peto-scott LUCERNE S.G.3

BATTERY

complete Kit of Parts for building. lese
a and
c.
Send only 2/6; balance in 11 monthly Par
merits of 3'9.
Carriage Paid,
Cash or 0.0.1).
£1119/6. Complete with

C.O.D.
KIT " A " CASH
Carrig
aore P.

Valves and Peto4cot t Walnut Table Cabinet. Cash or

CarPaid.
4C4/2/0. or
i.nd only
5/-, balC.O.D.
rie go

ance

Author's Kit of first specified parts,
Chassis,

its

1 'Monthpay
IY
molts of
7,9.

sl Ives,

SKIT "C "
1KIT

Polar 2 gang Midget condenser, with V.P. dial
Varier Input. Push -Pull transformer, type D.P.36

2

-THE FAMOUS

genuine without
THERE
IRE NO SUBSTITUTES.
With coloured Leads tor
easy identification.
hone

las signature.

THE PAIR

0

if

Postage 9.1. extra.

CONVERTS your PRESENT

SET to a MAGNIFICENT

1935-

WPStaell

STAND cone Steins or Battery Set on
this remarkable unit . give it all
the qualities of coolly 1936 itadiecraw.
Connected in an inerrant . . playe with
front open or closed. sensitive Plek-op.
Volume Control. 2 needle cups. M In he
polished Cabinet. Height, Olio. I v
depth, 113in.

Wavelength of Every Coil clearly
marked on the Top.

FREE BLUEPRINT

Model TIO 30.

WITH EACH SET OF B.T.S. COILS. WORKING
,

BLUEPRINT of latest desigu and n muter
ellicirdo iris, >VEBER ::Villve Pentode 8.0.. Detector. Pentode Output
-1,,,rt-Wave Receiver (13-91 metres) incorporating the eonrpeeided B.T.B. SHORT-WAVE COILS.

-SEND FOR SNORT WAVE LISTS

7/6

,heGRAMADAPTOR

No. 4. 90-190 metres 4 6 Post Free

ATLAS ELIMINATOR

12

Hall -Mark 3,

No. 1. 13-26 metres 4,- SET of
No. 2. 24-52 metres 4,1 No. 3. 46-96 metres 4/6

ring and operating instructions isi

used by

Mr. F. J. Camm for the

Standard 4 -pin valve -holder fitting.

moat hly chided with every Kit. Cash or C.O.D.,
of 66. Carriage Paid, 761..

balance In

Specified and

.1.

B.T.S.SHORT-WAVE COILS

Designed to work from almost any

3 -valve battery or mains set. Comp, i.e.
Petu-Scott Universal Televielon Motor
awl Oland ; controlling resistances
Laminated and ready assembled cha
etrol.oscopie 16.M. scanning di, len+
and leusholder ; neon lamp And holder,
together with sundry small part..
Full-size Blueprint with assemble.

and

monthly

11

paymenti

of

7 6.

A.C. MAINS MODEL

Incorporates flimpson'a ;1933 Improved
Electric Turntable and Synchronous Motor
I2in.
turritaLle
constant speed ... safe. silent, strong -nothing
to wear oat or go wrong. A.C. Mains only. 100 lots or 200,2;e1
volts 50 cycler. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 1131192.
Model

.

.

BATTERY MODEL Similar reedfleation. Ant with

Garrard Double Spring Motor.
Same price and terms. 01.,to u -Inch model regidred when ordering.

month',

payments of 6/.. Gush orGyring,.
18,9,6. Atlas Modal
or C.O.D. Caniage Pahl, IS/19/11. or 5 -

HALL -MARK 3 COILS

of 6 Specified

NO SPECIAL
TOOLS REQUIRED.

charger Incorporated 2
volts .5 amp.

B.T.S.

4
3
16
17
15

..

Contolettc Cabinet. Carriage and Packing 2/6 extra.
Rola FR7 Speaker .
..
or 4,6 Depoeit and 11 monthly payment. of 4/6.

of which Effi-

Trickle

of Si I'nchtding valves and Pato- g
r Specified Valves, less Cabi- s
icott Walnut Consolett. .
: net
and Speaker.
Grail: Cabinet, km speaker, Cash o,
s or C.O.D.
Carriage l'ald
:C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 24/919. :
231.2, or
12
monthly ; ; or Depodt 7/9 and- 11 s
Lmnothly parmenta of 7,3. ,

Peto-Scott De Luse Walnut Universal Hall -Mark 4

minute" Disc

Television Receiver
Kit,

Send only

..

payments of 13/6.

Peto-Scott Reads drilled Nelaidez Chassis, 12:10:311n.
B.T.S. Mr.ins Dropping Resistance
Wearde set of 2 gang coils types Q and T

.1

/.. see-., key.

;KIT "B" AnAKtla ;KIT "C""A.°
Aa'".
brit
I Ant Including set

and 11 monthly

r.

3

£2 : 5 : 0

.4 3.1.8. MO -Kerb 3 Cella. lass inane. cabinet

all orders over 10/, GREAT BRITAIN ON1.N.
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USING MAINS UNITS WITH SHORT
WAVERS.

mains, two H.F. chokes
specially

designed

for

mains working may be

(Continued from page 722)

ery small indeed, and may either be due
t 0 interaction between the mains unit and
the set. or else due to H.F. on the mains.
In the former case the remedy is obvious-
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MAINS

It is sufficient proof
H F. CHOKES of the fact that -a mains unit can be used with
a short -waver to say that
all A.C. short-wave sets
are now being designed.
Naturally enough, the

added as shown in Fig. 4.

Reducing the value of
the grid leak frequently
assists

in

eradicating

extra -high efficiency of
mains -valves has been

separate set, mains unit and additional

smoothing unit from each other as much as
possible and always, in any case, keep aerial

found a boon in obtaining
maximum results on short

and speaker leads well away from mains
equipment. If it is found that even with
it at the most reasonable distance away
from the set hum is still picked up by the
latter from the mains -unit, complete
screening of the unit should effect a cure.
This screening must be carried out with
iron or tin, and must be earthed. A large
biscuit tin forms a very good screening
box, but care must be taken to see that the
lid makes efficient contact with the rest

waves.

Indeed, the ad-

vantage of this- extra

efficiency has been'realised

fora long time, as many

short - wave experimenters have
been

using

indirectly TO MAINS
UNIT

of the box.

EARTH

H.F. Hum
With regard to H.F. creeping through
from the mains, a remedy that is fairly
simple may first be tried. It is merely Fig. 4.-Special mains H.F. chokes, connected

to connect a .001 mfd. condenser between as shown here, will often prevent mains
one side of the mains and earth, reversing
interference.
the plug once or twice to see which way
round gives the least hum. Failing this, hum, and it is obvious that all grid leaks,
two .01 mfd. condensers in series across condensers and resistances must be in
the maim! with the mid -point earthed first-class order, for with mains working
should effect a cure. In the event of still the slightest variation is liable to cause
troublesome H.F. hum and noises on the crackle or hum.

'

heated A.C.
valvesrunoff
batteries in

order

to

obtain this extra efficiency without
hum. It is but recently, with the improve.

ment in indirectly -heated valves, as well
as in mains components and the provision
of high -capacity electrolytic condensers for
smoothing, that all A.C. short -wavers have
conic into their own. The ease and
reliability of mains working are great
assets well worth the slight effort required
to put the few foregoing hints into
practice.

METAL SHIELDING AND SHORT
WAVE RECEIVERS

THE keen amateur who, as n rule,
studies commercial and sponsored
designs is quick to realise the

advantages to be derived from efficient
After carefully studying the

screening.

fundamental principles followed by a
series of practical experiments, the advan-

This Article Deals with the Various
Points, Advantages and Snags
Associated with Screening, and
the Design of Screened Shortwave Receivers

tages of screening properly and correctly
applied are obvious.
Unfortunately many experimenters are
less thorough, and regard screening as but formers, chokes and gang condensers are
a simple undertaking-simply the -placing heavy components which require a solid
of screens around coils and between stages, foundation. To handle a flimsy chassis

and using a metal

chassis

foundation. upon which components of the above

Practical experiments on the above lines, nature are mounted is simply asking for
as is to be expected, usually end in dismal trouble, which will undoubtedly be experienced sooner or later.
failure.
One of the chief objections to the use of
Do not imagine, however, that screening
is best left alone ; this is by no means the aluminium as a material for chassis concase, because screening when correctly struction is that it cannot be soldered.
applied is a definite advantage. Quite Commercial practice is to solder tags to
apart from technical considerations, experi- all leads at earth potential and bolt them
mental screening will prove of interest to to the chassis. This method is quite
the amateur, who naturally wishes to obtain satisfactory.
the maximum efficiency from his receiver.
As previously mentioned, the fundamental The Use of

Sheet Steel

The steel chassis is rapidly gaining
principles must be understood in order to
reap the benefits of screening, and avoid favour, steel, of course, being cheaper than
aluminium. Many experimenters will unsnags and consequent disappointment.
The purpose of this article is to' deal with doubtedly fancy this steel -chassis idea as

of fact, the best and most sensitive 0-v-2
receiver the writer has ever built is housed
in a cabinet of this type. The main point
is to know exactly what to avoid and, so
far as construction is concerned, act
.accordingly.
Commercial practice, it will be noticed, is

to use steel chassis construction in som(r
instances, but this is not just a case of buying sheet steel in bulk, cutting and pressing

to shape and finally arranging various
components on both sides.

Examination

will show that the chassis is either cadmium plated, or copper plated, and later
painted. By adopting these methods the
skin effect is taken into consideration,
fol., as is well known, H.F. current travels
on the surface. (Incidentally, the same
applies to the metallised wooden chassis.)

It will be seen, therefore, that cadmium
plating is not carried out merely for the
sake of appearance, but to increase the
shielding efficiency of the steel chassis.

Coil Screening
Next, let us consider coil shielding
or screens. Which, quite apart from space,

is the most efficient and satisfactory type
of coil screen, large or small ; that is, of
course, relative to the size of the coil to be
various points, advantages and snags, all of sheet steel, in addition to its relative used in conjunction with it ?
For example, our H.F. transformer or
which are associated with screening and the cheapness compared with aluminium, is
available in most places. It should be coil is 1 &in. diameter, and we have choice
design of screened short-wave receivers.
remembered, however, that the shielding of two sizes of screening can ; one is 2in.
Chassis Construction
efficiency of steel is less than that of diameter and the other 3in. diameter.
The foundation of a modern receiver is aluqpinium owing to its greater resistance, We may try each in turn, but as the bases
the chassis. Aluminium is the most and -much greater losses are to be expected. must be bolted or riveted to the chassis
It is possible to build a satisfactory we cannot entertain the idea of drilling
common metal used for chassis construction. It is, of course, by no means cheap to receiver into a metal or steel cabinet, but extra holes.
The first point to remember is that if
buy and must be of a rather heavy gauge there is no doubt that a cabinet made of
in order to avoid whip or fracture. This sheet aluminium would provide better coil shields, or screens, are to be used the
point is worth remembering. If the screening. This, of course, does not mean coils must be wound' suitably in order to
'hassle is of light -gauge material it is that to use the former type of cabinet or cover the desired wave range. By screening:
(Continied on page 727)
Absolutely useless because power trans - screening box is definitely bad. As a matter
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THE EASY ROAD TO RADIO.

current passes from ' the accumulator
through each of the valve filaments i
(see Fig. 2) in the same way that
the current from the torch battery
passes through the bulb. The valve
filaments become hot through the

MINIMERS

passage of the current (although it

the electrons in their jostling struggle

through the restricted path of the filament

to be thrust out into space. In other
words a shower of these crowded -out
electrons flies off in all directions.

ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN WIRELESS

The current flowing through the torch
bulb or through the filament of a battery -

(Part I)
A Clear and Concise Explanation of the Various Currents which Traverse the

operated valve may be compared with
an even flow of water through a pipe.
However, the flow need not necessarily
be steady. The current from a dynamo,
for instance, is never as steady as that
from an accumulator.
It fluctuates
slightly all the time, one moment rising
and the next moment falling. This is a

Circuits of a Modern Radio Receiver, with Particular Reference to the Oscillatory

Currents of the Tuning Circuits and the Currents Within the Valves
AWIRELESS set is essentially an to be positively
electrical machine, and t9 under- charged. It must

stand its working it is necessary be emphasised
to understand something about electricity. that it is not the
Electricity may remain static or it atoms themselves
may move in the form of current. In which move, but

fluctuating or impure direct current.

The third type of current is one which i

wireless we are chiefly concerned with only the electrons.
current electricity. Perhaps one of the They can move

flows first in one direction and then in the other. This is called an alternating current, I

and according as the alternations are

simplest illustrations of an electric current in the
spaces
is afforded by the working of an electric between the
torch. Current from the battery passes atoms and can
through the fine wire filament of the lamp also join up with.

and causes it to become white hot. The or leave,
current in this case consists of a steady atoms.

slow or rapid it is known respectively as a

A good example of a low -frequency alter-

the

nating currect is provided by the house
lighting supply. If the house is supplied
with " A.C.," it means that the current i
when it passes through a lamp, for

the battery, through
the

example, flows first one way through the

Fig. I.-A simple
direct
vided

Front the fact that
current

that it is a fluid in the

same sense that the
sand in an hour -glass

is a fluid, the sand

being formed of individual grains. In

is

this

by

protorch
The

arrows show the path
of the current.

from

one point to another
it would naturally be
assumed that electricity is a fluid. This
is correct, but it
should be explained

current

battery and bulb.

is always spoken of
as " flowing "

ex-

ample of the flow of a

Electricity a Fluid
an electric

I

low -frequency and a high -frequency current.

flow from one pole of
to

is

not necessary in this case to bring them
to white heat), and this causes some of

SUPPLEMENT

the lamp,
other pole.
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filament and then the other way, this I
change of direction taking place about
50 times per second. This is so rapid that
the cooling down of the lamp .filament as
the current dies down between each
change of direction of the current is not
perceptible to the eye. The lamp appears

to give a steady light as though it were ii
fed with a pure direct current. Of course,
50 cycles is not the only speed at which
a low -frequency current can alternate

and currents which change their direction !
of flow as many as 10,000 times or more i
Fig. 2.-The current supplying
the filaments of a battery set
is steady direct current. The
path of the electrons which constitute the current

the case of an electric current the " grains "
aro electrons or negative particles of
electricity, and as a collection these

electrons constitute a fluid. It does not
mean to say that the electrons themselves
Modern theory
are necessarily fluid.

the

" low -frequency " currents.

is

High -frequency Current

shown by

Tne best example of a high -frequency

arrows.

alternating current is Provided by the

current which traverses the aerial circuit

Different Kinds of Current

of a wireless set when it is tuned to a
broadcasting station. This is produced
by the wireless waves which strike the
consists of a steady flow of electrons aerial in rapid succession. It is an !
passing in one direction only. It is, in alternating current because it travels first
other words, a steady direct current. in one direction and then in the other,
The currents in a wireless receiver are, but the speech or frequency with which it
We have stated that the current flowing
through the filament of an electric torch

explains that all matter is composed of
electricity. Each little atom of substance h o wevcr,
is composed of a collection of positive and of a more
negative particles of electricity. In the complex
ordinary way these protons and electrons,
as they are called, are kept in place within

nature

substance displays no electrical properties.

cally the

the atom by mutual attraction. and the

in a second are still considered to be i

A.0,4m11wqC

than this.

L S.

Practi-

However. some of the electrons are very only part
loosely linked to the rest of the protons
and electrons, and under certain con- circuit in

of the

ditions can be made to travel about

between the atoms. It is the movement

which
pure
direc t

of these electrons which constitutes an
electric current. if a number of them can current is
be made to leave the atoms to .which met with

they are attached and to travel through is in the
the substance, say a piece of wire, until filament
they arrive at the other end then that circuit of
end is said to be negatively charged with a battery
electricity, while the other end, which is set. Here
left with a deficiency of electrons, is said

a steady

-r

CC

CC

ca
cae 8/AS

eArrEar
LOW TENSION

BAT re.er

Fig. 3.-The three -valve circuit referred to in

-r-+

The thick
the article.
arrows show the path of the H.F. currents in the aerial circuit.
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r changes its direction is colossal-a million

or -more times per second !
From this very brief description of some

of the forms which an electric current

may take we can proceed to the study of
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1
that a collection of electrons attempts to I
flow into the circuit at B from the earth
direction, but they are here met by those
which have just travelled round the cir- I
cuit to D. Incidentally, from an electrical
point of view, B can be taken as being

the wireless receiver itself and analyse the
currents in the various parts of the circuit. contiguous with D and likewise A with C. I

The circuit illustrated in Fig. 3, which is Since like repels like the newcomers are

necessarily made as simple as possible for repelled by the electrons which hay e

the sake of clarity, represents a typical collected on D and thus they are unab'c
three -valve arrangement. Starting from to pass through to A and up the aerial.
the aerial we come to the aerial tuning
By the time the aerial current reverses
circuit. This is also shown separately in again the current in the circuit has also
Figs. 4-6. The point A is connected to reversed, the electrons having been
the aerial and the point B to the earth. ejected by D and sent bouncing round to
The incoming waves on striking the aerial A to meet and oppose the aerial current
set up a high -frequency current which at this point. This process goes' on all

surges up and down it. If the aerial the time the circuit is tuned to the

ii

if

ifi

were connected direct to the earth instead incoming waves, the electrons flowing from
of having the coil and condenser inter- C, through the coil, to D and back again
posed these currents would simply flow continuously. This oscillation set up
direct to earth and back again. However, within the circuit is called the circulatihj
the introduction of the tuned circuit offers current.
an opposition to the passage of the current.
It must be understood that the arrival
The amount of opposition offered depends of the electrons at each end of the circuit

on the size of the tuning coil and con- coincides exactly in point of time with
denser. By using the right number of the arrival of those forming the aerial
turns of wire and by adjusting the con- current, and thus the latter are met and
INTERNATIONAL

;

-CORE sPONDEzva Sc trpOL.§: ;
Lor 4rx-,A,

'

denser to just the right size it is possible opposed every time they try to pass

for theiircuit to provide almost a complete through the circuit. However, if the

barrier to the flow of current through it. circuit conditions are altered by, say,

It gives all particulars of various Courses
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aniazingiaPiditv. Only by knowing thoroughly

the his* principles Tan pace be kept with it.
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to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his custornicrs.
Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T.

We will he pleased to send yOI details and

free advice on any or,all o,f these subjects.
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WIRELESS OPERATORS
EXAMINATION estate which,

Figs. 4-6.-Diagrams illustrating the movement of the high -frequency currents in the
aerial circuit of a wireless set.

When these conditions are arrived at the increasing or decreasing the effective size
circuit is said to be " tuned " to the of the condenser then this balanced state
incoming waves.

may be, than the aerial current, and thus
H.F. Currents and Tuning
current will be allowed to pass
It must be explained why the tuning some
the circuit. In this case the
circuit opposes the passage of the aerial through
is said to be detuned.
current through it. It is due to the circuit
brief explanation of the action of
combined action of the condenser and theThis
oscillatory circuit is of necessity not
coil, which forms an oscillatory circuit. absolutely
nor as regards the
The current induced in the aerial by the building upcomplete,
of the circulating current is
incoming waves takes the form of electrons it strictly accurate since other factors,
passing up and down it at a very high such as the effect of the inductance of the
speed. When they come down the coil, to avoid confusion, have not been
aerial they arrive at the point A (see mentioned. However, the ultimate effect
Fig. 4) and immediately pour into the is, as we have described, the production
condenser and fill up the plate C. This of an oscillating current resulting in the
action is similar to that of filling a toy piling up of electrons alternately at A

balloon with air. However, as soon as
the electro-motive force which has sent and B.

the electrons into the condenser dies
down, as it naturally does before the

current changes its direction, the electrons

are ejected from the condenser like air
from a collapsing balloon. These elec-Name

4l1retr

AJ3

will be disturbed. The circulating current
will oscillate slower or faster, as the case

(To be concluded.)

1

I

I

A Fine Book for Beginners ;

trons, or at any rate some of them,
instead of going up the aerial again,

EVERYMAN'S

the arrows in Fig. 5. They pass through

WIRELESS BOOK

travel on round the circuit as shown by

1

the tuning coil and into the other plate
of the condenser. In the meantime the
By F. J. CAMM
current flowing up and down the aerial
has reversed its direction and electrons 5!-, or 5/6 by post from Geo. Newnes. Ltd ,
are travelling up the aerial. This means 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
.....-....INN.11111411.1N1MINM.1141104/0MNI
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EXCLUSIVELY

METAL SHIELDING AND SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

(Cominurd from page 724)

a coil we automatically reduce its maximum
tuning range. If our shielding can is too

is very restricted, and thus the overall

SPECIFIED for the

necessary to use a stout gauge of aluminium.

'HALL -MARK FOUR'

that if it is of stout gauge, and is fitted
with a detachable bottom and spigot for
chassis use, it is quite suitable. Do not

There can be no better evidence of the W.B.

small in diameter the spread over of the

magnetic field produced by the tuning coil

efficiency of the tuned circuit or circuits
will be considerably reduced. To counteract this defect a large screening can with
low resistance is required, therefore it is

or better still, copper.
When purchasing a coil can remember

attempt, however, to make a steel chassis
and use open-ended cans or nothing but

Stcntorian's really outstanding performance than

this significant fact-that for each one of his

trouble will result. Quite definitely, unless
a steel chassis is plated as "outlined

important receivers since August Mr. Camm has
exclusively specified the use of this amazing new
instrument. " As near perfection as I believe
perfection possible," he said recently. Can there
be higher praise ?

previously it is better not to use it at all.

The writer is strongly in favour of the
metallised

or

copper -foil -lined

wooden

chassis, for cheapness and efficiency together with ease of construction.
The

experimenter

with

considerable

experience may wish to build a receiver
which has a professional appearance, and
no doubt will make a good job of it. The

beginner should not be too hasty and
attempt to design before he can construct. The W.B. Stentorian's startling performance is no mere
Better far to have an amateur -looking accident. Years of research were necessary to produce a
receiver which works like a professional

job and gives results, than to build a rather
professional -looking job which refuses to
function. When choice between steel and
aluminium chassis is to be made the latter
is to be recommended.

Tuning Condensers

magnet giving nearly double strength at equal cost-which
the exclusive Stentorian magnet achieves. The exclusive
Whiteley speech -coil, with its better bass response and
crisper attack, was only perfected after unremitting experiment. The improvement which these and other
exclusive features bring must be heard to be believed.

Variable condensers especially designed
for short-wave work are available. thing
condensers are, however, expensive, and for

experimental work readers may wish to
use a broadcast type which will allow of

You must hear the astonishing new volume and
realism a Stentorian will bring to your set. Ask
your dealer to -day- you will be amazed.

the number of plates being reduced to suit
requirements.
A condenser of this type, if well made

mechanically, will be quite satisfactory, pro-

vided that trimmers are fitted on the top,
and each unit is shielded from the other,
with a separate connection provided for

wiring each unit of moving vanes to chassis.
Chassis -type valve -holders should be of
reputable make, as flimsy affairs will most

likely cause crackling and various other
troubles.

Make quite sure that the chassis

and panel are effectively earthed, and
mount the earth terminal directly on the
chassis.

All leads which are at earth potential go

Model
Stentorian

for New W.B. Stentorian Leaflet.

SeniorWrite
STENTORIAN
(cast°P
la`

100 per cent.

Stentorian Standard (P3102) 32/6
Stentorian Baby
Ask

your

newest

dealer

tinf.,Mi 22'6
about

the

cabinet

at
20 0.

Stentorian " model.
Baby," complete m

the
walnut -veneered

the astound= price

of

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Etd.(fuheiesl Dept.)Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland Radiovision Ltd.. 233 St. Vincent Street. Glasgow, C.2.
Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly & Shiet. l.td.. 47. Fleet
Street Dublin.

to the chassis. Do not, however, take

three or four of them to the same point, but
to the chassis at separate points, which will
allow a short and direct lead, remembering
that a potential difference exists at different
parts of the chassis, panel, and screens.
In modern tuning condensers, metal
frames and end plates are used. In these,

the moving vanes are earthed (except in
trick circuits) by mounting them directly

on the metal panel or, in the case of a gang
condenser, on the chassis.
Chassis construction reduces the amount

of wire required in a receiver and
make a difference of many inches. The
11141

writer remembers rebuilding a baseboard
short-wave receiver on chassis lines, which

reduced one lead previously a foot

in

length to one inch, and readers who adopt
the same methods will be surprised at the
amount of connecting wire they have left
over.

"A really gorgeous text -book."

WIRELESS FOR THE MAN -IN -THE -MOON
By Coulombus and Decibel.

2/6 net, by post, 2/10

hook,'"
..f 'News.- read WIRELESS FOR THE
MAN -IN -THE -MOON. you want a really gorgeous 'text

Lays the Manchester Evening

And, writing about the same book and its authors, the Midland
Daily Telegraph says, They succeed in imparting a real knowledge about
It is both good fun and sound theory. Wireless.

This book will be read with profit and enjoyment by every wireless

enthusiast-beginner or expert.
Front all Booksellers. or br post front
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AMATEUR TELEVISION
TRANSMITTING "STILLS"

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
THERE are many amateurs who have

picture projected on to the disc is properly
focused and bright. The exact size of the
in connection with the reception of picture on the disc will depend on the disc
television, but only a few have turned their diameter, but it should have dimensions
attention to the question of providing which will allow it to be just scanned by
carried out a number of experiments

their own television signals for test purposes. the first and last holes of the disc. An
While admitting that the outlay incurred arrangement suitable for amateur use is
for apparatus would be somewhat high if one consisting of the parts previously reeverything that was required was purchased ferred to, the light source and photo -cell
brand new, it will be found frequently being mounted with their axes in line,
that much of the material is available in and one on each side of the disc. Lamp

experimental apparatus which every wire-

Quite a wide choice of
cells are open to the experimenter, but a
very efficient one for the purpose is.that
designated the C.M.G.8 and made by the
G.E.C. Full details for operating the cell

furnished by the makers, so this
question need not be gone into here.
The voltage variations produced by the
cell are very minute and need amplification
are

in what is commonly termed an " A "

amplifier. This is a resistance -capacity coupled amplifier having, for the best
results, a reasonably low gain per individual
stage. Furthermore, this amplifier must be

quite clear of parasitic noises, otherwise
the picture signal will not be considerably
above the " mush " level, and imperfect
images will result.
One circuit diagram for an amplifier of
this type is given in simplified form in Fig. 1,

projector and focusing lens are mounted on battery fed valves being used for simless enthusiast collects over a period of the left, while the scanning disc is driven by plicity and stability, each anode being
time.
a mains fed motor having a belt drive.
supplied by a separate H.T. feed. The cell
is connected direct to
Apparatus
HT+5
1-1.T1-1
the grid of the first
Required
valve with the appropriate battery voltage
The best way to
in series. An ot her
make a start is in
point to notice is the
the transmission, of

"stills" ; that is,

inclusion of " boost-

ers " in

',the second
and fourth valve anode
circuits. The first is a
single inductance.

magic lantern slides or
single -frame pictures

selected from any
standard

16- or 35.

while the second is a

millimetre film suitably mounted. The
first requirement is

similar inductance

0

some form of projector: that is, a housing

for a source of light

tuned with a fixed condenser. The values of
these components
must be chosen to suit

from A.C. mains

individual conditions,
but they serve the purpose of maintaining a

transformer), toget her

sponse up to well over

(arc or metal -filament

projection lamp fed

level frequency re -

through a step-down

10 kilocycles.
The layout of an amplifier of this character

with a focusing lens.

(An old magic lantern
outfit will do quite
well here.) Next is
needed the single
spiral apertured scan-

Fig. I.-The implified diagram of the photo -electric cell or

ning disc together with the driving motor.
In the case of the disc, a standard twenty or sixteen -inch receiving disc is quite satisfactory, provided it is free from mechanical

errors, primarily in connection with the
positioning of the holes. Naturally, the
correct type of heavy fly -wheel scanning
disc is best for transmitter work, but the
substitute suggested 'is capable of giving
results far in excess of what may be anticipated originally.

Assuming that the television signals

A " amplifier.

is very important, as
stray capacities and

long leads must be reduced to a minimum. In Fig. 2 is shown one
apertures dissect the projected picture into design which proved particularly efficient for
the thirty strips as they pass across. Since some initial thirty -line television experithe picture is made up of various light and ments of this nature. The valve -holders

As the

disc

revolves the individual

dark shades this process of scanning will are partly stripped and mounted on a
cause varying small quantities of light to central platform, while the output transpass througb the holes to the other side. former is an 0.1'.2 (step-down).
These light signals must then be made to
The resultant vision signals from this
influence a single photo -electric cell mounted amplifier are passed to the normal power

immediately behind the disc and in the amplifier associated with the vision receiver,
correct optical path of the penetrating so that the images can be watched and very
light. It is often desirable to have a many interesting tests made by the experi-

generated will be observed on the standard focusing lens between the back of the disc menter. The effects of using film stills of
type of television receiver built or purchased and the photo -electric cell (the cell being varying densities can be tried and the
for looking in at the B.B.C. transmissions, enclosed in a light -screening box with a limiting factors associated with the detail
then the square holes need to be of the small window aperture of just sufficient permitted by thirty -line scanning observed.
correct size and appropriately positioned size to take

to give the seven -by -three ratio picture the whole of
the scan) and

having a thirty -line dissection. Designs for
discs of :this character have been described

placed oppo-

from time to time in this supplement, or site to the
alternatively a ready-made disc can be light source.
purchased for a sum as low as 12s. 6d.
Cell
Setting Up
Amplifier
The motor should be of good quality
and capable of running at a dead steady
The rapid
speed of 750 revolutions per Minute. If I ight variapreferred, a synchronous A.C. motor can tions activatbe used, but failing that, use a motor with ing the eleca smooth form of speed control and strobo- trodes of the
scopic speed observation to ensure correct single photorunning.

Employ a light source as intrinsically
brilliant as possible, and position this together with the lantern slide or film still
and focusing lens, so that the resultant

electric
produce

cell
cor-

responding
voltage variations of equiv-

Fig. 2.-A photo -electric cell amplifier layout which avoids unwanted
capacity and keeps connecting leads short.
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VALVE TYPES AND USES
(Continued from page 719)

current " load," and, therefore, the H.T

supply must be capable of providing up to
the maximum current taken by the valve
without its voltage dropping.

The High-tension Supply

There is no difficulty in securing this
result when using a large -capacity H.T.
battery or an H.T. accumulator, but conditions are vastly different when a standard -

capacity battery or an eliminator is concerned. The small battery will certainly

give the maximum current, but in doing so
its voltage will drop appreciably, especially
when the battery has been in use for a short
time. It will be evident, therefore, that the
very efficient QP valve is wasted if the H.T.
supply is inadequate ; in addition to this it

must be pointed out that small batteries
would prove very expensive, whereas the
cost of H.T. current is extremely moderate
where a super -capacity battery is employed.
The average eliminator is even worse than

a small battery with regard to the voltage

output in various conditions of " load,"
so that if this kind of unit were employed
reproduction would bo terribly distorted,
DRIVER

ANODE.

GRID. 2.
ANODE.2

GRID. I.

DRIVER

ANODE. I.

GRID. R LAMENT

Fig. 3.- This sketch shows the connections for

the driver and Class B valve.

and the user might condemn Q.P.-P. as
unsatisfactory-which it certainly is not.

Eliminators especially suitable for Q.P.-P.
working are available and cost little more
than those of normal type, whilst an
existing unit can be modified by connecting
a neon stabiliser across its output terminals.
Actually there are a few simple points to
be considered in doing this, but these were

Plain or
Cork Tipped

clearly explained in an article in PRACTICAL

WIRELEss dated November 18th, 1933.

Little has been said in this article con-

cerning Class B amplification; chiefly because
class B is so well known and has been

adequately described in many previous
issues of both of the journals which have

now come together under tho name of
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. The

connections for a Class B and driver stage

are shown on another page in this issue
under the heading " Valve Couplings,"
whilst the connections for the 7 -pin base

CA P STA N NAVY CUT TOBACCO

are given in Fig. 2 which accompanies this
art isle.

The Hivac B 230 Class B valve, of which
characteristics are given in an accompanying panel, is particularly economical in
(Continued on Page 733)

READY RUBBED

2 -oz.

-

POCKET AIRTIGHT TIN

22

6, lain and Ireiandl, L

<E".,
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inside the desired clock case. Selling at the

reasonable price of 15s. it will keep very

accurate time, and is certainly a useful
appliance.

The Erie Volume Control
TBiErie volume control, which is fitted

with a composition type resistance

element, is available in five standard sizes,

ranging from 25,000 ohms to 500,000
ohms in value. A thin bakelite disc llin.
in diameter forms the body of the com-

ponent, and to this are attached the three
soldering tags, a single -hole fixing bush, and

'Amplion Fixed Condensers
A High-class Radiometer
" Pifco " de luxe model
WE have recently had under test a THEOne
" radiometer is a
number of fixed condensers made

`,.`

moving -

instrument suitable not only for
they are certainly a very workmanlike testing battery receivers, but also for testby. Amplion (1932) Ltd. Of neat appearance

coil

job, which is the keynote of components ing all -mains sets. It is suitable for
turned out by this well-known firm. voltages up to 250 and shows 500 ohms
Obtainable in four types, TB, SH, RH and resistance per volt. The diameter of the
PH, respectively, they range from .1 mfd. dial is 2iin. The instrument is finished
to 4 mfd., at varying prices. Type TB in mottled bakelite, and is sold complete
(700 volts D.C. test, 350 volts D.C. working) with velvet -lined case at £2 2s. Adaptor
range in price from ls. 10d. to 5s. 6d. ; sockets for use in testing 7- and 9 -pin valves
type SH (1650 volts D.C. test, 600 volts are available at 3s. This is a most useful
D.C. working) 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. ; type RH instrument for the dealer, the experimenter,
(2,000 volts D.C. test, 800 volts D.C. and the electrician. Particular care has
been given tti finish, accuracy, and highclass workmanship. In short, this expertly designed instrument is suitable for the
accurate testing of all classes of electrical
and radio apparatus.

A New H.T. Battery
THE Fuller Accumulator Co (1926) Ltd.,
are now manufacturing a new Fuller
" Sunbeam " high-tension battery, sup-

the metal protecting cover.
The moving contact is insulated from the
spindle and fixing bush, and consists of a
light spring terminating in a small graphite

An
volume

Erie
con-

trol which is
available in
five standard
sizes ranging
in value from
25,000 ohms
to 500,000
ohms.

stud. The movement is quite smooth, yet a

sure contact

is

made throughout, the

pressure being just sufficient to ensure this,

but not so heavy that it imposes undue
wear on the element. The resistance is

graded to give a smooth and even control,
and is quite silent in operation. The price

of the Erie volume control is 3s. 6d., of
with mains switch, 5s.

plies of which are now on the market. Erie Impregnated Resistors
The prices are : -60 volt, 3s. 6d. ; 100 volt,
ERIE resistors, which are suitable as
5s. 6d. ; 120 volt, 6s. 6d. Samples of these
grid leaks as well as for voltage.
batteries have been subjected to various

tests in our laboratories and have proved made of a composition of carbon and rare
to have a capacity fully equal to that of earth, the resistance depending upon the
fixed condensers the average standard -capacity battery.
quantities of the minerals. Stability of
which are of neat
resistance is obtained by a special process
'appearance and A Synchronous Clock Movement
by which damp is expelled, after which the
sound design.
show on this page a scientifically resistors are specially impregnated to
WE designed electric -clock movement ensure that variation of humidity in the
recently produced by the Automatic Coil atmosphere does not affect the resistance
working) 2s. 9d. to 15s., and type PH Winding Co., which can easily be fitted value. The tips of each carbon resistor
(2,500 volts D.C. test, 1,000 volts D.C. into an ordinary clock in place of the are copper impregnated to ensure a good
The movement
working) 3s. 6d. to 19s. 6d. Under test clockwork movement.
they were found to give very good results is fitted with a 15 per cent. cobalt -steel
under their stipulated working voltage and magnet, and the epicycloidal cut gears
their capacity ratings were within a small ensure silent running. Of robust design
percentage margin of the measured values. it is mounted on a mottled bakelite back,
A group of Amplion

A General-purpose Triode

through which project a knurled knob
for starting the motor when connected
to the mains, and a second knob for adjust-

THE range of Mullard " Universal '' ing the hands. Below these knobs are fitted
(A.C./D.C.) valves has recently been two pins, with the necessary plug for faciliaugmented by the release of a general. tating connection to the mains supply.
purpose triode, known as type H.L.13. Three fixing holes are drilled in the back,
The principal application of this valve will thus making it possible to fix it securely
be as low -frequency amplifier following a
diode detector, in which position it may also
be employed as first low -frequency amplifier

for gramophone reproduction. It can also
be used as speech detector in cases where

au amplifying detector is required, and in
such instances, also, the valve can be used
as the input valve for gramophone reproduction.
Like the other valves in the
Mullard A.C./D.C. range, the H.L.13 has a
heater rated at 0.2 amp., the heater voltage
being approximately 13. The characteristics.c at anode volts, 100, and grid volts,
zero', are : anode impedance 10,000 ohms ;
amplification factor 40 ;
and mutual
conductance 4.0 mA./V. The price is 13s. 6d.

This valve is available with metallised Of efficient workmanship, this synchronised
bulb only, and has the standard Mullard electric -clock movement can be fitted to an
side-sontact base, the control grid being ordinary clock in place of the clockwork moveconnected to a top thimble terminal.
ment with which it was originally fitted.

Erie

impregnated resistors
are obtainable

in I-, 2-, or 3.
watt types in
a wide range
of resistance
values.

soldered joint for the lead which makes
contact with it. They are obtainable in

one-, two-, and three -watt types in a wido
range of resistance values.
Erie resistors are colour coded, and every
genuine Erie carries a label giving the value.
Price : ls. per watt.
4,1 0.4.

0'

Prepare for the Television Boom :
4

Read the

,:

TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE

HANDBOOK -5/-.

i 5/6 by post from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-r r,
f Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2

RADIO CLUBS

EASY TERMS

AND SOCIETIES
RADIO

AND

4
4

TELEVISION

party held by the West
THEMiddlesex
midnightandradio
East Buckinghamshire branch
of the Anglo-American Radio and Television Society
was held on January 18th instead of the 15th.

WCAU was the best station tuned lu, although
WHZ, WJZ, WTIC, and WIIT were good seconds.

Among the stations heard were WAAB, Boston (500
watt); WHN, New York ; WCCO. Minneapolis;
WHAS, Louisville; WitY, Schenectady;
Cluelnatti ; WEAF, New York; W101). Miami;
WNAC, Boston ; WHO, Des Moines ; KYW, Chicago ;
WABC, New York; WHAM, Rochester; and WTAM.
The meeting held on the 17th wits also
Cleveland.

GARRARD

SEND

SOCIETY

Cash Price 64 0 0,

or 7/- with order
monthly
payments of 7:4.

describe some interesting radio experiments, using
O-5XK for transmission. Full particulars from Mr.
Leonard Goucher, 10, West Grove Avenue, Dalton,
Huddersfield.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)
held a very interesting
THEmeeting
Londonon Chapter
Friday. January 18th, at the
It.A.C.S. Hall, Wandsworth Road, S.W.8. The first
half was given to morse instruction, there being one
class for beginners and another for advanced pupils.
The second half of the meeting was taken up by a

demonstration and description by Mr. W. H. S.
Vincent. A.M.I.B., of the " Hyvoltstar " All -wave
Superhet 5. The circuit consisted of a heptode

III Every type of valve
replacement supplied on
convenient terms.

r

Place, Rotherhithe, London, S.E.16.

order and 6 monthly

Standard P.M. Speaker.
Price 61/12/11, or 2 6
,e 9th order and 11 monthly

1, payments

gave a talk on " Modern Gramophone Recording."
After showing the meeting a wax disc prior to being
recorded upon, he went on to consider apparatus

4
4
Epoch

4
4
Rola
Unit 4
F.R.7 PM -24
49/6.
4
4
Rathermel Tweeter
20 CI' Unit 35/-.

t

of 4/7.

R-155 21/,

The above supplied
on lowest terms.

1.a yments of 3/-.

5/6

SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER

10;616
V Secures

delivery

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
of this society, held on January 15th,
AT ain meeting
St. Peter's Hall, South Croydon, Mr. O. Tooth

Senior P.M. Speaker.

Cash Price 62 2 0, or 2.6
with order and 11 monthly
payments of 4/-.

8.0. Det.
110 Marconi.
Power.
Cash Price
p S1 6 0, or 5/- with

second detector, metal oxide A.V.C. rectifier, triode
L.F., pentode output, and half -wave valve rectifier.
au inverted V.-A. E. Bear, Secretary, 10, St. Mary's

Revitalise your set with

3 -Valves Mullard, Cossor,

11°

frequency changer. var.-mu pentode, I.F., metal oxide

Very good reception was obtained front W8XK,
48.86 metres. The aerial in use at the Chapter is

4
4

order a nd 12

26 W.B.STENTORIAN

VALVES.

Uxbridge.

The lecturer will be Mr. J. Louis Orton, who will

6,- is it

4

-

OPP and Class"
amt all types of sets.
Output 30 SIMIiimps,3 11T tappings,
Cash Prier 23 91, or

SEND

There are no charges in connection with joining the

of the Society is giving a public lecture -demonstration.

11

Model T 10/30 with
trickle charger. For

mont lily payments of Sill.

A.-A.R. and T.S., and particulars may be obtained
from Leslie W. Orton, " Kingsthorpe," Willowbank,
At 8 p.m. on February 6th the Huddersfield brawl'

5/- H.T. ELIMINATOR

Model A.C.6, complete with volume control ready
6 for use. This unit converts any radio receiver into
a high class radio -gram.

and

ATLAS

SEND

RADIO -GRAM UNIT

a success.

used in recording.

4

We specialise in the supply of all good quality _Radio sets, components and 4
accessories on easy terms. Send list of requirements and keen quotation will
be sent promptly. Cash and C.O.D. orders despatched by return of post.

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
Post each Al °who
and should be received First
morning for publication in the following week', issue.
ANGLO-AMERICAN
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Eelex Short -Wave Converter with Valve.
Cash Price
for battery receiter.
1919/0, or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly
payments of 6/3.
11/- extra If required for Mains Receiver.

Secures

dclivery

5/.

Full specification

Piezo-Electrie 4
Rothermel-Brush
Pick-up. Cash price 92,2,0, or 5 6 with
order and 0 monthly payments of 5/-.

faults to be rapidly traced. Cash Price
12'0'0, or 5'- with order and 7 monthly
mem, ii 5:9.

list of any of the above will be sent on request.

THE

4

A most valuable instrument enabling 4

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.

EST -1925

4
4
4

New

AVOMINOR TEST METER

This is the best short-wave
converter on the mar ket.

4

4
4
4

4

'PHONENAT-1917.

First came the microphones which

were wired and followed by the amplifier, and ultimately the cutter. He had much to say on iniero-

Interesting points of such types as the Rein and

LONDON RADIO SUPPLYD

Cutters came in for much mention, and Mr. Tooth
drew sketches of their mechanism, explaining why

11,0AT LANE ,NOBLE ST ,LONDON,E.C.2

phones, having brought several models with him, and

Condenser microphones were followed with interest.

the cutting edge of sapphire was ground by a specialist.
On Tuesday, February 5th, the vice-chairman,
Mr. W. J. Bird, Is lecturing on" Electrical Condensers

a brief survey of their theory, manufacture, and

application to modern circuits,"

He is an authority

on this topic, and PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

readers are Invited to come and hear him.-Hon.
Secretary, E. L. Cumbers, Maycourt, Campilen Road,
South Croydon,

SLADE RADIO'

of the Slade Radio
AT Thursday,
a meeting
January 17th, Mr. D.

Society

on

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

A. Drew. a

By RALPH STRANGER

member of the amateur crew who sailed Mr. Sopwitirs
Endeavour In races against Rainbow in America last

gave an address upon the mechanical and
electrical side of yacht racing. Mr. Drew described
matey of the amusing ephodes that happened to him
and his colleagues, and gave some very interesting
descriptions of the wind -measuring instruments and
other mechanical apparatus, such as the capstans,

8/6 net.

year,

and methods of tensioning the hawsers.
Dr. Ratcliffe loaned and operated

his cinema

projector, and Mr. Drew had two rolls of films which

he obtained from Mr. Sopwith, in London-Hon.
Secretary, Chas. Game, 40, West Drive, Heittlitleld
Park, Handsworth, Birtninglettu.

SHORT-WAVE RADIO AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
(THORNTON HEATH)
of this nociety was held at St. Paul's
AMEETING
Hall, Norfolk Road, on Tuesday, January 15th,
under the chairmanship of Mr. R. E. Dahl*, Mr.
J.

L.

Hills, of All -wave International Radio and

Television Ltd., gave a talk and demonstration on the
Allwave international superheterodyne. This receiver
tunes from 14-2,000 metres and incorporates highspeed automatic volume control. Two I.F. stages are
used, followed by two diode detectors In push-pull,
one L.F. stage, and power pentode output. It can
be used on either D.C. or A.C. mains. and has provision

for an additional speaker. The receiver was then
demonstrated and it created a good deal of Interest.
Particulars of future meetings can be obtained from
the Secretary, Mr. Jas, T. Webber, 365, Brigstoek
Road, Thornton Heath,

asassaise.e---

The author has an

easy

and informative style coupled with a thorough

knowledge of his subject and the rare faculty of presenting scientific facts in
simple language. The result is a book which covers the theory and practice
of Wireless Reception from A to Z and makes everything plain, even to the
most " non -technical " reader. Fourth Edition, revised and up to date. 816
pages, profusely illustrated. A complete work of reference which should
occupy a prominent place in every wireless enthusiast's library.

From all Booksellers or by post 9/- from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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TROUBLE

PRACTICAL LETTS5 fROM
ll
F
R
E
E
SERVICE WITH THE NEW
'READERS
HEAYBERD
MAINS UNIT
150 VOLTS AT 15-50 MA.

Voltage regulation practically constant throughout the whole range of current. Suitable for any
set from a one valve to a seven valve superhet.
Specially suitable for Class 13' and Q.P.P. working.

FREE FROM ALL HUM AND BACKGROUND

GUARANTEED 3 YEARS
PRICE

88/6

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).

Listening Conditions in S. Africa

wealth Band, Eric Coates and the Syrnphony Orchestra, and organ recitals by
I have been very interested in your £5 Nicholas Robins at the Arcadia Theatre.
superhet, especially the A.C. model. The Chat wood, Sydney.
This transmission was concluded at
only snag so far as South African readers
are concerned is that the coils are practically 4 p.m. The same evening at 5.20 p.m. I
SIR.-As a regular reader of your paper

no use to us. Our listening is done on the located W2XAF, Schenectady, U.S.A., on
medium band and the various short-wave 31.48 m., coming over with some punch
bands on 16, 25, 31, and 49 metres. On behind it ! A talk was in progress by the
the medium waves our stations lie between Federal Housing Committee, and was
followed at 5.30 p.m. by a " Watch Tower
314 metres and 536.
I am therefore writing to ask whether it Hour " service from Los Angeles, California.

would be practicable to substitute other In conclusion I would like to thank you
for the helpful hints and tips about shortcoils in place of the coils specified.
We find that the ordinary straight set wave reception that have appeared in
(I use a four-valver of my own design) gives

PRACTICAL

25m. band, leaves much to be desired ; for
example, it is practically impossible to

" Admirable and Entertaining "

AND

AMATEUR

excellent results so far as power is con- recently.-STEPHEN J.
cerned, but selectivity, particularly on the

separate DJD and GSD.

MODEL 15/50
SEND NOW FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS.
Mr.
Address

PRA

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co. 10 FINSBURY
ET..
LONDON. E.C.2.

CLIX

using a superhet circuit.
It is for this reason that American sets
hold such a prominent place in the market
out here. For some time " all wave sets "
have been on the market. The British sets,
on the other hand, are for long and medium
waves, and it is necessary to obtain a shortwave convertor, which many people will
not be bothered with.
The British components and valves are
recognised as vastly superior, and many
more would build sets if they could find a
design suitable for the conditions prevailing
in this country. The same would apply to

Specified by Mr. F. J. Camm for the

" HALL -MARK " SERIES
CLIX "MASTER" PLUGS.
Give firm grip and full contact
with ALL sockets with internal diameters from
in.
to 5-32in. battery socket.

Curved ends for easy insertion.
H.T. or G.B.
I 1.1

Each

When one
is tuned in there is a background of the
other and, if the aerial is swaying at all,
they come in and out alternately. This
presumably would be largely rectified by

2 %I

WIRELESS

KEEN (Cirencester)

SIR,-Good luck to your admirable and
entertaining journal, which I think strikes

the right note every time. When can we
expect an A.C. version of the " Hall -Mark

Three " please P-CHAS. H. Woons (London
E.).
[See last week's issue for full particulars of

the A.C. Hall-Mark.-ED.)

A South -African Reader's Thanks
Sllt,-I wish to extend to you my sincere

thanks for having put me in touch with

numerous readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

who reside in England. Owing to various
reasons, I am unable to communicate with
every person who has written to me, but I
would nevertheless like to thank everyone

wbo has taken the trouble to write. -H.

CROUCH

(Ladysmith, S. Africa).

Australia and Canada. One dial tuning Another Appreciation from S. Africa

would be essential to make it a true family
SIR,-In connection with your various
set.-GEo. K. MALLORY (King William's presentation schemes in Practical MeTown, S. Africa).
chanics I wish to thank you for the two
[An article in our issue elated January 26th, books and the Wireless Constructor's Tool
1935, gives particulars of suitable alternative Kit just received. The books are interesting

coils for use with the £5 A.C. Superhet.-ED.]

and entertaining, and the tool kit is very

and quite the thing in these out-ofAustralia and U.S.A. on a " Practical useful,
the-way places, where the nearest third.
Wireless " One-valver
rate shop is over twenty miles away. I see

SIR,-A few weeks ago I wrote to you
mentioning the good short-wave reception
I had last summer on the s. -wave set that
was described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS of
April 14th, 1934.

Having become accustomed to the use

are two more papers-Practical
Television and The Practical Motorist.

there

Is it possible to get these papers from

No. 1, and what is the yearly subscription,
please T-[ Yes-En.]
.

As an interested reader of Mr. F. J.

of a three -valve S.W. set of late, I thought Camm's articles in Work years ago, and
I would give the above -mentioned one -valve

CLIX SPADE TERMINALS.
Positive metal -to -metal wiring is fully
protected from creeping acid by a specially
designed collar making corrosion impossible.

La
each

CLIX TERMINAL STRIPS
Aerial -Earth 7d.
Loudspeaker -Pick up 8d.
CLIX CHASSIS MOUNTING VALVE -HOLDERS
4 -pin ... ... each 8d.
5 -pin
9d.
Pi
7 -pin
11'.
IF

CLIX LIST "N" FREE

LECTRO LI NX, LTD.,

79" ROCHESTER ROW LONDON S.W.I

later in the Motor Cyclists' Renew, I ant

set a trial as a change to the more elaborate pleased to see him at the helm of Practical
three-valver. Appended are a few of the Mechanics, and wish it continued success.
long-distance transmissions heard.
On I have written to Peto-Scott for a 5 -valve
Friday, January 11th, at 11 p.m., PRF5, superhet set, as described in the June issue
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (31.58 m.) was a of Practical Mechanics, and will let
good signal at RS on the 'phones, when you have a note regarding its possibilities
we had a short talk in English on cocoa when I try it out.-GEO. SCHOFIELD (Natal,
production in Brazil.
S. Africa).

On Sunday, January 13th, at 2 p.m.,

VK2ME (31.28 m.), Sydney, Australia, was Our Short-wave Section,
in fine form, opening with the laughter of
SIR,-As a regular reader since No. 1
the kookaburra (transmission 4), then I agree with A. Blakeley (Newton -Le followed the call signal " VK2ME, Sydney, Willows), who asks for one more page on
the Voice of Australia," and "Good after- short-wave work. I am writing for myself
noon listeners in the United Kingdom." and four friends. I have all your gift books
Then followed an interesting programme of and they are very helpful. I use an adaptor
gramophone records by such well-known (2 L.F.) forshort waves, and although I haN e

bands as the B.B.C. Wireless Military tried many circuits, I do not seem to get

Band, the Regimental Band of H.M. satisfactoryresults. Will you please publish
Grenadier Guards, The Australian Common.
(Continued on facing page)

February 2nd, 1935
(Continued from facing page)

a circuit of superhet adaptor using short-

wave plug-in coils. I have not built any
of your sets yet but hope to when circumstances permit. I live in a swamp area

ten miles from Moorside Edge. and get
good results using SG., Det. 2 LF. and a
wave -trap. I like your superhet 3, and I

think that PRACTICAL WIRELESS is the
best book of its kind on the market.H. R.

(Oldham).
(See S pecial Announcement on page 701-Ed.)
BUTTERWORTH

A Super Set
SIR,-With reference to several of your
readers' pleas for a super set, may I offer
my suggestions ? I am of the opinion that
a set as outlined below would find plenty
of support from your readers, and if the

ATALOGUES
..a.cd:S,
EC EIVED
To save renders trouble! we undertake to Send on
Catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms front wham you
require catalogues, and address It to
Catalogue."
PRACTICAL AND AssATrua WIRELISP. (Se,,. h'ewnes,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St.. Strand, London, W.C.2.
Where astrertisers make .1 cherge, or require postage.
this should be enclosed with applications for catalogues.
No other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.

MAGNUM COMPONENTS

WE have received a folder from Burne-Tones and
Co.. Ltd., giving partieulara and prices of this

firm's chassis assemblies, coils, switches, etc. Also
included in the list are metal screening boxes, solid
dielectric variable condensers suitable for tuning,

reaction, or series aerial use; a dissolver for controlling
the volume of radio -gramophones, or two pick-ups :
and a neat and efficient multi -contact switch. Copies
of this folder are now available, on request.

L.F. unit was published first, the total
cost would be divided over a period, and

BOOKS RECEIVED

so by adding a simple bandpass aerial filter BROADCAST TALKS
containing the B.B.C. programme of
talks to be given front Droltwieh National and
it could easily be made into a high quality ABOOKLET
Loudon
Regional
transmitters during the present
local station receiver, besides reproducing session is now available
to the public.
records for use with a " mike."
The series on India provides the most imposing
list
of
speakers.The
talks
will be in the National
I am personally anxious to see a circuit
at 10 p.m. on consecutive Tuesdays and
published, which with an automatic record programme
Fridays until February 5th. The remaining speakers

changer would make an outstanding set.
The features embodied should include a
paraphase amplifier of above 5 valves,

giving approx. an output of 4'5 watts.

Response curve nearly flat from 50 cycles
to 6,000 or more. Reproduction as distor-

tionless as possible. Sufficient amplification
for use with an average pick-up. Effective

volume control, and facilities for hightension connection to H.F. stage. The

in this series are :
Stanley Baldwin.

Mr. George Lansbury and Mr.

Details of a further series of talks to be given on
alternate ;Sundays at 9 p.m. are also given. These
talks will include news front the I.aw Courts. headlines
from foreign newspapers, extracts from Blue Book
publications, important new scientific !Recoveries,
etc. Particulars of other talks to he given for listeners
in unemployed clubs and centres are also included.
The booklet can be obtained free from the Publications
Dept.. It. B.C., or any local B.B.C. office.
NEW

FEATURES

IN

THE

PRACTICAL

ELEC-

TRICIAN'S POCKET BOOK
circuit for the paraphase amplifier could be SOME
of the need important of the new sections
similar to the one published on page 101 of
In the " Practical Electrician's Pocket Book, 19:15 "

the issue for October 6th, 1934.-W. J.
ABBOT'.
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(Clapham Common).

A Quality Short -waver
SIR,-With reference to a letter, " A
Short -waver Wanted," in your issue of
November 17th last. I consider that a
short-wave design, with the medium band

as a secondary consideration, is what is
wanted in Kenya, and suggest a really
powerful battery -driven superhet which
will enable the most distant stations to be

are evidence of the rapid changes in the electrical
industry. Noise measurement appears for the first

time. A complete new chapter on traffic !signalling is
introduced. The wiring notes are based on the 111th
Edition of the LE.E. Regulations. Trolley buses
are discussed In the chapter on tramways.
Complete revision has been made of the sections
on the control of lighting circultsjoint s.and connectors,
measuring instruments, armature construction, and
railway signalling.

In addition, Mr. A. P. M. Fleming, C.B.E., M.Sc.,

M.I.E.E.,F.Inst.P., has contributed a valuable t wentypage summary of the high spots of electrical progress
in 1934.
The system, introduced last year, of sectionalising
the sixty chapters is retained, and rearrangement s have
been made to give more logical, order and to assist

VALVE TYPES AND USES
(Continued [rampage 729)

respect of both high -and low-tension require-

ments, but the same remarks apply as in
the case of the QP valve with regard to

the source of H.T. supply, because the
anode current is constantly varying with
the volume of reproduction.

A Combined Driver -Class B Valve
Another Class B valve that is made only

by Hivac is the DB 240, and this is of

particular interest in that it actually consists of three valves in one-a triode L.F.
driver and two Class B triodes. The valve
can thus be used directly after a detector

valve, the usual input L.F. and driver
transformers being connected as in the

case of a normal Class B amplifier. The
driver -class B valve has a 7 -pin base, the

connections being as shown in Fig. 3;
whilst an eighth connection is made to a
terminal mounted on top of the bulb ;
this is in contact with the anode of the
driver section. It will be seen from the
tabulated details that the total quiescent
current passed by the complete valve is
5.5 milliamps, whilst the average working
current is 8.5 milliamps. The Class B

section is exactly the same as the B 230
and, apart from its external appearance.
the valve may be considered as identical
in every respect with two separate normal

valves of the L.F. and Class B type.

It

extremely convenient, especially in
portable receivers or others in which space
is limited.
is

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
(Continued Iron, page 702)

Proposed S.B. Programmes
Morocco and Algeria

for

the completion of an underground
kilometres in length, between Tunis and
Morocco, it is hoped in the near future
to effect exchangeA of broadcast programmes between Radio Maroc and Algiers,

WITH
pupinised cable some 2,500

and later with the new transmitter to be

erected in Tunisia by the French Colonial
picked up at programme value. Personally, general study of any one department of electrical Authorities. As the power of the Rabat
I should like a design that does not try to activity.
and Algiers transmitters is to be increased,
By means of the 1,000 -subject Index any obscure
cut down the initial cost too closely.-D. B.
electrical fact can be found in a moment. There is the programmes would be available to
Cu.o.trrort (Cherangani, Kenya Colony).
also an extensive guide to mains -voltages In the listeners in the greater part of Southern
United Kingdom coven ng s I xty-two pages and indexing and Western Europe.
5,000 places. This guide has been fully revised and
brought right up to date.
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.
The book is a little giant of information on a wide Broadcast Station for Singapore ?
variety of subjects and well maintains its position
UP to the present, British residents in the
as one of the leading reference books of the industry.
It is published at the very reasonable price of 2s. lIst.
post free by 0111lADDI Press Technical Book Department, 85, Long Acre. London, V.C.2.
THE 1935 BROADCASTER ANNUAL
encyclopedic survey of the Radio imbed re- and

-THAT electrolytic condensers can be used
in a voltage -doubler rectifier circuit?
-THAT the polarity of the voltage applied to
certain electrolytic condensers may be re-

its technicalities is given in the 1935 edit ion of the
AN
" Broadcaster Radio and Gramophone Trade Annual,"

just published by the Broadcaster and Wireless
Retailer, of 29, Bedford Street., Strand, London, W.U.2.
Much of this work has gone Into the technieal sections.
Radio Servicing, to which thirty pages are devoted, is

versed without causing damage?

--THAT an earth lead can be used for an

aerial by connecting it to the aerial terminal?
-THAT a long earth lead should be insulated?

-THAT the peak -voltage rating

of

a

divided into four " chapters."

fined

condenser should be at least twice the voltage

normally applied to the condenser?
-THAT the use of a choke -capacity output
filter often prevents L.F. instability?

3

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nutlet, suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
A NIAAMATEUR WIRELESS. Such articles should be written

on one side of the paper only, and should contain the
name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor
does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, every

effort will be made to return Mess if a clamped and
addressed antelope is enclosed.

All correspotulence in.

tended for the Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELEsS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,

8-11, Southampton Street. Strand, w .r.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments. we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of leVers patent.

Straits Settlements have relied for

their radio entertainments solely on a local
amateur broadcaster ; but it is now reported
that an official transmitter is to be owned
and operated by the municipal authorities.
The station will be built and erected by two
British concerns, namely, General Electric

Company, Limited, and Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited.

When com-

pleted this year, it will offer a regular

Radio design is looked after by two Ithaca. a section

service of radio programmes on a wavelength between 300 and 600 metres.

There are six parts of the Annual which contain

Solving the Wavelength Problem

on simplified circuit design, three pages of essential
electrical formuire and data, and a valve chart giving
detailed characteristics of every valve on the market.
directory information, The Directory Section proper
has nearly eighty pages. It gives manufacturers' and
wholesalers' names, addresses, telephone numbers
and telegraphic addresses ; an index of trade names

in radio, and a section giving the names of all firms

making standard types of apparatus.

IF YOU WANT
A BLUEPRINT-

THE Soviet Government, in addition tc
installing high -power stations, has
decided to cover the country with a network of small. low -power transmitters,
working on channels between 120 and 150
metres.

As a start, over two thousand

are to be erected in State farms and other
agricultural colonies. As their power is

low and the effective area covered not

CONSULT OUR BLUEPRINT
SERVICE

greater than about 100 square miles, little
interference between stations working on
common wavelengths is anticipated. The

(See page 736)

transmitters will take their main programme
from Moscow.
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A REVIEW OF THE
LATEST RECORDS

THE BEST BE.SPEAKER!
ST SET;
THE
FOR

ROLA
MODEL FR7-PM-24 (49/6)

is the ONLY
Speaker Specified

by Mr. F. J. CAMM
for the
UNIVERSAL

HALL -MARK 4
Rola wish to emphasize that the above -mentioned speaker
In
is the sole specification for this outstanding set.

order to get the best results from your Universal Hall.
Mark 4 it s essential to use this Rola model. Rola
quality is recognised by the leading constructor set
designers as being absolutely supreme in the realm of
radio reproduction. WHY NOT FOLLOW THE LEAD
OF
NEARLY
EVERY
BRITISH RADIO

ON TH

By

; T. Onearm

Decca Records
record.
Broadcasting has, of course,
THE new titles for January are not, enhanced this importance.
So Roy Fox, apart from his older stalperhaps, quite so interesting, as

they have not become widely warts, such as Peggy Dell, is now a complete
popular yet. For that reason I will not and best selling unit, and ho is, in addition,
attempt to suggest a choice, but leave it one of the most efficient leaders in this
to you to select your own. You will not country.
" June in January "-F.5351-is a title
be disappointed in any of them.

Roy Fox, who will in future be heard
more regularly on the air, has also given
us two new records. He has been touring
the country for the best part of the past

year, and in the majority of towns his
band has played to capacity, beating
box office records on all sides. There
is no question of Roy Fox's popularity,
and the sales of his records alone place

of which great things ate expected, and
I would like you to hear Fox's record of
this, and " Give me a Heart to Sing to "F.5352.

" Be Still My Heart " and " If I Had
a Million Dollars," sung by Al Bowlly
on Dacca F.5326, is the first record of
Bowlly recorded in America, and very good

it is, both sides of it.
Another good record is Tessie O'Shea
him as one of England's greatest attractions.
It is my personal opinion that the singing singing " No One Loves a Fairy When
of Denny Dennis has brought Fox still She's Forty " and " Live and Let Live "
further friends. Dance vocalists are so on Decca F.5336.
few and far between that one only has to

listen in to the majority of dance band The Sixteen Singing Scholars
I think that their record, Decca F.5359,
to wish sincerely that ParliaUSE THE broadcasts
ment would immediately place a ban on will become a big novelty seller. Sixteen
BEST ?
MANUFAC-

TURER AND

crooners.

An Amusing Record
It is interesting to pause a moment to
consider this point. Have you ever heard
a really goOd tenor, or baritone, singing
a vocal dance refrain ? If not, hear the
record Decca made two years ago. For a
joke, Al Bowlly sang the song selected
by Owen Bryngwyn " Glorious Devon "

and Bryngwyn sang Al Bowlly's song

Welsh scholars have been selected to
make this record, one of them, Master
Cyril Lewis, having already made solo
Welsh records for Decca. Two well-known
ballads have been chosen, and these boys
have performed them both as part songs,
and very interesting they are. Whilst they
were in London, the B.B.C. put them on the

air in " In Town To -night," and I understand that they were very popular.

" Let's put out the Lights and go to Brunswick Records
EXTENSION

SPEAKERS

Your dealer has a Rola Extension Speaker Showcard
which shows that there is a Rola Extension Speaker
which exactly matches the speaker in any British factory built receiver. Exact matching is essential if the highest
quality reproduction is to be obtained. Remember, too,
that Rola Extension Speakers are absolutely dust -proof
and do not employ multi -tapped transformers. The
whole of the transformer is always in use.'thus ensuring
maximum efficiency. Ask your dealer for the correct

Rola model, or write for the Rola Extension Speaker
Broadsheet and Rola folder.

FR6-P.M.M., without transformer....
Model FR6-P.M. with transformer, as !'per *our
Model

Extension Speaker Broadsheet

CABINET MODELS

32/ -

39/6

Complete with FR6-P.M. Speaker
with transformer as per our Extension Speaker.

Model

1

Broadsheet

Model 2

Complete with FR6-P.M.M. Speaker
(without transformer)
CABINET alone (with Celotcx soundin; board
attached)

63.10.0
£3.2.6

f 1 10.0

A new star appears in the Brunswick,
Sleep " (Decca F.3369). The interesting
point was that Bowlly's technique resulted list for this month. Lanny Ross jumped
in a really pleasant rendering of " Glorious into prominence in the film " Melody
Devon," whilst Bryngwyn's " crooning " in Spring," and there were numerous
appeared so amateur as to be somewhat inquiries for his records. He had not, howamusing (I hope Mr. Bryngwyn will not ever, made any records until Brunswick
take offence at my remarks).

gave him a contract following his success in

College Rhythm," which is shortly to
be generally released in this country.
The chief difficulty a band has to -day " Stay as Sweet as You Are " and " Let's
is to find a good vocalist, and you may have Give Three Cheers for Love," Brunswick
heard of certain vocalists being shared 01936, is his first record, and I think you
This example alone proves my point.

Crooners, as such, are born and not made.

amongst several broadcasting bands to -day.

Musicians can be found with comparative
ease, but vocalists have grown to become
one of the most important selling factors
in a band's success. For instance, when
Al Bowlly left Roy Fox to join Lew Stone,

will enjoy it. The numbers are from his new
film " College Rhythm."
A splendid record by the Boswell Sisters
appears this month ; " If I Had a Million
Dollars " and " Rock and Roll," on
Brunswick 01957. The titles should be

Fox searched the country unceasingly, good sellers, as they are from the film
knowing that it would be impossible to " Transatlantic Merry-go-round," in which

the Boswell Sisters make a personal
as they were too strongly tied to their appearance. Incidentally it is the longest
respective outfits. It was over a year part they have ever played in a film,
before he chanced upon Denny Dennis, as usually they are only used to sing one or
and ho quickly snapped him up and has two numbers, which are usually interworked really hard on the boy's develop- polated and have little bearing on the
get hold of one of the few accepted vocalists,

ment. The result to -day is that Roy Fox story. The girls are, as I think I have told
one of the few really pleasing dance you, still in Hollywood, where they are
t e Wor Finest Re ro users has
broadcasting regularly with Bing Crosby
band vocalists broadcasting.
a " Commercial Hour." This is a
It
is
interesting
to
look
back
on
this
THE BRITISH ROLA CO. LTD. somewhat new development in dance on
typical. Boswell Sisters' record.
MINERVA ROAD, PARK ROYAL, N W.10. band business. Little did any of us realize
Connie Boswell gives us another record,
I'Phone : Willesden 4322-3-4-5-6.
the importance that the singing of the too (Brunswick 01895), " Lost in a Fog "
chorus would have on the sale of a dance and " Isn't it a Shame."
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLI,E6 TO

YOUR PROBLEMS

U

ryfoe.

cur

-411FTt'
If

a

postal

reply

be enclosed.

Every

query and drawing

of the sender. Send
your Queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL

AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Gro.

Newnes. Ltd.. 8-11. Southampton Street.

Strand, London, W.C.2.

SPECIAL NOTE
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described In our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

Suggest alterations or modifications of

our contemreceivers
described
in
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name
and address of the sender.

Use For a 20 -volt Rectifier
" I have just dismantled

mains

a

receiver, and have taken from it a 20 -volt.
1 -amp. rectifier which was apparently used
to supply the field winding of the moving coil speaker. Could you please tell me of
any use to which the rectifier could be put,
and advise me if it will be suitable for
charging 10 -volt, 5,000 m.a.-hour H.T.

accumulator units ? "-J.

A.

P.

(Liver -

sedge, Yorks).

" I should be obliged if you could give me

short-wave range except that mentioned.

surge on first switching on is likely to damage
the transformer windings. Instead of using

a thermal -delay switch I have been considering the possibility of connecting a fixed
resistance across each half of the secondary
winding of the mains transformer. Will
this be satisfactory, or will the resistances
interfere with rectification ? "-H. G.
(Leigh -on -Sea).

.

It appears that you have been misinformed ; the object of an indirectly heated rectifier is to avoid a voltage surge

on the D.C. side, and this it does satisfactorily. There will no doubt be a certain
voltage surge across the secondary terminals

any trouble provided that the transformer
is of sound construction. We do not
consider it necessary to fit the resistances
you mention, for there will be no harm done
by the rising voltage so long as the insula-

mention by connecting four or five of these tion used in the transformer is adequate.
in parallel, and regulating the charging

current by means of a 10 -ohm variable

some information with regard to the con- resistance connected in series with one lead
struction of a coil to cover the wavelength from the rectifier.
range from 140 to 200 metres. I have
made several short-wave coils, employing Leader Three Coils
valve bases for mounting purposes, and
" Could you please tell me if the twin these have proved very satisfactory on every

,

The rectifier unit (complete with the of the transformer, but this will not cause

appropriate transformer) could certainly be
used for charging purposes, and you could
charge approximately eight 2 -volt accumulators at 1 amp. It might also be em-

ployed for charging the H.T. units you

Short-wave Coil Construction

Moir;Eittit:iCiiii i

to every query.

t

by Our Technical Staff

which is rent must bear
the name and address

MEIN ....M0111111111414=

i N/

NQUIRIES

is

desired. a stamped addressed envelope must

(2)
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coil

assembly

recently

introduced

by

Wearite could, with advantage, be used in
When I do wind a coil for the higher range place of the Wearite " Universal " coils
i 1 never use the receiver for wavelengths
specified in your issue ? "-N. C. (Arbroath).
higher than 200 metres) trouble is experiThe coil assembly to which you refer is
enced due to poor reaction control or lack not suitable for the Leader Three, and we
of selectivity." --K. A. C. (Westcliff-on- strongly advise you to employ the exact
Sea).
parts specified, to ensure the excellent

From the particulars you give it seems results of which this receiver is capable.

that the set you are using is designed
essentially for short-wave reception, and it Building A Trickle Charger
" I have recently made a mains transis probable, therefore, that the detector

H.F. choke is of the short-wave pattern, former giving an output of 12 volts, and as
and is unsuitable for use on wavelengths I have a silver -oxide rectifier marked
above, say, 100 metres. If this is the case, S.C.A.2 I should like to know if I can use
good reception on the waveband you these two parts together in order to charge
mention could probably be obtained by a 2 -volt accumulator."-B. M. J. (Swansea).
We regret to advise you that we do not
employing a new choke, of a type suitable
for all-waVe working, or by connecting a know the type of rectifier you mention, and
normal reaction choke in series with that as you do not state the current and voltage
already fitted, the new choke being placed rating it is not possible to say whether or
between the previous one and the L.F. not the component is suitable for use with

Coils For The 60/- Three
" As I am constructing the 60/- Three

described in " Practical Wireless," dated

December 2nd, 1933, I would like to wind
my own coils and H.F. choke. Could you

please supply the necessary constructional

data ? "--L. R. (Brentford).

We cannot, in the course of a reply
through this Free Advice Bureau, give

constructional details for components, and

in any case would 'trongly recommend

you to obtain the coils specified in making

the 60/. Three. We might add, however,
that details for making various coils were
given in the series of articles published in
the issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, dated
December 9th, 1933, to January 6th, 1934,
under the title, " Making Your Own
Screened Coils."

A One -Valve Loud -speaker Receiver

" In the issue of your paper, dated
October 20th, 1934, there appeared a very
interesting article describing the construction of a one -valve receiver for universal
operation. It was stated that a 16 -volt
D.C. valve should be used, and the circuit
showed a metal rectifier. Could you please
the mains transformer that you have made. tell me the correct type of rectifier to use in
transformer.
Assuming that your coil is to be wound If you can give more complete details of this circuit as I propose to build a receiver
on a ribbed ebonite former 2in. in diameter the rectifier, at the same time stating the round the design given ? "-W. L. (Park approximately 18 turns of 22 -gauge d.c.c. current output from the transformer stone, Dorset).
The typo of rectifier was not stated
wire would be required for the tuned secondary, we shall be pleased to give you
because it is not very important and there
winding, and 30 turns for reaction. Both further assistance,

are several Westinghouse units suitable
should consist of side -by for this circuit. Actually, however, the
side turns, and there should be a space Preventing Voltage Surge
" As I am using an indirectly -heated type H.T.12 is as suitable as any, although
of about sin. between the ends of the
windings
two.

THPRE

rectifier I have been warned that the voltage

NO MYSTERY

ABOUT

It is a variable condenser specially designed to enable anyone to balance the capacity of the
Over a movement of tins.
aerial circuit, and so obtain optimum selectivity on any set.
the range is from .000004 to .000167 mf. (Faraday House Test Report), giving easy
adjustment for hair -line tuning.

BRITISH PIX CO.. LTD.. 118, Southwark Street, S.E.1.

the H.T.7 or H.T.8 could be employed.

PIX
WITH
HANDY HOLDER

2/6
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These blueprints are full-size. Copies of appropriate

issues of " Practical Wireless," " Amateur Wireless " and of " Wireless Magazine " containing
descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained

at 4d. and Is. 3d. each, respectively, post paid.
Index letters " P.W." refer to " Practical Wireless " sets, " A.W." refer to " Amateur Wireless
sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

Blueprints, ls. each.
Dolphin Straight Three ..
Long -Range Express Three
..
Mains Express Three
Sonotone Four
Bijou Three
- Argus Three
Argus Three Mains Unit ..
Empire Short -Wave Three
Solo Knob Three
..
Midget Two
Autokoil Pentode Two ..
Seieetone Battery Three ..
Fury Four
.

Stand -By Two-Valver

.. 24.9.32
.. 24.9.32
.. 8.10.32
..15.10.32
-29.10.32
..12.11.32
-26.11.32

.. 3.12.32
-10.12.32
_17.12.32
..31.12.32

..

14.1.33

28.1.33

.. 18.2.33

Featherweight Portable Four .. 6.5.33
4.3.33
Q.P.P. Three -Four..
.. 25.3.33
..
Alpha Q.P.P. Three
I 25.3.33
Ferrocart Q.P.P.
1. and L4.33
..
Three
8.4.33
Supersonic Six
15.4.33
..
Beta Universal Four

.. 22.4.33

A.C. Twin ..

29.4.33
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two
.. 25.2.33
A.C. Fury Four ..
.. 27.5.33
Kn.-Hopes Class 11 Four Three -Valve Push -Pull Detector
Set
.. 10.6.33
Double -Diode Triode Three
24.6.33
Three -Star Nicore
Class B Detector Two-Valver .. 17.6.33
.. 15.7.33
.
D.C. Ace
.. 15.7.33
Arcady Portable Three
.. 19.8.33
Superset
.. 19.8.33
..
Auto -B Three
.. 19.8.33
..
All -Wave Two

.. 16.9.33
A.C. Three ..
.. 23.9.33
..
Premier Super
Experimenter's Short -Wave Three 23.9.33

A.C.-1).C. Two
All -Wave

..

Orbit (Transfer Print)
Luxus A.C. Superhet
A.C. Quadpak
Sixty -Shilling Three

Nucleon Class B. lour

Fury Four Super ..

A.C. Fury Four Super
Leader Three
..
Pocket Portable ..
..
D.C. Premier
A.C. Leader
Prima Mains Three
..
Master Midget Two
Atom Lightweight Portable
Ubique
Four -Range Super-Mag. Two
summit Three
..
Armada Mains Three
Midget Short -Wave Two ..
..
All -Pentode Three..
..
£5 Superhet Three..
A.C. £5 Superhet Three ..
D.C. £5 Superhet Three ..
Hall -Mark Three .
Universal £5 Superhet
A.C. Hall Mark

7.10.33

..14.10.33

.. 4.11.33

..14.10.33

.. 2.12.33
.. 2.12.33

..

6.1.34

.. 27.1.34
.. 10.2.34
.. 10.3.34
.. 10.3.34

_

..
..

31.3.34
7.4.34
5.4.34
12.5.34
2.6.34

.. 28.7.34
.. 11.8.34
18.8.34
.. 18.8.34
15.9.34

.. 22.9.34
..27.10.34

-24.11.34
.. 1.12.34
8.12.34

..15.12.34

PNV I

PW2
PW3
PW4
PW5
PW6
PWGA

PW7
PW8
PW9
PW9A
PW10
PW11
PW11A
PW12
PW13
PW14
PW15
PW16
PW17
PWI8
PW 19

PW20
PW21

PW22
PW23
PW24
PW24A
PW25
PW25A
PW26
PW27
PW28
PW29
PW30
PNV30A

PW31
PW31A
PW32
PW33
PW34
PW34A
PW3413

PW34C
PW34D
PW35
PW35A
PW35B
PW35C
PW35D
PNV35E

PW36
PW36A
PNV36B

PW37
PW38
PW38A
PW39
PW40

PW4I

PW42
PNV43

PW44
PW45
26,1.35
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Sd. each.

Four -station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set
150 -mile Crystal Set

.. 31.3.34

..

4.8.34

.. 27.9.34

AW427
AW444
AW450

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -salvers : Blueprints, Is. each.
28.5.32
AW344
B.B.C. One -valuer
.. 6.5.33
AW387
B.B.C. Special One -valuer
Loud -speaker
Twenty -station
.. 27.9.33
AW449
One -valuer (Class B)
Two-valvers : Blueprints, Is. each.
AW388
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) .. 13.5.33
AW392
Full -volume Two (SO, Dot, Pen) . 17.6.33
AW305
.. 29.7.33
Iron -core Two (D, Trans)
.. 12.8.33
AW396
Iron -core Two (D, QPP)

B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
17.2.34
Coil (D. Trans)

AW377A

Send, preferably, a postal order (stamps over
sixpence unacceptable) to" Practical and Amateur
Wireless " Blueprint Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Melody Two with
.. 17-2-34
AW338A
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)
24.3.34
Lucerne Minor (I), Pen)
AW426
Apr. '32 WM278
Family Two (D, Trans) ..
Three -valuers : Blueprints, Is. each.
£8 Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) .. 21.5.32
AW343
Big -power

New Regional Three (D, RC,
.. 25.6.32
Trans) ..
Class -B Three (I). Trans, Class B) 22.4.33
New Britain's Favourite Three
15.7.33
(D, Trans, Class B)
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D,
..14.10.33
Trans) ..
.

.

.

.

Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,
Class B)

.

..25.11.33

.. 2.12.33
1034 Ether Searcher: Baseboard
..
20.1.34
..
Model (80, D, Pen)
£5 5s. 8.0.3 (SO, D, Trans)
1934

Ether Searcher:

Chassis

..
.. 3.2.34
Model (SG, D, Pen)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) .. 3.3.34
Cos.sor Melody Maker with Lucerne
.
17.3.34
('oils
'
P.W.H. Mascot with Lucerne Coils
17.3.34
..
(Det, R.C., Trans)

Milliard Master Three with Lu.. 24.3.34
cerne Coils
..
Pentaquester (BF, Pen, D, Pen) . 14.4.34
£5 5s. Three : De -luxe Version
.. 19.5.34
(SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight 'Three (D,
.

9.6.34
Trans)
All -Britain Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 6.9.34

" Wireless League " Three (HF
.. 3.10.34
Pen, I), Pen) ..
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen) Feb. '32
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans) .. June '32
Percy Harris Radiogram (HW, D,
Aug. '32
Trans) ..
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, RC, 'Trans) Apr. '33
Simple -tune Three (SG, D, Pen).. June '33
.

Tyers Iron -core Three (SG, D.
.. July '33
Pen)
.. Sep. '33
C. -B. Three (D, LF, Class B)
Economy -pentode Three (SG, D,
Oct. '33
..
Pen)
.. Jan. '34
All -wave Three (I), 2LF)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
.. Feb. '34
(SG, D, Pen) ..

.
Mar. '34
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
Iron -core Band-pass Three (SG, D,.

QP21)

-

- June '34

1935 £6 68. Battery Three (SG, D,
Oct. '34
..
Pen)
Feur-valuers: Blueprints, Is. N. each.
65/- Four (80, I), RC, Trans) .. 17.12.32
" A.W." Ideal Four (2SG. D, Pen). 16.9.33

..
A.V.C. 4 (2 HF, D,

2 H.F. Four (43, D, Pen)
Crusaders

QP21)

AW349
A W386
A W394

AW404

AW410
A W412

AW417
AW419
AW423
AW337A
A VV424

AW431

AW435
AW437
AW448
AW451
WM271
WM288
WM204

WM3I8
W31327
W M330
W31333

WM337
WM348

A.C. Pentaquester (HF Pen, D,
Pen) A.C.
- 26.6.34
D.C. Calibrator (S4, D, Push-pull
Pen) D.C.

VV51354

W31362

31371

17.2.34
18.8.34

AW445
ANV445A

WM273
WM300
W31303

W31333

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen,
I), Pen) A.C.

Nov. '34
Four -salvers : Blueprints, Is. N. each.
A.C. Melody Ranger (SO, DC, RC,

Trans) A.C.

.

AC/DC Straight. A.V.C.4 (2 HF, D,

Pen) A.C./D.C.

A.C. Quadradyne (2SG, D, Trans)

4.3.33
8.9.34

.. A pr. '32

A.C.

All Metal Four (2SG, D, Pen) A.C.. July '33

Four -valve:: Blueprints, Is. N. each.
General-purpose Portable (SO, D,
RC, Trans)
..
9.7.32
Midget Class -B Portable (SG, D,
LF. Class B)
.. 20.5.33

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class B)

1.7.33

Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans) _
.. 22.9.34
Town and Country Four (SG, D,
..
.. May '32
RC, Trans)
Two H.F. Portable, (2 80, D,
QP21)
.. June '34
Tyers Portable (SG; D, 2 'Trans)
SHORT -WAVERS.

.

Aug. '34

.

AW423
W31272
W.M305
WM321
W31345
WM359
W31366
W31.370

AW351
A W389
A W303

AW447
W31287

WM362
WM363

AW329
AW427
AW452

Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.31
Feur-valuers: Blueprints, 1s. N. each.
"A.W." Short-wave World Beater

AW438

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,

-

AW355

AW436
WM318
WM372

Mains Operated.
Two -salvers : Blueprints, Is. each.

W31340

Two -valve Maillb Short -waver (1),
.. 10.10.34
Pen) A.C.
" W.31." Band -spread Short -waver
(I), Pen) A.C./D.C,
.. Aug. '34

WM368

W31344

Three -valuers: Blueprints, Is. each.
Einigrator (SG, D, Pen). A.C.
Feb. '34

W31352

WM320

Mains Operated.

Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans)A.C. June '32

W51373
WM375

AW110

WM350

Two -salvers : Blueprints, ls. each.
Consolect rie Two (11, Pen) A .C. .. 23.9.33

W.11319

Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) . 14.7.34
Three -valuers : Blueprints, is. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (I),
RC, Trans)
- 20.8.32

Feb. !34
Five -salvers : Blueprints, 13. N. each.

Noe. '33
Class B)
Class -B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LI,
. Dec. '33
Class B)

AW4I3
W31256
WM260

Twe-valvers : Blueprints, Is. each.

Super-hets : Blueprints, 1s. Sd. each.
Quartz -crystal Super
Oct. '34
..

New Class -B Five (Sc, D, LF,

AW446
WM279
WM329

Battery Operated.

One -valves: Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. One -valve
.. 23.1.32
S.W. One -salver fur America . 31.3.34
.
10.10.34
Roma Short -waver

WM331

Super -quality Five (2 14F, D, RC,
May '33
Trans)

A W380

PORTABLES.

W31316

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, LF,

WM364
W31374

SUPER -NETS.

Battery Sets: Blueprints, 1s. N. each.
1934 Century Super
.. 9.12.33
Super Senior
..
Oct '31
1932 Super 60
..
.. Jan. '32
Q.P.P. Super 60
.. Apr. '33
" W.M." Stenode
Ort . '34
Modern Super Senior
Nor. '34
Mains Sets : Blueprints, 1s. N. each.
1934 A.C. Century Super, A.C. .. 10.3.34
1932 A.C. Super 60, A.C.
.. Feb. '32
Seventy-seven Super, A.C.
Dee. '32
" W.M." at. Super, D.C.
.. May '33
Merrymaker Super, A.C.
Dee. '33
Heptode Super Three, A.C.
.. May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super, A.C. July '34
" W.M." Stenode, A.C.
Sep. '34

Aug. '33

.

Class -B)

AW39ll
AW439
W M32S

Apr. '33

Trans)
Self-contained Four (SG, D,

AW3IK)

July '33

-

(HF Pen, D, R(', Trans)
2.6.34
Empire Short -waver (SO, D, RC,
Trans)
Mur. '33

Calibrator de Luxe (SG, D, RC,

A W3143

D, Pen) A.C.
.
Oct. '33
Six -guinea AC/DC Three (HF, Pen,
D, Trans) A.C./D.C.
.. July '34

Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SO,

WM351

AW370
AW402
AW421

(Pentode and Claus -B outputs for
above blueprints 6d. each) .. 25.8.34
.. Feb. '32
Quadradyne (2SG, D, Pen)
Calibrator (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. Oct. '32
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) . Nor. '32

Three-valsers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Home -lover's New All -electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
25.3.33
S.G. Three (80, 1), Pen) A.C.
3.8.33
A.C. Trlodyne (SG, D, Pen) A.C. 19.8.33

AW453

Four -ohms : Blueprints, ls. Sd. each.
A W403

WM286

Gold Coaster (SG, 13, RC, Trans)
A.C.

Practical and Amateur Wireless Blueprint Service

.. Aug. '32

WM202

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

II

February 2nd, 1935

Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are
charged double this rate (minimum charge
Display lines are
3/- per paragraph).
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
must be prepaid. Radio components advertised at below list price do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communications should be addressed to the

Advertisement Manager, " Practical and
Amateur

8,
Southampton
Wireless,"
Street, Strand, London.

gay reheia
ALL MANUFACTURERS' COMPONENTS and ACCESSORIES in STOCK. SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

For

Power,

Class

B.

6eud

Pentode
only 2/8
ante in

11

or C.O.D.

Senior.

or
Carriage

deposit and II
of

monthly payments

o it ERIE it Auto Transformers,

17/6; 6v. 2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. 1 amp.,
11/-.
B.T.H. Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. only), Electric
Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- complete.
D.C. model Truspeed, 100,'250v., 45/-.

COLLARO Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor.
200-250v. high quality pick-up and volume
control, 49/,
BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable and all fittings, a really
EDISON
sound job, 15/,

energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactured
by world-famous radio and gramophone company, 40/-.
C.C. Electrolytic condensers, 8 mf. 440v. wosking,
1 3/- ; 4 mf. 440v. working, 3/- ;15 nil. 50v. worising,

;c

l'a

1/-; 50 mf. 12v. working, 1/- 15 mt. 100v. working,

or

/1 19 8,
2 6

1/3 ; 6 inf. 50v. working, 6d. ;

and 10 rooathly payments of 43.

RAIDER 3 KIT
Conip'etc Eli of parts
only 5:-. Balance in n

r,

3/- ; Dubiller 3000. working, 4+ 4+ 2+.1, 3/-; Phillips

//41,,

Send

C.0

t.

1:

add

to Cash

22;16/6

Price,
plete

or

com-

for

111

Ileprwit

and

monthly
ments

directly heated pentodes, 250v. 60 ma., full wave

11

pay11/3.

of

Universal

[7,

B.E.y. TELEVISION MOTOR
F. r both Min. and Erin.

20o.240

volts.
Battery

of

Semi

iv., hal7 monthly payments ,/f

C.O.D.

Ca. 'age

We Stock Everything Television.

D.6.1

5 s.

Cash

15 O.

Send for Television Lists

ATLAS ELIMINATOR
Model

C.A.25.
For all outputs up
to 22 m.a. 100,2.30 volts A.C. Send
In

value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6 ; 13 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/-; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.
CENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms., l/-;
50,000, 100,000, 1 ineg., any value, 2/,
200

ohms, wire wound, 1/-.
SPECIAL OFFER.
Koister-Brandes (shop-soiled)

2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-contained Speaker,
Valves and Batteries, 27/6.

AMERICAN Triple gang 0.0005 Condensers, with
Trimmers, 4/11; Polar bakelite condensers,

0.00035, &I.

RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/-;

=M -

ratio output transformers, 2/6; Microphone
transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 2/6; 1-1 or 2-1 Output
Transformers, 2/6.
RELIABLE Canned Coils and Circuit accurately

matched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11 each.
POLAR Star manufacturers' model, 3 -gang con-

densers, fully screened,
unscreened, 5/-.

7/6

with trimmers;

(Continued at top of column three)

Dual Range with

Moving -Coil Ifilliameters projecting type,
21in. diameter, 0-10, 0-30, 0-50, 0-150, 15/..
ELLIOTT

rsBRIO directly -heated 1 watt, 200v. Mains Power

monthly payments of 6/8.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Pal
12 19 6.

51- dos. and 12 monthly

Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 watts;

any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts any
SPECIAL

Aerial and Anode Coils.

Circuit, 2/6 per pair.
SCOTT
Valves, 2/6.

D LUE SPOT 45 P.M. Speaker, multi -ratio tramp, former, handles 4 watts, listed 45/-, at 25/-, or in

11

Model T 10 30.
Cash or C.0.0.
Corr. Paid S3/9/0.
payments of 8/ -

Coil Speakers, handles 4 watts, Universal
transformers, 18/6. Ditto Energised handles 5 watts.
2,500 ohms, 21/-.
WILKINS AND WRIGHT. Full -vision dials with
Escutcheon, 2/11.

L./

only 0,, balance

THE Following American Types, 4/6: 250, 312,

list.
GRAMPIAN Permanent Magnet 0 inch Moving

Model,

6 -volt.

only

full wave rectifier, 500v. 120 m.a., full wave

rectifier, 21 watt indirectly heated pentode.

THE Following Types, 6/6 each : 42, 77, 78, 2525,
36, 38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6117, 2A5, 2A6, 287, 5Z3,
i.c6, 6A4, 61)6, 0F7, 43, 59. Send for Complete Valve

40 -

ye].

rectifiers D.C. types, 20v. 18 amp., filaments, screen
grid V.M., 11., H.L. Power, Pentodes, H.F. Pentodes,
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentodes.
THE Following Types, 5/6 each: 350v. 320 ma.,

171, 210, 245, 226, 47, 96, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 65,
37, 80, 6A7, 2A7, 83, 27.

tie., Universal A.. '. or D.C. Mains,
A.C.

6+4+2+1-1-1,4/&
SUPPLY STORES Announce the
Purchase of the Complete Stock of a World
PREMIER

Famous Continental valve manufacturer, all the
following standard main types, fully guaranteed, 4/6
each; H.F. Pentodes, Variable -Mu H.F. Pentodes,
H.L., L. power, medium, high, low snag. and variable mu screen -grids, one, three and four watt A.C. output,

',-

and cabinet

glared,

mf. 100v. working, 6d.

Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 32 mt.

20v. working, 6d.; 50 mf. 60v. working, 1/9.
DUBILIER
CONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V. 400v. working,
4+2+1+1+1+.5, 3/0; 2+2+1+1+1+.5,

GRAHAM FARISH

Transformers,

300-0-300v. 85 ma., 4v. 1-2a., 4 v. 2-3a, 6/8;
500-0-500w. 150 m.o., 4v. 3-5a., 4w. 2-3a, 4v. 2-3a.,
4v. la. C.T., 4v. la. C.T., 19/6.
SPECIAL Offer of mains Transformers, manufactured
by Phillips, input 100-110v. or 200-250v., output
180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6.
PREMIER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier
r- transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., output 8v. # amp., 14/6 ; 8v. 1 snip.,

Cyldon capacitors; double trimmers.
SUPER -MOVING Coil Speakers, handle 10 watts,

Cash

100-110; 200-250v.

or vice versa. 100 -watt, 10'-.
Mains

WESTERN ELECTRIC

wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.1, 3 amp. malnawitchea,

SPEAKER

rectified, with 4v. 3-5a, and 4v. 1-2a. C.T.. L.T.,
and screened primary, 10;-; with Westinghouse
rectifier, 19/6.
Mains Transformer for II .T.1 I, rectified

I-

1
Chassis valve holders 5-, 6-, or 7 -pin, screened
screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistances,

11 9 8.

M.C.

DREMIER, H.T.10 Transformer, 200v. 100 m.a.,

with 3, 4 volt C.T. Windings, 22/6, with Westinghouse
rectifier, 42/6.
Mains Transformers. output 350-0-350v.
120 m.a., 4v. 3-5a, 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.),
PREMIER
with screened primary, 10/-.
Mains Transformer, output 250-0-250v.
60 m.a.' 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.),
PltEMJER
w
screened primary, 101,

WIRE -WOUND Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,500,
10,000, 50,000, 500,000, 2/- each; 1,000 ohm,
semi -variable, carry 150 ma., 2/-.

A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and radiogram cabinets, by best manufacturers at a

ROLA
FRO P.M.

m.a. and 300v. 60 m.a. rectified, with 4v. 3-5a,
and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T. and screened primary, 10/-;
withWestinghouse rectifier, 18;6.

output 500v. 12(1 milliamps or 430v. 120 ihilliamps
PREMIER

1 mf., 1/-; 2 mf., 1/6; 4 mf., 3/-.

fraction of original cost. Send for list,
THE following Lines 6d. each, or 5/- per dozen.-

universal tapped Trans-

former. send only 2 6, lolanw
in 10 monthly payment. of
3'-. Cash or C.0.1). Carriage

PREMIER H.T.7 Transformer, output 135v. so
PREMIER H. .8 and 9 Transformers, 250v. 60

and 9 monthly

/ -11,

palter interleaved.

17/6.

deposit

71RMCANESNPTE-MAAZNEERT

ROLA F RS

British -made Meters, moving iron, flush
accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 m.a.
0-100, 0-250 m.a., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/-.
WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. working,
1 mf., 6d. ; 2 mf., 1/- ; 4 mf., 2/. ; 400v. working,
mounting,
PREMIER

or 21

12 20. 0.

10/6 ; 60 milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6 ; 25 milli -

ni.a., for voltage doubling, 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a, C.T.,
2/- extra; with Westinghouse rectifier, giving

C.O.D.
Paid,

W.B. Stentorian Baby. cosh
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. 11,2 6, or 2;8
payments of 2,6.

Pahl.

Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal connections, input 200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all winding,

UTILITY 3 -gang Condensers.
0.0005,
fully
screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight
or superhet, 6/0, complete; with illuminated disc

H.F. Chokes, by one of the largest
manufacturers in the country, 1/6.
SCREENED

Stentor-

Cash

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,

amps. 20 hys., 2/0 ; 250 milliamps, 30 hys., 20/,
Premier Guaranteed Merit Transformers Have

Paid,

61/12,6.

W.B.
ian

ances, and diagram, 120v. 20 MA., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/- extra; 160v. 30 milliamps with 4v.

2-4 amps, C.T., L.T., 25/-; trickle charger, 6/6 extra;
250v. 60 milliamps, with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/-; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6;
200v. 50 ma., with 4v. 3-5 amps., L.T., 27/6.
PRE311E1t Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-; 65
minimum 30 hys., 5/6; 150 milllamps, 30 hys.,

31-.

Carriage

With

Westihghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

of

Cash

City Branch at 165 and I65a, Fleet
A`NOUNCE
St., E.C. a(next door to Anderton's Hotel) for

speaker, C12/10/0.

M

Condensers, 250v. working, I mf., 1/3;
1
2 mf., 3/9; 4 mf., 3/-; 4 mf. 450v. working, 4/-;
4 mf., 750v. working, 6/-; 2 mf.. 750v. working, 3/-.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, blindness
type B.P.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with
instructions and diagram, 2/4.
H.F. Intervalve Coils, B.P.S., band-pass,
complete with nstructions, in original cartons, 2/6.
VARLEY

and
tot -

pay-

ments

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

the convenience of callers; post orders and callers to
High St., Clapham.
OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all
goods guaranteed perfect ; carriage paid over 5t-,
under 5/- postage 6d. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please
send for Illustrated catalogue, post free.
ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v.
40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, complete with it valves, and Magnavox Super 66 energised

(Contintinl from foot of column one)
AGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 354,
2,500 ohms, 12/8;
D.C. 152 magna., 2,500
ohms, 37/6, all complete with humbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required; A.C: conversion kit for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.M.
71n. cone, 1616. 9in. cone, 22/6.

drive, 7/11, the best 3 -gang available.

monthly

2011v. 30
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NEW GARRARD A.C.6 ELECTRIC MOTOR
Complete with 12' lendable, 12' Unit Plate and fully automatic
Switeh.ForA.C.

handsome walnut cabinet, 35/, Blue Spot 99 P.M.
Speaker, multi -ratio transformer, handles 5 watts,
listed 59/6, at 31/-.
LUE-SPOT Energised Speakers, 2,500 ohms type
29D.C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9/11.
DLUE-SPOT P.M. Speaker with Multi -Ratio Trans D formers, special offer, 16/-.
LISSEN 3 -gang Super -bet coils with switching and

B

circuit, 6/-.

LOTUS 3 -gang Bandpaas
12/6.

coils

with Switching,

mats. only.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

monthly pay-

(Dept. G.N.), 20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.1.
Phone: Macaulay 2188. Nearest station: Clapham
North, Underground.

Send only 28,
balance In 11

ment, of 4,'-.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid
62/2/6.

New Garrard A.0.4 A.O. Mains Electric Motor, 12 -in. turntable,
motor plate, automatic stop. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
222,6. or 2/6 down and 11 monthly payments of 4/,
New Garrard Model 201a. 12 -in. turntable, Electric motor for
A.C. mains. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 12302, or 5'- down
.,nd 10 monthly payments of 6,-.

SEND FOR LATEST LISTS

New aft OS Salesa

156, (Pr.W2.) LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, EX.&

the word !
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BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART

PEARL & PEARL

D ADIOMART Offers. Sensational Prices, Perfect

Goods and a Square Deal Always.
DA DIOMART Radiophone short-wave condensers,
IN all brass on Steatite Bases (the finest made),
offered quarter list, single .00016, 3;6; 2 gang
00016, 5,6.

RADIOMART British Radiophone. fully screened
2 -gang .0005, top trimmers, latest compact type,

6/11.

RADIOMART Radiophone 3 -gang as above, 7/6.
Radiophone 4 -gang superhet, 9/6. All boxed.
RADIOMAKT British Radiophone 2 -gang as above,
but fitted Uniknob trimming ; wavelength
moving scale dials, 8/3.

100, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. All the following
bargains guaranteed new goods.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.
RECEIVERS.
3 -VALVE "CLASS B" BUR-

50 ohms to
IOO.OQ.

GOYNE RECEIVERS. Complete with Mallard
valves; Exide H.T. and L.T. batteries. M/C speaker.
Artistic cabinet of highly polished Walnut. Chromium
fittings. Brand new in original cartons; 1935 Model.
I.i.t £6 10. Our price £3 19 6. Carriage Paid.
el'EAKERS. Lissen plaque speakers, wonderful
tone. List 15/-. Our price 5/11. Lotus permanent
magnet, with universal transformer giving 10 alternative tappings. Eight -inch cone -wonderful tone.
List 27/6. Our price 14/11.
CONDENSERS. British Radiophone .0005 ganged,
screened variable condensers with trimmers.
2 -gang, 6/6; 3 -gang, 8/6.
VALVES. Triotron (all types) G.P., 3/6; Power,

tj

WIRE -WOUND
RESISTORS

ADIOMART Polar Arcuate full vision

IN Handsome bakelite escutcheon, 3 9. Illuminated.
RADIOMART Polar moving scale illuminated twocolour dial ; few only, 2'9 complete.
RADIOMART Radiophone straight line dial, latest
pattern, with wavelength and degrees, twocolour dial, 3/-.
D A DIOMART Radiophone I.F. transformers, 110kc,
IN top trimmers, 2/6. Alstpfew 117 and 126 ke.

ADIOMART Utility super 2 -gang .0005, bail IN bearing, fully screened, with trimmers, 5/11;
with disc dial, 6/11.
D ADIOMART 'Utility 3 -gang. as above, straight or
superhet, 6,'9; with dial, 7,11.
RADIOMART B.T.H. 7in. latest 2,500 ohm moving

coils, humbucker 4 -watt model. 12,6.
RADIOMART Sonot.horde super sensitive P.M.'s
Class B or Universal (ideal battery sets), 16/6.
Pushback, the wire used by set makers,, ready tinned and sleeved, 6yds. 9d.
RADIOMART
RADIOMART Screened flex, H.F. or pick-up, single
Oci. yd.. twin, 9d. yd.
RADIOMART Resincored solder, 3ff. 6d. Bulgin
lamp fuses, 2d. Bulgin twin fuseholders, 4d.
RADIOMART Non -inductive tubulars, 1, 500v.,

.0003, 0.02, 44 ; 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, .1, 6d. ;
0.2, 0.25, 8d. ; 0.5, 9d.
RADIOMART Differentials : Telsen. .0001, .00015,
1/-. Polar, .0003, 1/3 ; ebonite panels, 16 x 8, 1/6.
DADIOMART Lissen, 12/6 : chokes, 25hy., 70ma..
4/6 ;

4/6 ; S.G., 9/6 ; clear or metallized ; all in makers'
sealed cartons.

"

A DEFECTIVE Resist

RADIOPAK by British Radiophone (Type 535 C).
Comprising 3 matched coils and 3 -gang con-

ante can completel:
the enjoyment 01
radio -and frequently
does. Moreover, it is often
difficult to trace the fault,
as none but the most expensive testing equipment
can definitely locate it.

ruin

denser with trimmers. Clearly engraved scale marked

in metres, pilot light fitting, engraved terminal strip
showing all connections. The whole mounted on grey
metal chassis. Guaranteed new. Limited quantity
only, at special low price of 29/6 complete.
EMINATORS. Special purchase of large quantity

When building your next set, or over-

hauling your present equipment, change

over to Amplion resistors. They arc
colour coded, compact and sturdy, and
all values are wire wound, this method
of construction giving the most reliable
and constant form of resistance.
Price 1/- each ; all values.

,

COILS.

EACH

RADIOA

Brand new

all

instructions with every unit. List 27/6. An outstanding bargain at 12/11 each. Lissen L.N.5181

r --

3 -ganged superhet coil units for A.C. or battery
sets ; with circuits and diagrams. Over 1,250 already

eminent

condensers,

Rmakers,
MART500v. working, 4tnfd.,
1/10; lmfd., 1/6.
RADIOMART 350v. working 4mfd., 2/9: 2tnfil.,
1/8 ; lmfd., 1/4 ; 250v. working, 4mfd., 2/3 ;

RADIOMART Supremos battery economisers incorporating Westinghouse rectifier, halves consump-

sold to " P.W." readers. List price 30/- ; now offered
at special price, 6/6 only. ALI, above post paid and
guaranteed new in makers' original cartons. New

I

;

]ofd., 1/2 0.Smfd., 9d. ; 0.1 x 0.1mfil., 9d.

Lucerne coils 1/8 each.
CONDENSERS.
Lotus variable (2 -gang .0005)
condensers, screened ; complete with illuminated

AMPL ON (1932) LTD.
044 Roseman Simon. Reuther', A

London, P.C.!

I

RADIOMART Stal tapped Class B chokes (list
9/6), 3/6.

There was a yonng
named Jim

Complained that his Set 1.
gone ' dim.'
He found on inspect ion -

RADIOMART Telsen latest reaction, .0001, .00015,
10d. Lotus, .0003, 1/-. Utility, .0005, 1/3.
RADIOMART Special offer, dozen assorted wire ended resistances, all different, most famous

A n unsoldered connection -

RADIOMART Triotron Class B units complete

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the
house -garage -workshop- anywhere where

low price of only 4/11 each.
LARGE Receiver Cabinets, highly polished, as used

So 'FLUXITE put T11.4T
right for 11131 I

makes, our selection only, 2/6.

driver transformer, new B.V.A. valve (list 64/.),
Less valve, 25/-.
Regentone latest 30ma. A.C. eliminators
(list £31716), 39/6. Telseu 2ffina. with
RADIOMART
4vA.C. (list £3,7/6), 37/6.
RADIOMART Telsen, Radiophone dolly toggle
32,-.

switches, 6d.

Lotus radiogram switches, Pd.

RADIOMART Radiophone H.F. chokes (manufacturers), honeycomb wound, 1,-. Metvick, 9d.

RADIOMART Years of transmitting experience

makes possible a specialised service in shortwave material which can be relied upon.
ADIOALART G.E.C. all brass, .0003 condensers
with real slow motion, ideal short-wave (listed
over £1), 2/9.
AD1OMART Western Electric, 21/-; microIN phones, 2/9 ; transformer, 26. Telsen dual range short-wave coils, 2,6.
RADIOMART Brass ball -bearing 100mfd. shortwave condensers, pigtail, noiseless, 1,6. Extension brackets, 3d. Short-wave valve holders, 4d.
RADIOMART Miliiammeters, flush, 2Iin., 5/9,
2Iin., 6,9. All ranges above 25 ma.

R

Purchase over -produced stock Leading

Continental Valve Maker.
R
sational prices.

Super valves, sen-

RADIOMART A.C. types at 4/6, H.F.Pen.,

V.M.S.G., P.T.4, S.G.L.A.,
American A.C. types, 4,'6.

RRADIOMART2 volt types A.F., Detector. L.F.,

2/3 ; Power, 2/9 ; Super Power, 3,3 ; Screen grid. Pentode. 5/6.
RADIOMART January Catalogue gives characteristics, all other components (largest in trade).

simple speedy soldering is needed.

Used for 30

years in government works and by the leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers --in tins, 4d., 8d., 1,4 and 2 8.
Ask

to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial complete with full instructions. 7 6.

Ask also for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING

STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE

THE FLUXITE GUN
is

always

ready

to

put

(Registered)

Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages.
The Gun also

t

into bearings, etc.
ant
used for grease like au oilcan for oil. l'rice 1,6.

.

RADIOMART cannot send catalogue or answer
enquiries without stamp.

free.

Goods over 6/- post

RADIOMART, The Square Dealers, 19, John Bright
Street, Birmingham.
ead photo
LOUDSPEAKERS, Transformers.
All makes rewound, 3/6 ; M C Speech Coils, 5/..
All repairs. Guaranteed twelve noun's. -Breeze,
Martleti, Kent.

Our price,

'TRANSFORMERS. Igranic Class B Transformers,
tapped 1-1 and 11-1. List price 11/6. OUT
price 4/11. Amplion Class B Output Chokes, tapped
1-1, 1.5-1 and 3-1. Ideal for matching me speakers.
List 9/6. Our price 4/11.
CABINETS, Ultra polished walnut receiver cabinets
(for set and speaker combined). Height 17in.
width 15in. Depth sin. Only 5/11 each.
CROMWELL Cabinets (for set and speaker combined). Horizontal type, 231n. wide, 8in. deep,
Min. high. Polished NVainut veneer, additional
baffle behind speaker grille. Just secured on terms
which enable us to offer them at the astoundingly

Microphones, 2,6.

R

friction drive dial, knob and trimmers.
2 -gang 8/6, 3 -gang 11/6.

tion (list 27/6), 7/6.

Transformers: Ericsson (15/-), 1,3.
Igranic Drivers, 1/11.
RADIOMART Air -spaced variable condensers,
Philips tubular,
.0005, 1/9; bakelite, 1/3.
.0001, .001, 2d.
RADIOMART Screened iron -cored dual -range coils
with reaction circuit, 2/11. Igranic short-wave
Iron -core dual -range, 3'3.
ALSOMART Telsen 1 -watt wire -ended resistors, 6d.
Telsen cartridge resistances, tubular condensers,

Lincoln -Stewart screened dual -range Iron

cored coils; complete with circuits and wiring
diagrams. List price 6/8, our price 2/6. Lotus triple ganged bandpass coil unit, complete. Suitable for
mains or battery sets. Comprises 3 screened coils on
metal base, wavechange and radiogram switch;
terminal connections shown engraved.
Full

Specified for the

A.C. HALL MARK FOUR

32hy, output, 4/6 ; 3-1 pentode output

transformers, 4/6.

of Lincoln -Stewart Eliminators enables us to
offer them at sacrifice prices. All models O.K. for
200-250 v. D.C. 25 milliamp output, 9111 ; A.C.
30 milliamp output with Westinghouse Rectifier, etc.,
24/11, or with half -amp. Trickle Charger incorporated,
price only 37/6. All fully guaranteed.

csFri31T E

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLuxiTr, LTD. (Dept. 202), DRAGON
WOI:Ki, BERMONDSEY STREET, SE.I.

for " Cromwell" 8 -valve Superhet. Measurements: 221n. high, 17in. wide, lIfin. deep. Finished
in contrasting rosewood and walnut veneer. Special
additional baffie on speaker fret. Cost over
to
make. Few only left at 15/- each.
NOTE. All Cabinets supplied for Cash with order
only and sent carriage forward.
SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS.
THESE special bargains are sent for Cash with order
only. Please add 3d. for postage.
Tonastat Selectivity Unit, 1/10 ; Biflo static cut-out,

2/3.
lgranic 1 ofd. condensers 1/3 each ; 2 mfd.
1/9 each. Table Microphone complete with trans-

former in base, 6/11. Triotron electrolytic condensers;
8 mfd., 450 volt working, 2/11 each ; 25 mfd., 350 volt
working, 3/6 each. Triotron Class " B " Valves, typo

E220B. List 10/6 ; our price 5/1. Amplion Binocular
H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed in bakelite case. List
4/6. Our price, 2/3. Lots of 3 dozen assorted Dubilier
fixed condensers, 1/9 each lot. 4 -pin Chassis -mounting

Valve holders, 5d. each; 6 for 2'-.
condensers, .0003 tad.' 1/- each.

Variable tuning

Igranic 2 -pole
rotary switches, 1/- each. Igranic Short-wave chokes,
1/- each. Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accu-

mulator Hydrometers, complete with float, 1/- each.
Sovereign lightning arresters, 6d. each.

CREE. Our latest fully revised Bargain List "
F
now ready. Send p.c. for your copy.

All Mall Orders Direct to
PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopsgatc, London, E.C.2.
gate 1212.

Tele. ;

Bishops -

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.C.1
offer the4ellowing atitipendousi bargains, Hittite
u:uit it le- only -Jill orders over 5/- post free. -'Phone
I Iolborn 4631.

RECEIVERS.-Osram 4 -Valves (Actual) Sets.
Complete with Four °soon Valves, Moving -Coil
Speakers. Pedestal Cabinet. Ready for use on all
Voltages A.C. In sealed cartons, 3.610/0 (List £15/15/-).
BURG OYNE Class 'B" Sets. With Three Milliard
Valves. Exide Batteries and Accumulators.
Moving Coil Speakers. In modern Cabinet beautifully finished in Chromium plate. Ready for use. In
sealeft cartons. £3.18,6 (List £6/10/-).
LISSEN 2 -Valve D.C. Sets. Complete with Valves,
Speakers in attractive Bakelite Cabinet. Ready
for use, on all Voltages D.C. £2151- (List £7.7,-).
FERGUSON Radio Midget Sets. 4 -Valves (Actual)
T.R.F. Complete with Moving Coil Speaker.

DADIO CLEARANCE First Bargain List is now
IN Available, send 11d. stamp to cover cost and
postage ; 7 valve superhet. chassis by Plessey made for
a well-known proprietary firm whose name we are
not allowed to mention, 7 tuned stages, amplified
delayed A.V.C.. local distance switch. 7 k separation.
size of chassis 131in. x 91iu., A.C'. 200-250 volts for

use with energised speaker. 2,500 ohms. demonstra-

tions daily at 94, High Holborn, chassis eomplete

with Mullard valves, less speaker and cabinet, I ranil
new; £7/10.
CLEARANCE Makes Special Offer of a

Ready for use on all Voltages A/C or D/C.
£3/12/- (List £8/8/-).
COILS.-Igranic Superhet Four Coils (1 OSC,
2 I.F., with pigtails. 1 I.F. plain). 0/- per set

Valves.

RLimited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to
RADIO

In sealed cartons.

Designers' Specification, including Coivern
Polar condensers, T.C.C. fixed condensers, 11.1
Hypermite transformer, ready drilled panel and

terminal strip, list price £5117 ; our price, £3/10.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Dorchester 3 -valve service
grid, detector, power or pentode battery chassis
including all first-class components, brand new,
completely wired ; at 30/- each, less valves.
RA DIO CLEA RAN(' Es -Plessey mainst ransformers.
1, Hillary input 200-250 volts, secondarit s:350-0-35(1
at 120 nta., 4 volts 24- amps., 4 volts 61 augts., screened

primary, exceptional value; 7/0 each.

RAMY CLEARANCE. -Standard Telephones and
Cables mains transformers. shrouded type, for
H.T.8 rectifier with 4v. 4 amp. C.T., L.T. winding:
exceptional value at 6/- each.
CLEARANCE.- British Radiophoto. 3 -gang

Midget type superhet. condensers. tally screened
RADIO

with trimmers 2 .0005 sections 111111 110 kc oscillator
section ; 7/6 each.
CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type straight condensers, fully screened.

RAM
with trimmers, 3 .0005 sections; 7/6 each.

0., EA RA NCE.--British Radiophone 3 -gang

8111N:rhet . condensers, imscreened, 2 .0005 sections
RAlma.

and 110 krc section, complete with trir lllll ers, dial,
pilot, light and escutcheon ; 6/6.
RADIO' CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 110
leis. intermedialite frequency transformers; 3: each.

Fully illustrated with constructional details for building
artery and Mains S.W. Receivers flv. S.W. Super -het
with A.V.C. All -Wave Wavemeter 5 -metre Receiver -Simple 5 -metre Transmitter Crossfeeder Aerial System --

Battery and Mains S.W. Converters Amateur Bands

100
wet, Transmitter Eliminators, etc.
COMPILED BY THE LEADING SHORT WAVE SPECIALISTS. Obtainable from your radio dealer. W. H. Smith.
or in case of difficulty, direct from STRATTON PRICE
& CO.. LTD. Dept. 41 Bromagrove Street.

Receiver

Birmingham. London Service Depot
Webb's Radio. 14, Soho St.. Oxford Si., W.I.
Glasgow Service J. R. Hunter, 138, Wes
:

1935 ED

116

Si'

Nile

Mie N

SHORT WAVE MANUAL

.

circuit diagram, suitable for tuned grid or tuned

RADIO CLEAR A NCE.-Va ria I ile power resistancen, by well-known maker, 0-100 ohms ; 2;6 each.
A D10 CLEARANCE. -8,000 ohms volume controls

ohms

B IGNET
RAM
S
W 88C

frt°Arld/C

ad
P

C)

Famous maker offers finest Radio
Furnitnre. A. supplied to B.B.C.,

a quality and value impossible to

AA

A.

10

Piano -tune

DIRECT -on FREE TRIAL

CLEARANCE. -Steel

chassis, cadmium

CLEARANCE.-T.C.C. condensers, 0.5
mid., 800 v. working, 1/-; T.C.C. 1 mfd., 800v.
RADIO
working, 1/0 ; T.C.C. 1 mfd., 250v. working, 1/-;
T.C.C. 2 mfd., 450 v. working, 1/6 ; T.C.C. 4 mill.
block condensers, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and 1 mid.
250 A.C. working, 1/9 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Earl Permanent Magnet
Moving -Coil Speakers, brand new, boxed.
List at 29/6 ; our price, 10/11.
RADIO -CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.('.1.
'Phone : Holborn 46:31.
CANCO RADIOGRAMOPHONE CABINET at 40-.
Special offer of Mahogany Itailiograinophone Cabinet
complete with polished panel, 181n, x Tin. Listed at

Send for list. -Carrington Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Cameo Works, South Croydon.
£6115,11, now 40/-.

ALCO eliminators and chargers. 4 H.T.. tappings,
18/- ; with charger 26/- , Charger alone, 6/6.
amp., 111-. Year's guarantee. Stamp details. Ps & D. Radio, 1, Goodinge Rd., N.7.

LISSEIP battery valve -bargains;

pentode 3/6,

detector 2/10, screened grid 61 -.-Service Radio
72, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

ROAD,

RADIOPHONE semi -screened midget
.0005 with side
trimmers. Brand new and boxed. 2 gang, 5/6, 3 gang,
7/6. Few only ordinary size, 4 gang, 0/6.
W.B. P.M. Speakers, with multi ratio output transformer (7 ratios), including Class B, 20/6:

Bereyheatb, near London,

Rothermel P.M. 8in. cone power and pentode trans -

RADIO ULEARANCE.-Telsen .00011, and .00015
reaction condensers; 50. each.
RADIO CLEARANCE -Steel chassis, cadmium
plated, drilled ready for use; 3 valve, 1/-;

plated, 2 and 3 valve type, fitted valve holders
RAM()
and terminal strips; 2/- each.

EUSTON

condensers, smallest made,
BRITISH

C. -Janet ,P.R.) Works, Albion Road,

canned type; 100. each.
RADIO CLEARANCE.-11miu. white sieeving ;
ill. per doz. lengths.
s

323.

ALL orders over 7;6 sent C.O.D. charges paid.

picKETT 5

RA Di D. c LEAR A Nc E. -Wego 2 nail. condensers.

RADIO,

WOBURN RADIO'S NEW YEAR SALE.

(or 10/- monthly'.

LIST FREE! From makers

n, known make, all sizes ; lid. each.

SOUTHERN

'Phone : Museum 6324.

scotxstically.

British

BRANCHES at 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2 ; 271-275,
High )toad, Willesden Green, N.W.10.
All
Mail orders to 323, Euston Road, N.W.1.

LONDON, N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube).

better.' Beautiful) y hand -polished)

GUARANTEE I)

eliminates noise and interference, 2/3 (12/6 List).
Telsen Binocular H.F. Chokes. 2/4 (List 4/6). Variable
Volume Controls, all capacities( 2/- each. I.cwcos
Spaghetti Resistances, all capacities. New and

Every Article Guaranteed and sent Post Paid.

No Middle Profits.

Radiophone graded potentiometers; 1/9 each.
no Arno CLEARANCE. -1 watt resistances, wen -

4 valve, 1/6 each.

Trickle Charger, Output 23 m.a., 35/- (List £4/12/6).
Type K.18 with Trickle Charger output 18 m.a., 32/6
(List £4/7/8). All Brand New in original sealed
cartons.
ISCELLANEOUS. -Westinghouse Metal Reel!.
fiers. H.T.6, 7, 8, 0/3 each. Morse Tapping
Keys with flash signal and buzzer. Complete a ith
Battery and bulb, 2/-. Bifio Static Cut-outs, definitely

boxed, 1/6 dozen assorted.
Many More Bargains at our various Branches.

cc/
LISHFOR um"ED.1g/
.
`° 'CABINET

Rlog type, with Q.M.B. switch, by G.E.('. ; 2/- each.
RA 1)10 CLEARANCE. -50.000 ohms Centralah
potentiometers; 1/6 each.
CLEARANCE. -25,000

Complete with Trickle Charger fore200/250 volts,
39/6 (List £311716). A small Quantity only of Eke°
Eliminators for 100/125 volts only, Type K25 with

M

anode ; set of 3 coils, 4/-.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set
of superhet. coils, manufacturers' type, with
circuit diagram, suitable for use with above advertised
comiensers, 5;6 per set.
CLEARANCE. -8 mfd. dry ele(trolytii
500v. working, well-known make; 2/6 each.
RArno
motors (Gilbert),
Irgi ADIO CLEAR ANCE.-1/25 h. .motors
IN 100-115 volts A.C., for tele% ision, suitable fur
200-250v. if used with suitable resistance or lamp:
8/6 each.

(50/- List).
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils B.P.5, with
all accessories, 23.
DICK -UPS. -Marconi Model K25 (1935 Issue), 211(List 32/6).
CONDENSERS.-Plessy Four -Gang Condensers with
Oscillator Section for Superhet. Fully Screened
with trimmers, 7/3 each (List 45/-). LOTUS Three Gang, 12/6; 2 -Gang 8/6. All Lotus Condensers are
complete with Dials, Escutcheons, fully screened with
trimmers. Dubilier 4 -mid. (2+1+1) 1,000 Volt,
2/9 each; 4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25) 3/-. T.C.C.
1/3. Dubilier 0.1, 9d.
SEAKERS.-Blue Spot 66R Units, 10/8. Mounted
on Blue Spot Chassis, 16/6 (List 45/-). Blue Spot
Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speakers. Universal
Transformers for Power, Super -Power, Pentode and
Class " B." All Brand New 1935 Serial In sealed
cartons. Type 99P.M., 30/- (List 59/6); 45P,M., 24/(List
)
32 P.M. in magnificent cabinet, 45/- (List 67/0).

W.B. Stentorian Permanent Magnet Speakers with
universal Transformers, 21/- each (List 32/8).
ELIMINATORS. - Xegentone Eliminators W.5a.

RAD -O CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set
of band-pass coils, manufacturers' type, with

RX1)10
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ft -inners, 18/6.

WESTINGHOUSE Metal Rectifiers, manufacturers'
type, H.T.8 and 9, 8/11. Transformers for same

CUT H.T. BILLS IN HALF
Reeharess it.elf
Orerifighl.

-- ,
'

sta

Ana mines

'
'

---''''-----.,".e '

./

supplied,

with 4v. 4a. C.T. L.T. winding, 6/9. Western Electric Microphones, 2/3. Mike transformer for same,
85-1, 2/3.

'r.C.C. dry electrolyttcs 8 mfd 550v., 3/3, 4 mfd.,
1
500v., 9/-, British Insulated Cables, dry, 8 nitil.,
550v., 3/-. 4 mfd., 55v. (wet), 3/-. 50 mfd., 50v.
(dry), 3/-. T.C.C. 6 mfd., 50v., 15 mfd., 100v., 25
mfd., 25v., 50 mfd., 12v., 1/3, Tubular condensers ;
01, 02, .1, 6d. Dubilier wire end resistances, all
values,
6d. Truwind wire -wound resistances, all
ment at long intervals and
without extra accumulators. values to 50,000, 3/6 doz. Formo 1 mfd., 1,000v.
lit hie been running a two test, 1/-, 2 mfd., 1,000v. test, 1/3. Wego 4 mfd.,
Why not end the bother suit
expenee

of

constant

H.T.

renewals and railing reception
once and for all with a Standard
Wet Battery. Gives abundant,
100 per cent. pars H.T., year in
year out, with cheap replenish -

valve set, Det and Pentode ednce Sept.'32 (9 years), so I think it 750v. test, 2/3. Chassis mounting valve -holders, 4-5
well repays the little extra trouble in the tint place,",writes W.D. pin, 1/3 half-doz.
7 pin, 6d. Toggles, 6d. Sistollea,
You too will find Standard Batteries a real money saving source
'
valve -holders, 3d. Lucerne
of H.T. 120-v.. 12,500 mat. 12 core, paid. H.P. terms arranged. 7yds., 8d. Pye S.W.
Iron
-cored
canned
coils
boxed with circuit, 2/6.
I
year.
11
arr.
paid.
Wales L.T. Batters. ample current for
Lists tree front Wet H.T. Battery Co. ,Pr.', 95, Dean St, Oxford St.,
ROTHERMEL Piezo Electric Pick-ups, new and

boxed, 30/-. Marconi K25, 21/-. Wates Universal
Meters, listed 12/6, few only, new and boxed, at 7/-.
TRADE enquiries Invited, send stamp and heading
for list.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandiand St., Red Lion
Street, W.C.1. Holborn 7289.
10,000 MOTORS: Spring and Electric for
RADIOGRAMS or GRAMOPHONES in stock.
HIGHEST
possible allowance made on used wireles
Thousands of components
Tone
goods in exchange for new sets, components, or
arms, samdboxes, pick-ups, Horns,
All latest receivers supplied on
Peto-Scott
kits.
pedestal -portable cabhsets, hinges,
lid/tars, sprinp, sears. repairs,
easiest of terms. -R. Wiglield, Furlong Road, GoldPortable Grams from 15/-.
thorpe, Yorks.
str(egs.
W.I. Gerrard 6121.

Accordeons, etc.
54 -page Ostak how to snake them.
2d. All 1935 Brands Radio 70 -page

Catal, 4d. Est. 30 yrs.
The Resod Fittings Co. 13295),
120, ON SS, London, E.C.1.

HJALL-MARK THREE, Superhet Three, ST600

Guaranteed First Specified Kits -Lowest Prices

-Easiest Terms -Lists Free-Melfo-rad, Queen's
Place, Hove. (Trade Supplied.)
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permanent
magnet
VAUXHALL.-Magnavox
;Speakers universal for Class 13, power, pentode
or push-pull : 71n. cone, 16'6 ; 10in. cone, 22/-.

HULBERT, 6, CONDUIT STREET, W.1.

FOR BETTER

VAUXHALL.-Magnavox energised types, 2,500
or 6,500:, 10In. cone. `2/-: 7in. cone, 15/3.
All brand new complete with humbucking coils, state
power or pentode. Other speakers. Send for parLL.-Practical Wireless Universal super bet chassis, completely built as specified with
rXHAA
valves and Magnavox or Rola speaker, carriage paid,

"-

HALL.-Radiophone radio -pales R.F. super Ahots complete with volume control, escutcheon,
new Lucerne station named dial, 34,'-.

VAUXHALL.-Benjamin. Class B. transformers
1-11 to 1. Terminals fixing, 6/6 boxed.

and you know it'll

11 T9-10, 10/-.
UXHAA

Sealed cartons.

AUXHALL.-Gramophone motors: Collar()

UTILITY SALES. -We have splendid Reports from
Amateurs who made our Two -valve Short-wave.
parts ready to assemble, 45/- ; ready assembled,
ALL501 -.-Apply FREE Circuit.
ELIMINATORS.-With Trickle charger. " Mogen -

BETTER MORE

tone " W.A.5. 25 no/a, all variable tappings,
amp. charger, 40/-.
MICROPHONES, --Our Western Electric the Best,
Hanging model, 2/6 ; Transformer, 3/6. Table
model, transformer in base, 8/6.
OTUS."-Triple Ganged Band-pass coil unit,
listed, 27/6 ; with circuit, 12/-.
" (NELESTION " PPM W.-Listed, 45,'-. Permanent
li Magnet, 71n. Cone Universal transformer, MG.
MILLIONS of articles to be Cleared cheap during
Sale. Wonderful Values.-Apply for lists.
UTILITY SALES, Faeritone Corner, 57, l'raed
Street, London. (Paddington 0251.)

ECONOMICAL

30/-; Marconi K25, 21,'-; B.T.H. senior, 29/-;

V

HULBERT, 6, CONDUIT STREET, W.I.

IT'S QUICKER

Westectors, W.4,
LL.-Westinghonse
W.X.6, 5/9. Regentone transformers with
terminals and H.T.8, 17/6.
VAUXHALL.-Rothermel Piezo electric pick-ups,
Minor, 16/6.

be

ready to make good jobs
in three minutes.

values from 5,000 to 500,000 with switch, 3/6.
VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse rectifiers set, manufacturers surplus skeleton type B .T.8, 9/6;

AND EFFICIENT

32

model, 32/6. Universal model for 110,D.C. 200/

250 AC/DC, 47/6.

VAUXHALL.-B.T.A. Truspeed AC. 30/-; B.T.H.

16

Universal model 110 1).c. 200 250 AC/DC. 47/6.

VAUXHALL.-Utility dials and drives complete
brown, 5,-.
with escutcheon, state black

65 WATTS

4
or 8
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier s111111(11,1q,.
M.F.D. dry electrolytic. 51SIN working. 3:'-;
110 MFD.50.V. working. 1!8; 5O 51F1).15V., I Is.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier or Radiophone t ubalar
condensers non -inductive .1 !Id. .05 6d.; .002,

125 won 12'6
240 won 57/6

Vresis-

.0002, and .0005, 4d.

mAINS Transformers, chokes, etc., to specification,
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satisrequest. Henry Peace, Ltd.,

BRITISH
THROUGHOu

1 mfd. Mainsbridge, 1/3 ; 2 mfd,

faction. Prices on
Wed nesbury, Staffs.

2'-; T.C.C. .002 mica. 2,000v. test, 10d. ; .01, 1/-.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier all values, 1 watt.

tances, 7d. ; Clix valveholders with terminals 5

pin. 7d.; 7 pin, 9d.; 'Continental 7 pin, 9d.; W.B.,
4 5 pin. 4¢-d.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO., LTD.,

Post paid, 2,43, or over or C.O.D.

DEPT. 22Y.0., HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1.

VAUXHALL -UTILITIES, 163a Strand, London,
W.C.2, over Denny's the Booksellers. Temple
Bar 9333. fiend postcard for new lists free.

Tfolloeing unused set manufacturers' Surplus;
all goods guaranteed perfect ; immediatedelivery.
AGN AN'OX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
1\4 coil, output transformers, etc. DC152 (gin. cone),
22'6. DC154 (7in. cone), 16;-. All with 2,500 or
6,500 ohms fields.
WESTINGHOUSE recliners, BETS, 9/6. HT9, 10/-,
HT10, LT5, LT4, 10'9. Regentone transformers

for one of the following high-grade

cone, 15/6 each.
17/6 only. As above, but with 101n. cone. Ideal
for use with quality receivers such as the £5 3 -valve
Super Het.
CI only. Brand-new cabinets suitable for above
speakers, 2/9 each only. Secure one of these amazing
speaker bargains now. Repeat orders are cowing in
daily. Cash with order or C.O.D.

the nearest lampholder

LL.-Radiophone volume controls, all

UXHAA

send

Repeat orders are coming in daily.
only.
Brand-new manufacturer's surplus

10/8

A very
powerful speaker capable of handling large outputs.
15/11
only. Brand-new manufacturers' surplus
moving-coil speakers, made by one of the best-known
British makgrs. Permanent -magnet model of high
efficiency with power or pentode transformer, Sin.

Plug in your Solon Electric Soldering Iron to

8/6 ; two gang, 6/6.

speakers.

Sin. cone, 10/6 each.
12/8 only. As above, but with 10In. cone.

your contacts
electrically

Intermediatefre-

quency transformers, centre tapped primary.

secondary on bases with terminals, 5/6.
VAUXHALL.-Radiophone three gang condensers,
piano type superhet, or straight fully screened,

low cost,

ohms field windings, power or pentode transformer,

solder

£3/15/0.

Read below :

Ifyon are requiring realistic reproduction at remarkable

moving -coil speakers, made by one of the best-known
British makers. Energised, 2,000, 2,500, or 6,500

BpDIQ

t Ice Mrs.

VA U X if ALL.-Itadlophone
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TIIANSFORMER and Choke Stampings. last ',most

and Resistance wires. spools and insulatimt.
Lists Free.-Lumen Electric to., 9, Searisbrick Ave,
Lit heriand, Liverpool 21.

THE SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO.

J,

1915
E DI T ION
A New and greatly enlarged FREE r
edition of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " is just off the

for HT8 or HT9, with 4v. 4amp. LT winding, 7/-.
Eliminators, first-class make. Outputs 150v. 25ma,
SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
rectifier, 25/, AC type with snip. trickle -charger,
30/-. DC type, 12/6.
DUBILIER or TCC dry electrolytic condensers
8mfds or 4mfds, 500v working, 50mfds, 50v,

It

describes the easy way in which you may because
an A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., etc., nod contains the
worlds widest select ion of emirse: ill all Manche.;
of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aere., and Radio
Engineering, Building, etc.

200nfds, 10v, 3/3. 50 mfds, 15v, and 15 mills, 100v,
2'3. 50mfds, 12v, 2:-. TCC type " M " condensers,
any value up to .001mfils, 6d. Erie resistances. 1
watt type, 7d., 2 watt, 1/2, 3 watt, 1/9. Send for
comprehensive list.

If Ion are earning less than ,410 per week,
you cannot afford to miss ihisuniqu: guide
too first-class job.

DON'T DELAY-send for your

WARD, 45, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

FREE copy of the handbook
to -day. No cost or obligation of

Telephone: Holborn 9703.

HALL -

MARK THREE. compLETE KIT OF GUARANTEED ('OMI'ONENTS, 30,- POSTAGE PAID.
(Including B.T.S. specified Coils and Drilled Chassis).
B.T.B. HALL -MARK THREE ('OILS, 7/8 per pair.
POSTAGE 3d.
HIVAC SPECIFIED VALVES,
11/01 per set. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SEND
14d. STAMP FOR DETAILS OF "SWIFT " SHORTWAVE KITS AND OTHER INTERESTING BATTERY CIRCUITS. ALL STANDARD COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED.
THE SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO (HMS).
3,

FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. 'PHONE: HOLboris
1336.

WEEDON P.L.R. Co. SPEAKER & REWINDING
SERVICE.-Mains transformers, etc. New

Cones,

Coils and Centres fitted

111/e

speakers, 5/-.

Guaranteed.-Dept. C., 80, Lonsdale Avenue, Lonffies,
E.6. (Grangewood 1837.)

any kind.

WANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.
Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

409,

pay more than any other dealer. Open 9-8.-Univercity Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY.
Shakespeare House, 29'31, Oxford

Street. London.

Phone: Museum 3810.
RA DIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX
Arnplion (1932), Ltd.
Pace 738
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd. ..
711
British Institute of Engineering Technology
740
British Rola Co., Ltd.
..
Colvern, Ltd. ..
711
Co:sot-. A. C., Ltd.
Inside front Cover
.

Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange in
U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets and
radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for list. 46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.1. Gerrard

.

VALVES

4055.

ALL REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, prices

quoted. Loud -speakers, L.F. and Speech
Transformers, 4/- each. Post free. Satisfaction
'guaranteed. Prompt service.-L.S. Repair Service,

Kai

5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!

INDIVIDUAL SETS DESIGNED.-Quotations given
for theoretical or practical circuits. Queries fully
'answered, 1/- each. 2/6 for three. Cash with order.The Expert Radio Service Bureau, 29, Orford Road,

Fluxite, Ltd.
General Electric Co.. Ltd.

..

..Back Cover

Hea yberd, F. C. & Co...
..
International Correspondence Schools

.

7:.;

Lectro Linn, Ltd.

..
London Radio Supply Co.
New Times Sales Co...
Pero -Scott, Ltd.
..

.

.

.
.
.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

ANKRUPT BARGAINS.-List free. ST600 kit,

B
bands, 19-2000 metres.

00/- ; 3v. kit, 15,'-. Pilot 6v. Super Hets. 4 wave-

Freqnency changed for S.W.
Very latest American 12 gas. Ferguson 6v. 3 wavebands
chassis with Rola, only 18/15/0. 4v. Midget Universal,
85/, Many other sets at keen prices. Phillips 12 go.
A.('., 8 gas, Lotus M.C. speaker, 12/6. Blue Spot
45 PM, 25/-. Very large stock eliminators, speakers,
valves, and all smaller parts. Part exchange.-Butlin
143B, Preston Road, Brighton. (Preston 4030.)

COUPON
This coupon is available until February 9,

1935, and must be attached to all letters containing queries.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
2, 2,'35.

T

-Regent Fittings Co. ..
Stratton & Co., Ltd ..
362 Radio Valve Co., Ltd. ..
W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd...

Wet H.T. BatteryCo...
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd...
Wills, W. D. & H. O.

732
731

Picketts

'London, E.17.

732

.

.

737
723
739
735
739
739
740
740
739
727
729
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Keel'

PRACTICAL MECHANICS

is the

I

Railways.

well illustrated
article
explaining
how engineers have
A

conquered the rug-

gedness of nature
and brought the
facilities of transport

to countries where
mechanical
travel
was formerly considered to be Im-

only magazine

dealing with modern
subjects in everyday
language. It affords an
intriguing, valuable and
cheap means of keeping
yourself up to date

with modern technical
and practical tendencies.

possible.

,Development

of

the

Talking Machine.

Many valuable and historic photographs illus-

trate this article which
deals with the earliest
Edison's
models of
phonograph and traces
'developments down to

The Two -Guinea Three-Valver.

Complete wiring diagrams tor making
an ultra -efficient yet cheap three -valve
set.

present day.

What is the
Spirogyra ?

valuable
microphoto
graphs Illustrate
this interesting
which
article
deals with an
interesting form
of pond life.
Many

Seale Model Aiteratt.

Drawings and photographs enable
the reader to make a scale model of
a DH Comet.

The above small reproductions are merely a few extracted at
random from the fascinating and lavishly -illustrated pages of
the current issue of this new and vital Monthly. There are
dozens of similar illustrations in line and half -tone illustrating
a wide range of interesting subjects explained in language
which everyone can understand.

NOW ON SALE

"Co

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
Gee. Science, Ltd.

February 2nd, 1935
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gioe, you& get
Get improved
long range
reception
A falling off in the sensitivity of a Set which makes reception of distant stations increasingly difficult probably
indicates that the mutual conductance of the screen -grid
valve has fallen below standard. In an H.F. Amplifier the
overall magnification per stage is a function of the mutual
conductance of the valve coupled with its interelectrode

a %hie!

Is

Osram

4

f

4

capacity.

The design of modern OSRAM Screen -Grid Valves
maintains an exact balance between these characteristics
and a type is available for every class of Receiver. You
would not run your car with the brakes on - make sure
that you are not operating your Set with a worn-out screen grid valve, thus limiting its full capabilities with the risk

of losing a foreign programme of particular interest.
Fit

a

new OSRAM Screen -Grid Valve for long
range reception

OSRAM SCREEN -GRID VALVES
S 23

For 2 -volt Battery Kit Sets and

1216

S 24 For 2 -volt Battery Sets with

12(6

Portables

variable mu grid control
For 11 A C. Mains Sets

Osiraih
'Valve

M S 4 B with single stage H F.
or M S 4 B CATKIN

M S 4 For A.C. Mains Sets with two 17(6
stages H.F.

MS 4 For A.C. Mains Sets with 1716
variable mu grid control

Or V M S 4 CATKIN

MADE NI

ENGLAND

Sold By All Radio Dealers.

1716

DSB

For 0.55 amp. D C Sets

1716

DS

For 0.25 amp. D.C. Sets

1716

(variable mu)

A TONIC TO ANY SET

WRITE for the OSRAM VALVE
GUIDE (1934 Edition). Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

W.C.E.4

M.W.A.2

Printed in Great Britain by NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, Ladbroke Grove, W.10, and published by GEORGE
NEWNES, LTD., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Sole turents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical and Amateur Wirekss can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17/4 per
annum; six months, 8/8. Registered at the General Post Office for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

Pk, 71eai Otoo4frate landess Wee/4

il[tat@E0

3

1

EVERY

WEDNESDAY
v&. 6.

166. In. MN No. 125

0['
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STENTORIAN
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,
NOTTS.

MUST IMPROVE
YOUR SET

RADIO WORKS, MANSFIELD,

AL, 1'
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COSSOR
for

UNIFORMITY
EFFICIENCY

KINGSOFTHEAM

DEPENDABILITY

COSSOR

210 V.P.T.
Filament Volts 2. Filament
Current (Amps) '1. Anode
Volts (Max.) 150. Aux. Grid

PRICE

unique design

IDUE to its

(Max.) 80.
Mutual
Conductance 1'1 m.a.iv. Grid
Bias Volts (Variable) 0 to -9.

Volts

method

and

struction

13/6

con-

of

Cossor

the

210V.P.T.-a Variable -mu H.F.
Pentode-has an exceptionally
low inter -electrode capacity and

therefore capable of

very

high stable amplification.

Like

is

all Cossor Valves uniformity of
characteristics
strict

assured

adherence to

principles
and

is

the

during
use

of

laboratory
manufacture
the

famous

Cossor Mica Bridge.

FREE

To

A NEW WIRELESS BOOK
A 40 -page book packed with useful
and

interesting

information-latest

circuits-technical terms-how
' super' works, etc.

A.

C.

COSSOR

LTD.,

Melody

Dept.,

Highbury

Grove,

London,

N.5.

Please send me free of charge, a copy of the Cossor 40 -page Wireless Book.
Name

a

Send now.

PLEASE USE COUPON

Address

B.V.34

Y RAC. 9

by

35.

6840 MI

741
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SINGLE SIDE -BAND BROADCASTING

See Page 153

racticc
OO

a
VOL. V.

Technical Staff:
W. J. Delaney, H. J. Barton Chapple, Wli.Scli
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., Frank Preston.

No. 125.

FEB. 9th, 1935.

ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
Suggestions Received

SINCERE thanks to the hundreds of
readers who have written letters of
congratulation on the amalgamation
of " Practical Wireless " and "Amateur
Wireless."

Most rcaders have sent valuable

sets they

are operating at present, the

suggestions as to the features they like
best, the type of receiver they require, the
particular subjects in which they are inter-

ested, and aspects of radio which they

on the air daily, but has not yet taken over
will consist of large platforfns capable of its full schedule of broadcasts.
housing hotels and restaurants. The tower,
reaching a total height of 6,100ft., should Another Morse Interval Signal
make the present Eiffel Tower and the
TIRED of an endless search for a sig-,
New York skyscrapers look like dwarfs.
nature tune which would identify,
At the summit, it is the Commission's the Brno
studio to its
intention to install a laboratory -for as- listeners, (Czecho-Slovakia)
the engineers have decided that
tronomical and meteorological observations, the best method
is the transmission of
and on one of the platforms it is also the morse letters BRNO
. . . .-- conceivable that room will be found for - - -), and from the start(- of
year this
a radio -telephony station, the studio of system has been adopted. Itthe
is, however,
which would be built within easy access only used when the Brno studio
is broadof the street. The plans have been put casting its own programmes.
forward in all seriousness.
respectively 2,013ft., 4,223ft., and 6,035ft.,

would like described in future issues. As
a result of those suggestions we shall
be able to publish articles, designs, and
features to satisfy general requirements.
Readers of both papers have especially New Brazilian High -power Station
appreciated the fact that the fusion of two IT is reported from Holland that a Bulgaria's Ambitious Plan
famous journals has enabled them to have
S0 far, the capital Sofia has only operated
50 -kilowatt station is being cona small station, Radio Rodno; of
the benefit of the experience of popular structed
in
that
country
on
behalf
of
a
which the broadcasts on 352.9 metres
contributors to both journals. They have
(850 kc/s) are seldom heard in Western
also appreciated the generously interpreted
Europe. It is hoped, however, to install
free advice bureau.
ON OTHER PAGES
If you have not yet sent in your sugin the capital during 1935 a 50-kilowatter
gestion, we should be glad if you would do
which would serve the greater part of
Page
so now. A postcard will do. We have
the country. The 300 -watt Radio Rodno
On
Your
Wavelength
749
station would then be transferred to
in hand plans and developments of great
Short-wave Section
769
importance to every constructor. Watch
Varna.
" PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRE765
Beginner's Supplement
LESS."

That Fading Problem

FOR five days-from January 21st to
26th-the Langenberg transmitter

was closed down between G.M.T. 08.00
and midday in order to permit engineers
to tackle new anti -fading devices. In this
instance, the work consisted of inserting
special coils so as to allow the use of the
entire length of the aerial. Results have
proved satisfactory, and although the trans-

764
Buying Electricity
Half-hour Experiments
747
762 ;
Valve Types
Practical Letters ...
774
... 772
Facts and Figures ...

A Seldom -recognised Broadcast
THROUGHOUT the day at specified
times on 1,205 metres (240 kc/s)

Free Television and Radio

and stock exchange quotations.
These
are only transmitted in Dutch by a man
and woman announcer.
The station
usually comes on the air with a deep note

Circuits and Sets For All 755 ;
Query Service ...
--«

- ...

,

777

the commercial transmitter PCF at Sche-

veningen -Haven (Holland) transmits, for

the benefit of subscribers to this special
service, news bulletins, commercial reports,

mission still suffers in some degree from broadcasting organisation in Brazil. The siren.
fading, reception conditions over a wider complete plant will be despatched to Rio
area than hitherto have been improved. de Janeiro towards the end of February, Following the Aircraft
Have you noticed the greater steadiness IN hen the installation on a suitable site will
VVHEN tuning in on the lower end of
of signals ?
the upper waveband, no doubt at
be hurried forward. The wavelength allotted

The Radio Fan's Dream Aerial

you have heard GED, Croydon
to this transmitter is in the region of times
Airport, in communication with cross -

270 metres, and, if nothing unforeseen
happens, it should bo testing during the Channel 'planes. On the same wavelength
(862 metres, 348 kc/s) you may pick up
for the organisation of the Paris summer months.

THE French Commission responsible

similar communications with aircraft from
GET, Newtownards Aerodrome, Belfast ;
GEB2, Hedon, Hull ; GEM, Manchester ;
GEN, Portsmouth, and GER, Abbotsinch ;
ONB, Brussels (Belgium) ; PHA, AmsterThe design will be that of an Arab emanates from Budapest (2), a 20 -kilowatts: dam, and PHR, Rotterdam (Holland), with
minaret with a rectangular base, and will which is providing Europe with alternative which Croydon is always in touch, usually
consist of sixty-six storeys, of which three, at Hungarian programmes. The station is transmit on 883 metres (340 kc/s).
1937 Universal Exhibition has put forward
a proposal to erect in the immediate neigh- Not a Mystery Broadcast
THE transmission which is now being
bourhood a giant tower which, according
heard on 834.5 metres, just below
to plans, should attain six times the height
of the present Eiffel Tower built in 1887. the Heston Airport weather reports,
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Halle Concert from Manchester

j.)401,..MIMI..,M11......04141.141114..1

"TIRE second half of the Halle Society's I INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS
1 Concert will be broadcast to Northern
listeners from the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, on February 7th. Sir Thomas " Trailers "
Beecham is to conduct the orchestra in
EORGE GORDON'S high-speed revue,
the Overture and " Venusberg " from
" Trailers," is to be produced for
" Tannhauser " ; in " Three Legends," by
Dvotak, and the final scene from Delius's Northern Ireland listeners on February 11th,
opera, " Koanga."

cinemas all over the country.

A cast of

twenty-one, the Belfast Wireless Orchestra,

and a two -piano act will be heard in the
show, which is mainly satirical in intention. One of the scenes depicts the arrangement of the massacre of Glencoe as it might
have been dealt with by an American film

producer imbued with the gangster tradition.

MASS PRODUCTION METHODS

" Promotion "
-THE play, " Promotion," which concerns
1 departmental rivalry in a big store,
will be repeated on the Midland wavelength

on February 12th. It was broadcast first
in October, 1934. The author, Francis

Durbridge, is only twenty-one, and has
had half a dozen plays and revues produced

by Martyn Webster. A sequel to " Promotion " is to be given about a fortnight
later.

B.B.C. Midland Orchestra

MIRANDA SUGDEN (soprano) is the

vocalist with the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra in a concert on February 13th, which

will be heard in the Regional programme.
Leslie Reward is the conductor. Landon
Ronald's " Adonis " is one of the works to
be given. On the same evening, Laurence
Meytiell, the well-known novelist, who
belongs to Wolverhampton, will tell an
original story entitled " Below the Surface."

Revues
E second production by Denis FreeiSophisticated.
man, in the series of sophisticated

revues which was launched successfully last
week, will be broadcast on February 26th,

late in the evening.

" Life in the Town "

RICHARD ROWLEY concludes the
series of Northern Ireland talks

The cases for 90 fixed condensers are made simultaneously by this 80 -ton press at the

" His Master's Voices factories at Hayes, Middlesex.

" As You Were " with one on " Life in the

for Regional listeners on February 14th.
Town " on February 12th. This talk is and
technique of this revue is founded on
based on some as yet unpublished diaries The
kept in Downpatrick and district a hundred the arrangement's of the short films which
years ago. According to them life in advertise " Next Week's Attraction " in
Ulster was very entertaining indeed in the
last century.

" The Homes of Wales "
IN the fourth of the Welsh series entitled
" The Homes of Wales," on February
9th, a visit will be paid to St. David's, the

home of Wales' Patron Saint. Besides
visiting the Cathedral, listeners will hear
several examples of ecclesiastical music

representative of various periods.

Concert from Belfast

ELSIE SUDDABY (soprano), Jan Van
der Gucht (tenor), and Hooton
Mitchell (baritone) are to be the soloists

in the third subscription concert of the
Belfast Philharmonic Society, which will
be relayed from the Ulster Hall, Belfast,
on February 15th. The first part of the
programme, which is to be broadcast, will

SEI EINE 111 [IS
Problem No. 125.
Matthews had a three -valve A.C. receiver
employing the popular S.C., detector, and
power circuit. After reading of t he advantages
of push-pull amplification he decided to try and
improve his receiver by the addition of pushpull valves. He purchased au Input and out pat

push-pull transformer and re -wired the receiver. When tested, no greater amplification
or Improvement In quality was obtained, and
on pulling out one of the pushull valves the
output remained unaltered. Why was this?
Three books will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened.
Address your
envelopes to The Editor, PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELg88, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 125,
and must be posted to reach here not later than
the first post, Monday, February 11th.

be devoted to the first performance in
Belfast of Handel's L'Allegro, Il Penseroso, and. II Moderato.

preliminary work in connection with
the construction of four additional studios
at Maids Vale, where the B.B.C's largest

studio is already in regular use for orchestral
programmes. The reconstructed studios
and offices at Newcastle are now in service,

and work is nearing completion on the
remaining studios in the Northern headquarters at Manchester ; while at Bristol
the decoration of the second half of the
premises in Whiteladies Road will soon be
complete.

Concert by Rushden Temperance
Band
Monday evening, February 11th, a

ON popular

concert by the Rushcleii
Temperance Band, from Northamptond

shire, will be conducted by Thomas YouIrg,'

and Raymond Green will entertain at the
piano. Midland listeners will hear this
programme.

Scottish Orchestral Concert
THE last concert of the season by the

Solution to Problem No. 124.

Scottish Orchestra, conducted by,
Wilkinson had employed one point for a common John Barbirolli, will be relayed from St.
earth connection, and had connected the other two Andrew's Hall, Glasgow, on February 9th.
points to the Junction of medium- and long -wave The programme on this' occasion will be
wit:slings on the two coils. Thus, the wave -change
switch short-circuited the variable G.B. supply to the a plebiscite one, including some of the
first valve.
which have proved most populai
The following three readers sent the first correct items
during the season.
In connecting the three-point wave -change switch,

City of Birmingham Orchestra
ON February 14th, TohaikoVsky's Fifth

Symphony and the Delius Double
Concerto are to be given hi' the City of
Birmingham Orchestra in the Birmingham

Town Hall, and will be relayed? The
soloists for the concerto are Paul Beard
(violin) and- Anf,ony Pini ('cello).
Heward will conduct.

New B.B.C. Studios
ASTART is now being made with

Leslie

solutions opened in connection with Problem No. 123,
and books are being sent to them : W. Harvey, Ward 4,
City General Hospital, Gwendolen Road, Leeleater ;

'f. F. H. Bigg, 54, Ferndale Road, Gravesend, Kent;

G. Lindley, 43 ,Leeds Road, °Mu ood, near Wakefield,
Yorks.

I

Ask for " PRACTICAL and
AMATEUR 'WIRELESS"

10.1. 141=11141MII10111.1.-

.11.I=14 .11.1141.
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An Interesting New Series

PROGRESSIVE

HOME GO
....14114...1.1=1...IMMY

YOU should have completed the con-

1M11 MIMM«1=1.1

I This Week The Experimenters Tell

1

struction of all the parts for the
How to Obtain the Best Results i
single -valuer by now, and you will
probably have mounted them on the iYou
from the Home-made Singlechassis or baseboard as well. In that case

everything will be ready for wiring up,
and this can be done in very little time,

i
T

valver, and Proceed to Describe I

since so few connections are required. No
doubt the majority of readers will be able
to follow the connections by referring to

the Construction of an L F

AND AMATEUR WIRELESS a fortnight ago

dy 7-x_e exfim-un,,rde,f1

Am lifi r

I

e

the theoretical circuit given in PRACTICAL

(January 26th issue), but as it is evident
from the correspondence which we have
received that a large number of beginners
are making the set, a practical wiring plan
is given in Fig. 1 on this page. We had
considered giving two wiring plans-one
for a baseboard lay -out and another on
the assumption that a chassis had been

are shown as being joined directly to the

the knob of the right-hand switch, after
which the wave -change switch on the

left can be set for medium- or long -wave
reception. This is done by turning the knob
until the contacts are closed " or " open "
respectively. Set the reaction condenser to

zero, and rotate the knob of the tuning

condenser until the local station is heard, and

then slowly increase the capacity of the

reaction condenser to a point just below that
at which oscillation is indicated by signals
becoming slightly distorted. There is no

need to allow the valve to oscillate, 'and
oscillation should be avoided, since that

would cause interference with other near -by
various components, but those readers who receivers.
prefer might bring out the leads to terminals

mounted on an ebonite strip fixed to the " Smoothing " Reaction
rear edge of the chassis. Alternatively,
If it is found that signal strength ina stranded battery -cable assembly could be
used, but most constructors

SPRING CLIP MAKING

CONTACT WITH SPINDLE

creases as the reaction setting is advanced,

and that after a certain setting has been

no doubt prefer to reached the set bursts into oscillation, the
make their own.
H.T. voltage should be reduced until a
After everything has position of the H.T. positive plug is found
been connected, a valve which enables smooth reaction control to
can be inserted in the be obtained'. Another method of " smoothholder and the set put ing out " reaction control is to vary the
will

into use. With regard to

value of the grid leak, and this can easily
the valve, this should for be done by increasing or decreasing the

preference be of the special width of the pencil line on the ebonite base.
detector kind (Cossor 210D, For this reason it might sometimes be
for example) or of the found more convenient to make a second

In either grid leak, and not to varnish it until the
case a high-tension volt - most suitable value of resistance has been
EBONITE age of about 60 will be found. In the majority of instances, howadequate.
BASE
ever, it will be found that a leak made
The set will, of course, according to the instructions given preBRASS
be switched on by rotating viously will be most satisfactory.

210 HL type.

PLATE.

A

MICA DISC

(Continued overleaf.)
'PHONES

Fig.2.--Showing how the pre-set aerial
condenser may be constructed.

used-but it was decided that it would
j be more satisfactory to give a general plan
which would apply to any particular

H

T

component arrangement.

HT

Coil Connections

LT-

Despite this, the components shown in

Fig. 1 are shown in the approximate
respective positions which they should
occupy, and it will be seen that all connec-

ting leads may be kept very short. In

connection with the terminal arrangement
on the coil base it should be explained that,

due to a slight draughtsman's error, two
terminals were numbered 4 in the sketch
showing the coil base reproduced in the
first article of this new series ; actually,

WAVE -CHANCE

the terminal next to number 6 should have
been marked 7, as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. I.-This pictorial wiring plan shows the conIt will be seen that the four battery leads nections for the components which
been made.
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tact with it
TO.PHONE
TERMINALS

is secured by in Indian ink, rolled up and fitted with
means of a short length of connecting leads, as shown in Fig. 4. The

springy wire held under the value of the resistance varies slightly accordnut of a terminal and ing to the exact paper employed and the
pressing against the spindle. ink used, but if the paper is about the
ON ONE RESISTANCE
It will be evident from the thickness of this page and of fairly porous
VALVE SET
sketch that contact with the texture, a sheet measuring 9in. by I tin.
fixed plate is secured by will be just about right.
One simple
attaching a terminal directly method of soaking the paper is to roll
to a projecting lug.
it loosely, place it into a small test tube and
COUPLING
The hole in the upper then pour in just sufficient Indian ink
CONDENSER
ebonite strip may be tapped (obtainable from any stationer's) to cover
by following the method the paper. Anotheg method is simply to
described last week when apply the ink liberally to both sides of the
GRID LEAK"
dealing with the H.F. choke, paper with a small brush.
L71+ after drilling a hole about
matter which method is employed,
1.'32in. smaller in diameter theNo
G.B.
paper should be allowed to dry comthan
the
screwed
rod.
before wrapping it tightly and bindH .TE
It will be evident to those pletely
the ends with bared copper wire. It
L .T- readers who are mechanically ing
will be evident that a very accurate
Fig. 3.- The circuit of the simple resistance -capacity -coupled inclined that this method of control of resistance value cannot be
mounting
the
spindle
(and
amplifier which can be constructed entirely from home-made
by following this form of construcrelying on the tapped hole in obtained
parts.
but the constructor can easily make a
the ebonite for the drive) tion,
alternative resistances by using different
(Continued from previous page)
is by no means ideal, but it is described few
of paper, and also by using blotting
for the benefit of those whose stock of lengths
An Anode By-pass Condenser
paper (for lower values) instead of writing
Yet another method of improving re- tools is very limited. A much better system paper.
action control, and one that is frequently would be to employ a brass bush, tapped
recommended, is to connect a small to receive the spindle, and fitted to the
capacity fixed condenser between the upper ebonite strip. In that case connection The Coupling Condenser
anode terminal of the detector valve and to the terminal would be obtained by means
The next requirement is the coupling
earth. This condenser should have a capa- of a strip of foil fitting underneath the condenser,
which should have a capacity
city of about .0002 mfd., and can be made nut of the bush and beneath the terminal
of about .005 mfd. It is very desirable
in exactly the same manner as the grid nut.
L.S.

ANODE

that this should have mica for the dielectric,

'condenser, by using only four sheets of Adding L.F.
foil (when waxed paper forms the dielectric),
or by slightly reducing the size of the two

because the voltage applied to it is comparatively high, and is alternating (this
is in 'addition to the steady H.T. voltage).
The condenser can be built up in exactly

easily be capable of giving good 'phone

connection with the grid condenser, using
mica .002 in. thick.
ROLL OF PAPER
Instead of using only two plates, howSOAKED IN
ever, there should be about sixteen, of

Once the constructor has found that the
single-valver gives such excellent results,
foils when mica is employed.
After this condenser has been fitted, and he will certainly wish to make the set more
the small adjustments previously described powerful by adding a stage of L.F. amplihave been carried out, the jittle set should

reception of dozens of stations. The
'phones, incidentally, should be good ones,

having a total resistance of not less than
2,000 ohms. When the set is used with a
good outside aerial situated within a few
miles of a broadcasting station, moderate

INDIAN INK which eight will be connected to each
terminal. The grid leak can be made

BARE 22 GAUGE
loudspeaker results should be possible, WIRE FOR CONNECTIONS.
provided that the speaker is a sensitive
one of the moving -iron or balanced -arma-

ture type, but one must not be too optimistic in this respect, since, after all, a
single -valve set is scarcely intended for
loud -speaker output.

the same manner as was described in

Fig. 4.-The easily -made anode resistance.

Details are given in the ',xi.
fication. This can be done in several ways,

but in the first place it is recommended

Making a Pre-set Condenser
that a stage of resistance -capacity -coupled
When the set is used very near to a amplification is employed. This is simple
transmitter it is possible that thedegree of to arrange, whilst the very few parts

selectivity - although fairly high - will required can be made very easily and at a
scarcely be sufficient, especially when the cost of a couple of shillings or so-we are,
aerial is on the long side. In that case, of course, assuming that the necessary
tuning may be sharpened by connecting valve is already to hand.
a variable condenser of some type between
A circuit for the L.F. stage is shown in
the aerial terminal and terminal 5 on the Fig. 3, and the first component required is
coil. This condenser may be identical the fixed anode resistance. This could be
with that used for reaction and can be bought ready-made for a shilling, but, as
mounted on a small bracket attached to we are making practically everything else,
the rear of the chassis. On the other hand, there is no reason why we should not make
a condenser of the pre-set pattern may be the resistance ; the materials will only cost
employed, and this can be made as shown a few pence. The value of the resistance
in Fig, 2. It will be seen that a sheet of should be governed by the detector valve
thin copper or brass is attached to a rect- employed, being equal to about twice the
angular ebonite base, and that a very impedance of the valve. For all practical
thin sheet of mica is stuck to this by means purposes, however, a value of 30,000 ohms
may be decided upon. In some respects it
of thin shellac varnish.
A second piece of ebonite is drilled and might be desirable to have a wire -wound
mounted above the first on four pillars con- resistance, but the construction of this
sisting of screwed brass rod (the shanks of would be very tedious, due to the fact that
some old terminals may be used here). it would have to consist of about 500 yards
The utoving plate consists of a fairly stout of very fine resistance wire. In addition,
piece of brass, and this is attached to the the wire would have to be wound into slots
end of another length of brass rod by and the direction of winding reversed for

exactly as before, but making the pencil
line about tin. wide to obtain a resistance
of approximately .5 megohm.

Next week we will continue with the

construction of the L.F. amplifier, dealing
with the decoupling components and the
construction of an L.F. transformer.
r41411M.041=1.11.41=11H NM. I I.E. .11M.141.111.04/MI4 14111.1.,

AN EXTENDED BAND-PASS

FOR VISION

I

RECEIVERS

LI.INM.11.11.11.11=1.1.///11.11.1,4ENN=11.4=,1,4/.1,4j

ji? a pair of high -frequency amplifying
1 valves are oppositely detuned simultaneously by a small differential condenser,
then the single -peaked, normal response

curve of such a circuit is split up into
a double -humped curve, representing lower
over-all amplification, but a wider frequency band-pass coupled with a steep

cut off on each side. The extent to which
the band-pass is widened is controllable by
means of the differential condenser, while

permitting the anode condensers to
ganged as usual.
Another form

of

distortion,

be

often

neglected in television radio receivers, is
amplitude distortion, and this applies particularly to the detector -valve stage. Of
the two common methods of rectification,
a grid leak and condenser is more efficient
at low -input amplitudes and anode bend
at high amplitudes, the efficiencies being
about equal in the neighbourhood of half
a volt input. Ordinary grid rectification is
notoriously non-linear, but it should be

solderivig a nut to the centre of the plate every slot to make the component non and 1.s.rning the end of the rod into this. inductive. A simpler method, however, clearly realized that for low -voltage inputs,
The rod passes through a suitably -tapped which will prove perfectly reliable, is to anode -bend rectification also introduces
hole in the upper piece of ebonite, and con- employ a strip of writing paper, soaked acute amplitude distortion.
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An Article Describing the Construction of a Novel Time -switch.

By means of the two switches
choice of two programmes can
be had without resetting. The

hour hand makes a sliding contact

on the contact strips, and as it
reaches the end of one piece it

sharply breaks contact, and makes

Fig. 1.-Showing the neat appearance of the
finished time -switch.

top, and 3in. deep. The clock, which
is of the cheap alarm type, is screwed

contact with the next strip. At the side of
the cabinet are two terminals for connecting

to the inside of the cabinet in the to the set, and a small switch for completely

position indicated in Fig. 3.
IT often happens that the listener misses
After cutting the front panel of the
a certain programme he intended
listening to through being otherwise cabinet to shape, twenty-four kin. holes
engaged, and not observing the time. To were drilled through at equidistant spaces
remedy this state of affairs the writer round a circle corresponding to the clock
constructed the time -switch shown in the face. Pressed tightly in each hole is a strip
accompanying illustrations, which auto- of springy sheet brass, tin. wide, which
matically switches on the radio at any projects about *in. at the back, and about
pre -selected time, and breaks the L.T. tin. at the front of the cabinet. After these
circuit of the set at the finish of the pro- strips are firmly inserted they are bent
gramme. The instrument can stand any- over at a slight angle, as shown in Fig. 2.
where in the room remote from the set to

CONTACT

B

Snip_ A.

CP'

The Contact Mechanism
In place of the ordinary
hour hand a piece of springy
brass strip is substituted, and

E

this is bent to the required

shape to press firmly on the
contact strips round the dial.
Each of these small contact

CONT4CT ARALC

7k11/NAL HEAD FORMING KNOB
Fig.

4.-Details of the switch.

pieces represents half an
hour, and each one is con- disconnecting front the set. The complete
nected by a piece of wiring connections are indicated in Fig. 3.
No. 22 D.C.C. wire to and in Fig. 4 details of the switch con-

ON -OFF

the corresponding struction are given.

5w..

77-/w B?A55 CONTACT STRIPS

1400,4 NAND ONLY
MAKES CONTACT

WITH STRIPS
TOL.T
CIRCUIT

OF SET

Fig. 3.-R:ar

S = SroP PINS FOR SWITCH ARM.
CORK OR RUBBER FEET

ON -OFF

view of the time -switch, with cover removed, showing
the wiring connections.

SWITCH.

which it is connected by two wires forming

part of the L.T. circuit.

studs of the two

switches. The
switch

arms are

Constructional Details
made of thin sheet
It will be seen from the photograph, brass, and are cut
Fig. 1, that the instrument is housed in a
neat cabinet, made of three-ply walnut, in
the top part of which a clock is mounted,
the lower part of the cabinet containing
two pre-set switches each consisting of
twelve contact studs. The cabinet of the
model illustrated is 7in. high, Tin. wide

at the bottom, tapering to 41in. at the

down the centre,
which allows them
to rest on either one

or two studs at a

time, according to
whether a half-hour

or an hour's pro-

gramme is required.

PRE-SET SWITCHES
TO

SET

Fig. 2.-Three-Quarter front view of the completed time switch.
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The Television
Committee's Report
Important Clauses Extracted for the
Convenience of Our Readers
The Important " Television is, however, a natural adjunct
Question of Price to sound broadcasting and its use will
The

The Committee
has
also
been
considering
the
question of price in
connection with
Television receiving

make it possible for the eye as well as the

ear of the listener to be reached. Associated,

with sound it will greatly enhance the'
interest of certain of the existing types,
of broadcast and will also render practicable,
the production of other types in which
interest is more dependent upon sight than

apparatus, and re: upon sound."
commends
that :
" The price de- How Soon ?
The Committee does not anticipate
manded should not
that a television service will be made
. . be unreasonThe Television Committee, whose findings are issued in the report "and .able."
price use of to the same extent as presentsummarised on this page. Left to right : Sir John Cadman, The Rt. Hon. questionThe
has been day sound broadcasting for some time to
Lord Selsdon (chairman), F. W. Phillips, I. Varley Roberts (secretary), discussed
come, for it points out that : " The
with difficulties
0. F. Brown, Vice -Admiral Sir Charles Carpendale, Noel Ashbridge. various manufacof wireless communication on
and Col. A. S. Angwin.
turers and it is ultra -short wavelengths, particularly in
AT the moment of going to press the found that ,the price of an instrument hilly -districts, may seriously limit the
" Report of the Television Com- capable of reproducing a picture measuring extent to which the country can be
reittee " comes to hand.
This 8in. by 6in., and of reproducing the accom- effectively covered," and also that " Some
important and long-awaited Report makes panying sound would at first range from £50 titne is likely to elapse before the price
most interesting reading, and confirms the to £80, " but it is reasonable to assume that, of an efficient television receiver will be
views and forecasts made many weeks ago if and when receivers were made on a large comparable with that of the average type
in this journal and our companion journal scale under competitive conditions, this of receiver now in use for sound broadPractical Television (6d. monthly).

The Report opens by stating that the

appointment

the Committee was
announced in the House of Commons on
of

May 14th, 1934, the object being :" To consider the development of Tele-

vision and to advise the Postmaster-

Generai on the relative merits of the several
systems and on the conditions under which
any public service of Television should be
provided."

The Committee have examined thirty-

eight witnesses who represent many various
interests in Television. It has also " had

the benefit of consultation with members

price would be substantially reduced."

Learn all about Television by
obtaining "NEWNES' TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK,"

which

deals

with every branch of it. It
costs 5/-, or 5/6 by post from

Television will be almost as rare as the
silent cinema film is to -day," and that " in

general sound will always be the more
important factor in broadcasting " ; also
that " the promotion of Television must
not be allowed to prevent the continued
development of sound broadcasting."

The B.B.C. to Operate Television

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

shall be the Television Operating Authority.
the Report states " we cannot do otherwise

those interested in it only as an entertainand the claims of both systems have been to
We feel that it would be undesirable
considered. As a result of these researches ment.
to
deprive these ' pioneer lookers' of their
the Committee state
present facilities until at least a proportion

Definition and Frequency of Trans- of them have the opportunity of receiving
a high -definition service. On the other
missions

maintenance of these low " The degree of definition it is essential hand, the broadcasts
involves not only
to obtain is necessarily a matter of opinion, definition
expense, but also possibly considerable
but the evidence received and our own some
difficulties. We can only, thereobservations lead us to the conclusion that practical
recommend :it should be not less than 240 lines per fore,
(1) That the existing low -definition
picture, with a minimum picture frequency broadcasts
be maintained, if practicable,
of 25 per second. The standard which has for the present
; and

work is 180 lines, but we should prefer the

Even so. the Committee consider that

" the time may come when a sound broadcasting service entirely unaccompanied by

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-

of various Departments of the Govern- Low -definition Systems
ment " who have afforded every facility
An interesting statement is also made
and assistance. Readers are also aware that with
to low -definition transmissions,
the Committee has examined and given such regard
those now in use, and which have
consideration to the various methods of been as
employed for some years past. In
Television transmissions in use in the this regard
the Committee states " these
United States and in Germany.
doubt possess . . . a certain value to
Methods of low -definition and high - no
interested in Television as an art,
definition Television transmission and re- those
ception have been investigated very fully, and possibly, but to a very minor extent,

been used extensively for experimental

casting."

In connection with the matter of who

than conclude that the Authority which is
responsible for the former (sound broad-

casting)-at present the British Broad-

Corporation-should also he
entrusted with the latter (television)."
It is apparently not thought advisable
casting

to allow Television services to be organised
by private enterprises because " This would

involve the granting of licences for the

transmission of sound and vision to several

firms who are pioneering in this experi mental
field."

Wavelengths
The Committee is quite emphatic that

Television is the only
satisfactory system, and the Report states
that " the transmission of high -definition
Television is practicable only with ultra high -definition

short waves, and a wide band of frequencies
is necessary. Fortunately there should be

no difficulty, at present at all events, in
assigning suitable

wavelengths in the

spectrum-between 3 and 10 metres-for
(2) that the selection of the moment public Television in this country, although

for their discontinuance be left, for con- in allocating such wavelengths regard must,
sideration by the Advisory Committee with of course, be paid to the claims of other
the observation that, if practicable so to services."
maintain these broadcasts, they might
per second.
be discontinued as soon as the Relay Service
" To attain such degrees of definition and reasonably
The difficulty in covering a wide area
station of a high -definition service is
picture frequency very high modulation first
with ultra -short wave transmissions is
working."
frequencies are required, which in practice
fully realised, for it is stated that " Present
can only be handled by radio transmitters Combined Vision and Sound
experience both here and abroad seems to
working on ultra -short waves the effective
The Committee agrees with our opinions indicate that these ultra -short waves
range of which is much more restricted than frequently expressed in these pages, that cannot be relied upon to be effective for a
the range of medium waves used for ordinary the reception of vision, unaccompanied by broadcast service much beyond what is
sound broadcasting."
sound, is of little value, and that
(Continued on page 730)

figure of 240 and we do not exclude the
possible use of an even higher order of
definition and a frequency of 50 pictures
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By FRANK PRESTON
single multi -purpose meter, and so the

FOR some reason or other most of the

letters recently received in connection
with this series of articles have asked

for details concerning measuring instruments and the methods of taking various
current and voltage readings. The last

I A Simple Explanation

of the Method

connections will

be rather different in

practice, although identical in principle.

It will simplify the explanation if we
first of all consider the procedure when
using the arrangement shown in Fig. 1
and three separate meters. The characteristic curves most generally employed are
may be used to speed up the those which show the variation in anode
work.
current for a corresponding variation in

of Plotting
Characteristic
Valve
t Curves is Given in This Article

o instalments have been devoted to
LT+

grid voltage-known as the grid volts-

The Connections

52

anode current curves. These are drawn
The general arrangement of for
definite values of anode voltage, and

so the first step is to adjust the anode

-

voltage to, say, 100. This is done by setting

T-

the switch marked S.1 to the V position
and varying the position of the positive
H.T. battery tapping until a reading of
exactly 100 volts is obtained. When this
is

done the current registered by the

milliammeter should not be more than
HT +

0-200v

10 milliamps so long as the resistance of
the voltmeter is sufficiently high; in fact,
if the resistance is so low that a current

reading in excess of 5 milliamps. is obtained

the results will not be very accurate.

0-20v
G.B. BATTERY

Fig.

1.-Showing the

connections

0-10mA

required

Make a Note of Readings
Having thus adjusted the anode voltage,

switch S.2 should be turned to the V

for drawing the characteristic curves of three electrode valves.

HT

the subject of devising instruments suitable

for fairly accurate measurement, and it is

position and the G.B. negative tapping
moved ' until a reading of about 11 volts
is obtained. Whatever the reading is, an
accurate note should be made of it in a

table drawn up as shown overleaf. This
done, turn S.2 to the G position, and S.1
interesting purpose of plotting valve
to the A position, and then take a careful
the circuit required for checking the charac- note of the anode current. Enter the figure
characteristic curves.
Perhaps there will be readers who con- teristics of a three -electrode valve is shown in in the table opposite the G.B. figure noted.
therefore proposed, this week, to show how

the instruments can be employed for the

+

sider it quite unnecessary to draw these Fig. 1, where it will be seen that the battery Next disconnect the H.T. lead, alter the
curves, because they are always given (and circuits are just the same as those employed G.B. voltage to, say, 3 volts, and repeat
nearly always with greater accuracy than in a receiver. The difference is that the the process described above.
the amateur can achieve) with the valves usual anode supplied by all British manufacturers. circuit a n d
The fact remains, however, that the process

grid -circuit

9

of taking the various readings required, components
and of drawing out the -curves, is in itself are omitted,
a wonderful education in all matters relating these being reto valves. Once the curves have been placed by
drawn they are easily understood, and their meters. In the

7

true significance is fully appreciated. particular cirBesides this, the experimenter is able .to cuit illustrated
test in a very thorough manner any older three separate
valves he may have, so as to determine meters are in
whether or not they are in perfect con- dicated, these
being for
dition.
measuring the
Simple Apparatus
anode voltage,

6Z

&LI
CC

5 ccz
4

The apparatus and materials required grid voltage,
for plotting the valve curves is simple and anode curenough, provided that great accuracy rent .respec-

3
2

is not essential-and it is not in the tively; two
majority of instances-and will cost very switches are
little. In fact, the principal item is a also shown for
calibrated meter for reading volts and bringing
milliamps, and this can be made as described
last week. The other parts are high-tension,

low-tension, and grid -bias batteries, and a

valve -holder, although if the reader has
separate meters one or two switches

the

into

-7
-5
-3
0
GRID
VOLTS
quired.
readers will Fig. 2.-This shows the form which the characteristic curoe will take, and'
have only a
shows how the various points are plotted.
meters

encuit as

reMost

-ii

-9
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GRID VOLTAGE

current at zero grid volts nearly
at the top of the line. Next
move along the horizontal line
until the first voltage figure in
the table is reached ; at that

ANODE CURRENT

71 m.a.

0

II -

51- m.a.

-41 6 -74 9 --

3 m.a.

3

is

i

1 f m.a.

f

I m.a.

February. 9th, 1935

1 m.a.

point move upwards until a
point is reached that is in line
with the figure relating to the

anode current for that particular
grid voltage, and here make a

0

. .. -...... -.

...z..,-......
. -:
After these measurements have been
repeated until the G.B. voltage has been
made so high that the anode current has
dropped almost to zero, a graph can be
made from the figures noted. The method
'of preparing the graph is shown in Fig. 2,

.where the points plotted are those indicated

in the table given above.

neat, faint cross with a pencil.

Repeat this

for the various
other readings, when a line can

be drawn to pees through the
centres of all the crosses drawn.

This line should be an even

curve, and should be drawn with

a nice sweeping movement of
the pencil point.

HTFig. 4.-This circuit shows the connections to be employed

in dealing with mains valves.
The squared
Accuracy
the graph can be Greater
It
will
sometimes
be
found
that
the
curve
preferable
to keep the battery for G.B.
obtained from any good stationer's, and

'paper required for

appears to change its direction rapidly
any two points that have been
-the dimension refers, of course, to the between
plotted. When this is the case it would be
size of the squares.
impossible to produce an accurate curve
without having more readings between
Drawing the Graph
the two points concerned. This will necesAfter getting the paper, the first thing sitate a rather more delicate adjustment of
is to draw two lines at right angles G.B. voltage, so that it might be necessary
in the approximate positions shown ; to connect a 3 -volt G.B. battery in series
that is, one near the lower edge of the paper, with the normal battery, connecting a
is known as " One -tenth -inch graph paper "

The arrangement is as shown in Fig. 4,
where it will be seen that a 10,000 ohm

variable resistance is included in the H.T.
positive lead. The reason for this is that,
with any mains unit, the H.T. voltage rises
as the current load is reduced. Thus, as

the G.B. voltage is increased, the H.T.
voltage would increase automatically.

For the reasons just mentioned, the

variable resistance must be adjusted for
potentiometer every setting of the G.B. voltage in order
(100 to 500 ohms) to maintain the anode voltage constant
in parallel with throughout any particular set of measureit, as shown in ments. In using the mains unit for feeding
Fig. 3.

By varying the
setting of the
potentiometer the
G.B. voltage can
be changed to
within a very
s in a 11
fraction
CRiD

GRID.

Fig. 3.-Greater accuracy of G.B. voltage adjustment can
be obtained by using the connections shown here in place
of those in Fig. I.

and a vertical one near the right-hand edge. of a volt, and accuracy thereby ensured.
Mark the point where the two lines intersect
When using a single measuring instru-

the one valve, it will be necessary to compensate for the load normally applied by the
other valves in the receiver, otherwise the

voltages would increase enormously. A
fixed

resistance

should,

therefore,

be

connected between the H.T. positive and
negative terminals, and also between the
terminals of the 4 -volt A.C. winding.

The

value of the resistance can be determined
from the current consumption of the other
valves. For example, if the remaining

valves in the set normally consume 30 milliamps. between them, the resistance should
be of such a value that it will just pass this
current. The value of the resistance is
found by dividing the voltage of the supply
by the current in milliamps. and multiplying by 1,000. For example, if the voltage
were 240, the value would be 8,000 ohms.

In the ease of the L.T. circuit, the other
valves in the set will probably take 1 amp.
each, so that if there are three of them the
current will be 3 amps. In this case, the
value of parallel resistance required would
be 4/3, or 11 ohms, and this could be made

winding 2yds. of 20 -gauge Eureka
0, and then divide the lower line into ment of the multiple type, similar to that by
resistance wire on a strip of fibre. Involtage divisions, preferably going up to described last week, the procedure will be
about 12 volts. So high a G.B. voltage will almost identical with that described above,
not be required in the case of most valves, except that the meter will be connected
but if the divisions are equal for all the and disconnected to and from each of the
valves to be treated it is an easier matter three points at which it is required. In
to make direct comparisons.
order to avoid any variation in anode
The vertical line can then be divided voltage when the meter is removed from
up into milliamp. divisions, taking the the series (milliamp.) position, it might some-

cidentally, it might be mentioned that this
simple calculation will often prove useful

when using a mains transformer giving
a higher output of L.T. current than that
normally required by the valves in the
receiver. When this is the case a parallel
resistance will safeguard the valves.

times be desirable to connect a fixed resistance of equal value in its place. Generally,

this will be necessary only when dealing
with valves whose anode -current consumption is above, say, 20 milliamps.
A

convenient

type of instrument for the
experimenter-

Pifco
universal
the
A.

I D . C.

test -meter.

Mains Valves
The method described above

refers

particularly to battery valves, but precisely

the same idea can be used in connection
with mains valves, it generally being

preferable to use batteries for taking the
various measurements. Thus, the heater
can be fed from a 4 -volt accumulator, the
cathode pin being joined to one of the
heater terminals. On the other hand, it is
quite possible to use the mains -supply

unit for H.T. and L.T., although it

is

An inexpensive test-meter-the Avominor.
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Interference From Droitwich

Pointing out that lie had used a frame for
six years past, and had no .intention of
DON'T know why it is, but I am constantly hearing from listeners who say programmes commence should be taken giving it up. He went so far as to say that
that they cannot completely cut out with a very large pinch of salt. At the he could not separate the local stations by

'

Droitwich, and that the transmissions time of penning these notes the Television any other means. Further inquiry elicited
from this station spread all round the dial. Committee has not made its proposals the fact that .he was also using the same
This has never been my own experience,
and Y have always found that Droitwich
was no more troublesome than Daventry
used to be. Of course, I can understand
the difficulty experienced by those whose
aerials are now much nearer to the long wave National transmitter, but the complaints of which I have referred are from
people situated in or around London.

My own aerial is just about the

public, but when details are released I am set that he had had for six years-sci.there
quite sure that they will not sound the death is no wonder he found the frame Practically
knell of our 1935 sets. Whether or not essential. I tried to persuade him that
" thirty -line transmissions will continue, and he should build a modern receiver, but he
whether they will be made on the same insisted that he had not yet seen one that
wavelengths as at present I do not know, could beat his own. So I took him round
but I should certainly like to see a continu- to twiddle the knobs of my £5 Superhet
ance. But if entirely different high - (A.C. model). He is going to scrap the
definition transmissions are made on the frame now !

Short -Wave Reception
I JOINED in an argument con-

same distance from Droitwich as
it was from Daventry and, quite
frankly, the spread on the tuning
dial is no greater than it was
before. When using a simple
three-valver with mains aerial the

cerning the best type of
short-wave receiver the other day,
but I had no idea how fierce it was
going to become. One contestant
was an old wireless "fan," and he

long -wave station comes in at just

would have it that the only real

about the same strength as the
two London stations-which means
that the programmes can be re-

short -waver is that consisting of a
detector-L.F. combination. Another

said that he would never dream

ceived at comfortable loud -speaker
strength.

of building a short -waver without
having an untuned N.F. stage for
smoothing out reaction and eliminating " dead -spots." Personally, I

Wave Traps-Or Not ?

OF course I may be wrong, but
I have come to the conclusion
that those listeners who find

go for a superhet every time-so
who is right ?

I think it depends upon whether

Droitwich to be their bele noire are
using out-of-date receivers, or else
have not taken the trouble to

the set is wanted as a means of
entertainment or merely for "globe-

trotting " and for "logging hams."
If the set is to be used for listening

devise means of increasing long wave selectivity. I generally find
it sufficient to provide a tapping
on the long -wave winding of the

the superhet is hard to beat. It

has as good a range as any other
type, is definitely easier to tune,

aerial coil and to use this for
the aerial connection for long -wave
reception. Incidentally, I do not

and is not so prone to vary
according to reception conditions.

con-

At any rate, that is my view, but

winding always seems to be far

I.E.E. Informal Meetings
I LEARN that the Wireless
Section Committee of the I.E.E.
have decided to include in the

think that an aerial -series

I may be wrong.

denser is much use on long waves,
and a loose -coupled or tapped

more satisfactory.
On the other hand, if selectivity

in general is quite good enough,
the old wave trap nearly always

provides a simple method of cutting
out the interfering station. This

seems to raise the old argument
as to whether a wave trap should,
or should not, be used. Some
argue that if the receiver (and
especially the aerial coil) is correctly

This new apparatus in the " His Master's Voice factories
's used for testing the low frequency gain of radio receivers.
The operator rotates the frequency selector switch and ensures
that the needle of the output meter is indicating correctly
for all the frequencies. This apparatus ensures that the
H.M.Y. receiver or radio -gramophone will cover a wide
range of frequencies without distortion.

programme of activities of the
section informal discussions of a
popular character on subjects of

wide interest, such as broadcasting
transmitters, and receivers.
Apart from members of the
section,

it is thought that these

informal discussions will be of
considerable interest to many nonmembers who are interested in the

designed a wave trap should not
be necessary. Others say that
a wave trap is the proper thing to use. short and ultra -short waves it is hardly practical side of wireless, and they are
Personally, I have no desire to argue likely that our sets will have to be scrapped cordially invited to attend. Tickets of
either for or against the wave trap ; all -even if we wish to make use of the vision admisaion will not be required. The followI say is that if it provides a simple way out programmes. But, whatever happens, ing is the programme of these informal
of s difficulty it should be used. In any readers may rest assured that the trans- meetings for the remainder of the present
case, a good wave trap is extremely valuable, mission of sound programmes will continue session :-

and I know that described in PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS last week to be

very satisfactory.

The Television Scare
THE daily papers have lately been
brimful of

information " (?) concerning the developments in television that

on the same wavebands as are now in
use.

Frame Aerials
WHILST talking " wireless " with some

non -technical friends the other day
I was asked by one if it was worth while

(Tuesdays at 6 p.m.

Light Refreshments at

26th, 1933 50
.
p.m.)
5February

Discussion on " Production Testing of
Broadcast Receivers." to be opened by

Mr. F. Murphy, B.Sc. (Eng.).
making a frame aerial as a means of solving
will shortly take place, and I am afraid the selectivity problem. My reply was March 26th, 1935.
Discussion on " The Servicing of Broadthat many of the stories told have been to the effect that the frame aerial was dead,
greatly exaggerated.
For instance, the and that .such an aid to selectivity was no cast Receivers," to be opened by Mr. A.
tale that all our present receivers will be longer required. A member of the company Hall.
rendered obsolete when the new television quickly " picked me up," however, by
(Continued nverleaf)
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TELEVISION COMMITTEE'S

(Continued from previous pace)

REPORT (Continued from page 746)

Cheaper Batteries

commonly called ' optical range.' .... We

ONLY six bob for a high-class 120 -volt
battery. Just think of it ! It seems

nevertheless envisage the ultimate establish-

ment of a general television service in this
country, and . . . . contemplate the possibility of television broadcasts being relayed

only yesterday that I had to pay 22s. 6d.

for batteries which gave a reasonable
discharge and a fairly low voltage -drop

by line or by wireless from one or more

curve for three months before renewal 1 Adding Q.P.P. to the £5 Superhet 1. main transmitting stations to sub -stations
became necessary. Like most other people 4A READER who had built the £5 in different parts of the country."
in those early days I was tempted to buy i
desired to increase the ;
cheap batteries at a third of the price of '!outputSuperhet
so
that
the
receiver could be used Start to be Made in London
the high-class article. The stated voltage I for gramophone reproduction in a small ; With regard to the commencement of a
was there, of course, but after three or i hall. He consulted the local radio expert service, the Report reads " We have come
four hours use the voltage dropped as t and was persuaded to add a Q.P.P. stage, to the conclusion that a start could be made
much as 30 per cent., and after about a : using economy pentodes and a 9-1 Q.P.P.; with a service of high -definition Television
week's use the internal resistance was so input transformer. After effecting this;, by the establishment of such a service in
high that the battery was incapable of addition he found that although the volume t London. It seems probable that the
,

yielding useful current. Lots of readers, in ! obtained was ample for his -requirements, ; London area can be covered by one trans
those days, I remember, seemed to presume ;the quality of reproduction was poor. As; mitting station, and that two systems ofthat the mere presence of voltage indicated I he had spent approximately 50s. on the ; Television can

operated from that
that the battery was O.K. Many were the !additional parts, he was naturally very I station. On thisbeassumption
we suggest
sets I examined which had gone phut, I disappointed, and brought the receiver to t
that' a start be made in such a manner as to
and I was told that I need not examine : our laboratory for test, thinking that one; provide
an extended trial of two systems,
the battery as it was showing 90 volts, 5 of the components was defective. We; under strictly
conditions, by
A current test, however, on each valvee i found, however, that the wiring and the t installing thetacomparable
side by side at a station in
failed to deflect the needle of the milliam- '! components were in order, and that the', London where they
should be used alter meter. But these modern cheap batteries :distortion wail due to overloading of the; nately . . . . for a public service."
are cheap in price only. They are not I pentodes. The transformer following the;
cheap and nasty, but high-class" IL-ieces- of Westector was therefore replaced by a! Systems to be Adopted
work capable of standing a fairly high
resf 500,000 oms. and L.F. ; As to the two systems to be employed,
current drain even up to 25 to 30 milli- Ivalve
waso substitutedh for thean PT220. ; the Report reads-" There are two systems
amperes for considerable periods.
' This procedure sufficiently reduced the ! of high -definition transmission .. which
: overall L.F. amplification, and quality of ;
in a relatively advanced stage ofdevelopHome Construction Even Chtaper ! reproduction, especially on gramophone, ! are
ment and have indeed been operated over
It
was
also
exceptionally good.
wireless channels for some time past with
of the most expensive items in ?was
l found that the average H.T. consumption
TW°connection with home construction twig decidedly lower than with the three satisfactory results. We recommend that
Baird.. Company be given an opporhave been considerably reduced in price t original valves in use. Our further experi- ; the
tunity to supply the necessary apparatus
during the past year, namely, valves and : meats with this receiver indicated that if ! for the operation of its system at the London
5

batteries. From correspondence, I gathered t any form of output stage other than ClasaB I station, and that the Marconi -E. M. I.
that many readers apprehended that it t(e.g., Q.P.P., straight power, or pentode)! Company be given a similar opportunity
added to this three -valve superhet the ; in respect of apparatus for the operation
would soon be cheaper to buy a set than Iis
procedure outlined above should be 1 of its system also at that station."
to make one. Their fears are now set at I followed.
I
Important clauses in the Committee's
for you may now make a highly .
.

rest,
satisfactory receiver equal

.

; recommendations are as follow :I
" The British Broadcasting Corporation
ultra
of
the
prevalence
point of view to the twenty -guinea cam- 1 ()WING to
1 to be indemnified against any claim for
selective receivers, the signal genera- i infringement of patents.
mercial receiver for less than half that sum, Ii tor has
become a necessary addition to the' .. The Company to undertake to grant a
which is all to the good. The prices of : radio repairer's testing equipment, as itsitsItlicence
to any responsible manufacturer to
components has fallen considerably. Six : use greatly facilitates the process of trim- 7T use its existing patents or any patents,
There
is
T
years ago I paid twenty-five shillings for f ming the various tuned circuits.
t hereafter held by it, for the manufacture of.
.
transformers which I can now purchase t one point which is often overlooked when . television
receiving sets in this country on
Most?
I this instrument is used, however.
for one-third of that sum.
multi -valve sets have A.V.C.. incorporated, !
structors are now reaping the benefit of the ::and
therefore a slight adjustment of the; The Programmes
fact that manufacturers' tool costs have i; trimmers does not -have any appreciable i As to the types of programmes which
long since been covered.
f effect on the output signal. When making; may be transmitted by Television, the
iprelintinary tuning adjustments with this; Report states ; " It is scarcely within our

from every j Using a Signal Generator

-

.

.

.

Home con-, payment of royalty."
.

What Is Service ?

!type of set it is therefore necessary to break ! province to make detailed recommendations

the A.V.C. circuit at the anode of the ; on the subject of television programmes.
SERVICE difficulty would probably be Ii double
diode valve.
' To what extent those programmes should
considerably alleviated if- makers of
' consist of, direct transmissions of studio
complete receivers were to allow their pro- Thick Plate Accumulators
outdoor scenes, or televised reproduction
ducts to be sold only by people who were i-e-rHE introduction of output econo- or
films, must be determined largely by
competent enough to render reasonable I. misers for reducing the H.T. con-; of
experience, technical progress, and public
service in the case of trouble. As it is,
pawn
tion
of
battery
receivers
has
popularas well as by financial consideramany manufacturers simply ask dealers 4 ised multi -valve battery sets this season. ; support,
No doubt the televising of sporting
to return all sets to them for attention, There is one point which should be tions.
since they realize that the average dealer !emphasised in connection with sets of and other public events will have a wide
and will add considerably to the
is incapable of safeguarding their interests. !this type, however. Although their H.T. appeal,
Car manufacturers only allow capable people t consumption is low their L.T. consumption t attractiveness of the service. We regard
transmissions as a desirable part of a
to sell their productions, and require the is high, and therefore the commonly used ; such
television service, and it is essential
seller to carry out all the routine service 1 thick plate accumulator is unsuitable for ! public
requirements. It should not be too much to supplying the filament current ; the thin that The British Broadcasting Corporation
have complete freedom for the teleask wireless manufacturers to adopt a plate accumulator designed for a heavy; should
of such scenes, with appropriate
similar scheme. Ono well-known firm has : discharge rate should be employed. We I vising
already made an important move in this often find that the use of a mass-type cell sound accompaniment, at any time of the
direction by stipulating that any dealer accounts for distortion experienced when I day."
In the first place it is considered that it
who returns a set to them for service must using a large Class 1.1 output valve.
should not be necessary at first to provide
certain sum, which will be
.

deposit a
retained if it is found that the fault was due

to improper use, or if the adjustment was

one that a competent dealer should be
able to carry out himself. When the fault
is found to he due to a faulty part, or to

.faulty construction, the money is refunded.

DON'T FORGET THE

COUPON WHEN SENDING
A QUERY !

1

television programmes for many hours
a day, and an hour's transmission in the
morning and afternoon, with two hours in
the evening, should 'suffice. In any case,
transmitting times must be governed by
experience and financial considerations.
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LIKE AN ORCHESTRA

without instruments

RELIABILIF

wireless set without a good speaker
is about as useful as an orchestra
without instruments.

But give your set a Blue Spot Speaker
and it will provide you with endless
entertainment throughout your waking
hours.

Blue Spot lets you hear in intimate

detail everything your set brings you.
And hearing well and truly is the
whole aim and purpose of owning a
wireless set. Give your set a chance
to delight you. Fit a Blue Spot Speaker
and hear what the world has to say
in exactly the way it says it.
THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO.
LTD.. Blue Spot House. 99/96.
Rosoman St.. Rosebery Avenue,

Send for Loudspeaker
Pamphlet No. P.R.5.

London, E.C.1.

Telephone t CLE 3370.
Distributor%
England,
for
Northern
H. C.
tivoll.tnd and
North Wales.
RAWSON (Sheffield and Londrol Ltd.,
bar, Loudon Road, SHEFFIELD; 22,
Sf. Mary's Pareonage, Manehe.ter ; Strawberry Lane, Oallosrgate Newcastle -on -Tyne
411,
37. 3s. 39, Clyde Mace, C I +4
Skringbauk,

Mountaineers do not trust their lives to a rope unless they are
absolutely sure that it is free from flaws and has been subjected

,

to searching tests.

Similarly you can be sure that T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers will
never let you down. They are made from the best materials and
are stringently tested to ensure that none but the finest conden-

A JOB
WORTH
DOING
is worth doing

sers it is possible to produce, reach your ha,-.ds.
T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers have built up a world-wide reputation

TMC

for reliability and are accepted as the standard of excellence.

BRI

ISH

HYDRA
MADET

CONDENSERS

WELL !
That's why so many designers and constructors
insist on BENJAMIN Radio Components-made

by engineers who have a thorough grasp of
modern Radio requirements and who realise
their responsibility to the enthusiastic conThe Class 2'B" Input Driver Transstructor.

former illustrated is a representative example
of Benjamin quality and reliability. For use
with all types of circuits and valves and

tapped to give choice of overall ratios
Price

and 1-1.

-

-

14-1

10,6

The special method of sealing
T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers defin-

itely prevents the penetration of
moisture and so preserves the
high electrical properties of the
condensers.

Write for a copy of the new illustrated
price list.

T.M.C.-HARWELL (SALES) LTD
Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)
Telephone : Temple Bar 0055 13 jives)

RADIO COMPONENTS
THE BENJAMIN

ELECTRIC

LTD.,

TOTTENHAM, N.17

Made by TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd.
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Trimming, Adjusting and Operating

THE BATTERY
HALL -MARK FOUR
The Preliminary Adjustments are Few
Easily

be

Carried

They

Out.

Number and May

in

Should,

Nevertheless,

Be

Performed with Care to Ensure that the Full Efficiency of the
Receiver

marked H.T. + I should be

is

Obtained

be carried out concerns the setting of the

taken to a tapping giving two trimmers on the two -gang condenser,
about 60 volts, and H.T.-1-2 for much depends upon their accurate
be given the
should

full
If they are ignored, or carevoltage of the battery. The adjustment.
set, the overall selectivity, as well as
two L.T. leads should be joined to the pos- lessly
the sensitivity, of the receiver will obviously

AS was previously explained, the construction of the battery model

itive and negative terminals respectively of
the accumulator. There are three grid -bias be reduced.
Before dealing with the trimmer screws,
leads, of which the positive one should be
conreeted to the positive terminal of the however, the knob of the pm -set condenser,

Hall -Mark Four is extremely simple, G.B. battery, G.B.-1 should be given the which is situated on the underside of the
and it is most unlikely that any readers full voltage of the battery, and G.B.-2 baseboard, should be -turned to its midway
who followed the instructions given last should receive about 4} volts.
position, the aerial being connected to the
week have experienced any difficulty. The
The general operation of the set calls for terminal socket marked A.2. This will
few trimming adjustments and the general

operation of the receiver are equally simple
and straightforward. Despite this, however, the general performance of the receiver

no explanation, it being understood that the

central knob is for tuning, the right-hand
one for reaction control, and that on the
left for volume control. In practice it will
can be considerably enhanced if a little be found that the two latter controls can
care is taken to ensure that the preliminary be used together to obtain the degree of
adjustments are carefully made. Once selectivity required.
they have been made, the set can be used
successfully for a considerable length of Trimming

time, and the operation will be simple

give a good compromise between selectivity

and sensitivity, and form a good basis for
the more delicate settings. Now tune in
a weak station on about 250 metres and

turn the reaction condenser to its zero
(anti -clockwise) position.

After bringing
in the transmission as loudly as possible
by means of the main tuning knob, slowly
The first trimming operation that should turn the trimmer screw on the section of

the gang condenser marked C.2 on the
wiring plan by means of a long narrow bladed screwdriver. It should be found
that there is a slight increase in signal
strength as a certain point is reached
and that volume falls off to a certain
extent on each side of that
optimum point. Find that
point and then repeat the
trimming operation on the

enough for any member of the family.

Battery Connections
Having completed the construction

of the receiver, the valves may be

inserted into their respective holders

and the aerial, earth, batteries, and
loud -speaker connected. The arrect
order for the valves is: V.I. 210
VPT ; V.2, 210 Det. ; V.3 and V.4,
220 HPT., the " V " references being
those given on the wiring plan repro-

first section (C.1) of the
condenser. Variation of this

trimmer should in all cases
reduce signal strength, but
if not, find the best setting.

duced last week. It will be clear

that the flexible lead from terminal 6
on the second coil should be joined

Now tune to a station
highei up the wavelength

to the anode terminal on top of the
variable -mu valve.

scale and repeat the operations described above. In
all probability it will be
found that no alteration to

Of the battery leads, that marked
H.T.- should be joined to the negative socket on the H.T. battery, that

(Continued on pose 764.)

These

three

views of ila
finished
ceiuer

r e-

will

help in checking the con-

struction and
wiring.
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SINGLE SIDE -BAND
BROADCASTING

Describing How the Quality of Reception Could Be Improved and
Interference Reduced by Using One Set of Side -bands Only in the
Transmission of Broadcast Programmes.
also is Explained.

SINCE no one has ever seen a wireless

wave it is not unnatural that the

average amateur should have rather
a hazy conception of what it is like.
The usual vague analogies comparing
radio emissions with marine disturbances
do not help very much. For one thing,
the waves of the sea, as we comprehend
them, travel on the surface of the water,

but there is obviously no surface to the
ether, which is assumed to be all-pervading.

"Side -bands"
By W. B. RICHARDSON

The Meaning of

brought into operation and sounds are
conveyed into it, the transmitted wave

takes on a different form. The individual
ripples still follow one another at the

same high speed or frequency, but they

F g. 3.-With the side -band theory of modu ation, the transmission of a single musical note
is represented by three pure continuous waves.

now vary in height due to the sounds as consisting of three tr a res each of a
being transmitted. They are said to be different frequency.
Firstly, there is the
modulated. An example of this is shown
wave consisting of a pure continuous
in Fig. 2. The fact that the wave is carrier
wave of 1,000 kilocycles. And then on
" carrying " music or other sounds is
indicated by the rise and fall in its amplitude. Of course, the wave will not necessarily rise and fall in the regular manner
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, if the transmitted
sounds are complicated the modulated
wave will also take on a complicated form.
The wave form shown in Fig. 2 would only
be produced by the radiation of a simple
musical note of constant intensity.

either side of it another pure continuous
wave, one equal to the sum of the carrier
frequency and the modulation frequency,

and the other equal to the

difference.

The frequencies being radiated are thus
1,000 kilocycles, 1,005 kilocycles and 995

kilocycles, or to put them in their correct
order in the frequency spectrum, 995,

1,000, and 1,005 kilocycles.
A similar
of frequencies is shown graphically
To cite a specific instance of simple series
modulation, suppose the frequency of the in Fig. 3. The centre wave represents the

Fig. 1.-The carrier wave radiated by a transmitted wave to be 1,000,000 cycles
broadcasting station before the microphone is-. per second-in other words, that 1,000,000
switched on.

ripples leave the aerial per second, and
that this wave carries a single high-pitched

carrier, and the other two the accompanying
side -bands."

Quality versus Selectivity

From what we have just seen it will be
musical note-one near the treble end of clear that although the carrier wave from
the pianoforte keyboard, say, a note of a broadcasting station is confined to just
This musical
note will be represented by a rise and fall
in the height of the transmitted wave at the
rate of 5,000 times per second. To use
the correct technical expression the wave
consists of a carrier of 1,000 kilocycles
(1,000,000 cycles) modulated by a 5,000 cycle note.
5,000 vibrations per second.

F o. 2.-How the carrier is modulated by the
transmitted sounds as soon as the
brought into use.

mike- is

being radiated it becomes split up with a
number of secondary waves extending
around it. This means that in order to
get faithful reception our receiver must not
be too sharply tuned or we shall cut out
some of these secondary waves and thus
lose sonic of the sounds which are being
radiated.

It is the higher notes which

produce the waves most distant from the
carrier, and it is these which are lacking
in the reproduction from a sharply -tuned

Again, to compare them with sound waves

does little to assist in forming a mental
picture of wireless radiations, since sound
waves themselves are invisible and therefore difficult to comprehend.

receiver.

This idea of side -bands can be, perhaps,

more clearly represented by the diagram

in Fig. 4, which shows the carrier wave

Nature of the Transmitted Wave

One way of obtaining a visible representation of wireless waves, however, is
to measure the electric currents which
produce them, that is, the currents in the
aerial circuit of the transmitter. These

one frequency, yet when speech or music is

and its accompanying side -bands in their
relative positions in the frequency spectrum.
(Continued overleaf)

Fig. 7.-Showing how with the present system
of only 9 kilocycles separation between stations
it is possible for the side bands of adjacent
stations to overlap and cause a form of interference called side -band splash.

readings are plotted on paper in the form
of a graph or curve, a good example of
which is shown in Fig. 1.
A glance at the graph will show that the
current is alternating. It flows first in one
direction and then in the other, as indicated

The Side -band Theory

when the curve crosses this line it indicates

tangible of the two accepted theories, but

EA/Me
way!

L

SJDE awr+o---*

The method of representing a wireless

wave which we have just described is
by the alternate rising and falling of the known as the Amplitude theory. In the
curve above and below the zero line. Thus opinion of the writer this is the more
that no current is flowing, but as it rises
above the line it means that the current
is increasing in one direction, and, corkversely, as it falls below the line it shows
that it is increasing in the opposite
direction.
Fig. 1 may very conveniently be used to

represent the wave sent out by the transmitter when the station is " switched on,"
but before the announcer speaks into the
microphone. This is a continuous wave ;
that is to say, a succession of ripples of the
same size and, incidentally, following one

in order to explain certain phenomena,
such as the effect of selectivity on the audio -

frequency response of a receiver, it is
simpler to employ the Side -Band theory.

It can be stated right away that these
two theories amount to precisely the same

thing, and can be proved to be mathematically equivalent, so that the choice
of one or the other is a matter of con-

venience. However, to explain the matters
in hand we shall confine ourselves to the
side -band theory.
Applying this to the example just given,

another very rapidly owing to the high the transmitted wave is no longer reprefrequency of the current producing them.
However, as soon as the microphone is

/o

sented as a single wave varying in amplitude

at the modulation frequency, but is shown

otiLOC,,CLES

Po. 4, 5, and 6.-Three examples showing he
symmetrical grouping of side -bands with lie
present system of transmission. The broadcasting of high-pitched sounds causes a
widening of these secondary waves as in Fig. 6,
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The carrier is represented as a thin vertical

line (indicating that it is confined to just
one frequency) with a spread of accompanying waves of various intensities on

either side of it. The actual outline which'
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power, to, cause interference with another
is allowed to broadcast on a carrier whose
frequency is less than 9 kilocycles from the
others. It will be realised that this spacing
is not as generous as it should be, and some
slight interference is inevitable between
two adjacent stations if both are radiating
a full range of frequencies. Such a case is
illustrated in Fig. 7. Of course, if the
frequency range of both stations be
restricted to 9 kilocycles jamming can be

-rr-ril6Y101`AIV'.1Y.A.",

these form will naturally vary from one
instant to the next, in accordance with
each fluctuation in the pitch and intensity
of. the sounds which they represent. For
instance, at one moment the collective
outline might be as in Fig. 4, while the avoided, but this obviously means that
next moment, during, say, the transmission quality will suffer. This, in the opinion
of a bass passage, it might take the form of the writer, is tackling the problem from
shown in Fig. 5. Again, the radiation of the wrong end. If the transmissions
a very shrill note amongst others might themselves are not above reproach the
extend its width as in Fig. 6.
listener stands a poor chance of attaining
From an examination of these three perfect reproduction. The sensible way
graphs two important points emerge. One out of the difficulty is clearly to reduce
is that during the transmission of a very the number of stations at present transhigh-pitched nc*te the total width of the mitting, and to space them wider apart
waveband -may be something like 20 kilo- in the frequency spectrum.
the present system of broadcycles or more, as in Fig. 6 ; while the other
However, even if we accept the present Fig. 9.-aWith
serious loss of the high notes occurs
point is that whatever the complexity of situation and take it for granted that a casting
if the receiver is made too selective.
the transmitted sounds, the side -bands are reduction of stations is impossible there is
always grouped symmetrically about the still a possible solution in the adoption of
carrier. That is to say, that the one single aide -band transmission. The under- purposes the other set might well be
side -band is a mirrored image of the other. lying principle which th's involves is that dispensed with. This is found to be
The first of these two points emphasises
of
dispensing correct, and by the use of suitable filters it is
the fact that for perfect reproduction of all
with one set possible to broadcast the carrier and one
the transmitted sounds,

CANNaR

including the

NAVE

higher musical notes, it is necessary for
the receiver to be fairly unselective. In

f

s,DE 11..0

other words, with the pointer on the tuning
scale set to the required frequency or

f

wavelength, the set must be responsive

to frequencies at least some 10 kilocycles
on either side. However, for reproduction
which is not quite perfect, but which is not

very noticeably deficient in the higher

notes, the tuning may be sharpened up so
that the useful response is reduced to

41 or 5 kilocycles on either side of the
carrier.

Station Separation

of side -bands
altogether!

set of side -bands only.

This idea obviously

opens up attractive possibilities. It immediately suggests two things. Firstly,
without lowering the present standard
Transmitting that
of quality, it would be possible to squeeze
One Side - twice as many stations into the existing

band Only

IficirCyCLZ
CWONNIL

We have al-

rea
bser
Fig. 8.-By radiating one thatdy
the two
side -band only, it would be

to accommodate a bands of side accommuch
much wider band of frequencies within the allotted chan- panying a carrier

nel width 'without

risk of diisatrYthouted
a rizei
interference between stations.

-broadcast wavebands. Secondly, the new

system might be used to provide better
quality and to reduce interference.
If the new scheme should be adopted
with the idea of giving a little more

breathing space it would certainly be a good
thing. It would then be possible with a
9 -kilocycle separation between stations to

allow sufficient spread to give full un-

perfectly attenuated reproduction of the

Incidentally this total width of 9 or 10 symmetrical manner on either side. It
kilocycles is also - the standard spacing might be inferred from this that the
between broadcasting stations. Under the character of the transmitted sounds is
Lucerne plan no station which is likely, by completely represented by one set of side reason of its geographical position or its bands only, and that for transmission

highest
audible frequencies. This is clearly shown
in Fig. 8. This shows how the carrier and
one of the sidebands of Fig. 6 could be just
accommodated within the allotted 9
kilocycle channel.

THAT extension loud -speakers are not
more widely used at the present time
is rather surprising. In their
absence all kinds of makeshift arrange.

speakers is too simple to require explanation,

a

The work of wiring up for extension

HOUSES " WIRED FOR i

ments are resorted to, resulting in con-

In many homes,
for instance, doors have to be left open in
order that a meal may be accompanied by
music. Yet if a little trouble were taken a

MUSIC "

siderable inconvenience.

wire could be run from the extension
sockets of the set permanently installed
in another room to connect with an

extension loud -speaker in the dining -room,
and a " background " of appropriate
music could then be switched on to enliven a

dull meal, or make a good one better.
There should be no need to be frozen at the
same time.

NEMO.

HMO. ..11.14.

but the choice of an extension speaker
requires care. The new " Star " models
in the Blue -Spot speaker range, one of which
is illustrated here, have much to recommend

?

Many householders go in for loud -speakers

them as regards high performance, good
appearance, and low cost. These are fitted

with an on -off switch in the speaker, and

thoroughly, and have them installed in for a little extra cost this may be replaced
dining -room, kitchen, and bedrooms, with by a combined volume -control and switch
perhaps a wiring point run out to the garden which enables the speaker to be controlled
for comfortable reception in the summer. from a distance.
The outcome of this arrangement is that

The same firm also makes the new " Blue entertainment is provided in any part of
the house, as required, when once the Spot" pick-up for enabling perfect gramoreceiver itself is tuned in. Often, in fact, phone music to be produced in conjunction
two, and even three, speakers may be going with a radio set. An illustration of this
simultaneously from the same set with no pick-up also appears on this page.
loss in the quality of reception.
Catalogues and any specific information
required will be gladly supplied by the

A Boon to Convalescents

makers :

British Blue -Spot Co., Ltd.,

The case, too, may well be considered Blue -Spot House, 94-96, Roseman Street,
of a person convalescing after, say, an London, E.C.1.
attack of 'flu who finds himself (or herself)
in an extremely boring predicament, which
the various wireless programmes throughout
the day could do much to alleviate. In these
circumstances how convenient it is merely

to have to place one of the extension
speakers in the bedroom, and connect it to

the socket, as fitted for the purpose, on
the wall.
The attractive Blue Spot extension loud -speaker

Many otherwise wearisome hours

can thus be made to pass pleasantly.

This illustration shows the Blue Spot Pickwhich is fitted with a self-contained
volume control.

up,
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RCUITSANDSET5
In Response to Many Requests the Circuit
Described this Week is for a Four -valve

" Straight " Set with Delayed A V.C.
By Bernard Dunn

FOR

ALL.

constructors will prefer to fit a power
output stage containing its own mains

Separate Power Pack
Apart from this one battery the re-

ceiver is designed for complete A.C. mains
working, although the power -supply por-

unit, which can also be employed to supply
the receiver. Incidentally, it might be added

that details of two such units were given

in an article published last week.

It is well known that tuning by ear is

ISHOULD like to thank all those readers tion is not shown. The latter is omitted difficult when an effective measure of A.V.C.
who have sent in postcards describing partly at the request of several readers is provided, and for this reason a visual circuits of the types of which they who already have suitable mains units, tuning indicator is included in the circuit.
would like to have more complete details, and partly because it is felt that many This indicator takes the form of a 0-10

milliammeter con-

and would say that
these have very care-

HT*
22ov

fully been analysed,

SOMA.

and that every effort
will be made to deal
with

those

intended

purely

for

as a tuning indicator, and two or

,

there is an insistent

demand for a power-

three suitable instru-

ments of this type
are available from
Messrs. Bulgin.

Simple Circuit
It will be perfectly

ful receiver having
two
H.F.
stages.
A.V.C., and a good and

obvious from a study
of the circuit diagram
given that the general

powerful output stage.
A
circuit of this
nature therefore .forms
the subject of this
present article. After
some deliberation it

circuit

arrangement

is by no means com-

plicated, and that it
consists of two variable -mu

The circuit for tht four -valve set described in this article.

would prefer to have
a set of the simplest possible kind consistent with its embodying the features
above mentioned, and it is for this reason

that normal single -purpose valves are
specified. Whilst it is admitted that a
more complete A.V.C. action is to be

obtained by using a double -diode triode
or similar valve, the " Westector " arrangement shown has been proved to be highly

satisfactory on both long and medium
waves, especially when the WX6 " Westector "-which functions very well indeed
down to 200 metres-is employed.

Delayed A.V.C.

A common failing of certain A.V.C.
arrangements is that they render the set

less sensitive on the weaker stations due to
the fact that the automatic volume control
reduces H.F. sensitivity on all signals. It

is for this reason that delayed A.V.C. is
used in this instance. Tho delay voltage
is obtained from a dry battery, but there
is no theoretical reason why the required

voltage should not be obtained " auto-

matically " by making use of the voltage drop across a resistance connected in the
H.T. negative lead. In practice, however,

there is one objection, this being in connection with the extra expense and slight
additional complication that are involved.
In any case the G.B. battery used will last
for several months, whilst there is no loss
in volume or quality as the battery runs
down.

be

use

few of the letters that
have been published
in recent issues, that

readers

course,

replaced by a meter

ally in demand.
Readers will have
observed, from a very

of

of

can,

that aro most gener-

majority

the H.T. positive lead
to the first two valves.

If desired, this meter

circuits

was decided that the

nected in series with

LIST OF COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
One Metaplex Chassis. 14in. by 10in., with
Sin. runners-Peto-Scott.
One Set Ferrocart Coils, types G.10, G.13

and G.I4-Colvern.

One .0005-mfd. 3 -Gang Condenser (C.I,
C.2 and C.3)-Polar Midget."
One Calibrated Condenser Drive-Polar
V.P., with Horizontal Wavelength Scale.
Fifteen 1 -watt Fixed Resistances: two 10,000
ohms (R.1 and R.21, two '1,000 ohms (R.3
and R.7), two 5,000 ohms (R.4 and R.9),
two 200 ohms (R.6 and R.8). one 500 ohms

(R.I0), one 1 megohm (R.11), one 10,000

ohms (R.12), one 30,000 ohms (R.13),
two 150,000 ohms (R.14 and R.15), one
350 ohms (R.16)-Dubilier.

Nine Tubular Condensers : six .1-mfd.
(C.4, C.5, C.6, C.9, C.10 and C.11), two
.0002 -mid. (C.7 and C.I3), one .00I-mfd.

(C.17)-T.M.C.

Four Fixed Condensers : two 1 -mid. (C.8 and
C.12), one 2-mfd. (C.15). and one .01-mfd.
(C.16)-T.M.C., type 40.

One 25-mfd. Electrolytic Condenser (C.18)Dubilier type 0280.
One .0003-mfd. Reaction Condenser (C.14)Graham Farish.

One Screened H.F. Choke-Wearite type
H.F.P.

One Detector H.F. Choke-Graham Farish

"Snap."

One 2,500 -ohm Potentiometer (R.5)-Var!ey.

One 5: I L.F. Transformer (British Radiogram).

One H.F. Metal Rectifier-Westinghouse
type W.X.6.

Four

Five -pin

Holders-Clix.

Chassis -Mounting

Valve

Connecting Wire, Terminals, 9 -volt G.B.
Battery, Screws, etc.

Four Valves: two 5 -pin M.S.V. Pen. (V.1
and V.2), 41 M.H.E. (V.3), and 41 MP.
(V.4)-Cossor.

pentodes,

followed by a leaky grid detector, with
reaction and A.V.C. and, finally, by a
small mains power valve. The latter
has

a rated undistorted output of

I}

watts, this being sufficient for man y
requirements. As mentioned above, how-

ever, it is a simple matter to add a more
powerful amplifier when outputs up to,
say, 5 watts are desired.

In order to keep down the cost of the

receiver, as well as to make it as simple as
possible, consistent with really good results,

comparatively simple tuning circuits aro

used, these consisting of a standard three coil assembly, consisting of Ferrocart iron core coils, and a standard three -gang variable condenser. Moreover, by using the
condenser and drive specified reasonably accurate wavelength calibration is assured
without the need for complicated preliminary adjustments. The tuning circuits
employed will give an adequate degree of

selectivity on both wavbands fdr almost
every purpose ; in fact, it can be stated
that more selective tuning could not well
be obtained without the use of a superheterodyne circuit. And as the present
circuit is intended very largely for those
who prefer a " straight " to a superheterodyne arrangement, that is saying a
good deal.

Manual Volume Control

In addition to the automatic volume
control provided, there is also a manual
control which is connected to act on the
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first two valves. This is a useful addition

frequency circuits is as short and direct as
when the set is generally intended to be possible. Bearing this idea in mind, and
operated so as to give a modest output, at the same time making the frontal appearalthough full output may often be required. ance symmetrical, it will be found best to

The reaction control, also, although seldom

required, serves as a further device for
controlling the volume manually. The
reaction condenser is also useful when a
slightly higher degree of selectivity is
wanted for some particular " difficult "

-February 9th, 1935

be to insulate the condenser from the

bracket by means of fibre bushes, but this
is not quite such a simple method. The

bracket for the potentiometer will - be
mount the three -gang tuning condenser in insulated from the metal surface of the
the centre of the chassis, with the coil chassis, unless one of the mounting screws
assembly on the left. The holders for the Passes right through the wood. In order

two variable -mu pentodes can then be entirely to avoid any possible trouble in
placed in line at the extreme left of the this respect, however, it will be desirable

chassis, one behind the other when looking to make the earth connection to this comstation.
from the front of the set. The reaction ponent to the centre terminal, which is i n
As shown, the receiver can be operated condenser may be placed on a bracket contact with the mounting bush.
from a mains unit giving a maximum mounted on top of the chassis and as far
Little explanation is called for in respect
H.T. output of 220 volts at 50 milliamps, and to the right of the tuning scale as the wave - of the detector and L.F. portions of the set,
an L.T. (A.C.) output of 4 volts at 4 amps. change switch of the coil assembly is to the but it might be mentioned that the detector
In the case of those who wish to make use left. The variable -mu volume -control po- valve -holder should be placed close to
of an H.T. eliminator not provided with an tentiometer should be placed on a bracket its corresponding coil, the L.F. valve L.T. (A.C.) output it is a simple matter to attached to the underside of the chassis and holder being situated near the rightderive the necessary low-tension current in line with the H.F. valve -holders. Com- hand side of the -chassis. It is best,
for the heaters from a separate transformer, plete symmetry can then be secured by although not essential, to place the L.F.
of which there are many available makes mounting the rotary Q.M.B. on -off switch transformer on the under -side of the
and types. Despite what has been said (not shown in the circuit) on another bracket chassis well away from the H.F. comabove, satisfactory results can be obtained towards the right of the chassis, and on the ponents. Other points to be observed in
when the H.T. unit has an output of no underside.
the construction are those which are
more than 200 volts at about 40 milliamps,
standard in connection with all mains

but the maximum undistorted output of Insulate the Reaction Condenser
receivers, so it is scarcely necessary to
11 watts will not then be realised, although
detail them. With regard to the method
well over 1 watt can still be expected.
It will be seen from the diagram that the of bringing out the power -supply con-

Component Arrangement

reaction condenser is on the anode " side
of the reaction winding, and for this reason

As all the principal H.F. components it should be insulated from the metallised
specified are adequately screened the lay- chassis. To ensure this it is advisable to
out is not unduly critical, although reason- scrape away a little of the metallised
able care must be exercised in so placing surface at the point where the corresponding
the parts that the wiring in the high - bracket is fitted. Another method would
MANY radio enthusiasts yearn for a
radio -gramophone, and yet they
are unable to find accommodation
for the necessary additional equipment ;
neither do they feel justified in scrapping their present cabinet-often a really

nections, it will be found most convenient
to use terminal -socket strips fixed to the

rear (three-ply) side of the chassis. By

following this idea there will be little danger
of " live " terminals being exposed, and thus
freedom from electric shocks in connecting

up or carrying out any adjustments.
of clearness.

CONVERTING YOUR SET

:

INTO A RADIO -GRAM.

- - -

NEEDLE CUPS

increase the height a little in order that the

records may be stored vertically.

A suitable filter was des-

cribed in PRACTICAL WIRELESS Data Sheet

No. 18.

It certainly is convenient to have the

volume control on the conversion equip-

ment, as the operator can then raise or
lower the volume without getting up from
his seat.

To reduce modifications of the wiring

The
the radio set to a minimum the grid upholstered lid is, of course, hinged at the of
battery for the detector valve can be
back, and when raised is held in position bias
satisfactorily in the equipment, so
by the usual metal side supports. A thin housed
the two connections to the radio set,
layer of felt is glued round the top edges of that
the box so that when the pick-up is in when used as an amplifier, are made to the

of the detector valve and the earth
action neither surface scratch from the grid
record nor " chatter " from the pick-up will line. If, however, there are already pick-up
be heard.

terminals or sockets on the radio set, these
modifications are not necessary.

Although an electric motor is more
convenient to use, a clockwork motor is
There is also plenty of room for a scratch equally satisfactory, and for those who
filter to be incorporated, although this has already possess a good motor here is an
not been shown in the sketch for the sake opportunity to employ it usefully, for

Scratch Filter and Volume Control

TURNTABLE
PICKUP -REST

given a good radio set you
will never wish to go back

MOTOR

to the acoustic method of
reproducing records after
having successfully used
the " electric" method.

SWITCH

Plan view of the turntable and pick-up.

good and handsome piece of furniture.
Here is an attempt to overcome the
difficulty.
The accompanying sketch shows the
gramophone equipment housed in a box

" disguised " as a coal -box with a padded
seat-hence its usefulness is two -fold. If
desired,

accommodation for records is

available in two compartments under the
motor with a door on the front. A volume
control is placed on one side of the equip-

J. S. R.

MAINS
QROM 10TOR)
MOTOR

If You
Require a

BOARD

Blueprint,

ment, together with two plugs-one for

VOLUME
NTROL

the mains, where an electric motor is used,
and one for the pick-up connections to the
radio set. The pick-up cable should preferably be lead -cased, the case being
earthed so as to avoid any undue interfer-

Blueprint
Service

on
page 776.

ence from the mains, etc., although in

actual practice ordinary twin -flex is quite
satisfactory. The dimensions of the box
will be obvious to the reader, and can, of
course, be varied to suit individual require.
ments. For instance, some may desire to

Consult Our

ACCOM MODATIO
FOR RECORDS

EARTHED CASINa
PICK UP CONNECTIONS

A novel method of converting a receiver into a radio -gram.

ON RADIO SET.
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FROM MICROPHONE
TO LOUD -SPEAKER
An Article Describing the Apparatus Used in the Production, Transmission, and Reproduction
of Wireless Programmes
THERE are probably many readers of
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

who are but newly interested in radio,
and many others whose knowledge of broad-

The compression and release thus travels allowed to fall upon a diaphragm in
outwards in all directions, not as a stream a device known as the microphone. The
of moving air, but as a vibration or pressure diaphragm vibrates in sympathy and, by
wave.

casting begins and ends with the ability
When the pressure wave reaches the ear
to operate their receivers efficiently, and its energy is communicated to a delicate
whose only interest in wireless is the musical mechanism and sets up corresponding
entertainment it provides. There is, how- vibrations which ultimately affect certain
ever, a considerable amount of pleasure nerves, giving rise to the sensation we call
and interest in the chain of processes and sound. It is principally by means of sound
the sequence of ingenious apparatus em- that we communicate with each other,
ployed in the production, transmission, but ordinary speech has a range of only
and reproduction of the programme, and a few yards and even a loud shout can
this short series of articles is intended to only be heard a few hundred yards away.
reveal, without going too deeply into Many have been the efforts made from the
highly technical matters, some of the mys- earliest days of history, to increase the
teries of broadcasting
distance across which people can comAt the outset it should be recognised municate by means of sound.
that, although to the uninitiated they may
Drums and horns of various kinds
appear intricate, the broad lines of broad- represent some of the first attempts at long-

means which will

be

described later, causes

the strength of an electric current to vary.

The Microphone
The microphone is connected by wires
to the receiving instrument. Through these
wires the varying current flows, and at the
receiving end produces corresponding variations in the strength of a magnetic system.
The exact explanation of how this is brought

about must be deferred for the moment.
The varying magnetism exerts a varying
pull upon a second thin plate or diaphragm,
which therefore vibrates itself in sympathy
with the magnetic impulses, and its vibra-

tions set up new air vibrations which the

ear of the person at the receiving end

casting are in principle an extremely simple distance sound signalling, and in Africa to interprets as sound.
matter. It is
this day news is conFor personal conversations telephony is
merely a method
veyed over enormous perfectly satisfactory, and communication
of transferring
stretches of country can be carried on over hundreds of miles
energy
sound
and at incredible speed by overhead, underground, and even
from the place
by code signals tapped submarine wires. It is, however, quite
at which it is
out on drums and unsuitable for the form of universal comproduced, and
passed
from native munication represented by present-day
re-creating it at
village to village by broadcasting requirements.
In the first
other places-of
relays of these in- place, it is necessary to instal wires between
the
bringing
struments.
the transmitting station and every listener
which
events
But drum throbs, -a most costly undertaking. Then it
take place at the
however suitable for would not be possible to link [every
studio into your
jungle communication, listener to every broadcasting station, so
home. Because,
are quite unsuited to that choice of programmes would be
'therefore, sound
very restricted.
is both the raw
What was wanted was some medium
material of
other than an electric current flowing
broadcast proalong metallic wires for the transmission
gramme, and
of sound impulses, and that medium was
also the finished
discovered in the form of the radio
product given A lady artiste preparing for the trans", wave." In this preliminary survey it
out by your mission of her voice over the micromust suffice to say that the radio wave
loud -speaker, it
is very similar to light in its nature. It
phone seen on the right.
is necessary to
travels at enormous speed -186,000
I

ss,

set down simply what sound actually is.
We can all recognise sound when we

miles per second-but, unlike light, it

does not affect, so far as we know, any'
of the human senses.

hear it-but few could define it in everyday
Perhaps the best practical
language.
definition is this : sound is the effect
of air vibrations upon our ears, produced
by the vibration of the instrument emitting
the " sound." Most people are aware that

sound is produced by vibrations such as
those of a violin string when bowed or
plucked, but it is not always realized that
vibration is not a " sound "until it reaches
the ear.

Sound Mechanism
The actual mechanism of sound propagation is as follows. An instrument-a
violin string, a drum head or something
similar-is forced to vibrate. As it

(Continued overleaf)

A special violin transmission in the
studio, with an engineer checking
the sound by means of headphones.

the conditions of modern civilization.

Were the air in very truth " filled
with music " the din would be

appalling, it would be impossible
to distinguish one message from
does so, it alternately pushes and releases another, and there would be no
a small quantity of air in its immediate secrecy. The first satisfactory soluneighbourhood, causing it to be alternately tion to the problem was the telephone
compressed and decompressed in absolute invented by Bell.
sympathy with the instrument vibrations.
Many improvements have been made
The displacement of the air particles gives upon the original electric telephone in-

corresponding " nudges " to adjacent par- strument, but the principle remains.
ticles and these in turn pass on the impulse In ordinary telephony the original

to the next layer of air.

sound - say, the human voice-is

A small early studio, adequately daped, with a
microphone on the stand at the right of the
picture.
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.(Continued from previous page)
must examine the nature of the waves---7But just as we can vary the strength of of sound, electricity, and of radio energy.
an electric current in sympathy with the As previously mentioned, the waves possess
vibrations of a human voice or an instru- motion; that is to say, they reach out from
mental performance, so we can ", modulate " the point at which they are produced and
or vary certain -properties of a radio wave, arrive at other points. For instance, the
and this is what is done at a broadcasting air waves produced by a singer or instrumentalist pass from him to the microphone ;
station.
The practical effect is that the aerial similarly, the radio waves produced from
of a transmitting station emits an invisible the transmitting aerial pass outwards
radiation the, instantaneous values of until they reach the aerials of all listeners.
which correspond with the instantaneous -Since they possess the property of motion,

February 9th, 1935

would be impossible to produce, at the
listener's end, the exact sound which was
made before the microphone, and we
should say that ;distortion has been
introduced.
This remark applies, of course, to every
other stage through which the programme
passes. The various amplifier!) at the

studio and transmitting station must be

able to pass on the signal strengthened, but
not changed as to quality. When the signal'

is combined with the radio frequency
values of the eleotric current flowing in the they must also possess a certain speed, and element, the audio -frequency characteristhe
speed
of
sound
waves
is
1,100
feet
per
microphone circuit.
tics must still be preserved unchanged ;
second, and that of radio waves 186,000 and in your own set the signal has to pass
The " Modulated " Wave
miles a second.
through several processes-a simple three The " modulated " radio wave, pervading
valve set will change the nature of the
all space and moving forward at its terrific Wave Frequency
signal perhaps a dozen times-but little or
By frequency is meant the number no change in quality is permissible if
speed, reaches in a small fraction of a
second every receiving aerial in the world. of complete waves occurring in one second. enjoyable reproduction is to be obtained.
And it possesses the power of setting up Now sound waves have frequencies lying It is interesting to note the number of
in each receiving aerial, a tiny electric between some few dozen to several thousand times the signal can be transformed-sound,
current corresponding in every fluctuation complete waves or vibrations or " cycles " electric currents, magnetic variations, ether
with the original wave. To the aerial is per second. A wave having a frequency waves, electric currents again,' more
connected the receiving " set," the con- towards the bottom end of this scale magnetic effects, more currents, mechanical
struction of which is such that, providing would give rise to a deep or bass note, motion and, finally, air waves once morethe original signal current set up in the while a wave
aerial is sufficiently strong, the weak impulses can be amplified and transformed
again into a reproduction of the original
microphone current, and further amplified
until they are powerful enough to operate
a loud -speaker which, as most listeners
know,. is only a magnified and improved
version

of a

telephone receiver. The

of high frequency, say

2,000 or 3,001)

per second,
would give a
high- pitch" I
or treble
note.

Actually
programme, be it music or speech, is
produced under conditions as near ideal the middle C
as possible before a microphone upon of a piano

the air vibrations forming the vibrates at a
programme impinge, one or two examples frequency 01
of this instrument being shown in the 256, and fur
accompanying photographic illustrations. all practical
The energy of these air vibrations is purposes a
converted by the microphone' into a good loudvibrating, electric current. To this is sp_e a ker
be
added what is known as a " radio -frequency should
current " and the combined current, now able to reprotermed a " modulated radio -frequency duce all
current," is led to the transmitting aerial. notes beIts energy is now radiated from the aerial tween 100 or
as a " modulated " radio wave which somewhat
Which

travels outwards at the speed of light. less and 6,000
cycles per
aerial, the radiated energy is converted second. An-

'When the wave is intercepted by a receiving

into a corresponding modulated
radio frequency current which is led to the
receiving set. Within the set is apparatus
capable of selecting the wave of the
particular station to which it is required to
listen-a process known as
tuning."
There may also be valves for magnifying
ihe weak incoming signals. Another valve
hack

other

point

which must
b e [remem-

An example of a modern studio used for musical purposes with two different
types of microphones

bered about sound waves is that few, if any,

send out vibrations of 256 cycles-the
" fundamental," as it is called-and also
much weaker vibrations of twice, three
times, and other multiples of the main
frequency. These subsidiary waves are
speaker. In this loud -speaker the varying called " harmonics," and their number

and associated apparatus transforms the
energy into a " telephone " current, and
yet others amplify its strength until it is
sufficiently powerful to operate a loud-

and yet be not merely a recognisable

instruments give out a pure wave of one reproduction of the original, but a remarkfrequency. If, for example, you played ably faithful reproduction.
middle C upon a violin, the string would

Radio Waves

It has been seen that when the programme

leaves the broadcasting station it does so

as a radio wave. Now the frequency of
she radio wave is not an audio frequency.
The radio waves, it must be understood,

telephonic current causes movement of a and relative strength give the music of each are not air vibrations, but are variations in
diaphragm which, in turn, sets up vibra- instrument its characteristic tone.
electric magnetic stress in what scientists
tions of air, thus re-creating the original
call the " ether of space "-a somewhat
Avoiding Distortion
sound waves.
vague medium which is considered to
It was mentioned above that a good pervade all the universe. If these variaIt must be remembered that, all the
way through this seemingly complicated loud -speaker should be able to respond to tions occur at a very high frequency, they
series of processes, the vibrations, whether vibrations between, say, 100 and 6,000. affect our eyes and are called light. Ether
of air, of microphone diaphragms, of electric The ear can detect sounds both lower and vibrations of a lower frequency are heat rays,
currents, or radio waves of magnetic higher in pitch, but their loss is not of very and still lower frequencies, but still far too
strength, are in perfect sympathy with great importance. The range of frequen- high to be within the audio -frequency range,
each other each is a true reflection " in cies to which the ear can respond is called exhibit the special properties which can be
another medium of the original progranime, the "audio -frequency " range, and it will made use of for wireless.
and providing the receiving apparatus is be clear that as the air waves produced in
The complete range of frequencies of use
correctly designed and operated, the final the studio are of audio frequency, so the for wireless is very wide, commencing at a
reproduction is a remarkably faithful currents produced in the microphone must few dozen kilocycles (a kilocycle is 1,000
re-creation of the sounds produced in the also be of audio frequency. It is important, cycles per second) and extending to many
too, that the audio -frequency microphone million cycles per second. From the
studio.
currents
should be an exact copy, so far as broadcasting point of view, however, the
The Nature of Sound, Waves
frequency and harmonics are concerned, important limits are between about
It is now necessary to amplify the of the original sound waves. Were there 150,000 and 2,000,000 cycles.
foregoing, but before this can be done we any serious difference between the two, it
(To be continued)
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R.E.ADERS)
ARENKLES

A Double Bell -push
FOR remote control purposes a pre-set

BLACK kNO.3

spindle, and by means of a crank the
motion can be transmitted to the indicator
arm as before.-A. E. H. Scumutonz

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS" must have
originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers Why not pass it

condenser can easily be converted to
replace two bell pushes, used in- connec-

tion with a coil -operated switch.

type, an arm should be fixed to the switch

r_IMM414=14111M.1114M41.114141.114.411414.11NI111MIN2

The

(Nottingham).

on to us ?We pay it1-10-0 for the best wrinkle
submitted, and for every other item published
on this page we will pay half -a -guinea. Turn

RED KNOB
5pRiNG

A Handy Fuse

HERE is a novel fuse which will prove

that idea of yours to account by sending it
in to us addressed to the Editor. " PRAC-

useful to the experimenter. To
snake the fuse, take two banana plugs with

TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,"

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and

address on every item. Please note that every

Mark
notion sent in must be original.
Do NOT
envelopes " Radio Wrinkles."
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

GLASS

-.4.14119.0114M.11411M11111414MIPIIIMENI.MINPOM.4.11=.46

FUSE 10,42e /0.4ssiNo
7,49pouch, THE re/BE

The
gramophone, as shown in sketch.
tone -arm and unit are attached to a piece
5pRuvoCcwrAcrs

76

Rier

of board fin. to fin. thick, so that the

4 VOLT

maximum vibration of the moving iron is
transmitted to the soundbox diaphragm.
The connecting link is a right-angled piece

BATTERY

75 CO/LS Ow grarcH.

Sock-rrs

of 18 S.W.G. copper .wire. A cabinet

An easily -made double bell -push.

gramophone produces the best tone with
black and red knobs are fitted to screws this simple loud-speaker.-R. M.. Ross
about 4in. long, and are kept in position by (limes).
a spring fixed firmly to the centre of the A Novel Wave -band Indicator
condenser ease. The screw that originally
AGOOD many sets in these days of
held the plates in position will do for this
purpose. Both the spring and contact
pieces are made from the condenser plates.
as illustrated,
The contacts

441/S4904RO

simplified controls have no means of
indicating which waveband is switched on,

A useful fuse for the experimenter.

except the position of the wave -change

The accompanying sketch shows

sockets, and a piece of glass tubing of a

" Medium " and " Long " neatly cut out of

found to bend quite easily if heated in a gas
flame). The fuse wise is twisted ro and the

switch..

so to be fin. away from the spring.
which will fit snugly into the tops
sure that the stems of the knobs work an idea which indicates at a glance which diameter
freely in the holes in the casing. The bottom waveband is in circuit. It consists of the of the plugs. Make two right-angled bends
of the condenser is held in position by the letters " M " and " L " or the words in the tube, as shown. (The glass will be
Be

centre screw.-H. W.

OWEN

(Forest Hill).

thin sheet metal, suspended between the

light and
An Efficient Improvised Loud -speaker dial
the dial of the
AVERY good improvised loud -speaker tuning condencan be made by attaching a moving - ser so that only
iron loud -speaker unit to the_soundbox of a one at a time is
shown

in

RED

INDICATOR -

REARING

CRANKED A RIGHT
ANGLE TO PANEL

the

escutcheon
frame

in

ARM (FROM IMASS "TRIP)

_GLADE

LETTERS

S

the

PALL TO

WjirE°,

panel. The
letters are

NECE OF

i013W0
WIRE

CRAW(

sol-

dered to an arm
which is raised

transmitted

THROLK.
SWITCH

FRAME

lar to the action

of a Norfolk
latch, by the
action of the
wave - change
switch, which

SECTION

SWITCH

or lowered, simi-

is

CRANK
MADE OF
ABOUT

PANEL

LET-I-ER(7

DIAL LIGHTGUIDE

Details of a novel wave -band indicator.

to the arm by
means of a crank which bears on the end
of the switch plunger by reason of its
own weight and that of the arm. When
the wave -change switch is pushed in it

metallic portion of one plug, passed through

the tube and fixed on to the second plug.
By looking at the glass tube one can see at
once if the fuse has been " blown," or is

raises the arm sufficient to show either the intact.-J. A.

GUY

(Poplar).

It is
not possible to give any dimensions as the Condenser Calculations : A Correc" 111 " or the " L " in the frame.

position of the wave -change switch and the

tion

size of frame of the dial, etc., govern the I N a wrinkle under this heading, published in our issue for January 19th,
amount of leverage required, which has to
be found by experiment. ;Where the wave - it was stated that " the resultant capacity

of two condensers of equal rating in parallel
rod, as in the ease of ganged coils, a collar is exactly the half of either of them."
should be fixed to the rod in a convenient This, of course, is incorrect, as the capacity
position to engage with the crank. Should in that case would be double that of one
change mechanism is operated by means of a

Method of making an improvised loud -speaker
with a moving -iron unit and gramophone
soundbox.

the wave -change switch be of a semi -rotary -condenser.
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BUILDING THE U
HALL-MARK
This Article Gives Full Constructional Details of 0

I

Mark constructors need have no fear of
such overloading occurring, however-the
valves and speaker of this receiver can
adequately deal with transients.
Pick-up Connections
As mentioned in last week's PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, the efficient L.F.

stage of this set makes it very suitable for
gramophone reproduction. The detector

stage has been designed with a view to
making the detector valve suitable as the

4*"

44."

valve -holders,' however, and therefore the

latter should be wired before the choke
is screwed down. It will be noted that the
tubular condensers and fixed resistances
are held in position by their connecting,
wires, and therefore thick wire should!
be used for this purpose as it is necessary.
that these components be quite rigid.

The front view of the chassis shown

below clearly indicates the position of the.
various controlled components. Great caret

should be taken to see that the tuning
condensers and coils are correctly

placed, as the clearance between the
VP horizontal scale and the coil
screening can is very small. It should
also be ascertained that the coil and
condenser chassis are clean on the
underneath surface, in order that
good connection may be made to the
metallised surface of the baseboard.

Here is the Universal Hall -Mork in its altrudir
cabinet.

BRIEF constructional details and the
theoretical diagram of the U ni versa I

I

I

I

Hall -Mark, the latest addition to
our series of push-pull quality receivers.
were given in

last week's issue

It

4,t

VOLUME

\\
have already received numerous ent11,1
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,

unnecessary
the
insulate
control
volume
bracket from the
is

to

CONTROL

siastic reports from readers who ha

baseboard, but the

going to prove immensely popular, especially amongst the D.C.
mains users. In the past very

MB, otherwise the
reaction winding
will be short-

reaction condenser
bracket must not

constructed this set from the theoretical
diagram, and it is evident that
the Universal Hall -Mark is

be in contact with

Lt.

circuited.

few D.C. receivers having an

output of over lf watts have

WAVECHANGE

been available. The usual D.C. zP2
mains voltage is approximately
220, and therefore a push-pull

screws that do not

SW/TCH

34

output stage is essential if a
large undistorted output is to
be obtained. By using two

Tungsram power pentodes in the
output stage in conjunction
with a
specially selected
speaker, the unusually high

REACT/ON CONTROL

output of 6 watts has been
made possible. This is, of course,
in excess of that required for a small
room, but volume may be limited by
means

of the

potentiometer

control.

It is a well-known fact, however, that a
reserve of power output is very desirable
in order to prevent transient distortion.
No doubt many readers have experienced

this form of distortion when using a valve
having a low undistorted output-; this

type of valve deals with most of the
musical items without distortion, but an
occasional sudden rise of volume on
certain notes causes overloading and
consequent distortion. Universal Hall -

N .
SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
UNIVERSAL HALL -MARK FOUR

.41,

Care

should therefore be
taken to use fixing

(4?

pass

through

the

ail

/2"

Front of chassis lay -out of the Universal Hall -Mark.

first gramophone amplifier ; it is correctly

baseboard. It will

R7, and when a pick-up is used or if the

coils are reversible.

biased by means of the cathode resistance

be noted that the

mfd.

They should be so
placed that the
terminal markings
are in the exact
position shown on

Component Assembly
The construction should present no
difficulty, as the components are well

If the spindle has
to be removed, in
order that one or
other of the coils
may be reversed,

receiver is to be converted into a radiogram,

it will only be necessary to At a pick-up
strip, connecting one socket of this via a
.5 mfd. condenser to G terminal of V2, and

the other socket via another

.5

condenser to the metallised surface of the
baseboard.

spaced and the wiring is clearly shown in
the wiring diagram.
All components,
except the L.F. choke, fixed resistances,
and tubular condensers may be mounted
before commencing with the wiring. The

the wiring diagram.

care

should be

taken when replacing this as it is

essential that the

The Chassis of

the.

individual ;switches

of the two coils

Suitable for all A.C. or D.C. Mains.
Large Output -6 watts maximum.

choke partly covers one of the output

Smooth Control of Volume.
Absence of Mains Hum.
Absolute Safety in Use.

A.C. and Battery Models were described in issues c

Wavelength -Calibrated Dial.

-

JE141.=10114MINIINIM.

January 26th and February 2nd

-

NNW

..(.0.....1,0M1,,..1411n. FliM I 1PlmiI

41.miumnINEMI041.MOI. M

mn.

tOwm .1M POMI. NEM b.M.1.1.10.41.1P.M.,,14MII.1.11110.1.4 1.I4141qt4M MOW. 141=.141
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Top and Sub -chassis Wiring Diagrams of
F. J. Cainm's Universal Hall, Mark Four
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Latest Quality Receiver
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are in the same position-that is, on long
or on short waves.

Fixing Electrolytic Condensers

Ten.emews

O

8

c,

o

O

MB

1,18

Before fixing the electrolytic condensers
Cl 8 and C19 it will be necessary to recess

the underneath surface of the baseboard

MB

by means of a 1k -in. drill, as the threaded
portion of the condenSer is not long enough

A

O

c

T.M.C.

C151

T.M.C.

One 2 mid. fixed condenser C111) -T.M.C.
Three 25 mid. electrolytic condensers .C8, C16,

Par -Aft -re -a

Alows 0.170.40/,6

ikra r

Ai,ra

Cu -

Two 8 mid. electrolytic condensers .C18, C19)-Dubilier.
One .0003 mid. pre-set condenser .C23) - Formo.
Fourteen fixed resistances, 30,0oot (RP,. 25,003 (R11,

tiecreoer,c

/7
e

5.000 ohms. type V.C.29 1R14,
One mains dropping re,:istance 1517) ---B.T.S.
One Soap H.F. choke-- Graham Parish.

;

One L.F. choke H.T.11 -- Wright and Weraff.
One input puck -pub transformer. type D.P.36
Three potentiometer brackets- Peto Scott.
One Mains on off switch, type S. 80 Bulgin.
Five valve -holders, 4, 7 -pin. 1, 5 -pin - Chg.

Two .5 amp. mains fuses -Microfilm.

0 00
0

/7

,Pecr

O

O

0

hfe
/4

I

1.000 ,R71. 250 ,R121. 250 tR13), 50 15151. 50 15161,

10,000 ,R101, 10,000 .Rth, 200 1531 --Graham Parish.
Two potentiometers 2.000 ohms, type V.C.26 k114) and

0003 Alen

C23 (41x2
HeH

0

C/9

2.000 .11.5r. 500.000 'Rh'. 20.000 1R8., 30,000 (RR.

:

9
/0

4T000 clvnes

Three .05 mid. fixed tubular condensers 1020, C21, C22)-

T.M.C.

SAHA Mg

e "lass

-5

A0/4

C5)-T.M.C.

One .0301 mid. fixed tubular condenser ,C7)-T.M.C.
Three .0002 mid. fixed tubular condensers
C124C13)-

8 Alco

fir-crooirrx'

O0

One 2 -gang set coils. types Q and T.--Wearile.
One 2 -gang .0005 mid. midget condenser with type V.P.
drive with wavelength male ,C1, C2)-Polar.
One .00015 mid. reaction condenser (CM-Graham Fetish.
Four .5 mid. fixed tubular condensers (C6,1 C11, C14.

Two .1 mid. fixed Hinter condensers

o

eov3 °OH'6

LIST OF COMPONENTS.

0, - 0.1,

gorroni

XIC/OC
414//YS

71 -one/ ,44

..5-4,007"evi,c

COKE

.4/

Az

5

2

%

One mains lead and plug -Belling and Lee.
Five valve., types el.P.2118, R.2018, P.P.4118, P.P.4118,
P.V.3018. - Tungsram.
One loud -speaker. type P.R.7. P.51.24-Roln.
One Metaplex chassis Pete Scott (12 x 10 x
A.R. strip and plugs - Belling Ls*.
One Hall -Mark Four cabinet.

Cf

.000241,0.
'0,-!1501

ted
IN,DINMOOMM.

Lei-taULZ /NA/I

cj 000,rfrIco

Covanwfree

to allow for the fastening of the nut;
'Lin.
holes should then be drilled
through the baseboard and the large

fixing nuts should be screwed tightly front
underneath-the condensers should not be
revolved, as the metallised surface of the
baseboard might become damaged if this
were done, thereby preventing a good con 1.411.1. =.4M0,1.11141...11.M.,.,1111111.0M11.1111411,41M1,!(...0....11.NIFM4

REACT Como

tact being effected between the casings of the

condensers and MB. The casing of this
type of condenser is the negative terminal
and therefore effective contact at this point
is essential.

in

The potentiometer R4 has been included

order that perfect matching of the

%MEM 1.11%1M, NO11.411111.10=41411Mbl

(Continued on page 764)
...OW 11=1.1
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VALVE TYPiFS AN

-USES -7

Diode Valves, Which, Although not Widely Used, are Particularly Valuable to the Home Constructor and
Experimenter, are Dealt with This Week
SPECIAL diode, or two -electrode, valves is no H.T. current consumption-this is

are by no means well known to the an obvious advantage. At the same time,
average amateur, but they can fre- the fact that reaction cannot satisfactorily
quently be used with advantage in modern or efficiently be applied when a diode is
circuits. Diode rectification is, of course, employed may be a definite disadvantage
old and was employed long before there in certain circuits. In the case of a superwere available the many special two - heterodyne, however, reaction is not used
electrode valves that are now on the
/ ANODE
Fig.

CATHODE

VALVE TYPES AND USES

1. -

COSSOR 220DD (Battery double -diode)

Showing the
base
valve

con nections
battery
and mains

for

HEATER

double

HEATER

2. - METACLISING

This drawing

2

.2
5 -Pin

characteristics of valves of all three types.
The battery and A.C. types arc fitted with
5 -pin bases, the connections for which are
shown in Fig. 1, whilst the Alullard 21)13
(for universal mains sets) has a side contact base, the connections for which

are given in Fig. 2.

An entirely different type of diode is the
high -frequency metal rectifier (sometimes

..
..

Heater Volts ..
Heater Amps...

4
.5
5 -pin

13

.2

Side -contact
0.1011.1141.4.1.114.1110114

ro

the connec-

and universal, and the details given in the

accompanying panel show the filament

" Cold " Diodes

..
..

Base

shows

output-sufficient

Heater Volts ..

MULLARD 2D13 (Universal mains -double diode)

CATHODE

si,::111

fully to load the flaming, L.F. valve.
Diode valves arc available for use in
all types of receiver-battery, A.C.

COSSOR DD4 (A.C. double -diode)
Base

ANODE
Fig.

..

Heater Amps...

diodes.

ANODE

..

Heater Volts
Heater Amps...
Base
..
.

extremely high

referred to as the " cold " valve), and

this is available in half -wave or full -wave
types, these corresponding with the single The.
diode and double -diode valves.
Westinghouse
connections for these
" Westectors " have previously been given

in these pages, and the £5 Superhet is a
with the second detector, so that the diode typical example of a modern receiver in
is just as satisfactory as a normal type of which a " Westeetor " is used as a diode
dual diode
three -electrode detector.
for second detection. In the receiver
which has a
referred to, the " Westeetor " is used as a
side contact
HEATERS
Input Signal Voltage
single diode, but a circuit for the double base.
TOP CAP_ ANODE.
Due to the fact that the diode functions diode (full -wave) type is given in Fig. 3.'
without an applied voltage between the In this circuit the double H.F. rectifier
market. In the past, however, ordinary
there are no characteristic is used for second detection and delayed
three -electrode valves were used as diodes, electrodes,
of the normal kind to consider, A.V.C. in a superheterodyne circuit. One
either by leaving the anode disconnected or curves
and the only points that call for considera- half of the double rectifier provides delayed
tions for the

universal

by joining together the grid and anode
are the maximum signal input voltage
terminals. There are many schools of tion
the maximum rectified current. Even
thought regarding the most efficient and and
points seldom need to be considered
distortionlesa method of detection, but it is these
recognised by all that, scl, far as " quality " because they rarely govern the choice

A.V.C., and the other performs the function

of detector, and follows the I.F. transformer in the conventional manner. It
is not necessary in this article to point
use of the valve, for all the diodes made out that the metal rectifier (or " cold "
is concerned, the diode cannot be improved or
a sufficiently high signal -handling diode) can be employed for a variety of other
upon. One reason is that the diode is a have
for 411 normal purposes. It is purposes than those mentioned, since that
" pure " rectifier, and cannot be employed capacity
this reason that some makers do matter has adequately been covered in a
as an amplifier; ;unlike the three -electrode for
even issue figures in connection with number of previous articles. It is also
valve (especially when reaction is applied), not
the diode performs only a single function. the factors mentioned above, the only unnecessary to stress the fact that the
given being the -filament (or
It is largely because of the recognised information
voltage and current. Generally
value of the diode detector that double - heater)
the diodes available can deal with
diode triodes, double -diode pentodes, and speaking,
a rectified current up to at least m.a.
the like have come into such great per
anode, which is equivalent to an

metal rectifier is even more economical
than the normal diode, due to the fact that ,

it operates " cold," and has no filament
or heater.
(To be continued)

prominence. There are, however, objections

to these multiple valves, not the least of
which is that they are rather expensive.

IF TRANSFORMER

1-tT.

A more important point is that if one

section of the multiple valve develops a
fault the complete unit is useless. On

IF. VALVE

the other hand, if a diode is employed
in conjunction with a separate triode or
pentode failure of the latter valve does not
affect the former. This advantage is
emphasised by the fact that the life of a

-02 MFD
111-Le7

diode is very long, generally exceeding that
of the normal type of valve.

No H.T. Required
A diode valve

consists

100,000

-000

only of an

indirectly -heated cathode and an anode,
but most of the diodes are of the double
type, and thus have two anodes, both of
which work in conjunction with the one
cathode. The double diodes can be used in

DELAY

100.000

same manner as when double -diode triodes
are employed.
.or

The diode does not require an applied
H.T. voltage, and this means that there

VOLTAGE

OHMS

a large variety of circuit arrangements,
for both anodes can, if desired, be joined
together and used as one, the anodes can

be used separately in a full -wave circuit,
or one anode can be used for rectification
and the other for providing A.V.C. in the

OHMS.

MFD

I MFD,

s em

T

-25 MEG
E

HT

AN/C.
shows how a full -wave metal rectifier
second detection and delayed A.V.C.

Fig. 3.-This skeleton circuit

can

be used to provide

.
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PILOT AUTHOR KIT

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION

Miscellaneous Components, Pats, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P. on our system of Easy
Payments. Send us a list of yogr wants.
C.O.D. orders value over 10 - sent carriage and post
We will quote you by return.
charges paid GREAT BRITAIN ONLY
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a soecial
export staff and save all delay.
We pay halt carriage- packed free. Send full value plus sufficient for half cirriage. Any rurplus
refunded immediately. Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to Irish and Overseas customers.

47

1EN

B
offer

Dims and fairest
Country.

YOURS

?siD'§

-- .
rKIT
"

the lowest
dealing in the

Strict Privacy guaranteed.

STENTORIAN STANDARD
For Poem, Siiiei

:12 monthly

Pox or, Pentode and Clara It. 1...111I..t 28:balance In 11 moot hie

W.B. TYPE E.1.2 SPEAKER. Specified for the A.C. HALLis%Ilk I. Caelt or C.O.D. 29,6 or 2,6
and 11 monthly
luents of 29.
;;EIRMCANSENPTEMAAKONEERT

In

10

13.9.,
.......

L

Pelo-Scott Ready Drilled Menai= Clonal., lOo,Su:lin.
I J.B. 2 -gang Batty condenser. glib Disc Drive s ..
1 001Verll 2 coil ...ambit,. type T.D.S.
1 Parley Input PushPull transformer, type DP36
1 Set of 4 specified valves

..
.
Peto-Scott De Luxe Walnut Battery Hall -Mark
Comolsite Cabinet
..

ROLA

or

NEEDLE ARMATURE PICK-UP
TONFARMWVOLUME CONTROL

3

As Kit :

complete e It h Plckeup rest, flexible lead, 100,000 ohms Volume

Control, instructions and template for fixing both Tone Ana and
N olunie Control. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Pahl. 92,010, or 2 6

-,..-------....--.1
C/ I As for Kit g
KIT ,,

. ..r

Consolette

! Cal -drier. less etreaker. Cash or I

:C.O.D. l'affiog, Pail, 840'9.;

c iritr:o Paid:
tient hi,.

Intiosit 7,5 and

,,

1, ,,incula

,

of

GRAHAM FARISH

111

. - - - -...... -

i

....w.......... - -

L ..mi =

Walnut

,,1008

7

RAIDER 3 KIT

't

I

'

Complete Kit of parts for building, less valves and cabinet. Send
only
Balances in 11 monthly payments of 6/3. Cash or C.O.U.

HALL -MARK 3 COILS

Carriage
Paid
98/7,11.. If valves
and cabinet re.
ouired,
add

Specified and used
Mr. F. J. Camm for the
Hall -Mark 3.

by

Carriage Paid.
I f
63,10.10.

82/18/6 to Cash
or com-

an

re-

dd

Price,
plete

for

131..1,1

of 11

11/8

deposit and 11
monthly pay.

genuine without
THERE
his signature.
ARE NO SUBSTITUTES.
With coloured Leads for
None

ran aleuldlcalion.

to
023:6
Caeli Price, or

THE PAIR. 7/6

for 12

Postage 94 extra.

monthly payments of 10,6.

1935 SHORT WAVE

ADAPTOR

MAKE YOUR SET art
ALL -WAVE SET
and receive
AMERICA direct
The famoti, B.T.S. SHORTWAVE ADAPTOR MI EASY
TERMS ! Peto-Sentt brim:
the wonderful thrill of

world-wide

reception,

within the reach ot.

all. Simply plugs into your
present Battery or A.C. Mains
coils.
13.26
Set. The only' adaptor ;if tie
a n d 24 - 52 price incorporai ! 100-1
metres.
Extra coils, 46-06 ratio aerial tuning and slowand 90-190 metres, 4;6 each.
motion reaction ; Mc.
or tiiiperhet
and 10
1daptor
Air
monthly
C.e.11

With 2. phtg,Ip

Lu,..

\\

'1

of 5 -.

for lull

Ku`
u I

12
I 13159. or
i pas ments of 6',

Cash or C.O.D.

1

A,"

I intiminig tub,. and Folh- I

PILOT CLASS114 KIT

c(00(

7 9.

Carriage Paid.

Complete kit of parts for building
lea. valies and cabinet. Send only
balance In 12 monthly pas
ments of lb-.

payments

,.1

Send for Art Folder of Pelo-Scott 1935 Guaranteed Radio
de Luxe - models from 1 6 weekly.

2

.

including set of 31
..11..-eitird vd,r,,, icm (ati. 1
net and Speaker. Cult! ,

or C.U.U.

rind 10 monthly payments of 43.

52/6

Mehl.

C.0.9. £ 2 : 5 : 0 down and 10 moodily payment + of 4 3.

I but

C.O.D.
Carriage
Paid,
21;19'6. or
2/6 deposit

READY ASSEMBLED.
or C.O.D. Carr. Pd.

6

4

HALL -MARK

Cash or

I KIT II B 1 I

Cash

B.73.

19

or C.O.D. Carriage Paid 26 64., ei S. dolga and 18 Dv., lily

of B.T.S. II a 11.1111 rk 3 kills, Ieu valves, cabinet alit1 pikeakrr.

PLC.

SPEAKER

to

6

0
0

KIT " A" Author'. Kits of Pint Specified p , it., o,; Ana pair

VAS P.M.

mitred,

IS

Carriage and Tackles! 26 elite.

W.B. Speaker, Citedt or C.O.D. Can loge Paid.
.-r 2 6 lbts
payment., of 4 '-

,

T

15
g

component.

or 5/- deposit aid 11 moidAly payments of 4.-.

11,109.

valves
cabinet

9

la

.

vOlume.

:.II the latest 1035 improved
1985 Moving -Coil Speaker.

SCREEN Et,
ItIgh eitivieney S.D.L Detector and super power out tee
Fitil-Al-titin male.
6 Low H.T. conailni pt I. in.
Mtil.it, ,.
3 Cabinet.
British valves of guaranteed lite.
Read
1..
6 ConipTie o o I. Oldh,m
oimditor and H.T. Bette -pi,. Cash

it.

.g4 it.

1

foetion of tone and

)6. .......:-,--. --.
.

.

foreign stations
with amazing per -

x

:

-

.

of

99

or 12 monthly payments of

all orders oxerg10,.. UREA? BRITAIN ONLY. Peto-Scott

KIT 13A "

monthly pay.

ilenta of 3', Caall or C.O.D.
iiiage Paid,

.

Cabinet. lens speaker. Ceti,
C.O.D. Carringe Pald, 67,10 6 s

-J

BATTERY

ith universal tapped Trinsnier.
Send
only 2 6 :

h.ilance

Direct from Factory
to you
saves
middleman's profits.
Gives a wide choice

KIT -BITS You pay tlie;Pteit Mali. We pay poet charges on Boil,

W. B. STENTORIAN SENIOR. For
Super-Inteer, Pentode on
itti It.
l'eura for 2 1 : Valance in 11 monthly payment. of
4 -. c.ixli or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.
22 2 0.
W.B. STENTORIAN BABY. Yours forl 6 ; lutlance In 9 monthly
of 2'6. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 91i26.

S.G.3

7 9.

1

of

- -.

Cash or C.O.D.
',triage Paid, S112'6.

[..1111Plila of 3/...

BATTERY

including valves and
Scott Battery liall-M.tr

80110. or.

payments

PETO-SCOTT

A."

" ""'

KIT "

but

Paid,

. (Carriage

.1111Jan:in-di.

....

payment,.

B f, AP fur Kit :

.

iiiiint lilv

and 11

giteluding get of 4tepecilled
t:,hee, late cabala mall
+IA:Aker.
Cash or C.O.D. I

approved accounts.

719

valves, cabinet, and

chassis, leas
speaker.

you

ROLA F. RS

or Yours for

Author's Kit of Bret Specified parts,
Including ready drilled Iletaplex

Immediate Delivery from stock to
W.B.

. RAD I 0
Sr1935 guaranteed

HALL -MARK 4

BATTERY

KIT " A" Cash
orPaid.
C.O.D. £4 : 5 : 0
Carriage

FOR

ANY
MODEL

BRITAIN'S FINEST MOVING COIL SPEAKERS --BRITAIN'S
LOWEST EASY TERMS !
Pe to -Scott

RIAN

deSeri lira leaflet

F. J. CAMM
£5 SUPER
-HET 3
BATTERY VERSION
KIT IS A"

°:°

BRINGS
MAINS RADIO WITHIN

e

REACH of ALL

rhr iaorgoCPtill
Or 9,. depooit and 11 aiMstAl ii-;aYmentt of 9,3
parte, including

KIT "Ayr Author'. Kit of Ant spsellied
hD

n plec

Balance

hasrig, less Valves and (t..biarg.

I
for Kai I KIT "C "
KIT B91 tit 1.'.
lmf !including valves and Pet., i

111, ;0.1 pi.;

put

or

V.Desh it.. v4i9frt

speeitled I
'cash

for C.O.D.
Carriage Paid'. I
V 61. ea. or Yours for 1331

Scott

Walnut Consolette
'Cabinet. less speaker. (Nell t
.

5/6

MODEL
M.A. 10/30

for C.O.D.
Carriage Paid 1
109 Os. Id. or Yours for 166
1 and 11 monthly payment./i par I
o
et' f 16 e.
or pan,
L ... =. mi ..
tta mt =I it
t pies.
Meetinghouse
PETO-SCOTT Walnut DE LUXE coNsolzrrs. Exclusively Metal Rectifier. Backed
Soceined by Mr. C. J. !':noun.
Measly to take the 65 3.Valve by Peto-ScolCs 16 years
land;

11

Soperhet.

tie711.31Y3.11,t.X. tot titt

.

Cook or C.O.D. 36,- (care. 2,11 extra), or 5,-- down and

7 !tenthly payments of 5',

Y./a

.

in

monthly
payments or
11

-Rea-:..

.

.1,-;,1p"11Amttili

SAVE the never ending expense of
11.'1'. I -at t m
tom-, Ala I, no.r.!111T11-u',fi

,

t...

perfect

let - Poe, -u
cr,
mods
3 11.T. Tappings . 00 -Su volts : :ste9
volts and 120.150 volt..
Out pit
10 to 34) m/a. Pitted with I. T. r,

Charger 2 volt at O.:. t le in
C.O.D.

Carriage Paid,

I

.1

E2 I91.

SEND FOR LISTS-EVERYTHING RADIO, SHORTWAVE, AND TELEVISION.
77, Pr.W.8, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.c.1

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

'Phone

Clerkenwell 94,,

7

West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1

'Phone : Holborn 3248.

Perse-i4 Qa4;ka-CASH7C..0.D.-EASIWAY
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TH6 BATTERY HALL -MARK

instructions, that trimming is somewhat explained that an increase in capacity of

FOUR
(Continued from page 752)

either trimmer is required; if it is, however.

complicated and will occupy rather a long the pre-set condenser will cause a reduction
time ; actually, this is not the case, and the in selectivity and a certain increase in
whole process can be carried out quite signal strength. For this reason, some
easily in half an hour or less.
compromise might have to be made.

it will be best to again check the adjustThe next step is to vary the pre-set
ments by tuning to a third station some- aerial condenser until the capacity most
where about the centre of the scale. These suitable for the aerial in use is found.
adjustments should have been made with Where the aerial is long, and especially if
the wave -change switch set to the medium - it is rather close to buildings or trees, the
wave position (clockwise rotation of the condenser knob will require to be screwed
knob). and it might be found worth while out for six turns or so, but if a short aerial,
to make a second cheek on the long -wave or an indoor one, is employed it will be
band.

I It might appear, from reading the above

HERE is often some misunderstanding to the householder consumer of
electricity concerning its cost, or
different costs, for what he might call the
same commodity.
The charge for lighting may be anything

the charge may only be Id. or id., and in

some districts only id. per unit.

On

the other hand there may be a fixed low
charge per unit for whatever purpose the
'electricity is required, whether it be for
lighting or power purposes, together with
A fixed annual or quarterly payment.
To help towards an understanding of
these different prices charged per unit,
it must be realised that the costs of elec-

tricity are not measured solely by the

of the day when there are not many

BUYING ELECTRICITY

aims at the completely electrified house.
At the same time it is an inducement to
users of electric light only to expand the

the knob right down.

It hardly need be

An Article Explaining
Charges

the Different
for Electricity

interest on money invested on same, labour,
rates, and insurance. These items are little
affected, whether the consumers' loads are
light or heavy. The remaining expenses,

vary with the amount of energy produced,
which the consumer pays for.
It is obvious, therefore, that with these
essential conditions, the supply authorities
must have some income from the vast body
of consumers, something by way of a rental
for the equipment necessary to meet these
conditions, ready to supply energy. When
sufficient energy is consumed to meet this
required over this amount can be supplied

at comparatively lower rates.

cerning, tariffs and flat rates may cause the

ideas about costs, or no idea at all in some

individually, and require it at that time

lack of proper information con-

consumer to restrict the use of electricity poses must pay the highest rate for it.
in the home on the grounds of mistaken They use a comparatively small amount
eases.

Expenses in Generation

use of electricity to some of the many other
household uses and so benefit by the reduced rates.

Having seen why the prices for power
units are cheaper than those for light, it is
advantageous now to consider the general
methods of charging for electrical energy.
There are two standard methods offered

for lighting and another rate for heating,

cooking, vacuum cleaners, wireless, etc.,
and other uses coming under the heading
of power. This method complicates the
house wiring and circuits in that two
meters have to be supplied, one fairly small
for measuring lighting units at a relatively
high price and a larger meter for the power
units at a lower price. Furthermore, the
wiring and plug points for power must be
kept distinct from the lighting wiring, thus
involving two separate main circuits.

Under this flat rate system an average

Consumers Requiring Light Only
It will be seen from this that consumers
who require energy only for lighting pur-

energy.

stations in operation.

covering the cost of fuel used for the to household consumers, one is the flat
operation of the machinery, do, of course. rate per unit, that is, one rate per unit

amount used, but are largely influenced
by the rate and time of use as well as the
purpose for which the consumer requires
the electricity. The reason why these initial rental, it follows that all energy
tatter points influence the cost of electricity
will be turierstood if we consider the Electric
Supply Authorities' point of view regarding
the generation and distribution of electrical

to the aerial coil, and this will only be used
when selectivity is not an important requirement, or where the receiver is used at a fair
distance from the nearest transmitter.
This connection will also prove useful when
long-distance reception is wanted at times

better to increase the capacity by screwing

between 4d. and Sd. per unit, whilst for
heating, cooking, and other domestic uses,

It will be seen that the aerial terminal
socket marked A.1 is connected directly

when the load from the supply station is at

price for lighting units might be 4d. and for
power purposes about Id.

Domestic Tariff
The other method of charging offered to
consumers, and it is becoming increasingly
popular in medium-sized houses, is referred

its heaviest-during the lighting period to as the " domestic tariff," " two part," or
of the evening, when everyone wants " all in " tariff. It consists of a fixed

To enable us clearly to understand the energy for light. For the remainder of the annual charge, related to the size of the
neat of electricity, let the buying of elec- twenty-four hours of the day the generating house or the amount of electrical apparatus
tricity be viewed more in the light of paying

for a service than that of buying a commodity.
Since electricity in the form we require
it cannot be economically stored on a commercial basis, it follows that the whole
power consumption required by the multituae of consumers at any instant from any
aupply station must be generated and transmitted direct to the consumer. This means
that the station equiptnent, cables, etc., for
transmission, must be large enough to meet

the biggest load that may be required

equipment, etc., need not be there for what

use the " lighting only " consumers have
for it. They take no load from the station,
and consequently there is no revenue for
the supply authorities.
Now the consumer who, besides taking

installed, plus a small charge per unit used,

usually between !d. and lid., for whatever
use the electricity is needed.

With this method only one meter is

required, and consequently only one system

of wiring, as all the units are at the same

energy for lighting, takes it for heating, price. This is a great convenience, especially
cooking, and some of the many other electrical domestic requirements, helps to build
up a load from the supply during the day when the load is only light compared with
the evening load.
The supply authorities therefore, in the

in the smaller houses, where a light duty

plug can be connected to the lighting circuit
at any convenient outlet and used for any

of the small appliances without the need
to consider whether the supply is charged

for at a higher lighting rate, or a lower

from it, irrespective of this big.load being hope of levelling out the demand for power rate.
only required at certain times, say in the electricity, offer this type of consumer a
The annual charge alluded to above is
evening when every consumer wants poWer reduced rate, which consideration intro- usually calculated so that, together with the
for light.
duces tariffs. This encourages the progres- revenue from normal lighting at the unit
The greatest expenses in the generation sive use of electricity in household power rate, they produce the yearly amount
of electricity are the initial costs of appliances, helps to get away from re- which would be expected from a consumer
machinery, buildings, cables, meters, etc., stricted lighting to ample illumination, and who uses light only at the standard flat rate.

BUILDING THE UNIVERSAL
HALL -MARK FOUR
(Continued from page 761)

The leads marked A, B, C should be valves in use.

connected to the transformer attached to
the speaker, A and C being joined to the

end tags and B to the centre tag.

We

This
component should be treated as a pre-set
control, however, and once it is adjusted

would emphasise that the speaker has been
specially selected for this receiver, and the

need not be altered until a new valve has
to be fitted. The control has therefore

speech coil.

pentode valves may be effected.

push-pull transformer is of the exact type

for a pair of output pentodes its setting required for matching the valves and speaker
been attached. to the back of the baseboard.

Readers are therefore strongly

resistance

Using the wrong value

in this position may cause

serious damage to the valves,

as

the

necessary .18 amp. required by the valve

heaters is regulated by means of this
component. If the mains voltage is 200

to 205 the lead passed through chassis
hole No. 2 and the flexible lead front the
fuse -holder should be connected to the

advised to use the specified component if second terminal of the resistance (viewed
best .results are desired.

from the bottom), to the third terminal

The same warning applies to the main for a 220 -to 230 -volt supply, and to the
When making preliminary adjustments this
control may be set at approximately dropping resistance, as the value of this fourth terminal if the voltage is 240 to
has been carefully calculated to suit the 250.
mid -way position.
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high -frequency

alternating

current.

'Imagine, for example, that the steady
anode current passing through the !
valve when no station is being received is,

INNHER'S

say, 10 milliamps (actually it would be

very much less than this), and that on
the set being tuned to a particular wave

UPPILIERENT

that this current immediately commences
to fluctuate between 6 milliamps and 14

ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN WIRELESS

current, in that it is composed of the same
stream of electrons from filament to

It will be realised that it is
still a direct current, although it is now
rising and falling in strength at a high
speed or frequency. It is also still one
milliamps.

(PART II)
An Explanation of the Various Currents Met With in a Modern Radio Receiver.

However, it is just as correct to
think of it as a steady direct current of
anode.

WE now come to a study of the increases. It will be seen, therefore, that 10 milliamps mixed with a high -frequency
currents in the first valve of our the circulating current in the aerial circuit alternating current which reaches a
We have already has, through the agency of the grid, a maximum figure of 4 milliamps in each
receiver.
described how the steady direct current profound influence on the anode current, direction. Thus, at the moment the
which passes through the filament causes
the emission of electrons.

These electrons

fly off the filament like spray from a

glass of effervescing mineral water. However, unless there is some outside attraction they shoot out, only to return again,
as in Fig. 7. To prevent them falling back

again, the filament is surrounded by a
metal sheath called the anode. This is

causing it to rise and fall in harmony with alternating current is flowing in the same
its own fluctuations. In other words, the direction as the steady direct current
anode current is no longer a steady direct the total current will amount to 10
current, but a fluctuating direct current. milliamps +4 milliamps =14 milliamps.
Moreover, it is one which fluctuates at a When in the next instant the alternating
current is flowing in the opposite direction
high frequency.
Of course, it only fluctuates in this way it will partially neutralise the direct
TO POSITIVE ENO

CV HT

TERM

connected to the positive pole of another

battery-the high-tension battery. This

alternating current which we wish to
preserve and to pass on to the next valve,
because it is this which is a replica of
the aerial current. The steady direct

means that the anode becomes positively
charged, or, in other words, that it has a
deficiency of electrons. To make up this
deficiency it attracts the electrons which
are being emitted by the filament. These
electrons, therefore, instead of returning

to the filament, fly across to the anode,
as in Fig. 8. Of course, in practice the

anode completely surrounds the filament,
but for clarity it is here shown above it.
We have already come across two dif-

current and reduce it to 6 milliamps (10
milliamps-4 milliamps=6 milliamps).
Considered as two separate entities in
this manner, it will be clear that it is the

current is not wanted. Actually, the high -

frequency component is more than a
replica of the aerial current. It is an
enlarged replica of it. This is due to the
fact that a small variation in the electric

HEATED

ELI

PILAPIENT

TO L. .4IIT ERY

Figs. 7 and 8.-Diagrams representing a valve

ferent kinds of current in our receiver, without a grid, showing the electrons issuing
namely the steady direct current which from the filament, and the electrons attracted
heats the valve filaments and the high to the positive anode.
frequency current in the aerial circuit.
We now have this third current in the while a station is being received. If the
form of a stream of electrons which broadcasting station ceased to transmit
actually jumps across the space between or the aerial circuit is detuned, so that
the filament and the anode of the valve. the oscillations in the aerial circuit die
down, then the grid has no further
It is called the anode current.
We are now in a position to link up the influence on the electron stream within
H.F. current in the aerial circuit with the the valve. The latter then immediately
anode current in the first valve. The settles down to a steady flow, that is to
connecting element here is the wire grid say, it once more becomes a pure direct
which is placed between the filament current. To summarise, the anode cur-

charge on the grid of the valve induces a
large variation in the anode current. In
other words, a small current fluctuation
in the input circuit of the valve is
reproduced as a large current fluctuation
in the output circuit. To produce this
amplifying effect is, of course, the chief
function of the valve.

Separating the Currents

We have now to two how the high frequency current in the output of Vi
is isolated from the direct current component and fed to the next valve. If
reference is made to Fig. 3, it will be
noticed that the anode circuit divides
and the anode. This is connected directly rent may take either of two forms. Thus, after it leaves the valve, one branch
to the aerial circuit at the point A as when no station is being received it is a passing through the high -frequency choke

steady

shown in Fig. 3 (reproduced in last week's
issue), and can therefore be considered as direct curelectrically identical with A. Incidentally, rent, but
there are two grids shown in Fig. 3, but when the
the outer one is really a screen, the set is tuned
function of which is outside the scope of to a station
it becomes
this article.
a fluctua-

ii8

ting direct
It has already been pointed out that current.

Nature of the Anode Current

there is an alternate piling up and empty-

p1

A n other

iqg of electrons at A, and since the grid way of reis connected to this point it is therefore garding the =
subject to the same electrical changes. anode cur-

When the grid contains an excess of rent in its

fluctuating
the filament and the anode is to reduce form is to
the anode current. The electrons on the consider it
grid repel those which are shooting off as being a
from the filament and send many of mixture of
them back again, thus reducing the total two :curnumber which get across to the anode. rents-one
When, in the next instant, the electrons a steady
leave the grid it no longer repels the direct curelectrons the effect of its presence between

electron stream which is issuing from the
filament, and so the anode current

rent and
the other a

p

1
Figs. 9, 10, and 11.-Showing how the action of a condenser is comparable

MEM.11,11.11=641411111111111411.4141101.41.mmA

with that of a hydraulic piston.
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(marked H.F.C.) to the positive pole of the nereen-grid valve travels along to the purposes by feeding it back through the
This condenser then variable condenser Cy 'arid the reaction
the high-tension battery, while the other Condenser 03.
branch leads to the small fixed condenser passes on similar alternations to the coil. This latter is placed near the grid
C2, and thence to the tuned -grid circuit second tuned circuit in our receiver. coil and the passage of the H.F. current
The action of this is exactly similar to tends to boost up the strength of the
of the next valVe V2.
The D.C. component takes the first that of the aerial circuit already dealt oscillations in the latter.
The direct current component passes
path, the electrons travelling through the with. It has to be tuned in just the same
H.F. choke to H.T. -4- . From there they way, and when the variable condenser through the H.F. choke and the primary
pass through the battery and return to C3 is adjusted to the correct capacity winding of the low -frequency transformer
the filament of the valve via the common it will oscillate in a similar manner. to4he H.T. battery. Its path can easily
H.T.-, L.T.- lead. Their progress is These oscillations are imposed on the be traced out by reference to Fig. 3.
The low -frequency current passes Zmite
impeded very little by the H.F. choke, grid of the detector valve V2 in the same
since this only consists of a coil of wire way that the oscillations in the first easily, through the H.F.C., since the
of comparatively low resistance. The tuned circuit are imposed on the grid inductance of this is not sufficient to
resistance of the H.T. battery is also of VI. However, in this case a condenser impede this comparatively slowly fluctulow. The direct current cannot follow C5 is included in the lead to the grid. atipg current. However, the inductance
the second path, which is reserved for the This has a similar action to that of C2 of the transformer primary offers a very
high -frequency alternations, because when in that it offers a ready passage to the appreciable impedance, and this causes
it reaches the condenser C2 it comes up H.F. impulses. Its presence in the lead a' difference of electrical pressure_ between
against a complete barrier in the form to the grid of the valve is justified, one end of the winding and the other.
however, by the necessity of isolating the This pressure or electro-motive force
of the insulation between the plates.
Now let us see what happens to the grid from the rest of the circuit, an (E.M.F.), as it is called, fluctuates with
alternating current comprising the useful essential condition of the valve's function every variation in the current and these
part of the output current of the valve. as a detector. This little point cannot be fluctuations induce similar but amplified
First of all, it is prevented from taking dealt with more fully here, but readers fluctuations in the secondiiry winding of
the first course by the H.F. choke. Now, are referred to previous articles which the transformer. This secondary windalthough this choke offers very little have appeared in these pages for a com- ing, it will be observed, is connected to the
opposition to direct current, yet it pro- plete explanation of the function of the grid of the output valve V3 and therefore
these fluctuations are imposed on the
vides an almost impassable barrier to detector valve.
high -frequency alternating current. This
is due to its inductance, a property which

coils exhibit when subjected to rapid
alternations of electric current. It is
something like inertia, since it has the
effect of opposing any rapid changes in

the flow of current through the coil.

I It does not oppose a steady flow but' only
In

an incitase or decrease in the flow.
the case of the high -frequency current
Under discussion the changes are very
rapid, and therefore the opposition or
impedance of the choke becomes correspondingly large.

Since the current cannot pass through
the H.F. choke it takes the second path
leading to the condenser C2. Now,

To analyse our findings up to the grid. The object of this valve is, of

moment, we have come across steady course, to amplify these.

The current flowing in the grid circuit
direct current, high -frequency alternating
current, and pulsating direct current. (comprising the secondary winding of the
And now, in passing from the grid circuit transformer and the grid -bias battery) is
of the detector valve to its anodecircuit purely low -frequency current. The H.F.

.

-0...g

00

0

0.

00

0

Figs. 12 and 13.-Diagrams Illustrating. the action of a condenser when subjected to an
alternating current.

we meet with low -frequency alternating
curiously enough, although this condenser current..
.

forms a complete barrier 'against direct

current, it offers a ready path to H.F. Speech Currents
currents.

Condenser Action

current has been stopped by the H.F.
choke and the direct current component
has passed through the primary of the
transformer to the H.T. battery, and
thus it is only the low -frequency or speech

It must be understood that when current which arrives at the grid of V3.

music

or

speech

is

'Wing

received This is amplified by the valve and passed
through the loud -speaker.

Strictly speaking, the current does the H.F. current which 'the -radiated
not pass through the' condenser, waves induce iii our receiver -circuits is
although the effect is similar. To use not of. ' constant steength. It varies
an analogy, the action of the condenser aceoaing' to each little inflection of the
is comparable with that of the hydraulic transmitted sounds. The variations
device shown in Figs. 9-11. Water occur at a much slower rate thin the
entering at A pushes the double piston individual H.F. pulsations of the current.
to the right, as in Fig. 10. It is obvious For instance, the transmission of a pure

that this will cause the ejection of an musical note such as middle C would
equal amount of water from B, although, cause a rise and fall in the strength of the
of course, it is not the same water. On H.F. pulsations at a rate or frequency
the other hand a reversal of the water of 256 times per second. The action of
!treasure will cause an influx of water the detector valve is to isolate these

TRIMMING SUPERHETS

ACCURATELY to trim a superhet a
signal generator is sometimes es-

sential, but there is one point that is
often overlooked when this instrument
is used. Most multi -valve superhets have
A.V.C. incorporated, and therefore a slight

adjustment of the trimmers does not

have any appreciable effect on the output signal. When making preliminary
adjustments with this type of set
low -frequency -fluctuations, which repre- tuning
is therefore necessary to break the
sent the actual sounds being transmitted, it
and they are then passed on to the output A.V.C. circuit at the anode of the double diode valve.
valve V3..

into the right-hand cylinder at B and an
outflow of an &Mal amount Q. A. In
the case of a condenser subjected to an
alternating ctnyent the -flow of the
An analysis of the anode current of the
eurrent- in one direction " fills " up one
'late of the condenser with electrons, and detector valve will show it to be more
the presence of these electrons has the complex even than that of the first valve,

effect of repelling an equal number of for the low -frequency pulsations are now
electrons from the opposite plate as in present as a separate component. The
Fig. 12. When the current changes its anode current as it leaves the valve,
direction of flow, a reversal of this process therefore, can be considered as being
takes place as in Fig. 13. From this it composed of three distinct elements.
Will be seen that electrons flow in and out

of the nondenser with each change of

direction of the current, and although the

Firstly, a steady direct current ; secondly,
a high -frequency alternating current ;
and thirdly a low -frequency alternating
current. It is the last named which
has to 'be passed on to the final valve for
amplification. The other two compo-

THE OCTODE VALVE
THE octode frequency -changer valve is
exactly similar to the heptode,

except that the first detector or mixer

section is a pentode instead of a tetrode,

and, of course, it has the advantages

which distinguish the H.F. pentode from
the S.G. type'of valve. No injector coil
or other form of external coupling is required between the oscillator and mixer
sectionsof either the heptodeor the octode,
the necessary coupling being provided by
the electron stream itself. This is known

same electrons do not emerge from the
one side as enter the other, yet the effect
is that of an unbroken circuit.
To return to the circuit under discus- nents we, do not wait, although the as electronic coupling, and is thus dission, the H.F. current from the anode of. H.F. .current can be used ifor reaction tinguished from other forms of coupling.
LI,NIMMKNIENM.O.NDIt40.4M.O.MMIK1-.M41414MIKINI.110!11.194141.1.4E.0.=00.0.
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THE FERRANTI
A.C./D.C. CONSOLETTE
A New Four -valve All electric Superhet.
and switching on, the volume control
pointer is set about quarter way along its
travel. The dial will be illuminated, and

chassis. A Ferranti moving -coil speaker is

mounted above the set, and inside the
cabinet at the top of the receiver two

in less than a minute the valves will be terminals are fitted to which connection
heated up, and the set will be ready for may be made for operating one or two
reception. As the tuning knob is rotated external 'speakers. Great care has been

the pointer of the electric tuner will move taken with the design to render it as fooldownwards as each powerful transmission proof as possible, insulated spindles being
is received, and will rise as the station is provided for the controls, to prevent the
passed. The correct tuning position for possibility of shock when used on a D.C.
- any station is the point at which the
supply having the positive main earthed,
electric tuner pointer moves to its lowest or if wrongly connected.
position. The amount of the movement
,

varies according to the strength of the Fitting an Fxternal Speaker
station received, and in the case of very
An external speaker may be fitted to
weak signals, especially when using a this receiver, the necessary terminals for
mains aerial, no movement will be apparent.

which are situated at the rear of the

Such weak signals can be tuned in in the chassis. 'Ferranti, Ltd., make a variety
usual way, and for this purpose the volume of such speakers, which are specially
control should be advanced.
suitable for this purpose, requiring no
Delayed automatic volume control is special adaptors or fitments of any kind.
A three-quarter front view of the Ferranti provided, and the manual control enables If any other make of speaker is used, a
receiver on its table, showing its attractive the volume to be set at any desired level, Ferranti' transformer, type OPM6 (price
appearance and neat layout of the control knobs.

THIS receiver, which was first shown at
Olympia last year, has several
interesting features, including a
visible tone control dial. This shows at a

glance the station names and wavelength,

whether the set is tuned correctly, the

the pointer at the bottom right-hand corner 22s. 6d.) must be employed. The terminals
on
the transformer
marked "Speaker Ratio
22.5/1 " should be connected to the extra speaker terminals on the

set, and the terminals
marked " Receiver "

position of the tone and volume controls.
and whether the set is on or off. Another
- special feature is a floating chassis to

should

be

connected

The receiver is suitable for use on 200

to the extensio.n
speaker.
The receiver is

and a leaflet sent out with each receiver
gives clear instructions for connecting up
to the mains supply. The wave -change

its current consumption
is only 90 watts. From
this it will be seen that

reduce resonance.

economical to run, as

to 250 volts D.C. or A.C. of any frequency,

the receiver consumes

switch knob is on the left-hand side of the
receiver, and the combined on -off switch knob and volume control is on the righthand side. The centre knob is the tuning
central, and the receiver is tuned by
rotating this knob until the tuning bar
coincides with the dot on the dial indicating
the position station. A scale giving medium

less current than that

required to light an

average size room. A
point worth mentioning
is that all Ferranti
receivers are covered by

wavelengths (200 to 550 metres) is included

at the top of the dial, and long wave-

lengths (900 to 2,000 metres) at the bottom
of the dial.

Operation

Above, chassis view showing the neat layout of the components.

a twelve months' guarantee, with the exception of the valves, which

of the dial giving an indication of the are sold under the same conditions as
degree of volume. The small knob seen electric lamps, and are not, therefore,
above the centre of the dial is for tone guaranteed.
This will
extraneous
noises, particularly
when listening to
very distant stations
with the volume
control.

After connecting the set to the mains, reduce
SPECIFICATION IN BRIEF
RECEIVER :

Ferranti

Universal

A.C. D.C. 4 -valve superhet. Consolette model.
MAKERS : Ferranti Ltd.
SPECIFICATION: Four valves.
Oscillator and first detector, H.F.
pentode and first L.F. amplifier,
second detector and A.V.C. power
valve,
half -wave rectifier, and
barretter.

Moving -coil

speaker.

Electric tuning.
Continuously
variable tone control.
Delayed
automatic volume control. Steel
chassis.
Walnut cabinet inlaid

i

with maple and measuring 191in. x
x 91in.
PRICE : 13 guineas. A.C. or D.C.

mains 200,250 volts, any supply
frequency.

control turned to its
maximum position.

Constructional
Details
The set is housed

a
beautifully
finished walnut cabinet with a front
inlaid in quilted
in

I

:

A suitable
table is provided to
maple.

match.

The chassis

is an all -steel one,
and a feature of the

component assembly
is

that the tuning

unit is
mounted below the
condenser

Sub -chassis view showing the ganged tuning condensers.
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ECONOMY
Large output without the need for
special valves and transformers.

Re-

duced current consumption with no
distortion. A Westector fitted to your
existing set

enables you to use

a

large output valve and yet halve your
high tension bill. Power. ...quality

.... economy.

Full particulars and circuits are
given in " The All Metal Way,

OTWESTINGHOUSEN

1935." Send a 3d. stamp to Dept.
PRA for a copy and do it NOW.

WESTECTORS
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

6

" That's a fine Radio -

REASONS WHY

Gramophone you've

YOUR CHOICE SHOULD BE THE

got !" "It isn't! it's a

CO5MOCORD
Unigram
ovum tom

SPEAKER

YOU can also convert ,parr WIrelow Bet IntofirfrizoitIcenl,rIch-fanv.1
Grant !or an equally small coat. TheCosniocord tfulgrain it Ili,. lic
easiest and most perfect way-you simply place your set upon it.. .
pick-up Dads to the :receiver and the electric motor to the maini ..a
could be simpler. Instantly you have a that -class Radio -dram of v
will be proud. And all It costs is 75/- (Handsome Pedestal,! GU/. extrai or by easy payment,. See the UnIgrant at your Dealer's, or write to -day for
Interesting Cosnincord Book on "Balanced T'.I1^ .
COS110(X)11D, LTD.. Cambridge Arterial I:
.

l.,llls in Moving Coil ..p.
production-we make nothing else.
by. ar.,

The magnets. which are the

heart of
any speaker. are the latent type and the
most
efficient
obtainable
from the
Sheffield experts.

;

4062-3).

Dust covers back and front to preserve

the gap have been a
standard Wharfedale fitting for over 18
the cleanliness of
mint ha.

Wharfedals

speakers

nehlee

quality

RALPH STRANGER'S

before

WIRELESS LIBRARY

without sicrilicing sensitivity. It is not
to buy a special 8 to 12 -watt
amplifier to drive a Wharfedale speaker.

Every component part

Is

tested

construction i.
tompected and every speaker finally tested
Every

use.

New Bronze Chassis

stage

of

on owallator and signal by skilled men.
World " rays of the
" Eleetro-acoustic efficiency comparable with stains energised

" Wireless
Th.
Bronze model:

units

.

.

.

the

general effect

satisfying to the ear."

CHASSIS MODELS

fall with ['sneers& Iran sformer)

Junior...........326
Bronze
42A
...

..

Is

vcr);

CABINET MODELS

(an frith Universal Transformer ant
Volume Control)

Bronzian

45'6

65 6
92 6

Ant. your deafer to demonstrate or send for catalogue.

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS, 62, LEEDS RD., BRADFORD

each 1'- net

A deservedly popular series of non -technical
books on Wireless for the man -in -the -street.
There are sixteen books altogether, each
dealing with one particular subject. Between
them they cover the whole field. Convenient
" pocket " size ; each book contains 64 pages ;
profusely illustrated. List of titles, free on
request. Send postcard to -day.
From all Booksellers, or by post 1/2 each from

GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED,
8-11, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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SWartWove

Section

ABOUT TUNING COILS
A Practical Article Dealing with Tuning Coils,
Variable Condensers, and Dials.

AT the present time it is certainly true

that a short-wave set is designed
with a view to range and, in consequence, the high -frequency side of the
circuit is the more important. Tuning
arrangements, therefore, must conform to
two rules-" reliability " tind " low -loss."
In the early days of short -waves, as experi-

between them ; and as a rubbing contact is

so often liable to _cause noise, a pigtail
connection between moving vanes and
chassis is advisable. Contacts between
two dissimilar materials set up a form of
chemical action which, in a condenser, can
cause a " crackling " noise. This was
frequently found to be the case where steel
ball -bearings were used with a brass
condenser, and as a result short-wave

condensers are specially fitted with phosphor bronze ball -bearings. It is even more

essential on short waves, than on medium
or long, that the variable condenser should
work smoothly and easily, for, as short -

as being used nowadays, this is an extremely
satisfactory combination. Three coils are

generally required to cover the complete range from 10 to 80 metres.

Naturally, different _makers have their
own ideas as to coil design and particularly as to various arrangements for
spacing the coil -pins. Some makers of

enced " fans " will remember, the short- short-wave gear provide three other
wave fraternity went " low-loas mad," different plug-in fittings besides the

and skeleton construction of coils and
condensers, together with " de -based "
valves, were all the rage. All this is not
necessary now, for with better -quality
insulating materials of almost infinite
resistance,

type already mentioned.
This, the writer feels, is an unfortunate
valve -pin

situation in that all makes of plug-in

coils should be interchangeable, firstly
for the convenience orthe amateur who
short-wave components are may possess more than one make, and
secondly in the event of one manufacturer ceasing to make shortwave

coils.

Short waves are

coming to the fore, more makes of

coils will appear on the market, and Fig. I.-A Bulgin multiple short-wave coil
it is strongly recommended that
chassis.
manufacturers should decide now on
wave
amateurs
know,
searching for and
one or another form of pin arrangethe final resolving of short-wave signals is
ment as standard.
There may be many who so much more " tricky."
feel that plug-in coils are a
little obsolescent even for Dials
Besides smoothness of working in the
a more -or -less experimental
receiver such as a short- condenier, then, it is obvious that the dial
waver-for these ?here are one or used with it must work smoothly and
two wave -change designs. Al- efficiently, and in this the modern amateur
though they are very well made, is fortunate. Old hands will recall many
there is bound to be seine slight troubles and difficulties arising from the
sacrifice of efficiency in the in- cheap and nasty slow-motion dials once so
terests of convenience. Messrs. popular. Besides a " coarseness " of
Bulgin have a very interesting motion, " backlash " and " slip " were the
combination of plug-in coils and curse of the early slow-motion dial, hut all
switching on the market. Seven these are entirely absent from the modern
Fig. 2.-A Polar two -gang, short-wave condenser on a coils are obtainable covering the condenser drive of any reputable manuspecial steatite base.
entire range from 10 to ' 2,000 facturer. The writer recommends the
metres, and out of these any five
(Continued on papa 770)

much more efficient, and the design of coils may be
standard plugged in. A
be taken, multiple switch
however, for maximum results, and in this arranges for any

.short -wavers follows quite
practice. Care still needs to

article some hints on tuning arrangements one coil to be put
are given.
into circuit.

Coils
On the two broadcast wavebands, wave -

change switching from one to the other is

the order of the day, but owing to the

number of different wavebands used on
short waves, plug-in coils of some form
still hold sway. The two:pin variety such
as used to be popular some years ago are
still used by many amateurs. They made

Condensers
There are,

it

seems, more

varieties of special
short-wave con.:
densers on the

market than there
are of coils.. It is
useless to employ
probably the most useful and flexible an efficient coil with a poor
tuning arrangements ever attempted, but condenser, and therefore it

have been superseded by more modern must be seen to that the
forms and are no longer on the market. losses in the condenser are
They are, however, quite simple to make, small. This is done by means
and directions as to how to do this were of keeping the dielectric
given in PRACTICAL WIRELESS a few weeks material at a minimum, and
ago. The important point to remember condensers of reputable

is that the bases and holders must be of the make can be relied upon
best quality obtainable, as otherwise losses in this respect. Another question
would ruin all the good effects of the efficient to consider in regard to short-wave
coils.
The modern form of short-wave condensers is that of noise. They
coil is usually made with a four -pin base to are usually made with double spacplug into a valve -holder, and in view of the ing between the vanes to minimise
special low -loss materials already mentioned the risk of noise due to dirt

Fig. 3.-A Polar
tuning

dial

wi

horizontal micro
drive.

VW
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air -spaced, rather than a solid -dielectric
reaction condenser should be employed.

" full -vision " type of scale and, naturally This should be fitted with slow motion or a
enough, this should be marked in degrees, slow-motion drive, and the most important
not wavelengths (which would, of course, point to remember is that the space between

be for the medium and long waves). A the vanes should be kept scrupulously clean.
particularly useful type for short waves is It is obvious that as the reaction condenser
made by Polar. This has two concentric is across H.T.-1- and H.T.- any high knobs, one giving a ratio of 7:1 and the resistance leak due to dirt as the vanes are
other of 100:1. A useful tip where a rotated means a high -resistance leak across
condenser drive is concerned is to remove the H.T. battery which results in a loud
the small one -inch knob fitted to it and to
fit a three-inch dial to the spindle. Besides
affording a much better grip, the " dial finger " ratio is much larger, and hence the

noise every time it occurs, or in the case of

much dirt-a continuous crackle. It can

be greatly obviated by putting a fixed

much more slowly. Great care must be

condenser of .001 mfd. upwards in series
with the reaction condenser, and so preventing any possibility of a battery short-

Local Dealer's or at our
Demonstration
Room

plated using is entirely free from inherent

Coils and condensers for simple straight

at

The foregoing remarks apply to the The superheterodyne is thought by many
tuning circuit more than to the reaction to be the saviour of short-wave reception,
side, for heIe a little more laxity is allow- particularly abroad, and this type of
able. Standard reaction components may receiver will be dealt with in a later

knob, and so the whole drive, may be turned

Hear

your

at

one

Ald wycHouse.
h

PERFECT
QUALITY
GREATEST VOLUME
YOU MUST HAVE AN EPOCH

FOR
AND

taken to see that the drive it is contem- circuit.

noise, as some makes, being often very short-wave receivers only have been dealt
intricate pieces of mechanism, may be liable with in this article, as it is believed that
to creak.

these are at present by far the most popular.

be used, but for the sake of efficiency an

article.

LONG DISTANCE WORK ON
ELTRA0SHORT WAVES
A Description of the Special Aerial Systems Used for Transmissions Below 5 metrss
UNTIL recently ultra -short waves have

been regarded as suitable only for
optical ranges, i.e., up to 25 or 30
miles. On a few occasions these distances
have been exceeded by taking transmitters
up in aeroplanes or installing them in high
towers or on mountain tops, and by this

Type E8P.A powerful speaker
the
most
of
Ideal
for
the

Hall -Mark 4.

.

tion has, in fact, been established between
Hartford and Boston, Massachusetts, over
a distance of 100 miles, using aerials only
30 or 40 feet up in the air. Actually signals
means a record range of 200 miles has been have been received over 290 miles by this
established, but such methods are not very method, but the Hartford -Boston experiments are of particular interest because
useful for general purposes.
For some months now, however, American communication has been maintained daily
amateurs have been experimenting with for a period of four months. with no more
than one or two days missed. Such results
REFLECTORS
would have beets considered impossible
a year ago.

The Aerial System

type.

modern
A C.

The aerials are designed on the same

principle as the directional aerials used by
beam stations working on the longer short
waves between 15 and 50 metres. These

I2'

27/6

---25"-- - -

Fitted in handsome oak cabinet,
40/ complete ...

of two parallel rows of
vertical wires, one set of which are the
aerials proper and the other set the reflectors. Figure 2 illustrates diagrammatically an aerial array as seen from the top.
aerials consist

Latest type P.M.
Speaker, specially designed for the
Battery and Universal
Type 20CP.

Hall -Mark 4.

..

The heavy dots are the aerial and reflectcir
wires. The aerial wires are fed with high frequency current from the transmitter by

A ER IAL

35/ -

YOU MUST HEAR AN

DERS FROM
TPA NSM ITTER.

EPOCH
WRITE NOW FOR FULL
ILLUSTRATED LIST TO:
DIRECTORS

DIRECTION OF
PROPA6ATI ON.

SHALL

Holborn 9111,
BE

PLEASED

TO HELP YOU.

also about half a wavelength, but the
distance (D) between the groups is only a
quarter of a wavelength, or about 4ft.

Thus the whole array occupies a space of
about 25ft. by 5ft., which is by no means
too big for a private garden. Similar arrays
on longer waves occupy so much space

DEVELOPMENT

CO.,
ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.

WE

the aerial depends on producing the proper
phase relation between the currents in each
wire the feeder is transposed between each
wire and is cut very carefully to the proper
length.
The aerial and reflector wires are approximately half the wavelength long, so that on
spacing (S) between wires in each group is

REPRODUCERS
Telephone :

means of twin feeders connected to the
bottom of the wires. Since the action of

5 metres they are about 8 ft. long. The

EPOCH
RADIO

directional aerials, and have obtain it
much greater ranges from stations locat,a1
at ordinary levels. Consistent communica-

that they are beyond the reach of moat
Fig. 1.-Showing theinrangement
Yavi

of the
aer;a1

A single aerial

amateurs.

wire is used with
a reflector on

transmitter to an extraordinary extent,

each side.

In addition to increasing the range of a

the directional aerial produces a correspond-
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ing increase in the range of reception. At
the beginning of the Hartford -Boston
experiment the Hartford station was the
only one using a directional array, and the

REFLECTORS

operator could not only put his signals into
Boston but was able to hear Boston stations
which wore using non -directional aerials
with a normal range of only 25 miles or so.

The success of these tests on 5 metres
led to tests on the much shorter wave-

lengths around 1} metres (125 centimetres).
Preliminary difficulties arose in connection

AERIALS

Fig. 2.-A plan view of the

DIRECTION OF
PROROGATION

FtioisTRANsmaTER.

with the design of transmitters and re-

ceivers for this band, but with the arrival arrangement, which is known as a Yagi
aerial, is shown in Fig. 1. A single aerial
designed for ultra -short-wave work, satis- wire is used with a reflector on each side of
factory apparatus was obtained and almost and behind it, and five director wires in
at once a range of 35 miles was covered. front of it. All the wires are about 25ins.
This has since been increased to 75 miles, long.
The dimensions given for both arrays
though it was necessary to take the receiver
are only approximate. They are very
up a mountain to do it.
of the new American acorn valves, specially

The Yagi Aerial

aerial system described.

FEEDERS

waves are reflected from the Heavyside
layer and therefore it is supposed that
changes in the atmospheric conditions are
responsible.

British amateurs are also working on the
same aspect of ultra -short-wave work, and
we may expect some very interesting

results over remarkable distances on 5

metres before long. The possibilities of
point-to-point communication are enorIt seems that weather conditions affect mous, especially in view of the incredible

critical for proper working, and depend on
the exact wavelength used.

The li-metre directional aerial is even
simpler than the five -metre array. It transmission on the ultra -short wavelengths,
consists of a row of vertical wires stuck since marked variations in signal strength
through a wooden cross measuring about from day to day, and during the day, have
10ft. long by 5ft. along the short arm. The been recorded. It is improbable thnt the

range of frequencies available at these
wavelengths. For example, between 4 and 5
metres (75,000 kc/s and 60,000 kc/s), there
is room for 1.666 transmitting stations.

LEAVES FROM A SHORT-WAVE LOG
Particulars of Some Interesting Transmissions that are Worth Listening For.
THIS is a busy season for short-wave
fans, as DX transmissions are now
rolling in nightly. Notwithstanding
a careful study of my log, I have not yet
been able to decide which particular
weather conditions are the most favour.
able, as distant and relatively near broadcasts are not affected in the same manner.
Whit I have found, however, is that when

By

J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS

A transmission which has been well relays programmes from Caracas broadheard is HJ4ABB, Manizales, Colombia, casters and also Colombian and other
on 4L67 metres (7,200 itc:8), a 200-watter stations which have associated themselves
which styles itself (Aqui) Radio Manizales,
la Voz de Caldas. Broadcasts are carried out
on most nights between G.M.T. 01.00 and
03.00. The closing item is a gramophone
record of 1148i a Gigolo.

in the Indo-Americana Chain. It is a
powerful station and a worth -while log
as the medium through which much weaker
signals can be received.
Mention must also be made of El Prado

I cannot recall that anybody in the (HC1FG), Rio Bamba, Ecuador, which,

signals from the European transmitters British Isles has so far reported reception
are below par, signals from the other side of CR6AA, Lobito,' Angola (Portuguese
of the Atlantic are fairly good and vice West Africa), on 41.8 metres (7,177 ke/s),
versa. Usually, when it is possible to tune but I mention its schedule and call for
in weak stations on the medium waves what it may be worth. Lobito is stated to
the higher frequencies are not at their be on the ether every Wednesday and
best, hut when it is a poor night for the Saturday between G.M.T. 19.30 and 21.30,
reception of European programmes it is add callsin Portuguese: Eskimo Radio
worth while devoting some hours to the Emissora Lobito.
short-wave set, when invariably many
Above HB9B, Basle (42.14 metres), in
entries can be made in the log.
the midst of a number of Rocky Point
(New York) cothmercials, search should
Above 30 Metres
be made for JVT, Nazaki, Tokio, a 20 -kilo At this period of the year one need wetter on 44.44 metres (6,570 kc!s), and
not spend any time after about G.M.T. which is now used regularly for the relay

forsaking its 19 -metre channel during the
winter months, now solely works on 45.31'
metres (6,620 kc/s). There is only one
transmission weekly-namely, on Fridays
at G.M.T. 02.00-04.30.

Byrd Antarctic Expedition
During the autumn months many shortwave listeners in the British Isles reported
reception of signals from the Byrd Antarctic

Expedition, but it was only in few cases
that these were received direct. On most
occasions a pick up was made of W2XE,

Wayne (New Jersey)-the main short -waver
22.00 on signals below 30 metres ; it is the of the JOAK medium -wave Tokio broad- of the Columbia System, which usually
longer wavelengths which are most used, caster. The best time for a trial is G.M.T. relays the WABC, New York, programmes

both for commercial and private trans- 09.00-12.45, although the wavelength is on 49.02 metres (6,120 kc/s)-when it
mitters. If you confine yourself to the rather high for this time of day. JVM, relayed messages from the Bay of Whales,
40-75 metre band you may sit up until the
early morning with the full assurance that
you will get good results. In the amateur
band, between 41.1 metres and 42.86
metres, you will find several Spanish
speaking announcements. A good landmark
for this section of the condenser dial is to

Tokio, 27.93 metres (10,740 kc/s), has been

temporarily suspended on weekdays, but
operates on Sunday mornings.
TIEP, San Jose (Costa ftica), on 44.71
metres (6,710 ke/s), is a good " catch,"

Little America, at G.M.T. 02.00 on Sundays.

On the other hand, it has often been
possible to tune in W2XAF, Schenectady,

on 31.48 metres (9,530 kes), which, on
every other Monday morning at G.M.T.

and has been verified by a number of 03.00-03.30, broadcasts programmes to the
listeners recently. As local time is six hardy explorers. We are now nearing our
tune in HB9B, the Radio Club of Basle hours behind G.M.T., it is useless making a last opportunities of tapping these messages
(Switzerland), on 42.14 (7,118 kc/s). Every search before midnight, and would be and two-way conversations, as the members
Thursday, from G.M.T. 21.00 to 21.45, this better still between 01.00 and 03.00. The call of the Expedition are leaving for New
association of amateurs relays a pro- is put out in Spanish and English : The Zealand towards the beginning of February.
gramme broadcast by Sottens or Bero- Voice of the Tropics (La Voz del Tropico). If the KFZ channels (22.68, 25.63, 33.94,
minister, destined to Swiss nationals If you do log the station write to Eduardo 44.95, and 45.05 metres) cannot be capdwelling abroad. Just above this station, Pinto Hernandez, Apartado 257, San Jose, tured, try for LSX, Buenos Aires, on 28.99
on 41.6 metres (7,211 kc's), you should Costa Rica ; you will receive an illustrated metres (10,350 kc/s), KET, Bolinas, 31.65
metres (9,480 kc!s), or, perhaps better
try for EA8AB (formerly EAR58), one of card as a " yeti."
the old stagers, the Radio Club of Tenerife
still, WEM, Rocky Point (New York), on
in the Canary Islands. I understand that Venezuela and Ecuador
40.54 metres (7,400 kc/s). Between G.M.T.
the transmissions have been irregular,

but they have usually been made on

02.00 and 03.00 on Thursdays it is sometimes

possible to hear operators arranging for
metres (6,675 kc!s), is not an amateur, but, broadcasts. It is worth while trying for
If
you
hear
a
time
signal,
20.00-23.00.
the National short-wave transmitter of these transmissions as it may be some
bear in mind that Tenerife is one hour the State of Venezuela. However, in addi- years before a similar opportunity comes
behind G.M.T.
tion to its official duties it frequently our way again.
Satsrdays and/or Sundays at G.M.T.

YVQ, Maracay (Venezuela), on 44.96
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Convert Your Radio into a Radio - speaker shown at the foot of the centre
column.

Costing 75s. as illustrated, it makes a
suitable table for the wireless set, the
pick-up leads being connected to the set

extension speaker, and is provided with a
magnet of the new material that this firm
are exclusively using this year. It uses

set

ri

Its price is 29s. 6d. ; yet it is a

gramophone
THE Cosmocord Unigram which we
have recently had under test will
be found ideal for converting a wireless

into a

first-class radio -gramophone.

and the electric motor to the mains.
It has a most attractive wooden cabinet
of very ingenious design, and is fitted with

Stentorian moving -coil speaker, complete
in a walnut cabinet of sensible size. It is
provided at the back with plugs and sockets,

enabling it to be used as a principal or
the new Whiteley 'speech coil, and will

give clear, full reproduction at any volume
up to a maximum of two watts undistorted.

a comglete Cosmocord gramo-chassis, Model
INTERNATIONAL I.
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL1,

5.5, mounted on a platform. As the front A New Mains Pentode
ANEW indirectly -heated mains pentode
of the cabinet (fitted with a suitable handle)
valve of extremely high efficiency
is pulled open, the platform on which the
chassis is mounted slides forward, giving has lately been introduced by Mullards,

convenient access to the turntable and
pick-up. It is certainly of very modern
It gives all particulars of various Courses design and bristles with features, chief of
that cover every phase of Radio work.
which is that whilst the record is being
The Radio industry is progressing with played the lid may be shut in order to

and is designated the 'Pen. 4VB. The
valve is particularly suitable for use in

the basic principles can pace be kept with it.
I.C.S. Instruction includes American broadcasting as well as British wireless practice. It
is a modern education, covering every depart meat of the industry.

4VB. is capable is extremely valuable-

A

amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly

OUR COURSES

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day

intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless

Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the

receivers

employing

a

diode

detector, from which the output is not

very high. In such a circuit the particularly high amplification of which the Pen.

this new valve has a mutual conductance
of 10 milliamps per volt. The principal
characteristics of the valve are given in the
table below, and from these it will be seen
that the heater has a rather higher current
consumption than usual, the current

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

modern

actually being 1.95 amps.
The Pen. 4VB. is provided with a standard
The unique Cosmocord Unigram (Model 75) 7 -pin baseend the connections are standard,
and the same as those used for other 7 -pin
referred to on this page.
..
output pentodes.
The high degree of sensitivity of this
eliminate needle scratch coming direct
from the record. If desired the gramo- interesting new valve may be judged front
chassis may be obtained separately for the fact that it gives an output of 3.8 watts

art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which, enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
558., and is supplied on an extremely

(10 per cent. total harmonic distortion)
,attractive bakelite unit plate ready for for an input of only 3.6 volts R.M.S. For
fixing in a cabinet. It is fitted with a 5 per cent. total harmonic distortion the
We will be pleased to send you details and silent power induction motor for A.C. output is 2.6 watts for an input of 2.5 volts

Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the
City and OniMs and I.W.T. Exams.

free advice on any or all of these subjects. 100-240 volts, 50 cycles, and a 12in. de luxe R.M.S., this representing a sensitivity of
Just fill in, and post the coupon, or write in turntable. The Unigram gives you all the 416 mW/V2.
any other way.
qualities and advantages of an up-to-date
(Castaiguird on facing page)
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Without cost, or obligation, please send me your

"Radio" booklet of information about the counsel
I have !narked

la COMPLETE RADIO
ri RADIO SERVICING
LI RADIO EQUIPMENT
rl RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
)1 WIRELESS ENGINEERING
A WIRELESS OPERATORS

and when used in

conjunction with a receiver may form a
complete unit of very pleasing appearance.

A New Nine -pin Cable Plug

interconnection of
and other
apparatus often require quite a multiplicity
for

the

PLUGS
amplifiers; adaptors,

of connections, and it is for this purpose
that A. F. Bulgin and Co. Ltd., have
introduced a new nine -pin cable plug, list
No. P.63. The new plug is of the simplest

possible construction and has hollow pins

through which the cable may be passed
and soldered at the tips of the pins in the
manner adopted for valves. Terminals

EXAMINATION (state which)

Name

radio -gramophone,

dye

are not provided, but this plug will certainly
meet a great many uses and its construction
renders it inexpensive. Plenty of room is

provided inside the body of the plug, the

cover being detachable by. loosening three
screws. It costs 2s. 3d.

A W.B. Extension Speaker

THE Whiteley Electrical Radio Co.,
Ltd., have recently produced the

attractively -designed

extension

cabinet

The Stentorian extension Speaker by Whitele

Electrical Radio Co.. Ltd.
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There is no doubt that this valve will

meet with wide popularity by constructors
and receiver manufacturers alike.
Chief Characteristics of the Mallard

We specialise in the supply of all good quality Radio sets, components, and accessories
on easy terms. Send list of requirements and keen quotation will be sent promptly.
Cash and C.O.D. orders despatched by return of post.

Pen. 4 V B.

Heater voltage
Heater current
Maximum anode voltage'
Maximum aux. grid voltage
Optimum load

Mutual conductance

Correct bias resistance

4

1 95 amps
.

250
250

8,000 ohms
10 m.a./colt
145 ohms

Push -Pull Input Transformer
'THE heftily -built transformer shown on
1 this page is the Varley type DP.6
input push-pull unit which is ideal for use
in quality amplifiers where a push-pull
output circuit is employed. The trans -

SEND

Just
Released !
New

W.B.

26 W. B. STENTORIAN
Stentorian

Baby unit in first 'class
Walnut Cabinet. Cash
Price, 29 6 or 2/6 with
order and 7 monthly

It

It

Revitalise your set Pith the
SENIOR P.M. S.1. UNIT.

cash Price £2 2 0,
26
o it h order and 11 went hlc
payments of 4 -.

P.M.
Standard
Speaker.
Cash Price £1 12 6,
26

with order and 11 monthly

payments of 4.4.

payments of 3 -.

SHORT-WAVE
CONVERTER.

VALVES.

Eelex

4

Short -Wave Converter

Valve, for battery receiver.

Every type of valve
replacement supplied on
convenient terms.

Price

with,
Cash

82/18.0, or 6,6 with order

.6/6 Secures delivery
4
8/- extra if required for Mains,

3 -Valves Mullard,Cossor,
Marconi.
S.G. net.
l'ower.
Cash Price
81 S 0, or 5/- with

Receiver.

in4

A high grade instrument and,

order and 6 monthly

our opinion, one of the best I

payments of 4. 7.

short-wave converters on the NI
market.

ATLAS

SEND

5/-

I

and 11 monthly payments of 5/3.

H.T. ELIMINATOR.

2/6

A

Secures

delivery.

Model T 10,30 with
trickle charger. For

QPP and Class ' "
and all types of sets.
Output 30 Dliiiir amps. 3 HT t appings
11 ('ash Price 23/9/8, or
5/- with order amid 111

Secures

delivery.

monthly payments id 5 11.

4

BLUE SFOT PICK-UP
first-class pick-up with volume;

control.
Cash price 11/7/6 or 2;6 with order
and 7 monthly payments of 4/-.

4

MANUFACTURERS' KIT

4

New Linen Band-pass 3. Very easy
to build. ('ash price Including `
valves. 14/19/6 or 11/- with order
and 12 monthly payments of `
8.5.
4

4

Full specification and illustrated list of any of the above will be sent on request.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.

EST'? - 1925
The Varley push-pull transformer.

former has a step-up ratio of 2.5: 1 on

each half, or of 5 : 1 overall, and its general
characteristics are exceptionally good.

For example, the primary winding has an
inductance of 91 henries when not carrying any current, and of 27 henries with a
steady current of 10 m.a. passing through
it. The latter current, incidentally, is the

maximum for which the component is
intended, and is higher than is generally
required for the preceding valve. The
resistance of the primary winding is not
high, being 2,300 ohms, so that the voltage -

drop brought about by its inclusion in the

anode circuit of a valve is only 23 volts
when the full 10 m.a. is being handled.
The total secondary resistance is 12,500
ohms, and the external dimensions of the
unit are 3lin. by Min. by 3fin. The price
is 19s. 6d.
There is also a good range of push-pull

components in the Varley list, this firm
being ono of the pioneers of push-pull.
The DP.7 transformer, for instance, is an
output transformer suitable for use in
conjunction with a pair of large output
valves and capable of carrying a primary
current up to 65 m.a. (each half). The
primary resistance is 125 ohms on each
side of the centre tap, and the resistance
of the secondary is 280 ohms and 1 ohm
respectively, according to whether the
1.4: 1, or the 28 : 1 ratio is employed.
Priced at 18s., the DP.7 has the same
external dimensions as the DP.6.

THE IPHONENAT1977,f

LONDON RADIO SUPPLYD
II OAT LANE ,NOBLE ST ,LONCION,E.C.2

Genuine OSTAR-GANZ

EASY
PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES"

Universal KITS

W.B.
SPEAKERS.
This year's finest value

build up-to-date Sets
at the lowest cost . .

ALL MAINS -AC DC, any Voltage
The only up-to-date proportion for home constructors is
to build up a Universal All -wave Receiver Kit for AC,DC.
A comprehensive range D availatie, including 'All -ware
Superhets, Radiograms and Amplifiers.
Write for leaflet C giving particulars of all our models to- -

EUGEN

.1.

FORBAT (Sole Agent),

28-29, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
'Phone : TEMple Bar 8608

STENTORIAN SENIOR
STENTORIAN STANDARD
STENTORIAN BABY
..

..

32 6

Deposit.

Monthly
Payment.

47
4/5

9 of 4 7
of 4 5

et -

5 of 4 1

KIT SETS We strongly recommend.

..
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3
..
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 4
COSSOR MELODY MAKER 352..
..
COSSOR ALL ELECTRIC 757

60 -

10,-

112 6
119 159 -

10,10
14 7

11 of 56

11 of 10 3
11 of 10 10
11 of 14 7

COMPLETE SETS Unbeatable Value.
..

COSSOR 3 -VALVE 350

..
MARCONI 3 -VALVE 284
G.E.C. BATTERY COMPACT 3 ..
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA

112 6

2719.6
117 6
212.12

ACCESSORIES
of
EXIDE H.T. ACC. 120v.
.. 30 -

ATLAS ELIMINATOR T 10 30 ..
..
AVOMINOR METER
B.T.H. LATEST PICK-UP
.

69 6
40 -

10 -

11 of 104

14 7

11 of 14 7
11 of 10 9
11 of 23

109
23,-

merit and
6650
4.5

Ene9 ovial8ues.

11 of 6 4

f56
45

79 oc

Parts for any set. Any make of speaker.
New goods obtained for every order.
Stud mt, a Uri of part. or mites you require or 01,1 ,peaAer

,

,et

you ;nay setert and we will fortnard you a defioile quotation. 1,.,
Thousand, of tst,q,.4
year, advertiser In the Witeless Preis.
toslontert.

H. W. HOLMES,

NEW ADDRESS:
333, EUSTON ROAD,

LONDON,

N.W.1.
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FOR THE PRACTICAL LETTOSI ROM
illEADER S
"B.C.L." TWO

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
This popular Varley pentode
short-wave receiver (not for the expert or
B.B.C. and Television Broadcasts
experimenter) capable of being driven from
Snt,-Since
Television
is
still
in
its
inoutput choke has been specified
fancy, as compared with ordinary broad- batteries is what is required. A steady mains
casting, I think its standard could be raised supply is not always " on tap " in these
parts, and the more fortunate
again -this time for the "Popular considerably if the B.B.C. would give us outlying
more television programmes, but they say Empire listeners can have mains power
they cannot afford more than two via an eliminator.
Wireless" "B.C.L." Two. Yet that
Please get busy and let us have that
sessions per week, and that as there are not
comparatively enough receivers it would " hot stuff " short -waver soon. It may
be worth their while. But what is pre- interest you to know that the Eddystone
another testimony to the effici- not
venting them from giving us daily pro- "Kilodyne " range are the most popular
grammes of recorded television, instead of commercial receivers here.-W. H. JOHNency of Varley components. one of the many programmes of gramo- ston (Tabora, Tanganyika, E. Africa).
[The Short-wave Section will include dephone records ?
For the best results from all If the B.B.C. gave us such programmes, tails of such a receiver.-ED.]

experimenters would have much more A Set for Colonial Readers

home

constructed

sets

use

Varley components -particularly

the Varley Pentode Nichoke

chance of improving reception. In addition,
SIR,-I would like to second Mr. Rum listeners -in hearing the television signals boll's
that you give particulars
frequently will buy receivers, and thus after in yoursuggestion
journal of a short- and medium -wave
a time the B.B.C. will find it worth while to set for Colonial
readers. I have been a reader
broadcast more " actual " programmes.T. H. CROSLAND.

of most of the popular English wireless

for some months now, in the
[The B.B.C. is closely watching the Tele- magazines
of coming across such a set.-C.
vision situation, and obviously has awaited hope
Ihrinz (Johannesburg, S. Africa).
publication of the Television Committee's

for the " B.C.L." Two.

It would be unwise for it to increase A Five -valve Battery Superhet.
the number of transmissions on the 30 -line
SIR,-To celebrate the amalgamation
system until that report had been made of Amateur Wireless with your paper I
known. Rest assured that the B.B.C. will lose would suggest that you publish, for your
no time in giving vision programmes.-ED.]
country readers, the circuit of a really good
four- or five -valve battery superhet., giving
An Eliminitor Problem
kics separation, delayed A.V.G., simple
SIR,-In the answer to an Aylesbury 7tuning,
built-in whistle rejector, tone
report.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS of December 29th,

that a serious hum is introduced by supply.
ing filament current directly from an
eliminator.

I would like to know how you have
managed to feed the filaments from the
mains current in your two -valve D.C.

control, and Class B output, capable of
delivering

2 watts undistorted output.

-A. E. Icatox (Draperstown, N. Ireland).

" Common Misconceptions "
SIR,-In an article in your issue

of

January 19th under the above heading,
author, dealing with tone correction,
receiver circuit published in " Circuits and the
makes . the following statement :-Sets for All " in PftsctricAL WIRELESS of
" Departures from pgrfect fidelity are
December 29th. Is there no hum in the mostly due to losses bf certain audioL.S. in this case ? If there is no hum, why frequencies-usually it is the treble notes
is it not possible to supply filament current

PENTODE NICHOKE
List No. DP24

I

I /6

are cut. No tone correction can put
from the eliminator ? Is there any simple which
what has been taken away. All that
method of smoothing the fluctuating D.C. back
be done is to suppress or partly suppress
(rectified A.C.), if we want to feed the can
frequencies which, owing to losses in
filaments as you have done in your D.C. those
unduly
directions, are now
two-valver ?-P. S. Mitrra (Kensington). other
prominent."
[Generally speaking, hum is introduced by
We desire very strongly to point out
feeding valve filaments directly from the D.C. that the Multitone tone -control transmains, this being especially true when H.F. former is the only tone -control device
amplification is employed. In the circuit to which positively gives selective ampliwhich our correspondent refers there is only fication and does not operate on a " loss "
a slight trace of hum, due to the use of medium - system.
amplification valves.-ED.]
Our handbook shows the amplification
Short -waver for Overseas
curves of three models of the tone -control
SIR,-I have taken PRACTICAL WIRELESS transformer, from which it will be clearly
for upwards of eighteen months, and with seen that towards either extreme of the
each succeeding issue have quickly perused tone -control setting there is a positive
the headings for a short-wave circuit. I gain in amplification at one or the other
am still looking. Now comes your query in end of the frequency scale.
\Are can quite understand that your
reply to L. Buckley, of India, and R. Green,

of Kenya-is the publication of such a contributor would not want in such an

circuit warranted ? PRAcricAL WIRELESS article to advertise a specific component ;
is by far the most popular and widely -read it is equally clear, however, that a sweeping
of the wireless periodicals in these parts, statement such as he has made, if it is
and not only is such a set most emphatically

erroneous, having regard to the performance

warranted, but is looked forward to with of a particular component, is misleading
to the public for whom the article is ingrowing impatience !
I agree with your correspondent from tended, and definitely unfair to the comIndia, the circuit required is a real " hot ponent which does just what the article
(PROPRIETORS: OLIVER PELL CONTROL, LTD.)
Woomfield Pood,Woolovich. Loodon,S.E.18..Thone : Woolwich 2345.

stuff'.' short -waver without -going into the says no device can do.-THE MULTITONE
medium bands. Empire listeners are now ELECTRIC CO., LTD. (Islington, London,
legion, and to my mind a straightforward N.1.).
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1935
E DITION ELECTRADIX
A New and greatly enlarged FREE

CONSTRUCTIONAL
EXTENSION STRENGTH
The embossing of Hivac

edition of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " is just off the Press. It

describes the easy way in which you may become
an A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Meeh.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., etc., and contains the
world's widest selection of courses in all branches
of Civil, Mech., Else., Motor, Miro., and Radio

Owing to the growth of business
our building at No. 218 is undergoing extensions and alterations.
We shall be occupying the whole
five floors of Electradix House at

Engineering, Building, ete.

If yon are earning less than £10 per week,
you cannot afford to truss this unique guide

FREE copy of the Handbook
to -day. No cost or obligation of
390.

Street. London.

vertical

channels,

adds to the strength of
their structure.

Prices of

any kind.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY.
Shakespeare House, 29/31. Ostord

and

No. 258, and also part of No. 217.
Business as usual during alterations
and prompt supply at Bargain

to a first-class job.

DON'T DELAY-send for your

THE BRITISH INFITTUTE OF

Anodes with the letter
"H" and with horizontal

AERIALS
BUZZERS
BELLS
BATTERIES

TRANSMITTERS
TESTERS

CONDENSERS
CABLE
CASES
CHOKES
METERS

DYNAMOS
MOTORS
ENGINES

COILS

NEM
WIRE

RECEIVERS
SPARK SETS

CHARGERS

VALVES

WAVEMETERS

MICROPHONES
INSTRUMENTS

ELECTRADIX
218,

LAMPS

ETC.

RADIOS,

UPPER THAMES STREET,

E.C.4.

Central 4111.

HIVAC

EXTENSION
SPEAKER must be a
-14oti

VALVES
THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!
Cav

14)1A

THERE'S A REASON !

Write for Chart just published showing Correct

Extension Speaker for all British Receivers

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS.

WINGS I'ATENT AGENCY (Director: B. T. Hine,
C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent Agent G.B., U.S.A. and
Canada). Advice, Handbook and Consultations (re,.
49 years' refs. -146a, Queen Victoria Street. E.C.4.
'Phone City 6161.

Care

in

British Made
Valves from

construction

is responsible for the

3'9

consistent characteristics of all Hivac valves.

VA 1 yA
Write for Voile

Guide"N"
Free.

THE BRITISH ROLA CO..LTO.

THE SCIENTIFIC

VALVE

BRITISH

MINERVA RD.. PARK ROYAL. N W.I0
W.IIesden 4322 -3-4- 5 - 6

MADE

High Vacuum ,Valve Co. Ltd., 113-117 Pan-insdon Rd.. E.C.1.

STOP PRESS NEWS!

See the Television Report on Page 746

TELEVISION KITS

READY NOW

PETO-SCOTT'S

BLUEPRINTS.

PETO-SCOTT CATHODE

DISC RECEIVER KIT

Pete -Scott

The Peto-Scott Disc Receiver
Kit is complete as advertised

arc now ready for Disc

or Cathode Ray Tele-

This type of Television Receiver

consistently in this journal.

vision Receivers, Disc
Type, 1,/-, Cathode Ray,

lines. Supplies now ready. Kit

Ready now with complete
instructions
Carriage paid
.

I.

Cash, or C.O.D.
H.P. terms 10/- down and I I monthly
payments of 6/6.

2/6.

Blueprints

Send now for

Peto-Scott's Television
List,

and further
details.

RAY RECEIVER

is suitable for any number of
A, less valves, can be supplied
for less than £10, carriage
paid, cash or C.O.D. H.P.
Terms available. Send for full
details.

VETO -SCOTT CO., LTD.
Established 1919.

First Television Suppliers to the Public

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
West End Showrooms : 62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1
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These blueprints are full-size. Copies of appropriate

issues of " Practical Wireless," " Amateur Wireless " and of " Wireless Magazine " containing
descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

Blueprints, Is. each.

Dolphin Straight Three
.Long -Range Express Three
..
Mains Express Three
8onotone Four
Bijou Three
Argus Three
Argus Three Mains Unit ..
Empire Short -Wave Three
Solo Knob Three ..
}fidget Two
Autokoil Pentode Two ..
Selectone Battery Three
Fury Pout ..
.
Stand -By Two-Valver
Featherweight Portable Four
Q.P.P. Three -Four..
_
Alpha Q.P.P. Three
Ferrocart Q.P.P. Hi -Slag
Three
..
..
Supersonic Six
..
Beta Universal Four

_ 24.9.32
.. 24.9.32

PWI
PW2
PW3

8.10.3 2

-15.10.32
-29.10.32
-12.11.32
_26.11.32
.. 3.12.32
..I0.12.32
..17.12.32
..31.12.32
.. 14.1.33

..
I

PW4

rix

PW6
1.'W6A

P117
PW8
PW9
PW9A
PW10
P1111
I'5111A
P1112
PW13
1'W14

28.1.33
18.2.33
6.5.33
4.3.33
25.3.33

25.3.33 }

and 1.4.33
.. 8.4.33

15.4.33
22.4.33

A.C. Twin ..

Set
Double -Diode Triode Three
Three -Star Nicore

Class B Detector Two-Vs:.er
D.C. Ace

..

Arcady Portable Three
Superset

..

..

4.3.33

..
.. 19.8.33
.. 19.8.33
.. 16.0.33
.. 23.9.33

..
..
A.C. Three ..
..
Premier Super
Experimenter's Short -Wave Three 23.9.33
A.C.-1).C. Two
7.10.33
..
Auto -B Three
All -Wave Two

PW31

..14.10.33
11131A
F.J.C. 3 -valve A.V.C. (Transfer
PW32
Print)
.. 4.11.33
l'W33
LUXUB A.C. Superhet
..14.10.33
PW34
A.C. Quadpak
2.12.33
..
1'1134A
Sixty -Shilling Three
.. 2.12.33
PW34B
Nucleon Class B. Four
6.1.34
..
PW34C
Fury Four Super ..
.. 27.1.34
PWS4D
A.C. Fury Four Super
.. 10.2.34
..
.. 10.3.34
PW35
Leader Three
.. 10.3.34
PW35A
Pocket Portable ..
I'W35B
D.C. Premier
.. 31.3.34
..
PW35('
A.C. Leader
.. 7.4.34
.. 5.4.34
PW351)
Prima Mains Three
PW35E
.. 12.5.34
..
Master Midget Two
.. 2.6.34PW36
.Atom Lightweight Portable

..
£5 Superhet Three..
A.C. £5 Superhet Three ..
D.C. £5 Superhet Three ..

.. 28.7.34
.. 11.8.34
.. 18.8.34

PW36A
1'W:36B

PW37
PW38
PW38A
PW39
PW40

18.8.34

.. 15.9.34
.. 22.9.34
..27.10.34
24.11.34
1.12.34

P'5141

PW42
PW43
Hall -Mark Three
PW44
Universal £5 Superhet
PW45
A.C. Hall Mark ..
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
CRYSTAL SETS.

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set

1934 Crystal Set ..

150 -mile Crystal Set

.. 8.12.34
-15.12.34
.. 26.1.35

.. 31.3.34

..

A W427

4.8.34

AW444
A11450

-27.10.34

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. each.

.. 28.5.32
11.B.C. Onevalver
.. 6.5.33
B.B.C. Special One-valver
Loud -speaker
Twenty -station
One-valver (Class B)
..27.10.33
Tura -waken: Blueprints, Is. each.

Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) .. 13.5.33
Full -volume Two (SG, Det, I'en) . 17.6.33
.. 29.7.33
Iron -core Two (D, Trans)
.. 12.8.33
Iron -core Two (D, QM))
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
17.2.34
Coil (D. Trans)

Melody

AW333.4
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)
24.3.34
AW426
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ..
.. Apr. '32 \V51278
Family Two (D, Trans) ..
Three-valvere : Blueprints, Is. each.
AW343
£8 Radiogram (1), RC, Trans) .. 21.5.32

New Regional Three (D, RC,
.. 25.6.32
Trans) ..
Class -B Three (D. Trans, Class B) 22.4.33

Class B) .
£5 5s. S.G.3 (*SG, D, Trans)

All -Wave Unipen

. .
. .
bique
Four -Range Super -Mug. Two
..
Summit Three
..
Armada Mains Three
Midget Short -Wave Two
..
All -Pentode Three..

Big -power

with
.. 17-2-34

Two

1'1\' I6
1'W17

PW24
l'W24A
PW25
l'W25A
PW26
PW27
PW28
P W29
PW30
PW30A

15.7.33
15.7.33
19.8.33

Wireless " Blueprint Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

P VT15

11122,
1'5123

.. 10.6.33
.. 24.6.33
.. 17.6.33

sixpence unacceptable) to" Practical and Amateur

New Britain's Favourite Three
15.7.33
(D, Trans, Class B)
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D,
-14.10.33
Trans) ..

PW18
l'W19
PW20
PW21

Selectone A.C. Ttadiogram Two .. 29.4.33
.. 25.2.33
A.C. Fury Four ..
.. 27.5.33
Badiopax Class B Four
Three -Valve Push -Pull Detector

at 4d. and Is. 3d. each, respectively, post paid.
Index letters " P.W." refer to " Practical Wireless " sets, " A.W." refer to " Amateur Wireless "
sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Magazine " sets.
Send, preferably, a postal order (stamps over

AW344
AW387

AW449
AW388
AW392
AW395
AW396
AW377A

.

Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,
-25.11.33
.. 2.12.33
1934 Ether Searcher: Baseboard
..
.. 20.1.34
Model (SG, D, Pen)
1034

Ether Searcher:

Chassis

3.2.34
3.3.34

Model (SG, D, Pen)

Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
Coessoolls rMelody Maker with Lucerne

AW349
AW386
AW394
AW404

AW410
AW412
AW417
AW419
AW42.2

17.3.34

AN1423

P.W.H. Mascot with Lucerne Coils
..
17.3.34
(Het, R.C., Trans)

AW337A

.

Milliard Master Three with Lu.. 24.3.34
cerne Coils
..
Pentaquester (HI', Pen, D, Pen) . 14.4.34
£5 5s. Three : De -luxe Version

19.5.34
(SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight *Three (D, RC,
9.8.34
Trans) ..
All -Britain Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 6.9.34
.

" Wireless League" Three (HI'
..
Pen, D, Pen) ..

3.10.34

Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen) Feb. '32
June '32
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans)
Percy Harris Radiogram (HF, D*,
.. Aug. '32
Trans) ..
£6 6s. Radiogram(D, RC, Trans) Apr. '33
Simple -tune Three (SG, D, Pen).. June '33
.

Tyers Iron -core Three (SG, D.

.. July '33
..
Pen)
Sep. '33
.
C. -B. Three (D, LF. Class B)
Economy -pentode Three (SG, 13*,
Oct.
'33
.
..
Pen)
.. Jan. '34
All -wave Three (D, 2LF)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

Feb. '34
(SG, D, Pen) .
Mar. '31
.
£3 3s. Three (SO, D*, Trans)
Iron -core Band-pass Three (SG, D,
.
.. June '34
_
QP21)
1935 £6 Cis. Battery Three (SG, D,
Oct. '34
Pen)
Feur-valvers : Blueprints, is. 61. each.
. 17.12.32
65/- Four (8G, D, RC, Trans)
" A.W." Ideal Four (28G, D, Pen.). 16.9.33
.
17.2.34
2 H.F. Four (280, D, Pen)
Crusaders' A.V.C. 4 (2 11F, D.,
.. 18.8.34
QP21)

AW424
AW431

AW435

AW451
WM271
W31288

WM294
WM318

131327

WM330
WM333
WM337
WM348
W111351

15'31354

W31362

WM371

AW370
AW402
AW421
AW445

Apr. '33

WM316

Aug. 33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
Feb. '34
Trans) ..
Five-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. 61. each.
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
.. May '33
Trans) _

WM331
WM330

Trans)
Self-contained Four (SG, D,
Class -B)

New Class -B Five (SG, D, LF,
Class B)
Class -B Quadradyne (2 SG, D,
Class B)

.

WM320

Nov. '33

WM340
WM344

Mains Operated.

Economy A.C. Two ( D, Trans)A.C. June '32

Pen) A.C.

D.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Push-pull

A W403
W31286

AW399
AW430
W131328

D, Pen) A.C.
.
Oct. '33
SI x -guinea AC/DC Three (HF, Pen,
D, Trans) A.C./D.C.
July '34

WMI:33

Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG,

-

Mantovanl A.C. Three (HF, Pen,
D, Pen) A.C.

Nov. '34

WM364

whi374

Feur-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. 61. each.

A.C. Melody Ranger (SO, DC, RC,

Tram) A.C.

.

4.3.33

AC/DC Straight A.V.C.4 (2 HF,
Pen) A.C./D.C.
8.9.34
A.C. Quadradyne (2SG, D, Trans)

.. Apr. '32

D, Pen) A.C.. July '33

All Metal Four

AW380

AW446
WM279
WM329

SUPER -NETS.

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. W. each.

1934 Century Super
.. 9.12.33
Super Senior
..
.. Oct. 31
1932 Super 60
.. Jan. '32
..
Q.P.P. Super 60 ..
.. Apr. '33
" W.M." Stenode
.. Oct. '34
Modern Super Senior
.. Nor. '34
Maims Sets : Blueprints, is. 61. each.
1934 A.C. Century Super, A.C. .. 10.3.34
1932 A.C. Super 60, A.C.
.. Feb. '32
Seventy-seven Super, A.C.
.. Dec. '32
" W.M." D.C. Super, D.C.
.. May '33
Merrymaker Super, A.C.
Dee. '33
Heptode Super Three, A.C.
.. May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super, A.C. July '34

AW413
W31256
WM269
WM:119
WM:173
W11375

AW425
WM272
WM305
WM:12 I

WM345
WM359
WM366
WM370

PORTABLES.

Feur-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. N. each.
General-purpose Portable (SG, D,
RC, Trans)
..
9.7.32
Midget ClamB Portable (SG, D*,
LF, Class B)
- 20.5.33

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class 13)
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans) ..
22.9.34
Town and Country Four (SG, D,
..
RC, Tram)
.
May '32
Two H.F. Portable, (2 SG, H,
.

.

QP21) ..June '34

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) . Aug. '34

AW35

AW389
AW393
A W 147

WM287
1151362
WM363

SHORT -WAVERS. Battery Operated.

One-valvers : Blueprints, 15. each.
Olies al ve
23.1.32
S.W. One -valuer for America
31.3.34
Roma Short -waver
..
-10.11.34
T14/0-111111NrS : Blueprints, is. each.
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) .. 14.7.34
Three-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. each.

World -ranger Short-wave 3
RC, Trans)

..

AW329
A W42d

AW452

AW440

(1),

.. 20.8.32

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans. Superregea)
30.6.34
Experimenter's Short -waver ..Jan. 19;35
Four-valvers: Blueprints, Is. 61. each.
" A.W." Short-wave World Beater

_ 2.6.34
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (BO, D, RC,
liar. '33
Trans) ..

AW355
A W438

AW463
AW436
WM318

Super-hets : Blueprints, Is. 61. each.

Oct. '34

W11372

Mains Operated.

Twe-valvers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,
.. 10.10.34
Pen) A.C.
" W.M." Band -spread Short -waver
Aug. '34
(D, Pen) A.C./D.C.

AW153
W51368

Three-vahrtre Blueprints, Is. each.
Feb. '34
Einigrator (SG, D, Pen), A.C.
Four -rakers: Blueprints, ls. 61. each.

W1113..2

Aug. '32

W31292

Gold Coaster (SG, D, RC, Trans)
A.C.

Practical and Amateur Wireless Blueprint Service
411

26.6.34

AW3R3
AW::90

_ July '33

Pen) D.C.

Quartzcrystal Super

Dec. '33

Two-ealeers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Consoled ric Two (I), Pen) A .C. .. 23.9.33

A.C. Pentaquester (HF Pen, D,

AW437
AW448

(Pentode and Class -B outputs for
above ; blueprints 6d. each) .. 25.8.34 AW445A
W51273
.. Feb. '32
Quadradyne (280, 0, Pen)
W31300
Calibrator (SO, D. RC, Trans) .. Oct. '32
W31303
Table Quad (SO, D, RC, Trans) . Nov. '32

Calibrator de Luxe (SG, D, RC,

Blueprints, ls. each.
Home -lover's New All -electric
Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.
.. 25.3.33
S.G. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
3.6 33
A.C. Trlodyne (SG, D, Pen) A.C. 19.8.33
Three-ealeers :

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

i
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIK TO

YOUR PROBLEMS

uERIES

and

lie
mustcoupon
I

NQUIR1ES

which is sent must bear
the name and address

by Our Technical Staff

be enclosed: Every
Query and drawing

of the sender. Send
your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL

AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Geo.
Newnes. Ltd., 8-11. Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

1

SPECIAL NOTE
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described In our pages, from articles appearing
in our rapes, or on reilerai wireless matters.
We regret. that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

Suggest alterations or modifications of

(2)

receivers
poraries.
(3)

described

in

our

contem-

Suggest alterations or modifications

to

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name
and address of the sender.

Using a Microphone

the most suitable kind of amplifier to add to
this type of receiver
Town, N.W.5.).

? "-T. B. (Kentish

lion with the condenser set to various
positions. Can my wire pig -tail have caused
this ? If so, what is the cure, as some

commercial condensers seem to have the
same arrangement? "-W. E. A. (Hove).
No doubt the inductance formed by your

We presume that you have the normal covered wire pig -tail is causing the trouble.
detector and L.F. circuit, and, therefore, One way of avoiding it is to remove the
there are two alternatives available to you. insulation from the pig -tail so that the
You can add an amplifier consisting of L.F. turns will short-circuit and thus remove
transformer and power valve, or can sub- the inductive effect. You will, however,
stitute a pentode for the present L.F. valve. probably introduce difficulties in the way
The latter would be cheaper and would no of noises caused as the adjacent turns of
doubt give you the desired result. The the pig -tail coming into contact, and the
extra amplifier would probably render it adjustment of the number of turns of wire
necessary to introduce decoupling circuits and the direction in which it is wound, etc.,
in the previous stages in order to avoid will have to be found by experiment. It
instability. If your present L.F. trans- should not be necessary to use a complete
former is of low ratio you could also con- turn, as the condenser vanes usually only
sider the advisability of obtaining one with turn through 180 degrees. A well -made
a much higher ratio-say, 7 to 1-and this, commercial short-wave condenser would
with the pentode, would be the most save you a lot of trouble.

" I have purchased through an advertiser practical way to solve your problem.
in your paper a microphone guaranteed to
be in good order. I joined this to the pick- A Di -pole Aerial
up terminals in my receiver but obtained
" 1 have seen In the daily papers recently
extremely poor results.
I get splendid
some talk about the new television systems,
results with a pick-up and, therefore, the set and the term di -pole aerial has been mencannot be blamed. I returned the mike to tioned. I am a newcomer to your splendid
the shop and they tested it and sent it back paper, and have previously taken in no
guaranteed ' in order.' I still fail to get wireless papers of any kind. I trust you
anything like readable speech or music when will excuse my ignorance aid would like to
this is used.
Can you tell me why ? "- know what the term ' di -pole ' means. It
D. H. (Bournemouth).
seems to suggest two poles, and most aerials
The microphone is probably quite in must have a support at each end, hence my
order but requires the employment of a query."-J. K. (Bow).
transformer when joining it' direct in the
The term does not refer to the supporting

grid circuit of a modern valve.

to every query.

a postal reply is
desired, a stamped odd
d envelope must

If

111.1

aPc

T77h8e

Screening a Valve

" I am very keen on experiments, and

would like you to help me in the following
particular. I am at present dabbling in H.F.
amplification, and desire to try various circuits with and without metallised or screened

I know that ordinary aluminium
paint is useless for screening, but I do not
want to buy both types of valve. I should
like to get ordinary valves and then try the
valves.

various circuits with the valves in both conditions.
What is the most satisfactory
method of metallising ' the ordinary valve

for my purpose ? "-B. E. D. (Liverpool).

No doubt you would find it most suitable
poles or masts, but has relation to the
majority of microphones are of low resist- radiation characteristics. It is rather too to use some fine copper gauze. This could
ance, whilst the grid circuit of a modern involved to deal with in this section of the be wrapped round the bulb and held in
valve requires a high resistance for correct book, but may be given in detail at a later position with wire, a bare connection joined
working. Some microphones are provided date. In brief it may be stated that it to earth completing the screening. AlterThe

with the necessary transformer inside the consists of a single wire having a length
container, but apparently in your case this equal to one-half of the wavelength of the
is not so. If the seller does not state the transmission.
correct ratio of transformer we would
suggest you obtain a tapped transformer A Short- wave Problem
capable of giving ratios from 50 to 150 to 1.
I recently made a short-wave one -valve
A value of 100 to 1 will generally be found set," and
although I got very good results, the
most suitable.
condenser gave trouble due to grating
noises. After some experiment I found that
Adding a Valve
this could be cured in the following manner :
" I have an old two -valve set and should I soldered a length of fine wire (actually
like to get rather better volume on my
32 D.S.C.) to the spindle, and wound this
speaker.

I

get plenty of stations, but in

general they are only lust comfortable, with

the result that people talking in the room,
or paper rustling, will prevent speech from

being accurately followed. Can you suggest

natively, if you did not mind the trouble,
you could wind hare wire round and round

the glass bulb, adjacent turns touching,

but there would be a risk with this method

of introducing inductive effects, and it
would not be as satisfactory as the first mentioned method.

round the spindle three or four times and

soldered the other end to a terminal screwed
into the metal end -plate of the condenser.
I find, however, that tuning is now very
erratic, and the set often bursts into oscilia-

A STANDARD WORK!
NEWNES ENCYCLOPIEDIA
OF POPULAR MECHANICS
BY F. J. CAMM
5 - or 5/6 by post Item

Geo. Newnea, Ltd.. S-11, Southampton Street.
Strand, London. W.C.2.

THE ONE AERIAL FOR THE MODERN SET

PIX

INVISIBLE

AERIAL
PIX, LONDON. S.E.1

Neat
Efficient

Blends with furnishings
Self -Adhesive

Double Q/6
Length Of
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(Continued front foot of column one)
BRITISH Radiophone fully screened .0005, top

Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for thes
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are
charged double this rate (minimum charge
3/- per paragraph).
Display lines are
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
must be prepaid. Radio components advertised at below list price do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communications should be addressed to the

Fet4 7A -114s
ALL MANUFACTURERS' COMPONENTS and ACCESSORIES in STOCK. SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

High St., Clapham.
OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all
goods guaranteed perfect; carriage paid over 5/-,

under 5/- postage 6d. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage

extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please
send for Illustrated catalogue, post free.
ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Aniplifiers, 200-250v.,
40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, complete with 5 valves and Magnavox Super 66 energised

Biandard

instructions
t
and diagram,PeBP.7
V. it LEV H.F. Iutervalve Coils, B.P.S., band-pass,
...replete with hist ruction, in original cartons,

o r C.O.D.
Carriage raid,
Model.
Co id,

Stentorian

rash or C.O.D.
!1.12'8,
or
2'8

lrr

en triage
de p. Min

11
monthly payment. of 3'-.
W. B. Stentorian Bah v Model. Cash or C.O.D. Ctrriage rdld
21 2, 0, of 2,6 deposit and I) monthly payments of 2.8.

and

202A

ARRARD

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,

250v. 60 milliamps., with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
:30/-; 300v. 60 m.o., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6;

Carriage Paid, 22/1010.

200v. 50 m.o., with 4v. 3-5 amps., L.T., 27/6.

Garrard A.C.4. Cash or C.O.D. 22/2/6
order and 11 monthly payments of 41-

PREMIER 250-0-250 60 milliamps,

-AMAZING BARGAIN

combined HT8 anti IIT9 transformer
rectified output 250 or 300 volts 60 milliamps,
PREMIER
4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts 3-5 amps, 10/-, or with Westinghouse Rectifier, either type, 18/6.

PREMIER HTIO transformer rectified output 200
volts, 100 milliamps. 4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts

Rectifier, 19/6.
HT11 transformer 500 volts 120 milliamps
rectified output. 4 volts 2 amps,4 volts 2 amps,
PREMIER
4 volts 3-5 amps, 22/0 with Westinghouse Rectifier,
42/6.

PECIAL offer Western Electric mains transformers
S input 200/250 volts output, 350-0-350 volts,
120 milliamps screened primary 4 volts 1-2 amps,
4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts, 3-5 amps, 9/6. Input 100/250
volts, 300-0-300 volts 60 milliamps 4 volts 1-2 amps,
4 volts 2-3 amps, 6/6. Input 200/250 volts screen
primary output 500-0-500 volts 150 milliamps 4 volts
:3-5 amps, 4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts,
1 amp. 4 volts, 1 amp., 19/6.
MAINS transformer with Westinghouse Rectifier

output 150 volts, 30 milliamps and 4 volts,

r

2/6 with

C.E.C. OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET

17/6 ; 6v., 2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. 1 amp.,
11/-.

Truspeed Induction Type (A .C. Only), Electric
D Gramophone Motors, 100-250v. 30/- complete.
D.C. model Truspeed, 100/250v., 4411.
COLLARD Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor,

List Price 115:15:0
15

each; ILL., L. power, medium, high, low tag. and

variable -mu screen -grids, one, three and four watt
A.C. output, directly heated pentodes, 250v. 60 nu..

:

full wave rectifiers D.C. types, 20v. 18 amp., filaments,

Comprises

H.F. detector and Super -Power
Valves; Mains Unit; Cabinet
O.E.C. Moving as Illustrated ;
Tented on Monte
Coll Speaker.
and Foreign programmes. BRAND
NEW iu MAKERS' CARTON.
Never again will you have such a
Send
wonderful
opportunity.
your order NOW.

screen grid V.M., H., H.L. power.
THE following Types, 5/0 each ; 350v. 120 in.a.,
full wave rectifier, 500v. 120 nom., full wave
rectifier, 21 watt indirectly heated pentode.
Following American Types, 4/6; 250, 112,

GARRARD N0.30 Ds4TZ MOTOR
Turntable.
Complete with 12In. Plush
waiaa: Crank- Wia
indicator, robot
speed
Drake,
Piro

of t
Send

Canned Coils with Circuit accurately
matched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11.
RELIABLE

MAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 144,

2,500 ohms, 12/6;

D.C. 152 magna, 2,600

ohms, 37/6, all complete with humbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. con-

version kit for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.M.,
71n. cone, 16/6 ; ifin. cone, 22/6.

SPECIAL offer .00015 brass short-wave tuning

condensers with slow-motion and complete dial,
3/9. Short-wave chokes 10-200 metres, 9d.
DUBILIER electrolytic condensers, 12 micofarads,

20 volts 6d., 8 plus 4 micro farads 500 volts

4/-, 50 mf. 50 volts, 1/9.
AbiERICAN G.E.C. auto -transformers 500 watts,
one side 110 volts other 90/240 volts in 5 volt
steps, 40/-.

(Continued at top of column three)

71, 210, 245,83 ,22267., 47, 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 53.

6A7, 2A7,

42, 77, 78, 25Z5,
36, 38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6B7, 2A5, 2A6, 267, Mg,

THE Following Types, 0/6 each

two

aides

GRAMPIAN I'ermanent Magnet 9 inch Moving

Univeraal
4 watts.
Coil Speakers, handles.
Transformers, 18/0. Ditto Energised handles 5 watts,
2,500 ohms, 21/,
12,000, 15,000 ohm wire -wound potent io, meters with mains switch, 1/6.
10,000

OTT Aerial and Anode Coils Dual Range with
Circuit, 2/6 per pair.

reeonl

121n.

one wind.
only

in

balance

snouts

2/0:

E

10

pay

monthly
or
Cn.h
Carriage

BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,

ohms, wire wound, 1/-.

80T, 11:111

EASY TERMS
10 - Deposil and 16
monthly Payments of 10 6.

6(16, 6A4, 6D.13, 617, 43, 59. Send for Complete Valve

complete with turntable and all fittings, a really
EDISON

etENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms, If-:
50,000, 100,000, 1 meg., any value, 2/-; 200

the

following standard main types, fully guaranteed, 416

Cash or C.O.D. Carr. Pa;d.

READY TO PLAY.

Phillips

Famous Continental valve manufacturer, all the

N.T.S. BARGAIN PRICE

:

2+2+1+1-i 1+.5,

STORES Announce
PREMIER
SUPPLY
Purchase
of the Complete Stock of a

& MOVING -COIL SPEAKER

L7

4+2+1+1+1+.5 3/9;

01/+- ,4 iD2t1+billie+r 13,004/%0'..working, 4 + 4 + 2 + .1, 31- ;

With PEDESTAL CABINET

200-250v. high quality pick-up and volume
control, 49,'-; without volume control, 46/-.

sound job, 15/-.
SPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 watts,
any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1f-; 8 watts any
value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/0 ; 15 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/-; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms. 2/6.

following Lines 6d. each, or 5/- per dozen.-

wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.1,3 amp. mainawitches,
Cyldon capacitors, double trimmers.
SUPER -MOVING Coil Speakers, handle 10 watts,
energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactured
by world-famous radio and gramophone company,
T.C.C. Electrolytic condensers, 8 mid. 440v. working,
3/- ; 4 mf. 440v. working, 31- ; 15 mf. 50 v.workitig
1
; 50 mfd. 12v. working, 1/- ; 15 mf. 100v. working,
1;3; 6 mf. 50v. working, Od.; 2 mf. 100v. working, Cal.
ONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V. 400v. working,

C

A.C. "FOUR'

USA. 3 -gang condenser with trimmers, 3/11 a really

transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., output 8v. amp., 14/6 ; 8v. I amp.

at a

gram cabinets, by best manufacturers

1

2 amps LT., 15/- the pair.

solid job.
PREMIER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of ?render

c'iMarry, 500350.000m.a,.,22/-/..each ;

ALARGE Selection of Pedestal, Table and Radio -

'

milliamps, 20 hys., 2/9 ; 250 milliamps, 30 hys., 20/ALL Premier Mains Transformers have engraved
panels, terminal connections, all low-tension
windings centre tapped, tapped and screened primaries

amps, 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps. 12/6.

Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,500,
1,000 ohm, semi -

W111E-WOUND
ariable50,

Chassis valve holders 5-, 0-, or 7 -pin, screened
screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistant es,

25

volts 1.2

WEsTElt N Electric Condensers,250v. working
11/.mf.2,6dmr..;,
; 4 mf., 2/- ; 400v. working.

THE

milliamps, 30 hys., 5;6 ; 150 milliarrips, 30 hys.,
PREMIER

amps. 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps., 10/-.

0-100, 112:d1 m.a., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/-.

traction of original cost. Send for list.

Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-; 05

PREMIER 350-0-350 150 milliamps, 4 volts 1-2

PIt I:B I E It British -made Meters, moving iron, flush
mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15' 0 -LO

Electric Motor for A.('. Mains. Send
only IV-. balance in 10 monthly
payments of 5/, Cash or C.OD.

12 -in. Turntable.

dne2Nn:,4 .1 n maker's cartons, with

0( 'It EEN ED 11.F. Chokes, by one of the largest.
111:1 oiiractfirei, in the country, 1/6.

GRAMOPHONE MOTOR

Westinghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

2.4 amps., C.T., L.T., 25/- ; trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;

T.C.C. Condensers, 4tuf. 450v. working, 4/-; 4mf..
750v. working, 6/-.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, bandpass

of

rats

speaker, 112/10/0.

ances, and diagram, 120v. 20 mit., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/- extra; 150v. 30 milliamps with 4v.

the best 3 -gang available.

pay -

cosh

W.B.

fully

0.0005,

4/-.

monthly

11

post orders and callers to

Condensers.

screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight or superhet, 6,9, complete; with disc drive, 7,11;

Pen -

and
Claw
Send
only
balance
in

It.
2'8

St., E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel), for

4

manufacturers' model, 3 -gang conPOLAR
Starfully
densers,
screened, 7/6, with trimmers ;

U1'1LITY 3 -gang

l'or rower,

bait

A :N SOUNCE a City Branch at 165 and 165a. Fleet

200/250 volts.

tained Speaker, Valves and Batteries, 27/6.

RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/- multi ratio output transformers, 2/6; Microphone
transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 2/6; 1-1 or 2-1 Output
Transformers, 2/6.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

10/6; 60 milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6;

1 amp, 4/6. 10 volts .5 amp., 4/6.

SPECIAL OFFER. .Bolster-Brandes (shop-soiled)
Receivers, 2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-con-

unscreened, 5/,

Advertisement Manager, " Practical and
Amateur Wireless," 8, Southampton
Street, Strand, London.

the convenience of callers;

trimmers with complete slow-motion drive, 7/0.
MAINS transformer Mika, 200/250 volts, 0 volts

of

LLIOTT Moving -coil Milometers projecting type,
21in. diameter, 0-10, 0-30, 0-50, 0-150, 15/-.

DARIO directly -heated 1 watt, 200v. Maine Power

2/0.
C.O.D.

Valves, 2/6.

raid.

DLUE SPOT 45 P.M. Speaker, multi -ratio trans -

11,51.

13 former, handles 4 watts, listed 45/-, at 25/ -, or in
handsome walnut cabinet, 35/-. Blue Spot 99 P.M.
6edSpeaker,59/67 auti

ANOTHER BARGAIN

handles 5 watts,
rattransformer,
io

31/-.tI-

REGENTONE

SPOT Energised Speakers 2,500 ohms type
29D.C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9;11.
BLUE
SUPER Moving -Coll Speaker by world-famous radio
and gramophone company, 300v. 30 men. field

List Price £2: 10: 0
BARGAIN ei.lcat

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

MAINS UNIT

111.000 ohms), 25/,

(Dept. U.N.), 20-22, High St., Clapham,

PRICE is Is I U.M
Cash or C.O.D. Carr. Pd.

Macaulay 2188.
North, Underground.
'Phone :

Nearest stat ion :

s .NN .1.

pi, in

Model W.I.F. 120,150 v. at 12 ma A.C.
)twine only. 200;2511volt,

Seven voltage

r 'W.. A wonderful offer you should
not miss.

and

9

monthly

payments of 4 -.

SEND FOR LATEST LISTS

New gimes Sales Co
88, (Pr.Y1I3.)LUOGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

7

i

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

,

COUPON

t

taming queries.

t
t

I
t
t

, This coupon is available until February 16, !
t 1935, and must be attached to all letters conI PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
!.

9/2/35.

I
I,'

i
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BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART
Draws attention to following bargain'. No catchpenny

lines, No stunts, just a dead square deal.
Radiophone super short-wave
RADIOMART.
condensers, all brass, steatite bases (the Mint

made) offered third list, .0116, 3;6 ; 2 gang .00016, 5,6.
RADIOMART. British Radiophone, fully screened
2 -gang .0005 top trimmers, latest compact type,

5/II.

RADIOMART. Radiophone 3 -gang, as above, S/6 ;
Radiophone 4 -gang superhet, 9;6.
ADIOMART. Radiophone as above 2 -gang but

uniktiob with wavelength dials, 8,3.

A D1OMART. Radiophone Full Vision illuminated

RRA DIOMART.
Dials oxydised escutcheon (list 716), 3/6.
Pushisack-the wire used by selmakers ; ready tinned and sleeved, 6yds., 9d.
RADIONEART.
Sereined Hex, H.F. or pick-up;
single, 6d. yd. ; twin, 9d. yd.
ADIOSIART. Resin -cored solder, 10d. per ft. ;
Bulgtn lamp fuses, 2d. Bulgin twin ftweholders, 4(1.
RADIOMART. Non -inductive tubufars, 1,500vt.

R

.0003, .002, 4d.; .01, .02, .04, .05, 0.1, 6d. ; .2,
.5, 9d.

.25, rid.

;

Differentials;
Telsen
RA DIOMA RT.
.00015, 11- ; Polar .0003, 1/3 ; all knobs.

.0001,

RA DIOMART. Radiophone I.F. transformers, top
trimmers, 2/(1; also few 117 and 126 k.e.
A DIOSIA la Utility super 2 -gang .0005 ball -

IN bearing, fully screened with trimmers, 5/11 ;
with disc dial, 6/11.
A DIONIA RT. Utility 3 -gang, as above, straight or

R

superhet, 7/11, with dial, 8/11.
RA 1HOMART.
RT. Famous 8 mill. dry elect rolyt les
500v., 2;11 ; NSF., ditto, 8 x 8 tants 500 v., 3,6.
RA DIOMART. BTH 7in. latest 2,500 ohm, moving

eons, humbucker, 4 watt model, 12/6.
Sonochorde super sensitive PM..

DIOMA RT.

IN " Class B "or II
RADIOMART.

( ideal battery sets), 16,0.
'Variable eondensers S01118 .0003.

Ready Radio .0003. .0o05, .00175, 1/-; Telsen
stool, .00015, 10d.; Utility .0005. 1;3.
RA D103IART.
Special offer dozen all different
wire-ended resistances by most famous makers,
nr assortment, 2/8.

Telsen 1 watt resistors, cartridge
resistors, toggle switches, tubular condensers,
each.
RADIOMART. Igranic non -inductive condensers,
R',DIOMART.

bakelite case, terminals, 700 v., makers' cartons,
Judd, 114 ; 2 mfd., 1/8.
ADIOMART. Brand new eondensen, eminent

makers, 500(r. working, 4 mfd., 3;6 ; 2 mfd.,

1/10; 1 mfd., 1/6.
RA DIOMART. 350v. working, 4 tad., 2/9 ; 2 mfd..
1/8 ;

1

1 mfd.,1/4; 250v. working, 4 mfd., 2/3;

1/2 ; 0.5 mfd., 9d. ; 0.1 x 0.1 mfd., 9d.
RADIOSIART.
Supremus buttery economisers,
incorporating Westinghouse rectifier; halves

consumption (list 27/6), 7;6.
RADIOMART. Triotron Class B " 71n. cone PM.
unit, with driver transformer, valveholder
Pawn" ;
(list 49:6), 25/-.
RA DIOSIART.
Staltapped "Class B" chokes

-

(list 9/6), 3,6 ; Jgranic driver transformers, 1111.
Transformers : 'grants.; 8/6 ;
l'arvo, 3/0 ; 31-1 Ericsson (15:-), 1/3 ; Microphone, 2/6., as
tip:..
RA DIOMART. Screened iron -cored dual -range coils
with reaction circuit, 2/11 ; Igranie short-wave
iron -cored dual -range, 3/3. a
ss
DADIOMART. Telsen Radiophone, dolly toggle
IN switches, 8d. Lotus radiogram switches, 9d.
RADIOMART. ' Radiophone H.P. chokes (maim lecturers). honeycomb wound, 11- ; Metviek, 9(1.

R
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PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

A DIOMA RT.

Yearsof transmitting experience
makes possible a ipecialised Orrice in short-wave
material which can be relied "(pelf'
ADIOMART.

R

RA D1OMART. G.E.C. all brass .0003 condensers.
with real slow-motion; Ideal short-wave (listed
over £1), 2/9.
DADIOMART, Limited, number as above, but double
IN spaced, .00015, 3/9. The finest condensers ever
made.
ADIOKART. Brass ball -bearing 100 mmfd. short -

IN wave, pigtail, noiseless, 1/6; brass band -spread
Of neutralising micro -variables, 1/-;
extension
brackets, 3d.
.

RA DIOMART. Pye lolose short -Wave valvehokiers,
4d.; 11 -in. coil forms, 4 -prong, 1/3 ; 6 -prong, 1/6.
RADIOMA RT. Western Electric 21/- microphones,
2;9 ; transformer, 2/6 ; Telsen dual -range short,
wave coils, 3/6.
ADIOMA RT.
Milliammeters flush, 22in., 519
21in., 6/9. All ranges above 25 ma.
RA DIOMART. Fintglass aerial insulators, 31in.,
60. ; BeehiVe stand-off insulators. 8d.
RADIOMART.
American stand-off' insulators,
" Tinymite," 6d. ; Midget," 7(1. ; " Standard,"
8d. ; Frequentite English valveholders, Sd.

RADIOMART. Purchase over-producedstock leading Continental valvernaker ; Super, valves
sensational prices.
RADIOMART.
A.C. types at 4,6; H.F. Pen.,
MEI, MEL, V 5ISG., PT4, SGLA, SG HA, from 2/11.

RADIOMART. 2 volt types; H.F., Detector, L.F.,
2/3 ; Power, 2/9; Super power, 3/3 ; Screen grid, Pentode, 6/6.
RADIOMART. American types, 4/6. Catalogue
gives characteristics 81111 hundred other bargains.

RADIOMART sends catalogue or answers enquiries
only If stamp enclosed. (send over 6/- 110,1 free
or C.O.D.

THE SQUARE DEALERS

RADIOMA1tT, 19, John Bright street, Birmingham.

RADIO CLEARANCE, 280,. High Holborn, W.C.1.
offer the following stupendous bargains, limited
quantities only, all orders over 5/- post free. -'Phone
Holborn 4631.
RA DIO CLEARANCE First Bargain List Is now

Available, send 11d. stamp to cover cost and
a well-known proprietary firm whose name we are
not allowed to mention, 7 tuned stages, amplified
postage ; 7 valve superhet. chassis by Plessey made for

delayed A.V.C., local distance switch, 7 k/c separation,
size of chassis 131in. x 91in., A.C. 200-250 volts for

use with energised speaker, 2,500 ohms, demonstra-

tions daily at 94, High Holborn, ehAsis complete

PEARL & PEARL

190, Bishopagate, London, F..C.2. All the following

bargains guaranteed new goods.
Carriage Paid.

Cash or C.O.D.

AT LAS ELIMINATORS. Guaranteed for 12 months.
Model DC15/2513 for D.C. mains, 200/250 v.

Four tappings. Yours for 4/6 down ; balance in 7
monthly payments of 5/-. List price 89/6. Model
('A 25, for all A.C. voltages. Five tappings. Westinghouse rectifier. Yours fog 71- down and balance in
10 monthly payments of 5/3. List price 59/6.

with Mallard valves, less speaker and cabinet, brand
new 17/10.
RAUTO CLEARANCE Makes Special Offer of a

NOTE : We make no extra charge for deferred terms.
RECEIVERS.
3 -VALVE
CLASS B" BUR-

Designers' Specification, including Coivern coils,
Polar condensers', T.C.C. fixed condensers, lt.1
Hypermite transformer, ready drilled panel and

Artistic cabinet of highly polished Walnut. Chromium
fittings. Brand new in original cartons; 1935 Model.
I.ist £6 10s. Our price £3 18 6 Carriage Paid.

Limited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to

terminal strip, list price £5/17 ; our price, £3/10.
CLEARANCE.-Dorchester 3 -valve service
Rgrid,
RADIOdetector, power or pentode battery chassis
including all first-class eomponents, brand new,
completely wired ; at 30/- each, less valves.
RADIOULEARANCE.-Pleoey inaInstransformers,

primary input 200-250 volts, secondaries 350-0-350
at 120 m.a., 4 volts 21 amps., 4 volts 61 amps., screened

primary, exceptional value; 7/6 each.
CLEARANCE-Standard Telephones and
RCables mains transformers, shrouded type, for
RADIO
II.T.8 rectifier with 4v. 4 amp. C.T., L.T. winding;
exceptional value at 6/- each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang

Midget type superhet. condensers, fully screened
with trimmers 2 .0005 sections and 110 k, c oscillator
section ; 7;6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type straight condensers, fully screened,
with trimmers, 3 .0005 sections; 7/0 each.
RADD) CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang

sit perhet . condensers, u nscreened, 2.0005sections

and 110 k/c section, complete with trimmers, dial,
pilot light and escutcheon ; 6/6.

D A DI 0 CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 110
ke,'s, intermediate frequency transformers; 3/ each.

GOYNE RECEIVERS. Complete with alullard

valves ; Exide H.T. and L.T. batteries. M/C speaker.

VALVES.

Triotron (all types) G.P., 3/6; Power,

4j6; S.G., 9/6; clear or metallized; all in
makers' sealed cartons.
SPEAKERS. Lissen plaque speakers, wonderful
t one. List 15,'-. Our price 5/11. Lotus pennanet it
magnet, with universal transformer giving 10 alternative tappings. Eight -inch cone --wonderful tone.
List 27;6. Our price 14/11.

CONDENSERS. British Radiophone .0005 ganged,

screened variable condensers with trimmers,
2 -gang, 6/6 ; 3 -gang, 8/6.

RADIOPAK by British Radiophone (Type 535 C).
Comprising 3 matched coils and 3 -gang con-

denser with trimmers. Clearly engraved scale marked

metres, pilot light fitting, engraved terminal strip
showing all connections. The whole mounted on grey
metal chassis: Guaranteed new. Limited quantity
only, at special low price of 2946 complete.
COILS. Lincoln -Stewart screened dual -range iron

cored coils; complete with circuits and wiring
diagrams. List price 6/6, our price 2/6. Lotus triple -

ganged bandpass coil unit, complete. Suitable for
mains or battery sets. Comprises 3 screened coils on
metal base, wavdchange and radiogram switch ;
all terminal connections shown engraved. Full
instructions with, every unit. List 27/6. An outstanding bargain at 12/11 each. Linen L.N.5181

RADM CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set 3 -ganged superb -et coil units for A.C. or battery
of band-pasa coifs, manufacturers' type, with sets; with circuits and diagrams. Over 1,250 already
circuit diagram,' suitable for tuned grid or tuned sold to " Pr.W." readers. List price 30/. ; now offered
at smiliaflop_rrirtairly.
anode ; set of 3 MIS, 4/-.
DAM° CLEARANCE.-Britjsh Radiophone set
CoHaNreowALcn.cemrnoetocorsi,IVI027itc,h...
IN of superhet. coils, maiiiirieturers' type, with
GList £2 10s. Our price 36/- ; or with Collard
circuit diagram, suitable for use with above advertised
condensers. 5;0 per set.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -8 tad. dry electrolytics,
500v. working, well-known make; 2/6 each.

OLIO CLEARANCE. -1/25 h.p. motors (Gilbert),
100-115 volts A.C., for television, suitable for
R
200-250v. if used with suitable resistance or lamp;

8,6 each..
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Variable power resistances
by well-known maker, 0-100 ohms; 2;6 each.

RA IMO CLEARANCE. -8,l$40 ohms volume rout rots.
log type, with Q.M.B. switch, by G.E.C. ;
each,

RADIO CLEARANCE. -50,000 ohms Ceutralab
potentiometers; 1/0 each.
RAI ILO

CLEARANCE. -25,000

ohms

British

Radiophone graded potentiometers; 1;9 each.
D 4D10 CLEARANCE. -1 watt resistances, wen-

t\ known make, all sizes ; lid, each.

n
A DIO CLEARANCE..-Wego 2 mkt. condensers,
IN canned type ; 10(1. each.

RA D10 CL_EARANC E.-11mm. white steering;
9(1. per dos. lengths. .
A DIO CLEARANCE.-Telsen .0001 and .00015
reactiob Sondensers Zel. each.'
R4D10 GlegARANCE:-Steel chassis, cadmium
plated, drilled ready for use; 3 valve, 1/-;

R

4 -valve, 1/6 &e "

-

RA DIO CLEARANCE. -;-Steel chassis. cadmium

plated, 2.and 3 valve type, fitted valve holders
and terminal stri ,
each.
A Di 0

0.5
mfd.,ANCE.-T.C.C.
condensers,
. storking, 1/. ; T.C.C.
1 mfd., 800v.

vvorkin, 1/ 1
T.C.C. g
d

nitil., 250v. working,.
1
;
v. working, 1/6; T.C.U. 4 mfd,

C.C.

block colldepser9, .6 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and 1 mfd.
250 A.C. Workloo31, 1), each.

Pick-up and arm, 49/-, Brand new.
CONDENSERS. Lotus variable (2 -gang .0005)
condensers, screened ; complete with illuminated
friction drive dial, knob and trimmers. Our price,
2 -gang 8/6, 3 -gang 11/6.
CB I al ETS. Ultra polished walnut receiver cabinets
(for set and speaker combined). Height 1710.,

width 15in., depth Elin. Only 5/11 each.

CROMWELL Cabinets (for set and speaker com-

blued). Horizontal type, 23in. wide, Sin. deep,
1 ilin. high. Polished Walnut veneer, additional

battle behind speaker grille. Just secured on terms

which enable us to offer them at the astoundingly

low price of only 4/11 each.
NOTE. All Cabinets supplied for Cash with onion

only and sent carriage forward..

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS.

THESE special bargains are sent for Cash with orde
only. Please add 3d. for postage.
Ormond .0003 and .0005 Variable Condensers
1/3 each. Tonastat Selectivity Unit, 1/10; 131110

static cut-out, 2/3. Igranic 1 mfd. condensers 1/3

each; 2 mfd. 1/9 each. Table Microphone complete
with transformer In base, 6;11. Triotron electrolytic
condensers; 8 mfd., 450 volt working, 2/11 each;
25 mfd., 350 volt working, 3/6 each. Triotron Class
" B " Valves, type E220/3. List 10/6 ; our price 5/I.
Amplion Binocular H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed in
bakelite case. List 4/6. Our price, 2/3. Lots of 3
dozen assorted Dubiller fixed condensers, 1/0 each lot.
4 -pin Chassis -mounting Valve holders, 5d. each;
6 for 2/-. Igranic 2 -pole rotary switches, 1/- each.
Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accumulator
Hydrometers, complete with float, 1/. each, Sovereign
lightning arresters, 6d. each.

ADD) CLMARA 'CB. -Earl Permanent Magnet
R
Movfni-coill Speakers, brand new, boxed.
List at 29/8 , drnoriee. 10/11.

FREE. Our latest Bargain List "
All Mail Orders Direct to

WANTED, good modern wireless part,. sets,
eliminators, meters. valves, speakers, etc.
Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more fhan.any other dealer. Open 9-8.-1' niver-

speakers from 12/6, Regentone A.C. 30ma.
32/6. Triotron valves, 2/9; power, 3;0. Full stock

PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopagate, London, E.C.2.
Tele.: Bishopagate 1212.

RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Phone: Holborn 4631.

sity Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.
'Phone ; Museum 3810.

HIGHEST possible allowance made on used wireless
-goods in exchange for new sets, components, or
Petra -Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of term... -It. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.
RA DIALADIHN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model. balance cash or H.P.

Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange in
U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets and
radiograms at, gift prices £1 to £10. Write for list. 46, Dresser Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.I. (Jenard
4055.

BANKRITT BARGAINS. List free. 8v. kit, 15/,
11 ST kits in stock. Any kit supplied. M.C.

Tungsram and Triotron mains valves. Listen DA
and A.C. 2s'. mains sets, 500-. L.F. 40 ma. chokes. 1/9.
Transformers, lat. Dual coils, 1/6. Phillips 588A
A.C. set, £8. Lotto; 3 pentode Universal, £6. Pilot
6v. 4 waveband, very latest D.C., £12 15e.; A.C..
£11 15s. Large assorted stock everythiag radio. Para

exchange.-Butlin, 143a, Preston Road, Brighton.
Preston 4030.

LISSEN Battery Valves. HI./2, detector, 2/10.
PT/2a pentodes matched for Q.P.P., 8/6 pair.

singly, 4/3 -Service Radio, 72, Bruce Grove, Totten.
ham.

CABINET gramophone, three -valve band-pass set,
Manes permanent H.T.-18. Wclney Place,

Sheffield.

a
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS.
RECEIVERS.-Osram 4 -Valves (Actual) Sets.
Complete with Four Osratn Valves, Moving -Coil
Speakers. Pedestal Cabinet. Ready for use on all
Voltages A.C. In sealed cartons, i61010 (List £15/15/-).
BURGOYNE Class " B" Sets. With three Mallard
Valves. Exide Batteries and Accumulators.
Moving Coil Speakers. In modern Cabinet beautifully finished In Chromium plate. Ready for use. In
sealed cartons. £3/18/6 (List £6/10/-).
LISSEN 2 -Valve D.C. Sets. Complete with Valves,
Speakers In attractive Bakelite Cabinet. Ready
for use, on all Voltages D.C. £2115/- (List £717/-).
Radio Midget Sets. 4 -Valves (Actual)

FERGUSONr
T.R.F. Complete with Moving Coil Speaker.
Valves. Ready for use on all Voltages A/C or D/C.

In sealed cartons. £3/12/- (List £6/8/-).
COILS.-Igranic Superhet Four Coils (1 OSC,
2 1.F., with pigtails, 1 I.F. plain). 9/- per set
(50/- List).
vARLEY Constant Square Peak ('oils B.P.5, with

TILE

following unused set manufacturers' Surplus ;

all goods guaranteed perfect ; Immediate delivery.
MAGNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
coil, output transformers, etc. DC152 (Mn. cone),
22/6. DC154 (7in. cone), 16/-. All with 2,500 or
6,500 ohms fields.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, HTS, 9/6. TIT9,
HT10, LT5, LT4, 10/9. Regentone transformers

for HTS or HT9, with 4v. 4amp. LT winding. 7/-.
Eliminators, first-class make. Outputs 1500. 25ma,
SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
rectifier, 25/-. AC type with
30/-. DC type, 12/6.

amp. trickle -charger,

DUBILIER or TCC dry electrolytic condensers
Smfds or 4mfds, 500v working, 50mfds, 50v,

200mfds, 10v, 3/3. 50mfils, 15v, and 15mfds, 100v,
2/3. 50mfds, 12v, 2/-. TCC type " M" condensers,
any value up to .001mfils, 6d. Erie resistances. 1
watt type, 74., 2 watt, 1;2, 3 watt, 1/9. Send for

comprehensive list.

WARD,45, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Telephone: Holborn 9703.

all accessories, 2/3.

DICK-I:N.-Marconi Model K25 (1935 Issue), 21/-

(List 32/6).
CON DE NSERS.-Plessy Four -Gang Condensers with

Oscillator Section for Superhet. Fully Screened
with trimmers, 7/3 each (List 45/-). LOTUS Three Gang, 12/6 ; 2 -Gang 5/6. All Lotus Condensers are
complete with Dials, Escutcheons, fully screened with
trimmers.
Dubiller 4 -mid. (2+1+1) 1,000 Volt,
2;9 each; 4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25) 3/... T.C.C. 0.1+0.1,
Dubilier 0.1, 94.

1/3.

SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot GOB Units, 10/6. List
45/.). Blue art Permanent Magnet Moving,
Coil Speakers.
L niversal Transformers for Power
Super -Power, Pentode and Class " B." All Brand
New 1935 Series in sealed cartons. Type 991'.M.,
30/- (List 59/6); 45P.M., 24/. (List 45/-) ; 62P.M. (In
Cabinet), 38/- (List 117/6); 32 P.M. in magnificent
cabinet, 45/. (List 87/6). W.B. Permanent Magnet
Speakers with universal Transformers, 21/- each (List

32/6).

ELIMINATORS.- Regentone Eliminators W.5a.

Complete with Trickle Charger for 200/250 volts.

39/6 (List £3/17/6). A small Quantity only of Ekco
Eliminators for 100/125 volts only, Type K25 with
Trickle Charger, Output 25 m.a., 35/- (List £4/12/6).

Type K. 18 with Trickle Charger output 18 m.a., 32/6
(List £4/7/6). All Brand New in original sealed
cartons.
MISCELLANEOUS. -Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.
H.T.6, 7, 8, 9/3 each. Morse Tapping
Keys with flash signal and buzzer. Complete with
Battery and bulb, 2/-. Biflo Static Cut-outs, definitely

eliminates noise and interference, 2/3 (12/6 List).

Telsen Binocular H.F. Chokes, 2/4 (List 4/6). Variable
Volume Controls, all capacities, 2/. each. Lewco,
Spaghetti Resistances, all capacities. New and
boxed, 1/6 dozen assorted.
Many More Bargains at our various Branches.

Every Article Guaranteed and sent Post Paid.
BRANCHES at 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2; 271-275.

High Road, Willesden Green. N.W.I0.
Mail orders to 323, Euston Road, N.W.1.

All

SOUTHERN RADIO 323, EUSTON ROAD,
LONDON, N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube).

'Phone : Museum 6324.

UTILITY SALES. -We have splendid Reports from
Amateurs who made our Two -valve Short-wave.
ALL parts ready to assemble, 45/- ; ready assembled,
50/ -.-Apply FREE Circuit.
LIMIN ATORS.-With Trickle charger. " RegenEtone " W.A.5, 25 m/a, all variable tappings,
amp. charger, 40/-.
MICROPHONES. -Our Western Electric the Best,
Hanging model, 2/6; Transformer, 3/6. Table
model, transformer in base, 8/6.
LOTUS."-Triple Ganged Band-pass coil unit,
Isa listed, 27/6 ; with circuit, 12/-.

" CELESTION " PPMW.-Listed, 45/-. Permanent

Magnet, 7in. Cone Universal transformer, 18/6.
MILLIONS of articles to be Cleared cheap during
Sale. Wonderful Values. -Apply for lists.
UTILITY SALES, Faeritone Corner, 57, Pracd
Street, London. (Paddington 0251).

INDIVIDUAL SETS DESIGNED.

Estimates given.

WOBURN RADIO'S NEW YEAR SALE.
ALL orders over 7/6 sent C.O.D. charges paid.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE semi -screened midget
condensers, smallest made, .0005 with side
trimmers. Brand new and boxed. 2 gang, 5/6, 3 gang,
7/6. Few only ordinary size, 4 gang, 9/6.
W.B. P.M. Speakers, with multi ratio output transformer (7 ratios), including Class B, 20/6.
Rothermel P.M. Sin, cone power and pentode transformers, 18/6.
WESTINGHOUSE Metal Rectifiers. manufacturers
type, H.T.8 and 9, 8/11. Transformers for same
with 4v. 4a. C.T. L.T. winding, 6/9. Western Elec-

tric Microphones, 2/3. Mike transformer for same,
85-1, 2'3.
T.C. dry electrolyt les 8 mfd., 550v., 3/3, 4 mfd.,

500v., 3)-. British Insulated Cables, dry. 8 mfd.,
550v., 3/.. 4 mfd., 65v. (wet), 3/-.
mfd., 50v.
(dry), 3/.. T.C.C. 6 mfd., 50v., 15 mfd., 100v., 25
mfd., 25v., 50 mid., 12v., 1/3. Tubular condensers:
.01, .02, .1, 6d. Dubiller wire -end resistances, all

values, 6d.

Truwind

wire -wound resistances, all

values to 50,000, 3/6 doz. Formo 1 mfd., 1,000v.
test, 1/-, 2 mfd., 1,000v. test, 1/3. Wego 4 mfd.,

750v. test, 2/3. Chassis mounting valve -holders, 4-5
pin, 1/3 half-doz. 7 pin, Gd. Toggles, Otl. Sistoflex,
7yds., 6d. Pye S.W.,
'
valve -holders, 3d. Lucerne
iron -cored canned coils boxed with circuit, 2/6.

ROTHERMEL Piezo Electric Pick-ups, new and
boxed, 30/, Marconi K25, 21/-. Wales Universal
Meters, listed 12/6, few only, new and boxed, at 7/-.
TRADE enquiries invited, send stamp and heading
for list.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 0, Sandland St., Red Lion
Street, W.C.I. Holborn 7289.

SURPLUS VALVES. -All brand .new: battery
types, 2 -volt, HE.2, LF.2, LP.2, 1/9. Super
power, PP.2, 2/0; screens and pentodes. 3/9; A.C.
Mains, 4 -volt, 1 amp., general purpose, 3/3; power,
4/-; screens and pentodes, 4/0; full wave rectifiers,
3/6; postage paid, cash with order, or C.O.D. over
10/-. Clarion Valves, Dept. 2, 885, Tyburn Road,
Erdington, Birmingham.

MAINS Transformers, chokes, etc,. to specification,
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satisHenry l'eace, l.td.,

faction. Prices 011 request.
Wednesbury, Staffs.

TRANSFORMER and Choke Stampings, instrument

and Resistance wires, spools and insulation.

Lists Free. -Lumen Electric Co., 9, Scarisbriek Ave.,
Litherland, Liverpool 21.

theoretical or practical circuit diagrams. Queries

Place, Hove. (Trade Supplied.)

WIFT

CAMCO RADIOGRAMOPHONE CABINETS AT 40/-.
SPECIAL, offer of Mahogany Radiogram Cabinets,
complete with polished panel, 18in. by 7in.
Listed at £6/15/-, now 40/-. Send for list. Carring-

SERVICE."

BARGAINS.
IN SEND 3d. IN STAMPS FOR OUR AMAZING
GENUINE

NEW BARGAIN CATALOGUE, CONTAINING

DETAILS

OF

ALL

COMPONENTS,

LOUD

SPEAKERS, KITS AND SETS, ELIMINATORS,
TELEVISION, SHORT WAVES, ETC. ONLY

ton Mfg. Co., Ltd., Cameo Works, South Croydon.

sets. Complete with valves, batteries,
CLASS "
14/C Speaker. Ready for use. In sealed cartons,
13/17/11. (List 16/10/0.) B.T.S. SPECIFIED HALL-

Post Free. Trade Invited. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
Prompt Service. Estimates Free. L.S. Repair
Service. -5, Ballmm Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

REPAIRS to Moving Coll Speakers, Cones and Coils
fitted, or rewound. Fields Altered. Prices

paired, 4/-.

L.F. and Speech Transformers,

4/ -

STANDARD COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

CAN BE SUPPLIED. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. ADD YOUR NAME TO THE INCREASING LIST OF AR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO, (PA.3),

TN 3, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, HIGH
HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. 'PHONE : HOLborn
1330.

VVAUXHALL..-Practical Wireless Universal super -

bet chassis, completely built as specified with
valves and Magnavox or Rola speaker, carriage paid,

£8/15/0.

VAUXHALL. -Radiophone radio-paks R.F. superhets complete with volume control, escutcheon,
new Lucerne station named dial, 34/,
Intermediate
freVAUXHALL. -Radiophone

quency transformers, centre tapped primary.

secondary on bases with terminals, 5/6.
VAUXHALL.. -Radiophone three gang condensers,
piano type superhet, or straight fully screened,
8/6 ; two gang, 6/6.
VAUXHALL. -Benjamin. Class B. transformers
1-11 to 1. Terminals fixing, 6/6 boxed.
vAUXHALL.-Radiophone volume controls, all
values from 5,000 to 500,000 with switch, 3/6.
VAUXHALL. -Westinghouse rectifiers set, manufacturers surplus skeleton type II .T.8, 9/6;
HT9-10, 10/-.
Westectors, W.4,
VAUXHALL -Westinghouse
W.X.6, 6/0. Regentone transformers with
terminals and H.T.8, 17/6.
VA UNHALL-Rothermel Piezo electric pick-ups,
30,'-; Marconi K25, 21/-; B.T.H. senior, 29/-;
Minor, 16/6. Sealed cartons.
VAUXHALL..
H A LL.-Gramophone
-Gramophone motors: Collard 32
V model, 32/6. Universal model for 110,D.C. 200.
250 AC/DC, 47/6.

VAUXHALL.-B.T.H. Truspeed AC. 30/-;

Universal model 110 D.C. 200/250 AC/DC. 47/6

VAUXHALL.-Utilitydials and drives complete
with escutcheon, state black or brown, 5/-.

4
or 8
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier condensers,
M.F.D. dry electrolytic, 600.V working, 3'-;
50 MFD.50.Y. working, 1/8; 60 MFD.I5V., 1 6.
VAUXIIALL-llubilier or Radiophone tubular
.05, ed. : .002,
condensers non -inductive .1,
.0002, and .0005, 4d. 1 mfd. Mainsbridge, 1/3 ; 2 mit,
2/-; T.C.C. .002 mica, 2,000v. test, 10d. ; .01, 1/-.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier all values, 1 watt.
tances, 7d. ; Clix valveholders with terminals 5
pin, 7d.; 7 pin, 9d. ; Continental 7 pin, 9d. ; W.B.,
4/5 pin. 4Id. Post paid, 2/6, or over or C.O.D.
VAUXHALL -UTILITIES, 163a Strand, London,
W.C.2, over Denny's the Booksellers. Templs
Bar 9338. Send postcard for new lists free.

Vresis-

Parcels
OPPORTUNITY.
containing Wireless Components, 40,- value for
EXPERIMENTER'S
Carriage,
Vs
-Taylor's,
Radio
House,
Macaulay
5/6.
Street, HnddcrstlelI.

H.

HULBERT.

HULBERT for Quality Surplus Speakers at Amazi ng
Prices.

HULBERT, 6, Conduit Street, W.I. Read below.
If you are requiring realistic reproduction at
remarkably low cost send for one of the following
high grade speakers. Repeat orders are coining 10
daily.
If so
OrNeaI4Yivi Are you on D.C. mains.
1016
Brand new Manufacturers surplus
moving coil speakers made by one of the
10/6 ONLY.
best known British makers, energized.
6 500 OHMS field for direct use on 200/240 volts
D.C. mains, 8in. cone, power, pentode, or
universal transformer as required.
1A y ONLY. As absve but with 10in. cone. A very
"T/ powerful quality speaker capable of handling
large outputs fitted with rigid die east cone housing.
ONLY as above, but for use as smoothing choke
in A.C. mains circuits, 1,800, 2,200, or 2,500
ohms field.

WEEDON P.L.R. Co., SPEAKER and REWINDING SERVICE. Mains transformers, etc.
Cones. Coils and Centres fitted all af/C speakers, 6/-.

Receiver repairs, including American and Midgets.
Trade invited. -Dept. C, 804 Lonsdalo Avenue,
London, E.0.

14/-

ONLY. As above, but with 10in. cone.

best known British makers. Permanent magnet
model of high efficiency with power, pentode, or
universal transformer as required, Sin. cone.
ONLY as above, but with 10in. cone. A

18/6 very powerful quality speaker fitted with
rigid die cast cone housing.
AS above, but with new high efficiency Alnil
19/6

Quoted Including Eliminators. Loud -Speakers Re-

MARK III COILS, 7/6 per set. Postage 3d. ALL

VAUXHALL.-Magnavox energised types, 2,500
or 6,500: loin. cone, 22/-; 7in. cone, 15/3.
All brand new complete with humbucking coils, state
power or pentode. Other speakers. Send for particulars.

15/6 ON.',TingBeroair!Aaver'sna,;:laectuvreZesnlri:

GENUINE ARTICLES ARE LISTED. DON'T
DELAY. SEND IMMEDIATELY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR ASTOUNDING OFFERS.
HALL -MARK III, COMPLETE KIT 30/-. HALLMARK FOUR, Battery model, 53/12/6. BURGOYNE

magnet
VAUXHALL. -Magnavox
permanent
V Speakers universal for Class B, power, pentode
or push-pull: 7in. cone, 16/6; 10In. cone, 22'-.

10/6

HALL -MARK THREE Superhet Three, ST600
Guaranteed First Specified Kits -Lowest Prices
-Easiest Terms -Lists Free-Melfo-rad, Queen's

1/- each. Expert Radio Service Bureau, 29, Orford
Road, London, E.17.
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magnet, high flux density and wide frequency
response, SUE cone, power, pentode, or universal transformer.
/

AS above, but with 10In. cone and special
coil giving exceptionally realistic

4i - voice
2reproduction.

2/n ONLY. Brand new cabinets suitable for above,

7 2/9 each.

31.zr ONLY. Brand new P.A. Permanent magnet

speakers suitable for large quality amplifiers.
Usual price, £6/6/0.
ONLY. Brand new Auditorim speakers suit-

59/6

able for Public Address work or special
quality amplifiers for use on D.C. or A.C. mains,
rectifying equipment for latter, 17/6 usual price £9,

exceptional bargain.
Secure one of these amazing speaker bargains now.
Repeat orders are coming in daily. Hulbert, 6, Conduit
Street, W.I. HULBERT for Quality Surplus speakers.
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die Greatest History of the War
" By far and away the greatest contribution to the history of
the war ; the only one which combines the gifts of the historian

and born writer with the profound experiences and direct
knowledge of one of the prime movers of events."J. M. KEYNES in the " NATION AND ATHEN/EUM."

GREAT WAR
by the Rt: Hort.

WINSTON S. CHURCHILL

The Rt. Hon.Winston
Churchill, C.H.,
S.
M.P., Statesman and

C.H., M.P.

The European War of 1914-18, that titanic struggle of

Man of Letters.

the nations, will long be remembered as the saddest misfortune ever to fall upon the peoples of Europe. Vast in its
scope, it swept and spread over a continent with the relentless
fury of a prairie fire, whilst simultaneously in the frozen north,
on the desert lands of Africa and Asia, and at a dozen points

Greatly and variously
gifted, the distinguished author of
THE GREAT WAR is
by common consent

at sea the conflict burst forth and drew into
the vortex the manhood of a world at arms.

acclaimed as one of

the most brilliant of
living writers.

It is well, lest the spectre of world war return,
that men and women living to -day should

tragedy was brought about ; the agony of the
nations during its subsistence ; and the strain

6W.E.11/41

Pkik

14

and sorrow left in its train.

l'At
rlkVkl

In his work, THE GREAT WAR, Mr. Churchill
in powerful and moving English describes the
whole epic-the sowing, the reaping, and the

11P4k
\UW
.
Aos

5i
'AIWA

NSTA S'
\Ai

kft.CtO.,310

,

.

harvest-and gives to the world that which
will remain for all time the most authoritative
account of an event which in centuries to come

will be looked upon as a milestone in world
history.

Send now for free descriptive booklet

Beautifully
Bound in Red
Cape

Levant

tnoroquette.

To the Home Library Book Company.
23-24, Tavistock Street, London, W.C.2.
Please send me without any obligation to purchase.

full particulars of THE GREAT WAR and details of
your scheme of Easy Payments with immediate delivery.

Gilt Top.
Name

Address
Pet AW. 9233
IM MIR IMO

Geo. Newnes. Ltd.
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gioe, yowt, sag&

Get improved
long range
reception

a Ionic/
l(1r

fF

°STOTT),

A falling off in the sensitivity of a Set which makes re
ception of distant stations increasingly difficult probably
indicates that the mutual conductance of the screen -grid
valve has fallen below standard. In an H.F. Amplifier the
overall magnification per stage is a function of the mutual
conductance of the valve coupled with its interelectrode
capacity.

The design of modern OSRAM Screen -Grid Valves

02Z)

0a
PC

ATKIN)

maintains an exact balance between these characteristics
and a type is available for every class of Receiver. You
would not run your car with the brakes on - make sure
that you are not operating your Set with a worn-out screen grid valve, thus limiting its full capabilities with the risk

of losing a foreign programme of particular interest.
Fit a

new OSRAM Screen -Grid Valve for long
range reception

osraik
alive
MADE IN

ENGLAND

Sold By All Radio Dealers.

OSRAM SCREEN -GRID VALVES
S 23

For 2 -volt

Portables

S 24

Battery Kit Sets and 12f6

For 2 -volt Battery Sets with
variable mu grid control

1216

A.C. Mains Sets
M S 4 B For
1716
withall
single stage H F.
or M S 4 B CATKIN

Ms 4 For A.C. Mains Sets with two
stages

MS4

H.F.

For A.C. Mains Sets with

variable mu grid control

1716

1716

or V M S 4 CATKIN

D SB

For 0.25 amp. D C Sets

1716

DS

For 0.25 amp. D.C. Sets

1716

(variable mu)

A TONIC TO ANY SET

WRITE for the OSRAM VALVE
GUIDE (1934 Edition). Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

W.C.E.5

IM.W.A.3

Printed in Great Rritain by NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, Ladbroke Grove, W.10, and published by GEORGE
NEWSES, LTD., 5-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Sole agents for Australia and New Zealand : GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. Booth
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical and Amateur Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17/4 per
annum six mouths, 8/8. Registered at the General Post Office for Transmission by Canadian Matazine Post.
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THE MOST UP-TO-DATE CONSTRUCTOR'S WEEKLY

" GEORGE
N EWN ES
(((Wit

Everything
New

About the
Simply

Science,

Written, Lavishly Illustrated.

STENTORIAN

FOR GREATER

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,
RADIO
WORKS,
MANSFIELD,
NOTTS.

VOLUME
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UNIVERSAL RECEIVER
WITH an outstanding performance. when working
off either D.C. or A.C. mains this handsome
receiver incorporates every worth -while feature of up-to-

date radio, including the Cossor " Super-Ferrodyne"
developments which give a still higher degree of
selectivity-a still wider range.
Now there is no longer need to tolerate out-of-date
Radio. Whether you are moving or whether your
supply is to be changed, the model 369 will give you the

best of Europe's programmes, whatever your supply,
present or future.

Send coupon for special leaflet.

A BRIEF SPECIFICATION: Complete with 4 Cossor Valves, Var.-mu

for
D.C. or A.C. MAINS
VARIABLE -MU H.F. PENTODE
IN H.F. STAGE

H.F. PENTODE DETECTOR

H.F. Screened Pent., H.F. Pent. Der., .Super -Power Output and

SUPER -SELECTIVE IRON -CORED

dual pointertuning, full -vision scale in wavelengths, illuminated
according to waveband in use. Combined " on -off," wavelength
change and gramophone pick-up switch. Selectivity and volume

SUPER POWER OUTPUT

COILS

Indirectly -heated Rect. Super -Selective Iron cored coils. Single knob

control. 8 in. Permanent Magnet M.C.
Speaker. Provision for pick-up and for
extension Speaker. For D.C. 200/250

volts (adjustable) and A.C. 200/250
volts (adjustable), 50 to 100 cycles.

E8 18 6
Hire Purchase Terries: 20/.. deposit

and II monthly payments of 16. 6.

SINGLE KNOB TUNING

FULL VISION SCALE
ILLUMINATED ACCORDING

TO WAVE BAND IN
Super-Ferrodyne

THIS COUPON

MODEL

BRINGS FULL

DETAILS
Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

USE

To A. C. COSSOR, LTD.,
Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, London,

Please send me free
of charge, literature
giving full particulam of the new
Cossor
Universal

N'atne

Receiver Model 369.

Address

L.137

PR AV. 14/2,3*

6367

N.5.

GE
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ROUND thc WORLD of WIRELESS
Television

A special new series entitled " Television
THE splendid news that television pro- for the Beginner " appears in this issue.

since the publication of the Television Committee's Report, you would

grammes on the high definition Demonstration of Baird Television be well advised to order next week's
issue now. Recent issues have rapidly gone
system are to be available this year

AT the moment of going to press, we have
has given a terrific fillip to the new hobby.
a practical demonstration
We were enabled, even at the moment of of the witnessed
Baird Home Televisor. Contrary
going to press with last week's issue, to to statements
have appeared elsesummarise the important clauses in the where, we canwhich
assure our readers that the
Television Committee's Report. Here again
is brilliant and may quite easily be
" Practieal and Amateur Wireless " was picture
seen in an ordinary room with ordinary
alert, and we gratefully acknowledge the lighting.
As a matter of fact, with all
many tributes to our enterprise (which we
switched on the image could quite
have received from readers and manufac- lights
turers) in stopping the presses in order to in- clearly be seen, both on the larger home
clude extracts from this historic document. televisor giving a picture 12in. by 9in., and
smaller giving a picture 8in. by 6in.
We are naturally gratified to learn that the
It is proposed to market a further Baird

completely out of print.

concerning television which we have made
both In this Journal, and in our companion
monthly " Practical Television." We were

Devon and Cornish coasts.

the report confirms all of the forecasts

not wrong in any one particular, and

practically alone of the technical Press we
stated three weeks before the report came
out that television would arrive as a concrete

industry and hobby this year, and that

television programmes would form a regular

TELEVISION !

1

New West Country Broadcasting
Station

AS a result of a promise made by Sir
John Reith last May, to a deputation

of West Country M.P.s and Mayors, the
B.B.C. has acquired options on three sites
in the neighbourhood of Plymouth. Thete
are now being tested to ascertain which
is the most favourable for the installation
of a new transmitter destined to give a
better service to listeners on the South

Watch this journal for first

B.B.C. Wavelength Changes
FROM February 17, when the new
70 -kilowatt Midland
station at

details of all of the important
developments. -

Droitwich takes over its daily duties, the
B.B.C. will make some alterations in the

wavelengths of other transmitters. The

All Queries (Wireless and

North National, London, and West National

WIRELESS AND PRACTICAL TELEVISION is

free !

stations will be synchronised on 261.1
metres (1,149 kc/s). The new Midland
transmitter will work on 296.2 metres
(1,013 kc/s), leaving the former channel
of 391.1 metres (767 kc/s) to Scottish

evidence of our vision and the faith we had in

Reserve a copy of "Newnes
Television and Short-wave
Handbook " NOW !

now on 209.9 metres, will broadcast in

new hobby, and PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR

Turn to Pages 798 and 799

part of our broadcast fare towards the end
of this year.
The fact that we changed the title of the
paper on January 20th, 1934, to PRACTICAL

the ultimate perfection of television. Alone
of the technical Press, we have included a
Television Supplement in every issue.
The report creates a new industry and a
WIRELESS will, as in the past, take the lead
in being the first to convey to its readers all
of the important news and developments as

Television are answered

Regional.

West Regional, now on 307.1
metres (977 kc/s) will go to 373.1 metres
(804 kc/s) and will pass on its old wavelength to Belfast.
Newcastle -on -Tyne,

future on 267.4 metres (1,122 kc/s), namely,

where Belfast was hitherto found on the
condenser dial.

Home Televisor, giving a picture 7in. by Ambassador as Director -General
and when they occur. Now is the time to 5in., at a price of between £25 to £30. The EUGEN VON NELKY, who, until
make yourself au fait with television. This definition of the pictures is excellent and the
recently, was Hungary's Ambassador
you can easily and cheaply do by turning to image steady. Actually it is much brighter at Vienna,
has been appointed to the
the centre page3 of this issue at once, and than that shown on the screen of the position of Director
-General of the Hun-

reserving a copy of " Newnes Television and
Short-wave Handbook," which explains
.in a popular way, and by means of hundreds
of illustrations and photographs, everything

you need to know about television.

average home cinema.
garian Broadcasting Company, with a view
All homes within a radius of thirty miles to the development of foreign relations ;
of the transmitting station will be able to he will also act as representative at all
receive satisfactory television.
International conferences dealing with

The Baird Co. has at the Crystal Palace
Readers do not need to be reminded of a complete television transmitting equip- radio matters.
High -power Latvian Station
our Free Advice Bureau, should they wish ment in full working order.
to ask any question relating to television
Statements by the Baird Co. and E.M.I.
KULDIGA, which so far has been
and its allied sciences. ALL queries received appear on page 800. Next week look
working on 10 kilowatts on 238.5
are answered free.
forward to further interesting views re- metres (1,258 kc/s), a channel shared
For first news of everything of Importance garding television. As there has been a con- with Rome (3) and San Sebastian (Spain),

you can safely turn to " Practical and siderable demand for issues of PRACTICAL is now increasing its power and will shortly
Amateur Wireless," the leading and pro- AND AMATEUR WIRELESS and our Com- be transmitting on 50 kilowatts. The
gressive Wireless and Television Weekly.

panion monthly journal, Practical Television,

station relays the Riga programmes.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
" Hurdy Gurdy "
present

Through this same Garden

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

FEBRUARY 14th is St. Valentine's
FRANCIS
another edition of " Hurdy Gunly "
Day ; and on the preceding night
.
1010.114=04.
1.
on February 16th, for National listeners
the old lovers' festival will be celebrated
as well as listeners in the West. He will Manchester, and the theatres will maintain in advance, as it were, by a Northern
be assisted by Elsie Eaves, Brian Gaye, contact with each other by means of portable dramatic feature. It is called " Through
'John Rorke, Walter Glynne, and the receiving sets.
this same Garden "-a quotation from
Western Studio Orchestra, conducted
Omar Khayyam-and has been
GERMAN
STATION'S
VERTICAL
AERIAL.
by Leslie Bridgmont, and, as on
devised by Joyce Lustgarten, the
previous occasions, the man :with
young Manchester author of " Prelude
1 to St. Swithin," " Every Dog has its
the hurdy gurdy will again be in
the studio.
Day," 'and other Northern features.
The programme will ,include love
WORSLEY

will

-

",Sea Log " Talks

scenes between Heloise and Abelard,
Romeo and Juliet, and the war -time

THE fourth talk in the " Sea Log "
series of yarns of the sea will be
'broadcast from Northern Ireland on
February 16th. Arrangements are not
yet complete, but it is likely that one
of the Belfast Lough pilots will relate
his experiences in bringing big ships
into harbour.

lovers from Ernest Hemingway's
" Farewell to Arms."

Hawaiian Music from Man.,
chester
THE KAILIMA TRIO, who are
to broadcast to Northern lis-

teners from a Manchester studio on
February 14th, claim to be the only
true exponents of the Hawaiian
guitar and of Hawaiian music in this
country. The trio consists of
William Kamoku, a pure-bred
Hawaiian musician and composer,
his pupil, Clifford Hart, a Manchester
man, and another Mancunian, Mabel

The Reid Orchestra
popular orchestra, conducted
,THIS
1 by Professor D. F. Tovey, the

Special Choir, and Mona Benson,

mezzo -contralto, will be relayed from
*he Usher Hall, Edinburgh, on

February 14th. The programme will
include Symphony No. 8 in F major,
op. 93, by Beethoven.

Steedman, who has spent a large
proportion of her life in Hawaii
studying the native music at first

Discussion on Art in Wales

hand. The programme which they
are to broadcast-using ukuleles and
Spanish guitars as well as Hawaiian

ART IN WALES-past, present
and future," will be the subject of a discussion between Edmund
D. Jones and Ewart Price for Welsh

guitars-will include some of Mr.
Kamoku's own compositions
will also be traditional Hawaiian

listeners on February 15th.

Young Men in Industry

tunes, including the famous farewell
song, " Aloha Oe," which was composed by Queen Liliuokalani, the last
reigning monarch of Hawaii,

HENRY BAGULEY, who is to
give a talk for Midland listeners

in the " Young Men in Industry "

series on February 15th, is manager
of a large hotel on the south coast. In connection with the new broadcasting station in the Forest " Hearts are Trumps "
'Anxious to perfect himself in lan- of Tegel, the aerial masts are constructed entirely of wood
. DU GARDE PEACH and Victor
guages, he worked as a " commis with the aerial running Vertically through the centre. In the 1-, Hely-Hutchinson, who gave
illustration,
a
partly
completed
mast
is
shown,
and
in
the
forewaiter" in hotels in Italy, Switzer" The CharoSal Burner's
ground is a water tower for the value -cooling apparatus. listeners
land, France, and. Germany.
Son," also collaborated in the operetta
' Hearts are Trumps." This is to be
Concert from Birmingham
broadcast on February 16th, in the Midland
Children's Hour and repeated in the evening
EONARD HENRY is the entertainer
programme. Victor Hely-Hutchinson will
1-4 at 'a concert relayed from the
conduct the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra and
Central Hall, Birmingham, on February

°

16th. Arthur Cooke is the pianist and
Dorothy Canberra (soprano) sings a Rossini
'Aria. Lionel Field conducts the Midland

Problem No. 126.

I

sisted of detector and two L.F. stages, with

piek-up terminals provided on the first valve.
The portable enabled him to get many foreign
stations, but they were not quite loud enough.
He suddenly thought of using the three -valve
set as a three -stage amplifier and accordingly
disconnected the leads from the speaker in the

Musical Society in Bainton's " Ballad of
Semmerwater."

Leeds Symphony Concert
THE famous Russian pianist, Nikolai
1

portable and joined these to the pick-up
terminals on the three -valuer. The combination failed to function, although when a

Orloff, will be soloist in the Leeds

pick-up was used with the three-valver results
were splendid. What was wrong ? Three
books will be awarded for the first three correct
solutions opened. Envelopes should be marked
Problem No. 126, and should be addressed to

Symphony Concert which is to be relayed
to Northern listeners from Leeds Town Hall
'on February 16th. He will play Grieg's
'" Concerto in A Minor, opus 16."

." Northern Music -hall Parade "
" Northern Music -hall Parade,"
for- February 14th, will be
the most ambitious variety broadcast
ever projected. Variety items are to be
relayed from the following five theatres :
the Argyle, Birkenhead ; the Garrick,
Southport ; the Palace, Blackpool the
Palace, Halifax ; and the New Hippodrome,
Darlington.. Telephone lines will connect
some twenty-five microphones, installed in
groups of five in the various theatres, with

'PIEfixed

the central Dramatic Control panel at

Samuels had a portable (four -valve) and a
three -valve battery receiver. The latter con-

The Editor, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRE 1

Lms, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Entries must
be received not later than the first post Monday,

February 18th.

the Midland Wireless Singers. The producer
is

J. H. Loughlin, Senior Balance and

Control Assistant at Birmingham. In the
cast are Harry Saxton, Doris Nichols (formerly at the B.B.C. Bradford Station), Alex

Penney, who plays the heroine, Alfred
Butler, Helmar Fernback, and Geoffrey
Dams.

Jugo-Slavia Wants a 40 Kilowatter
FROM Belgrade comes the report that

the Government has decided that

a more powerful station is required for the
capital programmes. Although rumour

has it that a 100 -kilowatt transmitter is
under consideration, it is expected that

work will shortly be started on a 40 -kilowatt

plant, so designed that additional power

may be obtained if and when required.
Solution to Problem No. 125
The extra valve increased the.total H.T. consumption, and the resultant voltage drop through the Combined
Broadcasting Station smoothing circuit lowered the H.T. applied to the

output valves as well as to the remaining two valves.
This naturally reduced the volume. He should have

modified the mains section to meet the increased current
demands. The following three readers sent the Bret

correct solutions opened In connection with Problem
No. 124, and books are being sent to them: E. W. 0.

Young, 92, Fairfax Rd., Hornsey. N.8 ; F. C. W. Wick-

man, 45, Woolmore Rd., Erdinuton, Birmingham;

F.Garnett, 119, King Edward Rd.,Thorne, nr.Doncaster.

Lighthouse

have been put forward

SUGGESTIONS
to the Paris authorities to illuminate

the Eiffel Tower, in order that its light

may not only be useful to aeroplanes but
also act as a special attraction to tourists
visiting the French capital.
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An Interesting New Series

PROGRESSIVE

HOME CO
WHEN you have made the few
simple parts for the resistance -

coupled L.F. amplifier, they may

be assembled either on a small baseboard

or chassis, depending upon the form of
construction employed for the single -valve
set. It will obviously be desirable to

have the unit in such a form that it may
be placed side by side with the detector

rAmm. Hamm mmwo pamm
.No.4 .. mor... rom.
This Week the Construction of an
i
Other i
L.F.
Transformer and
Components is Fully Described
1

r4r4

but by using blotting paper instead of

ordinary drawing paper.

The large -capacity condenser could be
made at home, but the trouble and expense
would scarcely be justified ; this point will

be more easily appreciated when it

7Zz e,y,r7;rite,rde,t1

is

considered that the capacity should be at
least three thousand times as great as that

This means that the
area of overlap of the plates would have to
the two may be as simple as possible. It will be found most convenient to mount be increased by a very considerable amount,
Following the same idea as before, a the G.B. battery on the chassis or baseboard and the resulting component would be
pictorial wiring plan for the few components along with the other components, and the unwieldy and rather awkward to handle.
is given in Fig. 1, and this will apply just position of the negative wander plug in Foe this reason we recommend you to buy
stage, and so that the connections between

the same no matter how the parts are to the G.B. battery will naturally depend
be mounted.
the particular type of L.F. valve
It might be mentioned in passing that upon
employed. If the valve is of the high those who prefer might even mount the amplification small -power type (Cossor
220 PA, for example), a G.B. voltage of
3 or 41 will be correct.

w. (NEW)

Decoupling
After the amplifier has been found to
function correctly-and this it is almost
sure to do when first connected-it will

DECOUPLING
RESISTANCE

TO PHONE
TERMINALS

COUPLING

-RESISTANCE
TO
005

GRID

I MFD.
M.T.

Fig. 2.-Showing how the decoupling resistance

can be added to the circuit shown in Fig. I.

of the grid condenser.

Fig. 3.-The

drawing on the
right shows the

principal dimensions of the No. 5

I

1/2.

54;

stalloy stamp-

ings used for the
transformer core.

34:

be desired to add a few improvements and

refinements. The first step should be to

add decoupling to the anode:circuit of the
detector, and this may be done simply by
inserting a second fixed resistance between
the anode -coupling resistance and the
positive 'phone terminal, connecting a

a 1-mfd. fixed condenser ready made, for
this will cost no more than two shillings.

When using the anode coupling and
to increase the voltage applied to the
large -capacity fixed condenser between H.T.-1- wander plug attached to the single the junction of the two resistances and valve set to compensate for the fairly
earth, as shown in Fig. 2. The decoupling considerable voltage drop occasioned by
resistance should have a value similar the resistances. The most suitable voltage
to, or rather lower than, that of the coupling can easily be found by trial, but it will
resistance, and it can therefore be made almost certainly be found best to apply
decoupling resistances it will be necessary

in the same manner-described last week - the full voltage of the H.T. battery.

amplifier components on the same chassis

as the detector stage, since they require
very little space. When this is done,
however, the L.F. components should be
kept as far away from the tuning coil and
tuning condenser as is reasonably possible,
so as to avoid any trouble due to L.F. feedback.

External Connections

With regard to the flexible leads shown

connected to the amplifier it should be
explained that those marked H.T.- L.T.-,
and L.T.-I- should be joined to corresponding terminals on the single -valuer.
The simplest method of connection is to

take the common negative lead to the

earth terminal, attaching the low-tension

positive wire to that terminal on the on -off
switch which is connected to the filament
terminal on the valve -holder. This method
allows the single on -off switch to be used
for both valves. The H.T. + lead should
go to a tapping on the high-tension battery
which provides between 100 and 120 volts.

Fig. 1.-This pictorial diagram shows the connections for the simple L.F. amplifier described.
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the whole spool a coating of thin glue or

An L.F. Transformer
Although the resistance -capacity -coupled

amplifier is the simplest possible type, and
considered by some to give the most perfect
form of amplification, it does not provide a

of shellac varnish and allow it to dry

thoroughly so that it may set quite hard,
leaving a rigid former for the windings.
Then make two small holes in each of the
washers for anchoring the wires. As a
matter of fact, two pairs of holes should

very great increase in volume. As all
readers are doubtless aware, a far greater be made in the centre washer, because the
step-up of signal voltage-and hence end of one winding and the beginning of
greater volume-is to be obtained by another have to be anchored here. Now
employing L.F. transformer coupling, so make a wooden handle to fit tightly inside
that the next step should be to make a the spool and pass a length of 22 -gauge

suitable transformer. This is a rather d.c.c. wire through the holes in the washer
EBONITE STRIP
the end of the shorter section, leaving
tedious undertaking, but the work is by no at
ANGLE BRACKET
6in. projecting outside the spool
Means difficult or uninteresting, as those about
for
making
later
connections.
Solder
the
Fig.
6.-Details
of
the terminal platform for
who have previously made transformers end of the 40 -gauge enamelled wire from
the L.F. transformer.
Fan testify.
a 2oz. bobbin to the other end of this, and
cover the joint with a spot of the spool by means of lin. by Ain. bolts.
sealing -wax.. You can now proceed The transformer can be finished off if
to wind, keeping the wire at a desired by fitting a:small terminal platform
reasonably even tension and arrang- to the clamp bolts, as shown in Fig. 6.
ing the turns as evenly as possible. The platform consists of a strip of ebonite
It will be found best to work in with four terminals mounted on it, whilst
CARDBOARD

layers, since this will help to keep the four leads from the windings are
the winding neat, and will allow the passed through lengths of insulating
maximum number of turns to be sleeving and soldered to tags fitted to the

OP FIBRE
TUBE

Continue winding terminals. In doing this, the terminals
until the smaller section is nearly should carefully be marked to correspond
WASHERS full. There is no need to count the with the leads, the order of the latter
Fig. 4.turns because the exact number is being as follows; beginning of the primary
winding is I.P. (or Plate); the end of
Details of
by no means critical.
the transformer winding
When this section is almost full, the primary is O.P. (or H.TA-.); the beginspool which may be made
cut off the fine wire, carefully bare ning of the secondary is I.S. (or G.B.) ;
the end of the secondary is O.S. (or
from cardboard or fibre.
the end, solder to it a 12in. length and
of 22 -gauge d.c.c. wire, wind this Grid).
The method of connecting the transThe first requirement is a set of stalloy once round the spool, and then anchor it
stampings for the core, the most suitable by passing it backward and forward former is shown in Fig. 7, where this
size being No. 5, the dimensions of which through one pair of holes in the dividing component is shown in place of the coupling
are shown in Fig. 3. Three dozen pairs of washer. That completes the primary wind- resistance, grid condenser, and grid leak
these are needed, and can be obtained ing. Now repeat the same process exactly in the circuit reproduced last week, whilst
the decoupling arrangements shown in
from advertisers. The next requirement is
Fig. 2 are included. When the transformer
a winding spool, which can be bought
rx
EvoLT
is first tried, however, it might be found
ready made, or may be built up from
cy,
that better results are obtained when the
tough fibre or cardboard tube and washers,
two connections to the secondary winding
as indicated in Fig. 4. It will be seen
are reversed ; this will be the case if the
that three washers are required, two of these
two windings were wound in opposite
being fitted (by means of " tacky " glue)
accommodated.
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directions.
The L.F. transformer will probably keep

to the two ends of the tube, the third being

so placed as to divide the spool into two

you occupied until next week, when we
will describe the construction of a simple
mains unit.

parts, of which one is twice as long as

the other. The smaller section is to take
the primary winding, and the larger one
is for the secondary. which will have twice
the number of turns. Perhaps it will be

thought that a turns ratio of only 1

:

RADIO VERSUS SHOES

2

TN the United States it is computed that
A
some forty million listeners interested
In the programmes stay at home daily for
an average period of two and a half hours,

will not give a very largo step-up, but in
practice we have found this to be best for
the home constructor. To give detailed
reasons would entail many theoretical
whereas without this class of entertainment
explanations of the function of the transthey would be wearing out their shoes
former, and we do not wish to burden you
5.-The above drawing shows how the " going places and doing things." This
with them. Instead, we will simply say Fig.transformer
core clamps may be made.
forced economy in footwear represents
that in order to secure a sufficiently high
primary inductance for good results it is for the secondary, using a 4oz. reel of heavy losses to bootmakers and cobblers,
necessary to employ not less than 5,000 40 -gauge wire and nearly filling the longer and is given as the main reason for increased
unemployment in this particular trade.
turns of wire on the core specified. And if section of the spool.
It is suggested that the radio stations
the winding process is to be fairly easy
should work shorter hours.
the wire must not be of a finer gauge than Assembling the Core
90 (enamelled). Further, the winding area
The next step is to assemble the core
available is about 1 sq. in., and 40 -gauge
DECOUPLING
wire can be wound just over 28,000 turns stampings, which are of " T " and
e RESIST.
per sq. in. These facts indicate that " U " shape, and are inserted alter- I.R.(PLATE)

a total number of turns not exceeding
approximately 15,000 can be placed on
the spool. Now you will see why we
recommend the 1 : 2 (or 2 : 1, if you prefer
it that way-which is incorrect) trans-

nately into the spool from opposite ends.

That is, first a -' T," and then a " U "
is inserted from one end, and then the
same is done from the other, this process being repeated until the spool is
former ! Whatever theoretical objections full and the stampings packed as
you may wish to raise, just bear in mind tightly as possible without straining
that we have made a transformer to the the central bobbin.
specification given above, and have satisfied
ourselves that it will give excellent results ;

that is not theory, but hard practice !

Preparing the Spool

Now, two pairs of core clamps must
be made (unless it is preferred to buy
these), and they can be formed from a

length of mild steel hoop, of the dimensions given in Fig. 5, drilled and bent as

But to get back to the constructional shown. These are fitted to the core at

work. After fixing the three washers, give the two diametrically -opposite sides of

TO

PHONE
TERMINALS

il
I.R

G.O.

I KIM +
IS.

(GA.)

OS.
(GRIP)

T.Fig. 7.-Connections for the transformer described
are given here.
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IMPORTANT NEW SERIES

TELEVISION FOR ALL. -1

mission still affords scientific interest to
wireless experimenters and amateurs, they

were satisfied that a service of this type
would fail to secure the sustained interest
of the public generally.

It was felt, however, that it would be

undesirable to deprive these

" pioneer

lookers " of their present facilities until at
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
least a proportion of them have an opporAFTER a period of eight and a half should desire to have their position clarified. tunity of receiving a high -definition service.

months the Television Committee The committee have given careful considera- The recommendations, therefore, were to
appointed by the Postmaster- tion to the question, and stated that whilst the effect that the existing television

( ;eneral, with the following terms of refer-

low -definition television has been the path

" To consider the development of along which the infant steps of the art have
Television and to advise the Postmaster - naturally trod, and while this form of transence :

General on the relative merits of the

broadcasts provided by the B.B.C., with the
Baird apparatus installed at Portland
Place, be maintained, if practicable, for the

present, and that the selection of

under which any public service of

the moment for their discontinuance
be left for consideration by the

of which was revealed on January

which is to be formed for the purpose
of planning and guiding the initiation

several systems, and on the conditions

Advisory Committee-a committee

television should be provided," have
presented their report, the exact form

and early development of the first
high -definition service. A further
observation was made to the effect

31st.

recomThe' general nature of
mendations are now fairly well

that these broadcasts be maintained,
if practicable, with the idea that
they be discontinued as soon as the
first station of a high -definition
service is working.
There is still some period of
respite, therefore, for those amateur
constructors possessing or building
apparatus of the thirty -line type.
Bearing in mind also that equipment

known, and added to this the Govern ment have approved the Committee's

suggestions. It is, therefore, appro-

priate that the whole situation of
television should be reviewed in the
light of the proposals it is intended

to put into practice with the minimum of delay, especially in so far as
it affects the home constructor.

The First Important Fact

made or bought for this purpose is

not expensive, it provides a valuable
medium for becoming acquainted
with the principles of television, and

Perhaps the most important fact
emerging from the whole report is
the acceptance of the oft -repeated
statement that television has made
enormous strides in development,

amateurs should make a point of
intensifying their work in this
connection, both theoretically and
practically, and thus be in a better

and that it is now possible to provide
a " high definition " service, using as
the first degree of definition a standard of 140 lines per picture with a

position to graduate to the far
superior service which will be
forthcoming.

minimum picture frequency of 25
per second. While the degree of
definition acceptable to individual

Fresh Opportunities
Having clarified the amateur constructor's and experimenter's outlook

taste is, of course, a matter of opinion,

from the demonstrations witnessed
by the committee and the mass of

evidence which they sifted carefully, Fig. 1.-Sound and vision ultra -short-wave aerials on the
the standard suggested was thought Crystal Palace South Tower balcony with the new high -power
preferable for the first service.
U.S.W. vision aerial at the top of the tower.

Now, since the autumn of 1929
there has been transmissions of what has

on this initial phase of the work,
what will be his position when the

improved facilities for looking -in
become available ? It can be stated

straight away that his opportunities

come to be known popularly as low -definition

television, and for four and a half years this

has been maintained at various periods
during every week. This has given the
home constructor, who felt so disposed,
ample opportunity to familiarise himself
with the principles involved in the technique of combined looking and listening -in,
as against listening -in alone. Transmitting

apparatus for this service was built by the
Baird Company, and considerable information has been disseminated concerning
the standards, while this journal has provided numerous designs to enable readers to
build apparatus and look in.

A Comparison
The image structure ivas a thirty -line

one with a picture ratio of seven vertical to
three horizontal, and, in consequence, the

picture elements totalled 2,100. With the

proposed new high -definition service, scan-

ning will be horizontal, the picture ratio

being of the order of four horizontal to three
vertical. This gives a picture -element
comparison of 76,300; or nearly forty times

better, so the measure of improvement is
very considerable.

A large number of amateur constructors
have built and purchased apparatus for the

purpose of taking advantage of this low -

definition service, and it is natural that they

Fig. 3.-Showing one form of Baird cathode-ray tube home receiver with the images
built up in the lid recess.
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for experiment will be broadened very
considerably, for the simple reason that
the new television technique will demand a knowledge and familiarisation
with many new things. The committee

vision and sound signals, the resultant no way exhaust the many directions in

image being shown inside the recessed lidin this case a Mickey Mouse picture from
one of Walt Disney's films transmitted from
a talking film television projector.
themselves expressed the hope that encourThese remarks concerning cathode-ray
agement would continue to be given to all tubes open up a big field for amateur
useful forms of experiment and research in constructor work. The building of electrical
television by firms or private persons, it time bases for magnetic and electrostatic.
being known that.tnuch experimental work scanning, power packs for supplying the
can be done by transmission from one room appropriate voltages to the various elec-

to another by wire without recourse to a

which the experimenter and amateur constructor who reads this journal can render
very valuable assistance. The motive
behind the foregoing remarks is a sincere
effort further to stimulate the enthusiasm

that is known to exist amongst all radio
(and shall we now say television 1) amateurs.

In the early days of aural radio development the amateurs were justifiably proud

of their efforts, and here is the golden

First of all, to iyttain the degrees of

opportunity for every practically -minded
man to apply himself with equal vigour to
expediting the continued development of

It is known that these have a

retical interest in the subject, but turn to
it with a practical mind and use it as an
outlet for all your acquired constructive
capabilities. In this way you will provide

radio link.

definition and picture frequency required
for the first service, very high modulation
frequencies are involved and this necessitates the use of ultra -short waves -3 to 10
metres.

television. Do not stop at taking a theo-

restricted range when compared with the
medium or long waves. As an example
of what can be done, however, mention

yourself with a really practical hobby full of
intriguing and fascinating possibilities.

Baird Company for the transmission of high -

.
.t
e-THE other day I had occasion to

can be made of the 10 -kilowatt high -power
7 -metre radio transmitter employed by the

.2 .1

KEEP YOUR MIRRORS BRIGHT

definition signals to all parts of Greater
London and the Home Counties. The
sound and vision ultra -short-wave aerials
used in conjunction with the radio trans-

examine an extremely well -designed
thirty -line mirror -drum television
receiver. This machine appeared to function
very satisfactorily, except that there

mitter are located on the balcony of the

South Tower of the Crystal Palace. These

are shown in Fig. 1, together with the

seemed a lack of brilliance in the picture

new high -power ultra -short-wave vision

as seen in the translucent screen. The
instrument was one incorporating a grid
cell and Nicol prism combination for

transmitting aerial at the top of the towerthe eight -radial -arm structure surmounted
with a small perforated disc. The signals

producing the required signal modulations

from here cover an area embraced by a
circle with a thirty -mile radius, with the

on the beam of light from the bright and
constant intensity projection lamp light

Crystal Palace as the centre.
Since the reception of ultra -short waves
is a new field to most amateurs, here is the

source.

It was therefore decided to subject the

whole of the apparatus to a thorough

first line of work that can be carried out,

overhaul, the machine being removed

namely, to study and build radio sets which
will conform to these new conditions. -

bodily from its cabinet for this purpose.

A complete examination 'of the radio
receiver section with the aid of an Avometer showed that this was quite satisfactory, so attention was turned to the

Cathode-ray Tubes
From our present knowledge the cathoderay tube appears to be the only satisfactory
means of reproducing a high -definition
television image. Originally these tubes

television chassis. Electrically, this also
proved to be quite sound, but it was noticed

that the rectangular mirrors on the drum,

were long with a relatively small screen
area, but this is not now the case. This is
substantiated by referring to Fig. 2, which

together with the reflecting mirror and
focusing lens, appeared to be covered
with a semi -opaque film.

shows the Baird Company's latest cathode-

ray tube. It is the largest in the world
and gives a picture 12in. square, and it is Fig. 2.-The largest Baird cathode-ray tube.
interesting to note that it is being held by living a picture 12 in. square, being held
William Taynton, whose face was the first by the youth whose face was the first to be
ever to be televised by Mr. Baird in 1926.
televised in 1926.
The illustration shows the big coating of
fluorescent material on the inner surface of
the belled -out portion of the tube. A stream
of electrons emitted from a filament
located in the narrow far end of the tube are

trodes which require high operating voltages
together with the knowledge of the method

This had occurred as a result of a slight
dampness which had settled on the glass

surface and collected a layer of dust.

A slightly damp chamois leather rubbed
gently but firmly over each surface of the
thirty mirrors on the drum, followed by a

polish with a soft, dry duster, restored
the mirrors to their initial brilliance.

During this operation every care had to
of working of the cathode-ray tube itself be taken to ensure that no mirror was
(it involves no moving parts except the thrown out of alignment, otherwise the
projected in a narrow stream along the silent stream of high -velocity electrons) are uniform strip scanning of the image area
tube so that they impinge on the coating, several points to which the home constructor would be ruined.
the high velocity of the electron impact can devote his attention. Data concerning
The same polishing operations were
causing illumination at every point where these will be furnished at a later date. carried out on the reflecting mirror, focusIt is expected that kits of parts for building ing lens, and also the condenser lens of
the electrons meet the surface.
The intensity of each point of illumina- up the auxiliary equipment associated with the Nicol prism -grid cell combination.
the
cathode-ray tube will be available Then the projection lamp was removed
tion is controlled by the incoming television
signals,. while " double time bases " move so that readers can take advantage of the from its holder and the glass envelope
the point of impact in a series of straight new television service as soon as it starts.
cleaned so that no light was absorbed or
lines over the flourescent area. By
diffused by the glass. After restoring the
Receivers
and
Amplifiers
lamp to its housing, the complete television
synchronising these electrical time bases
from pulses included in the actual radiated
Then, again, knowing that high -definition chassis was replaced in its cabinet. The
television signal, it is possible to frame and television images demand a frequency whole assembly was then tried out on an
phase the image automatically so that it response in the neighbourhood of two actual transmission, and gave images

megacycles or more, quite a new technique which were characterised by an extremely
will have to be developed by the amateur high brilliance, proving that it is very
in connection with radio receivers and essential periodically to clean and polish
Good Results
amplifiers capable of handling this figure. the optical sections of any projection type
Employing methods of this nature, Broadcast receivers are considered to be television receiver.
brilliant and intimately -detailed images can in a high-fidelity class (for sound) when
.0404*
be received and an excellent impression of they embrace a frequency up to 10 or 12
Turn to pages 798 and 799 and Reserve a
the results obtained is gained by referring kilocycles, so the difference in the two types
coo. of " No.nes Telei isiou and Short -Wave
Handbook " NOW !
to Fig. 3. Here is a complete Baird home of receiver is enormous.
O.
model set for the dual reception of both
The suggestions which have been made in
conforms exactly to the scanning standards

adopted at the transmitting end.
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HALF-HOUP
By FRANK PRESTON
be found best to make the total poten-

FOR the last two weeks we have devoted

our experiments to what might be
considered as the more theoretical

;

This Week's Interesting Article Deals

I

with a Large Number of Systems of
aspects of wireless, and so it will now be a
welcome change to revert again to experiVolume Control, and Shows How
ments of a truly practical nature, and which
These Can Be Applied
have a bearing on the receiver itself. The
.
question of volume control appears to be a
very simple one on first thoughts, but when meter element, but the value of that porit i8 considered more deeply, and when tion is constantly changed. Thus, when
EXTENSION

RECEIVER

SPEAKER

tiometer resistance between 15,000 ohms
(for battery triodes) and 25,000 ohms (for
pentodes) and to employ a condenser of
about .1 mfd. It will be found interesting,
however, to experiment with various
condenser values. Incidentally, it should

GR

the slider of the potentiometer is at the

end marked A, the load is much lower than
when the slider is moved to the end marked
B, as when reducing volume. And as the

DET.

GB.
nn

There is also another effect : as the resistance between the points marked S and A

affected, due to the fact that the resistance

/

POTENTIOMETER
VOLUME CONTROL
Fig. 1.-Showing how a volume control can

is in series with one speaker lead. This
causes reproduction to become rather high-

pitched and " thin." This latter form of

be fitted in the input
circuit of the first
L.F. valve when
The two
transformer coupling is employed.
condensers shown in broken lines are referred

G.B.-

Combined Radio
Volume Control

and

P.U.

or choke -capacity coupling.

G.B.-

Fig.
Fig.

Gramo.

Except for extension purposes, it is
better to place the volume control before
the first L.F. valve, and two methods of
control are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 ; the
method in Fig. 2 applies when transformer
coupling is employed, and that in Fig. 3
applies in the case of resistance -capacity
Both methods

are identical in principle, and have the
advantage that they can be used on both

when pick-up
arrangement similar to that in radio and gramophone as
shown. In
are provided
but which is applicable when R.C. terminals
the arrangement shown in Fig. 2, the value

3.-An
2,

coupling is employed.

tuning circuit. But which of these positions trouble can be overcome to a certain extent,
is the most suitable ? This question might however, by choosing a suitable value for
beargued along theoretical lines, but it is the condenser marked C. Generally, it will
far better to settle it definitely by practical
H.T.+
tests.

of the volume -control potentiometer should
generally be about 250,000 ohms, but in
the circuit in Fig. 3 it should have the same

value as the grid leak which it replacesthis generally means that the resistance
will lie between 250,000 and 500,000 ohms.

Volume and Tone

For Extension Speakers

Although the two circuits referred to are
widely used, both possess the disadvantage

Generally speaking, however, the only
occasion when it is desirable .to place the

DET.

that any variation in setting of the po-

tentiometer alters the tone of reproduction

-01 MFD.

meter may be connected as shown in Fig. 1,
and although this method gives fairly good
results, it is not entirely satisfactory, because

the resistance between the speaker ter- Fig. 4.-Another
minals of the receiver (or the load of the method of post -detector
winding of the speaker transformer is in
parallel with a portion of the potentio-

either

radio or gram. can

marked A.

valve, or between the aerial and the aerial

output valve) is varied as the volume level
is changed. This is because the primary

which

on

end of the element being at the end
DET.

volume control is to vary the volume of
sound which emanates from the speaker,
and this can be done by inserting some
variable device at one of many points in
the circuit. For example, the control
might be fitted between the output valve
and the loud -speaker, between the de-

volume control between the speaker and the

operates

must be of the wire -wound variety, and
preferably of the graded type, the " thin "

Let us start by examining the various

set is when the former is used as an " extension," and is therefore some distance
from the receiver. In this case a potentio-

control

to in the text.

volume -control methods in a rather superficial way. Obviously, the purpose of

the H.F. portion of the set and the detector, in the input circuit to the H.F.

Fig. 2.-This circuit
shows how a volume

be pointed out that the potentiometer

becomes apparent that there is often ample
scope for improvement and invention.

tector valve and the L.F. amplifier, between

L'IJ C.2

H.T.+

be fitted between the receiver and speaker. As
explained in the text, this arrangement is only
recommended when the speaker is used away
from the set.

different methods of control are tried, it

.11G
P.U.

load is increased the voltage applied to
the anode of the last valve is reduced,
which causes the output to be reduced.
is increased the tone of reproduction is

nCI

to a certain extent. In some instances,
thisis so slight as to pass unnoticed, but in
others it is fairly pronounced, especially

0.5

'In

volume control, where a
potentiometer
replaces
the
detector
anode coupling resistance.

G B.-

at low volume levels. The reason for the
change in tone is that the impedance of the
grid -filament (or grid -cathode in the case
of indirectly -heated valves) circuit changes
with the setting of the control. The
difficulty can, to a certain extent, be overcome by following exactly the same method

as m the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 ;
(Continued overleaf)
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this, however, it is very often preferable to

that is, by connecting a fixed condenser employ such a control and to vary the
between the slider of the potentiometer input from the gramophone piok-up by
and the " upper " end of the resistance means of a separate potentiometer. For
element. This is shown in broken lines at one thing, if the control precedes the
C.1 in Fig. 2, whilst another fixed condenser detector it can be employed to prevent
is also shown in broken lines at C.2. By detector overloading on nearby stations,
carefully choosing the values of the two and thus to avoid many forms of distortion.
condensers it is possible to secure a marked

February 16th, 1935
VARIABLE

RESISTANCE

HT.+

100,:m n

H.F.C.

Fig. 5.-The
improvement at low volume levels, and is that shown in Fig. 6, where the usual
method of volume
experiments may be commenced by using fixed coupling condenser used in the tuned - DET.
control shown
two condensers each having a capacity of grid inter -valve circuit is replaced by a
here is sometimes
about .01 mfd.
differential condenser of about .0003-mfd.
Gar found useful, alA variation of the systems shown in maximum value. The moving vanes of the
though it causes
Figs. 2 and 3 is shown in Fig. 4, but this condenser are connected to the anode of
the tone of relatter is suitable for use on radio only. the preceding H.F. valves, one set of fixed production as well as the volume,
to be changed.
It will be seen that the normal fixed anode vadbs is joined to the " upper " end of the
coupling resistance of an R.C.C. circuit is tuned -grid coil, and the other set of fixed this so that correct matching is obtained
replaced by a potentiometer (of similar vanes is connected to earth.
over the complete range of the volume
value), the grid condenser being connected
control. Another difficulty with this arrangeto the slider. When using this method Maintaining Correct Matching
ment is that there are liable to be hand the detector anode load remains constant,
As the capacity between the moving capacity effects when operating the control ;
although there is a slight variation in vanes
and the fixed vanes marked A is this can be guarded against by fitting an
the impedance across the grid -filament cirthe input to the detector valve extension spindle to the condenser. A more
cuit of the following valve. The variation reduced
will similarly be cut down and, therefore, serious drawback is that the arrangement
is not great, however, duo to the presence volume
be diminished. Incidentally, is almost certain to introduce losses due to
of the grid condenser. The chief objection this alsowill
a certain increase in selec- the inevitable " stray " capacities between
to this method of control in practice is tivity, socauses
that the arrangement is doubly the anode of the H.F. valve and earth.
that it is a difficult matter to find a
It is not proposed in this
potentiometer which is completely " silent "
H.T+ Fig. 6.-An unusual, though article to deal with variable in operation when carrying the anode
fairly good, system of pre - mu volume control, although
current of the detector valve. A wire detector volume control which this is one of the best pre wound component is practically out of
H.F.C.
detector systems, the reason
is described in the text.
the question, because the slider " jumps "
being that it has adequately
over the adjacent turns ; a really good
been covered in several fairly
graphite or composition unit is fairly
.0005 MFD. DIFFERENTIAL
recent articles. For the same
satisfactory, however, provided that it is
reason we need not consider
easily capable of carrying the anode current
the (not very good) method
required by the detector valve.
of volume control which
functions by varying the
In the Detector Anode Circuit
voltage applied to the screenOne effective method of pre -detector control

11

Another method of control, which is also
applicable only to the radio side of the set,

ing grid of an S.G. valve.

Aerial -Input Control

is that illustrated in Fig. 5, where it will
be seen that a variable resistance is connected in parallel with the primary winding

resistance causes the anode load of the

is

E

detector valve to be changed. Thus, when
volume is reduced-by reducing the value useful.

In addition, the method has the
advantage that it does not introduce
becomes more responsive to the high than distortion or a change in the tone of reproto the low notes. In some instances this duction. On the other hand, there is a
can be counteracted in some measure by danger that variation in capacity between
increasing reaction coupling so as to sharpen the anode and A might alter the tuning
tuning and so make the tuning circuits and so throw the tuned circuits out of gang.

of the parallel resistance-the

receiver

more responsive to the lower frequencies.

Pre -Detector Control
It is evident that any form of volume
control which precedes the detector valve
can be operative on radio only. Despite

This possibility is largely overcome by
connecting the second set of fixed vanes to

earth, but this may not prove just right.
A further improvement can be effected,
though, by inserting a pre-set condenser
as shown in broken lines, and adjusting

Progress in U.SS.R.

i.oNIIMOMO.....1=14.....-..mme.-«-

the Ministry of Communications
has succeeded in constructing a 2 -kilowatt
transmitter to operate on 5.8 metres.

t

THE Moscow Research Laboratory of

Station Notes

is,

however,

one

further method of control that

PRE-SET

of the first L.F. transformer. The trouble
here is that variation of the volume -control

There

0005 MFD.

t

well worth

considering,

since it is probably the best
It is
HTmany to respects.
' in
similar
the last one

discussed, with the exception that the
differential condenser is included in the
aerial circuit, the moving vanes being
joined to the aerial lead, one set of fixed

vanes being connected to the aerial terminal

on the coil, and the other set to earth-preferably through the pre-set condenser previously mentioned for maintaining correct
ganging. This form of control is entirely
distortionless, prevents overloading, and
is very progressive in action. Additionally,
it is practically free from all hand -capacity
troubles when used in a modern circuit.

Kosice station to something much larger.
Sottens will join the 50 kilowatt class in
the summer, and finally, Hilversum some
time this year, will broadcast its concerts
on a 60 kilowatt basis. 1935 should prove

....111.10...404-=4.-.91=1.1...14 I
a bumper year for listeners.
Following lengthy tests, the apparatus is The Race for the Kilowatt Cup !
now capable of radiating messages over a
9.3 5 is sltiikneglyintoth seee awecor
consibooderable
distance of roughly 90 miles ; as it is
of some
planned it serves both as transmitter and the Continental broadcasting stations. Lahti Alternative Programme from Budapest (2)
receiver. It is also reported that the (Finland) may top the list with 220 kiloLaboratory is now trying out a 20 -kilowatt watts, followed by Bed (Brasov, Romania) IT seems a pity that the 20 -kilowatt
transmitter which can be fed from the and Radio -Paris, with 150 kilowatts. This
station erected by the Hungarian
ordinary electric lighting system.
will also be the power of the new Deutsch - authorities for this purpose should use a
landsender, at Brueck, near Berlin. France, channel (834.5 metres, 359.5 kc's) which
To Raise Those Deep Depressions
in addition to the high -power station in is outside the range of the average wireless
EXCEPT in the northern and north- the capital, hopes to bring into operation receiver. Even in Hungary complaints
eastern counties, it is seldom that P.T.T. Limoges(100 kilowatts), P.T.T. Lyons have been made to this effect. The reason,
the Reykjavik broadcasts are heard in the (90 kilowatts), and Marseilles, Bordeaux, however, for the choice of wavelength is
British Isles. If the plan matures, Iceland and Strasbourg, all 60 kilowatters. In that from tests made it has been demonwill be given, in 1935, a 100 -kilowatt trans- Italy, Rome (1) is to be converted to strated that the transmission is peculiarly
mitter, which should make its radio enter- 100 kilowatts, and a second station built free from fading, an effect which was
tainments heard over the greater part of to provide an alternative programme. specially marked when using a higher
Western Europe.

Czecho-Slovakia proposes to boost the

frequency.

A Handy Experimenter's Fuse

dual purpose of reaction coupling and
aerial transformer. The circuit diagram

b.miNIENNE141.1111,1041.104 ,4.1,4114 )4M11.41=0.41.100411M1

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

THIS handy fuse can be made from a few

odds -and -ends usually to be found
in the junk box. The parts required are

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS" must have
originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers. Why not pass it on

CoNrAcr Foo/vss.

a

to us ? We pay £1-10-0 for the best wrinkle
submitted, and for every other item published a
on this page we will pay half -a -guinea. Turn I

ji
Si

that idea of yours to account by sending it
in to us addressed to the Editor, " PRAC-

a

TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,"

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-1I, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and

a

address on every item. Please note that every

notion sent in must be original.

FUSE
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72/w-0/4 Cur T./by
IN CENTRE

therefore, a small condenser of .0002 or
.0003 mfds. should be connected between
the other (i.e., low -potential H.F.) side of
the H.F. choke and earthline as shown.

The reaction coil should have more
turns than the grid coil, in about the ratio

Mark

envelopes " Radio Wrinkles."
Do NOT
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.
C ,44,.=
14,4MI
NM. 4=114 .11=.1 P.M14

given in the diagram. and coupling between

P41M14

A handy experimenter's fuse, in which a piece
of tinfoil is used for the fuse element.

shows the small alteration necessary.
Note that no auxiliary by-pass condenser
is used between plate and earth line, as this
would by-pass the wanted aerial currents ;
for efficient filtering of H.F. from the
telephones or following L.F. stage or stages,

the coils should be kept as " tight " as is

A Variable Grid Leak

consistent with good reaction effects. As
BY means of the simple device shown both the moving and fixed vanes of the
in the accompanying sketches, a reaction condenser arc at high potential
form springs (as illustrated), a piece of grid leak
resistance of % to 7 megohms is (from an H.F. point of view), this conwood or ebonite for the base, and a piece of
denser should be mounted on
tinfoil for the fuse. This is cut away in the
an insulated bracket and concentre (as shown) to enable it to melt
trollkl by a 3in. ebonite
should too much voltage be applied. For
Cavr,.cr
Particular
extension spindle.

Two terminals, two strips of brass, bent to

a two -valve set, this should be cut as narrow

Zle.ak-Aoeo

as possible, and for a three -valve set it
should be a shade wider in the centre.-

.0,sc t-

care should be given to the

SA41/AS

A

avoidance of capacity losses from
t he reaction condenser and safety
condenser (.001 mfd. in diagram).

/AM S'AvER

\V. A. DUNCAN (Liverpool).

A Neat Testing Prod

I

It will be found that quite a

HE accompanying sketch shows how I
constructed a neat testing prod from a

CON ,"4.0,. kA.os

piece of ebonite knitting pin, a piece of

Zeoo

Glazite wire, the top of an old fountain pen,
and some insulating tape. Having placed

the Glazite wire along a groove cut in the
knitting pin with a saw file, some sealing wax was run in to fix the wire. The wax
was smoothed with rough glass paper. The

LEAD

beneficial

LOEQ ....c4GYAG

effect on the tuning circuit of
transferred

E.-zion4rEiiv,Tr.,y6,4/./

ENO
Secr/ciev

4.-

-

.-

.4164) ( 4-4- ,G+"
AY.sz/zAr//v6 TAPE

CorG000ve
62,1z/re-

n'VE
SEAL/N6 WAX
SOL OE /2

&Az/re-A/Aye-

impossible to " tune down " low

enough. - H.

I

TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK

i
Reserve a

Glazite wire. The pen top is fixed on to end
of the pin, and a spade terminal or wander

plug is attached to the other end of flex.F. W.

RITCHIE (Macduff).

Turn to

;
i
4

shown in the small inset drawing.

7'43.5 ro.trol, ":14.
Alvo,ves#1/6ex ":".e

After the soldering tag and stop
pin have been fixed in place in
the wooden disc, the knob is

Res/Sr .."o

0001/14-0
illox

partially rotated a few times
to form a black -lead path, as

00/

This path must, of
course, be continued under the

pin and a piece of Glazite wire.

i

.- ---- .......- --..................-...........................--;

top diagrams, are assembled as

indicated.

A testing prod made with an ebonite knitting

I

copy of this Topical and !

Important Work Now !
pages 798 and 799.

These parts,
details of which are given in the
and a piece of lead.

which

CULFECK

?

screw minus the head, a valve
socket to hold a small spring.

tag,

J.

(Folkestone).

threaded rod, with nuts and
spring washer, one knob, a brass

connecting

capacity

aerial

should be kept in mind, as too
high a value will make it

A useful variable grid leak
made with odds and ends.

are : The flanged end of a
sketch, and soldered to the end of the The parts required
cotton reel, a piece of 4 B.A.

0.4

signal

on

effects

strength, hut, of course, the

is bound with insulating tape, A leak of the value of :1 to 7
sufficient being put on so that the pin will
megohms is obtainable.
fit tightly in the fountain -pen top. Before
fixing the pen top, a piece of flex wire is
threaded through a hole drilled as shown in quickly obtainable by a turn of the knob.

whole

large value of aerial -feed condenser can be used, with

/tlFO

is

screwed down tightly on to it.
I have tried out this device
as the grid of the detector
valve in my set, in place of
the usual 2-megohm grid leak,
and have tuned in stations which were
impossible to receive with the old fixed
grid leak.-A. WATSON (Biggleswade).

" Hotting -up " the Short -waver
AMUCH -IMPROVED perfortnance can

often be obtained from a reacting
detector used for short -waves reception

by making the reaction coil serve the

-000/
-)
A100

ti

eo

241.-a

.

000/j-

Circuit diagram showing the simple alteration
necessary for improving the performance of a
detector valve in a short-wave set.
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EVERY occupation and hobby contains Our Strange' Wireless Nomenclature
some misleading words-look at
" chauffeur " for instance. It is
by PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
derived from the word chauffer," to heat,

family shield : the part of a vessel's stern

stokes the boilers ! Now it is associated
with a professional motor -car driver and
everybody knows what it means. Wireless
bristles with such absurd nomenclature.
Disregarding the word " wireless " itself
which has been done to death by humorous

ment for showing the time of day by the
sun's shadow (Latin dies, a day)." And'
as time went on it was applied to the face
of a watch or clock. The meaning was
then stretched farther to cover the circular
plates over which an indicator moves and
from this it was a fairly simple step to a.
disc engraved with degrees which moves
past a pointer, at which stage it came into

and originally applied to the man who

writers, although it seems to be re -discovered with appalling frequency, we have

plenty of terms which, because they are
really unsuitable, give rise to all kinds of
misunderstandings. Take, for example, a

Perfectly suitable for

a wireless set, is it not ? And while we

are at it, what about the word " dial "
itself Y It originally meant " an instru-

use on wireless sets, which at first had dials
marked in 180 degrees. From that it

seems entitled to go anywhere without a

" power valve." Any technical writer who
keeps in contact with his readers by

passport.

correspondence will tell you that he gets
numbers of letters expressing disappoint-

ment that the substitution of a

bearing her name."

The " Loud "-speaker is Quiet I

power

valve " for an ordinary one has not brought
about any increase of power, but generally
a reduction in volume. I have even been
asked whether the fitting of a power valve
would " strain " a set. If we were to call

They are not difficult to find, are they,

these absurd words ? When somebody says

to you, " That music sounds very quiet in
the loud -speaker, does it not

" you do not

laugh, although you should. Why pick

it a " power -handling valve," so as to

out speech as the only kind of sound

indicate that this kind of valve is an aid to
distortionloss reception, half of these
misunderstandings would not arise.

reproduction with which the name of this
instrument should be connected ?
And
why " loud "
The answer is that the

wireless instrument with which we are now
inhabiting or existing in the air ; elevated, so familiar grew out of a special device
But then look at the word " valve " lofty, ethereal." Try and fit that to invented for use, in noisy conditions, in
itself. Before wireless came along every- " mains aerial " and see where you get ! place of the usual telephone receiver, so
body knew what a valve meant-it was And when that has ceased to worry you that the speech of the man at the other end
something which opened in one direction pause awhile and ruminate on the word of the wire could be made sufficiently loud
and not in the other, or let something " condenser."
to be heard above the din, as on battleships.
through forwards and not backwards.

Is It a Valve ?

Although it was first applied to a thermionic

Does It Condense ?

device, we had before this a true valve in
Does it condense, squeeze, or reduce the A Dry Battery is Wet
the crystal, which is a real "one-way volume of anything ? Can you by any
A dry battery will not work if it is dry,
traffic " device, allowing the passage of high - stretch of imagination connect the dic- because the cells become inactive immedifrequency currents in one way and prevent. tionary, or for that matter any other, ately the paste filling a part of the space
ing them in the other, thus enabling us to definition of " condense " with it ? " To within the zinc container loses its moisture.
rectify and hear our wireless signals in the compress or reduce by pressure into smaller A wireless engineer will toll you, without
telephones. Sir Ambrose Fleming, when compass ; to reduce to a denser form, as batting an eyelid, that a certain valve
he invented the thermionic device,consisting vapour to liquid." Just because the very works best on the straight portion of its
of a hot electron -emitting filament sealed earliest experimenters in electricity got curve, and in the same breath will talk
in a vacuum with a cold plate, was actually completely wrong ideas about the function- about soft and hard valves. Just because
producing a one-way device and the ing of the Leyden jar this ridiculous word a plate means something fiat you can be
Fleming valve was correctly termed ; but has tagged along with us for a couple of perfectly sure that the last property you
with the introduction by de Forest of the centuries or more. From time to time an will ever find in a valve plate is flatness,
third electrode, not only was the structure endeavour has been used to substitute the and as a grid means " a grating of parallel
altered but the functioning as well. Save word " capacitor " as much more sensible, bars " you are quite prepared to find that
in a few cases (the rectifier in a mains set but no, we still stick to a term which it is a spiral of thin wire. Indeed, about the
and the various kinds of diodes used in confuses all new -comers to the art.
only part of a valve which could be recogsuperhets are examples) what we in this
Of all the absurd terms with which the nised by a non -technical man by means of
country still call a valve really acts as an art of radio is bespattered commend to me its name is the filament, which does,
electron relay.
the word " escitcheon." which is used to strangely enough, resemble a thread.

Mains Aerial ?

designate the piece of stamped tin round the

If you did not know anything about
aperture into :which you gaze to find a wireless what would you imagine a " ganged

What an absurd misnomer is " mains dial reading.
aerial." Aerial is, of course, a contraction
of aerial wire, although " wave collector" What Is an Escutcheon ?
would be a better term. My dictionary
" Escutcheon : Noun. A shield

defines aerial as " belonging to the air ; which a coat of arms is represented :
THERE

is an inexpensive correspondence course available to wireless

amateurs which will enable them to
design their own sets and incorporate just

meant ? " Trimming " the
gang sounds almost piratical. If I go on
condenser "

on
a

r SPECIALISED WIRELESS
INSTRUCTION

those perfections which most appeal to them.

The course will, at the same time, provide
them with a comprehensive technical time to time visited the College, and have
training, specially prepared by experts, never had cause to form other than a
and all within the short space of from six highly favourable opinion. Testimonials
to nine months. Good positions in the from students past and present are innumerrealm of radio are being obtained by students

of this school, known as the Technical
and Commercial Radio College, whose

address is Cromwell House, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1.
Representatives of this paper have from

like this much longer I shall not get any
sleep fo-night so I had better turn on my
Jacobean radiogram.

Particular attention is given to modern
servicing work, as there are many opportunities for trained men to undertake this
type of work, either as a spare -time occupation or as, a preliminary to a full-time
The training, incidentally, is as
valuable and fascinating to the man whose
interest in radio ends with it as a
job.

hobby.

Every student is treated individually.
we were allowed to examine the The order in which the lessons are sent out
syllabus as well as specimen lessons, and it may be altered if this seems desirable to
soon became abundantly evident that the suit any particular student. Valuable
whole subject of technical and commercial assistance is given by the College, to
radio was dealt with in a most complete, students past and present who wish to
interesting, and up-to-date manner.
take up salaried posts.
able ;
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ARhentho,

was only effected when the earth lead,
which was really quite short and direct,
taken by a rather longer and more
number of public address amplifiers at the back and had slipped down. In the was
route, in order to avoid a run of
the other day, I was struck by the lack of darkness I could only locate one wire, and devious
flexible wire used to connect a floor standard

Amplifier Ratings
STUDYING

the

specifications

of

a

standardisation in the way the sizes of the being in a hurry to get the set into operation
various equipments were quoted. The I pulled the solitary wire forth and plugged
same remarks also apply to the descriptions it into the aerial socket of the receiver.
of output valves. For example, two almost Results were quite good, but not brilliant
identical amplifiers were described by so far as power on distant stations was
different makers, the one as a 50 -watt concerned so, thinking that reception
amplifier, and the other as a 10 -watt would be improved by adding an earth
amplifier.
connection, I found a flashlamp, explored
It was known that each amplifier the dark corner and found the second wire.

employed two " 25 -watt " output valves Now my aerial and earth leads are formed
in push-pull, that is, two valves each taking of identically the same kind of wire and
an anode current of 63 milliamps at 400 have identical plugs (of course I ought to
volts high tension, and each capable of an have distinctive colours, but there it is),
output of 5 watts. Thus, two valves each and on examining the connections it was
consuming 25 watts high tension, i.e. 50 discovered that the set had been working
watts in all, result in a " 50 -watt " ampli- with the aerial terminal connected to my
fier. But then these two valves give 5 earth wire.
watts output each, i.e. 10 watts in all,
Now there is nothing very astonishing
resulting in a " 10 -watt " amplifier. So about this, for many receivers will often
equipments, or valves, can be rated in give good results of a sort under similar
terms of their consumption or of their conditions, that is, when using an earth
output, which is rather misleading.
instead of an aerial. The fact is mentioned,
The dissipation figure is the larger, and, however, partly to point out to you that
of course, is more impressive, and for this there may be quite a considerable signal
reason is very widely used. But it tells " pick-up " on an earth lead, and partly
us little or nothing about the performance because it shows the very high sensitivity

of the apparatus. To my mind, since of a modern receiver.
amplifiers are used because they give a
Mention of the signal pick-up on the
certain useful output, this is the figure earth lead is a reminder that this wire is

on the other side of the room.

The Quality Problem
WHILST

duction

discussing quality repro,
with some :friends the

other evening it was suggested that good
quality could not be obtained front a

battery -operated receiver owing to the
invariable overloading of the detector valve.
It is true that the leaky -grid triode detector

introduces a certain amount of distortion,
especially when using two H.F. stages for
long distance reception. I find, however,

that this distortion can be overcome by

using a Westector as detector, retaining the
old triode detector as first L.F. amplifier.
Provided that a WX6 Westector is used,
this procedure actually increases the output
volume and certainly provides an improve.

ment in quality. There are two points
worthy of mention when this addition is

effected, however. The maximum volume
will not be obtained unless the Westector is
biased

volts negative, and owing to the

high impedance of this component the
following coupling should constitute a high value resistance or a high -inductance choke.

These remarks apply to straight receivers

equally susceptible to interference signals,
whether radiated from electrical apparatus
Extension Speaker Leads
or picked up by induction from electrical
MANY listeners fail to obtain the best house wiring. In a recent instance which
results from a speaker extension came under my notice, mains hum still
system because they do not use the most persisted even after every known device
suitable kind of wiring. Where the ex- for obviating it had been applied. A cure
tension speakers are of the " high impedance " type, as, for example, moving -

using one or two
of
course ; when the Westector is used as
second detector in a superhet I have found
that best results are obtained with an

between the two wires may be serious.
Twin or twisted wires should never be
used, therefore, for such extension lines,
but separate wires which, moreover, should
be kept as far apart as practicable. Two

unreliable, especially in selective superhets.

covered-arc the best for this purpose.

dial reading becomes a difficult problem.

which should be quoted in the description.

coil speakers having their own transformers,
high note losses due to the capacity existing

Seemingly, the only satisfactory way out of

the difficulty is to calibrate each set in-

are used, as in the case of moving coil
speakers without separate transformers,

dependently and mark the dial accordingly
-I understand that this procedure is
adopted with some of the high-class British

and working from a step-down transformer
incorporated in the receiver, capacity losses
are inconsiderable, and the chief difficulty
will be loss of power due to the resistance
of the extension wires. In this connection
it is useful to know that the cheap red and

receivers. In some cases it is found that
dial readings vary slightly after the
set has been in use for a short time,
however, thus increasing the listener's
difficulties.

black flex which is so largely used by
amateurs has a resistance of 1 ohm per

The reason for this is not very obviousit may be due to slight heating of the iron
cores of the coils, causing a variation of
inductance, but perhaps one of my readers
can suggest an alternative reason. I ant

25 yards of single conductor. This means

that an extension system using 25 yards

of this twin flex has a resistance of 2 ohms,
which is comparable with the resistance of

told that it is a problem that is baffling

the speaker itself. Anything up to one
half of the total power may therefore be
wasted in heating the extension leads, so
it is very advisable to use good heavy

some of our largest manufacturers, and is
therefore worthy of consideration. Another cause of the calibration not holding

wiring for a low -impedance extension line.

I dived into the recess under my

bench to retrieve the aerial and earth leads
which were connected to a pair of terminals

THERE seems to be a craze for station
marked dials amongst set owners at
the moment. It has been my experience,
however, that this type of dial is usually

circuits vary, and trimming the various
condensers to provide the exact station

When, however, low impedance speakers

TESTING out a new receiver recently,

Station Marked Dials

Apart from the fact that some stations do
not strictly adhere to their allotted wavelengths, the stray capacities in the tuned

separate lead -covered wires-not twin lead

Using the Earth Lead

unbiased W6.

Mr. Alfred D. Webber, who is making a trip
overseas in connection with Messrs. Pilco's n:w
agencies in various
colonies and foreign
countries, including Africa, India, China.
Japan, Canada and America, for the sale

of Pifco test meters.

throughout the scale range is that the
tuning condenser itself is not truly square -

Some years ago, I spent some days
arriving at the formula for the polar radii
law.

of square -law condenser plates. Upon
comparing the result with commercial

square -law plates I did not find a single
(Continued overleaf)
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The Home Constructor Will Score
SEE that the early television receivers
I are going to cost from £30 to £80.

(Continued from previous page)

They all had a
tendency to spread on their mid -points.
one which was accurate.

Another source of trouble with variable

The home constructor will, of course, be
able to make a television receiver cheaper
than that, even with cathode-ray tubes at
their present price of £7 10s. But I expect
valve firms will, by mass production,

condensers is a badly -fitting spindle or lack
of alignment between the fixed and moving
plates. Condensers and coils need to be

considered as a unit and designed to suit
one another. Commercial attempts to do Short-wave Reception
soon get the price down to thirty bob ;
this have not in my experience been ; THE Television Committee's report will, within three years, I think, the price will
successful. Whether permeability tuning
no more than that of a screen -grid
undoubtedly , have h effect f be
.
solves this trouble I am not competent to :; increasing
valve. Thank heaven that within a few
the
interest
taken
in
short-wave
!
say, having had practically no experience reception. Up to the present, reception of months I shan't have to depend upon my
with it. I have, however, received the , the hIgher frequencies has been mainly ear so much in order to build up in my
Varley and Morley Permeability tuners for confined to the experimenter, this beingdue mind the scene in the studio. And Pa and
test and will pass along results as soon as ; to the difficulty which the average listener ; Ma will not need tactfully to retire so that
I have anything useful to report.
;, experiences in obtaining reliable reception I Ermyntrude and Eric may have the draw.

ing-room to themselves. With a television
of the short-wave stations. It is recognised ;.. programme
going all can remain, and Eric
Valve Data
that the best type of set for short-wave : will be able with
impunity to hold the hand
superhet.
!
the
reception
is
THE data given in present-day valve ; telephony
of Ermyntrude in the dim, religious light
is
is
remarkably
complete,
=
When
a
straight
receiver
is
used,
it
catalogues
' required for television ! Or is it ?
especially when it is compared with the t necessary to keep the detector on the verge ;
of
oscillation
in
order
to
obtain
satisfactory
; Cheap Batteries
very scrappy information available con- :
cerning valves in the earlier days of radio. ; reception ; this is very difficult when the A READER takes me to task regarding
=

In a recently -issued catalogue) no fewer ; detector is the first valve, as the aerial- !
my recent paragraph anent cheap
than fourteen columns of data are provided, ; earth system tends to cause dead spots ; H.T. batteries. Ho says that there has
giving practically everything it is required ; in the tuning range, i.e., spots where no been no reduction in price, but that cheaper
to know about the operating conditions ; reaction can be obtained. To those who batteries have been produced. Is Dot this
t suffer from this trouble, the addition of an rather begging the question ? I agree that
and performance of every valve.
It was interesting to see that, in order to ; untuned S.G. H.F. stage is strongly recom- ; 12s. 6d. batteries remain at 12s. 6d. and
that battery manufacturers have extended
accommodate all these columns on a single mended.
their ranges by producing cheaper versions.
page, the compiler had found it necessary Su rFrequency
het
Changers
i I do not suggest for one moment that a
to use " engineer's shorthand " for the ;
ODERN frequency changers are very ,, 6s. 6d. battery is so good as a 12s. 6d.
various characteristics, e.g. V. for anode ;
efficient and give very little trouble battery, and for really lengthy service I
voltage and so forth. A' key to these i provided
that the oticillator coilwould recommend you to buy the dearer
symbols was printed at the top of the page,
but, as similar symbols are frequently met ; moderately well designed. It is sometimes ; product. My point was rather that home
with in technical articles, it seems worth ! found, however, that the valve refuses to t construction has been considerably cheap ; oscillate over the entire tuning range, due ; ened and that many thousands who formerly
while to explain them here.
either to a defective valve or to a defective ; were unable to make a set may now do so.
No difficulty should be experienced in ! or
badly -designed coil. When this con- t These cheap batteries seem to be standardinterpreting V. V..., V., Vf, and V. as dition
exists, no signals are received, as the I ised at 6 volts for 44d. Hence a 60 -volt
" anode volts," "auxiliary grid volts,"
-frequency note is not pro- battery will cost 3s. 9d., a 120 -volt battery
" screen volts," " filaments volts " and I intermediate
method of checking whether 7s. 6d., and pro rata.
" grid volts " respectively, for it is easy to duced. An easy
valve is oscillating or not should, I Terminals
remember that V " stands for volts. ;the
The next lot was not so obvious, however. therefore, prove very useful to the home itWHAT a thorny subject ! Every time I
I stands
for "filament current," the letter : constructor. At the tuning point, where the ,
screw down a terminal I resort to the
,=
g always used for current. Time s valve stops oscillating, a sudden variation vernacular. Why must they make sloppy
was when " C " stood for current, but this i of current consumption will occur, and screws or sloppy terminals with the
the condition of the valve can
symbol is now used for " capacity." Why I therefore
business end of the latter cut away to
" I " was chosen is not known definitely, easily be ascertained by connecting a nothing ? The clamping area is totally
in the anode circuit of the
but anyway " If " is now " filament ; milliammeter
inadequate. I want a terminal with plenty
current," " I. " is " screen current " and i oscillator section, i.e., between terminal of nice contact area which grips the wire
6 of Coil 3 and No. 1 pin of the 210 P.G.
" I. " is " anode current."
I
the case of the £5 Superhet. A reading and enables me to make a good contact.
Valve impedance is signified by " R ." i in
should
be taken with the
reaction As it is, the contact face of the terminal is
(anode resistance) ; the amplification factor ; coil short-circuited, i.e.,OW.with a wire so small that when you tighten it down it
is now " m " (magnification) and the mu- ; connected across terminals 4 and 6 of Coil I merely squeezes the wire outside-the

tual conductance is " G. "-something to I No. 3. If no variation in current is registered ; point of contact apparently being within
do with " goodness," I suppose.
t
the diameter represented by the highest
t when the shorting wire is removed, it will
indicate that the valve is not oscillating. I point of the loop of wire. Abler pens than
mjne have indited opprobrium about this
I'll Be Seeing You
point, but still it goes on. Let ue have
the X5 Superhet
THE above Yankeeism, in view of the ; Trimming
THE unsatisfactory results obtained clamping area, and lots of it. Let us have
forthcoming television programmes, I
most of the £5 Superhets I a length of terminal screw which will enable
seems almost prophetic ! Which reminds I whichwith
have been sent to our laboratory you to grip more than one piece of 20 -gauge
me that many people abhor the very for test
have been due to inaccurate I wire. Let us have our terminals made to
thought of vision by radio because they I

of the various trimmer con- screw limits as recommended by the Enthink it will enable them to see into one ! adjustment
densers.
Very
accurate adjustment can gineering Standard Committee so that
another's homes ! Perish the thought ! ; be effected with the
aid of a signal generator, when we tighten our terminals we don't
Anyway, television will improve the I of course, but this
is not strip the thread. There is no reason, now
technique of broadcasting no end, for when ! readily available to instrument
the
average
con- I that the Radio Component Manufacturers'
you can see the scene in the studio, the ; structor and, therefore, the following
I Federation has its own Standardisation
effects department will be able to work ; simple method of trimming should be Committee, for this state of affairs to
half-time. I am looking forward to acrobatic t. adopted. The aerial and earth leads should continue. It is annoying to ruin a 30s.
and conjuring turns by radio. Let us hope be connected to terminals '4 and 6 of the I transformer because the threads gulp.
the industry will not permit the rackets centre coil instead of to the first coil, C2 And whilst I am on the point, let us have
which ushered in radio-wonderful crystals : trimmer adjusted to approximately half- I plenty of ebonite round the terininal.
at 5s. each, amazing transformers which way setting, and C3 between a quarter and I Quite often this breaks off like a piece of
were merely swindles in a box, gadgets at half a turn from the full -in position. A weak biscuit, particularly where the ebonite
a guinea which would revolutionise your ; signal should then be tuned in and the lug carrying the terminal has been badly
radio, office -boy experts who explained in ! I.F. trimmers adjusted until maximum I designed and is unwebbed.
popular papers what they did not under- volume is obtained. Incorrect setting of
stand themselves. Fortunately, you can ; this trimmer will cause loss of volume, and
Reserve a copy of NEWNES

-

swindle some of the public all of the time, in some cases excessive whistling will be
and all of the public some of the time, but
not all of the public all of the time-or i heard when the tuning dial is rotated.
words to that effect.
.

.....
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PREMIER SUPPLY
STORES 1900
EST

Announce the purchase of the Complete Stock of a
World -Famous Continental Valve Manufacturer.

50,000 VALVES ACTUALLY IN STOCK
Every vats e is guaranteed brand new and perfect ;
each one is thoroughly tested before despatch.
Order at once with every confidence, prompt

delivery and full satisfaction guaranteed.
sti-ssfool

"What has the purest tone?"

2 VOLT BATTERY TYPES

asked teacher

"I know," said Willie; "a
Blue Spot Speaker"

2/3 each

H.F., Detector, and L.F.,
Power, Low Consumption Power and Super Power
Screen Grids and Pentodes (4- and 5 -pin) ..

2/9
5/-

4 VOLT MAINS TYPES
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentodes: H.L.,
Power, Medium, High, Low Mag. and Variable Mu Screen -grids: one, three and four watt A.C.
output, Directly -heated Pentodes : 25ov. 6o ma.,

11.F. Pentodes :
L.

Was Willie sent to the top of his form for

full -wave rectifiers: D.C. types, 2ov..18 amp., filaments,
Screen -grid: V.M., H., H.L. Power, Pentodes, H.F.
Pentodes, Variable -Mu H.F. Pentodes.

this answer ? He should have been, because

The

there couldn't be a better answer.

Following Types, 350v. T20 ma., full -wave
Rectifier, 5oov. 120 m.a., full -wave Rectifier, 21 watt
indirectly -heated pentodes.

Get a Blue Spot Speaker for your set and
you will be impressed with its vivid realism,
its beauty of tone and ability to handle all types

of programme with ease.

Your dealer will demonstrate with pleasure -

to

4/6
each

5/6
each

AMERICAN TYPES
25137

1/2,

171, 210,

245, 226,

24, 35, 51,

46,

47,

57, 58, 55, 37, 8o, 6A7, 2A7, 2A5, 27.
42. 77, 78,
2A6, 2B7,

25Z5, 36,
5Z3, 6

38, 83, 39,
6A4, 6D6,

each

44,

53,

6F7,

43,

6B7,
59.

6/6C6,
each

or send for pamphlet No. P.R.6 about Blue

SEND

Spot Speakers.

See also our advertisement in the Miscellaneous Section.

Prices from 35/. to 11 Gits.

111111 SPOT

FOR

COMPLETE

4/6

VALVE

Overseas,

carriage

extra.
Orders
be sent C.O.D.

under

PICK-UPS

(Dept. G.N.),

ioo, London Road, SHEFFIELD;

St. Mary's
Parsonage, Manchester ; Strawberry Lane, Gallowgate,
Newcastle -on -Tyne ; 37. 38, 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow ;
ds, Springbank, Hull.
22,

5/-

cannot

PREMIER SUPPLY
STORES

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO. LTD.

AND

Carriage paid 5/- and over ; under 5/-, postage 6d. extra.

SPENSE'RS

Blue Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman Street, Rosebery
Avenue, London, E.C.I. Telephone : CLE 3570.
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North
Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd.,

LIST

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF COMPONENT BARGAINS.

20-22 HIGH ST.,
Nearest Station :

CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.4

CLAPHAM NORTH. UNDERGROUND.
'Phone :

Macaulay

2188.

CITY BRANCH (CALLERS ONLY)

165 & 165A, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4:
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VALVE SENSITIVITY
An Article Dealing with the Amplification Obtainable from Various Types of Valves.
Many listeners find it a little difficult
This formula can be written in another
many ways, depending upon the to understand why the factor
form because the amplification factor is
should
manner in which it is used." It
equal to mutual conductance multiplied
Z+R
be considered as a "one-way traffic" appear in this formula, but it can be by the valve impedance and divided by
device for electric currents; or'as a voltage - explained very simply. Fig. 1 represents 1,000, so that . the original formula for
amplifying device : or as a power relay. an amplifying valve with its anode load stage gain can also be re -written as
In the case of all valves except diodes and high-tension supply, a triode valve follows :(of either the detector or mains -rectifying being chosen in this case. the load being a
g.ZR
types), the amplifying power is the most resistance. Owipg to the action of the
Stage gain
+R
important feature. Even the detector, signal upon the grid, a signal -frequency
Where g=mutual conductance.
unless it be a diode, functions by reason current' passes through the circuit, and as
of its amplifying power, the amplification the circuit has impedance there will be an
Hence, taking valves of similar impedbeing greater for one-half of each high - A.C. voltage drop across the points A ance and with similar loads, the stage
frequency cycle than for the other half.
and B. The impedance of the circuit gain is proportional to the mutual conARADIO valve can be looked upon in

It is, therefore, very important to know,

with a fair measure of accuracy, the
degree of amplification obtainable from
various types and makes of valves-in

ductance.
In the case of output valves, where

A to B consists of two parts-the impedance
A

other words, their sensitivity-not only

NMI

in order to compare and assess the merits

of individual specimens, but also to facilitate

significance of this characteristic is
not quite the same. The power output in the anode load is equal to the
alternating voltage developed across

the quantitative design of the associated
circuits with a ilibw to 'obtaining optimum
working.

Important Quantities
A certain amount of useful

TO
in-

formation concerning a given valve iS
obtainable from the characteristic
data published by valve manufacturers.

FOLLOWING

I

VALVE

1

This data usually comprises the impedance (or A.C. resistance) of the
valve ; its amplification factor, and

operation is not a matter of mere
voltage amplification, but of the production of a substantial amount of
power in the output circuit, the

raurs

the load multiplied by the value of the
alternating current component flowing
in the load. It will thus be seen that

the mutual conductance which takes
account only of the changes in anode

current with changes in signal voltage
is not a true measure of power sensitivity of the valve.

its mutual conductance, all these being

Power Sensitivity

ditions such as at anode volts =100 and
grid volts=zero.

can be estimated on the basis of the
characteristics already described, the
power sensitivity of different output

measured under some standard con.

Actually, while voltage amplification

Thee quantities are known as the

" static " characteristics, becratto they
valves is best expressed in milliwatta
Fig. I.-A simple diagram to illustrate stage gain.
are determined under laboratory conof output per (volt)' ,of grid signal
with
no
signal
on
the
grid,
and
with.
of the load AC and the impedance of the voltage. Thus, a valve which will give a
ditions
a non -inductive load in the anode- circuit. valve CB.
maximum undistorted output of 2.5 watts
It must be realised; therefore, that they do
It is possible, therefore, to re -draw Fig. 1 for a grid signal of 20 volts would be said
not represent the performance of the valve as- in Fig. 2, in which the toad AC (Z) to have a sensitivity of :do, remains as before and the valve CB is
under working conditions. They
2,500
2,500
however, furnish a rough guide to the represented by another impedance, R.
= 6.25 mW./172
20x
20
400
sensitivity of different valves.
It will be appreciated that the part AB is
It
should
be
borne
in
mind
that the power
In order to explain this it is necessary now in effect a potentiometer of total
to point out that the impedance of a 'valve impedance 7.+R, and the signal voltage sensitivity of a valve is not constant for all
is mainly a guide to the type of anode which is tapped off for application to the values of load impedance. For example,
load into which the valve will work, and_ grid of the following valve is the alternating the value calculated above might have been
in choosing a valve for any purpose the voltage drop across Z. As in all potentio- taken for the valve when working in the
first selection should be made on the basis meters, this voltage bears the same optimum load, and for 5 per cent. second
of seeing that the impedance is of a suitable proportion to the total voltage across the harmonic distortion. Had the measurevalue for the anode -circuit component potentiometer as the resistance of the part ment been taken with a smaller or larger
values. Alternatively, in designing a set, AC bears to the total resistance. The
(Continued on page 801)
the components in the circuit of the valve impedance of the part AC is Z, and of the
A
should be selected so that their impedance whole Z+R, so that the desired ratio is
is

of the correct value for the valve

preceding them.

This point will be referred

to again later.

+ R.

Simplifying Matters

Mutual Conductance

namely :-

strated by simple arithmetic, since the

The mutual conductance of a valve is a
of the change in anode current for
fore, must be made. on valves of similar ameasure
given change of grid voltage. As the
impedance and working into identical, voltage
across the anode load
Or, at any rate, similar loads. Under (Z), in developed
the case of a voltage-amplifyitiL
these conditions the valve having the higher valve, depends
upon the value of the anode
amplification factor will have the greatest current fluctuations
as well as upon the
sensitivity, the gain being directly pro- impedance of the load,
it is clear that the
portional to the amplification factor.
of the mutual conductance can also
The actual gain can be calculated quite value
considered as a measure of the sensitivity
accurately from the formula which has be
been given many times in this journal, of the valve. This can also be demonCompltrison of valve sensitivities, there-

mZ

Stage gain=Z-FR
Whore Z=impedance of anode load.
R= impedance of valve.

INI=amnlification factor of valve.

conductance is equal to the
amplification factor divided by the valve
impedance and multiplied by 1,000, the
result being expressed as the milliamps.
change of anode current per volt change of
grid voltage.

mutual

B

Fig. 2.-A circuit which is electrically
eauirralent to Fig.

1.
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FURTHER NOTES ABOUT

THE HALL -MARK

FOUR SERIES
Details are Given for the Connection of a Pick-up when desired,
the Information Covering all Three Models
emphasise that we cannot, in Pick-up Connections
any circumstances, undertake
The original receivers were not provided
to modify the designs or to

recommend any modifications.
This is done with the interests
of readers at heart, for we know
The chassis of the Battery Hal! -Mark.

with pick-up terminals, but that is no reason
why any one of them should not be employed,

with every satisfaction, for reproducing
-and every designer knows- gramophone records. Provision was made
that if a receiver is to give a for the use of a pick-up when required,
and in the Universal and
A.C. versions suitable bias

ATA, three receivers in

resistors were purposely included in the cathode leads

have obviously created

This means that when a

from the detector valves.

the Hall -Mark range

a tremendous amount of in-

pick-up is connected, the
valves will automatically

terest, for our postbag has
been crowded with letters
front enthusiastic constructors, and prospective constructors, of one or other of

be transformed front detectors to efficient
low frequency amplifiers. In
the case of the battery

these interesting sets. Those
who have already built one
of the sets are full of praise,

receiver a pick-up can be

connected in the usual
manner by joining the leads

and most of those who hav

to the grid terminal on the
detector valve -holder and

not yet taken the plunge
have expressed their enthus-

to a tapping point on the

iasm for the designs.

No
matter which of the sets is considered, the simplicity of con-

G.B. battery respectively.
When that is done the

struction is apparent, whilst
the symmetrical layouts
have called forth admiration. Showing the appearance of the

Use

the

Components

finished battery model.

Specified !

optimum G.B. voltage will

probably be found to be

about 1 If volts, but the
tapping point can easily be

altered and the most suitable voltage found by trial.

When a pick-up is connected this will
Despite the fact that we have on so definite standard of performance it must
many previous occasions emphasised the be made in a definite manner. We are be in parallel with the grid leak, but the

also aware that if we attempted to assist resistance of that component is so high
fact that alternative components to those individual
readers by saying that alterspecified cannot satisfactorily be employed, natives could
be used, these readers
we still continue to receive letters from

would not obtain the results of which
readers who ask if the circuit could be the
are capable,
modified to include such -and -such a com- and sets
which have been
ponent, or if results would be affected if
different valves were substituted, if another
type of coil (which the reader generally
has on hand) could be used, or if it would be

better to employ more expensive parts in
certain parts of the circuit. It is extremely
important that alterations of this character

A FEW FEATURES OF THE

I

BATTERY HALL -MARK
Undistorted output ,of over

1

watt-which

may be increased to 2 watts by using two
220 PT pentode valves.

Suitable for use with H.T. battery or good
mains unit.
Compensated tone-by means of two fixed

condensers in push-pull circuit.
Easy construction.
Simple tuning.
Economy of construction and operation.

t

.

should not be introduced, for, as we have
clearly stated, the sets have definitely been
designed around components which have
specially suitable characteristics, and which

are therefore best for the function which
they have to fulfil. We would therefore obtained in our
like to say, frith entphasis, once again that laboratories, and
our guarantee does not hold good if the in " outside " tests
constructor deviates from the exact specifi- with the original
cation as published. We would also models.

This illustration shows the neat and
compact lay -out of the components in
The "clean**
the
A.C. version.
appearance of the receiver is also
apparent.
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that it will not have any adverse effect
Upon the quality of reproduction.

-
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FEATURES OF THE

-

UNIVERSAL MODEL

When a pick-up is to be connected to
the A.C. model the leadsshould be joined

Suitable foe use on A.C. or D.C.
martins of 200 to 250 volts.
Undistorted -output Of 6 watts.

to the grid terminal and to earth (the

-

Variable 'control of pentode screen
voltige to provide accurate
matching of output valves.
Use of high -ratio push.pull transformer ensures full loading of
output stage.
Automatic bias on detector comes
into action wheri Pick-uP is
connected.

metallised chassis makes the most con-

venient form of earth -return). If desired;
a radio -gram. switch could easily be fitted

by connecting the centre terminal to the

grid of the detector valve, a second terminal

to the junction of the grid leak and grid
condenser, and the third terminal to one
pick-up terminal. When this is done the

t
;

;

lead from the grid condenser to the grid of - remain in circuit between the

the valve must, of course, be removed.

The very same idea may be applied in- the
case of the other two models, and this will

grid and the end of the
resistance.

bias

be found advisable when the receiver is Additional Selectivity
built into a radiogram cabinet, or is to be
It will have been observed that
used as a combined instrument. It is although a pre-set condenser is
rather important when fitting the switch shown in series with the aerial lead

Here is the Universal Hall -Mark in its attractia:
cabinet.

sets. Another slight addition to the A.C.

model which some readers might prefer to
make concerns the fixed condensers connected in parallel with the two halves of the

FEATURES OF THE A.C.
HALL -MARK

Detector and L.F. circuits specially designed
for good quality on radio or gram.
Energised moving -coil speaker, with field
winding used as smoothing choke.
Adequate selectivity due to use of H.F.
transformer coupling.
Undistorted output of nearly 3 watts.

;

-

secondary of the push-pull transformer in
the Battery and Universal sets. If it is
desired slightly to lower the tone of repro-

This is the chassis of the Universal
Hall -Mark.

duction two condensers of from .0001 mfd.
to .0002 mfd. may Le connected ; the
higher value will give a rather greater mea-

that this should be placed as near
as possible to the detector valve holder. If, for any reason, this is

sure of tone compensation than will the
lower one.

inconvenient, the leads to the
switch should be screened to avoid

any possibility of inter -action of
L.F. oscillation.

A Pick-up with the Universal Mode
A rather different procedure should
preferably, be adopted in the case of the
Universal model, _ because if the
positive mains lead (on D.C.) were
earthed the pick-up would be "live."

If this were so there would be a

possibility of the user receiving a
shock when handling the pick-up.
To avoid any possible difficulty
in this respect it is a wise precaution to include a fixed condenser
of about .5-mfd. capacity in series

with each of the pick-up leads.

The condensers will not affect performance in any way, but they will render

the set completely safe. At first sight it

in

the Bat-

tery and

might appear that the inclusion of the con- Universal
densers would prevent the bias voltage from sets, this is
being applied to the grid of the valve. This not included in the A.C. model.
is not the case, since the grid leak is still in Normally it will not be required,

parallel, and that component will carry but where it is found that a
the biasing potential. Because of this little extra selectivity is necesthe method of fitting a radio -gram. switch sary-for example, by listeners
described above would have to be varied whose aerials are situated near
slightly. This means that only the lead to a transmitting station-it may prove
from the grid condenser would have to worth while to include a condenser of the
be broken, and that the grid leak would same value as those specified for the other

Another view of the A.C.

Hall -Mark Four which
shows the absence of wires

on the upper side of the
chassis.
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RCUITSANDSET5
Two Circuits are 1-202scribed This Week,
These Being Alternatives For An

FOR

Efficient and Simple High -Frequency
Amplifier.

ALL

left-hand end of the chassis with their
axes at right angles to the panel. Au

importance than the increased range, mentioned above, the holder for the aerial especially during winter when the range coupling coil is placed between the other
of reception with any type of receiver is two, and is so positioned that the coil,
much greater than during the lighter when inserted, just touches the long months. It should be mentioned in pass- wave coil, but is approximately lin. away
AFEW weeks ago we described a receiver ing that either of the high -frequency ampli- from the other one. The valve -holder
of the simple dct.-2 L.F. type, using fier units represented by the two circuits is should be placed towards the other end of

plug-in coils, and a number of entirely suitable for use with any of the
readers have expressed interest in this, det.-L.F. receivers that have been dewhilst several have made, the set. As scribed in PRACTICAL WIRELESS and
plug-in coils are apparently still popular .4Mateur Wireless, and although conwith many constructors it was thought that structional details of similar units have
details of a simple and efficient H.F. been given previously, these have all been
amplifier of modern design, but using the designed to include definite components,
old kind of coils, would prove of interest. which have been specified. In the present

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 gives a good

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR FIRST
CIRCUIT
One Wooden Chassis, 10in. by 8in., with
lin. runners.
One Ply -wood or Ebonite Panel, 10in. by 7in.
(Peto-Scott ).

One .0005 mfd. Variable Condenser, with
drive (Formo).
One 100,000 -ohm Potentiometer (Graham
Farish).

instance, although a list of suitable parts is

idea of the general arrangement, and it given, the exact choice is not so critical and
can be seen that very few parts are required many readers will be able to make use of
and that the connections are of the simplest parts that are on hand without impairing
possible kind. This amplifier is eminently

suitable for use in conjunction with any
receiver

not including an H.F. stage,

For Plug-in Coils

II F.C.

We may first of all consider the
circuit shown in Fig. 1, for this is
the more interesting in many

type S.81).

One Terminal Mount. with A. and

modern circuits is unconventional.
At the same time it should be made

ft

AL

perfectly clear that these coils do the chassis, the .0003-mfd. tuning, condenser
not necessarily make the unit any being mounted in the centre of the panel.
-AERIAL less efficient than if more elaborate The Q.M.B. change -over switch' used fur
wave -changing should be placed on the panel

and more up-to-date tuning circuits
were incorporated. The circuit is
so arranged that there is no necessity
for coil changing ; this is because
a two-way change -over switch is
included for changing from the
LT*
L .T.-

0005 MFD

H.T.-

degree of coupling on both wavebands a comparatively large
aerial coil is employed (a No. 50),
but this is placed close against the

another circuit is given in Fig. 2. Both circuits are similar in principle, but the second
includes variable -mu volume control ; at the

medium -wave coil. With regard

Aerial and earth terminals should be

V

about an inch away from the

covered by the average dual -range

H.T.+

H.F.C.

30,000 0

-0003

.0002 MFD.
50,000n

long -wave coil (marked L) and

to the size of the two tuned coils,
a size No. 35 or 50 will be found
same time, it would be a perfectly simple suitable for medium waves, and a
matter to modify either of the circuits to in- 200 for long waves; these coils
clude or exclude variable -mu.
will cover approximately the
same wavelength ranges as those
High -frequency amplifiers are generally
looked upon as being valuable only when

100,000 -ohm screening -grid potentiometer
should be positioned so that it " balances "
with the wave -change switch, so giving a
symmetrical panel appearance.

To ensure reasonable selectivity fitted to the mount specified and placed
without sacrifice of sensitivity the just behind the coil -holders, so that the leads
aerial coil (marked A) is loose (Continued on page 800)
coupled, and the same

although it is particularly intended for use
with older sets which employ plug-in
coils. In order to satisfy the requirements
of other readers, however, who have a more
modern type of receiver and who prefer to

Increased Selectivity

just in front of the coil -holders, whilst the

long -wave to the medium -wave coil.

Fig. 1.-This is the H.F. amplifier described, in which coil serves for both wavelengths. In order to
plug-in coils are employed.
obtain the optimum

use a dual -range tuner of modern type,

6

I

PkEPI

2

c:.

o 000
8

7

0-1

MFD

tuner.

LT.+

it is desired to increase the sensitivity of Chassis Construction
an existing receiver, and hence to increase
the range of reception. It is an important
fact, however, that the addition of an H.F.
amplifier, besides increasing the range,

The construction of the ampli-

perfectly simple, and a
shallow wooden chassis is emfier is

L.T.

of far greater placed side by side near the

-

11.T. -

25,00011

G.8

ployed in conjunction with a

also gives a marked improvement in the ply -wood or ebonite panel. The
way of selectivity. In many instances the three coil -holders should be
additional selectivity is

E.

Terminals (Belling Lee).
One 4 -pin Valve -holder (Clix).
Connecting wire, flex, spade terminals, etc.
One 215 S.G. Valve (Cossov).

respects, largely due to the fact
that the use of plug-in coils with

0003 MFO.

0002 MFO.
M

H.F. P.A. i.
Three Single Coil-halders and Plug -i0 Coils
(These are probably on hand).
Oae .0002 mfd. Pre-set Condenser (Polar).
One .0003 mfd. Tubular Condenser (T.M.C.).
One .1 mfd. Tubular Condenser (T.M.C.).
One Q.M.B. Change -over Switch (Bulgin,

the performance.

11.T+

ioo,000n

One Screened H.F. Choke (Wearite, type

Fig. 2.-A modified circuit, including a dual -rang
tuner and variable -mu control.
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HOME TELEVISION HIGHDEFINITION RECEIVERS
Announcements by Baird Ltd. and. E.M.I. Ltd.
BAIRD TELEVISION have ready for
immediate production two types of
receiving sets (a third, giving a
7in. by 5in. picture, is promised at a price
between £25 and £30.) Both of these are
suitable for receiving pictures and sound
from the Baird Radio Transmitters at the
Crystal Palace, and have been tested out

CIRCUITS AND SETS FOR ALL
( Continued from page 797)

from the terminals to the coils are as short
as possible. It will be seen that four output
leads are shown, and these may well consist

of lengths of flex with spade terminals

attached.

The lead marked H.T.-I- should

be joined to the terminal on the receiver

and white, and there is a complete absence to which the full voltage of the H.T. battery
or mains unit is applied the lead marked
of flicker.

On account of the adaptability of the Aerial should be connected to the aerial
set, it is not likely to become obsolete by terminal of the receiver (the aerial lead
any changes in transmission technique having been transferred to the unit), whilst
the two other battery leads may conduring the next three years.
The selling price will be, at first, approxi- veniently be connected to the correspondmately £50, likely to be reduced con- ing terminals on one of the valve -holders
in the set, so that the one on -off switch
in all parts of the Greater London area siderably in quantity production.
will be operative on both the receiver proper
within a radius of twenty-five miles from
and the H.F. unit.
the Crystal Palace. They are both extremely Baird Set No. 2
There is little that need be written consimple to operate and have two connections
The components are mounted in a cabinet cerning the use of the amplifier, for there
only, one to the electric light mains (A.C. 4ft. high, 2ft. 3in. wide and 2ft. deep. The are only two controls, of which ono is not
or D.C.) and the other to a special form of size of the picture produced on this set is generally manipulated. It will be evident
aerial. The aerial will be supplied with the 12in. by 9in., extremely brilliant and that
the tuning condenser must be operated
set and consists of a stiff wire about 10ft. sufficient to see a picture in ordinary room in conjunction
with that fitted to the
long, with a connecting cable. For best lighting. It can be adjusted in definition receiver, and a little
experience will be
results this wire should be mounted of from 100 to 500 lines, and from 12 to 50 required before both controls
can correctly
vertically on a mast on the roof of the house, pictures per second. There are five control be used simultaneously. When
first bringbut quite satisfactory reception of pictures knobs, as in the case of Set No. 1, and the
can be obtained if this wire is mounted wavelengths covered are similar. The size
on the side of the house or even inside the and brilliancy of the picture are sufficient
COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR
room of the house or flat, as an indoor to give a programme of real entertainment
SECOND CIRCUIT
aerial. Once the set has been installed value to an audience of up to thirty people
As for the first circuit excepting:
and the aerial set up and mains connection in the home. The colour of the picture is
One 25,000 -ohm Potentiometer (Graham
Farish).
established, then it is only a matter of black and white, with a complete absence
One Dual -range Coil (Colvern, type T.D.).
switching on the set to obtain immediately of flicker. On account of the universal
One Three-point W/C Switch (British Radioa picture, properly framed, with the adaptability of the set, it is not likely to
gram).
Two .1 mfd. Tubular Condensers (T.M.C.).
synchrottised sound. The correct brilliancy become obsolete by any changes in transOne On -off Switch (British Radiogram).
and contrast is obtained directly the set mission technique during the next four
Two Fixed Resistances ; 30,000 ohms and
It can, therefore, be years.
is switched on.
50,000 ohms (Dubilier 1 -watt).
One 220 VS Valve (Cossor).
operated quite easily by a child. FurtherThe selling price will be, at first, approximore, there is no danger in using either of mately £80, which is likely to be reduced
these seta. The designs have been fully in quantity production.
ng the amplifier into use it will be heist to
tested out for reliability and long life,
screw down the knob of the pre-set aerial
and, therefore, no service troubles are
condenser so as to obtain the maximum
anticipated.
Learn all about Television for capacity, and also to set the knob of the
potentiometer to its midway position.
only SIXPENCE a month! -Then
Baird Set No. 1
increase the reaction setting on the
receiver and turn the tuning knob of the
The complete sound and vision receiving
components are mounted in a cabinet PRACTICAL TELEVISION receiver until a whistle is heard. Now tune
the amplifier until the whistle becomes
4ft. high, 2ft. wide and 2ft. deep. The size

of the picture produced on this set

6d. monthly.

is

Sin. by 6in., and it is sufficiently brilliant
to be seen quite clearly in ordinary room
lighting. It is capable of being used with
any type of high -definition transmission,

Published by George Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

louder and slack off the reaction. The
approximately -correct settings of both
tuning condensers will then have been found

so that it only remains finally to adjust
both of them.

After having gained a little experience
tuning, the pre-set condenser and
potentiometer may be set to the optimum
receiver once and for all to operate on any
ELECTRIC & MUSICAL INDUS- points. It is not necessary to describe
TRIES, LTD., express very great the adjustment of the pre-set condenser,
particular standard of transmission, for
instance, on a 240 -line picture with 25 satisfaction with - the report of the for every reader knows that the object
pictures per second. There are five Television Committee (extracts from which of this is to strike a " happy medium "
control knobs ; two of these are for the appeared last-ppek), which states that between maximum selectivity and maximum
sound receiver as follows : one is for tuning television broadcasting will be started in signal strength. The potentiometer will

having from 100 to " lines, and from
twelve to fifty pictures per second. A E.M.I. Express Satisfaction
slight adjustment of a knob sets the

in

the sound on wavelengths from 5 to 9 Great Britain.

be found to have a fairly pronounced

metres, one for controlling the contrast early to state at the present time what
of the picture in accordance with individual the price of these sets will be, but it is
preference ; that is to say, to be varied believed that the price mentioned in the
from a picture with soft tones, to a picture Committee's report of £50 to £80 will be

is obtained ; after that it can be used for
controlling volume and also slightly to

They quite agree with the Committee's
described as " soot and whitewash." The
third knob controls the average brilliance report that radio sound broadcasting will
of the picture. Tuning in for vision and still, for many a year to come, dominate
sound is even more simple than tuning an the B.B.C. programmes. Moreover, they
ordinary radio broadcast receiver. Further- do not believe that television will in any
more, the wide range of wavelengths pro- way interfere with the developments in

Fig. 2 can be made up in almost the same

As and when the B.B.C. begin broadcast- effect on signal strength, as well as affecting
of the sound. The other three knobs are ing high -definition television, Electric & selectivity to a certain extent. Normally,
for the vision control as follows : one for Musical Industries will be ready to market however, this control will be set to the
tuning the vision receiver from 5 to 9 television receiving sets. It is much too point at which greatest signal strength
metres, the other for controlling the volume

with very contrasted tones,

popularly

more or less correct.

sharpen tuning when receiving " difficult "
stations.

A unit employing the circuit given in

manner as that for the arrangement just

described. The principal difference is that
the plug-in coils and holders will be replaced

by the dual -range coil specified (or by a

similar component) whilst the 100,000 -ohm

potentiometer employed for controlling
vided, makes the set available for any radio sound broadcasting, with its ever the
screening -grid voltage will be replaced
number of transmitting stations up to 10,
which may be set up in a given area. The
size of the picture is sufficient to give a
programme of real entertainment value
to an audience of up to 10 people in the
home. The colour of the picture is black

increasing entertainment value. Therefore
their Company, as well as all other manu-

by a 25,000 -ohm potentiometer which
facturers in the radio industry, are going serves to vary the G.B. voltage. It is
right ahead with the development of the desirable to employ a separate G.B.
manufacture and sale of radio sets for battery for the H.F. unit, and a switch is

sound.

also included for cutting this out of circuit.
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VALVE SENSITIVITY
(Continued from page 794)

load, or the maximum grid input voltage

decreased in order to permit greater output
with correspondingly increased distortion,
the sensitivity figure would have been
different.
It may be interesting to compare typical

output valves in different classes on the

PETO-SCOTT
US YOUR ENQUIRIES

SEND

basis of mutual conductance and mW./V2.

Approx.
Mutual
Conductance Sensitivity
(mA./V)
3.5
3.5
2.5

Small Power
..
Super Power
Small Pentode
..
A.C. Mains Types.
Pentode ..
Triode

(mW./V2)
6
9
40

speaker,

18

6.5

These indicate very clearly the superior

sensitivity of the pentode type of valve, and
in this connection it is interesting to

remember that the latest development in
output valves for A.C. mains is a highly sensitive pentode which will give its full
output of over 31 watts for a grid input in
the neighbourhood of 4 volts. Valves of

this type are available in several makes, and
are particularly suitable for use immediately
following a diode detector. The sensitivity
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fields are very restricted, whieh improves

stability by nullifying stray -capacity effects,

always somewhat of a problem in shortwave work. As an instance of the gain in
stability, the coil used for 40 -metre reception
in the detector grid -circuit consists of

Section

seventeen turns of No. 32 enamelled wire,
close wound as before, on a similar former
less than an inch long. The parallel capacity

IMPROVING S. -W. RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE

is about .00015 mfd. of a .0003 mfd. variable
band -setting condenser, with an additional

very low capacity condenser for actual

tuning (band -spreading). If the coil is
enclosed with the hand, without actually
By AUSTIN FORSYTH
touching it, the frequency of a c.w. signal
THE beginner, or for the matter of that, on valve pins and plugged into a valve - is so little affected, that it is still readable
the practised amateur, is always holder to which the necessary connections without re -tuning. These coils were evolved
anxious to improve his reception, are made. Twenty-eight turns of No. 32 by the writer from the valve -base type,

The Advantages of the Untuned H.F. Stage.

and no ,true short-wave enthusiast is enamelled wire, close wound, are used for which were, and still are, much in vogue in
entirely satisfied with his results for long. the top section to form the 160-m. coil, and amateur -band receivers. They are well
This is as it should be, and is one of the the bottom section consists of fifty turns of worth a trial.
No. 40 enamelled, the two windings in
reasons why we progress.
The question of the use of S.G. valves in series constituting the H.F. choke.
short-wave receivers, both as detectors and

Neutralising Condenser
To get back to the circuit shown, there
is another innovation, not commonly used,
at Cl. This is a very low maximum capacity
condenser, of the old H.F. neutralising
type, which, while normally being left set,

in pre -detector tuned or untuned H.F. S. -W. Inductances
In view of the prevailing fashion in the
stages, has always been a matter for
argument and discussion. There is no design of S. -W. inductances, it may be
doubt that, generally speaking, a tuned asked why such small formers and light
H.F. stage is of little use below 80 metres wire are employed, for, as a matter of
as regards the actual voltage magnification interest, coils similar in construction to
it can give ; though it is possible, by careful that described above are used in the
design, to make the receiver more lively detector grid -circuit of this particular
down to about 30 metres by tuning the receiver right down to ten metres. The
pre -detector circuit. But the gain with reason is that after exhaustive tests be-

serves to vary the input to the detector
grid -circuit.
It is very useful under
conditions of severe local interference.

The rest of the circuit follows standard

increase of frequency is so small as only tween the larger low -loss coils commonly
to merit the extra complication in excep- used and the much smaller and seemingly
inefficient type of coil suggested here, it
tional circumstances.
The ease of handling and general " sweet- was found that as regards signal -strength
ness " of the receiver can, however, be
greatly improved by the incorporation of
an untuned H.F. stage, for which there is
Nr#
much to be said. The effect is to separate

RFC

the aerial from the detector grid -circuit,
and leads to the following definite advantages : (1) The elimination of blind spots
due to the aerial; (2) signals unaffected by

o.

wave, and the other of the broadcast type.
This will prevent the circuit resonating at a
low -frequency and injecting long -wave
signals into the detector when the latter is

oscillating, as for the reception of c.w.

signals. Unless an exceptionally long aerial
is used, say over 60ft.,, no series ell/.

denser is required in the aerial. Note that
the condenser CI must be a good one, as
otherwise the H.T. will be shorted through
the detector grid coil to earth. C2 is 2
and C3 .005 mfd., both non -inductive, while

R is 30,000 ohms and R1 20,000. B is a
Ii -volt grid -bias battery for the S.G.
valve, though the bias can be obtained by
means of the usual potentiometer connection. The method shown is recommended
as being more conducive to silent operation.

The circuit could be put together as a

whatever purpose it may be used, these

separate unit, and should be totally screened

C3

are advantages worth having, more especially as the installation of an untuned H.F.
stage is a simple matter.

as indicated. The valve used can be of the
ordinary S.G. type.

Operating Details

A Special Circuit

In use, the grid circuit of the H.F. stage
should tune fairly sharply with the detector
circuit when the two are in resonance
zir grid
through the 160 -metre band, and it should
I
NT -1 be possible to keep them in step through the

The sketch (right) 'shows a special
arrangement devised by the writer for a

#

short-wave receiver operated on the amateur

bands from 160-10 metres, and also used
for S. -W. broadcast listening. The circuit

needs some explanation, if only for the

1

G.e/o

aerial movement ; (3) smoother reaction ;
(4) reaction setting holds constant through
larger frequency ranges; (5) elimination in
most cases of threshold howl ; (6) reduction
in hand -capacity effects; and (7) possibly
some slight voltage amplification from aerial
to detector. In a short-wave receiver, for

practice. It is often an advantage to put
two chokes in series at R.F.C., one a short-

The

I

special short-wave circuit referred to in
the article.

greater part of the tuning range with one
setting of the reaction condenser. On the
other bands, when the H.F. stage operates
untuned, tuning is carried out in the usual

tuning condenser and switching connected
in the grid of the S.G. valve.
As the receiver is required for 160 metres, there was nothing to choose between them, way on the detector side, but note that
where a tuned H.F. stage is not only while for stability and freedom from hand - there will, of course, be some alteration
desirable but effective in that it gives capacity, the small coils were infinitely in the dial settings, due to the changed
considerable amplification, the tuning sys- preferable. That this should be so is clear input conditions. The experienced amateur
tem shown as LC was evolved. C is a from a consideration of the fundamental will naturally look out for these points, and,
if he is interested in testing the amplification
.0003 mfd. variable condenser fitted with principles involved.
Signal strength is dependent on the properties of the S.G. H.F. stage below
slow-motion, and L is a specially -wound
two -section coil. When the receiver is on voltage developed across the grid -filament 100 metres, it is simply a matter of winding
160 m., switches SI and S2 are closed, circuit of the valve, and this again depends the appropriate coil for L, which need
which converts the H.F. stage from the upon the number of turns in the coil. At a not have the choke winding. In the same
untuned to the tuned condition, thus given frequency, the more turns there are way, those whose short-wave listening is
giving the required efficiency on this band. in a tuning coil, the greater the voltage confined to " below 100 metres " can disFor use below 100 metres, the switches across its ends. Therefore, in this particular pense with the switching and condenser C,
are open, which cuts the condenser C out case, we see that any loss of electrical and simply connect a suitable S. -W. choke
of circuit and puts the two windings of L efficiency due to the coils being small and across the grid -filament of the H.F. stage.
in series. These switches are, of course, close -wound is made up by the increase One final point ; it is very likely that some
the two arms of one switch of the D.P.S.T. in voltage generated across the grid - experimenting with coil values will be
push-pull anti -capacity type. The two filament circuit, as a greater number of necessary for tuning the H.F. stage, as so
sections of the coil are wound on a lin. turns are required in the small coil than in much depends on the size of aerial employed.

diameter ribbed ebonite former (ribbed the large to tune to a given frequency. The values given for 160 metres should
(Continued on page 804)
rod), about liin. long. This is mounted Further, as the coils are so small, their
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"I tell you, I didn't do it I"

N\

cs1/

-says A tmosph Eric

c-,°''C

Believe me, 95 per cent. of " atmospherics - talk
You can't suppress my infrequent
is moonshine.
interference, but you can silence man-made noises-

your real trouble.

Read the Belling -Lee book and you'll see that I am
responsible for next to no noise
at all. Ask your dealer-

read the book-do something
Cut out frying -pan

about it.

music ... I want to be alone.

-Atmosph Eric
SUPPRESSOR TYPE 1118.
PRICE
10/6

TICK OFF SQUARE
WHICH

APPLIES.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD,MIDD X.

Please send 32 -pp. book.

6d. remittance enclosed. 111_1

Your 12 -pp, free
booklet will do.

NAME

ADDRESS
Pr.W. 16.2.35

and Now a new

.

conception in
MASTLESS AERIALS

MAKING '

The

OF THE

GO LDEN
RANGEF,4V,OW

HALL -MARK

HIGH
CAPACITY
AERIAL
N.N.

This is the latest in scientific aerial
construction. The Mastless Aerial
having both Length and Capacity.

rConsists of 3o feet of continuous
wire

completely insulated with

40 feet lead-in.

0

0

REDUCES STATIC-INCREASES
VOLUME ---IMAND
RANGE
PROVES
SELECTIVITY-CUTS

Regd. No.

OUT UGLY POLES-IDEAL FOR
FLAT DWELLERS-FIXED IN A
FEW MOMENTS.

Buy one TO -DAY from your usual
Radio Dealer-if any difficulty
write direct to us, giving the name

\ and address of your Dealer.
Sole Manufacturers :

7/6
COIIPLETE II' IT II

BRACE ET AND INSULATOR, ALSO 40
PEET LEA 0.1K WIRE.

BRITISH MACE.

.. FARADAY HOUSE
JTOUBKIN

TODD STREET, MANCHESTER 3
also at 130 High Holborn,london.WC.1

Telephone 1 I k

London. M US 5997,

4
-

demands Colvern Coils and only Colvern
To " make
this brilliant receiver employ
Colvern Coils-as specified solely by the
designer.
The tremendous care with which

they are made, and the repeated tests to which
Colvern Coils are put, ensures the most outstanding results possible.
Make no mistake - fit Colvern. As specified for the
HALL -MARK 4 :-One 2 Coil Assembly

Type T.D.S. 15/6 per pair.

Write to -day (or latest Colvern Booklet.
Post Free on request.
COLVERN LTD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.
London Office : 150 King's Cross Road, W.C.1.

COLVERN
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just below oscillating point ; this is very coupling being found to give best results

(Continued from page 802)

hold good in the average case, while any

experiments carried out with the H.F.

stage tuned below 100 metres should prefer.
ably be with a small series condenser in the

aerial, to reduce the damping on the grid
circuit of the S.G. valve.

rtM11.4.411.14MINIMM14..M1,..I.P.IWI.M..

e41104.411,

RECEPTION ON 5-10

1

METRES
ALL radio enthusiasts have probably

read, at some time or other, remarks

relating to reception on the ultra -

short waves. The recent Television Com-

mittee's

Report
makes it
As.C.

appear that

in the neat

future a
v. is ion ser-

difficult to maintain at frequencies as high from experiment.
as 60 megacycles.
There can be no mistake as to whether
In the super -regenerative system, how- the circuit is working or not, as a proever, a frequency of super -audibility is nounced hiss will be heard when the circuit
" injected " into the plate or grid circuit is " quenching " properly. This hiss can
of the detector valve, thereby bringing be controlled in volume by the resistance
about immense regeneration, the voltage in the positive H.T. lead. Incidentally,
swing of the long -wave oscillator in the the super -regenerative hiss will disappear
anode of the detector valve preventing it as soon as a station is tuned in.
from actually bursting into oscillation.
The series tuning condenser C2 enables
Approximate circuit values only are the operator to vary the frequency band
given in Fig. 1, though by experiment the set will tune up or down to, it will also
these have been found to be the best. have considerable effect on the " quench "
The choice of valve is not by any means oscillation. The actual tuning is carried
critical ; any 2 -volt medium impedance our by Cl in the usual manner.
H.F. valve can be used, though if several A Single -valve Converter
types happen to be on hand, all should be
Fig. 2 represents a single -valve converter
tried.
that can be attached to any set with one or
more H.F. stages, the single valve acting
Component Values
time as oscillator and first detector.
Now a few words of explanation of the this
The tuning coils LI, L2, which should
circuits and component values. In the have
four turns each, are about three.
circuit shown in Fig. 1, one valve combines quarters
inch in diameter. The tuning
the function of a detector with that of capacityofClanshould
be somewhat 'smaller
producing its own super -regenerative fre- than that of Fig. I, being
about 35 microquency, or " quench " oscillation.
(.000035).
L3, L4, consists of 3 turns each of 14 - microfarads
H.F.C.1 can be any standard H.F. choke,
gauge copper wire, just under lin.

H.T. .13.-

LT.+

a.

To AMPLIFIER STAGE

H.T.+

60-80v.
0001i
Fig. 1.-An unusual circuit for ultra -short way es. It
will be seen that the anode and grid coils arc joined
together by a variable condenser.
L2

February 16th, 1935

H.F.C.2 has already been described.
diameter. LI, L2, the " quench " and
The coupling capacity C3 can be any precoils, may be made by winding 700 set
condenser having a capacity of .0001 to
turns for each coil side by side, .00005.
also on a lin. former, and the
The operation of this little unit is rewinding may take the form of a markably
simple ; the aerial is taken off the
"hank," that is, winding the turns standard set
and tapped on to the shortin a bunch on top of each other. wave converter,
through the usual series
The high -frequency chokes feeding aerial condenser.
condenser C3 is
the plate and,grid circuits are of then attached to the The
serial terminal of the
midget size, consisting of 60 turns broadcast set, which should be tuned to
of 34 -gauge wire, silk -covered, on a
approximately 10,000 metres. The confin. former. Incidentally, the same verter is then set into oscillation
in the
size wire may be used for winding usual manner by the reaction condenser
the "quench " coils.
C2, and tuning is then carried by one

For the condenser C2, any old control only, the tuning condenser on
the converter Cl.
LONG WAVE HEC.,
I i s'i
Series -reaction Circuit
H.T.-1-

vice will be started in the region of 6
metres.

The increase, also, in the number
of broadcasting stations, coupled with
the fact that higher and higher power

-00005-.0001

is being used, makes it obvious that

ultimately other channels will have to
be found for broadcast services, if bad
interference is to be avoided in the

mFD

SHORT
WAVE
H FC 2

Cs

To A ON
SET

converter just described, so the wellknown series reaction circuit is shown
in Fig. 3, with values that will make

.0001 MFD.

the circuit suitable for use on the ultra short waves.
The wiring of any of the circuits
GI

H1,11 4COn

operation.

It should be pointed out at the start
that there is a great difference between
reception at 5 metres and reception at
10 metres, although the separation may

one or more H.F. stages to enable the

experimenter to use the superheterodyne

AeC

present mediuM- and long -wave bands.

However, it is intended to give here
some simple circuits to enable the
amateur to make a start at ultra -shortwave reception, also, some information
concerning their construction and

It may happen that there is not a
suitable broadcast set on hand with

POTS

LT

just described should be carried out
very carefully, being as short and as
direct as possible, particularly the grid

circuits.
In the case of Fig. 1 a separate valve

can be used to induce the " quench "
oscillation into the detector, but although

0001 MFD.

sound small from a wavelength point Fig. 2.-A standard circuit for a short-wave conof view. Nevertheless, this represents
verter, in which Reinartz reaction is employed.
a very high frequency range when
worked out in kilocycles, so that though type neutralising condenser can
an ordinary circuit may work perfectly be used, of .00005 of a micro well at 10 metres, it will probably fail to farad. The actual tuning condenser, Cl, should be of approxfunction at all on 5 metres.

this gives slightly better results it robs
the circuit of its simplicity and ease of
construction. The same can be said of
Fig. 2.

imately .000075 microfarads,
and this can always be obtained
an air -spaced reaction
Fig. 1 gives a simple super -regenerative from
of .0001 capacity
circuit suitable for reception from as low condenser
stripping off a quarter of the
as 4 and up to 10 metres. It will be by
noticed that no amplifier circuit is shown, vanes.

Super -regenerative Circuit

and this is because the majority of experimenters have already an amplifier on hand,
to which they can couple an experimental
circuit. Alternatively, of course, the low frequency portion of any standard receiver
can be used.

C3, the capacity across LI,

is a fixed condenser of .006, and

here again it might be wise to

try various capacities up to .01,
for best results.

The aerial coupling condenser,
First, a word about the principle of AC, is another midget air -spaced
super -regeneration. It is well known that condenser of very low capacity.
for short-wave work a detector valve is only The aerial is tapped direct on

At maximum sensitivity when it is worked

to the grid coil, this form of

Hi, LI
1..T+

Fig. 3.-The circuit shown here is for an ultra-short-w2vs
receiver in which throttle -controlled reaction is used.
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SHORT WAVE
GOSSIP

in which case you will receive the U.S.A.
call. The present winter schedule is as
follows : G.M.T. 19.00-04.00 (Monday.

Tuesday, Wednesday), and on Thursdays ments.
from 20.00-05.00.
W I XAL, Boston (Mass.), on 49.67 metres

ALTHOUGH at present the ether is
chock-full of radio transmissions,
the searcher on short waves, if he
wants good results, should make a point
of setting out on his tour with a definite
object. It happens frequently that a
casual twirl of the condenser may lead to a
capture or that, when trying for some par-

ticular transmission, he tunes in, purely

by sheer luck, a much more coveted prize.

The stations are in the N.B.C.
Red Network, and consequently transmit
the WEAF, New York, radio entertainkilocycles.

Italian Stations

HVJ, Vatican (Rome), which is usually
the medium -wave station of the same city, so easily picked up on its two wavelengths,
has also altered its times of transmission. namely, 19.84 metres (15,120 kc/s), and
With an increased power of 5 kilowatts, 50.27 metres (5,968 kc/s), has abandoned

(6,040 kc/s), which mostly relays WEEI,

the broadcasts are now to be picked up the daily G.M.T. 10.00 broadcast on the
on Sundays between G.M.T. 22.00 and lower channel, and is now putting out this

transmission at G.M.T. 15.00. On 50.27
between G.M.T. 00.30-02.15. For the metres it works daily at G.A.T. 19.00 and
present channels of higher frequency have on Sundays and holidays at 10.00. Different
been abandoned, but will be used again languages are used daily, and the English
in the spring and summer. W1XAL is broadcast is now on Tuesdays. It is easy
entitled to work on 25.45 metres (11,790 to identify this station, apart from its call
kc/s), 19.67 metres (15,250 kc/s), and 13.98 (Radio Citta Vatican), owing to the
metres (21.460 kc/s). The call is : These continuous ticking of a clock in the backmidnight, and on Tuesdays and Thursdays

The best way is to divide the short-wave
band into sections, and to limit the search
to the particular band. As a rough classification, you may take it that transmissions are the Edison Electric Stations W1X AL and ground of speech. The studio opens and closes
on channels between 16 and 18 metres WEEI, Boston, operating on 6,040 and 590 with the words : Laudatur Jesu Christus.
are not heard well before G.M.T. 13.00 or
after 17.00 ; that broadcasts on the 20 -metre

band are quite strong from 15.00-17.30

abolish

or 18.00. Towards dusk, switch over to
25-30 metres, and from about 18.00-24.00
for the transmitters working between
30-40 metres.
If you take a list of short-wave stations

those

irritating disturbances!

and chop it up in this manner, with the

fit a

landmarks you will secure when you log

a station, it will be an easy matter to

judge within what range of condenser dial

degrees it will be necessary for you to travel

to tune in any wanted transmission.

Keeping a Log
It is essential to keep a log, and in
particular to make a note of the times the
broadcasters are on the air, in order to
avoid discouragement by wasting precious
time on a station that is not there ! Moreover, time schedules vary fairly frequently,

and these alterations should be noted at
Now for some up-to-date information regarding some captures recently
once.

INTERFERENCE

made.

SUPPRESSOR

A powerful broadcast which should be
sought for, and which provides excellent
jumping off points, is that of the League
of Nations station at Pranging (Switzerland), HBL, on 31.27 metres (9,595 kis),

and HBP, 38.48 metres

(7,797

Every listener knows, and hates, those irritating
mains noises. They completely ruin radio reception.

kc/s),

They arc caused by trains, trams, telephones,

which simultaneously transmit the League's
news bulletin every Saturday evening
from G.M.T. 22.30--23.15. Occasionally,
HBJ, 20.64 metres (14,535 kc/s), and
HBQ, 44.94 metres (6,675 kc/s), are used,

bells, and all sorts of electrical devices, but
can be cured by " Mum " the Interference

Suppressor-and cured for good. To fit " Mum "

is the work of a moment and the improvement is a
revelation. Your programmes will come through
with a purity you've never known before.

in particular for broadcasts to the entire
world of important events, such as the Saar
plebiscite, and so on.

Simple fixing instructions are enclosed in every

Another transmitter, HBO, on 24.94

" Mum " Carton enabling the veriest novice to instal

metres (12,030 kc/s), is brought into
operation for the relay of Swiss and Austrian

" Mum " with the minimum of trouble. Ask your

Dealer for an introduction to "Mum" to -day.

programmes destined to the U.S.A. On
two dates, I see from my log that I heard
through this channel a concert from Prague

for Czech listeners overseas. When the
League of Nations controls the station the
call is given out in French, English, and

Spanish, and it is repeated two or three
times. The English version is : This is
wireless station of the Information
Department of the Secretariat of the League
of Nations at Genera, Switzerland.
the

VE9GW, Bowmanville, the short-wave

outlet of CRCT Toronto (Canada), one
of the principal stations of the Canadian.
Radio Broadcasting Commission, is now
working to a regular schedule on 49.26
metres (6,090 Ws). with a power of 4
kilowatts. Although the call is usually

CURES\
DISTURBANCE

in'English, bear in mind that, as programmes

IN RECEPTION
DUE TO
DOMESTIC
APPLIANCES

stations are frequently destined to French-

TRAINS etc.

relayed from the Toronto and Montreal
Canadians, you may pick up announce-

ments in that language. Occasionally, also,
Toronto links up with the N.B.C. network,

From all Dealers or post free
from

GRAHAM

FARISH

LTD.,

Sole

Manufacturers.

BROMLEY,

KENT.
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These blueprints a re ful I -size. Copies of appropriate
issues of " Practical Wireless," " Amateur Wire-

less" and of " Wireless Magazine " containing

Three -valves : Blueprints, Is. each.
Home -lover's New All -electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
.. 25.3.33
S.G. Three (SO, D, Pen) A.C.
3.6.33
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) A.C. 19.8.33

descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained

at 4d. and Is. 3d. each, respectively, post paid.

Index letters " P.W." refer to " Practical Wire-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Blueprints, Is. each.

Dolii,

I tree _

, 1.- Three
Maim 1.x pre- - 1 (tree
_

.. 24.9.32
.. 24.9.32
.. 5.10.32

..
..

_13.10.32
..29.10.32
..12.11.32
_26.11.32

-

Long ,..,,,

,

,

Sonotone Four
Three
Argus Three

..
..
..

..

Argue Three Mains Unit ..

Empire Short -Wave Thrce

P\\'4Bijou

PW5
PW6
PWOA
PW7

.. 3.12.32

Solo Knob Three ..
..
t ge
iso
..
..
Autokoll Pentode Two ..
Fieleetone Battery Three ..
Fury Four
..

..10.12.32
..17.12.32
-.11.12.32

..

.

Stand -By Two-Vrtiver
..
Featherweight Portable Four
Q.P.P. Three -Four
..
Alpha Q.P.P. Three
..

Fermenrt Q.P.P. Ill-Mag
Three
..
..
..
SupersonicSix
..
..

..

PW1
PW2
PW3

PW8
PW9
PW9A
PW10

14.1.33

PWII

.. 28.1.33
.. 18.2.33

PWI1A

.. 6.5.33
.. 4.3.33
- 23.3.33

PM'12
PW13
PW14
PW15

f and25.3.33 }
1
1.4.33
..

.

8.4.3:1

.. 15.4.33
.. 22.4.33
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two .. 20.4.33
A.C. Fury Four ..
..
_ 25.2.33
Itaditipax ('lass li Four .
.. 27.3.33
Three -Valve. Push -Pull Detector
Beta Universal Four

A.C. Twin ..

.

PW17
PW18

'

..

Set

PW111

PW20
PW21
PW:22

4,3.33

Double -Diode Triode Three
.. 10.6.33
Three -Star Nicore
_
.. 24.6.:13
Class B Detector Two-Valver .. 17.6.33
D.C. Ace ..
..
.. 13.7.33
Superset
..
1S).5.33
Auto -B Three
..
19.6.33
All -Wave Two
..
19.8.33
10.9.33
A.U. Three
..
23.9.3:3
Premier Super
Experimenter's Short -Wave Three 23.9.33
..
_ 7.10.33
A.C.-D.C. Two
All -Wave Unipen
..14.10.33
F.J.C. 3 -valve A.V.C. (Transfer
.. 4.11.33
Print.)
Luxus A.C.
..14.10.33
A.C. Quadpak
.. 2.12.33
..
Sixty -Shilling Three
.. 2.12.33
Nucleon ('lass B. Four
6.1.34

Fury Four Super ..

27.1.34
10.2.34
10.3.34
31.3.34
7.4.34
5.4.34
12.3.34
2.6.34

A.C. Fury Four Super
Leader Three
..
D.C. Premier
A.C. Leader
Prima Mains Three
Master Mklget Two

Atom Lightweight Portable

Uldque
Four -Range Super-Mag. Two
..
Summit Three
Armada Mains Three
..

.. 28.7.34
.. 11.8.34
.. 18.8.34
.. 16.8.34
.. 15.9.34
.. 22.9.34
-27.10.34
-24.11.34

P W33

PW34
PW34A
PW3411

PW34('
PW341)
PW35
PW3511

PW35C
PW351)
PW33E
PW36

PW364

PW:36B
PW37
PW38
PW3SA
PW39
PW40
PW41

I'W42

PW43
PW44

I'W45
1'W46
1'W47

CRYSTAL

SETS.

150 -mile I

-4

AW427
AW444
AW450

31.3.34
4.5.34

I

.

..27.10.34

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valvers : Blueprints, 1s. each.
.
28.3.32
.. 6.5.33
Loud -speaker
27.10.33
One -valuer (Class B)
Tem-waivers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (I), Trans) .. 13.3.33
Full -volume Two (S(:, De t, Pen) 17.6.33

B.13.C. 0 ne-va I v

.

.

13.14.C. Speeial One -valuer

Twenty -station

.. 29.7.33
Iron -core Two (I), Trans)
12.8.33
Immeore Two (IL QPP)
B.R.C. Nat lona' Two with Lucerne
17.2.34
Coil (1). Trans)

AW344
AW367

11)34 Ether Searcher:
Model (SO, I), Pen)

AW393
A W396

AW377A

AW336

D.,

Baseboard

1934 Ether Searcher:
Model (SG. D, Pen)

.

('tilts

20.131

1), Pen) A.C.
_ Nor. 'It
Four-tralvors : Blueprints, li. ed. each.
A.C. Melody. Ranger (80, BC, RC,
Trans) A.C.
.
4.3.33

AC/DC Straight A.V.C.4 (2 HP, 1/,
Pen) A.C.11).C,

A W419

AM'422

17.3.34

A W 123

24.3.34

Pentaquester (HF, Pen, I), Pen)
11.4.34
£5 Is. Three : De -luxe Version
(50,1), Trans) .
19.5.31

Lucerne Straight. Three (D, RC,

AW337A
AW42.1
AW431.

AW433

A.C.

All Metal Four ('286,AJtprlry.2
'333
SUPER-NETS.
Battery Sets : Blum/tints, Is. 6d. each.
1934 Century Super
9.12.33
Oct. '31
Super Senior
..
1932 Super 60
Jars. '32
Q.P.P. Super 60
.. Apr. '33

" W.M." Stenode

Modern Super Senior
..
Noe. '31
Mains Sets : Blueprints, ls. 6d. oath.
19:14 A.C. Century suis.r, AS% .. 10.3.34
1932 A.C. Super 60, A.('.
.. Feb. '32
Seventy-seven Super, A.C.
.. Der. '32
' %'.M." D.C. Super, D.C.
.. May '33
Merrymaker Super, A.C. .
Dec. '33
.. May '34
Heptode Super Three, A.C..
W.M." Radiogram Super, A.C. July '34
.

'

9.6.34
6.9.34

AW137

3.10.34

AW431
WM271

Transportable Three (SG, I), pen) Feb. '32
Multl-Mpg Three ( I). 2 Trans) .. June '32

Percy Harris Radiogram (HF, D,

A W443

W3I2M

8.9.31

A.U. Quadradyne (280. I), Trans)

AW417

:3.2.31

Mallard Master Three with Lu-

" Wireless League" Three (ilk'
Pen, 1), Pen)
..

July '33

AC/D CThree (11F,Pe'n,
D, Trans) A.C./D.C.
.. July '34
1Iantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen,

AW410
AW412

3.3.31

P.W.H. Mascot with Lucerne Coils
(I)et,
Trans)
17.3.34
cerne

26.6.34

Pen) D.C.

Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG,
D, Pen) A.C.
_
.
Oct. '33

Chassis

Lucerne Ranger (S(3, D, Trans) ..

.

W.M." Stenode, A.C.

Sep. '34

14.C, Trans)

Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

Town anti Country. .; Four. (SG, b., 22.9'34
May '32
ICC, Trans)
..

WM337
W3131S
W31331.

W31354

Iron -core Band-pass Three (SO, 1.),

Ql'21)
1935

6s. Battery Three (SO, 1),

Pen)

-

Apr. '33

AW421
A W 115

AW 443.1
W31273
W3134M1

W31.393

WM313
11.31331

_

New Class -B Five (SG, D, LF., May '33
Nor. '33

WM320
W31340

Class -It Quadradyne (2 SG,. D,

..

Mains Operated.
aleratr Dee. '33
Two -salvors : Blueprints, Is. each.
23.9.33
Consoelectrie Two (1), Pen) A.1'.
Economy A.U.Two( I), Trans)A.C. JiGer '32

Hume -made foil T.0 (D. Pen) .. 14.7.34

World -ranger Short-wave 3 (1),
It.('. Trans)
20.8.32
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D.
Trans. Super -roues)
Experimenter's Short -waver

30.6.34

W31:311

AW403
WM250

W31373

WM373
AM'423
WM272
W14303
W M:32 I

WM345
WM359
W M366

W3I370

W312-17
11'31362

113133:'

A\4429
A\\"433

AW44C

AW353
AW438

.. Jan. 19:35 AW4(:1

.. Dec. 1.'34 AW436
Short-wave Adapter
Dec. 1.'34 A W 457
Superhet. Converter
Fear-valvers : Blueprints, Is. Sd. oath.
" A.\\'." Short-wave World Beater
AW436
.. 2.6.34
(HF Pen, I), RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Mar. '33 WM318
Trans)
.

Super-hets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
.. Oef . '31
I per
1..
Quartz
-

W31330

112513

WM:3I9

SHORT -WAVERS. Battery Operated.
One -valuers : Blueprints, Is. sack.
23.1.32
AW329

Three-valvers : Blueprints, Is. each.

Super -quality Five (2 lit', 1), RC.

Class 13)

June '34
Aug. '34

AW370

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
Feb. 'S1
Trans)
Five-va leers : Blueprints, Is. Sd. sack.

.

.

W31371

Class -B)

.

QP21)

Tyers Portable (514, I), 2 Trans)

Oct. '34

QI'21)
18.8 .34
(Pentode and Class -11 outputs for
above : blueprints 6d. each) .. 25.8.34
Quadradyne(2S0, D. Pen)
.. Feb.
Calibrator (SO, 1), RC, Trans) .. Ont. '32
Table Quad (SG, 1), RC, Trans) .. Noe.

Trans)
Self-contained Four (SG, D,

Two H.F. Portable (2 SG, D,

.. 31.3.34
One-valver for America
Roma Short -waver
-10.11.31
..
Two -nines : Blueprints, ls. sash.

AW4O2

AW413
'11' M269

A W 417

IV 31362

" A.W." Ideal Four (280, D, Pen) 16.9.33
2 H.F. Four (2SG, D, Pen)
- 17.2.31
Crusaders' A.V.C. 4 (2 11.F, D,

Calibrator de Luxe (SG, 1), RC,

Class B)

June '34

Feur-valuers : Blueprints, Is. bd. sack.
65/- Four (SO, IL RC. Trans) _17.12.32

WM321)

AW393

W3I330
WM333

C. -B. Three (I), 1.1'. ('las; B)
Sep. '33
Economy -pentode Three (SO, IL
Pen)
Oct. '33
Three (D, 21.1')
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three ja".
(SG, D, Pen)
(SG,
..
..
.. Feb. '34
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
_ Mar. '34

AW446
W 31279

1.7.33

Jolly '33

.

AW380

AW351

Family Portable (HF, D, RC,

W3131.3

W11364

W1I374

9.7.32

Midget Class -B Portable (SG, D,
.. 20.5.33
Clans -B)

WX327

Three (SG, D,

WM32S
W31333

Four -salvers: Blueprints, Is. lid. each.
General-purpose Portable (SG, D,

WM294

Tyerspen) iron -core

AW-130

PORTABLES.

Traits) ..
Aug. '32
£6 as. Radiogram (I), RC, Tram) Apr. '33
Simple -tune Three (SG, D, Pen) .. Jut tie '33

Class 13)

AW3811
A W:392

A 14349

AW401

Trans)

AW449

AW343

..14.10.33
Fan and Family Three (1), Trans.
('lass B)
-25.11.33
£5 5s. 8.0.3 (SG, I), Trans)
.. 2.12.33

l'W31
PW32

W312.78

AW394

Trans)
All -Britain Three (HF Pen,D.Peti)

PW:31A

AW33SA
AW426

15.7.33

PW23
PW24
PW24A
PW25
PW26
PW27
PW2$
PW29
PW30

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
..,,,
on Crystitt Set ..,
1931 I0 -I tti Set

New Britain's Favourite Three
.

Pen) A.C.

AW383
AW390
AW399

Six -guinea

17-2-34

Lucerne Minor (D. Pen)
.. 24.3.34
Family Two (D. Trans) ..
Apr. '32
Three -valuers : Blueprints, 1s. each.
£8 Radiogram (D. RC, Trans) - 21.5.32
New Regional Three (I), RC,
Trans) _
23.6:32
Class -B Three (D. Trans, Class B) 22.1.33
(D. Trans. Class 11)
Home -built Coil Three (SG,
Trans)
..

A.C. Pentaquestcr (HF Pen, D,

D.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Push-pull
.

with

Big -power Melody Two
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)

Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne

pw:imk

Midget Short -Wave Two ..
..
All -Pentode Three..
_
£5 Superhet Three..
A.C. £5 Superhet Three
D.C. £5 Superhet Three ..
.. 1.12.34
8.12.34
Nail -Mark Three
F. J. Catuncs Universal £5 Super het
..13.12.34
.. 26.1.35
.
A.('. Hall -.Mark
Batt cry Hall -Mark. 4
..
.. 2.2.35
Universal Hall -Mark
..
.. 9.2.35

less " sets, " A.W." refer to " Amateur Wireless "
sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Magazine " sets.
Send, preferably, a postal order (stamps over
sixpence unacceptable) to" Practical and Amateur
Wireless " Blueprint Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Mains Operated.
Two-ralrers : Blueprints, Is. each.
o- valve Maim S hurt - a v er
.. 10.10.34
Pen) A.C.
" W.M." Band -spread Short -waver
Any. '34
(D. Pen)
Throe -valuers : Blueprints, I s. each.
Emigrator (S.G. 4), Pen), A.C. .. Feb. '34
Four-valvers : Blueprints, 1s. Bd. each.

Gold Coaster (S(:, D, RC, Trans)

Practical and Amateur Wireless Blueprint Service

WM372

AW453
W313118

W31352
\V 51292

Newnm,t, Ltd.South-

ampton

Strand,Stree W.C.2
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i

CONSTRUCTOR
CRUSADERS' CORNER

1

,

WE much appreciate the hundreds of

messages of goodwill which we have
received from Constructor Crusaders on the
amalgamation of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
and Amateur Wireless. We assure them

that we shall continue and intensify the
policy inaugurated by its sponsors. Every

Crusader has been notified through the

post of the change of headquarters, but in
case you have mislaid the letter may we
repeat that you should address your letters
in future, giving your official number, to
The Editor, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W .C.2.

QUITE naturally, there are many Crusader problems to be considered.
We are carefully analysing their correspondence and their suggestions for future
receivers. Many of them have asked for a
superhet, and hence the moment is appropriate to remind them that a design for a
highly satisfactory three -valve superhetMr. F. J. Camm's Five -Pound Three -valve
Superhet appeared in our issue dated
October 27th, 1934. This receiver has

been made in its thousands, and has yielded
universally satisfactory results. Designs

were given for battery, A.C., universal,
and D.C. models. Whatever your requirements, therefore, one of these receivers

will suit you.

WE are considering our next design,

and would appreciate a line from you
regarding your requirements. The design,

of course, will be decided on a ballot, so
it is important that you drop us a card at
once.

Make quite sure before writing that

the particular design you require has not

formed the subject of a design which we have
already published. Check up by consulting

the Blue Print list on page 806.
*

*

*

have been somewhat surprised to
learn of the great number of readers
WE
who are still operating antiquated one and two -valve receivers.

Here is a chance

for Crusaders to perform yeoman service

in the interests of constructors and to
persuade them to make an up-to-date set.

If you know anyone whose set is out of date

why not ask him to listen to yours and
offer him a helping hand ? We should be
glad to hear from Crusaders who are
prepared to do this, and to publish their

10 6
20.111
FOR

Plain or
Cork Tipped

Please state when
writing what particular evening is most
names and addresses.

suitable for local readers to call upon you.
*

*

*

MANY Crusaders have forwarded the

suggestion that local Crusaders' Clubs
should be formed. Here again everything

depends upon the members. If you are
willing to form a local branch, would you
please indicate that fact on a postcard ?
Where a local wireless club already exists
it might be possible to form a Crusaders'

branch of it.

The Wireless Constructor's

ENCYCLOP1EDIA

ay F. J. CAMM

Ed.'', of "P""".'1°''''
A "'
Wireless ")

3rd
" II Edition

WILLS

5/'net.

WItelers :Construction, Term. and DeftnItiona explained
and Illustrated in concise. clear language.

Frew oil Baked:am 'or by pad 6/6 from

Lid.. 8-11, gionthimplemi Sired, Strand, LOAd0.1. W

.

, CA PSTA N

NAVY CUT TOBACCO

- READY RUBBED

TIN 2'2
2-0Z. POCKET AIRTIGHT
rany Iol Great Britarn 4,1 110,0. Lid.

Issued by The I,,ctriel Tttar
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enthusiasm.

PRACTICAL LETTERS FROM
The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressei by his correspondents
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
CT1GL (5kW), 291 m.

Sur,-Please allow me to offer you my
very good wishes for a most successful
future.. The amalgamation of Amateur
Wireless with your journal must ensure

excellent future reading and increased utility

to the amateur.

This unity of control will enable the

to, have the advantages of both
journals at the cost of one.-H. ASHLEY

reader

Schtni.Err, Lt. -Col. (Vice -President, Gol-

I can only buy a journal every few weeks.
In the past I had to decide whether I would
have
entertaining and instructive

a

half-hour with " Thermion," or read the

'READER S

Good Wishes for Our Future

As my means are limited

Every day : 12.30-2.0 p.m. ; 7.30 p.m. 12.15 a.m.

transmitters built by Portuguese
amateurs located in a building comprising

All

two studios, one 44 feet by 24 fret, with

library and workshop.-WM. L. HowAT
(Strathaven).

interesting replies to your readers' inquiries.
There was also another problem : would
I like to read about and possibly make the

finished product of the " Experimenters "'

or should I, for half an hour, become a

practical experimenter learning technical
Now these troubles are at an endI have only to ask for PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS and I will get all
I want. Criticisms of new products, a
catalogue service and reviews of the latest
records ; added to this there are designs
for the very latest sets. I notice the shortwave section is retained, but I could read
facts ?

more on this fascinating subject-I hope

Without a Rival

others write and support my view !

I wish

SIR,-Let me compliment you on the the new venture " all the best."-F. COLLINS

first and second numbers of PRACTICAL (Wallington).
der's Green and Hendon Radio Society).
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Thus another
Newnes publication has become first in its Visual Tuning Indicator
Portuguese Station CT1GO
for there is no rival for PRACTICAL.
noticed in your " Short-wave class,
SIR,-As a reader of your excellent paper
AMATEUR WIRELESS. Chatty, topical,
Gossip " recently that you referred to a new AND
frequently humorous, it makes easy from the first number I feel that a letter
station CSL, which you say is CT1GO and
reading, without sacrificing anything in the of thanks,' praise, and general gratitude
on 48.4 metres. This, however, is not the way of technical value. Keep up the is long overdue. I received my de luxe
case.

From my log book I see I have

logged a Portuguese station, CT1GO on

standard, and raise the status of Wednesday -

48.4 metres on three nights in the first week

Can anything be done about a straight

of December, 1934. I reported to the
address given : Portuguese Radio Club,

among the days of the week.

copy of the Television and Short -Ware
Handbook, and think that it is splendid
value.

I have also availed myself of other

4v. mains receiver with D.A. A.V.C. ?- book offers from time to time, amongst
them being a first edition of the "ConE. WARNER ( Barking).
Parede, near Lisbon, Portugal, and received A. [A
receiver of the type requested was structors' Encyclopaedia," which has been
their card. On it they say that on Wednes- described in last week's issue.-lio.1
of great service.
day, December 5th, one of the dates I gave,
I should be very grateful if you would
they were not broadcasting, but that there Our Radio Play a Success
consider the following suggestion. I am
was another station-The National Shortwave Station at Lisbon, on 48.78m.
On Friday, December 21st, at approxi-12 midnight, I logged
CSL on 48.78 asking, in English, for
repents, and giving their address as " The
National Broadcasting Station, Lisbon,
Portugal." Since then I have heard CSC
repeatedly, and they always close down at

12 midnight approx.

SIR,-The play entitled " Seance,"
published in the Christmas Number dated
December 8th, was a wonderful success.
I saw it anted at my school. -11. R. HUGHES
(Croydon).

Our Presentation Books
SIR,-I have received the three presentation books offered by PRACTICAL AND

Perhaps the following information about AMATEUR WIRELESS, and I must say they

CTIGO and CT1GL may be of interest are the finest and most complete wireless
CT1GO.

Radio Club Portugues,
Parede, Portugal.
crystal
conTransmitter -250 watts
trolled, 100 per cent. mod. on 48.40 in.
and 24.20 m.

On 24.20 m.-Tuesdays. Thursdays, and
Fridays, 6-7.15 p.m. G.M.T.
3.0 -4.30 p.m.

Sundays -

48.40 m.-Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fr.idays, and Saturdays,
Sundays -4.3012.24) a.m.-1.30 a.m.
6.0 p.m.

On

A.C.
AMPLIFIER
Complete with !Willard Valves
354V

tuning

of a constructor's
Stmrsos (Kensington).
panel

to the
set.-J. U.

A S.W.4-valver
SIR,-Having read many letters which
have appeared in PRACTICAL WIRELESS
during the past few weeks, I am of the same
opinion as those readers, that the appear-

books I have seen. I am a very keen Television wireless enthusiast, and have built and ance of an efficient short-wave 4-valver

to other readers.

VP4

sure there are other readers besides myself
who would like to see published details for
the construction and connection of a visual

AC044

1W3

would be greatly appreciated.-H. CROUCH
repaired several sets with success. But (Ladysmith,
S. Africa).
there was always the fear of coming up
against a difficult problem, and having to
admit failure. Now, with these three A Receiver for Overseas
fine books beside me I have a feeling of
SIR, - In a recent issue I noticed

confidence, and can overcome any obstacle a letter from an Overseas reader, suggesting
which
might
arise.-Joitx
Hums that you publish particulars of a short
(Glasgow).
and medium -wave battery -operated set.

SIR,-I have read your new combined
paper and I must write to express my

Lk 1 1
mmr

III

For gramophone or microphone use,

and for local station radio reception
of sound or vision.
Audio -frequency response : 12 to

Size: 101" x 61" x 71" high.

This would be the ideal set for all Empire

" All the Best "

30,000 cycles.
Triode anode -bend detector and
approximately 3 -watt
undistorted
output.
Adequate H.T. available for energising a moving -coil speaker.
Cash with order on 7 days' approval.

LIMITED NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL.
Ifuntifaclured Is :

FOX INDUSTRIAL LTD., 29, Dingley Place, City Road, London, E.C.1
Tel. Clerkenwell 6039

NEWNES'

listeners, giving them their Overseas shortwave bands, and their local medium bands.
(Continued on facing page)

HOME MECHANIC

SERIES

Accumulators
An up-to-date end practical Handbook dealing with
every type of Accumulator. Correct methods of home charging, care and maintenance fully described. Useful
advice also given on the erection of a Charging
With many illustrations and diagrams.
Station.

NOTE : A complete List of :subjects dealt with

in this Series will be forwarded on request.

Fran all Baolcllers and Neanam,If II. each
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 841, Southampton St., Strand, London,W.C.2

(Contiomeed from previous page)

Engincass'alick
containing the widest
choice of engineering
courses in the world

dill

-1.1y courses in Windom, Eleetrical anl
Shows bow

Mechanical Engineering, etc.

become
A.M.I.W.T..
A.RM.A., etc., and bow to Toddy

to

for a well -paid

Free

(Founded

1917.

(Johannesburg, S. Africa).

EASY TERMS
We specialise in the supply of all good quality
Radio sets, components, and accessories. Send

list of requirements and keen quotation will be

Our New Venture

19,003

Seceessee.)

reel
If

156 PAGES

promptly.
Cash
and C.O.D.
despatched by return of post.

sent

SIR,-It is with great pleasure that I

KNOWLES

Guide.

To Success

V. KEMP

be an acquisition to all concerned.-A.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN.
92, Temple Bar House, London,
E.C.4.

to 550 metres would be ample.-DAvID

(Tolworth, Surrey).

Is A.V.C. Worth While ?
SI1L-I have noticed with interest that
most modern receivers of commercial type

Trice Lists FREE,

2b W. B. ST E NTORIAN
Revitalise your set with the

SENIOR P.M. Si SPEAKER.
('ash Price S2 2 0, or 2 6 with

order and 11 monthly 14) merits of 4/,

are provided with A.V.C., yet it seems
significant that receivers described in

STANDARD P.M. SPEAKER.

not been so fitted. After trying A.V.C. I
think it is over -rated and feel sure that you

payments of 3/-.

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELEss have

orders

SEND

success in your new venture ; it will surely

Traiuing
until So...cessPil Guaranteed.
post..

WRITE NOW for

For preference a set to tune from 14 metres

welcome the innovation concerning the
amalgamation of Amateur Wireless with
PRACTICAL WIRELEss. I wish you every

op -to -date, home-

The
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111
12 6, or 'Z6
with order and 11 monthly

Cash ;Price

are right in not fitting it to your sets.B. J. (Watford).

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
No Middle Profits.
a qtmlity and color iinpossible to
better.

Heautifull, hand-Polishc1,

GUARANTEED Piano -tone
acoustically.

A.C. mains. Cash priee
14 0 0, or 7,- with order and 11 monthly payment e r

7/4.

- THAT for distortionless resistance -capacity
L.F. amplification the anode resistance should

DIRECT-on FREE TRIAL

,,,Set

use. This unit converts any radio
receiver into a
high-class ratliog.ram for

&pa

Famocs maker offer.; finest Itadlo
Foinitui e. As supplied to B.G.C.,

for 10/- monthly).

be non -inductive.

LIST FREE! From makarS

THAT an anti-microphonic valve mounting
will not always prevent microphonic troubles.
- THAT it is sometimes necessary to prevent
sound waves from impinging on the valve bulb
in addition to the special valve mounting.
THAT tone -control arrangements may be
included in the anode or the grid circuit of a
-

picLEIT's
'r

Cabinet .P.R.) Works, Albion Road,
Beale, heath, sear London.

-

valve.

THAT when an

-

S.G.

stage can only be

stabilised by the use of a very low S.G. potential,

EXTENSION
SPEAKER in.14.51 be a
1 1 oil

ROLA

THERE'S A REASON

Write for Chart just published showing Correct

Extension Speaker for all British Receivers
THE BRITISH ROLA CO.. LTD
Y
. N W 10.
MINERVA dRD..4322 PAR K ROAL6

-3- 4 -5 -

'Nene WOlesen

ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS
Clearance Sale of everything

RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
envelope NOW
(or Illustrated Catalogue " N" and

Send

Stamped

FEB. BALE LIST.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218,

UPPER

THAMES

ntrl

STREET,

E.C.4.

tell.

;

com-

plete with volume
control, ready for

it indicates loss of amplification.
--THAT in a case similar to the above every
endeavour should be made to obtain correct
working figures.
THAT a closely -wound coil of wire is ineffectire as an H.F. screen unless adjacent turns
are short-circuited.

All other Garrard motors supplied on similar terms.
Illustrated list free.

SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER
SEND

New and secondhand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes

in stock. Catalogues tree on
mentioning your interests.

119-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone

Gerrard 5660 i10 lines)

ments of 5. 3.

short-wave converter on the market.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.

THE

Estd. 1925

tr,

NMI& 1977

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL

AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Such articles should be written

on one side 4 the paper only, and should contain the
name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor

does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, every
effort will be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelops is enclosed. .111 correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed: 7'he Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes,

Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of letters patent.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

COMPANY
11,0AT LANENOBLE STREET.LONDON.E.C.

1945
EDITION A New and greatly enlarged FREE
edition of "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" is just on the Press.

It

describes the easy way in which you may heroine
an
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.

A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., etc., under our "NO
PASS --NO FEE" Guarantee, and contains the
world's wide..1 re lent inn lit coins, in all lir:11114NA

of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero., and Radio
Engineering, Building, etc.

If you are timing less than .#10 ter week

you cannot afford to miss this unique guide
to a frost etas job.
DON'T DELAY.-send for your
iltLE eopy of the Handbook
y. No cost or obligation of

The Mains -time Synchronous Clock
Movement. Special Notice !
ON page 730 of our February 2nd issue we

illustrated a very ingenious synchronous clock movement made by the Cabaret
Electrical Co., Ltd., of 182, Vauxhall
Bridge Road, London, S.W.1, which would

convert any ordinary mechanical clock
into a modern infallible electrical timepiece of the synchronous variety whicl,

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
293. Shakespeare House. 29/31.. Oxford
Street. London.

SMASHING PROOF
Recharges
II
overinglit.
f

makers are the Cabaret Electrical Co., Ltd.,

of 182, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,

and not the Automatic Coil
Winder Co., as stated in our February '1211.
S.W.1,

2nd issue. Further details and descriptive
leaflets of this synchronous conversion
unit are obtainable from the Cabaret

Electrical Co., Ltd., 182, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, London, S.W.1.

kind.

:ilty

ally ousting the older type of mechanical
clocks. Will readers please note that the

FOR BOOKS!

or 6 6 with order and 11 monthly pay-

IV- extra If required for Mains Receiver. r A hiuh
grade instrument and. in our opinion, the beet

-

are so popular to -day and which are gradu-

SEND TO MYLES

Lelex Short -Wave Converter with Vahe,
for battery receiver. ('ash Price 12 16 0,

6/6

collage

WET H.T. SUPREME

Here la still forth, proof
of the way In which you
can end 11.T. troubles for

good with a Standard Viet
Battery. "llos given ereru
en* islaetion since insillIted,
and been in use co ot lanai' s,

for 15 months without any
renewals." - G.W.B., Wore.

Gives an amazingly pure, steady pressure of current
year in year out, with cheap replenishment at Intervals
of a year or more. No extra accumulators required.
A real inventni, ot. 120v. 12.500 in.a., £2, tam paid.
Also Watt s L.T. Battery. ample current for 1 year, LI.

tete.- Wi lle WET M.T. BATTERY CO.
(Pr.W.), 95, Dean Street, Oxford Street, w.s.

Lists

ricrrard 6121,
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Let Us Send You
This 28 -Page

Booklet Free
" A W.B. Extension Speaker "
UNDER the above heading we gave last
week a brief description of the W.B.
" Stentorian Baby " loud -speaker which
can be used as an extension or as a principal
speaker at will. Since writing our previous

notes we have subjected the speaker to

extensive tests with very gratifying redults.
We were at once impressed by the remarkable fidelity of reproduction which it
gives, and were set to wonder how it could
be produced at the phenomenally low price

of 29s. 6d. (at which it is listed). The
speaker is mounted in a most attractive

usual custom for universal valves, and of

the pins provided only four are used.
The normal heater pins are as standard,
and when viewing the base from the
underside, with the
heater pins towards
the
bottom,
the
cathode

and

anode

pins are the second

and third respectively
on the right. The grid
terminal is mounted
on top of the bulb, and
this avoids the possible

walnut cabinet which is in keeping with any

introduction of mains

be inserted in order to obtain various

signed to operate with
a maximum anode

output valve. The high ratios provided
971: 1, 74 : 1, 551 : 1, 42 : 1 and
amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly am :
the basic principles can pace be kept with it. 31.6 : 1, these providing optimum loads
I.C.S. Instruction includes American broad- varying between 34,000 ohms and 3,500
casting as well as British wireless practice. It ohms. The low -ratio sockets are suitable

will give a really useful

type of furniture, and it is provided with
a range of sockets into which a plug can
It gives all particulars of various Courses
that cover every phase of Radio work.
The Radio industry is progressing with

is a modern education, covering every department of the industry.
OUR COURSES

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day

intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.

transformer ratios, when the speaker
follows a Q.P.P. class B, triode or pentode

for use when an output transformer is
fitted to the receiver, and these provide

hum.

The 402 P. is de-

voltage of 200, but it

output when this voltage is reduced to 150 ;

this is, of course, an

important point when

the receiver is being
operated from D.C.,

since in that case a
impedances of 11, 6.2, 3.5, 2, and 1.1 ohms
is
The new Cossor valve, voltage of 200
respectively.
generally more than
type 402 P.
The primary winding of the transformer
can be provided.
fitted will safely carry D.C. currents up to
about 30 m.a., which is sufficient for nearly ' The valve has excellent characteristics,
all purposes. The speech coil has an the amplification factor being 10, and the
impedance of 31 ohms, and the speaker mutual conductance 7.5 m.a./volt. The
will handle an output of 2 watts.

optimum load is 2,500 ohms.

art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.

A New Universal Valve

New Superhet Coils

Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.

which is an indirectly -heated triode output
valve for use in universal mains receivers. air -core type and are, of course, completely
The valve is provided with an indirectly - screened and fitted with an integral wave heated cathode, the heater of which con- change switch. As may be seen from the

There is also a Course for the Wireless

Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the

t" We will be pleased to send you details and

free advice on any or all of these subjects.
Just fill in, and post the coupon, or write in
any other way.
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Without cost, or oblluation. please send me your

Radio" booklet of information about the comae

I have marked X

ANEW set of superhet coils for 110 kilocycle operation has been intrcduced by Wearite. These coils are of the

sumes .2 amp. at 40 volts, and the valve illustration on this page, the coils are of
is therefore suitable for use in sets in which the same shape as previous popular Wearite
the heaters are wired in series.
tuning units, and they are well made, the
A 7 -pin base is fitted, in keeping with the windings being on rigid paxolin formers.
The three coils comprising

the set are types WSA, WSG,

and WSO, and of these the first
two provide a band-pass com-

bination and the third is an

fl COMPLETE RADIO

n
n
n
n

RADIO SERVICING
RADIO EQUIPMENT
RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
WIRELESS ENGINEERING
fl WIRELESS OPERATORS

n

WE have recently received for test
a new Cossor valve, type 402 P.,

EXAMINATION (state whiclu

oscillator.
The coils are mounted on

separate base -plates which are
fitted with conveniently -placed
and accessible terminals, and
are attractively finished in the
standard Wearite battleship
grey. We gave them a thorough

test and found that the coils
were well matched, the induc-

tances of medium -and long -wave
same

A

windings being extremely close
to their rated values. By using

the recommended pattern

A &tress

ofPolar

A new set of air -core coils by
three -gang condenser, and
Wearite. The coils shown are
pre-set condenser,
the types WLR, WLT and WLQ, but these are identical in a .002-mfdspecified by the makers, it was
as
the
exception
of
the
appearance with those described, with
pigtail, which is not fitted to the superhet coils. All coils found that accurate matching
(Continued on Athos page)
are interchangeable.
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held perfectly over the complete ranges
of wavelengths. The price of the set

illustrated is 22s. 6d.
When it is desired to employ a prelimin-

ary H.F. stage an additional coil (WSHF)

can be added simply by using a longer
switch -operating

spindle,

which

passes

through the bases of all the coils in use.

Valuable Range of Power
Potentiometers
THE power potentiometers made by

....

for the most
complete range
of

A

Varley have a wide variety of applica-

tions in home construction, and can be

used for hum -suppression in mains receivers
(for obtaining an " artificial " centre
tapping) and for almost every other purpose

when a heavy current -carrying capacity is
required. The potentiometers are obtainable in all standard values between 10 and
50,000 ohms, the current ratings ranging
from L3 amps to 20 milliamps. The

price of the complete components is the

same in every case, namely, 7s. 6d., whilst

the resistance elements can be bought

separately for 3s. 6d. An interesting and
valuable point is that the various elements
are interchangeable. Thus, the value of

the original component can be changed
at will according to the particular circuit
in which it is to be employed. Another
advantage is that, should an element burn
out due to overloading or incorrect use,

NON -INDUCTIVE
PAPER CONDEN-

SERS

MICA

+

CONDENSERS +
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS &
TRANSMITTING

CONDENSERS

a new one can be fitted in a few seconds and
at low cost.

Almost needless to say, the resistance

units are wire wound, and the bobbin

containing the winding is protected by a
stout cover which is perforated to permit
of easy air circulation for cooling.

We recently tested a number of these

consult the
The T.C.C. illustrated catalogue
is the complete "enquire -within"
for all users of condensers. With
full data, characteristics and
dimensions you will find within

its pages the answer to your
every condenser problem. Ask
your dealer for a copy-or write
to us direct.

ad

ill

ALL -BRITISH

CONDENSER

PRICE LIST

-and if you are getting interference
from NEON SIGNS, "DIRTY" MAINS

or MOTORS, etc., you need

this

T.C.C. ANTI -INTERFERENCE UNIT
Parley power potentiometer for dealing with
heavy currents.

components and found them completely
satisfactory in every way. The movement of the slider is smooth, and the

-

-

Why listen .against a noisy background of man-made static. This
Unit, simplicity itself to fix, will
make your listening of home and
foreign stations really worthwhile. It
is described in the T.C.C. Catalogue.

potentiometers are therefore quiet in action.

Yet another point that is worth stressing
is that if the slider track becomes rather
worn after prolonged use the resistance
bobbin can be rotated and a new face thus

presented to the slider.
An illustration of one of the Varley
power potentiometers appears on this

page, and this shows the main features.

The experimenter will find them invaluable

for use as voltage dividers in eliminator
circuits, for providing variable bias in

powerful mains receivers, and for a variety
of other uses in connection with both power
amplifiers and low -power transmitters.

1016
complete
with instructions
The Telegraph Condenser Co.

Ltd ,

Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3.
g2X) 6381
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RADIO CLUBS

REM Y
in 3111111°71Es
make

better

cleaner
quicker
cheaper

There was a good attendance, and a demonstration

CHESTER CHAPTER)

CLUB

(MAN-

THE above Chapter held its first meeting of the
new year on Monday, January 7th, at 8 p.m.

was given by Su% J. W. Beggs of a short-wave receiver
and converter Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., of Hollinwooti.

a

All the receivers displayed and demonstrated are
available as constructors' kite, thereby making the
demonstration a good attraction for the amateur.
On January 22nd another meeting was held,and
after the usual business was completed a junk sale
was held, and that was followed by a demonstration

by Mr. It. Lawton, the secretary, of a Philco

joints

eleven -valve receiver.

SOLDER
ELECTRICALLY
wila a

SOLON

This is an A.C. electric screen -

grid superheterodyne, and tuned from 520 to 23,000
kilocycles; it incorporates A.V.C. and the Philco
shadow tuning device. A number of short-wave

stations were tuned In, and the receiver gave very
satisfactory results. Meetings of this Chapter are
held at the British Legion, Long Street, Middleton,
near Manchester, at 8 p.m. Two meetings will be
held In February, one on the 15th and another on the
19th. All radio enthusiasts are invited to time

65 WATTS
:25 ...es 226

So simple . . . plug into the
nearest lampholder ... switch
cn . . and there yop are !
.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO., LTD.
Dept. 24Y0, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1.

named Reed

Al Wireless-an EX PERT

/11

IP

con- o

nect ion-

H.T.8

(mator)
H.T.11

OUTPUT

PRICE

200 volts at 30ma.
175 volts at 25 ma.
250 volts at 6Oma.
200 volts at 60ma.

68/3

500 volts at 120ma.
400 volts at 150m a

156/6

300 volts at 120ma.

107/6

121/.

4v 5 amps. 4v 2 amps. C.T.
V.4.120

4v 5 amps. 4v 2 amps. C.T.
Kits H.T.12 and H.T.8 are obtainable
with low-tension supplies.

SLADE RADIO

A POINT TO POINT WIRING

of CelestIon, Ltd., gave a lecture and demonstration
on " High Fidelity Reproduction." The speakers,
of which there were two mounted In a cabinet, consisted of a large cone moving -coil speaker having a
frequency range from 30 to 8,000 cycles; and a small
moving -coil tweeter having an aluminium diaphragm
weighing just over 2 grammes, and an aluminium horn
with a carefully developed rate of expansion In order
to bring resonance at 6,000 cycles. The total range

of the tweeter was from 3 to 12,000 cycles. The

speakers were operated both singly and together, and

a number of experiments carried out In the way of
transtbrmer =Aching, etc. Mr. Jefferies gave a

DIAGRAM IS SUPPLIED WITH
EVERY KIT, ENABLING IT TO

BE BUILT IN 30 MINUTES.

Send coupon together with 3d. in stamps for O.
latest handbook " Mains Power for your Radio."
Mr.
Address
PRA.

technical description and made many drawings upon

the blackboard.-Hon. Secretary, Chas. Game, 40,
West Drive, Heatlifield Park, Handsworth.

10 FINSBURY ST.,
F. C. HEAYBERD & Cu LONDON.
E.C.2

listened to a most interesting lecture by Mr.

A. F. Muller, of the :dullard Wireless Service, Ltd.,

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house -- garage - workshop - anywhere where
simple speedy soldering is needed.

Used for 30

years in government works and by the leading
engineers and manufacturers.

Of

mongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1,4 and 2 8
see

H.T.12

ALARGE gathering of t he London Chapter members

that you need !

to

SET No,

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)

And FLUXITE-f,

Ask

KIT OF PARTS

of thirty, has its own hut, known as the Radio Hut,
Bolden Colliery, Co. Durham.-Hon. Secretary,
It. Hcpple, North Road, Boldon Colliery.

His advice for perfection- ova

Is-SOLDER each

HEAYBERD

BOLDON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
THIS club was formed three years ago in the
colliery village of Boldon, to assist and inform
members on wireless matters, and also for the repairing
of members' sets and the building of sets. Lectures
are held every Tuesday evening, given by one of our
own instructors. The club, which has a membership

There teas a 'dung student

indeed!

WITH A-

meetings, and further particulars can be obtained

AT a meeting of this society held on Thursday,
January 24th, a member, Mr. C. R. Jefferies,

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRON

TH SOU

YOUR OWN MAINS UNIT

1911

from the secretary, Mr. R. Lawton, 10, Dalton Avenue,
Thatch Leach Lane, Whitefieid, near Manchester.

en

BUILD

AND SOCIETIES

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each hlondati
morning for publication in the following week's issue.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE

k

(
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the

all

Iron-

FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE

SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialcomplete with full instructions, 7 6.
Ask also for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING

STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE

THE FLUXITE GUN
It always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A litt'e pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one

entitled " New Valves and Their Uses," at the meeting
held on Friday, February .1st. Mr. :Varner Illustrated
his lecture with some very fine lantern slides, and began

by reviewing valves from the days of the bright

emitters until the valves in use at the present dry. It
was agreed that the lecture had proved very helpful,

and the functions of some of the very latest valves
were better understood.
We shall be pleased to reserve a limited number of

seats for readers of PR/wriest AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
at the meeting of the London Chapter to be held at the

R.A.C.S. Hall, Cavendish Grove, Wandsworth Road,
8.W.8, at 8.30 p.m., FridaY, February 22nd, when Mr.
It. NaismIth, A.31.1.E.E., of the Radio Research

Station, Slough, will lecture on the " British Polar

Expedition to TroinSo." His lecture will be Illustrated

by lantern slides and an electrical experiment to
illustrate the work of the Expedition -A. E. Bear,

Secretary, 10, St. Mary's Place, Itotheridthe, London,
S.E.16.

(Registered)

charging lasts ttr ages.

The Gun also projects grease

into bearings, etc.; and is
used for grease like an oilcan for oil. Price 1, 8.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE\.,

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLUXITE, LTD. (Dept. 202). DRAGON
WORKS, BERMONDSEY STREET, S. ILL

Fully illustrated with constructional details for building
Battery and Mains S.W. Receivers -6v. S.W. Super -he
with A.V.C.-All-Wave Wavemeter-5-metre Receiver
Simple 5 -metre Transmitter-Crossfeeder Aerial System -

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
THIS society's Dual Loud -speaker Night attracted
many PRACTICAL

ANY/

AMATEUR

WIRELESS

readers on Tuesday, January 29th, at St. Peter's
Hall, S. Croydon. Among Interesting dual speaker were two Piezo electric units with associated moving
coils, and the hon. secretary's super -dual Blue Spot

was also remarked upon. Nor were the society's home -

constructors in the background, for Mr. A. J. Betteridge came forward with his dual cone unit. This
had a Lissen unit for top and an N. and K. unit for

bass reproduction, the whole costing but a fraction of
its rivals.
Each speaker had to undergo frequency tests on

I he society's oscillator, and on the bass Mr. Betteridge's
home-made model was the best present, yet it fell
away above 2,400 cycles. In the final voting on nil -

round perforinance, the mustier of the Piezo electric
combinations obtai ned t he verdict. For February let h
Mr. W. J. Bird, vice-chairman, Is lecturing on " ElecVisitors will be welcome.trical Condensers."
Hon. Secretary: E. L. Cumbers, Maycourt, Camptien
Road, S. Croydon.

Battery and Mains S.W. Converters-Amateur Band
Transmit ter - Eliminators, r c
watt
Receiver -100
COMPILED BY THE LEADING SHORT WAVE SPECI
ALISTS. Obtainable from your radio dealer. W.H.Smith

or in case of difficulty, STRATTON & CO.,
LTD. (Dept. 25,. Bromsgrove Street. Birming- PRICE
London Service Depot :-Webb's
barn.
Radio, 14. Soho St., W.1.
J.

R.

1935

Hunter, la

West

Glasgow Service
Nile St.

1/6

MVO' N

-,

SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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A REVIEW OF THE
LATEST RECORDS

ert4 areelitys
ALL MANUFACTURERS' COMPONENTS and ACCES-

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

SORIES in STOCK.

For Power,
Pentode and
Send only 2/6, balance
Class B.
In 11 monthly payments of 3/-.

Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage P a i d.
£1112/11.

W.B. Stentor-

ian Senior.

Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage

Paid.

£2/2/0, or 2/6

THE Concerto in B flat major by " Love for Ever I adore you." It is mar-

deposit and 11
monthly pay
meets of 4/-.

Mozart is indeed a welcome addi- vellous how the " Kunz touch " makes the
W.B. Stentorian Baby. Cash
tion to Schnabel's " His Master's perfect piano record.
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £11216, or 216 deposit and
The Casani Club Orchestra, under the or
Voice " records, as hitherto his recording
9 monthly payments of 216.
of concertos has been confined to Beet- direction of Charlie Kunz, have made
GRAHAM FARISH
hoven. It is hard to realise that the com- three very fine records this month-some
poser was suffering want and ill -health of the tunes being humorous and others
RAIDER 3 KIT
when he wrote this most attractive work. little gems of melody. On Sterno 1562
Send
Composed in January, 1791, it was his last

we have " Home, James, and don't spare the

These beautiful records, H.M.V. D132249
to DB2252, are a triumph of playing and
recording, Schnabel excelling himself particularly in the infectiously gay last movement. The concerto is for piano and

number much in evidence at the moment,
and on the reverse side of this disc appears
a successful dance number in " I'm on a
see -saw," from the musical comedy play
" Jill Darling," which is now running in

concerto-he died eleven months later. Horses," which is a very popular comedy

Complete Kit of pasts for building, less valves and cabinet.
only 5/.. Balance in 11 monthly Connote of 6/3. Cash or C.O.D.
raid
Carnage
63/7/6. If valves

and cabinet re-

add
12/1616 to Cash

quired,

or complete for 11/3
deposit and 11
monthly cocPrice,

onuts of 11/3.

orchestra, and Artur Schnabel and the London. The other two records by this

London Symphony Orchestra, conducted band are " If I love again " and " Goodby John Barbirolli, certainly make these bye, Hawaii," Sterno 1563, and " There's
records outstanding. The records are no green grass round the old North Pole "

/935

B.T.

SHORT WAVE

A D APTO

R

obtainable in an album, and are also and " Looking for a little bit of Blue," MAKE YOUR SET an
available for use with H.M.V. automatic Sterne 1564.
couplings (sequence DB7733-36).

Mantovani and his Tipica Orchestra
make two very fine records this month,

New Eighteen -penny H.M.V. Dance namely, Sterno1565, " Hebrew Dances " and
" Vienna, you've stolen my heart " and
Records
"
" His Master's Voice " have led the way Sterno 1566 " Hands across the table
" The moon was yellow." Each
in the movement for cheaper dance re- and
these records are full of those touches
cords, and the almost unbelievable has of
happened-records with the world-famous of the master musician, which has always
prominent in Mantovani's work.
trade mark for Is. 6d. each. The first been
Two tunes very popular at the moment
new issues are now obtainable and offer
" My Kid's a Crooner " and " His
wonderful value. Teddy Joyce and his Or- are
chestra play " In the Valley of Yesterday," Majesty the Baby," and both of these
a waltz, and " London on a Rainy Night, ' a

foxtrot, with just the skill expected from
this orchestra (H.M.V. BD100). The New
Mayfair Orchestra excel in " Congratulate
Me ' and " Goodbye, Hawaii " (H.M.V.
BD110), " The Object of My Affection "

songs are well sung by Helen Raymond

(accompanied by the Eight Rhythm Kings)
This artist does full justice

ALL -WAVE SET
and receive
AMERICA direct
The lamoun R.T.S. SHORT-

WAVE ADAPTOR on EASY
TERMS !
N.T.S. bring
the wonderful thrill of

world-wide
READY ASSEMBLED.

Cash or O.O.D. Carr. Pd.
With 2 plug-in

52/6Extra ncoils,
d 24.52
coils.

metres.

46-96

and 90-140 metres, 4/6 each.

on Sterno 1567.

to both of these melodies, and this disc
should prove very popular.

and " In the quiet of Autumn's Night " A New Record
A feature of the British Homophone
(H.M.V. BD111). All are foxtrots played
in first class style. Jack Jackson and his Company's lists for this month is the
Orchestra play a fine onestep " On Ilkla introduction of a new record called the
Moor " and a foxtrot " Nobody Loves a " Soles," which sells at Is. It is a full-size
Fairy when she's Forty " (H.M.V. BD101), 10in. record, and many popular stars make
" Yip ! Neddy " and " Little Girl what their appearance on these discs. At the
now ? " (H.M.V. BD108), all foxtrots. price mentioned these discs are very good
There are some good numbers from our value for money, and I have every conAmerican friends, Eddie Duchin and his fidence in recommending them to readers.
If you like humorous records then you
Orchestra, and the High Hatters. The
former play " Hands across the Table " should hear Leonard Henry on Solex

13-26

7/6
DOWN

and 10
monthly
p ay-

ments

of 5/-.

reception,

within the reach cf
all.

Simply plugs into your

present Battery or A.C. Mains
sot. The only adaptor at the

price incorporating 100-1
ratio aerial tuning and slowmotion reaction ; for Use

either an Plug-in or Superhet

Short -Wave Adaptor; Air

DielectricReaction and Tuning Condensers; Walnut
Grained Bakelite Panel; Wal-

nut Finished Cabinet. Sind
for fully descriptive leaflet

NEEDLE ARMATURE PICK-UP
TONE-ARMWVOLUME CONTROL
Complete vith Pick-up real, flexible lead, 100,000 ohms Volume
Control, Instructions and template for fixing both Tone Ann al -.t
Volume Control. Send only 2/6 balance in 10 monthly payments
of 4,3. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid . 621010.

and " Here is my Heart " (H.M.V. BD104), SX125. On this record he sings " Henry
two foxtrots, and the latter " I've got an the Ninth " and " I must have one of those,"
Invitation to a Dance," backed by Richard both of these songs being from Leonard
limber and his Orchestra playing " Winter Henry's new film " Henry the Ninth."
pet, scat ELIMINATORS
Wonderland" (H.M.V. BD105). Mills Other records that will enable you to
M.A. 10/30. For Power, Super -Power, PenBlue Rhythm Band and Henry Allen have a good laugh are " The Fire Station " Model
Class B. and Q.P.P. A.C. 200'250 volts, 40/120
Hot " (parts 1 and 2), which is a humorous tode,
cycles. Three tappings 10, 20 or 30 m.a. at 120/150
Junr.'s Orchestra provide the
volts.
Trickle
charger incorporated. 2 volt .5 amp.
Dance Record for this month, with " Break sketch by Robb Wilton and Company on
it Down " and " Feeling Drowsy " (H.M.V. Solex 8X122, " No! no ! a thousand times

no ! " and the " Bricklayers Arms," both

Send only 51.;

Sterne Records
and Bertha Wilmott on Solex 8%120, and
The thirteenth syncopated pianoforte " The Crooner" (parts 1 and 2), a sketch

Cash or C.O.D.

BD103).

of which are comedy duets by Fred Douglas

medley, by Charlie King, appears in the by Charles Heslop and Company on
British Homophone Company's February Solex 8X120.
list. This record, Sterno 1561, introduces

such popular tunes as " If I had a Million
dollars " ; " The very thought of you " ;
" As long as I live " ; " You have taken
my Heart " ; " Waltzing alone " ; and

Two organ solos by Reginald Dixon, the

well-known radio star, appear on So/ex
SXI16.
Both tunes, " The Penguin's
Patrol " and " The Swing of the Kilt,"
are typical of this famous organist.

balance in 11
monthly payments of 516.
Carriage Pool

42/19/..

SEND FOR LATEST LISTS

New limes Sales Co
56, (Pr.W.4) LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIES TO

YOUR PROBLEMS

uEm Es and

viii..s.tpobne

ca

to every query.

If

a postal reply
is
desired, a stamped addressed envelope must

be enclosed.] Every

query and drawing
which is sent must bear

the name and address
of the sender. Send

NQUIRIES
by Our Technical Staff

your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Geo.
Newnes, Ltd.. 8-11. Southampton Street.
Strand, London, W.C.2.
t4IMIt

.114

IN ItM11.1 MIN

'

SPECIAL NOTE
IWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the I
a

fact that the Queries Service

i for

is

intended only

a

the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers

i

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

!

i
1

I
/

i

a

described in our pages, from articles appearing a

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(l) Supply circuit diagrams of complete i
multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of a
our contem- !
in
described
receivers
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

i

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings /

which are sent to as should bear the name i
and address of the sender.

.....,.....,..........m........,.....,11.111,1,11414mi=4.1.i

Choosing the Output Stage

to drop the volts. Have you no choke in
the H.T. voltage supply to the anode
of the valves ? If not, then that accounts
for the hum.

I have made air -spaced coils and vatious
other components, but am not quite certain
regarding the H.F. choke. I have small - Earth Efficiency
diameter tubes of ebonite, paxolin, and
I have been troubled with instability
glass and should like to know which is to in "my
2-H.F. receiver, and after trying
be preferred.
propose to use 100 turns practically everything I altered the earth.
1

of 22

D.C.C.

for the winding.

correct ? "-R. B. (Kingsbury).

Is this

On these ultra -short wavelengths, every

Originally I used a buried metal plate, but 1

found that a short wire, roughly three feet

attached to the earth terminal and
endeavour should be made to keep the long,
lying on the ground, cured the trouble.
losses at a minimum. Therefore, the glass
former will be found most desirable.

We do not know what circuit you intend
to use for experiment and, therefore,
cannot give you any further assistance.

Television Detail

Can you explain this, as I always understood
the earth should be highly efficient"L. K. (Blackpool).

There are two possible explanations of

your problem. Firstly, your earth plate
may have become disconnected or partially

" I read in the daily Press that the pro-

disconnected below ground, and thus be

The method of dividing the broadcast
picture into lines has been described, as
well as the production of high -definition
pictures employing 240 lines or more.
However, the subject will be more fully
dealt with in future issues, and if you are
very keen on television, and wish to keep

the receiver circuit is incorrect or faulty
in some respect, and a lead to the earth
terminal is introducing a short (through
earth), or otherwise causing trouble. A
careful examination should reveal this,
or a fixed condenser (2 mfd.) in the earth

posed television broadcasts are to be 400 - setting up a high resistance which is in" I have just obtained a mains trans- line '. I cannot see how such detail can be troducing the instability in your receiver.
former giving 500 volts, 120 m.a., together obtained in view of the fact that only thirty On the other hand, the short lead which
with an appropriate rectifying salve. I lines are used now. I have followed your you find gives better results may be acting
should like to know which is the best type Television Supplement, but have never as a small counterpoise owing to its position
of output stage to adopt for a quality tadio- seen a full description of this line trans- relative to the aerial or lead-in, and thus
gram, using these parts. Is the push-pull mission. Can you explain how 400 lines can is more efficient than the broken earth
lead. You must consider, however, whether
stage (for which I should use two 250 -volt - be obtained ? "-G. B. (Bedford).

type valves) to be preferred to one of the

500 -volt

single

super -power valves ?

I

should like your ruling and your reasons
so as to be able to build a really good ampli-

tier."-R. E. A. (Highbury, N.).
Push-pull tends to balance out hum and
distortion of certain kinds, and owing to fully in touch with developments, we would
this latter fact it is possible to obtain also recommend our companion journal.
rather more than double the amplification Practical Television, published at 6d. per
afforded by the two valves used in the month. This magazine, as its name imTherefore, from the
normal manner.
is devoted entirely to television, and
volume point of view, the push-pull and plies,
the single super -power valve will probably deals with every phase of the subject.
deliver the same output. Your choice D.C. Hum

will be governed by your musical ear.

If you can detect second -harmonic distortion

" I have built a D.C. three, but am troubled

with hum. I thought this only occurred
use the push-pull arrangement. If you with A.C. sets and cannot understand how
require simplicity of construction the single direct current can produce a perfect rippling
valve is to be preferred. This will also be hum.
I am dropping the mains volts
the case. if low price is a point to be con- through a good wire -wound resistance, and
sidered. From the majority of points of using proper D.C. valves. Can you tell me
view the push-pull stage, especially if where the hum is coming from, and how to
R.C. coupling is employed, will be found to cure it ? "-0. V. D. (Surbiton).
produce the best results.
D.C. mains are certainly not hum -free.
and the cause of the trouble may be found
A Choke for U.S. Waves
in the type of the supply. In some cases
" I am building a simple receiver in order the commutator is the cause of quite a
to hear the television test broadcasts on pronounced ripple, whilst in others the
7 metres, and wish to make this really a mercury rectifier which is employed gives
sound job so that it may be used when the rise to a different type of hum. You state
actual B.S.C. transmissions come into effect. that you are using a wire -wound resistance

p

lead will perhaps prove effective.

Pictures by Wireless
" I should like to know how the pictures
one occasionally sees in the Press are sent
by wireless. These seem extraordinarily
clear and I cannot understand how they
can be sent by ordinary wireless waves."G. T. (Brecon).

There are various methods of transmitting pictures, systems being adopted
in different countries according to the
individual

companies,

etc.

Generally

speaking, the original picture is scanned
by a spot of light, and a photo -electric
cell is modulated by the reflections front
the picture. The resultant varying current
is transmitted and at the receiver is con-

verted back to a fluctuating light by a
Kerr -cell arrangement, and this affects

either a film or photographic paper accord-

ing to whether the picture being sent is
negative or positive. Of course, variations
of this basic scheme are employed in different types of apparatus.

METALLISED

The hygroscopic chemical carries the finely
divided metal powder into the soil terming

perfect contact with the pure electrolytic
copper container.
PIX, LONDON, &E.1.

GIVES 100% EFFICIENCY UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Adve

ments

are

for

accepted

these

columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Word
in black face type and/or

capitals are

charged double this rate (minimum charge
Display lines are
3/- per paragraph).
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the
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Southampton
Street, Strand, London.

be

Advertisement Manager, " Practical and
Wireless,"
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PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
a City Branch at 165 and 165a, Fleet

ASt.,
E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel), for
ANNOUNCE

the convenience of callers; post orders and callers to
111th St., Clapham.
OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all

goods guaranteed perfect;

carriage paid over 5/-,

under 5/- postage 641. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please

send for Illustrated catalogue, post free.
ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v.,
40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, complete with 5 valves and Magnavox Super 60 energised
speaker, £12/10/0.

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
Westinghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

ances, and diagram, ]20v. 20 m.a., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/- extra; 150v. 30 milliamps with 4v.

2-4 amps., C.T., L.T., 25/- ; trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;

250v. 60 miniature., with 4v, 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
with 4 volts 3-5 slaps., 37/6;
30/-; 300v. 60

200v. 50 m.a., with 4v. 3-5 amps., LT., 27/6.
It EMI ER Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-: 65
milliamps, 30 hys., 5/6; 150 milliamps, 30 hys.,
10/6; 00 milliamps, 80 hys., 2 500 ohms, 5/6 ; 25
milliamps, 20 hys., 2/9 ; 250 milliamps, 30 hys., 20/ALL Premier Mains Transformers have engraved
panels, terminal connections, all low-tension
windings centre tapped, tapped and screened primaries

D

200/250 volts.

AINS transformer input, 200/250 volts, 6 volts BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART
1 amp, 4/6. 10 volts .5 amp., 4/6.
M
Draws attention to following bargains. No catchpenny
SPECIAL OFFER. Koister-Brandes (shop-soiled)
Receivers, 2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-coa-

POLAR Star manufacturers' model, 3 -gang condensers, fully screened, 7/6, with trimmers ;

11 nsereened, 5/-,

RELIA ISLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/- rmdtiratio output transformers. 2/6; Microphone
t ransfornters, 50-1 and 100-1, 2/6;
Tran,forniers, 2/6.

1-1 or 2.1 Output

T.C.C. Condensers, 4mf. 450v. working, 4/-; 4mf.,
750v. working, 6/,
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, bandpass
type B.P.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with
instructions and diagram, 2/4.
VARLEY H,F. Intervalve Coils, B.P.S., band-pass,
complete with instruction, in original cartons, 2/6,

RADIOMART. Pnshback-the wire used by set makers; ready tinned and sleeved, 6yds., 9d.
RADIOMART. Screened flex, H.F. or pick-up;
single, 6d. yd. , twin, 9d. yd.
ADIOMART. Resin -cored sokler, 10d. per ft.;

1 amp. 4 volts, 1 amp., 19/6.
MAINS transformer with Westinghouse Rectifier

output 150 volts, 30 milliamps and 4 volts,
2 amps Li., 15/- the pair.

condenser with trimmers, 3/11 a really
job.
-3 -gang
USAsolid
PREMIEIL L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier

transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., output 8v. 5 snap., 14/6; 8v. 1 snip.
17/6 ; Ov., 2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v.1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v.

amp.,

Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. Only), Elect ri c

Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- complete.
D.C. model Truspeed, 100/250v., 42/6.
COLLARO Grano. Unit consisting of A.C. motor,
200-250v.

high quality pick-up and volume

control, 49/-; without volume control, 413/-.
VDISON BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,

Es complete with turntable and all fittings, a really

sound job, 15/-.
SPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 watts,
any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts any
value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/0 ; 15 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/- ; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms. 2/6.
CENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms, .1/-;
50,000, 100,000, j meg., any value, 2/-; 200
ohms, wire wound, 1/-.

RELIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit accurately
matched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11.

IVIAGNAVON D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms,17/0 ; D.C.144,

2,500 ohms, 12/6 ;

D.C. 152 magna, 2,500

ohms, 37/0, an complete with humbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. conversion kit for above types, 10/- ; Magnavox P.M.,
71n. cone, 16/6 ; 9in. cone, 22/6.

SPECIAL offer

.00015

brass short-wave tuning

condensers with slow-motion and complete dial,

3 9. Short-wave chokes 10-200 metres, 041.

UBILIER electrolytic condensers, 12 tnlerofarads,
20 volts 6d., 8 plus 4 microfarads 500 volts
4/-, 50 mf. 50 volts, 1/9.
AMERICAN G.E.G. auto -transformers 500 watts,
one side 110 volts other 90/240 volts in 5 volt
steps. 40/-.
BRITISH Radiophone fully screened 0005, lop
trimmers with complete slow-motion drive, 7/6.

Dials oxydised escutcheon (list 7/6), 3/6.

the hest 3 -gang available.

SCREENED H.F. Chokes, by one of the largest

manufacturers in the country, 1/6.
PLtEMIElt British -made Meters, moving iron, flush
mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 Inst.,
0-100, 0-250 m.a., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/-.
WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. working,
1 mf., 6d. ; 2 mi.,* ; 4 mf., 21- ; 400v. working,
1 nil., 11-; 2 mf., 1/6.
WIRE -WOUND Potentiometers, 1,000, 2.500,
50,000, 500,000, 2/- each ; 1,000 ohm, semi variable, carry 150 m.a., 2/-.
ALARGE Selection of Pedestal, Table and Radiogram cabinets, by best manufacturers at a
fraction of original cost. Send for list.
THE following Lines 6d. each, or 51- per dozen.Chassis valve holders 5-, 6-, or 7 -pin, screened
screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistances,
wire end 'condensers 0.0001 to 0.1,3 amp. mainswitclies,

Cyidon capacitors, double trimmers,

SUTER-MOVING Coll Speakers, handle 10 watts,

energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactured
by world-famous radio and gramophone company, 40/-.
TC.C. Electrolytic condensers, 8 mfd. 440v. working,
3/- ; 4 mf. 440v. working, 3/- , 15 mf. 50v.worki lig
1/.4; 50 mfd. 12v. working, 1/. ; 16 mf. 100v. working,

s.7

4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts, 3-5 amps, 0/6. Input 100/250
volts, 300-0-300 volts 60 milliamps 4 volts 1-2 amps,
4 volts 2-3 amps, 6/6. Input 200/250 volts screen
primary output 500-0-500 volts 150 milliamps 4 volts
3-5 amps, 4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts,

RADIOMART. British Radiophone, fully screened

2 -gang .0005 top trimmers, latest compact type,
5/11.
RA DI OMAR T. Radiophone 3 -gang, as above, 8/6 ;
Radiophone 4 -gang superhet, 9/6.

RADIOMART. Radiophone as above 2 -gang but
uniknob with wavelength dials, 8/3.
RA DIOMAR T Radiophone Full Vision illuminated

42/0.

SPECIAL offer Western Electric mains transformers
input 200/250 volts, output 350-0-350 volts,
120 milliamps screened primary 4 volts 1-2 amps,

Radiophone super short-wave
RADIOMART.
condensers, all brass, steatite bases (the finest

made) offered third list, .00016, 3/6 ; 2 gang .00016, 5/6.

fully
0.0005,
UTILITY 3 -gang
Condensers.
screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight or superhet, 6/9, complete; with disc drive, 7/11;

1/3; 6 mf. 50v. working, ild., 2 mf. 100v. working, tki
ONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V. 400v. working,
4+2+1+1+1+.5 3/9; 2+2 i-1-1-1+1+.5,
1/-; Dubiller 300v. working, 4+4+ 2 +.1, 3/- ;
6-1-4-1-2+14-1,4/6.
VALVES-e793.5ee our displayed advertisement on

4

lines, No stunts, just a dead square deal.

t:11mA Speaker, Valves and Batteries. :-7/6.

volts 1-2
amps. 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps., 10/-.
PREMIER 350-0-350 150 milliamps, 4 volts 1-2
amps, 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps, 12/6.
PREMIER combined BETS and HT9 transformer
rectified output 250 or 300 volts 60 milliamps,
4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts 3-5 amps, 10/-, or with Westinghouse Rectifier, either type, 18/6.
PREMIER IITIO transformer rectified output 200
volts, 100 milliamps, 4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts
3-5 amps, 10/-, or with Westinghouse Rectifier, 19/6.
PREMIER Hill transformer 500 volts 120 mi Mani ps
rectified output. 4 volts 2 amps, 4 volts 2 amps,
4 volts 3-5 amps, 22/6 with Westinghouse Rectifier,

PREMIER 250-0-250 60 milliamps,

11/-.
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GRAMPIAN Permanent Magnet 9 inch Moving
Universal
4 watts.
coil Speakers, handles.
Transformers, 18/6. Ditto Energised handles 5 watts,
2,500 ohms, 21/-.
12,000, 15,000 ohm wire -wound potentlo, meters with mains switch, 1/0.
109000

CCOTT Aerial and Anode Coils Dual Range with
Circuit, 2/6 per pair.
ELLI OTT Moving -coil Milliameters projecting type,
211n. diameter, 0-10, 0-30, 0-50, 0-150, 15/-.

DA1111a01,03d17210tly-heated 1 watt, 200v. Mains Power

BIXE SPOT 45 P.M. Speaker, multi -ratio trans former,, handles 4 watts, listed 45/-, at 25/-, or in
handsome walnut cabinet, 35/, Blue Spot 99 P.M.
Speaker, multi -ratio transformer, handles 5 watts,
listed 59/6, at 31/-.
BLUE SPOT Energised Speakers 2,500 -ohms type
291).C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9/11.
SUPER Moving -Coil Speaker by world-famous radio
and gramophone company, 300v. 30 m.a. field

RRABulgin
lamp fuses, 241. ; Bulgin twin fusehoklers. 441.
DJ OMART.
Non -inductive tubulars, 1,500vt.

.0003, .002, 4d.; .01, .02, .04, .05, 0.1, 6d.; .2,
.25, 8d. , .5, 9d.

Telsen
Differentials;
.0001,
.00015, 1/- ; Polar .004)3, 1/:) ; all knobs.
RADIOM ART. Radiophone 1.F. transformers, top
trimmers, 2/6 ; also few 117 and 126 k.c.

RADIOMART.

ADIOMART Utility

.0005 befi -

RADI OMA R T. Utility 3 -gang, as above, straight or

superhet, 7/11, with dial, 8/11.
RADIOMART. Famous 8 mfd. dry electrolytics
500v., 2/11 ; NSF., ditto, 8 x 8 mfd., 500 v., 3/6.
RADIOMART. BTH 71n. latest 2,500 ohm. moving
coils, humbucker, 4 watt model, 12/6.
RADIOMART. Sonochorde super sensitive P5fs.
Class B " or Universal (ideal battery sets), 16/6.
RAD] OMART. Variable condensers bolus .0003,
Ready Radio .0003, .0005, .00075, 1/-; Telsen
.0001, .00015, 10d.; Utility .0005, 1/3.
RADIOMART. Special offer dozen all different
wire -ended resistances by most famous makers,

our assortment, 2/6.
RAD I ()MART. Telsen 1 watt resistors, cartridge

resistors, toggle switches, tubular condensers,

0,1. each.

A DIOMART. Igranlc non -Inductive condensers,

ease, terminals, 700 v., makers* cartons,
Rinfd,bakelite
1/4 2 mid.' 1/8.

Brand new condensers, eminent

RADIOMART.

makers, 500s. working, 4 mid., 3/6; 2 mfd.,

1/10; 1 lord., 1/6.
RADIOMART. 350v. working, 4 mfd., 2/9 ; 2 mfd.,
1/8 ;

1 mfd., 1/4; 250v. working, 4 mfd., 2/3;

I fold., 1/2 ; 0.5 mfd., 9d. ; 0.1 x 0.1 mfd., 941.
Supremos battery economisers,
RADIOMART.
incorporating Westinghouse rectifier; halves
consumption (list 27/6), 7/6.
RADIOMART. Triotron "Class B" 7in. cone PM.
unit, with driver transformer, valveholder
(list 49/6), 25/-.
RADIOMART.
Staltapped "Class B" chokes
(list 9,6), 3/6 ; Wankc driver transformers, 1/11.
ADIOMART.
Transformers:
1granie, 8/6 ;
Parvo, 3/6; 31-1 Ericsson (15M, 1/3; Microfdione, 2/6.,
ADIOMART. Screened Iron -cored dual -range cora
with reaction circuit, 2111 ; Igranie short-wave
.

iron -cored dnal-range, 3/3.

tocg:e
RADIOMART. Telsen Radiophone, dolly
switches, 8d. Lotus radiogram suit ches, 94.
RADIOMART. 'Radiophone H.F. chokes (manufacturers), honeycomb wound, 1/-; Metvick, fid.
Years of transmitting experience
RA DI OMA RT.

(10,000 ohms), 25/-;

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

super 2 -gang

Rbearing, fully screened with trimmers, 5/11 ;
with disc dial, 6/11.

makes possible a specialised service in short-wave

material which can be relied upon.
RAD1OMART. G.E.C. all brass .0003 condensers,

( Dept.

G.N.), 20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4.
'Phone: Macaulay 2188. Nearest station; Clapham
North, Undenoound,

with2irgea.1 slow-motion; Ideal short-wave (listed
over
RA DIOMART, Limited, number as above, butdouble
spaced, .00015, 3/9. The finest condensers ever

RA DIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.
SVrite for free quotation to largest radio exchange in
U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets 441i41
radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for list. 46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.1. Gerrard

made.

4055.

REPAIRS to Moving, ('oil Speakers, Cones and Coils

fitted, or rewound. Fields Altered. Prices
Quoted Including Eliminators. Loud -Speakers Re-

paired, 4/,
L.F. and Speech 'transformers, 4/ Post Free. Trade Invited. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
Prompt Service. Estimates Free. L.S. Repair
Service. -5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.

MAINS Transformers, chokes, etc., to specification,
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satisllenry Peace, Ltd..
faction. Prices on request.
Wednesbury, Staffs.

WEEDON P.L.R. Co., SPEAKER and REWINDING SERVICE. Mains transformers, etc.
Cones, Coils and Centres fitted all 31/C speakers, 5/-.

ADIOMART. Brass ball -bearing 101) amid, short wave, pigtail, noiseless, 1/6; brass band -spread
neutralising micro -variables, 1/-;
extension

IN
or

brackets, 3d.
R1 DIOMART. Pye lobes short-wave valveholders,
441. ;

1 j -in. coif forms, 4 -prong, 1/3 ; 6 -prong, 1/(f.

RADIOMART, Western Electric 21/- microphones,
2/9; transformer, 2j6 ; Telsen dual -range shortwave coils, 3/6.
5/9;
ADIOMART. Milllammeters flush,
21in., 6/9. All ranges above 25 ma.
RADIOMART. Fintglass aerial insulators, 31in.,
(hi. ; Beehive stand-off insulators, 8d.
American stand-off insulators,
RADIOMART.
" Tinymite," 6d. ; " Midget," 7d. ; " Standard,"
841.; Frequentite English valveholders, t3d.
ADIOMART. Purchase over -produced stock lead IN lag Continental valvemaker ; Super valves;
sensational prices.

A.C. types at 4/6; H.F. Pen.,
MH, MEM, VMSG.,PT4,SGLA,SCIHA,from 2/11.

ADIONIART.

A DIOMART. 2 volt types, H.F., Detector, L.F.,
2/3 ; Power, 2/9 ; Super power, 3/3 ; Screen -

R
grid, Pentode, 5/6.

Avenue,

RADIOMART. American types, 4/8. Catalogue
gives characteristics and hundred other bargains.
RA DIOMART sends catalogue or answers enquiries
only if stamp enclosed. Goods over 6/- post free
or C.O.D.

TANSFORMER and Choke Stampings, instrument
and Resistance wires, spools and insulation.
1
Lists Free. -Lumen Electric Co., 9, Scarisbrick Ave.,
Litherland, Liverpool 21.

RADIOMART, 19, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

Receiver repairs, including American and Midgets.

Trade lovited.-Dept.

C,

80,1 Lonsdale

London, E.6.

THE SQUARE DEALERS
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PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS.
RECEIVERS.-Osratu 4 -Valves (Actual) Sets.
Complete with Four Osrain Valves, Moving -Coil
Speakers. Pedestal Cabinet. Ready for use on all
Voltages A.C. In sealed cartons, £6/0/0 (List £15/151-).
BURGOYNE Class " B" Sets. With three Mullard
Valves. Exile Batteries and Accumulators.
Moving Coil Speakers. In modern Cabinet beautifully finished in Chromium plate. Ready for use. In
sealed cartons. £3/18/6 (List £6/10/-).
L1SSEN 2 -Valve 1).C. Sets. Complete with Valves,
Speakers in at tractive Bakelite Cabinet. Ready

for use, on all Voltages D.C. £21151- (List £7/71-)Radio Midget Sets. 4 -Valves (Actual)

FERGUSON
T.R.F. Complete with Moving Coil Speaker.
Valves. Ready for use on all Voltages A/C or D/C.

n

Holborn 4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE First Bargain List Is now
Available, send 11d. stamp to cover cost and

postage ; 7 -valve superhet. chassis by Plessey made for

a well-known proprietary firm whose name we are
not allowed to mention, 7 tuned stages, amplified
delayed A.V.C., local distance switch, 7 Igo separation,
size of chassis 131in. S
A.C. 200-250 volts for
use with energised speaker, 2,500 ohms,' demonstra-

tions daily at 94, High Holborn, chassis complete

In sealed cartons. £3,12/- (List £8/8/-).

with Milliard valves, less speaker and cabinet, brand
new: £7,10.
RADIO CLEARANCE Makes Special Offer of a

(50/. List).
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils B.P.5, with
all accessories. 2'3.
-UM -Marconi Model K25 (1935 Issue), 21/(List 32/6).
PICK
CONDENSERS.-Plessy Four -Gang Condensers with
Oscillator Section for Superhet. Fully Screened
with trimmers, 7/3 each (List 45/-). LOTUS Three Gang, 12/6 ; 2 -Gang 8,6. All Lotus Condensers are
complete with Dials, Escutcheons, fully screened with
trimmers.
Dubiller 4 -mid. (2+1+1) 1,000 Volt,
2/9 each ; 4.5 mill. (2.25+2.25) 3/-. T.C.C. 0.1+0.1,
3/3. Dubilier 0.1, 9d.
SPEAKERS. -Blue Spot Permanent Magnet Moving
Coil Speakers. Universal Trausfonners for Power

Designers Specification, including Colvern
Polar condensers, T.C.C. fixed condensers, R.1
Hypermlte transformer, ready drilled panel and
terminal strip, list price £5/17 ; our price, £3/10.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Dorchester 3 -valve service

Superhet Four Coils (1 OSC,
2 I.F., with pigtails, 1 I.F. plain). 0/- per set
COILS.-Igranic

Super -Power, Pentode and Class " B." All Brand
New 1935 Series in sealed cartons. Type 99P.M.,

30/- (List 59/6) ; 45P.M., 24/- (List 45/-); 132P.M. (in

Cabinet), 38/- (List 67/6); 32 P.M. in magnificent
cabinet, 45/- (List 87/6). W.B. Permanent Magnet
Speakers with universal Transformers, 21/- each (List
32/6).

ELIMINATORS.- Regentone Eliminators W,5a.

Complete with Trickle Charger for 200/250 volts,

39/6 (List £3/17/0). A small Quantity only of Ekco
Eliminators for 100/125 volts only, Type K25 with
Trickle Charger, Output 25 m.a., 35/- (List £4/12/6).

Type K. 18 with Trickle Charger output 18 m.a., 32/6
(List £41716). An New in original sealed cartons.
MESCELLANEOUS.-Westinghouse Metal Rectilien. H.T.6, 7, 8, 9/3 each. Morse Tapping
Keys with flash signal and buzzer. Complete with
Battery and bulb, 2/-. Biflo Static Cut-outs, definitely
eliminates noise and interference, 2/3 (12/0 List).
Telsen Binocular H.F. Chokes. 2/4 (List 4/6). Variable
Volume Controls, all capacities. 2,- each. Lewcos
Spaghetti Resistances, all capacities. New and
boxed, 1/6 dozen assorted.
Many More Bargains at our various Branches.

Every Article Guaranteed and sent Post Paid.
BRANCHES at 40, Lisle Street, W.C.2 ; 271-275,
High Road, Willesden Green, N.W.10. All
Nail orders to 323, Euston Road, N.W.1.
OUTHERN RADIO 323, EUSTON ROAD,
S LONDON, N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube).
'Phone : Museum 6324.

K RUPT Bargains. List free. 3v. kit 15/- or
with valves, 22/.. ST600 kit £3. Lotus universal
2 pentode MC, £4 ; 3 pentode type, £5-10-0. Lissen
2v. mains D.('.. 50,-. Vidor universal, £6-10-0.
Phillips 588A A.C., 8 gns. Regentone 30ma elimirators, 32/0. Microphones 5/6. Telsen speaker units
2/3. Electric irons 4/6. Dual coils 1/6. Transformers 1/6. Very large stock of everything radio. You
BA N

can rely on value for money and quick service. 5
years' advertiser.-Butlin, 143B, Preston Road,
Brighton.
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LISLE STREET. Uitrex Radio, Ltd.

Ex-Speakeasle, acoustic home recorders, list price £1,
few only, complete with tracking gear, Diamond cutting
needle, 2 blank records, recording apparatus and

instructions. New! at 7/3 each.
needles, 2/-.

Extra Diamond
Additional aluminium blank records

es. doz.
Lighthouse microphones with transformers and
Instructions, 7/6 each.
Well -made speaker cabinets, walnut, 14in. square,
81n. deep, 7/6.
All goods guaranteed and post free,
LISLE STREET. Unsex Radio, Ltd., Leicester
Square, London, WA'. Gerrard 2909.

23

HARGE your accumulator efficiently for 14(1.
instructions 1/3.-Rutters, Grange

(No mains.)
C
Road, Hayes.

"SWIFT

SERVICE."

GENUINE

BARGAINS.

Send 3d. In Stamps for our AMAZING New
Bargain Lists. containing details of all omponents,

Loud Speakers, Kits, and Sets. Eliminators. Television,

short Waves, All Wave Iteteivers, Car Radio, etc.
Only Genuine Articles are Listed. DON'T DELAY.
SEND IMMEDIATELY and take advantage of Our
Astounding Offers. HALL -MARK III. Complete Kit,
30/-. HALL -MARK FOUR, Battery model, S3 12 6.
BURGOYNE Class " B " sets. Complete with valves,
batteries, M/C Speaker. Ready for use. In sealed
cartons, 13/17/S. (List £6/10/0.) B.T.S. Specified
Hall -Mark III Coils, 7/5 per set. Postage 3d. All

andard Components and Accessories can be supplied,

Add your Name to
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
he Increasing List of OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

THE SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO. (l'i4),
3, Featherstone Buildings, High Boit orn, London,
1V.C.1. 'Phone: HOLborn 1330.

February 16th, 1935

s'

AT1ON, Shop Soiled and Repossessed
sets at low prices. What do you require? Radio," 94, Grove Vale, S.E.22.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.U.I.
offer the following stupendous bargains, limited
quantities only, all orders over 5/- post free. -'Phone
KAI(

Limited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to

grid, detector, power or pentode battery chassis

including all first-class components, brand new,
completely wired ; at 30/- each, less valves,
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Plessey mains transformers,
primary input 200-250 volts, secondaries 350-0-350
at 120 m.a., 4 volts 2} amps., 4 volts
amps., screened
primary, exceptional value ; 7/6 each.
RA1410 C'LEARANC'E,. -Standard Telephones and

Cables mains transformers, shrouded type, for
H.T.8 rectifier with 4v. 4 amp. C.T., L.T. winding;

exceptional value at 6/- each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type superhet. condensers, fully screened
with trimmers, 2 .0005 sections and 110 k/c oscillator
section : 7/6 each.
RA MO CLEARANCE. -British

Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type straight condensers, fully screened,
with trimmers, 3 .0005 sections ; 7,6 each.
ADI0 CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
superhet. condensers, unscreened, 2 .0005 sections

and 110 Inc section, complete with trimmers, dial,

pilot light and escutcheon ;
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 110
ke/s, intermediate frequency transformers; 3/.

',ob.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set
of superhet. coils, manufacturers' type, with

circuit diagram, suitable for use with above advertised

condensers, 5/0 per set-.
RA1110 CLEARANCE. -8 mfd. dry electrolytics,

500v. working, well-known make; 2/6 each.
CLEARANCE.-8,000 ohms volume controls

Rlog type, with Q.M.B. switch, by G.E.C. 2/- each.
RADIO
CLEARANCE.-50,000 ohms Centralab
'
Rpotentiometers ; 1/6 each.
RADIO
CLEARANCE.-25,000 ohms British
RRadiophone graded potentiometers; 1/9 each.
RADIO

ADIO CLEARANCE. -1 watt resistances, wen n. known make, all sizes ; 0d. each.
RADIO CLEARANCE.-Wego 2 mfd, condensers,
canned type ; 10d. each.

RADIO CLEARANCE.-1;rnm. white sleeving ;
9d. per doz. lengths.

RADIO CLEARANCE.-Telsen .0001 and .00015
reaction condensers; 5d. each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Steel chassis, cadmium
plated, drilled ready for use; 3 -valve, 1/-;
4 valve1/6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE.-T.C.C. condensers, 0.5
mfd., 800 v. working, 1/- ; T.C.C. 1 mfil., 800 v.

working, 1/6;

T.C.C. 1 mid., 250 v, working, 1/-;
T.C.C. 2 mfd., 450 v. working, 1/6; T.C.C. 4 mfd.
block condensers, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and 1 mfd.
250 A.C. working, 1/9 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -Earl Permanent Magnet

Speakers, brand new, boxed.
List at 29/6 ; our price, 10111.
RADIO CLEARANCE.-5-pla chassis mounting
Moving -Coil

valve holders, 3d. each.
RADIO CLEAR ANCE.-Clarion Pick-ups, complete
with Tone Arm, brand new, boxed. List price
21/-; our price, 10/ti.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Post. Office 4 mfd. condensers 350 volt D.C. working, 2/-.
RADIO CLEAR ANCE.-British Radiophone poten-

tiometers without switch, 10,000 ohm, 50,000

PEARL & PEARL
All the following

190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

bargains guaranteed new goods.
Carriage Patti.

Model DCI5/25B for D.C. mains, 200,250 v.
Four tappings. Yours for 4/6 down; balance in 7
monthly payments of 5/, List price 39/6. Model
CA25, for all A.C. voltages. }lye tappings. \Vesting house rectifier. Yours for 7/- down and balance in
10 monthly payments of 5/3. List price 59/6.

NOTE

WANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.
Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9 -S. -University Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.
HIGHEST possible allowance made on used wireless
goods in exchange for new sets, components, or

Peto-Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terms. -It. Wigfleld, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.

3 -ganged superhet coil units for A.C. or battery
sets; with circuits and diagrams. Over 1,250 already
sold to " Pr.W." readers. List price 30/- ; now offered
at special price, 6/6 only. New Lucerne coils 1;8 each.
GRAMO-MOTORS. Collard A.C. motors, 200 230 v.
List £2 10s. Our price 36/- ; or with Collars(

Pick-up and arm, 49/, Brand new.
RADIOPAK by British Radiophone (Type 535 C).
Comprising 3 matched coils and 3 -gang condenser with trimmers. Clearly engraved scale marked
In metres, pilot light fitting, engraved terminal strip

showing all connections. The whole mounted on grey
metal chassis. Guaranteed new. Limited quantity
only, at special low price of 29,6 complete.
CONDENSERS. Lotus variable (2 -gang .0005)
condensers, screened ; complete with Illuminated

friction drive dial, knob and trimmers. Our price,
2 -gang 8/6. 3 -gang 11/6.
Triotron (all types) G.P., 3/6; Power,
4,0; 8.0., 9/6; clear or metallized; all in
VALVES.
makers' sealed cartons.
CABINETS. Ultra polished walnut receiver
(for set and speaker combined). Height 17in.,

width 151n., depth Sin. Only 5/11 each.
CROMWELL Cabinets (for set and speaker combined).. Horizontal type, 23in. wide, Sin. deep,

Polished Walnut veneer, additional
which enable us to oiler them at the astoundingly
111i n. high.

battle behind speaker grille. Just secured on terms
low price of only 4/11 each.
NOTE. All Cabinets supplied for Cash with order

only and sent carriage forward.

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS.
THESE special bargains are sent for Cash with order
only. Please add 3d. for postage.
Ormond .0003 and .0005 Variable Condensers

Tonastat Selectivity Unit, 1/10; Biflo
static cut-out, 2/3. Igranic 1 mfd. condensers 1/3
each; 2 mfd. 1/9 each. Table Microphone complete
with transformer in base, 6/11. Triotron electrolytic
condensers; 8 mfd., 450 volt working, 2'11 each;
1/3 each.

25 mfd., 350 volt working, 3/6 each. Triotron Class
" II " Valves, type E22011. List 10/6 ; our price 5/1.
Amplion Binocular H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed in
bakelite case. List 4/6. Our price, 2;3. Lots of 3
dozen assorted Dubiller fixed condensers, 1/9 each lot.
4 -pin Chassis -mounting Valve holders, 5d. each ;
6 for 2/-. Igranic 2 -pole rotary Imitates, 1;'- each.
Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accumulator
Hydrometers, complete with float,* each. Sovereign
lightning arresters, 6(1. each.

FREE. Our latest Bargain List " N."
All Mall Orders Direct to

PEARL & PEARL,
100, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Tele. : Bishopsgate 1212.
UTILITY SALES. -We have splendid Reports from
Amateurs who made our Two -valve Short-wave.
A LL parts ready to assemble, 45/. ; ready assembled,
50/ -.-Apply FREE Circuit.
ELIMINATORS.-With Trickle charger. "Regentone" W.A.6, 25 in/a, all variable tappings,
I amp. charger, 401-.
MICROPHONES. -Our Western Electric the Best,
Hanging model, 2/6; Transformer, 3/6. Table
model, transformer In base, 8/6.
"LOTUS." -Triple Ganged Band -pas, coil unit,
listed, 27/0 ; with circuit, 12/,

A

" rIELESTION" PPMW.-ListM, 45/.. Permanent

Magnet, 71n. Cone Universal transformer, 18/0.

MILLIONS of articles to be Cleared cheap during
Sale. Wonderful Values. -Apply for lists.
TTILITY SALES, Faeritone Corner, :7 Praed

V Street, London. (Paddington 0251).

HALL -MARK l'HEER Superhet Three, ST1100
Guaranteed First Specified nits--Lowe4 Prices
-Easiest Terms -Lists Free -Mello -rod, Qui,en',
Place, Hove.

3 -VALVE "CLASS B" BUR-

GOYNE RECEIVERS. Complete with ?dullard
valves ; Exide H.T. and L.T. batteries. M/C speaker.
Artistic cabinet of highly polished Walnut. Chromium
fittings. Brand new in original cartons; 1935 Model.
List £6 108. Our price £3 18 6. Carriage Paid.
SPEAKERS. Lissen plaque speakers, wonderful
tone. List 15/, Our price 5/11. Lotus permanent
magnet, with universal transformer giving 10 alternative - tappings. Eight -Inch cone -wonderful tone.
List 27/6. Our price 14/11.
CONDENSERS. British Radiophone .0005 ganged,
screened variable condensers wilt trimmers.
2 -gang, 6/0; 3 -gang, 8/6.
COILS. Lincoln -Stewart screened dual -range iron
cored coils; complete with circuits and wiring
diagrams. List price 013, our price 2/6. Lotus triple ganged bandpass coil unit, complete. Suitable for
mains or battery sets. Comprises 3 screened coils ou
metal base, wavechange and radiogram switch ;
all terminal connections shown engraved. Full
instructions with every unit. List 27/6. An outstanding bargain at 12/11 each. Lissen L.N.518I

RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, WALL
'Phone : Holborn 4631.

Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

: We make no extra charge for deferred terms.

RECEIVERS.

ohm, 500,000 ohm, 1/9 each ; with switch 1 meg., 2/6.

UNIVERSAL RADIO BARGAINS. -Sets, Kits.
Speakers, Valves, Pick -Ups, Coils, Transformers and all other components at Keen Prices.
Stamp for Lists and Prints.-" Universal," 20,

Cash or C.O.D.

AT LAS ELIMINATORS. Guaranteed for 12 months.

(Trade Supplied.)

LISSEN battery valve bargains.-S.G.-5Ndetector
2/10, PT/2a pentode 4/3. -Service Radio, 72,

Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

February 16th, 193 5

D VALLI RADIO, 44, Lambs Conduit St., London,

W.C.1, offer guaranteed new goods, all sent

subject to your approval on receipt. Callers note we
are open from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., closed between
2 and '3 p.m. Off Theobalds ltd., lied Lion St., nearest
approach from Holborn. Hot. 3529.
RADIOPHONE 3 -gang standard pinto type
"straight " condensers, .0005, with Radiophone,

full V18101), curved dial. in wavelengths and degrees,
14/6 the two, post free, fully screened.
1IGRANIC 3 -gang condensers "straight" type, fully
screened, with trimmers and key for same, guaranteed perfect ; remarkable offer at 6'6. poet 9d.
C.C. electrolitic condensers. type 802, 8 nit., 440v,
1
working, 2/6, post. 3d. T.C.C. ditto type 902,
500v. working, 3/6, post 3d. 8 nit.
50 inf., 12v.,
TC.C. low voltage electrolitics.
25 nit., 25v., 15 nil., 100v., and 0 mf., 50y. ; all
1f- each.
mica condensers, " M " type. 0001. 0002,
1, 005, 3d. each. H.M.V. block con1 0005,

VAUXHALL.-Magnavox
permanent magus%
Speakers universal for Claes B, power, pentode
or push-pull : 71n. cone, 16/6; 10In. cone, 22/-.

JAUXHALL.-Magnavox energised types, 2.500
or 6,500: 10in. cone, 22/-; 71n. cone, 15/3.
All brand new complete with humbocking coils, state
power or pentode. Other speakers, Send for par-

ticulars.
VAUXHALL-Practical Wireless Universal super het chassis, completely built. as specified with
valves and Magnavox or Rola speaker, carriage paid,
£8;15,0.
JAUXHALL.-Radiophone radlo-paks R.F. super -

R

4v. 4a.. 4v. fla., 4v. 2ia., all CT and clearly

marked input 200/2511v., screened primary, 32/6, carr.
fwd., fine heavy job, fully shrouded.

VALVE. holders, various 'Nisei', Benjamin, etc.,

8/6 ; two gang, 6/13.

VAUXHALL.-Benjamin."

Class B. transformers

Terminals fixing, 6/6 boxed.

1-14 to 1.

VAUXHALL.-Radiophone volume controls. all

V values from 5,000 to 500,0410 with switch, 316.
VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse rectifiers set, maimfacturers surplus ,keleton type H .T.8, 9/6:

H T9-10, 10/-.
VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse
W.X.6, 5/9. Regentone

terminals and H.T.8, 17/6.

Westectors,
transformers

W.4.

with

AUXHALL.-Rothermel Piero electric pick -tips,
30/-; Marconi li.25, 21/-: B.T.H. senior, 29/-.

Scaled cartons.
VAU XII ALL-Gramoptione motors: Collard 32
model. 32/6. Universal model for 110, D.C.

Minor, 16/6.

200/250 AC/DC, 47/5.

VAUXHALL.-13.T.IL Truspeed AC. 30/-: B.T.H.

4 inf., etc.. 250 and 100% w. 116 each.

VA

TELSEN Electric new Power Pentode chokes,

tapped, 4;0. Telsen Electric Power output and
smoothing chokes, 1.5H. 40tua., 4,0. Varley tapped
Pentode Nichokes, 0/- new.
RYALL'S Radio offer guaranteed one year. Mans bridge condensers, all 400v. working, lint., 1/3,
2nd. 1/6, 4mf., 3,'-. Special 4nif. 730v.. working, 6/-.

1.01

type 31 condensers, 1/- each. T.C.C..C.C. .11
tubular 350v. working. 100. each. T.C.C. .1 x .1
450v. working CT for intidualtion hum stoppers, 1/6.
ODDMENTS in slightly used Regeutone Atlas,
etc., eliminators, with Westinglioni,e rectifiers
150v. 20 ma.
iiimtporated. at 151- each, post
input 2001250v. 40/100e.

RVALL'S RADIO Offer Reliable Resistances,
suitable fur all sets where a 1 -watt resistance is
site. idled, In values 100, 130, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600,
1.01)0, 2,04141, 5,000, 10,000, 15,0451, 20,000, 23,00)),
30,000, 411,000, 50,000. 75,000, 100,000, 130.000,

and Bankrupt Stock :-

delay send ord.= without money.

K1'1' A.-Cadmium plated chassis tex-Murphy), with
new type fully -screened Radiophone 2 -gang

condenser, curved dial with bronze escutcheon, and
four chassis valveholders, 12,0.

KITB.-As above, and including two iron -cored
canned coils, 16/6.
KIT C.-As Kit A, but with Radiophone 3 -gang
condenser, 14;6.

RAi/It/PHONE semi -screened midget condensers,
with side trimmers .0005. 2 -gang, 3/-; 3 -gang,
new Lucerne station named dial, 34/-.
70 ; 4 -gang, 8/11,
Intermediate froVAUXHALL.-Ratilophone
Du BI LIER dry electrolytic condensers : 8 mfd.,
quency transformers, centre tapped primary.
500v., 3/-; 4 mill., 500v., 3/-: T.C.C. 8 mfd.,
secondary on bases with terminals, 5/6.
500v., 3/- ; 4 mfd., 100w., 3/,
British Insulated
VAUXHALL.-Radiophone three gang condensers,Cables, 8 r:tfd. 550v., 2/10 ; 5o nail.. 50v., 200 mfd.,
piano type superhet, or straight fully screened, 15v., 2/10: 2,000' tufd., I2v., 816. T.C.C. 0 nifil., 50v.,

4 -pin baseboard, 3d. each. Edison Bell, 10,000
(Mtn, wirewoural resistances, with holder, 6d. Clear-

ance of slightly used Teisen, etc., chokes, and L.P.
transhirint IN at 1;41 each. Ditto T.C.C. 4inf. Formo

NVOBIIRN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING Surplus

ALL orders over 7/6, C.0.1). Charges free. To save

hats ccunpieto with volume control, escutcheon,

densers, 250v., working, 4 x4x1x1x .5, 3/- each,

post 94.
ADIOPHONE Superhet packs, type RF, 110KC,
listed at 75/-, our price 32;6, post If-, l'airs of
Radiophone coupled Pots. 5,000 and 50,000 ohms, 51,
4ozs.,
WIRE. New Knifetown, etc., all SWG.
No. 31), No. 34, No. 28, No. 20. Enamelled,
4ozs., No. 34DCC. Sou., No. 22, No. 20, No. 28DCC.
all at 9d. per reel. 2 ozs., No. 22, No. 311, No. 32CC,
6d. per reel. 8ozs. No. 18CC, 8d. per reel, postage
extra.
HEAYBERD Stains transformers. 500/500. 120ma.,

iii

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

Universal model 110 D.C. 200/250 AC/DC. 47/6.

VAUXHALL.-Utility dials and drives complete
with escutcheon, state black or brown, 5/-.
X11 A LL.-DubIller

condensers,

4

or

S

M.F.D. dry electrolytic, 500.Y working, 3/-;
VAU XHALL.-Dubiller or Radiophone tubular
V condensers non -inductive .1, 94..05, 5d.; .002.
.0002, and .0005, 4d. 1 mfd. Nalesbridge, 1/3 ; 2 mid;
2/-; T.C.C. .002 mica, 2,000v. test, 10d. ; .01, 1/-.
VAUXHALL.-Dubiller all values, 1 watt. renstances, 7d.; Clix valveholdera with terminals 5
W.B.,
pin, 76.; 7 pin, 9d.; Continental 7 pin,
4i5 pin. 44d. Post paid, 2/6, or over or C.O.D.
Hui& L.F. Choke 20 henries at
LL.
50 m.a. 6/6. Mains resistances for Universal
50 111.11./.50.V. working, 118; 50 MFD.15V., 1/8.

VUXHAA

salves 2/11.

valve as specified for P.W. Universal
A.C., D.C. Superset 40/- set of four.
VAUXHALL

VAUXHALL -UTILITIES, 163a Strand, London,
W.C.2, over Denny's the Booksellers. Temple

Bar 9338. Send postcard for new lists free.

15 infil. 100v., 25 mid., 25v., 50 infil., 12 v., 1/3.

LUCERNE iron-coredcanned coils, boxed with

circuits, 2/6. Dario transformers 3:1, 2/-.
Microphone transformers, 2;3,
Western Electric

mikes, 2/3.
TRI/ WIND resistances: All values from 100 to
50,000, 31d. Erie resistances, all values, 6d.
GEM Leaks, 4 meg., 1 meg. and 4 meg., 3d.
NVESTINOHOUSE metal rectifiers: H.T.8 and 9,
8/11 ; HJ.10, 10/6 ; L.T.4, 10/6. British
Radiophone transformers : Primary 180v. to 250v.,
secondary, 350-0-350, 4v. 21a, 4v. Ina, screened primary
8,'H.T.5 and 0, 4/9.
G.P.O. Relays, few only at 9/6. 'tubular condensers,
MI, .1 and .02, 4;(1. : .25, 'Si. Chassis valve holders, 4,5 pin, 1/3 half -dozen.
;

EN/ItHe 1 mfd., 1000v. test, 1/-; 2 turd., 1/3 ; 4 mfd.,
1- 750v. test., 2/3. Toggles, 00. Sistoflex, 7yds. 6d.
Screened ilex, 3d. yd. H.F. chokes, 10d. Binocular
chokes, 1/3.

Marconi model 25 pick-ups, 211-.

READY RADIO mica reaction condensers, .0007s,
1/3. Astra differentials, .00015, 14. ('laude Lyons
humdingers, 30 ohms, 1/4.
liaseisiard rheostats.
30 ohms, rt-. Edison potentiometers, 400 °bins, 1;3;
200 ohms, 1/3. Pye S.W. valveholtlers, 4d.

CROMWRLL cabinets, horizontal type, speaker at

side, length 231ns, 6/-. Twin -speaker type, 7 11,
All Walnut finish. Carriage extra. Speaker silk, G.I.
piece.
CflOKES : 40h., 40 ma. and 30h.:10 ma., 4/.. Few

Regeutone Hedgehog type chokes suitable for

eliminators, very efficient:, 3/..
Blit,(10 Y NE Class B three, horizontal cabinet, clock

tuning, listed £6/10/0.

graded 0.1 with 8-P switch, 25,000 graded 9.1 with
2-P switch, 3/6.

NEW Elmo K. 45 Eliminators, 150 v. 20 ma., with
amp, trickle charger, 45/. ; Sonochorde 2,500
ohm speakers, with tapped transformer, 10/6 ; Met Vick 250v. transformers, 4v. 2a 4v. 5a. Input, 200250v., with terminals, 11/-, new ; Varley Pentode
Nichokessnew, 6/..
FREE Gift, value 2s., sent to every postal customer
spending 5 - or over, who mentions THE
PRACTICAL AND AHATEE.:. WittELEss when ordering.

THE following unused set manufacturers' Surplus:
all goods guaranteed perfect ; Immediate delivery.
Aspeakers,

complete with bum -bucking
"MGNAVOX
coil, output transformers, etc. DC152 pin. co ne),
22;6. DC154 (7in. cone), 10/, All with 2,500 or

0,500 ohms fields.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, HT8, 9/6. 11T9, 10/-.
IIT10, LT5, LT4, 10/9. Regentone transformers
for HT8 or HT9, with 4v. 4amp. LT winding, 7/-.
Eliminators, first-class make. Outputs 150v. 25ma,
SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
rectifier, 25/-. AU type with .5 amp, trickle -charger,
30/-. DC type, 12,0.
DU131L11111.or

TCC dry electrolytic condensers

fitords or 4mfds, 500v working, 50411111s, 50v,
200mfds, 10v, 3;3. 50tufils, 15v, and 15mids, 100v,
2'3. 50mfds, 12v. 21-. TCC type "M" condensers,

any value up to .001mfds, 6d. Erie resistances.
matt type, 7d., 2 watt, 1/2, 3 watt, 1/9. Send for
comprehensive list.

WARD, 45, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
'telephone : Holborn 9703.

All10, LTD.-Set. non -mains, Amplion loud-

IN speaker. Motor for charging. Cost £80. Bar2ain £10 or near offer. Call only, Saturdays. 82, Wensleydale Road, Hampton, Middx.

EXPERIMENTER'S APPRECIATION.-Abertleen
Purchaser writes:" Astonished with quality and
value of goods contained in parcel, every article real
value, a Wit at the price." Parcels containing
Wireless Components 40/- value, 5/6. Carriage 1/ -.Taylor's, Radio House, Macaulay Street. Huddersfield.
complete with Rola speaker £6, apply
letter.-S. Perkins, 30, Ipsley Street. Redditch.

S.a)°,

Including Drydex bat-

teries and accumulator, £3/1010 (Carriage forward).

imeg., I meg., 2 meg., all values stated iu
ohms, 441. each; also '2-3 watt. type, 400, 700, 800,
23,000,

1,000, 4,000, 3,000, 6,000, 10,000, 20,000, 941. each;
wire ends.
RADIOPHONE Volume Controls, with switch,
5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 21- ; also 10,000

S.W. chokes, IS..

RITILERMEL P.M. speakers, 'Silo, cone, power or
pentode transformer, listed at 39/0, 17/6.
liotherrnel Midget P.M., Sin. cone, 12;0.
Magnavox
speakers, with humbuckers, l).('.152, 91n. cone, 22/6 ;
D.C.154, 7In. cone, 161-; 2.1500 or 0,500 ohm fields.

MISCELLANEOUS:3.ubiermdiTnognavosti tett, ise, tL...,10, .1,1'. i x

Ilex, 7yds., Gil.

H.
HstLBERT.
HU LBERT for Quality Surplus Speakers at Amazing
Prices.
HULBERT, 6, Conduit Street, W.I. Read below.

If you are requiring realistic reproduction at
remarkably low cost send for one of the following
high grade speakers. Repeat orders are coming ip
daily.

10/6

OrNeyi,elo.,Avre you on D.C. mains.
ONLY.

Rur7letst

If co

6,500

RITE for Trade LLst enclosing heading tool
stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO.. 9, Sandland Street, W.C.1.
(Nearest Station, Holborn Und., first turnips

ott right up Rel Lion Street ).

Holborn 7289.

nnwupectuyreornsesgfptihuse

10/6
best known British makers. energized.
rct,;entpu.is,e0,o,ne r200pe/n240 voe, I t,s,

0 j!.11,1

Mason
Bakelite electric bells, 1;10. Bell

transformers, :101.
siemens himpholtlers, Mass, MI.
Bakelite lampholders, lid. Bell pushes, Bakelite, 1/-.
Bakelite switch plugs, 1'10. Brass or Bakelite switches,
sit. Sunk -witches with plate, 1/-.
UOTA'l'IONS for all kits and components.

I -PRICE CLEARANCE OF CAMCO PORTABLE
CABINETS AT 20/WELL-KNOWN " It iverside " model., soon, i
constructed, beautifully finished, high grade
fittings, lock and key. Body 14 x 14 x
nil 4h.-.
deep.
Supplied with loose fillets, baseboard all
14 x 6 x .I -Kilns. polished wooden panel. Coverts!
in best quality leatherette. Offer only holds while
I

iiniversal transformer as required.
14/ ONLY. Is shave but with Min. 'one. A very
powerful quality speaker capable of handling
large outputs fitted with rigid (Ile cast cone housing.
ONLY as above, but for use as smoothing choke
in A.C. mains circuits, 1,600, 2,200, or 2,500
ohms field.

10/6

ONLY. As above, but with 10in. cone.
14/Brand new manufacturers surplus
moving coil speakers made by one of the
15/6 ONLY.
best known British makers. Permanent magnet
model of high ettieiency with power, pentode, or
universal transformer as required, Sin. conc.
ONLY as above, but with 10In. cone. A
very powerful quality speaker fitted with
18/6
rigid die cast cone housing.

small remaining stock lasts.-The Carrington Masslacturing Co., Ltd., Cameo Works, South Croydon

VALVES

AS above, but with new high efficiency Ain't
magnet, high flax density and wide frequency
response, 8i is coue, power, pentode, or universal transformer.

19/6

withelx0iceni;ticoonaneuyand
,A.cleeaboevoeii bgttitving

24/reproduction.

111

realistic

THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!

2/9 (..)1/11.Y. lirantl new cabinets suitable for above,
35V-

sOpeNallYe

s

amplifiers.
sBrandtiitab Ineefwor PhirtePqeurliliatayeanmt

Usual price, .6/6/0.

speakerssuitA (lit°
'`?
ablenubIssewA___
essnwmorkor spe cial
59/6 OriorBr':,.
quality amplifiers for use on D.C. or 1.0. mains.
rectifying equipment for latter, 17/6 usual price £9
exceptional bargain.
Secure one of these amazing speaker bargains now.
Repeat orders are coming Li daily. Hulbert, 6, Conduit
Stria. W. 1. HU LBERT fa Quality Surplus speakers.
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FREE ADVICE BUREAU

i

COUPON

I

This coupon Is available until February 23, I
1935, and must be attached to all letters con- i
taming queries.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, f
16/2/35.

I
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All About
TELEVISI

NTHE VERY LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS
FOR THE MAN IN
THE STREET
Soon you will be looking in! Read
all about this latest science in the
vital new monthly " PRACTICAL
TELEVISION" published by George
Newnes.
A new series for the
beginner in the March number
explains how you can receive
television, make a visor, adapt
your present receiver, a,,c1 in every
way prepare for the television
programmes.

Other important articles explain
how high -definition programmes

may be received with a disc receiver, how to build a portable
television

receiver and how to

obtain brilliant pictures. There is
also a full summary in simple Ianguage of the Television Committee's
Report, and an A B C of Television,
daylight television, etc., etc.

"PRACTICAL TELE.
VISION" is a paper
OUT NOW

-THE

specially written for the man
in the street.
It gives you
full news of Television person.
alities and programmes, and is
invaluable to every listener.

You must have the March

MARCH

number, out now.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
KEEPS YOU IN TOUCH ft/simple idilgUdpes
W.CE.6

M.W.A.4

.Printed la Great Britain by Newnsa & PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street Ladhrokp °nye,. W.10,
Southampton Street,.. Strand. W. .2. Sole amt. ,tor, Arxtrapa
and xiddhitiod by 0E0101 FAWNER. LTD...
nd New &silted GORDON GoTca. LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL News ROSNER. LTD. Practical lad Amateur
irefris can bo sent to any part of the world, post free, for 17/4 per annum; six months. SM. Tle0syttcti ft
the General Pelt Ofli. e fur Transmission by Canadian Magazine rota.

alirbo-wkavo

4

I tactical and Amateur II ireles4, leettruary 23rd, 1935.

TELEVISION FOR ALL

NEW SERIES

ertha gy F.J. CAMM
" GEORGE

N EWNES
tti ication,
AMID

AMATEUR TELEVISION

IMP184

Mr. Camm's Choice

STENTORIAN
.

.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD., RADIO WORKS, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.
A DV?.
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KINGS OF THE AIR

COSSOR
for

UNIFORMITY
EFFICIENCY
DEPENDABILITY
DUE to their low infer -electrode capacity

and high conductance, these Cossor

valves are capable of very high stable
amplification.

Like all Cossor Valves uni-

formity of characteristics is assured by strict

adherence to laboratory principles during

manufacture and the use of the famous
Cossor Mica Bridge.

-2

COSSOR 210 V.P.T.

COSSOR 210 S.P.T.

COSSOR 210 P.O.

Filament Volts Filament Current lamps.)
Mut. Conductance
Max. Anode Volts
-

Filament Volts
.1
Filament Current (amps.) 1.3 m.a.:v.
Mut. Conductance
- 150
Max. Anode Volts

Filament Volts Filament Current (amps.) Mod. Anode Voltage (max.)
Screen Voltage (max.)
Mod. Grid Voltage (Variable)
Osc. Anode Voltage (max.)

Max. Aux. Grid Volts

PRICE

-

2
.1

1.1 111.a. V.

- 150
-

-

80

13/6

FREE!

Max. Aux. Grid Volts

PRICE

book packed with useful and
information - latest circuits technical terms-how a ' super' works, etc.
Send now.

PLEASE USE COUPON

80

13/6

PRICE

2

-

.1

- 150
-

80
0-9

- 150

18/6

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.J.
Please send me free of charge, a copy of the Cossor
40 -page Wireless Bcok.

A NEW WIRELESS BOOK
A 40 -page
interesting

-

-

Name
Address

B.V.34 MAO. 2.312i.
ak) 638a

February 23rd, 1935
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Technical ,S,41-:

W. J. Delaney, H. J. Barton Chaople, Wh.9ch.,

Feb. 23rd, 1935.

Frank Preston.

B.Sc.,

ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
first microphone appearance on Febru-

Two Victorian Plays
AVICTORIAN double bill will be

broadcast to National listeners on February 26th, and in the Regional programme
on February 27th. This will consist of two

ary 28th in the AI idland programme. The
Choir was formed in 1922. The present
conductor has had thirty years' experience
of conducting male voice choirs.

for their musical abilities as for their

interesting personalities, and they are in
each case the real itinerant musician who
thinks nothing of travelling to Brighton in
summer to play his instrument at the Races.

successful plays which were staged about
fifty years ago. The first, " The Lottery " At the Langleys "
TiNsecond of the topical series, " At
Ticket," is a farce, and the second, " The
e La ri.gleys," written by a panel of local
Siege of Lucknow," a melodrama. Both

" The Farming Year "

Royal, Memory Lane."

whose fate it is to live in towns and large

THE first of a new series of programmes,

entitled "The Farming Year," will
are being adapted and presented by M. journalists, will be given for Midland be given on March 2nd for listeners in the
Wilson Disher. In the radio version the listeners on March 1st. And on the follow- West. It is not to be imagined, however,
presentation will give listeners the impres- ing day, March 2nd, the Regional Revellers, that this programme is for farmers only,
sion that the broadcast is being relayed presented by Mason and Armes, give one but for all listeners who are interested in
country life, particularly perhaps those
from an imaginary theatre, " The Theatre of their entertaining programmes.

" The Mystery of the Temple "

AN interesting play bearing thlti title
which will be broadcast in the

Regional programme on February 21st and
Nationally on February 22nd, is an authentic
historical play based upon the great

mystery of the fate of the Dauphin, who

TELEVISION!
New series
tative

of

articles

authorispecially

was the son of Marie Antoinette and

written for the beginner.

Dauphin was the heir to the throne of
France and great mystery surrounds his
death. Some people say he died in the

See page 819

the Dauphin, who was smuggled out of
prison and another boy put in his place.

ALL Queries ( Radio and
Television) answered Free!

Louis XVI, both of whom were guillotined
The
during the French Revolution.

,Temple, but there is evidence to show that
although a little boy did die there it was not

The mystery has never really been cleared

up, but in this play, which has been
specially written

for

broadcasting

+

+

+

by

Norman Edwards, the author has offered
a reasonable solution based upon authentic
historical memoirs.

B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra

Variety Programme from Huddersfield.

This first programme will deal with the actual
time when spring is in the air and lambs are
beginning to skip upon the meadows.

" Workaday World "
THE. fifth talk in the series called
" Workaday World " will be broad-

cast to listeners in the West on February

26th, when R. H. S. Crossman will discuss
with H. A. Marquand some of the problems
raised by A. J. Bowron in the previous talk.
This talk is one of a series of twelve about
the problems confronting industry in Wales

and the south west of England. They
will discuss generally the relevance of

Socialist theories to modern industrial
economic problems.

" On the Road "
will remember the talk given

LISTENERS
by Philip Allingham in the " Rolling

AN excerpt from the variety bill will Stones " series, and will consequently look

be relayed to Northern listeners from forward to a further talk entitled " On the
Road," to be broadcast by this speaker on
February 28th in the National programme.

'THE concert to be given in Birmingham the Palace Theatre, Huddersfield, on
1 Town Hall, on February 27th, when February 27th. The bill includes Herbert
Dr. Adrian Boult conducts the B.B.C. Cave and Lilian Denton (vocal duettists),
Symphony Orchestra of a hundred and Reg Radcliffe (xylophone), Jack Herbert
nineteen players, is being broadcast on the and Cyril Halton (cross -talk comedians), and
The Symphony Gladys Clark (whistling vocalist).
National wavelength.
chosen is Brahms' No. 4. Ravel's " Bolero "
is to be given in response to general request,

cities. " The Farming Year " will attempt to
build up a. picture of the farmers' interests
and activity at different seasons of the year.

"West Country Gazette "

In this talk Mr. Allingham will describe
Appleby Show, which is really a horse
show. In this he will give a description
of the tribes of gypsies who gather round
the place, and will illustrate his talk with
good examples of Romany language, and

in view of the fact that its brilliance can
fifth issue of " West Country queer phrases and words.
only be brought out by a very large or- THGazette," the popular erratic periodi-

cal, will be given for Western listeners on Concert from Belfast
THE last concert of the season will be
February 27th. One of the novelties in
The Melbourne Male Voice Choir this issue will be the Music Notes, which
relayed to Northern Ireland listeners
THIS well-known choir, which has won will take the rather unusual form of an from Wellington Hall, Belfast, on March 2.
over forty prizes at festivals, including interlude by some Bristol street musicians. The soloists will be Mabel Ritchie
three first p-izes at Leicester, is to have its These men have been chosen, not so much (soprano) and Albert Sammons (violin).
chestra.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
To Complicate Identification ?
THE policy adopted by the Continental

stations of broadcasting for the
benefit of their neighbours is not simplifying
the task of identification by British
listeners. Bucarest now transmits talks

chappij), and will include on its hoard

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

directors of the four Associations (A.V.R.O..
V.A.R.A., N.C.R.V., and K.R.O.) at present

responsible for the programmes.
however, . that although Germany has
secured a greater number of licensed

New York's Lady Announcer

in the Magyar language, destined to its listeners, only 9.43 per cent. of the populaTHE National Broadcasting Company
tion possess wireless receivers.
of America has engaged the wellTHE KING'S RECORD
In this respect Denmark still known actress, Elsie Janis, as radio anIto tops the bill with 16.23 per
nouncer at the WEAF studio, New York.
cent., followed by Great
Britain with 14.66 per cent.

Boosting Up Another Swiss Station

Marseilles -Realtor to test

FOLLOWING
the Beromunster transmitter, by
which it now ranks as a 100 kilowatter, the
Sottens station is to be taken in hand with
a view to doubling its power. The work

in April
THE first of the French
State high -power trans-

mitters (120 kilowatts) now
in course of construction in
the immediate neighbour-

hood of Marseilles, is rapidly
nearing completion. It will
carry out its tests from April

to June and will be opened

improvements made to

will be carried out in August. A report
from Geneva states that Sottens will again
be increased to 100 kilowatts later in the
year.

Alteration in Wavelength

The

has been found impossible to
AS synchronise
the broadcasts of the

of both home and foreign
commercial aircraft services.

They Learn Something to Their

officially in

August.

it

wavelength allotted to this new 16 kilowatter at Torun (Poland) with
station is 400.5 metres (749 those of Cracow on the same channel,
ke,113.).
namely, 304 metres (986 kc/s.), the latter
station has moved to 293.5 metres (1,022
New Wavelengths for ke,'s.), which, although not allotted to
Poland, is only used by a small Spanish
Aerodromes
IN view of the development transmitter.

the Signals Department of

Advantage

the British Air Ministry has
EVERY week, in the Swedish broadcasts,
obtained the extra channel of
a bulletin is transmitted in which the
363 kilocycles (827 metres), State seeks missing heirs. Thanks to this
borrowed temporarily from feature, in forty-nine cases of unsettled
the aircraft beacon band. legacies seventeen persons have learnt
This will enable arrange- something to their advantage.
ments to be made for using
ultimately 363 kilocycles for Radio versus Telephone
Continental traffic whilst reSTATISTICS recently published in
The King's voice cut more than seven miles of wax when serving 348 kilocycles (862
Berlin show that during recent years
records of his Empire Speech were made at " His Master's metres) for the home airbroadcasting has made so many recruits
Voice!! studios.
planes.
that at the end of 1934 there were in the
Hungarian minorities ; and Radio -Trieste, Stand by for New Interval Signals entire country three times snore licensed
which already broadcasts in Slav and Greek
far the French State has left the radio listeners than telephone subscribers.
for inhabitants on the other side of the SOselection
of interval signals to the
Adriatic, has also added Magyar to its list care of the individual
studios, and few of
of languages. Talks in this tongue are them have found practical means for
given by the Italian station between making their stations known to listeners.
G.M.T. 18.30 and 18.45 almost daily.
A scheme is under discussion for providing

official signals to all transmitters in the
PTT network, and it is expected that they
NOTWITHSTANDING its many pro- will consist of a series of musical chords
mises to construct a 120 -kilowatt representing excerpts of folk songs popular
station at Rennes-Thourie for operation in each district.
during 1935, it is now reported in Paris
that, far from proceeding with the building, Radio-Breta gne
the site has not yet been definitely acquired.
It is hardly likely that this super -power I INDER this call you will now hear
transmitter will be launched on the ether 1/4) Rennes PTT on 288.5 metres (1,040

French State Disappoints Listeners

before 1937.

Several different names have been
used recently, including Radio PTT Ouest,
kc/s.).

but it has nbw been decided that as the
are ¢o be installed at Rennes.
FOLLOWING the example set by Paris studios
and Angers, Radio -Bretagne will
in the underground electric railway, Nantes,
the Prague authorities have equipped the cover all without arousing local jealousy.
local tramway cars with microphone and
loud -speaker in order to permit the con- Proposed Dutch Radio Reorganisaductor to wane inside passengers of aption

Loud -speakers in Trams

.

proaching stopping -places.

SLEEVE 11-1 [IS
Problem No. 127

Out of curiosity Jackson decided to make
up a one -valve receiver with all home-made
parts, He accordingly made the condensers,
coils, grid leak and condenser and H.F. choke

and tried out the circuit. He found, however,

11

1

but oscillat ion ma.. taking place even with the
react ion condenser at zero, and in an endeavour
1,, tied the cause he disconnected the leads t
the react ion condenser, but the receiver veil

oscillated. NVItat was the reason? Mite,
I took, will he awarded. for the first thr,'
correct -Mut ions opened. Envelopes should be
marke,I Problem No. 127 and must be addressed
to The Editor, PRA( TICAL AND AMATEI

WIPELLSS, (;e). Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Soul ti amp( oil Street,
St ra1111,
London,

Entries must be received by the first

post

Monday.

.

ANEW Bill will shortly be presented to

the Dutch Parliament to permit the
Interesting Statistics
State control of the broadcasting system
ON January 1st, 1935, Great Britain in that country. It is likely that a new
possessed 6,780,570 listeners, Ger- company will be formed to take over the
many 6,142,921, and Denmark 568,175. transmitters ; in this the State will be
The increase for the preceding year was interested to the extent of 60 per cent. of
respectively 13.6 per cent., 21.6 per cent., the capital. It is to be called Nozema
end 6.2 per cent. It is interesting to note, (Nederlandsche Omroep ?sender Maats-

Solution to Problem No. 126
When S1111111,1: connected

the two leads front

bi-

speaker to the pielimp terminals he joined the lonti
the terminal joined to the grid
carrying II.T. supply
of the input vats e, iiil consequent ly t he applicat ittin of
a large positive fmt cut MI to the. grid ',reveille, the
valve from fiinet tonne:. The first three correct solutions opened in re -fleet of Problem No. 123 were from

the nndenncutionel readers, and books are being

forwarded t o t hew : H. W. Forrest, 10, Primrose Croft,

Hall Green, Birmingham; A. Joyce, 31, ltam-tgato

Road, Margate; E. J. White, 118, Beech Hill bane,
Wigan, Lanes.

(Pei)
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IMPORTANT NEW SERIES

TELEVISION FOR ALL -2
THE propo,a1 to ',tart during the latter
part of this year a high -definition
television service appears to have

caused a measure of misunderstanding
among certain readers, especially in so far

as it applies to the receiving end.

What H.D. Television Reception Involves

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

This

is unfortunate, and it is the purpose of this
article to show briefly what is involved.

First of all, it can be stated with every
degree of emphasis that the new high -

MIRROR HOUSED

IN HINGED LID

definition television service is to be entirely

distinct and separate from the existing

CATHODE RAY

broadcasting service now provided by the

TUBE

B.B.C. and Continental stations. The
present service of aural broadcasts is a
form of entertainment designed to appeal
wholly to the ear. Also, the signals arc
radiated on the medium and long wavebands, which all existing (and future)

had been done to ensure the embracing of a

sideband approaching that just quoted.
Here, then, is the first departure from -

a commercially -made set, the advent of

H.D. television, should in no way alter

broadcast working involved by high -definition television reception. It will necessitate

those plans.

The Position Defined

the assimilation of new ideas concerning

The contemplated television service will
in no way require the scrapping of present
or anticipated broadcast receivers. The

the operation of sets, coupled with the
amplification of signals with megacycle
frequencies, yet eschewing any form of
amplitude or phase distortion. This, at

aural radio programme service will con-

tinue as at present, and even extend its
scope by improving the stations and
making every effort to provide freedom

first sight, appears an almost impossible

task when it is remembered t hat our present

radio sets are considered " high fidelity"

from sideband interference.
When the proposed high -definition

entertainment requiring a dual set (it
must receive both vision and .sound

signals) and working on the

ultra -

short wave -lengths. This set will be
characterised by a design completely
different from broadcast receivers, and
furthermore, requires vision equipment

so that the pictures can be seen and
heard in the home, as and when the
" signals are on the air." Whereas
the present sound programmes are
designed to meet the case of " blind"
listening and do not require any con-

centrated effort (that is, one can eat or

work with a pleasant musical background) with the new television
service one must, of necessity, bring
the senses of sight and hearing into
sympathetic concentration on to the
programme which is provided to obtain the maximum value from it.

New Transmitting Medium
It is to be hoped that these few
preceding remarks will clarify the
minds of all readers who were unable to

appreciate to the full what was meant
by the findings of the recent Television

Committee. Now let us see how the
advent of television is going to open
up an entirely new vista and provide
a new constructional and interesting
pastime to supplement that already
given by the present " practical wire-

would mean that a sideband extending
from about 200 to 500 metres .would be
required. Every other station working
between these two wavelengths would,
therefore have to close down, which is,

although these waves had been employed
previously for sound messages, nothing

journal, or alternatively desires to purchase

entirely separate and distinct form of

extends from zero to well over two million
cycles. If any attempt was made to radiate
this from, say, the London National station.
which at present transmits the low -definition or thirty -line television service, it

and in consequence it gave birth to an
entirely new technique, namely ultra short -wave transmission and reception ;
that is, working below 10 metres. Now

templates making any set featured in this

the medium of the first station which is
to be built in London, it will provide an

four horizontal to three vertical, the frequency involved in the resultant signal

of course, ridiculous to contemplate.
This situation had to be faced, however,

broadcast radio sets are capable of receiving.
If, therefore, any reader is building or con-

television service becomes available through

of 240 lines, having twenty-five images per
second and a picture ratio of approximately

Fig.

2.-

A cathoderay tube. mounted so that
the image can be seen in a mirror accommodated

in the hinged lid.

ones when they do not " cut off " at 10,000

cycles. It is, however, proposed to go into

this matter very thoroughly at some future
date, and so prepare the way for all those
readers who intend to avail themselves of
t he new service.

Two Sets Required.
Since these very low wavelengths cor-

respond to extremely high frequencies

it is possible to have two stations on
quite neighbouring wavelengths. This
is a great advantage when it is borne
in mind that two separate radio trans-

mitters are required for the radiation of
both the vision and sound signals. As

an example, it can be mentioned that

with one experimental service, the
vision is radiated on a wavelength of
7.0 metres, while the acemnpanying
sound is sent out on a wavelength of

8.5 metres.
Two quite separate sets are required

in order to take full advantage of the
service and for convenience these will

be housed in the same cabinet. An

example of the Baird Co's. commercial

form of this arrangement is shown in
two sets of controls being

Fig. 1.

available for the separate receivers.
Once the scheme of things has been
mastered the sets will be found quite

simple to operate.
The aerial is of the " dipole " type
(half a wavelength in height), and consists of a straight stiff wire which for
preference should be mounted vertically

on a mast on the roof of the house. If
this is impossible, or inconvenient,
quite strong signals will be secured if
less."
the dipole is positioned on the side of
The first point to consider is that of Fig. 3.-Employing a large cathode-ray tube mounted the house, or even in the room. In the
the medium used for propagating the vertically so that the television.images can be watched as case of the last named, experiments
signals from transmitter to " looker." mirror reflections, this modern instrument is ideal for must be made on site to determine t
With the proposed television definition
home entertainment.
best position for optimum results.
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The Vision Side
Both the receivers should derive the

Another
Method

In sonic cases,
whole of their power from the mains and,
of course, associated with the vision set is especially when
the equipment which makes the signals the cathode-raycathode
visible to the eye. At present the only tube is of a much
suitable:device for really satisfactory high - larger size to give
definition television images is the cathode- an increase in

ray tube.. This is used in the receiver, image area dimenshown in Fig. 1, being supported in a sions, it is found

horizontal position in the top compartment more convenient
so that the pictures can be built up on the to mount the
front fluorescent screen. The set shown cathode -my tube
has an actual image portrayed on the in a vertical posiscreen, the size being Sins. wide by bins. tion. The scheme
high, while the colour is almost black and is shown by the
cut-out pictorial
white.
of Fig. 2.
The picture on tubes of this nature diagram
The electrode sysis sufficiently brilliant to be seen in any tem is near the
(speeripIly developed for television purposes)

ordinary room with normal lighting,
'although obviously the effect is improved
by dimming the illumination. A control is

base of the cabinet,

while the
belled out screen

of the glass
available for varying picture contrast to end
is held in a
suit individual taste, while another adjusts bulb
frame at the top. Fig. I. -A Baird compound vision and sound receiver employing
the average brilliance.
a
When not in use
cathode-ray tube.
In Fig. 3 is illustrated another form of the cabinet lid is
the same type of set, giving a 12in. by closed, but for reception purposes the hinged
When the set is tuned in, the image
9in. picture with the cathode-ray tube lid is raised 45 degrees so that a view of formed on the screen is seen as a reflection
mounted vertically, while the two sets the top of the tube can be seen in a mirror in the mirror.
for sound and vision are housed in the held in the lid recess by anyone seated in
Auxiliary Equipment.
front of the apparatus.
one cabinet.
So far we have dealt with the transmitting medium, the dual. sets and the

cathode-ray tube, but a reference must now

be made to what can be regarded as

LEAD TO DI -POLE AERIAL

auxiliary equipment. In passing, however,

1030ULATION ELECTRODE
CATHODE

GUN

bear in mind that since the sound trans-

DEFLECTOR PLATES

mitted suffers no artificial frequency cut off,
such as of necessity is imposed on broadcast
transmissions, it is possib!e to obtain quite

CATHODE-RAY TUBE

TELEVISION
PICTURE

APERTURE

FRONT

undistorted reproduction provided that the
loud -speaker used is capable of responding
to the high frequencies involved.
Reverting now to the cathode-ray tube,

it must be remembered that an electrical
device is required in order to make the

end of the electron beam striking the
II

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

SOUND RADIO
RECEIVER

CONTROLS

II
V I S:ON RADIO
RECEIVER

fluorescent screen scan across its area in a
manner identical to that being undertaken
by electrical or mechanical methods at the
transmitting end.
This equipment is
known as a double time base.
Essentially, it is an electrical circuit
which produces a progressively -increasing
electrostatic or electromagnetic field under
the influence of which the electrons (nega-

tively charged particles) move, say, from
right to left. This gives a visible trace as a
horizontal line on the tube's screen, and at
the end of this scan the circuit is " triggered " so that the field collapses and the
beam flies back to the other side. This
process is repeated and continues all the

time reception is being undertaken, the
triggering effect being controlled to take

place at the correct instantby the incoming
high frequency synchronising impulse.

At the same time as this left to right
causes the beam to move from the top
scan is working, a second triggered circuit

to the bottom of the scanned area and at a
predetermined moment flies back to the
initial position to start all over again. This
TO MAINS

POWER PACKS AND
DOUBLE 'TIME BASES

Fig. 4.-A

LOUDSPEAKER

pictorial sketch of a complete cathode-ray tube receiver, showing the internal
construction.

is the low frequency scan which depends on
the picture repetition frequency (2.3 in the
proposed service) while the high frequency
is controlled by the degree of definition in
the picture (6,000 in the proposed service).
Finally, we have the power packs to supply
the requisite accelerating and focusing
voltages to the appropriate tube electrodes.
Here we are concerned with relatively high

voltages but infinitesimal currents, so the
word " power " is rather of a misnomer. In
any case, the whole of the equipment once
installed needs no further adjustments.
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THE PORTABLE

Some Useful Refinements and Methods of :adapting a Portable Receiver
so as to Increase Its Range of Usef ulness.
By W. J. DELANEY
THOUSANDS of listeners rely, for their

broadcast entertainment, upon the
portable type of receiver. The
reason for this is to be found in the fact
that it functions satisfactorily without an
external aerial or earth, and that it may bo

and the .usual attention should be paid to

insulation, etc. To attach the lead-in to the
receiver, there are two alternative methods,

and these are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the first method, a small condenser

having a value up to .0003 mfd. is joined to

transported easily from room to room. the grid terminal of the first valve -holder,
Transportability is the main feature under- and the lead-in is attached to the remaining
lying the design of this type of receiver, terminal of the condenser. If a pre-set
and consequently the usual aerial and earth type of condenser is used, it may be adjusted
have to be discarded in its design. As to provide the required degree of selectivity,
probably every listener knows, the signals and thus it should be mounted so that it
are picked up by a winding of wire arranged may be adjusted without removing the
inside the portable cabinet, and in addition back or'other part of the receiver.

,.

EARTH

Fig. 2.-An alternative method of adding an

aerial is to wind a few turns of wire
The second method is to use a loose - external
the framework of the portable end to
coupled winding, consisting of four or five round
terminals on an insulated block
turns of wire, wound round the cabinet provide twofor
acrid and earth.
immediately over the internal winding,
with terminals attached to a small piece A Useful Direction Finder
of insulating material and joined to the
When the portable is used in its normal
ends of this winding. The aerial should be condition, it is of great assistance in the
joined to one of these terminals, and the location of a weak transmission if the exact
earth to the remaining terminal. If the direction of the station is known, so that the
first method is employed, the earth should whole of the operator's attention may be
be joined to the negative (-) terminal on concentrated upon accurate tuning. For

the L.T. accumulator.

this purpose you require a fairly large-scale

map of Europe and a small device which was
Loss of Directional Property
introduced by Messrs. Heayberd
The attachment of an external aerial recently
for the use of motorists. This consigts of a

will remove the directional property of the

Fig. 1.-An external aeria may 6e added to

the portable by connecting a low -capacity condenser to the first grid terminal. A pre-set
condenser will prove a useful substitute for the

self-contained aerial, and thus it will not small compass fitted with a rubber suction
be necessary to turn the receiver about cap, by means of which it may headily be
for different stations. It was mentioned attached to the portable cabinet. It must
be affixed to the side ,of the cabinet across

ivreevAL oceweAt-amt.

broken lines. Upon the map mark your
own location.as accurately as possible, and
then when a desired station is required it is

to its function as a " frame " aerial, this
also has to act as the first tuned circuit.

a simple matter to lay a rule or other
straight -edge on the map and ascertain
the direction in which the station lies.

It cannot, therefore, in any form of modifica-

tion be .disposed of without connecting
a coil in its place.

Frame -Aerial Limitations
There are two main limitations to the
small frame aerial. Firstly, it will only
" pick up " fairly powerful signals ; and
secondly, it will only respond to signals
which are coming from a certain direction.
The first -mentioned limitation renders it
necessary to employ a larger number of
valves for a given range than would be Fig. 3.-To assist in accurately orientating the
required if an external aerial were used, portable, a compass is invaluable. In . this
whilst the second point renders it necessary

to turn the receiver about in order to hear

illustration the novel suction -grip Heayberd
accessory is shown in position over the internal

in mind, how can the user of a portable

aerial indicated by the broken lines.

Bearing these two points

obtain better results ?

indicated in Fig. 3, where a typical receiver

is shown with, the frame indicated by

fixed condenser shown in the sketch.

various stations.

which passes the frame, and this point is

The portable should then be rotated until
the required direction is seen behind the
vertical line on the front of the compass.

and you have a reasonable certainty of
being able to hear the station if it is within
range of the receiver.
The majority of portables are provided

with a 'turn.table on the base, but where

such a device -is not fitted one can be
(Continued on cage 840)
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Firstly, he can make

in the opening paragraphs that one of the
use of a normal external aerial and/or limitations of the portable is the small
earth ; secondly, he can adopt some indiof energy which is picked up, andFELT
Ehr
cating device to enable him to ascertain to
to overcome this the circuit employed 143.0/4iy_s- 7,ete the correct direction in which to turn the generally makes use of a large amount. of .72 b fLE SCREWED
receiver for a given station ; and, thirdly, he H.F. amplification, and it becomes unnecescan modify the internal arrangement of the sary to adopt sharply -tuned or selective

parts or circuit in order to bring an old circuits, owing to the directional property
receiver up to date.
of the aerial. Therefore, the use of the

Using an External Aerial

UNOER SiOE OF

Caeiticr

SURFACES hve0.4-

rAcr TFEA rep 11')v-/
external aerial may very probably introduce &Ant
LEAD

trouble owing to the fiat tuning of the
Dealing with these points in the order various circuits, and a certain amount of
given, the first obvious improvement is to care will be necessary in choosing the Fig. 4,-A simple but &eel las turntable
make use of an external aerial of orthodox

man

size of the aerial, and of the coupling be con:owed from four discs of plywood aril
design in order to increase the range of the condenser or winding. Owing to the a piece of dosed rod as shown here. Note the
receiver. The aerial should be erected with intricacy of design of the average portable,
all the care that would be expended over the it is unwise to attempt to modify the H.F.

erection of an aerial for a normal receiver,

side of the circuit.

black lead to reduce friction, and the felt at the
bottom to prevent damage to tables or other.
surfaces.
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IRCUITSANDS_
The Circuit Described is for an Ultra short -wave Converter Suitable for
Reception on Wavelengths Below 12

FOR

metres.

ALL

meter instead of directly to earth. It will

be evident that the variable condenser

normally used to tune the high -frequency

The valve actually used is an H.F.

valve must also be disconnected, since
the secondary of the I.F. transformer is
pre -tuned by means of a semi -variable
condenser attached to it.

pentode, and it operates on the anodeelivbend system, this generally proving
.11"44j1 P
better on the very short wavelengths.
THE recent, developments in television The tuning and reaction circuits are pretty
as usual, but the condensers used in
have shown that ultra -short waves much
t hese circuits are naturally of very low value,

7-

The Principal Components

are essential for the transmission
of vision programmes of the high -definition that used for tuning having a maximum

Contrary to what has been the general
practice in this series of articles, it is not

shortly be television programmes transmitted on wavelengths below 10 metres,
and for this reason every constructor and
experimenter will naturally wish to build

choice to the constructor, who will be able
to make use of many parts that happen to

kind.

proposed to give a complete list of the
parts required, but rather to leave the

of 35 m.mfds., and the reaction conIt is also certain that there will capacity
denser having a capacity of 100 m.mfds.

Both of these condensers may be Eddystone
" Microdensers," although for experimental
purposes it is quite permissible to use a pair
of good neutrodyne condensers. The diffi-

be on hand. A few notes are perhaps

desirable, however, especially in connection

in advance some kind of receiver that will culty when using the latter is that the set
be suitable for use when those programmes
commence. Readers will no doubt remem- cannot be calibrated, although it will be
ber that the Television Committee reported just as satisfactory for the reception of
that a complete sound -vision receiver would, occasional transmissions such as are made
amateurs on about 5 metres.
at first, cost between £50 and £80, but the by several
condensers will also be perfectly satisconstructor will naturally be able to indulge The
in looking -in for a much smaller expenditure factory for the reception of a single tele-

than this.

vision transmission.

For Use with S.G. Receivers

150 Kc. I.F.

with the coils. Those can be obtained as
a complete set (wound with copper tubing)
from Eddystone ; they are supplied complete with stand, which holds them well
clear of the baseboard or chassis, in two
interchangeable types. One set is for

wavelengths between approximately 4.5
and 6.5 metres, and the other is for wavelengths between about 8 and 11 metres.
Alternatively, an experimental coil can be
made by winding 16 -gauge tinned copper
wire on a lin. paxolin tube. About four

The anode circuit of the valve is rather
Eventually, it will almost certainly
from that generally employed
become desirable to have two receivers, different
a short-wave converter, since an I.F.
one for sound and another for vision, but in for
is used in place of the customary
the early stages the average amateur will transformer
be quite content to receive the vision medium- and long -wave H.F. choke. The

turns will be required for the grid winding,

and three for reaction, whilst the aerial
coupler should consist of a single turn.

Each of the three windings should be separated. from its neighbour by about 4in., and

used is more satisfactory,
separately, if only for experimental pur- arrangement
poses. The first question that besets him although it does make it necessary to make
slight alteration to the wiring of the
is in connection with how a reliable ultra - a
receiver when the converter is in use. As
short -wave set can be built for a minimum to
the I.F. transformer itself, this should be
of expenditure. And it is fairly obvious
that the simplest method is to build an
/00.000 ONAo5 (Nor W/RE-1.124.4NO)

the turns must be made quite rigid by

keeping the wire as taut as possible while
winding. In winding, the individual turns
should be kept about }in.

adaptor or converter for use in conjunction

with the existing broadcast receiver. Of

the two types of " add-on " units the

converter is to be preferred. As most

0 ,250
.---0-11r*

readers are aware, the object of a converter
is to change an existing " straight "
broadcast receiver into a short-wave
superheterodyne, and for this to be possible
the receiver must be provided with at least
one stage of high -frequency amplification.
The H.F. amplifier then functions at inter-

/Fr C

firms for the

E

is generally necessary to employ a pentagrid

required, and both of
-ie. H.7:-. these should be non -inductive and of good
make. The- H.F. choke

must be of suitable type

C 8-

for under -10 -metre work-

T

Simple Frequency Changing
The single valve used in the converter
functions as a frequency changer or, in
other words, as a combined first detector
and oscillator. On the broadcast bands it

as arc supplied by many

purpose.
) Recz,,,,,t
7.5
Two fixed condensers are

mediate frequency, the detector and L.F.
stages behaving as before, with the excep-

tion that the detector really becomes the
second detector.

a part.
The valve -holder should
be of the special low -loss
short-wave type, and
should preferably be
mounted on supports such

J

ing and can, if desired,
Z " be made by winding 2,5
LT turns of 24 -gauge d.c.c.
wire on a bin. diameter
paxolin tube; the turns

The circuit of the ultra -short-wave converter described. should be spaced by wind-

ing a length of stout linen

tuned to a fairly high intermediate fre- thread on the former along with the wire.

or similar valve for frequency changing, quency, and the Colvern 150-kc. com-

but on short waves an ordinary triode, ponent is advised.
S.G., or H.F. pentode valve is perfectly
In order to connect the converter to the
satisfactory. A simple, though effective, first (H.F.) valve of the receiver the two
circuit for a converter of the type under leads from the grid winding of the first coil
discussion is reproduced on this page, and should be disconnected, and the correit will be seen that the arrangement sponding connections from the secondary
differs only slightly from that employed winding of the I.F. transformer joined to
for an ordinary short-wave converter. grid and earth respectively. When the

It is scarcely necessary to point out that

when the converter is in use the tuning

circuits of the receiver must be adjusted to
the same wavelength as that to which the

I.F. transformer is tuned -2,000 metresbut the optimum tuning position can
easily be found by trial.
In many
respects it might be better to employ an
intermediate frequency of 450 ke. or so,

The main difference is that the aerial first valve is of the variable -mu type one but this is impracticable, because the
coupling coil is " open-ended " ; that is, end of the secondary will, of course, be average broadcast receiver will not tune
it is not connected at its lower end.
joined to the volume -control potentio- to 450 Ice. (approx. 700 metres).
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HALF-HOUR
By FRANK PRESTON
IN the first article of this series the question
of tone control was touched upon, and
methods of applying tone control to the
loud -speaker were explained and illustrated.
As was pointed out in that article, the idea
of controlling or correcting the tone between
the output terminals of the receiver and the

speaker is not the best, although it

....... ....... .......

.

....... ......... -i.

of the two components in series is just the

i A Number of Interesting Experi- ; same as that of the pre-set condenser,
except that a wider variation is possible.
Connection with Tone i The condenser acts as a resistance to high t menus in
frequency currents, the resistance being
Control are Described in this
1

i Eleventh Article

of

the

Series i

lower to higher frequencies. Actually, the
resistance-" impedance " is a more correct

word-of a .005-mfd. condenser to fre-

is

frequently most convenient. It is actually attenuation of the higher frequencies, or quencies of 6,000 cycles per second (equifar more satisfactory to apply the control in other words, that the side -bands arc valent to the first harmonic of the top note
of the clarinet) is 5,000 ohms, whilst its
at an earlier stage in the set, since it then " cut."
resistance to frequencies of 150 cycles (about
has a more pronounced effect, and the losses

introduced are not so great. The latter In the Detector Circuit

There are various methods of modifying

the tone by altering the detector circuit,

and one of the simplest is by changing the

CARD-

BOARD

BOBBIN

impedance of the anode circuit. 'Thus, if
resistance -capacity coupling is used between

the detector and the following L.F. valve

a

certain measure of tone control can be effected

by using a variable resistance in place of

the fixed one connected in the anode circuit ;
the idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. The value

of the resistance for use with the average

CORE
SOFT -IRON

T. 2.000T.

WIRES

detector valve should be about 50,000 ohms,

2,300 TURNS 38 GAUGE

or appreciably higher than the optimum Fig. 4.-Showing how the T.C. choke shown
load (approximately twice the A.C. impedin Fig. 3 can easily be made.
ance of the valve). As the value of the
resistance is varied from maximum to the average finale -speaking voice) is about
Fig.

not very good
The anode -coupling
variable, so that the anode

1.-A simple,

thoug_h

system of tone control.
resistance is

load may be changed.

minimum, it will be noticed that reproduc-

different matter when ono wishes to raise
the pitch. Nevertheless, this is possible
by making use of the opposite effects to

point may not be quite clear until it is
pointed out that when tone control is
applied in the output circuit of the receiver a

It has been
stated that the impedance of a condenser is
inversely proportional to the frequencf, and
it should be added that the impedance of a
choke coil is proportional to frequency.
This was pointed out iL the previous article
on tone control to which reference has been
those produced by a condenser.

portion of the amplified signal current is
wasted. On the other hand, if correction

or control comes before the L.F. amplifier,

only the " useful " portion of the signal
energy is amplified.

Pre-L.F. Tone Control
There is still another point, which is that

a smaller change in the circuit characteristics

is required in the pre-L.F. stages to bring

200,000 ohms.

tion gradually becomes higher pitched. Raising the Pitch
This is by no means a satisfactory method
It will be seen from what has been written
.001 MFO.
HI+ that it is a very simple matter to lower
the tone of reproduction, but it is rather a

made above, and it might be added that

DET.R-

Fig. 2.-Another simple method of tone control
applied to the detector anode circuit.

the inipedance of a

2 -henry .iron -cored

(Continued overleaf

50,000 R

about any particular change in the tone
of reproduction. It follows from this that of tone control in other than superhet
if a considerable amount of correction is circuits, because the alteration in the
required, it can only be obtained by dealing resistance affects the control of reaction.
with the circuits prior to the L.F. amplifier.
A simpler and more effective arrange-

It is not always realised, although it is ment, and also one that may be applied
perfectly true, that the pitch, or tone, of whether resistance capacity or transformer
loud -speaker reproduction can be modified coupling is employed, is that shown in
by altering the constants in practically any

Fig. 2.

Here a .001-mfd. pre-set condenser

one of the receiver stages. That is, by is wired in parallel with the anode -circuit
making changes in the high -frequency, " load " (resistance, choke, or transformer
detector, or low -frequency circuits.

As an primary). As the capacity of this condenser

example of this, just try the effect of dis- is increased the pitch of reproduction will be
connecting the earth lead and using a short lowered ; the reason for this is that the
length of wire for an aerial. This will condenser will allow the higher frequencies
considerably sharpen the tuning of the aerial to " leak away," although the lower notes
circuit and-provided that the reduced will not be affected. A better method, due
" damping " does not cause the set to fall to the fact that the control is more easily
into oscillation-it will be noticed that manipulated, is to replace the pre-set

reproduction becomes much lower pitched. condenser by a fixed one of about .005 mfd.,
The reason for this is that, as the tuning is and to include a 50,000 -ohm variable
sharpened, there is a certain amount of resistance in series with this. The function

Fig. 3.-By using an iron -cored choke connected as shown here, the pitch of reproduction

can be raised.
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This arrangement is particularly good when

is approximately 70,000 ohms,
whilst the impedance of the same choke to
frequencies of 150 cycles is 1,800 ohmsnegligible by comparison. A tone -control

this type of valve always tends to give

first article of this series, but by using a
total of 2,500 turns, with tappings after
the 1,000th and 2,000th turns. To save
readers the trouble of looking up their
back numbers - constructional details are

the variable condenser partly meshed. In

February 23rd, 1935
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chokc to frequencies of 6,000 cycles per a pentode is used in the L.F. stage, since
second

emphasis to the higher frequencies. For
this reason it is frequently unnecessary to
have a "'two-way " tone control because

ANODE

RESISTANCE

choke for use in the position shown in Fig. 3 - the average between high- and low-pitched
can be made exactly as was described in the reproduction is obtained with the vanes of
consequence, the condenser serves to raise or
lower the pitch as desired.

shown in Fig. 4.

Using a Separate Valve for Tone Correction
It occasionally happens, when an ex-

0003--'
MFO.

(TONE
CONTROL
VALVE

L.F.

GRID
LEAK

" Two-way " Control
Ga
So as to combine the two opposite tremely selective tuning arrangement is
methods of tone control described, it is only employed, that an insufficient degree of Fig. 6.-A method of using a special valve for
necessary to use the choke and fixed correction cannot be obtained by employing tone control when extremely sharply -tuned
condenser in'conjunction with a 100,000 ohm one of the methods described, without tuning circuits are employed.
potentiometer connected as shown in introducing too great a loss in signal
Fig. 5. This is, as a matter of fact, the strength. (It should be made quite clear the degree of amplification at one end of the

method that is employed in connection that all normal methods of tone control audio range, and not because they increase
with certain tone -control transformers on function due to the fact that they reduce amplification at the other end. Thus, when
the market, and it serves to give a conthe pitch is lowered, it is because the higher
. tinuous variation from low to high pitch.
frequencies are reduced in intensity, and
The system can be adapted equally well,
vice versa.) When this is the case, it is
whether the inter -valve coupling comgenerally desirable to employ an additional
ponent' consists of a resistance or the
valve especially for the purpose of tone
primary winding of a transformer, and it is
correction, and this is often done in conjust as effective if a transformer is resistance
nection with the line amplifiers used by
-fed. It should also be added that if pick-up
the B.B.C. when relaying programmes.
terminals are included in the grid circuit
The connections for such an additional valve
of the detector valve, the control will also
are given in Fig. 6, where it will be seen
be operative on gramophone reproduction.
that an L.F. coupling condenser of only
In order to obtain the exactly correct
.0003 mfd. is used, and this is shunted by a
degree of control for any particular receiver,
1-megohm variable resistance. It will be
it will be desirable to try alternative tapseen that a .1 mfd. condenser is also wind
pings on the choke, and also to experiment
in series between the anode of the tone with condensers of different capacity.
An entirely different method of lowering

the pitch of reproduction is to connect a
variable condenser having a maximum
capacity of about .0005 mfd. between the

grid of the

first

L.F. valve and earth.

Fig. 5.-The connections for a " Iwo -way

tone control used in the detector anode circuit.

"The Dominant Sex"

THE illustration below shows the all electric house in " The Dominant

RANDOM JOTTINGS]

control valve and the following L.F. valve,
but this merely acts as a " stopper "
between H.T.+ and H.T.-. Values are
not assigned to the ,anode -coupling resist-

ance and L.F. grid leak, but these are the
same as are normally employed.

radio trade in and around Manchester will
attend, and it is expected that four to five
hundred people will be' present.

An attractive cabaret has been arranged,
Sex," a play by Michael Egan, at the
and will include the famous dancers,
Shaftesbury Theatre, a scene from which
was recently broadcast by the B.B.C. week of its production at the Shaftesbury Dawnya and Petrov. A few tickets are
Michael Egan has been a writer on electrical the foreign rights were sold for the whole available at 3s. 6d. each, and may be
and wireless subjects for many years, and of Central Europe, Norway, Sweden, obtained from Exide Batteries, 18/22,
is the author of " The Complete Wireless,"
" The All -Electric Home," etc.
" The Dominant Sex " has been hailed as
thg most brilliant comedy of recent years.

Denmark, and Holland. A tour has already Bridge Street, Manchester.

left for Australia, and the company are B.B.C. Orchestra to Visit Brussels
rehearsing the play on board ship.

The central character is a young farmer Exide Manchester Dance
whose ambition it is to own a modern all AN Exide dance and cabaret will be
held at the Manchester Limited
electric farm while his wife's ambition is to
own an all -electric house. For a first play Restaurant, Cross Street, Manchester, on
by a new playwright, " The Dominant Sex " Monday, March 4th, from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
has scored a phenomenal success. Within a Prominent members of the motor and

ON March 12th a musical event of great
importance and significance occurs
in the musical history of the B.B.C. The

B.B.C. Orchestra will pay its first Continental visit to Brussels for a concert under

the baton of Dr. Boult at le Palais des
Beaux-Arts. It is safe to claim that
broadcasts by the B.B.C. Orchestra are as
familiar to musical listeners of the near
Continental countries as to the British
audience. The unmusical Englishman is
an old joke on the Continent, and the visit
of the largest orchestra in the world from
Great Britain should add considerably
to the prestige of British music abroad.
There is a further point, that this visit is

possibly the forerunner of future Continental tours by the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra.
Great interest in the visit is already evident
in Brussels. Especially is this so because

the concert -going habit of the public is
very strong in Belgium, which receives

visits from some of the most famous
orchestras of the world, including the
Berlin Philharmonic, the New York Philharmonic, the Gewandhaus de Leipzig,
L'Orchestre du Conservatoire de Paris,
and the Concertgebouw of Amsterdam.

A scene from "The Dominant Sex

at the Shaftesbury Theatre.

It

is the first time that a British orchestra of
such standing has performed on the
Continent.
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REPRINTED to iiieet
This

Book will

tell

you all you want to
know about Television
T

IKF ETN S

EVERYWHERE readers are taking advantage of

our great Gift Offer-a copy of Newnes
TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
for only 2s. 6d. and 4 Gift Tokens. This exceptional
work by F. J. Camm is already in the homes
of many thousands of keen wireless and television
enthusiasts, and now that we have reprinted this book
which we offered a month or two ago, all new readers
and those who applied after the first edition was com-

pletely used up, can obtain at gift price the most
valuable book yet written on the new science.

Newnes

TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK
deals with Television thoroughly and from every angle.
The reader will learn all there is to know about Mirror Drums,

Mirror Screws, Scanning Discs and other Scanning Systems,
Neon Lamps, the Cathode Ray Oscillograph, etc. ; will be
shown how to build Short-wave Receivers and Ultra -short-wave

WRITTEN BY

Receivers-of the straight and Superhet types-and will be

given invaluable hints on how to obtain the very best results.
The text is illustrated by hundreds of practical diagrams and
photographs, and neither trouble nor expense has been spared
to make this the most complete and up-to-date Work on Television. Avoid disappointment by posting the forms below at
once. You will then make sure of your copy which will tell you
all the secrets of the new science and male you more knowledgeable than any of your friends.

CONDITIONS

NM MEI

ADDRESS LABEL

I

11 undelivered, please return to
Ceo. Newnes. Ltd., 14, South-

This offer applies to persons
residing in Great Britain and

Northern Ireland.

Readers in the Irish Free State

must pay any duty imposed. Readers
abroad should send Is. extra to
cover additional postage.

grams.

In= sss. OEM

r.

MEM

ter_

14. Stamp

RESERVATION FORM

must be

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

arnoton Street,Strand, London,

of fired he ,e

IV .C.2.

BY YOU.

hand corner of the back cover of

" Practical and Amateur Wireless "
for 4 weeks commencing this week
or last week.
When your Subscription Voucher
is complete, send it, together with a
Postal Order for 2s. 6c1., to include
postage,
of
registration,
cost
pa cking,insurance, etc., to "Practical
and Amateur Wireless " Presentation Department, and your Volume
will be despatched to you.

strongly bound in Turquoise Blue Cloth, and
consists of 280 pages,
including 24 pages of
half -tone illustrations
and numerous practical
line drawings and dia-

POST FORMS TO -DAY

If you are not already a regular
reader of Practical and Amateur
Wireless." place a standing order

with your newsagent to -day.
Affix to the Subscription Voucher
which we post to you on receipt of
your Reservation Form 4 Gift
Tokens cut from the bottom right-

J. CAMM
(Editor of " Practical
and Amateur Wireless "
and " Practical Television.")
This handsome work is

Presentation Department,
14, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
In accordance with the conditions of your special offer.

please send me a SUBSCRIPTION VOUCHER on

which to qualify for my copy of Newnes Television and
Short -Wave Handbook. I have asked my newsagent to
deliver " Practical and Amateur Wireless " every week.
Name

Reader's Name

3
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Ad:belt
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PLANNING THE
OUTPUT STAGE -1
In

this

Article the Author Describes the Working Conditions of Various Output
Valves Used in All -mains and Battery -operated Sets.

WIIILE no single feature can be

As a matter of fact, 150 milliwatts is

considered the limiting factor in approximately the amount of power which
designing a

home -constructed

the smallest type of battery output valve

normal, a

maximum
outpu
t
rating of 3

receiver, or in selecting a commercially - will give with reasonably good quality. It
made set, it is significant that it is possible will be shown later that a valve capable of watts is a
to design half a dozen or more sets on a maximum undistorted output of about suitable
identical lines, the only difference between 3 watts is none too large for normal lis- figure for

tening where good quality is required, reasonably
The three main factors governing the although the power drawn from the set good reproselection of any particular type of output during the bulk of the programme time duction,
stage are first, volume ; second, quality ; may not average more than from f to f while up to
and third, economy. These three, however, a watt.
twice that
are intimately inter -connected and must,
amount will
therefore, be considered both individually Quality
permit of
and in conjunction. Perhaps the best way
A given output valve, correctly biased, really excelof tackling the problem would be to con - and fed with a signal of the maximum lent quality.
strength it is designed to handle, and
feeding an external circuit of " optimum " Economy
them being in the choice of the last valve.

Showing the interior construction of a Class B valve.

impedance, will -deliver a definite amount
The power utilised for operating the loudof power free from serious distortion. If speaker is derived, via the output valve,
a stronger signal is applied distortion will from the high-tension supply. The maxibe introduced. Now the audio -frequency mum theoretical efficiency of a normal

signal (or what is known as the depth of or Class " A " output valve, when fully
modulation of the radio -frequency carrier loaded and working under optimum con-

wave) varies throughout every programme ditions, is 50 per cent., which means that a
in accordance with the nature and varying valve capable of giving 3 watts undistorted
degree of loudness of the items broadcast, output,,must draw at least 6 watts from the
Thus, there are soft passages and loud high-tension supply.
In practice, for

passages in every piece of music, and reasonably undistorted output, the

effi-

modulation depth follows these changes.
It is obvious, therefore, that for reason-

ciency under actual working conditions is

the output required at average modulation.
Allowing for the fact that occasionally,

single 60 -watt lamp.

mush less, 25 per cent. being a good average

ably undistorted reproduction the output figure for A.C. mains valves, and a still
valve must not only be capable of giving lower value for battery valves.
The Liss:n New Process 11. T. battery.
an amount of power corresponding to the
In the case of mains operation, current
volume level of the softest porcomparatively cheap, and an output
eider first what we must understand by desirable
of the programme, but it must also be valve having a dissipation of 8 or 12 watts,
volume, quality, and economy ; then the tions
of producing the augmented output corresponding to an undistorted output
characteristics of the different types of out- capable
to the loudest portions of the. of from 23 to 3f watts, is not an extravaput valve available ; and, finally, how to corresponding
programme without introducing serioug gance from the current consumption point
make the best choice to meet individual distortion.
Experience shows that for of view. A 4 or 5 valve mains set using
requirements.
reasonable quality the maximum output such an output valve will consume, altorating of a valve should be at least five times gether, only about as much current as a

The Question of Volume

Obviously, a loud -speaker is a power -

But with a battery

set things

are

operated instrument, and the volume of such as for dancing, volume may be different. Power obtained from high-tension
sound produced will depend partly upon required to be considerably in excess of batteries is expensive, and the total highthe amount of audio -frequency power fed
tension drain must, therefore, be kept as
small as possible. It is not really an econoto it by the output valve, and partly upon
DRIVER
the sensitivity of the speaker, i.e., the
mical proposition to allocate more than
ANODE
efficiency with which it converts the elec1 or 1I watts for the dissipation of the
trical energy into sound energy.
output valve if dry high-tension batteries

are used, and this means a maximum

With a given speaker, therefore, volume

is dependent upon the power output of
the receiver-electrical power at audio frequency delivered by the last valve.

undistorted output of the order of 150 to
300 milliwatts..

Electrical power, as most listeners know, is
measured in watts, and as a general guide

it may be mentioned that an output of

about 50 milliwatts or 1/20th of a watt, fed

to a speaker of average sensitivity, will
produce the minimum volume of sound for
comfortable listening in a small room.

In addition, it must be understood that
50 milliwatts must represent the audio frequency output during the quietest part

GRID. 2.

of a programme, and the output stage

ANODE.2

GRID. I.

times this amount of power during loud
passages of music. It would therefore
appear that a valve capable of giving

DRIVER
GRID.

ANODE. I.

must be able to deliver at least three or four

about 150 milliwatts output is the smallest
which would be satisfactory for a receiver
FI LAMENT
used in a small room, and that a substantially greater output is necessary for really This sketch shows the connections for a driver
and Clau B valve.
good volume.

As already pointed out, a considerably
greater maximum output is required for
enjoyable listening, and ways and means
have been made available for obtaining
a reasonably large undistorted output.
'One way, of course, is to use a battery
eliminator in place of dry high-tension
batteries. As an alternative to this, Class
" B" or Q.P.P. output may be employed,
both of which are devices whereby the
necessary large maximum output is obtainable without undue extravagance in hightension current. This brings us immediately

to the question of the various types of
output valve available.

Types of Output Valve
Output valves may be divided into two
distinct classes-the so-called Class " A "

valves, which include both triode and
(Compassed os page 837)
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and Now a new
conception in
MASTLESS AERIALS

ARROW

The

GOLDEN
RAP+GEFINDER
46

HIGH
CAPACITY
AERIAL
This is the latest in scientific aerial
construction. The Mastless Aerial
having both Length and Capacity.
Consists of 3o feet of continuous
wire completely insulated with
to feet lead-in.
REDUCES STATIC-INCREASES
VOLUME-IMAND
RANGE
SELECTIVITY-CUTS
PROVES

OUT UGLY POLES-IDEAL FOR
FLAT DWELLERS-FIXED IN A
FEW MOMENTS.

Buy one TO -DAY from your usual
Radio Dealer-if any difficulty

write direct to us, giving the name
and address of your Dealer.
Sole Manufacturers:

TOUBKIN
FARADAY HOUSE

7/6
COMPLETE WITEL

BRACKET ARC IN.
BULATOR, ALSO

40

FEET LirdD111 W1121. -

TODD STREET, MANCHESTER 3

BRITISH MAUL

also at 130 High Holborn,London.W.C1
Teeptour

Loudon, MIS 5797.

BL .1

Eauther3 Distributors: tort!, d Prorinrial Factors LW. 140, Throbolds Road, Lwtdn, W.C.

Mountaineers do not trust their lives to a rope unless they are
absolutely sure that it is free from flaws and has been subjected

to searching tests.
Similarly you can be sure that T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers will
never let you down. They are made from the best materials and
are stringently tested to ensure that none but the finest condensers it is possible to produce reach your hands.
T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers have built up a world-wide reputation
for reliability and are accepted as the standard of excellence.

T. M C

Eclipse Blades are made in 4 Types

ALL HARD, FLEXIBLE,

INCOMPARABLE
IN PERFORMANCE

AND VALUE

(>/:1

T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers defin-

condensers.

Write for a copy of the new illustrated
price list.

T.M.C.-HARWELL (SALES) LTD
Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)

r:
Oben,nable

The special method of sealing
itely prevents the penetration of
moisture and so preserves the
high electrical properties of the

DOUBLE EDGE & HIGH
SPEED STEEL

if

MADE

H Y CONDENSERS
D R

UNBREAKABLE
IN USE

SPECIFY

BRITISH

oll Tnol Dealers

Sok Mo nufectu rers;-

JAM ES NEI LL & CO, (Sheffield) LTD., SHEFF I ELD,11

Telephone : Temple Bar 0055 (3 Imes)

Made by TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd
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THE "H.K. FOUR ''An out.tending set ele.:geed by Percy W. flarris,M.I.R.E.,
and G.. P. Kendall, B.Sc , with two high -frequency stages
and automatic volume control. Simple to construct, it
will satisfy you for a long time to come.

A NEW RADIO
INVENTION

-

THE COLD VALVE
Something to talk to ,:teless enthusiasts about! First
authentic details of the cold valve that will have a farreaching effect on both radio and television.

AN UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
SHORT-WAVE SET
With

new

ideas

to

simplify

home

construction.

FULL DETAILS OF THE AMAZING

THE MARCH

ireless

Magazine
AND MODERN TELEVISION

NEW CRYSTAL PICK-UP

NEW FEATURES

FOR CON.

STRUCTOR AND SERVICEMAN

Profusely illustrated with
photos and diagrams.
80 Big Pages.

ON SALE
FRIDAY, Feb. 22

VIM
Ceo., !Ceases, Ltd.
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Radio and " The Other Side "
APROPOS my recent note about spiritualism, I am glad to have received than a lot of skeletonised clutter, attracso many letters in support of my views. tively and beguilingly camouflaged in a
As was to be expected on so controversial cellulose -sprayed cabinet of the veneered
a subject, there were one or two dissentients variety -2s. 6d. down and the balance at
and (I hate to have to say it) they seemed 5e. a month.

to me to have been inspired letters, for I

notice that one of the letters I received was
also reproduced in another journal which a

reader sent to me. Now I always like to
receive letters of criticism from readers

who may disagree with my views (I cannot
always be right), but I do not like inspired
letters. One particular reader says that
because of my paragraph he had cancelled
his order. Our correspondence columns

a walking tour of Burton, Ashby. Swadlingcote, and I)onnisthorpe, commencing next

Easter, and spending a day at each of the
places visited. He will exhibit two television sets, one for battery or mains working

to be added to present-day valve receiving
sets, whilst the second is a four -valve all mains complete short-wave television and
sound receiver. Mr. Fred Edwards is the
Insanity Capitalised
reader concerned and his address is FairNOW and again I receive requests from haven, Castle Gresley.
Perhaps local
readers who are anxious to enter the readers would like to get into touch with
radio profession, in the belief that fortunes him.
are to be made. There is still bags of room Austrian Honour for Marchese
for live,

trained people with initiative,

Marconi
enterprise, and technical knowledge, for
MARCHESE MARCONI has been
the time has come when those who gateawarded the Wilhelm Exner "Medal
crashed into the industry in the early days,
prove that this journal has never been knowing nothing of the subject, are being given annually by the Austrian Association
afraid to publish criticisms and other points replaced by trained technicians. All the of Commerce and Industry to " persons who
of view, and if the continuation of this same, I sometimes muse on the fact that by their scientific work have given special
particular reader's purchase of the paper people who do the insanest things can increase to industrial production." The
depends upon 'every article being designed make fortunes. Take crooners. Take them Wilhelm Exner Medal is recognised as one
to agree with his points of view then I as far away from me as possible. All they of the major Austrian scientific distinctions,
must bow to the inevitable and lose a have to do is to sing to themEelves, sub- and this is the first time that it has been
reader. I cannot undertake to express stitute boo, boo, boo for the words and awarded to a non -German-speaking scienopinions with which every reader will agree.

tist.
Founded in 1839, the Austrian Associa-

No paper has ever done so. I doubt very

much whether this particular letter was
received from a regular reader. It was
rather an artificial display of righteous
indignation which some people adopt to
disarm too shrewd a criticism. I do not
like radio and spiritualism linked. More,
I preserve a perfectly open mind on the
genuineness of so-called spirit mediums.
But I am as yet among the ranks of the
unconvinced. As such, I am entitled to
my point of view. I have always been a
fearless journalist and shall remain so,
notwithstanding

inspired

letters

tion of Commerce and Industry is principally concerned with furthering the application of scientific advances to industry
and trade, and the medal and accompanying

diploma, which is the Society's award of
honour, was instituted in memory of Dr.
Wilhelm Exner, a pioneer of applied
science in Austria.

To Microphone.
Secondary

Primary

a

well-known

stated that he was entirely in agreement
with the Report in all except one respect
lie considered that some provision should
have been made to supply the provinces

with spirits, and it is also my opinion

(notwithstanding some easily -faked spirit
photographs and stances, with comic
electrical apparatus intended to snare the
unwary and ignorant) that a large amount

with a low -definition service until the proposed relay stations had been erected. In

this respect I heartily agree, and repeat
the remarks I made a few weeks ago that

of so-called spiritualism is tripe and onions !
Spiritualists will, of course, pity my ignor-

ance as much as I sometimes pity theirs !

22s. 6d. will not give 25 m.a. for three
months and that I know that they will

Committee,

member of the television industry recently

followers of the spiritualist cult. In my
opinion radio has nothing whatever to do

IWROTE a paragraph on page 750 of our
issue dated February 9th entitled
" Cheaper Batteries."
A Nottingham
correspondent takes me to task regarding
this. He says that H.T. batteries costing

REGARDING the Report of the Television

from

Another Critic

High- or Low -Definition Television

To

Set

A Louds,oeaker Output
Transformer. Providing /t

Has A Ratio 0160// Or

More, We /I Prove To Be A

Use{ccl Substitate For A

M/c-ro,ohone Transformer.

I should like to see a continuance of low definition transmissions, at least for a short
time, after the proposed new service comes
into being. I fully realise that the images

obtained by the older system cannot be
compared with those by high definition,
but I do think that it would be better to

those hundreds (there may be
thousands) of lookers -in who have bought
or built disc and mirror -drum receivers to
obtain value from them.
allow

My dear reader, I know nothing of
However, it may not yet be too late to
the sort. When I pay 22s. 6d. for an H.T. chime in the rhyming words at the end of suggest to the B.B.C. that they do not foreach
line.
Thus
:battery I expect to get 25 m.a. from it for
sake the pioneers.
" Boo, boo, boo, true.
a considerable period, and do.1 This correnot !

spondent also takes me to task for my

paragraph in the same column of the same
issue dealing with cheaper home construction.

He says, " This is utter tosh. Can

Thermion give me for £8 10s. something
equal to a receiver costing £16 10s. ?

Can he give me A.C./D.C. similar to a

commercial receiver costing £5 10s. ? No,

sir, the manufacturers do not give us the
same transformers that cost 25s. for 6s. 6d.,
because their tools cost has been more than

Boo, boo, boo, boo, you.
Boo, boo, boo, love,
Boo, boo, boo, boo, above.
Boo, boo, boo, boo, shine,
Boo, boo, boo, boo, mine."

American Relays

AT the time of penning these notes the
first of the proposed Saturday afternoon relays of American programmes has
not been given, but I am looking forward
Add boo, boo, boos ad lib and to taste. to sampling it on Saturday, February
Whilst hundreds of dance band crooners 16th. The proposal is that an American
can make fortunes out of this sort of thing relay will take place at 4.45 p.m. in this
I wonder that anyone wishes to enter the country (11.45 a.m. in New York) of a short
radio industry.
and varied programme. The relay will be
known as Five Hours Back," and the

covered, but an entirely different type of A Television Exhibition
transformer." The answer to the first I LEARN that a Burton reader has conpart of the last sentence is yes, and this
structed a portable television and telejournal has done it many times. I would photography apparatus which he has
much rather have a sound hand -made job mounted on a hand truck. He has planned

reception in this country will be carried out

by the B.B.C. receiving station at Tats field.
Reception will take place on the
short waves, and this is probably the first
(Continued overleaf)
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A New Television Term

(Continued from previous page)

time that reliance has been placed entirely
on a short-wave wireless link for relays of
this type. From the technical point of view,'

THE renewed- interest in television has

brought to the fore once more the
question of a suitable name to describe
either the act of watching a television

therefore, the idea offers considerable scope,

and the B.B.C. point out that the tests are
more in the nature of experiments at the
moment, and special programmes are not

image or, alternatively, the 'individual who
performs this action. In the case of

to be prepared by the National Broad-

E motive numerous queries from
casting Co. of America, whose programmes
readers having a domestic 100 -volt
I
shall
look
forward
are to be re -broadcast.
to the transmissions, partly because they will D.C. supply who wish to increase the vol.
to 120 or 150 for efficient operation of
enable me to compare my own humble ; tage
modern valves. A motor generator could i
short -waver with that employed by the be
used for converting the D.C. to A.C., of t
B.B.C. engineers.
course, but these machines are expensive.

Light " Television "

I

I The additional 20 to 50 volts may very

READ that some interesting experiments easily be provided by means of a dry H.T.

are being carried out in America with
a view to transmitting speech on a beam of
light. The experiments are being made on
a new U.P. streamlined train, and it appears
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battery or an H.T. accumulator.

The

negative D.C. main should be connected to

f the receiver H.T.- terminal in the usual f

:manner, and the D.C. positive main should I

that the idea is that a narrowly -focused I be. joined via, the smoothing choke to the

: negative terminal of the battery, the
assembly at the receiving end. The light positive terminal of the battery being then I
beam is modulated by sound waves at the f connected to receiver H.T.+. The total
transmitting end, the light modulations voltage will then be the D.C. mains voltage a
being changed back again into sound at the plus the battery. voltage. If H.T. accumureceiver. I do not know whether the system lators are used for this purpose, it will be ;

beam of light is directed on to a lens

ordinary broadcasting, the terms which
now appear to be employed universally
" and "listener " respecare "
tively, but on aesthetic grounds objection
seems to have been levelled at the corresponding television words of " looking -in "
and " looker."

It is really very largely a question of
taste, and in this connection it is worthy
of note that the Television Committee,
in their own report, referred to "lookers."
Many regard this as a hard term which is
not euphonious, but, unfortunately, the
alternatives which have been suggested,
including gazer, seer, visualist, teleseer,
and so on, seem to be in the same category.

No doubt we shall eventually standardise
on some term acceptable to the majority.

Wavechange Switches
ON several occasions recently, while

handling commercial receivers, my
has any practical possibilities, but it is a very easy matter to provide a double -pole cars have been assailed by indescribable
doubtless extremely interesting from the double -throw switch and a dropping resist- t bangs and crashes when the wavechange
scientific point of view. It seems as though ante, so that the battery may be charged switch has been operated. Similar trouble
hen the receiver is not in use.
it might provide a means of private wireless
has on some occasions been experienced
communication, but it could obviously, be
with coil assemblies intended for building
operated only over comparatively short D.C. Mains Hum
into home-made sets. In some cases, the
WHILST on the subject of D.C. mains receiver has only been made to work by
distances and between two fixed points.
it might be mentioned that in some T holding the switch in a midway positim
Aerials for Short Waves
eases where excessive hum is experienced I between " long " and " medium."
aerials necessary for short- : better results are obtained when the earth I Bearing in mind the hundreds of appliARE
special
wave
reception ? This is a question !lead is disconnected. This type of hum is I cations
which electrical switches are
that I have been asked times without due to the existence of a difference of used in for
industrial and everyday life, and
number during the last few weeks. Per- potential between the earth pole of the;

-

sonally, I do not consider that they are: mains and the earth wire of the set. This;
it may in some instances be found that difference may be corrected by fitting a ;
somewhat better reception can be obtained resistance network in the mains unit so

by using some special aerial, but for Most that the negative point of the receiver can
requirements I find that an ordinary outside be varied with respect to the negative main
aerial, about 50ft. long, including lead-in, f until the difference of potential is balanced !
is perfectly satisfactory for reception on out.
This procedure is unnecessary in
every wavelength down to 5 or 6 metres. most cases, however, as the hum level can':

the very large number and variety of

efficient switches developed by electrical
engineers, it is difficult to understand how

there are unsatisfactory radio switches

which still survive. Of course, these remarks

do not in any way apply to the products
sold by manufacturers of repute, but it
is agreed generally that wavechange
are a vulnerable point in a set::
When such an aerial is employed it is f be sufficiently reduced, without loss of switches
however, that many amateurs
obviously necessary to include a very small volume, by disconnecting the receiver earth; Realising,
have constructed, out of mere scrap,
variable condenser in aeries with the aerial las mentioned above.
switches of ingenious design, which make
lead, and this can suitably be adjusted for
good and definite contact (as witness the
any particular waveband. It should be I Pick-up Wiring
Wrinkles " pages in PRACTICAL AND
found that " dead -spots " can be prevented
is often experienced when a I AMATEUR WIRELESS) and stand up to
by choosing the correct series capacity. ! TROUBLE
pick-up is connected to the detector; continuous duty, surely it should not be
I have generally found it a good plan to of a radio
Unless the L.F. I beyond the capabilities of every manufacemploy a good air -dielectric condenser with amplifier is receiver.
perfectly stable, the addition of ; turer to achieve equally good results.
a maximum capacity of about .0001 mfd. a pick-up will
howling or motor- ;
and fitted with some kind of scale. The boating. This cause
usually be eliminated i " Practical and Amateur Wireless".
latter might be made quite roughly from by connecting may
a resistance across the ; Helps to Make Television History
paper so that it can be " calibrated " for pick-up, but in some
cases it is found that !
Editor visited the House of Commons
various wavelength ranges. That is, after screening the pick-up lead is more effective ; ! to The
hear Sir Kingsley IVood speak on the
finding the best setting for any particular special screened leads are available for this! Television
Report.,
range, a mark can be made on the scale to purpose. When screened leads are deed, THE Editor
of this journal was invited
indicate that range.
however, care should be taken to keep the
by the Postmaster -General, Sir
Of course, for " hot -stuff " reception, and lead from the valve grid to the radiogram Kingsley
Wood, to the House of Commons
where there is sufficient space aVailable, switch as short as possible, otherwise the on January
31st to hear him explain the
there is no reason why one of the many capacity between the earthed screen and the various points
of the Television Report
special aerials should not prove more antis lead itself may seriously affect. tuning. and the recommendations
made therein.
factory than a standard broadcast one.

Wheh a microphone is used in place of the
This Report was summarised in our issue
pick-up, still greater care must be taken if ; dated February 9th and was further
IT often surprises me to find what a poor instability is to be avoided, and, if possible, ! referred to in last week's issue. There is,
stock of test equipment is held by the I the microphone and speaker should be hence, no need to make further reference
to it. Readers of this paper will, of course;
Twelve f placed in separate rooms.
average experimenter to -day.
be aware of the important part this journal
years or so ago one could not lay any claim .
has played in the development of television.
to the title of experimenter unless in
possession of at least a couple of voltmeters, convinced that every constructor would Alone of the technical Press it has regularly
one or two milliammeters, and an ammeter, enjoy his hobby more fully if he were published a weekly article on television,
but to -day I suppose there is not one in equipped, at least, with a reliable multi- and forecast the Report correct in almost
every score of amateurs who can boast purpose meter suitable for reading current every important particular a month before
more than a simple milliammeter. Why from, say, 5 milliamps. up to 5 amps. in it was published. Thus is our belief in the
this should be I am not quite sure, but stages, and voltages from 2 to 200.- There new science vindicated-a belief which
perhaps it is because modern components are many such meters available, and at very was held at a time when almost the entire
are so perfectly satisfactory that it is seldom low prices, whilst the experimenter can make Press of the country were pouring scorn
necessary to test them or to have to measure one for himself if he prefers, by using a and contumely upon Baird and television
generally.
their characteristics. Nevertheless, I am reliable milliammeter as a basis.

Test Equipment
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SHORT-WAVE
CONVERTER/ADAPTER
An Efficient Dual-purpose Unit which is Simple and Cheap to Build.
Gives Remarkable Results and Enhances the Scope of any Receiver

be inserted in the

detector
socket, from whit r
the valve has be( n
receiver

removed.

It

if

tl e

receiver is battery
operated, and

is

fitted with a four pin -socket detector

holder, the centre

Until quite recent-

reception of the higher frequencies H.F. stages, and the set is capable of being
was mainly confined to the experimenter, tuned to the long -wave band (1,000 to
this being due to the fact that the 2,000 metres approximately), but if the set
average listener cannot afford to buy a is not fitted with an H.F. stage the adapter
complete receiver for short-wave reception method of connection must be employed,
as well as a broadcast set. The design of an of course.
When the unit is used with an A.C.
all -wave set, on the other hand, presents
many difficulties, as several of the com- mains receiver the plug attached to the end
ponents used in medium/long-wave sets of the 3-meg. grid leak should be inserted in
are unsuitable for short-wave reception. the right-hand socket (viewed from the
By building a separate short-wave detector back) of the tuning condenser metal supunit and coupling this to the broadcast - port, and in the left-hand socket when the
band receiver, satisfactory short-wave re- set employs battery -type valves. It will be
ception can be obtained at a very low cost, noted that the left-hand socket is connected
ly,

however.

Adapters and Converters

pin of the adapter plug should be
removed. In the case of the battery -type

receiver the leads from the filament terminals of the valve -holder on the unit

should be connected the correct way round
to the adaptor filament pins, otherwise
slight loss of volume is to be expected. One
of the short-wave coils may now be plugged
into the coil holder (the right-hand holder
when the unit is viewed from the back), the
aerial lead transferred from the aerial
terminal of the receiver to the A socket (1
the unit and a length of flexible lead joined

between E socket of the unit and the E
to the filament + terminal of the valve - terminal of the set. In some cases it may
holder and the right -band socket to E be found that better results will be obtained

terminal ; the plug merely serves the purThere are two ways of using a broadcast pose of transferring the grid -leak connecreceiver of the usual !H.F.-det.-L.F. type tion from the L.T. + pin of the battery -type
for short-wave reception. One of these is to valve to the cathode of the indirectly substitute a short-wave detector unit for heated mains valve.
the detector stage of the receiver, and the
After noting that the plug is in the correct
other is to use the short-wave detector unit socket, the detector valve of the receiver
its
as a frequency changer, connecting
should be removed from its socket and
output lead to the aerial terminal of the set. placed in the adapter holder-the left-hand

on the short-wave bands without an external earth connection. Short-wave reception
may now be obtained by switching on the
receiver and operating the adaptor tuning
and reactioq,controls. It will be necessary
to keep the adapter valve on the verge of
oscillation by means of the reaction control,
and as the tuning is very sharp the small
concentric knob should be used as this pro-

the more sensitive arrangement of the two,
and also gives easier control, as the reaction
condenser does not have to be operated in
conjunction with the tuning condenser.
Fortunately, the difference between the

but this trouble may be corrected by

The short-wave unit-broadcast receiver holder when the unit is viewed from the vides a very slow motion of the tuning
combination then becomes an efficient back-and the five -pin adapter plug should condenser. If a long aerial is used it may to
short-wave superheterodyne. This superfound that the adapter valve will not
heterodyne, or converter, method provides
oscillate at all points on the tuning scale,

LIST OF COMPONENTS

1 Peto-Scott Plywood Baseboard 81in. by
6iin.

As a Converter

mid.

1 Polar Double Reduction Drive with
Escutcheon.
1 Polar Reaction Condenser, Type Q1.
1 B.T.S. .0001 mid. Midget Condenser
with Extension Rod.
1 Bulgin H.F. 3 Choke.
1 Bulgin H.F. 10 Choke.
2 W.B. Baseboard Valveholders.
2 Clix Insulating Sockets and 1 Clix

operated. There is one point that we would
stress in connection with the use of the unit
in conjunction with an all -mains receiver,
however ; the mains transformer in fife set

Plug.

must be capable of supplying the extra
1 -amp. L.T. required by the unit valve

when the latter is operated on the superhet.
principle.

The superhet. method of connection is

1 Peto-Scott Aluminium Panel 81in. by
8in.

The unit described

advised when the set has one or more S.G.

unit is viewed from the front.

1 Polar Type " E " Condenser, .00016

here incorporates these two components
and is, therefore, suitable for addition to
any receiver of the det.-L.F. or S.G.-det.L.F. type, whether battery or all -mains

Using the Unit as an Adapter

1 Peto-Scott Paxolin Overlay, 81in. by
8in.

two units-the adapter and the converteris very slight, and the adapter can be used
as an efficient converter if two extra coin.
ponents (a long -wave choke and a fixed
condenser) are added.

reducing the setting of the aerial -series condenser-the left-hand control when the

L

1 Peto-Scott Socket Strip, 0., A. and E.
4 T.M.C. Hydra Condensers, two .0002
mid.; one .00005 mid., one .002 mid.
1 Peto-Scott Fixed Resistance, 3 meg.
1 Bulgin 5 -pin Adapter, Type A.50.
2 Peto-Scott Aluminium Brackets.
Connecting Wire, Screws, Wood Screws,
and Triple Flex.
2 B.T.S. S.W. Coils, 13-52 metres.

,OmINtiM.0.11=1.1.3

When the receiver has one or more H.P.
stages, the unit should be operated on the
superhet principle, as previously mentioned. The same instruction as before
applies to the plug attached to the grid leak,

but it will now be necessary to obtain an

extra valve of the H.L. type (either in-

directly -heated mains type or battery tyre
according to the nature of the supply) for
use in the unit. The S.G. valve should he
removed from the socket in the receiver and

inserted in the plug attached to the unit,
the unit plug being then inserted in the
vacant holder of the set. If the receiver

valve is of the seven -pin type a seven -pin

adapter plug should be used-this may be
obtained from the kit suppliers. When this
method of connection is employed the H.T.
to the unit valve is supplied from the same
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point as the screening grid of the S.G. valve
in the receiver. In most cases this is found
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WIRING DIAGRAM of the SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER ADAPTOR

quite satisfactory, but if desired the lead
connected to the anode pin of the adapter
plug may be connected to a socket on the
H.T. battery or a terminal on the mains

Aluminium pane/

872 A'8"/205rv4

unit giving approximately 75 volts.

Operating as a Superhet. Converter
When t he unit is used as a superhet converter the method of operation is different

from that outlined for the adapter. It
should be borne in mind that the unit is

now being used for changing the frequency
to approximately 150 ke,'s, and, therefore,
the unit valve must be kept oscillating the
whole time. This is done by means of the

reaction control (the right-hand control

when the unit is viewed from the front), the
receiver wave -switch being set to the long wave position and the receiver tuning
control set to approximately 2,000 metres.

The 0 terminalof the unit should be con-

nected to the aerial terminal of the set, and
the aerial lead to A of the unit, tuning being
then 'effected by means of the tuning condenser of the unit.
There should be no difficulty whatever
experienced in the construction of this unit,
as the wiring is very clearly indicated on the
wiring diagram. Should any reader experience trouble, however, we shall be glad to

offer our help through our Free Advice

*;dia

REACTION
COND's'R 0002 MFa.

AERIAL

M.P

TUNING

Bureau.

COND's'R
MFD.

Ever Ready Receivers
READERS will learn with interest that
Ever Ready Radio, Ltd., the firm
which is so well known for batteries and
accumulators

of every description,

Insulated from
pane/

is

shortly to introduce a series of complete

receivers for both battery and mains
operation. We have not yet received the

,z__

ifiaqebocr

/

8x 6k1

sets for teat,. nor have the prices been
announced at the time of going to press,
but the specifications are as follows :A 5 -Valve band-pass superheterodyne
receiver

for

use

with outside

aerial.

Seven tuned circuits are incorporated.

Second channel suppressors are fitted, on
each waveband. The following valve combination is used : variable -mu screen -grid
radio -frequency amplifier (Mullard PM1
2M) ; octode-frequency changer (Mullard
FC2) ; variable -mu pentode, I.F. amplifier
(Mullard VP2), coupled to two metal rectifiers (" Westectors "), arranged to perform
the functions of signal rectification and the

generation of delayed automatic -volume
control voltages.

The output of the

signal rectifier is transformer -coupled to
the driver valve (Mullard PM2DL)
which, in turn, supplies the necessary

power to drive the Class " B " output

(Mullard PM2B).
The tuning
scale is of the full -vision type, marked

stage

clearly in wavelengths and station names.
The pointer gives particularly clear indica-

tions of tuning positions.
The three
controls are for tuning, volume control,
and waveband changing.

A permanent

magnet moving -coil loud -speaker is fitted.

It is very sensitive, and as a result of the
careful circuit design and construction of
the set, gives exceptionally good reproduction of speech and music. Provision is made
for connecting an external speaker. Gramophone pick-up sockets are also fitted. The
cabinet is of inlaid walnut, beautifully
figured, of modern design.

Model 5002 for A.C. Mains
A4 -VALVE (including rectifier) bandpass superheterodyne receiver for use
with outside aerial. Seven tuned circuits
are incorporated. The following valve combination is used : triode -pentode frequency

ADAPTOR

changer t Mazda AC/TP) ; radio -frequency

pentode, 1.F. amplifier (Mazda AC/VP/1)
and double -diode high -slope pentode
(Mazda AC2/Pen/DD) in triple -purpose
output stage. This last valve functions as
signal rectifier, automatic -volume control,
voltage generator, and power -output amplifier -2.8 watts undistorted output. Valve

The tuning
is of the full -vision type, marked

rectification (Mullard IW3).
scale

clearly in wavelengths and station names.
The pointer gives particularly clear indica-

tions of tuning positions.

This receiver is supplied for use
on A.C. mains, 200-250 or 100-150 volts,
25.40 or 40-100 cycles. (Four models.)
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A Three-point Wave -change Switch
WHILE constructing a set with two
HY. stages, I found I did not have

a three-point wave -chance switch. so I con WIRE TO EARTH

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL AND

AMATEUR WIRELESS"

must

have

originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers. Why not pass it on
to us?

We pay EI.10-0 for the best wrinkle
submitted, and for every other item published
on this page will pay half -a -guinea. Turn

HOLE PORED
FOR WIRE

TO MAKE

that idea of yours to account by sending,it
in to us addressed to the Editor, " PRAC-

CONTACT
WITH SPRING

passed through one hole in the cabinet

bottom and secured in an upright position

with two nuts, one on each side of the
bottom of the cabinet, the bottom nut being
countersunk flush with the underside of the
cabinet. The other three holes in the
cabinet bottom were similarly treated.

Four tin. diameter springs were placed
centrally over each upright rod, and the

TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,"

baseboard was next placed in position, the

address on every item. Please note that every
notion sent in must he original.
Mark

baseboard holes and not touching the baseboard. Four similar springs to the bottom

George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
envelopes " Radio Wrinkles."
HOLE FOR SPRING

PAGE

enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

Do NOT

4BA rods coming centrally through the

springs were then placed on the top of
baseboard centrally over the rods. Over
each rod a large washer is slipped, then a

WRH CONTACTS
ON EACH END

are inverted and an ideal, easily connected nut, with which the tension required can be
valve -holder for under baseboard wiring, regulated. Finally, a locknut can be
on each rod, to keep the tension
verted a two -point switch, as shown in the as shown in Fig. 2, was the result.-F. W. screwed
nut from working loose. The sketch shows
Rrrcnsa (Macduff).
accompanying sketch.
one spring at one corner of the cabinet and
I soldered a flexible piece of wire to the
baseboard.--.ARTRuR TAYLOR (Knutsford).
moving spring of the switch, and connected
it to earth. One terminal of the switch is
Transformer and Choke Clamping
connected to the wave -change tapping of
considerable experience of transINSULATING WASHER
CUT FROM PHOTO FILM
one coil, and the other terminal of the
AFTER
former and choke construction, using
switch to the wave -change tapping of the
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS data. I
other coil.-A. SA8SOON (Shepherd's Bush).
A simple three-point wave -change switch.

Preventing Boom in L.S. Cabinets

re-Awne4L

sr.cw,

TO effectively prevent boom and muffled
reproduction from speakers in cabinets
some corrugated cardboard should be

C't

.....

et.

0A-43.-pc..9eo) v*x==:-

0

WOU/Y0

...(7x/Na.
LOVER PORTION FILED
OFF TO DOT TED LINE

TERMINALS
INVERTED

Fig. 2

.tioeemv

geocA-E7

(8)

Adapting a baseboard valve -holder for
chassis mounting.

A Floating Baseboard

is a method of making a floating

HERE
baseboard (or chassis, in which case

longer springs will be required) which I
found improved the performance of my set.

CLAMP//vi

First of all I screwed the baseboard to

s.e4c.rer.stA)

the bottom of the cabinet with two screws.
Next, I drilled four 3,'16in. diameter holes,

one near each corner of the baseboard,

right through and into the cabinet bottom.
The baseboard was then removed and its

holes were enlarged to sin. diameter. A

short length of 4BA threaded rod was then
INTERIOR OF CABINET LINED
WITH CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

SIDE OE CABINET

Using corrugated cardboard for pre renting

An efficient method of clamping transformer

boom zu loud-5peuker cabt Ile Is.

stampings.

glued or tacked on the inner sides of the
cabinet, as shown in the accompanying
sketch. The corrugations must he placed

found that the following method of clamping
was very efficient and much simpler than the
usual and more elaborate methods. The coil

P. AIRES (Rugby ).

are extended across the outside limbs of the
core laminations. However, they do not
actually touch them, but leave just enough
room to insert two brass clamping brackets

vertically, and it will be Cuund that reproduction is con,icrably improved.-W.

cheeks are made of extra stout fibre and

A Useful Valve -holder Conversion

AS my local radio dealer was unable to

to keep the core rigid. The brass
brackets (A) are placed firmly around the
(A)

supply me with valve -holders of the

type I required, I decided to resort to

laminations and held in position by the
extended cheeks. Another bracket (B) is
placed over the transformer and clamps
the whole to the base. A terminal strip

the "Junk Box," which provided me with
three valve -holders of the type shown in
Fig. I. The under -sides of these holders
are hollow, the hollow being formed by a
thin lip of bakelite ; this lip is easily cut
off with a saw blade, and the edges dressed

with a

file.

The connecting terminals

is easily arranged for by drilling the bracket
(B) for two screws. thus providing for all the
A method of making a floating baseboard or
chassis.

required connections.-Wm. S.
(Aintree).

HARRISOI
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MAKING A
PORTABLE
aerial, and this has the batteries inside it.
The H.T. is a standard 120 -volt Drydex
or Ever Ready, of suitable size ; not
being special portable type, replacements
can be got anywhere. This is in the top of
the case behind the speaker, and underneath

it is the portable accumulator-jelly-acid
type, of course.
There is ample room to get at the aerial
and earth terminals without removing the

I

I

batteries.
So much for the general arrangement ;
now a few words about the coil and switch,

I

Here is the neat chassis of the Portable Car -Radio Receiver.

BEFORE giving a description of this
little set, brief details of the reason
for its design and its adaptability
to various needs will doubtless be of

interest.
There are many wireless enthusiasts who
are the happy possessors of motor -cycles,
combinations, and small cars, and my
experience of the ordinary size portable,

I
I
I

especially when there are passengers, is
that it takes up too much room in a small
car, particularly when there is luggage

I.

as well.
There are two alternatives : a car radio,

or a portable set of much smaller size

coils at first, and results were so good that
it was decided to use a frame aerial. The
local station with two coils, less aerial and

earth, was tuned in on the speaker, so
that by using a car aerial good results
should be obtained.

The circuit used is a straight and well tried one of S.G.-det.-R.C. Trans., the
parts, with two exceptions, being all
standard and obtainable anywhere.
The two exceptions are the on -off and

RsAcwoov,
.4:1S4Cr/ON
72/A./vS

36 5/VG
ENA/seez.
Ar.fhor

To

Srvazw

and the coil ; both were home-made very
cheaply, and doubtless a small iron -core

Skuss

coil could be used.

Er

(t4,er/,)

The Chassis

there are times, when on holiday for

of the size given and carries on top four

example, when it is handy to be able to
take the set indoors, or on to the beach,
and even a small car cannot always be
taken near the sea.

niRms .fe SwGt'Eiw a)

wave -change switch, whic14 had to be fiat,

than usual, and the latter was decided upon
as best suiting my needs.

Car radio did not suit so well because

as, apart from this set, they may interest
readers. Both are suitable for use in
any set.

The set is made on an aluminium chassis

valves, two slow-motion tuning condensers,
Zonzw4ve 4 6 7ZAWS
24 SING DCC
(4'z /NS,amED/RecrioN)

Adaptability

On the other hand, a traveller. for
instance, may find it more convenient to
have the set fixed to the car. The set

ZO/vG

,ez4cr/oN
ON 700
TOP

Aro/Lee/vs

40

Ti//e/V. 3'6
514/61iw4niEL

36J n'G

(Ev.44&,-4)

Aka/yr/NG

Bohr

Details of the H.F. intervalve coil.

The coil consists of two formers, the
on an old Mullard S.G. valve base liin.
long and ltin. diameter.
An accom-

medium -wave being a solenoid, and wound
Too

itself is small enough (chassis 9in. by 41in.

by 21in.) to be mounted behind the dash,

the four control knobs and scale to the
front, the bin. moving -coil speaker and

batteries or H.T. converter in any suitable
place. The frame aerial could be dispensed
with, and another little coil used ; there is

MED/ UW

/8 Taws

vE

Sira

.00C (ricogra .9raiws

ample room for this to the left of the
chassis if raised slightly.

In the writer's case provision for aerial
and earth is made for increasing the range
if desired. The set was tried with two
///,-Co/h.

Zocarwc ..570,eiNG
/Para.?
/9e/v

Details of the 7-02
frame aerial.

rot

.i

speaker terminals, and terminals for corniceE4Rrs/

tion to the frame aerial. All the other
parts are mounted underneath, including

the L.F. transformer, coupling condensers,
grid leaks and resistances, the coil, 2 mfd.
and .1 mfd. condensers, find screened H.F.
choke, as well as the switch and reaction
condenser.

4 /4-4:141A141

.4evi.44

The set, complete with its valves, is

..417v

er-fre-i.eo e/ivoe4trAos
Switch construction.
LNINI4M101.111111,0)4

HEW ..11m/ wmmoI

mounted in a cabinet 111in. by 10in. by

7iin. ; above it is mounted the bin. moving coil speaker (mine is a Lissen L.N. 5324).

Behind the set and speaker is the frame

.elan:

Sub -chassis view of tl
IINDOOM01/1141114
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CAR RADIO
A Practical Article Dealing with the Construction
of a Compact and Efficient Portable Receiver
By A. L. JACKSON
panying sketch shows details of this:
The long -wave winding is on a built-up

bobbin of bakelite sheet, taken from the
bottom of an old transformer-cardboard
would have done as well.-It is

ter and has fin. centre

diame-

series, the M.W. reaction being

on a built-up bobbin pushed
into the open end of the valve
base. The valve pins
removed and screws

were
and

soldering tags used in their
place to act as terminals, one
hole being used for the brass
bracket.

Coil Screening
The coil is unscreened, but

no reason why a

there is

This illustration shows the complete Car -Radio Portable.

screened coil should not be

used instead. Alternatively, the coil shown
could be screened provided that the screening were not placed less than fin. from the

The switch is illustrated on this page and

is of the rotary type.

It consists of a

bakelite or ebonite plate with a one -hole
fixing bush in the centre. In this rotates

windings.
'90147/NG

.S' 'ALES
AIL 0114/N/LIAI

GrAR4C.4"Er

(JELLY "e1C/0

000.rhfco

.4CCVMZ/LATOR

Diagram showing disposition of the
Portable.

Ftri

H.T.

and 3/16in. slot. The medium - wave
former is held at right angles to this by a
brass bracket, and the screw holding the
bracket is used with a distance piece for

06
0e

0

mounting on the chassis. A sketch shows the

C
vs.

windings used, the bracket being earthed.

The beginning of the long -wave winding is

soldered to it, and the end of long -wave

reaction also. Both react ion windings run in

CB* GelOB.E.(-/NsocAreo-sro/o
1-0.4.coeo/9 11',/e5
I

I

r
NT/ Noe
/ If

NT3
10000,4

C.4

Ooo-AIro

CoVaVe

i

I

./

Cf

4 4/

I

TAkvv..s

.47.4,reo

SI/c/i/z
To

C9

de s.

2 hIco
Sorroof

MO I NEM MOO

Be /so.,

OK

E.4 erweo
CO 03 MFO.

TOnc CbnrtGl

Car -Radio Portable.
AMID, Milliq

,INOM.114M, NNW ,..=1.,,,=.,?=1.4 ANN MOO4 AIM `IMO ..11111.1 OM. 14=11141.11011...1,..1.1

BOTTOM 7 -4w

.C.4.9r.veo

Top and sub -chassis wiring diagrams.
P.11.11111111...0111.1. HO.

10,11.4 HOW 11111.
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a spindle with a disc on the end, a portion
of this disc being cut away, the under -side
of the cut -away being bevelled. As this

turns it

on page 834.

30,000 OWNS

2

over and pushes down

slides

hre

C..n.10C

Kn.

1 -sr

Csearz

csr'

The fifth spring, at the top, is

C3

JeAa.rtvti.,
L FAO '"

for locating purposes, and the end dips
down slightly. As the disc turns this spring

16

-0005
MFO

drops into three holes in turn, thus locating the three positions ; a pin each end
of the rotor prevents it being turned
too far.

1/00 000
OHAIS
k's

0
'c.C2

In this set it is connected as shown.
When all contacts are shorted-medium

Properly adjusted, the spring should

Cm

Ga

GB/

0 LT

there is a self-cleaning wiping action,
assuring reliability and long life.

Theoretical diagram of the

the resistances have wire ends and were
also soldered. The small condensers are
The general construction of the set can tag type of various makes ; wires to these
be seen from the illustrations, the eon- and the ser.-gr. choke were also soldered.

car -radio portable.
MIN."4111110.4=1.

Constructional Details

The detector choke is one of the disc type,

(see

photograph on page 834). These

have integral slow motion and, A77:477/VG SCALES
dielectric,

have sturdy end plates and

GS

GB 2

TQ
f0./ 44,0

Ea.er../

V4

a'

Rs

o

not push down much, and, being rotary,

hakelite

OCAOJ

/WO

Isf6o
ti

risk of the spindle turning without the

though

r

Vj

0.21"

Cs

I used a square -end spindle from an old
reaction condenser, otherwise there is sonic

denser seen on top of the chassis

,Per
/00000
0/4,S

/31./-.0

O

waves when I and 2 shorted, long waves
when 3 and 4 only shorted-the set is off.

piesrz
ON r

50000 0,of

slightly the four springs, 1, 2, 3, 4, seen

disc.
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LIST OF COMPONENTS
Two .0005 tuning Condensers ICI. C21.
One .00015 differential Reaction Condenser
(C3 ).

One screened H.F. Choke, one unscreened
H.F. Choke.
One 3:1 L.F. Transformer.
meg. (111), 50.000
Six fixed Resistances:
1

ohms (R2(, 30,000 ohms (R5), .2S meg.

AV/CA 77/VG Z //Ye

(R3(, 100,000 ohms (R4(. 100,000 ohms
(Amplion or Erie.)
(116).
Six fixed Condensers: .1 mfd. (CS), .0003

mfd. (C6), .0002 mfd. (C7), .006 mfd.

(C8(. 2 mfd. (C9)..0003 mfd. IC10).
Four Valve-holders-three 4 -pin, one 5 -pin
(Clix).
One L.S. strip, one A.F. strip (Clix).
Six Plugs, one plug with fuse incorporated,
two spades.
Four Valves: S.G., Get.. L.F., Pentode.

LONG
WAVE
RED

11

Speaker.

O

fl

I

LON REG

LON.REG

i.4=11.P.11111,41MI.I.MMI4,41111.011=11414111.0.01.1 .41

0

NIM141.11114

London ; probably in the country aerial

Al would have to be used.

MEDIUM

It has so far

not been tried in the country with auk

WAVE

aerial.

et_ A C I<

This is not intended as a constructional

0

article-at least, not of the set

x

itself..

though sufficient details are given for
anyone to experiment himself on the same

(

Maybe only part of this set will
interest you, the coil or the scales, both
lines.

and, being rather large for
.5-7-A)bo FIXED a/ER so small a set it was removed from its case and
SCALES
mounted with a distance

adaptable to many sets.
In conclusion, the designing, building.
and, yes, wangling the parts in have
good bearings. They arc well worth their piece by a screw and nut, the wires being occupied many happy hours ; annoying
perhaps, but it came right in
place in the set.
extended and taken to their respective sometimes,
the end. You may think it is complicated.
They are supplied with a 21in. dial, but points.
but everything can be got at easily, though
these were discarded, in their place being
the 2 mfd. may have to be unscrewed in
fitted two Sin. discs of white celluloid with The Frame Aerial
some eases. Valves of all sorts have been
brass centre bushes, these being calibrated
The frame aerial is just an ordinary one
and work well, but the S.G. want-;
in station names. Across the top of these, with medium -and long -wave windings, the tried
be metallised. As I write a military band
where they join in the centre, is a in. long being shorted when not required, this to
Munich is coming through well
strip of celluloid on a bracket ; this has a being done by the one switch shown. The from
14ft. away, so I must finish writing now ;
line marked on, and the scales are turned medium -wave has a tapping two-thirds my
fingers are itching to twiddle thoec
The tuning scales.

until the station names are in line with from the grid end taken to aerial one ; knobs.
this, the set then being tuned to that aerial two is joined to aerial one by a very
station. This has worked well in practice, small fixed condenser. This consists of
and necessitates cutting one hole only in two pieces of insulated wire twisted together
the cabinet, to view the scales. My and slipped into sleeving. The value
opening is of square shape but round required was found by trial on a long

A

Work

Standard

would do just as well. The sketch gives aerial to give the necessary selectivity.
an idea how it works, long -wave stations
If I were going to use this set for car
in red -and medium -wave in black. The radio with two coils I think that a tapping
uninitiated appreciate this little refinement, on the H.F. would be a decided -asset as

THE WIRELESS

As the set was intended for travel, all roll in, after dark especially, and selectivity
joints wherever possible were soldered, is sufficient with the frame aerial, but may

3rd EDITION.
By F. J. CAMM

.

station logging being greatly simplified.

well as low tap on the aerial coil. Stations

including those on the Clix valve -holders ; not. be enough with an efficient car aerial ;
with an efficient outdoor
12eEvasia- 7
/22.42 aerial it is selective enough
as it is, but aerial two must

r0.4/
"LENG 7 -Hs 04-225WG peC 71V/STEO
TOGETHER -4E'/AL St -pies CONDENSER rktr0 .3"

The aerial series 'condenser.

be used, bringing into use
the very small condenser.
Using this tapping, tuning
is hardly affected.

These

observations were made in

CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
(Editor of" Practical and .4tnateur Wireless")

5'- net
Wireless Terms and Definitions stated

and explained in conciee,:elear language.

From all Booksellers, or by post 701 from
Geo. 1ettwed Ltd..

8-11,

Sauthaniptun

Strand, W .C.2
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PLANNING THE OUTPUT STAGE
(Continued from page 826)

pentode types for battery or mains opera-
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EVERYTHING
RADIO-CASH

PETO-SCOTT

C.O.D. or EASY TERMS
tion, and the " quiescent " types, which
embrace Q.P.P. valves and Class B " SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR EVERYTHING RADIO . .
valves used mainly for battery sets. Dealing Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P. on our system
first with Class A " valves, it must be of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/

explained that the basic principle of these
valves is that the working conditions (that

is. grid bias and anode voltage) are so
adjusted that, when no signal is applied,

sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY).

Any surplus refunded immediately.

Purchase Terms are NOT available to Irish and Overseas customers.

or C.O.D.
KIT " A " Cash
Carriage Paid.

PR.W.

the valve takes a steady H.T. current of a
specified value. Thus, current is termed SHORT - WAVE ADAPTOR
the " standing current " or " rest current,"
Pete -Scott Plywood Baseboard, 81",
6
2
3
Peto-Scott Paxolin Overlay, 81" X 8'
..
and its value in milliamps multiplied by
2
3
Peto-Scott Aluminium Pail!, 81' x 8"
..
the H.T. voltage gives the dissipation of
Polar
pe ' " Condenser, .00019 mfd.
5
0
the valve in milliwatts (not the output), Polar Double Reduction Drive with Escutcheon 7 9

Author's Kit of
Parts, including

6

0

I:xtension Rod
..
B ulgin S.W. B.F. Choke
..
Bulgin H.F. Choke, type H.F.10
2 W.B. Baseboard Valveholders

4

0

4 T.M.C. Hydra Condensers, as specified
1 Erie fixed resistance, 3 meg.
..

2

3

1

0

2

G

B .T.5. .0001 mfd. Midget Condenser with

7-1

2
4

6
2

1

2 Clix Intilating Sockets and 1 Clix Plug
1 Peto-Scott Socket Strip, 0., A. and E.

7
7

1 Bulging -pin Adaptor, Type A.50 ..
2 Pete-fkott Aluminium Brackets ..
Connecting Wire, Screws, 11 ood Block and
Triple Flex
2 B.T.B. S.W. Coils, 13-52 metres ..

KIT CI B f f

0
0

Kit " A " Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid 52 13

6

VALVE (required

s.
.

.

and 10 monthly
payments of 5/3.

As for Kit " A " but Including Peto-Scott

Short -Ware Adaptor Chblnet.
Carriage Paid 53 11,1) or 12 monthly pay..

Specified

ir.aO.D.
nieuts of

PETO-SCOTT Walnut polished Cabinet as illus.
lints,' and SPECIFIED. Hand

i'm'h
Packing 2/- extra.

SPECIFIED

Carriage and

1: X Ai "I' to specification. To
cover 13-32 metres. individually tested on American Short -Wave

Ready _Assembled

St at lons.

fv. £3 15, 0.

YOURS FOR

d.
6

6(9

5

STRUCTAKIT

and 11 monthly
of
payments
6,11.

Cash or C.O.D.

PETO-SCOTT

1935 WALNUT ADAPTAGRAM
CONVERTS
YOUR
SET
TO
A
MAGNIFICENT

RADIOSRAM.
Hand
1,11,neh
polished.
Chromium
fret
surround.
All joints 1110(tkell and tenoned.

and it must be remembered that this

amount of high-tension power is used all
the time the set is switched on, whether a
signal is tuned in or not and whether the

Ready to lake your ,et. speaker.
power equipment and your

oso graino fitting.. With ready.
fitted motor board.
Plain
front or vIgnetted to take any
panel up to 18 lu. by S Ins. or
specially; drilled to your eon

volume is loud or soft.

The application of a signal to the grid

dimensioned

of the valve causes audio -frequency varia-

extra cod.

sketch

tions in the strength of the high-tension

current, and it is only the amount of
these variations which represents the useful
output of the valve. It should be explained that these variations are not

actually the output power, for they must
be considered in conjunction with the
characteristics of the speaker load, as will
be shown later. But it is nevertheless a
fact that for a given valve and speaker the
the output is proportional to these.
It will be appreciated, therefore, that all
Class " A " valves (that is, normal triodes

and pentodes), impose a steady drain on
the H.T. supply, which is from 3 to 5 times

the maximum output and is irrespective
of the existence or strength of the signal.
It is on account of this drain (which is not
of great economic moment in the case of
mains sets) that Class " A " valves of big

output cannot be used in sets depending
upon high4ension batteries.

A quiescent output stage, on the other
hand, employs valves so' designed and
adjusted in respect of operating conditions
that when no signal is applied only a very
small H.T. current flows. When a station
is tuned in, the H.T. consumption increases

roughly in proportion to the strength of
the signal, During the great majority of
programme time the actual high-tension
drain is quite small and well within the
capacity of a standard H.T. battery.
(To be continued:)

at eight

Oak or Mabog

any, 10/ - extra
Cash or C.O.D.

47/6

car,. aped Pa.
Pocking 211

Overall
Dimensions:
in. high
I,v
by

and 11 monthly

deep.

Plain Front,

as

Com-

-Most rat cil and
'l ready- to play.
!Cash or ('.0.1).
..ie'arrIage
Pahl,

Aluminium Panel, Socket Strip, Buckets and ;ill
necessary connecting wire, screws and Ilex. 9 f_

speaker.

10/6

-FINISHED INSTRUMENT

romprising Peto-Scott Baseboard, Paxolin Overdo

A loo -priced
but efficient
Stentorian

13:
6
5fess

plete in Cabinet

3
8

a hen used w iiioperbet unit)
With A.C. Mains Receiver. Mazda A.C.ilf.1...
With Battery Receiver, 31t111,..1, P.M.2 DX

Specified ,1021.1:6
B.T.S. Short
(FOR

Wave Coils, 13-52 metres, less
Valve and Cabinet.

.

Polar Reaction Condenser Type Q

First

2

Hire

BATTERY HALL -MARK 4
KIT ,, A 99 Cash or C.O.D. £4 5
:0
ra
Carriage Paid.
Hr 12 monthly payments of 7,9.

KIT II p f f Cash

Carriage

Paid,

Carriage

Paid,

or
16/11/0,

or 12 monthly payments

or
17/10/6.
" 1,1 If Cash

or 12 monthly payments

la

2,'9-..
0K°:1111T3

C.O.D.

C.O.D.

A.C. HALL -MARK 4
Cash or C.O.D.
8 1 :6
KIT " A If Carriage
Paid. ow
ir 12 monthly payments o; 1;

.

B ft Cash or C.O.D.
art bvie Paid,
811/0/6, or 12 monthly payments

KIT
203.

KIT fig C If cash

or

C.O.D.

Carriage Paid,
pa) meets

1131/13, or 12 monthly

payments of 5 C.

illustrated. 47 C. Vignetted to costoiner
specification, SS extra.

PILOT CLASS13-4 KIT
Complete Kit of parte for building

(Sr 5.- deno,it and 11 monthly payments of 4,-.

leas valves and cabinet. Semi only
monthly pa!balance in
;

KIT 66 B f I tarn or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
13 5/9, or 12 monthly payments of 6/ KIT 1, c 97 cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,

Inemu of
ea+11 or C.O.D.

cartiage Paid.
LS 10 0.

valve,
gal inet
o tided,

5290

1

HALL -MARK THREE
Cash Or C.O.D. £2
:5:0
Carriage Paid.

KIT "A ,,

f

and
r
add

I

a, wow -

veto _scott_ 1935 PMEORVMZEC

for

KIT is C "lash

with

of 151.

order. Balance in
pay8 monthly
ments of 2/6. Cash

or C.O.D.

Carr. Paid.

(Sr 9/- deposit and 11 monthly paymenis of 913.
B ff ca-li or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
£7,5,6, or 12 monthly payments

id 131.

Complete yvilit input Transformer.
26

BATTERY VERSION

KIT "A" Cash
or C.O.D. £5 0 0
Carriage Paid.
KIT

Power or Pentode.
Send

£5 SUPER -HET 3

LMSApGe aNkEeT,

Specially recommended for the S.T.600.
FULL-SIZE CONE-net a MIDGET

Si

7 3.

F. J. CAMM'S

to

Cash Price, or
..1plete for It! trwntblv payment. nt 10 0.

Type

de 0/9, or Deposit 7/6 and 11 monthly

,

59/0,6,

or

C.O.D.

or

Carriage Paid,
payments

12 monthly

Detailed list of Parts for any PR.W. Sets sent by
19 6.

return of Post, or see our previous announcement,.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd .

77, Pr.W.10, CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1

Phone: Clerkentoell 94ogi7
End Shorrowas-C2 High Holborn, London, W.C1. raved. nether,.
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THE PRECURSOR
OF WIRELESS

With the Celebration of the King's Jubilee this Year it is Interesting to
Examine the Progress of the Gramophone During the Last Decade,
and to See the influence that Radio has had on its Development.

Bthe time of the accession of King itself. The gramophone in its new form
George V the gramophone had estab- increased in popularity immediately ;
lished itself as a popular means of it became. a fine piece of furniture beentertaiiunent in the home. The early sides an instrument-factories were
struggles of scientists in England and enlarged and output increased.
Edison in America to capture the voices
of artists for future reproduction had, to a First Public Address
Gramophone
great extent, been successfully accomplished. Caruso, Melba, Patti, Clara Butt,
Audiences of a thouJohn McCormack, and other world-famous sand or snore heard, by
artists of the concert platform and operatic means of the " Auxetostage, were regularly making records, which phone,"

what

they

introduced their voices to thousands of thought at the time was
people, who, but for the gramophone, would never have heard
them. The great comedian,

Dan Leno ; the well-known
Victorian divine, the Rev.
Canon Fleming ; the famous
composer, Edvard Grieg ; the

The Lumiere diaphragm was applied to gramophones and loudspeakers in 1924 as a means 91
disseminating sound in place of a
horn.
In this instrument the

greatest classical player of the

violin in the nineteenth century, Joseph Joachim, were
some of the personalities of
their day who had died and

vibrations from the record were
transferred to the centre of the
diaphragm by a system of bell -

had left some of their art
enshrined for posterity
gramophone records.

on

crank levers.

Early Instruments

supply of records was pressed to
provide the troops with entertain;

At this period the gramophone was a somewhat ugly

Inca.

machine. The records, similar
in external appearance to

Horn Recording

The method of snaking records
"" did not vary much between 1909
thicker, were revolved by
*7kand 1925. Artists recorded their
clockwork, and reproduced by
a needle in a sound -box, tone By the time of the King's Accession the gramophone was being taken to performances in front of large
ann, and a horn. This horn all parts of the world as a means of providing entertainment. This horns, on the end of which

those of to -day, but slightly

was mounted above the cabi- picture was taken during Captain Scott's antarctic expedition in 1911, sound -boxes having thin glass
diaphragms were mounted. The
net and protruded into the
several hundreds of miles from civilisation.
sounds were impinged on the
room, and by 1911 it was beginning to be realised that the popularity a faithful reproduction of the artists' origi- diaphragm, to which was attached a
of the instrument would be much increased nal performances. In this instrument a sapphire point, which cut a wavy line in a
if the machine could be built in a way small air valve replaced the mica dia- soft wax revolving disc. By a process of
The phragm in the sound -box. An electric copper deposition, metal negatives were
more conventional to furniture.
manufacturers, therefore, instead of turn- motor built into the top of the cabinet made from the wax recordings, and then
ing the horn upwards, began to turn it actuated bellows which pumped air past hard records were formed by a thermo-

downwards, and built it into the cabinet the valve at a pressure of two pounds plastic process.
The disadvantage of this method of
per square inch. The
sound from the record recording was that it was only possible
was, in non -technical to get a section of the musical scale
Whilst
language, blown out satisfactorily on the record.

of the external horn fairly good representations were made of
compressed air. the human voice, the accompaniment and
This crude apparatus orchestral records were of inferior quality.
was probably the first The performers had to huddle together in
form of public ad- front of the horns, and skeleton orchestras
were used in an endeavour to obtain some
dress equipment.
Naturally,
few degree of faithfulness in the making of
developments took orchestral records. Stroh violins with small
place during the years horns mounted in front of the strings were

of the Great War, employed in order to amplify the sounds.
with the exception Satisfactory recordings of the organ were
of the development quite out of the question.
of the portable
gramophone. This
compact instrument

enjoyed great popu-

First " Hornless'' Loud -speakers and
Gramophones
In 1924 the first practical, truly hornless

larity in the trenches,
and whilst the majori-

gramophone made its appearance. The

the making of

method of distributing the sound. The
needle point was connected to the centre

Mark Ilambourg, the famous pianist, listening in London recently to a

t y of gramophone " His Master's Voice " Lumiere Diaphragm
factories in England Model, as the instrument was called, used
were turned over to a large fan -shaped diaphragm as the

record he made twenty-five years ago on an external -horn gramophone
of the period.

munitions,

a small

February 23rd, 1935
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of the diaphragm through a system of first automatic gramophone, in which radio -gramophones by using common chasthe " His Master's Voice " engineers had sis for both instruments, whilst in the
levers.
This diaphragm was also used in the designed ingenious apparatus which changed following year equipments were made more

manufacture of loud -speakers, and the the records automatically. The amplifying ambitious by the incorporation of simple
reproduction from both grinnophones and valves used in radio sets were now being eight -record changing automatic mechanism.
radio sets using this method of sound employed for the reproduction of records From 1931 the progress of the radio distribution was a relief from the rather in the same way as they had been used gramophone has been rapid ; whilst the
hollow horn quality which the public had previously with the introduction of elec- features incorporated in the models have
improved out of all recognition from the
been accustomed to up to then. But trical recording.

early instruments, the prices have fallen
rapidly. In 1934 the first popular -priced

within a year such a great development

took place in the art of recording that this. Radio -gramophones
(:ramoplione pick -tips by
and all other gramophones, were at once
rendered obsolete. Instead of

which

the radio -gramophone

was

introduced

by

H.M.V., in which a five -valve

mains
superheterodyne
radio chassis, moving coil
loud -speaker and electric motor
and pick-up were all combined in a handsome walnut cabinet and sold for 20
guineas. It can be said safely,
all

records being made by the acoustic process, whereby artists stood
in front of a horn and the

power of the voice or of the
instruments played was conveyed mechanically to the
record, " His Master's Voice "

that the prices of these instruments have now reached their

engineers introduced the electrical system of recording. This

method, which is standard at
the present day, with the ex-

rock -bottom level, and there is,

in fact, a slight tendency for
increase to take place.

ception of detail improvements,
enables the artists to perform in
congenial 4.tirroundings and in
close proximity to a microphone,

In all the Jubilee years it
was not until radio and the
gramophone were linked together
that the development of the

similar to that used for broadcasting. Valves similar to those

gramophone became rapid.

used in radio transmitting and
receiving equipments are em-

1927

In

a large exponential re-

entrant gramophone made by

ployed in an amplifier, and thus
the performance, by means of a

H.M.V., with an electric motor,
cost £100 ; now, for practically

control, is recorded at the best
a similar sum it is possible to
degree of volume. Instead of
obtain a 1 5 -valve radio a glass diaphragm sound -box Geraldo, the well-known radio artist, is seen here examining one of the gramophone made by the same

cutting the wavy line on the
wax, an electric recording de-

latest type " His Master's Voice" radio -gramophones in which more

manufacturers, with a power

An instrument of this kind now costs output which is probably forty
vice is employed, somewhat only a few guineas more than a large horn gramophone retailed for a times greater than its presimilar in appearance to a
decessor. Besides reproducing
few years ago.
than 6,000 parts are incorporated.

gramophone pick-up.
The difference between records made by
this new electrical process and the old one is
remarkable. A considerably wider range of
musical frequencies is captured by this new
method, and instruments such as the organ,
and full symphony orchestras, massed
choirs, etc., which it had been impossible to
record by the acoustic process, can now be

faithfully transferred to wax electrically.
Instead of relying on the artist's human

capabilities to make a loud record, the touch
of a volume control ensures the best possible
recording. Records made of Melba's farewell
speech and performance at Covent Garden in
1926 demonstrated the flexibility of the new
system, and its faithful reproduction.

records, it is capable of receiving

sounds from the records were converted practically every worth -while radio transinto small electrical impulses started to mission, and having its discs changed
make their appearance. Many of the first automatically.
models were constructed from converted
The years of the King's reign have seen
telephone ear -pieces. and by 1929 a number vast changes in the home entertainment
of commercial electrical reproducing gramo- of the people. Even scientists with the
phones were being marketed. This was greatest foresight could hardly have
followed by building the gramophone and realised, in 1910, the great developments
radio receiver into one cabinet, the low - that would take place by the time His
frequency section of the radio chassis being Majesty celebrated his Silver Jubilee.
used for the gramophone amplification.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
By 1930 leading radio and gramophone

manufacturers had lowered the cost of

65. EVERY MONTH. Published by CEO. SEW SFS, Ltd.,

Tr -or

I 1, Smithampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Electrical Recording Starts Record
Boom
After the introduction of electrical
recording the progress of the gramophone

was rapid.

The new records- could not

be faithfully reproduced on the old machines

-new ones were forthcoming. A few
months after the first electrical records
made their appearance " His Master's
Voice " introduced a range of gramophones
in which new sound -boxes and long horns

did justice to the newly -made records.

The gramophone entered on its boom years.
Records sold in millions. Factories worked

day and night to keep up with the demand
for the new insetiuments. In 1927 gramophones employing the electrical principle

of matched impedance, in which an unobstructed pathway for the sound waves,

from the tip of the needle to the outer
opening of the horn, were produced. These

re-entrant models, in which, by a clever
method of folding, a truly exponential
horn of as much as 61ft. in length could
be fixed into an ordinary gramophone
cabinet, enabled the wider frequency
range which the records now possessed to
be reproduced with faithfulness.

At this time there also appeared the

Aumerouus.

Modern electrical recording equipment enables records to be made in practically any building.
Members of a C. B. Cochran production are here seen recording for 'Columbia on the stage of a
Manchester theatre.

PI
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IMPROVING THE PORTABLE

I A REVIEW OF THE
i LATEST RECORDS

(Continued from page 821)

obtained from any good radio store, or
constructed from plywood as shown in Fig. 4.

Obviously, the commercial article, fitted

with ball -bearings, will enable the receiver
to be moved more easily, but by smearing
the surfaces of the plywood with blacklead
a fairly smooth movement will be obtained.

Adding a Pentode
The only circuit improvement which can

be undertaken with the majority of portables is in the output arrangements, and

By

ON Ti -1

if an ordinary L.F. or power valve is
employed, the use of a pentode will enable
much louder signals to be obtained on the
majority of transmissions. A four -pin
pentode may be plugged in in place of the

THE contracting of D. Malone

by-

:

T. Onearm
.1

--

(or cembalo) part played upon a harpsi-

chord and not upon a pianoforte, as is
The history of this young singer usual in concert performances nowadays.
Decca is considered a.great " scoop."

present valve, with a lead from the side must be already well known to you. His The records are Demo Polydor L16101-4.
terminal on the valve base taken to a rise to fame was meteoric. On discovery
The concerto as recorded is presented as
tapping on the H.T. battery slightly lower he was claimed to be the second John near as possible in the Bach manner.
than the maximum value of the battery. McCormack, who also had a Most humble and it is an extremely fine performance.
Alternatively, a five -pin valveholder may beginning.
I draw attention to the fact that the
be substituted for the present holder, and
Those early prophecies seemed well concerto occupies seven sides, the eighth
the additional terminal connected to the founded. Danny Malone has made tre- aide is occupied by an organ solo, played
extra tapping as above mentioned. The mendous strides since then, and is new by Alfred Sittard-the " fill -up " is played
higher impedance of the pentode will in America. where his latest records were first instead of last, thereby the second and

tapping on the made, making a great name for himself.
third movements of the Concerto are allospeaker transformer if one is fitted, and if
W'ith Malone's fellow countrymen-Jack cated one record each.
no additional tappings are provided, it will Doyle and Richard Hayward-Decca have
Decca-Polydor has now published five
be advisable to fit a tapped pentode -output - now secured the most popular Irish singers of the six Brandenburg Concertos, all
transformer somewhere in the cabinet so of the day, whose sales are world wide, recently recorded, and all presented in
that correct matching may be accomplished. for Irish songs by Irishmen are steady practically the original Bach form. I ant
The lead from the anode terminal of the sellers all the world over, since the Irish sure that readers will regard this enterprise
output valve to the speaker should then have always been such ardent settlers.
as being a tremendously important achieve-.
be disconnected and joined to one terminal
anticipate an enormous response ment.
of the primary of the additional trans- to They
Deem Polydor CA8194 is the first solo
Danny Malone's records-especially
former, whilst the remaining primary on Decca at Is. 6d.-and I think you will record of Felicie Huni-Mihacsek, a brilliant
terminal should be furnished with the lead find both sides of F5383-" There's a singer who has a really big following in
frotn the speaker to H.T. positive. The Cottage by the Shannon " and " I'll Take Great Britain, and finally, there is an
two speaker terminals should then be You Home Again Kathleen "-exceedingly excellent medley of the Paul Linckc
joined to the appropriate secondary well sung and recorded. May I urge you Waltzes, played by an augmented string
terminals, according to the impedance of to hear this record ?
orchestra, conducted by the composer
the valve, type of speaker, etc.
John Fogarty is another Irish tenor, 011 Decca Polydor I'05112.
necessitate a different

not, perhaps, so well known in this country,

. CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

but he is the outstanding Irish tenor in
the States, where Irish records are, of
course, in great demand. I would like
you to hear both sides of this record,
Deem F5382, When You and I Were

Chayele Grober
This artist should have appeared under
the Decca notes, but I am purposely
writing about her here, as hers is a

specialised record, and will not be included
Young, Maggie " and " Mary of Argyle." in the usual sets " sent out, but will be
-THAT aluminium
aluminium and copper, whilst being
ideal for screening H.F. currents, are useless
on the L.F. side of a receiver.
-THAT a permanently -installed milliammeter
on the output side of a receiver is an ideal
arrangement for ensuring good quality.
-THAT great strides will be made in shortwave technique this year due to the televisisn
broadcasts.

--THAT if appearances are not too essential,
a flat baffle is to be preferred to any form of

cabinet.
- THAT when difficulty is experienced in
tutting -out a nearby powerful station, a
vertical aerial may prove of value.
-THAT the reason for the above statement is
to be found in the non -directional properties

of the vertical aerial.
--THAT gas pipes or water pipes in contact
can give rise to noises in a receiver if they
move under the influence of vibration.

Newnes' HOME MECHANIC Series.

Accumulators
and practical 'land.
book dealing with every tv pa of
Accumulator. Correct method, 01 bon:.
charging. care and maintenance lolly
described. I_ -seta! advice also given pa
the erection of a Charging Statioa.

AN up-to-date

With man) illustrations and diagrams.

NOTE: A complete List of subjects dealt
with in this Series will be forwarded
on request.

From all Book,ellers and 1Vcocratent) !Leach

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
era

8-11, Southampton Street, Sttaad,
London, W.C.2

sold on demand.

Boyd Neel String Orchestra

She is one of the most famous Jewish
singers, and has sung in nearly every big
a recorded version of Hoist's very famous city in the world.
Her work is most dramatic, and if
" St. Paul's Suite," on two double -sided
ten -inch records at ls. 6d. each-especially readers like really good Yiddish music, I
as the suite is tip-top English music, and would like them to hear this most interesting
an extremely interesting work that has recording : " Drei Tochterlach " " Hashigained world renown. The records are veiniu," on Decca Polydor F5291.
It is a notable thing to be able to purchase

Deem F5365-6.

The suite was written for the orchestra Dance Records
at St. Paul's Girls' School, Hammersmith,
Teddy Joyce, whose new band has become
London, at which Hoist was, for a good a great success, plays " Lost in a Fog "
many years, music master.
and The Spring don't mean a thing to
The Boyd Neel String Orchestra, founded
and conducted by Boyd Neel, has literally
leapt into prominence, chiefly by reason
of his broadcast concerts. The playing of

me " on H.M.V. B6544, and a waltz
" Love for ever I adore you " and " I

never slept a wink last night" on H.M.V.
B6543.
the orchestra is always distinguished by
This same band also appears in the
good taste and intelligent interpretation. British Homophone Company's list for
Muriel Pollock and Lee Lawnhurst this month playing " Song of the Islands "
are new artists to the Brunswick list, and and " Farewell Blues " on Sterno 1533.
they have made a fine piano record on Dance Medley records are always popular,
Brumstrick 01911. The latter artist will and Billy Merrin and his Commanders
be remembered in the combination " Fan - present a fine pot-pourri of modern tunes
child and Lawnhurst," some years ago ; full of novelties and perfect rhythm on
they were big sellers. This new record both sides of Sterno 1534. This band
shotftd have a wide appeal to those who introduce such tunes as " Oh ! Muki,
favour piano recordings, for it is an ex- Muki, Oh ! "-" Dreamy Serenade "cellent record.
" Tiddlywinks "-" Lonely Singing Fool "
-" Shadows on the Pavement "-" I
Decca-Polydor Records
love you very much, Madame "-" You
The Fifth Brandenburg Concerto is were so Charming "-and " Ole Faithful."
the only recording of this excellent It is undoubtedly a very fine record, and

Bach Comte') with the

solo

clavier one to be recommended.
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lengths chosen ate.: 3TFJ, 4.52 metres G.M.T. 04.00-04.30, on 25.27 metres
(12,235 kc/s) ; TFK, 33.11 metres (9,060 (11,870 kc/s) and 48.86 metres (6,140 kc/s).
ke/s) ; and TFI, 59.31 metres. (5,088 kc's).

Another mystery station has cropped up
in the ether ; it is a transmission on 48.78
0.M11414141.141.1MIN MM. FIMINOINIMM 141114.401.114111././..M.MM
metres (6,150 kcjs), which would appear
ALTHOUGH much has been and is still to be of Portuguese origin. Two of my

being written with regard to the

841

Their usual daily schedule on these channels
is for the former from G.M.T. 21.30-03.00,

and the latter until 05.30. Bear in mind
that W8NK is also to be found on 13.93
metres (21,540 kcis) between the hours of
acquaintaince,s assure me that the call midday and 19.00 G.M.T., and on 19.72
picked up is GSL. which would belong to metres (15,210 kc/s) between G.M.T.
that country. 1 have few details to offer, 15.00-22.15. It is one of the best stations
but on occasion incorporated in the call a to follow throughout the day.
The
reference has been made to Etnissora interval signal is easily recognisable, as it

best weather conditions for the
reception of short-wave stations, it will be
found by experience that few listeners agree
to what may be considered the best state
of the atmosphere to assist them in securing Nacional (National broadcast), which would consists of the three notes used by all
DX logs. In a general way, however, you put both crico, and CT1AA out of court, studios associated with the N.B.C.
may rely on pulling in broadcasts on nights and lead one to believe that it is an offA South American station, of which

approaching full moon, and for perhaps shoot of the Barcarena National trans- broadcasts have again been received, is
six or seven days later.

When the atmo-

mitter, especially as I understand a woman's

sphere is clear, and on frosty nights, you voice is heard giving out the announcemay -settle down to a world tour with some ments.. Personally, I have not yet logged
hope of success, and again when the baro- this station, but perhaps some of you may
meter is fairly high; namely, during the have already done so.
1 learn that the W8XK, Pittsburgh (Pa.),
periods when the B.B.C. announces the
stations are now giving out special broad pasts every Sunday morning between

approach of an anti -cyclone.

American Broadcasts
The National Broadcasting Company of

America would appear to be all out to

ensure good reception of its broadcasts in
all parts of the world, and you would do
well to make a note of the undermentioned
channels which are particularly favourable
ones for listening to the U.S.A. programmes :W3XAL, Boundbrook, 16.878 metres
(17,780 kc/s), a 35-kilowatter which is on

control and " cue " station for nearly all
stunt broadcasts. W3XAL, on 49.18
metres (6,100 Ws) is also rated at 35 kilowatts, and, provided background is not too
insistent, is a strong signal on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Saturdays, between
G.M.T. 21.00 and 05.00. The calls are

A

regularly given after the interval signal

fixed, is imminent from the Istres Aerodrome (France) in an attempt to make a
non-stop flight to Brazil, have equipped

their 'plane Joseph. Le Brix with both radio
transmitter and receiver. The wavelengths to be used are 900, 600, 55, 35.71
and 34 metres ; the call sign is EALCC.
It is expected that PRF5, Rio de Janeiro,
on 31.58 metres (9,500 kc/s) will endeavour

READ WHAT THESE

giving nearly double strength at equal cost,
provides an amazing sensitivity which sets a

USERS SAY :

the exclusive Whiteley speech coil brings a
new startling realism which must be heard to

new standard in Speaker performance ;

You do not need a brand new set to obtain

radio so perfectly."-it. C., Swindon.

the extraordinary life -like reproduction a
W.B. Stentorian provides. Your present set
will be transformed when one of these remarkable instruments is fitted.
Ask your Dealer to -day and hear for

" The difference was beyond my expecta-

tions

.

.

.

and

be believed.

" I cannot speak too highly of this marvellous instrument"-a. II. N.. Altrincham.
" Thank you for the opportunity to hear
performance is too good for

words-it mast be heard to be appreciated."
-11. IV., !thy!.

to keep in touch with them, and will

broadcast several transmissions during the
flight. This Brazilian station is heard
almost nightly between G.M.T. 22.30 and
23.30. The interval signal is a "three -note
gong, and the call (phon.) : Pay air effe
sink°, La V oz do Brasil.
Apparently, amateurs in both continents
will do their' best to pick up the aviators'

I

Any article, to merit such unstinting praise
from a famous designer, must produce results
far beyond any standard previously acceptedmere average good performance would certainly not suffice.
Nevertheless, since the introduction of the
W.B. Stentorian similarly enthusiastic tributes
have been expressed by many other responsible
radio technicians. The reasons are not far
to seek. The unique new magnetic material,

46.70 metres (6,425 kc/s) the transmissions
of W3XL are irregular, but it is the N.B.C.

Codos and Rossi, the two French aviators
whose departure, although not yet definitely

both Spanish. and English.

says Mr. F. J. Camm

On

(three xylophone notes) and usually every
fifteen minutes.

03.00 and announcements are given out in

BELIEVE PERFECTION POSSIBLE "

metres (17,310 kc/s) between G.M.T. 16.00-

It only works on that day.

nightly concerts between G.M.T. 22.00-

"AS NEAR PERFECTION AS

the air daily (except Fridays) between
G.M.T. 13.00-19.00 ; on Fridays try for
the alternative station W'3XL on 17.33
22.00.

HJIABB, Barranquilla (Colombia) on
46.53 metres (6.447 kc/s) : it relays, as a
rule, the
medium -wave
transmitter
HJ1ABA, in the same city, and in consequence both calls are made. It provides

yourself !
Ask your dealer about the newest
"Stentorian " model, the " Baby,"

complete in walnut -veneered cabinet at

,TENTORIAN d.

the astounding price of

signals.

Experience has proved that transmissions

29/6.

from 'planes have been heard at great

Stentorian Senior (PMSI)

Broadcasts from Iceland

32 6
Stentorian Standard (PMS2)
22/6
Stentorian Baby (PMS6)
'or
new W. Ii. Stentorian leedia.

105

distances.

So far, it has always been difficult to hear
the programmes broadcast by the Reykjavik
(Iceland) station on. the upper broadcasting band. Possibly, however, our

MODEL

per

rent.

dust

protection.

42'.

Oversise cone.

STENTORIAN

chances of picking them up in the near
/ODE PERMANENT MAGNET MOV!NG-COIL SPEAKERS
future will be greatly increased, as the
authorities have started to build a short- Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd., (Technical Dept.) Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
wave transmitter near the capital ; its
Sole Agents in Scotland: Radiovision Lad, 233 St. Vincet.t Street, Glasgow, C.2.
power will be 8.5 kilowatts and the wave -

Sole

Agents

in

I. F. S. :

Kailv & S6iel,

Ltd..

47,

Fleet

Street,

Dublin.
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RANDOM JOTTINGS
which

have

working are to be fitted with Mar-

recently

2.`"

L.--

NIMM4 011111.1414111011.4.

1

1.111=1.11.111M FINNIP.N111.1MMS

WITH discussion mainly directed, it is

coni short-wave telegraph -telephone trans-

become available reveal that more mitters of the S.8 type. The nominal
S 0 S messages were broadcast last year rating of these transmitters on the highest
than in 1933, and that the percentage of frequencies is 500 watts to the aerial cirsuccessful messages was higher. 889 mes- cuit on continuous wave telegraphy and
sages were transmitted from London and 250 watts for interrupted continuous wave or
provincial stations in 1934 as against 858 telephony carrier. A thermostat -controlled
in 1933. This increase of 31 is all the quartz crystal oscillator is used to mainmore striking because the B.B.C. has tain the frequency to within one in 20,000.
Receivers for these stations will be the
ceased to broadcast messages for missing

41m,

TELEVISION NOTES
AND NEWS

1

Types of Equipment
THE two main stations for long-distance

S 0 S Messages in 1934

EIGURES

motor patrols, together with auxiliary
equipment.

February 23rd, 1935

understood, on the choice of a suitable

site for the first London television transmitting station, the Advisory Committee
on Television, just formed to co-operate
with the B.B.C. in establishing a public
television service, held its first meeting
at the General Post Office. Members
present were Lord Selsdon, Sir Frank

Smith, Colonel Angwin, and Messrs. Noel
J. Farley Roberts, and F. W.
persons (except in cases originated by the Marconi Type Rg. 28, covering the wave - Ashbridge,
police), and the total for 1933 includes range of 10 to 200 metres. This is an Phillips.
181 S 0 S messages of this class. A efficient four -valve instrument, with one
marked increase in the number of successful
messages (56.58 per cent. for 1934 as
against 44.75 per cent. for 1933) is attributed

to the fact that the B.B.C. no longer

broadcasts S 0 S messagei for missing

persons. A large proportion of this type of
message proved to be unsuccessful.

Police Wireless in Brazil
WE understand that the police authorities

of the State of Sao Paulo,

Brazil, have placed an important contract
with the Marconi Company for the supply
of wireless equipment to be used for the

establishment of a network of police wireless
services throughout the State.
Communication is to be provided between

screened grid high -frequency amplifier,
detector, and two low -frequency magnifiers,
operated by two controls for high -frequency

THE amount of money available for

television service will necessarily be
small until the scheme has gathered way.
and it is thought that in all probability the
tuning and one for reaction.
For the smaller fixed stations, four in existing Baird transmitting station at the
number, and for the mobile patrols carrying Crystal Palace, which is already fully
transmitting and receiving equipment, equipped, may be made use of temporarily.
identical apparatus has been selected. Failing this, a site for an entirely new
This is a portable short-wave telegraph - station may be selected on suitably high
telephone transmitter, with valve frequency ground near Hampstead.
control, designed to operate at 1,000 volts
MANCHESTER enthusiasts are more
100 milliamperes high tension and 7.5 volts
than a little disgruntled to think that
6 amperes low tension, and a light -weight
compact receiver. The latter incorporates London is to enjoy high -definition television
one screen -grid high -frequency amplifier, before their own thickly -populated area.
one detector with reaction coupling, and Radio dealers particularly consider that the
one low -frequency magnifier, with two high - fact that their London cousins will be able
to think to -day what they will be thinking
frequency tuning circuits.

the police headquarters in the capital and
the principal police stations in the outer
districts of Sao Paulo. and also with motor New Station for Delhi

to -morrow is a distinct handicap, and have

patrols, some of which will carry combined

the manufacture of the equiptransmitting and receiving equipment for WORK
menton
for the new 20 -kilowatt broad-

lost no time in framing resolutions much
to that effect.
*

*

*

*

THE Edison Bell firm, following two
casting station at Delhi has begun at the
years of earnest endeavour, have perMarconi Works, Chelmsford. The transwill be two powerful transmitting and mitter will be of advanced design, incor- fected a high -definition television receiver
receiving equipments for long-distance com- porating the most modern developments of giving pictures of remarkable clarity and
munication on short waves, four smaller broadcasting technique, and with its un- being suitable for both the Baird and
stations for provincial police centres, and modulated aerial energy of 20 kilowatts it the E.M.I. transmissions. Less than £25 will
six transmitters and eighteen receivers for will be several times more powerful than be the price of a vision receiver alone, and
any broadcasting in the case of a complete sound and vision
station previously - receiver incorporated in one cabinet the
two-way working and others receivers only.
For the operation of these services there

price will still be less than £40.

erected in India.

ADIRECTOR of a well-known radio
New Ferranti
firm (Mervyn) considers that some
Factory provision
should be made to supply the

Provinces with a low -definition service
at least until their new high -definition stations are
3,000 people will ready. " At least," he says, " the equipshortly be found at ment now at Broadcasting House could be
the new Ferranti transferred to North Regional." For the
radio factory at present Mervyn will continue to market
Moston now near- 30 -line apparatus, introducing a high -definiing completion. It tion receiver at the psychological moment.
*
*
*
*
*
is situated about a
S'CE going to press with last week's
mile from the preEAIPLOYA1E N T

for

issue, we learn from the Westinghouse,

sent works, and will

be devoted exclu- Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., that they have
sively to the manu- modified the design f the Westector
facture of radio. for use in high -voltage television circuits.
The new factory We also learn that a new American
has a floor space cold valve of the glass envelope typo
of 260,000 sq. ft., is in course of manufacture, and we
Part of the new Ferranti factory referred to on this page. This is the and is well under shall publish an article on it in next
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ATALOGUES
RECEIVED

we undertake to soot! on
Catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the limas from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to " Catalogue,"
To save renders trouble,
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direct current or can be calibrated for use on rectified
current if specially ordered. All the instruments listed

are calibrated individually against standard instruments, and are fitted with satin -finish metal scales. The

radio instruments listed are neat In appearance and
inexpensive, a four -range voltmeter and milliammeter.
for instance, costing but 8s. Od.

"GOLTONE " RADIO PRODUCTS
D UNNING to no fewer than lift v -eight large and well -

I% illustrated pages, the new " Goitone" catalogue of
radio components will be found abundantly useful to
all wireless enthusiasts. About 300 items are
enumerated in the Index, which gives some idea of
the comprehensive range covered. Practically all the
lives listed are made in England, the few that are not
being clearly designated foreign. Devices for the
suppression of man-made static have been given much
space. notably patent air -spaced metal -screened down lentils as recommended by the Post Office authorities

and installed by both the B.B.C. and Home and
Dominion Governments. The list includes a wide
range of chokes, iron-cored.tuning coils, and general

electrical accessories and components for the radio -set
manufacturer, as well as for various specified kits.
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

THE well -illustrated catalogue published by James
McMillan and Co. covers an extensive range of
electrical instruments all combining best. British
materials and labour. The instruments listed are of
three types. The moving -coil type is suitable for use
on direct and rectified current, and is guaranteed to
conform to the requirements of the British Engineering
Standards Association Specification No. 89, 1929, for
first -grade instruments. The moving -Iron -rectifier
type is for use on both direct current and alternating
current of standard supply frequencies. The polarised-

10 CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

e ,"rd 200 ,cords
in length
should be received First Post each Monday
morning for publication in the following week's issue.

Club Reports should not

BOOK RECEIVED
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SLADE RADIO

photographic lecture was given by

AN illustrated

GUIDE TO THE SUPERHET.

ffiliE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER," by

Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E. (Sir Isaac Pitman

and Sons, Ltd., Is. tki. net) is a comprehensive work for

which many wireless students, both highly proficient
and otherwise, have been waiting. Until its appearance
there had been a dearth of information on the subject
In compact form, and one was forced to spend consider-

able time in obtaining, piece by piece, any required

information. Until three years ago the superheterodyne
was regarded in this country as an" academic" type of

receiver, and not as a practical means of obtaining
selective radio reception of high fidelity.
In this
respect it has now amply proved its worth, and no
wireless student can nowadays afford to neglect
the further possibilities It offers. Admittedly, notch of

our debt of gratitude to the superhet. exists because of
the insistent demands which it has made upon the skill
and patience of radio designers. It was, for instance,
largely because of its development that some kind of
automatic volume control became a necessity, but that
necessity having made itself evident, solutions of the

problem were not long forthcoming.

An interesting

chapter in the book under review devotes itself to
considerations of automatic volume control. In short,
this up-to-date book gives all the information
necessary for a complete understanding not only of the

superheterodyne receiver, but also of the developments In modern research that largely owe their
being to this exploitation of a most efficient, reliable.
and increasingly popular principle. An array of
admirably clear diagrams accompanies the text.

Mr. Geoffrey G. lloare, at a meeting of the

Slade Radio Society recently held at the Priory
Rooms, Birmingham. The meeting was exceptionally
well attended, there being about 130 members and
friends present.

Mr. Hoare, who was, he pointed out, lecturing
through the courtesy of Dr. Spencer, F.R.P.S., of
London, proceeded to present to the audience a

selection of unique and clever slides.
The lecture covered a wide range, dealing with the

various forms of ray photography now In use, examples
of spark, aerial, and trick photographs. etc., and a section dealing with the use of the camera to detect many

types of forgery.
After a short interval, Mr. Hoare continued his
lecture by showing a number of slides, produced by
means of Mr. Pontings' controllable distortograph.
This is an ingenious instrument, which, by deliberately

upsetting the balance of opposing faults in a lens
system, produces distorted photographs.
At a meeting of this society on Thursday, February
7th, the programme consi-fed of a debate " is
Car Radio Worth While ? " It was commenced by a
member reading newspaper extracts. This was followed
by quite a number of speakers, who seemed generally

to consider that car radio was not worth while and,

in fact, some most amazing things were raised against
its adoption. As t ime went on, how ever, other members

who had had experience of car radio presented the
opposite angle, with the result that when a vote was
iContinued ea page 847)

BUY ONLY THE BEST
Buy

1-0.0014,11,,,Ps

RECORD

It simply isn't worth spoiling a good set for a ha'pennorth of speaker. In other

Do not buy inferior valves, buy only the

words although a Blue Spot

Speaker may cost a few

best. And do not pay fancy prices for your

shillings more it pays a big

valves.

dividend in increased entertainment.

bought from as low as 3/3 each
and their quality is unexcelled.

Ask your dealer to let you hear a
Blue Spot " Star " and you will be

So the next time you replace a valve insist

amazed at the difference.

on getting a Record and it will prove

Send for Blue Spot Loudspeaker

the best valve bargain you have ever made.
If you are interested in short-wave reception
try a Record H.2 as a detector and you will

Pamphlet No. P.R.7.
PRICES FROM 35/- TO 11 GNS.

CILIA SLOT SIPIESAIKEIRS

find that your log increases

AND LICK -UPS

VALVES

Roseman St., Rosebery Avenue,
London, E.C.1.
Telephone: CLE 3570.

D.L.2.

Ihetributola for Northern rnallnd, Scotland
and North Wales: IL C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) Ltd., 100, London Road,
sHESSIBLD; 22, 81. Mary's Parsonage,

L.T. Low -frequency Amplifier.
L.P.2. Low consumption, small po wee.

Manchester; Strawberry Laae, Genoa -gale,
Newcastle -on -Tyne; 37. to, 39. Clyde Slave,
C
43, Splingbauk,

\

INDIRECTLY HEATED A.0

BATTERY HEATED

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO.
LTD., Blue Spot House, 94,96,

,

Special non-microphonic
tectOr.
H.2.
High -frequency amplifier.

P.2.

S.P 2.

PT 2.
S.2.

" A really gorgeous text -book."
WIRELESS

Record Valves can be

THE MAN -1N -THE -MOON
By Coulombus and Decibel.
Illustrated. 2/6 net.
FOR

It is both good fun and sound theory-learn while you laugh:
From all Booksellers or Newsagents.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2

de -

Power (suitable in 2nd L.F. sta se).
Super Power.
Pentode.
Screen -grid

H.F. Amplifier

313

RECTIFYING VALVES.
1W-350. Full Wave Rectifier (output
300 volts. 80 milliamperes).
F W.5.

Full Wave Rectifier (output

500 volts, 125 milliamperes).

Det.

PRICES FROM

and

VALVES.
AC/HL. Detector and Triode Amplifier.
Screen
-grid H.F.
AC/S A.C.
AC/VS A.C. Variable -mu.
AC/PT A.C. Pentode.
AC!P A.C. Power.

From your dealer or from any ',ranch of Curry's.
If you have any difficulty write direct to :-

RECORD RADIO LTD.
Eldon

Street

House,

Elden

Street,

LONDON,E.C.2. Tel.: Bishonsgate 1301
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PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

These biueprints are full-size. Copies of appropriate

issues of "Practical Wireless," "Amateur Wireless" and of "Wireless Magazine" containing
descriptions of these sets can in most cases be
obtained at 4d. and Ss. 3d. each,vespectively, post
paid.

Blueprints, Is. each.
Dolphin Strai, id Three ..
Long -Range Express Three
Mains Express Three
..
Sonotone Four
Bijou TILee
Argus Three
Argus Three Mains Unit ..
Empire Short -Wave Three
Solo Knob Threep
Midget Two
Autokol I Pentode Two

.. 24.9.32
.. 24.9.32
.. 8.10.32
..15.10.32
-29.10.32
..12.11.32
..26.11.32
.. 3.12.32
-10.12.32
..17.12.32
..31.12.32
.. 14.1.33
.. 28.1.33
.. 18.2.33

..

Selectone Battery Three ..
Fury Four
Stand -By Two -Valuer

..

Featherweight Portable Four

..

Q.P.P. Three -Four
Alpha Q.P.P. Three

..
Ferrocart Q.P.P. Hi -Mae
Three
..
Supersonic Six
..
Beta Universal Four

.1

6.5.33
4.3.33
25.3.33
25.3.33

and 1.4.33

8.4.33

..

.. 15.4.33
A.C. Twin ..
.. 22.4.33
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two .. 29.4.33
A.C. Fury Four
.. 25.2.33
Itadlopax Class B Four 27.5.33
Three -Valve Push -Pull Detector
.. 4.3.33
Set
.. 10.6.33
Double -Diode Triode Three
Three -Star Nicore
Class B Detector Two-Valver
D.C. Ace ..
Superset ..
Auto -B Three
All -Wave Two
..

24.6.33

.. 17.6.33
.. 15.7.33

-19.8.33
19.8.33

.. 19.8.33
.. 16.9.33
A.C. Three ..
23.9.33
..
Premier Super
Experimenter's Short -Wave Three 23.0.33
A.C.-D.C. Two
All -Wave Unipen

..

7.10.33

..14.10.33

F.J.C. 3 -valve A.V.C. (Transfer
.. 4.11.33
Print) ..
-14.10.33
Luxus A.C. Superhet
.. 2.12.33
A.C. Quadpak
.. 2.12.33
Sixty -Shilling Three
Nucleon Class B. Four

Fury Four Super ..

-

A.C. Fury Four Super
..
.
Leader Three
D.C. Premier
A.C. Leader
Prima Mains Three
..
Master Midget Two
Atom Lightweight Portable
..
Ublque

Four -Range Super-Mag. Two
..
Summit Three
..
Armada Mains Three
Midget Short -Wave Two ..
All -Pentode Three..

£6 Superh-t Three..

A.C. £5 Superhet Three

..

D.C. £5 Superhet Three ..
Hall -Mark Three

..

6.1.34

.. 27,1.34
.. 10.2.34
.. 10.3.34
.. 31.3.34

..

7.4.34
5.4.34

..
.. 12.5.34
.. 2.6.34

.. 28.7.34
.. 11.8.34
.. 18.8.34
_ 18.8.34
.. 15.9.34
.. 22.9.34
..27.10.34
..24.11.34

.. 1.12.34
.. 8.12.34

F. J. Camm's Universal £5 Super ..15.12.34
het
A.C. Hall -Mark

.

..

.. 26.1.35
2.2.35
9.2.35

Index letters "P.W." refer to "Practical

Wireless" sets, "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless" sets and "W.M." to "Wireless Magazine"

PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

PW1
PW2
PW3
PlY4

PW5
PW6
PW6A
PW7

PVirs

PW9
PW9A
PW10
PW11
PW11A
PW12
PW13
PW14

} PW15
PW16
PW17
PW 18

PW19
PW20
PW21

PW22
P\V23
PW24
PW24A
PW25
PW26
PW27
PW28
P11'29

PW30
PW30A
PV1'31

PW31A

PW32
PW33
PW34
PW34A
PW3413

PW34C
PW34D
PW35
PW35B
PW35C
PW35D

PW35E
PW36
PW36A
PW36B
PW37
PW38
PW38A
PW39
PW40
PW43
PW42
PW41
PW 44

PW45
PW46
PW47

Send, preferably, a postal order (stamps over
sixpence unacceptable) to "Practical and Amateur
sets.

Wireless" Blueprint Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Melody Two
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)

Big -power

with

Out of print AW33SA
Out of print A W426
Lucerne Minor (D. Pen) ..
.. Apr. '32 W51278
Family Two (1). Trans) ..
Three-vikiet : Blueprints, 1s. each.
£8 Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) Out of print AW343
New Regional Three (D, RC,

Out of print
1.1.11.0. Special Oue-valver
Loud -speaker
Twenty -station
Out of print
One -valuer (Class B) ..

'

AW387

AW449

Twe-ralvers : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) Out of print AW388
AW392
Full -volume Two (SG, Det, Pen) 17.6.33
Out of print A W395
Iron -core Two (D, Trans)
A W396
12.8.33
Iron -core Two (D, QPP)
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
Out of print AW377A
..
Coil (D. Tram)

Pen) A.C.

23.6.34

D.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Push-pull
Pen) D.C.
July '33

Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG,

.. Apr. '32

-14.10.33
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans.
..25.11.33
Class B) .
.. 2.12.33
£5 5s. B.G.3 (*SG, D, Trans)
1934 Ether Searcher: Baseboard

AW404

Home -built Coil Three (SG,
Trans)

..

..

Model (SG, 0, Pen)

1934 Ether Searcher:

..

Model (SG, D, Pen)

1),

20.1.34

AW410
AW412
AW417

Chassis
AW.410

.

Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) Out of print

AW422

Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne

..

Out of print
AW423
Coils
P.W.H. Mascot with Lucerne Coils
AW337A
..
17.3.34
(Det, B.C., Trans)

Mullard Master Three with Lucerne Coils

..

..

(HF, Pen, I), Pen)

Out of print
14.4.34

£5 5s. Three: De -luxe Version
19.5.31
(SG,D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

AW424
AWI31
AW435

9.6.34
AW437
Trans) ..
All -Britain Three (HF Pen,D,Pen) Out of print AW448

" Wireless League" Three (HF'

.. 3.1.34
Pen, D, Pen)
..
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen) Feb. '32
Multi -Meg Three (I). 2 Trans)

.

JUltd '32

Percy Harris Radiogram (HF,

AW451
W51271
W51288

Aug. '32
Trans) ..
£6 6s. Radiogram (D, BC, Trans) Apr. '23
Simple -tune Three (SG, D, Pen) .. J une '33

W51.294
WM31:3

July '33
.
Pen)
C. -B. Three (D, LF, Class B) Out of print
Economy -pentode Three (SG, D,

W51330
WM333

Tyers Iron -core Three (SO, D,
Pen)

All -wave Three (1)*,*2LF)

..

Oct. '33

.. Jan. '34

" W.M." 1931 Standard Three

Feb. '34
.
(SG, D, Pen)
- Mar. '31
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans.)
Iron -core Baud -pass Three (SG, D,
QP21)

-

.

.. June '34

1935 £66s. Battery Three (SO, 1),
Pen)

Oct. '34

Feer-valters : Blueprints, I s. 6d. each.
651- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) Out of print
" A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, 0, Pen) 16.0.33
Out of print
2 H.F. Four (250, D, Pen)

Crusaders' A.V.C. 4 (2 H.F, D,
QP21)

18.3.34

WM327

W11337
W51343

WM351
WM354
W31362

W5I371
A W370
AW402.
AW421

AW445

......Aug.

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, I), LF,*
Feb. '34
Trans)

W113.10

Five-yalvers : Blueprints, Is. ed. each.
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
.. May '33
Trans)

WM320

New Class -B Five (SO, D,

Soc. '33
Class B) .
Class -B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Dee. '33
Class B)
Mains Operated.
Twe-yalvers : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Consoelectric Two (1), pen) A.C. 23.9.33

Economy A.C.Two(I), Trans)A.C. June '32

W11340

AW439
WM323

WM270
W11329

AW394

.

AW399

'11'31374

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen,

15.7.33

(D. Trans, Class B)

A W 390

W51333

AW310
AW386

New Britain's Favourite Three

AW383

D, Pen) A.C.
Oct. '33
Six -guinea AC/DC,Three (HF,Pen,
D, Trans) A.C./D.C.
July '34

25.0.32
22.4.33

Trans)
Class -B Three (D. Trans, Class B)

-

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valrers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Out of print AW344
..
B.B.C. One -valves..

A.C. Pentaquester (HF Pen, D,

Nor. '34
11, Pen) A.C.
Four -salvers : Blueprints, ls. Sd. each.
A.C. Melody Ranger (SG, DC, Re.
Trans) A.C.
.. Out of print
AC/DC Straight A.V.C.4 (2 HF, D,
_ 8.0.34
Pen) A.C./D.C. .

(Pentode and Class -B outputs for
..
above blueprints 6d. each) .. 25.8.34 AW445A
W5I273
Feb. '32
Quadradyne (2SG, D, Pen)
Oct. '32
W11300
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE. Calibrator (SG, I), RC, Trans)
W1.1303
CRYSTAL SETS.
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. Nor. '32
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Calibrator de Luxe (SG, D, RC,
.. 31.3.34
AW427
Apr. '33 WM315
Four -station Crystal Set ..
Trans)
AW444 Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
.
4.8.34
1934 Crystal Set
W5I331
.. Out of print AW450
150 -mile Crystal Set
Class -B)
Battery Hall -Mark 4
Universal Ball Mack

Thrge-valvers : Blueprints, 11. each.
Home -lover's New All -electric
25.3.33
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C.
3.6.33
S.G. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) A.C. 10.8.33

A.C. Quadradyne (250,
.
D, Trans)

All Metal Four (2SG, D, Pen) A.C. July '33

SUPER-HETS.
Battery Sots : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
9.12.33
1934 Century Super
Super Senior
Oct. '31
1932 Super 60
. Jan. '32
Q.P.P. Super 60
.. Apr. '33
" W.51." Stenode
.. Oct. '34
Modern Super Senior
Nor. '31
Mains Sots : Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
1934 A.C. Century Super, A.C. .. 10.3.34
1932 A.C. Super 60, A.C.
.. Feb. '32
Seventy-seven Super, A.C.
.. Dec. '32
May '33
" W.51." D.C. Super, D.C.
Dec. '33
Merrymaker Super, A.C.
Heptode Super Three, A.C.
.. May '34
" W.M." Radiogram Super, A.C. July '34
" W.11." Stenode, A.C.
.. Sep. '34

W3I3G4

AW330
ANSI 16

AW413
WM266
WM260
WM.110

WM373
\1'D1375

AW425
W51272
WM305
W'31321

WM345
Mr 5E366
W313711

PORTABLES.

Four-valrers : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
General-purpose Portable (SG-, D
..
Out of print
R.C, Trans)
Midget Class -B Portable (SG, D,

A1V351

LF, Class -B)

.. 20.5.33

AW389

Class B)

..

AW393

Holiday Portable (SO, D, LF,

Family Portable (HF, D, RC,

1.7.33

.
22.9.31
Trans) ..
Town and Country Four (SG, D*,
..
RC, Trans)
. 3/ay '32

Two H.F. Portable

AW417
W51247

l2 SG, D.,

W11362
Jur», '34
Tyers Portable (SG, I), 2 Trans) Aug. '34 1131363
SHORT -WAVERS. Battery Operated.
One-valrers : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Out of print AW329
S.W. One -valve
..
Out of print AW42)
S.W. One -valuer for America
A11 452
Roma Short -waver
-10.11.34
..
Twe-calrers : Blueprints, is. each.
AW419
Home-made Coil Two (D. Pen) .. 14.7.34
Three-valvers : Blueprints, ls. each.

QP21)

World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D.
I(.C, Trans)
..
..
Out of print AW155
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D.
AW43S
30.6.34
Trans. Super-regea)
Jan. 19.'35 AW453
Experimenter's Short -waver
Dec. 1.'34 AW1.66
..
Short-wave Adapter
. . Dec. 1.'31 A W457
Superhet. Converter
Four -salvors : Blueprints, Is. Sd. each.

" A.W." Short-wave World Beater
2.6.34
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,
Mar.
'33
Trans)
Super -hats : Blueprints, ls. 6d. each.
Quartz -crystal Super
'31
Mains Operated.
Two-ralcers : Blueprints, 11. each.

-

Two -valve 5Iains Short -Ns aver (D,
Pen) A.C.
.. 10.11.34
.
" W.M." Band -spread Short -waver
Aug. '31
(D, Pen)

W1I314

Three-valrors : Blueprints, Is. each.
Einigrator
D, P»), A.C. .. Feb. '34
Four -raisers : Blueprints, is. ed. each.
Gold Coaster (SG, D, RC, Trans)

AW403
W11285

Trickle Charger

'32

A.C.

Practical and Amateur Wireless Blueprint Service

aGmc

Jan. 5:31
oNne

L

1

Strand,t

AW436
W51318

W51372

AW153

111165
W51352

WM292
AW442
h.
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EASY TERMS
We specialise in the supply of all good quality
Radio sets, components, and accessories.

Send

list of requirements and keen quotation will be
sent

promptly.

Cash

and

orders

C.O.D.

despatched by return Of post.

PICE LISTS FREE.

W.B.STENTORIAN
A New Marconiphone Loud -speaker pointed out that the flux density of the
cabinet -model loud- magnetic circuit reaches a figure of 8,000
speaker illustrated on this page is lines per sq. cm.
The speaker is definitely of the highthe type " 195 " which has just been grade
type, and the price is 8 guineas
released by the Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
It is referred to by the makers as a " multi- (cash), or (on H.P.) 16s. 9d. deposit and
functional " speaker, mainly due to the twelve monthly payments of 14s. When
fact that it incorporates a built-in volume supplied with certain Marconiphone recontrol and also an automatic 'tone - ceivers the speaker can be obtained for an
compensating device. Other noteworthy initial payment of 21s., and eighteen
features include the fitting of a non - monthly payments of 9s. 6d.
directional metal -and -paper elliptical cone
which is almost entirely free from re - Eddystone Ultra -short-wave Components
THREE interesting Eddystone com-

THE attractive

ponents are shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, these being a

low -loss

short-wave valve -holder (with stand-off
insulators), a 100 m.mfd. " scientific "
variable tuning condenser, and a screened
all -wave choke. It is scarcely necessary to

say that all of these components show
extremely fine workmanship as well as

mechanical and electrical efficiency, since
the makers are so well known to all shortwave enthusiasts.
The valve -holder is built up on a ring of
special no -loss insulating material, and is

equally suitable for short or ultra -short
wavelengths. It is of a type that will be in

great demand for receivers intended for
use in connection with future high -definition
The new Marconiphone

Model "195 " Multi -functional M.C. speaker.

sonanoes, and a highly sensitive permanent magnet moving -coil unit.

television programmes and the price is
Is. 5d. in four -pin type, or Is. 8d. with
five pins, the insulating pillars costing 7d.
extra in each case.

The tuning condenser is an extremely

This speaker is particularly intended for fine piece of work ; the fixed vanes are all
use as an extension in conjunction with soldered together to ensure perfect contact ;
such receivers as the Marconiphone Models the spider end plates are made from
292, 289, and 296, although it can, of " D.L.-9 " (a special low -loss material)

course, be used with many other high- connection to the spindle is made by
grade receivers with eminently satisfactory means of a braided copper lead and the
results.
centre spindle is spring loaded to ensure
The impedance of the speech, coil is 9 smooth and steady movement.
This
to 10 ohms at 800 cycles, and no input component is available in four alternative
transformer is fitted since the speaker is capacities -35, 60, 100 and 160 m.mfd..
intended for use chiefly as an extension the prices ranging from 6s. to 7s. 6d. The
from receivers in which an output trans- " Scientific " condenser is one that we can
former is already provided. The maximum confidently recommend to every shortspeech input of the " 195 " is 6 watts, but wave experimenter and constructor.
we found that excellent reproduction was
The screened choke illustrated is supplied
obtainable when the input was as low as in two types, one of which is for use on
watt. An idea of the high sensitivity wavelengths between 10 and 200 metres.
1

of the speaker can be gained when it is and the other for all ranges between 13
(Co/aim/n(0a page 846)

Revitalise your

set

with the SENIOR

P.M. LI. UNIT. Cash Price £2 2 0,

26

with order and 11 monthly payment. of 4 -.
Standen' P.M. Speaker. Cash Price £1 12 6,
2;11 with order and 11 monthly
3 -.
H.T. ELIMINATOR.

5/ -

Eke° N.10 20 H.T. Eliminator with
Secures Trickle Charger. Cash price £2 12 6
order and 10 monthly
delivery. or 5/- ,with
payments of 5/3.

2/6

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP

first-class pick-up with volume controt. Cash price ttirli
26
delivery. order and 7 monthly payment, 01 4 -.
A

SecnrC1

$1delis,,.

MANUFACTURERS' KIT
New Lassen Band-pass

3. Very easy to

nOd. l'a-h prier iiiir/uitliw valves,
EA 19 6 or 5:- with order and 12
lot hly payments of 8/5.

VALVES.

Every type of valve replacement supplied on convenient terms. 3 Valves
(Cossor, Mullein], or Marconi): S.G..
Secures
Power. Cash price S1/S/0, or 6/ delivery. Det.,
with order and S monthly

5! -

payments

of 4/7.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.

Estd. 1825
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LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

COMPANY
II.OAT LANE -NOBLE STREEFLONDON.E.C.

nos EDITION
or' ENGINELIIINtl orivicruNi.
THIS" Is just off the Prem. It
describes the easy way In which

AJILIAseb.E.,

'coma an
A.1111A.B.,

P.4 58-Ao Fla" GuarA.11.1.W.T.. Ile., wader our "
antee, and contain, the world's widest .election al muses

In all liranchem of Civil, Mech., Dee., Motor, Aero., and Radio

Engineering, Televielen, Building, ete.
yore are earning less than SIO pet trerk you f4Pli
afford to miss this unique quiver to Stet rlor job.

DON'T DELAY.-Scud for your FRI:F.
01 the it oJLook toolity. No cost
any kind.
THE BRITISH INSTTFITTE OF

"0,

A

group of Eddystone ultro-short-wane components, including a low -loss value -holder, a
tuning condenser, and a screened choke.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Shakespeare House, 29 31, Oxford
Street, London.
Arriean enquiries: P.O. Box 4701

rrah
o'berig. A net 'Wattle n enquiries: P.O. Pop
y

Sydney. Canadian enquirire: 259,

Goy Sitreet, Toronto.
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Let Us Send You
This 28 -Page

Booklet Free

and 2,000 metres. The prices are 3s. 9d.
and 5s. respectively. In both cases the
windings are of very low self capacity and
are arranged in sections on a hollow steatite
tube. The screening case is made from pure
copper, and is of ample diameter to avoid
undue capacity between the windings and
earth.
On test it was found that both
chokes were entirely free from resonance
peaks over the complete ranges of wavelengths covered.

RESILIENCE

Mervyn Television Equipment
have recently received from The

WE Mervyn Sound and Television Co.,
Ltd., a new mirror drum of extremely

fine and accurate construction and which

Each individual socket in Clix
Chassis Mounting Valveholders
is formed with a definite waist
which, in conjunction with the
helical
slots,
affords unique
perfect
resilience and gives
contact with every type of

INTI ItNA-riONAL.
CORREWMNDENCL

IliXIL-

valve pin without possibility of

CLLX

Specified
for ALL the
HALL-

MARK"
RECEIVERS

collapse.

It gives all particular; of various Courses
that cover every phase of Radio work.
The Radio industry is progressing with
amazing rapidity. Only by knowigg thoroughly
the basic principles can pace be kept with it.
I.C.S. Instruction includes American broad-

Write

for

"N" and

Folder
spe ;al

leaflet on Clio Ileary
Doi .4.E. Phiy.t

LECTRO LINX, LTD.

casting as well as British wireless practice. It
is a modern education, covering every department of the industry.

79a Rochester Row, London, 9.W.1

OUR COURSES

Included in the I.C.S: range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day

intnnately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.

We will be pleased to send you details and

free advice on any or all of these subjects.
Just fill in, and post the coupon, or write in
any other way.
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Without ered, or Oioll.111t i011,
Nemd me your

" Radio" booklet of information about the Courses
I have marked X

ri

COMPLETE RADIO
nt RADIO SERVICING
El RADIO EQUIPMENT
O RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
ri WIRELESS ENGINEERING
ri WIRELESS OPERATORS

1] EXAMINATION (state which,

50 ohms to

100000

Two television components by the Mervyn
Sound and Television Co.. Ltd. Above, a
Duo -Sphere mirror drum and, below, a new
Mervyn enclosed universal television motor.

has an external diameter of only 31in.

This drum is known as the Duo -Sphere,
and has been patented. _It is designed for
use in connection with 30 -line scanning,
and is thus fitted with the necessary thirty
mirrors which are all scientifically balanced

and adjusted ready for immediate use on
transmissions employing a 3 to 7 picture size ratio. The drum can be supplied for
use in either transmitter or receiver, the
price being £3 10s.

Illustrated below the Mervyn mirror

drum is a new Mervyn universal television
motor, styled the BM4. As can be seen,
this is a totally -enclosed unit, thus being
practically dust proof. It is provided with
self -aligning and self -oiling bearings, whilst

there are rectangular brushes which are
automatically applied to the commutator
Name
Address

doe

Specified for the
A.C.

HALL-MARK
FOUR.
and perfect for all the

" Hall -Mark':
receivers.

When building your next set, or overhauling your present equipment, change
over to Amplion resistors. They ere
colour coded, compact and sturdy, and
all values are wire-wousui, this method

of construction giving the most reliable

1111
EACH

and constant form of resistance.
Price 1/- each ;

all

values.

at the same tension.
This motor can be fed from either D.C.
or A.C., through a suitable potential
divider and it is so economical that when

driving a l6in. disc the consumption is

only about 95 milliamps. The price is 25s.,

which represents excellent value for so
fine a unit. A similar motor can also be

supplied for _battery. .operation, the price in
that case being 27s. 6d.

I -WATT WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
Obtainab, Irons all Dealers.

AMPLION (1932) LTD.
*5.84 Roseman Street. Rosebery Assess., London, E.C.s
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taken an overwhelining majority were in favour of
ear radio.-lion. Secretary, Chas. Game, 40, West
I

ive. ileatiffield Park, Handswort h.
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WIRELESS AND PHYSICAL SOCIETY

AT t it, last meeting of this society, held at 5, Atlyre

PUSH-PULL COMPONENTS
SHOULD NOW COST YOU

Road, East Croydon, Mr. C. J. Hayward delivered

a lecture on " Instruments used in the Navigation of
Aircraft," accompanying his remarks by reference
to actual instruments used in aerial navigation.
The lecturer explained that the advance in design
of navigating instruments, and the fact that they were
now used In conjunction with wireless telephony or
telegraphy, had resulted In a very high standard of
efficiency of navigation being obtained and had contributed largely to increased safety, particularly when
flcing at night or in conditions of poor visibility.
Reference was made to the fact that the introduction
of certain instruments employing the gyroscope system

of control had made it possible to fly In bad weather

They certainly will if they are Var!ey ! For patent
number 275 cf 1915 expired last January and the extra

1'6 royalty-which has hitherto been demanded on all
push-pull components-is

no

longer

payable.

As

Varley, in accordance with their policy of fair dealing

for long periods with comparati ease, and that,
farther, these instruments had done mush to relieve in all things, have never failed to pay this royalty, they
t he -train on the pilot, who in the early days had torely
almost solely on the compass for his direction. The
finietioning of the instruments which indicate the air are now able to announce a reduction of V6 on all their
speed and altitude was explained in detail. Visitors
are heartily welcomed at any of the meetings, and
particulars as to membership, etc., may be obtained push-pull components.
Write for our illustrated
from the Hon. Sec., Mr. H. 'f. P. Gee, Stale House,
31 and 52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

catalogue - containing full descriptions and prices of

SOCIETY OF WIRELESS PIONEERS

THIS society announces the appointment of Mr.
I R. W. Stewart, 8, East View Terrace, Seaton
Carew, West Hartlepool, Co. Durham, as hon. director
of the Durham and Yorks area. A chapter is in
process of being formed, and it is requested that all

Varley push-pull components-it's free !

LESS

pioneers in short-wave work will communicate with
Mr. Stewart, enclosing a stamp for reply. The Society

of Wireless Pioneers also announces its own monthly.

The components referred to

can writer, Alice 11. Bourke, of W91)XX, for many
ycirs reporter of a Chicago newspaper. The society
will always be pleased to hear from all pioneers who
tartan in or prior to 1924 ; the official Q.lt.A.s arc

former (DP6); P.P.Oldput
Transformer (DP7); Class
Jdlnptd l'ransformer (DP

elate are :B.D.P.P. Input Trans-

journal under the editorship of the well -knower Ameri-

40 A: DP 41); Class B Output Choke (DP 42); QPP

H. B. Shields, 39, Hardman Lane, Failsworth, Lanes. ;
It. W. Stewart, 8, East View Terrace, Seaton Carew,
W. Hartlepool ; and It. L. Rawies, Blackwater, Isle of
Wight.

Input Transformer (DP

(Oliver Pell Control Ltd.)'

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY

MR. RIVERS-MOORE, President, lectured to the
Croydon Radio Society on Tuesday, February
5th, in St. Peter's Hall, South Croydon. His topic was
" From the Days of the ('oherer," and his experience
In pioneer hullo resulted in a fascinating talk. Indeed,
his audience were taken back to before 1900, and even
bekre Marconi experiments were proceeding. Wire-

Bloomfield

Road,

Woolwich,

le,s kr lighthouses was one of the first very useful

Ecties-t and

lighthouse keeper's daughter and the postmaster's
s,in on the mainland. At length came the coherer,

acitievemetzt

receiver, incorporating a " tweeter" speaker. On
Tuesday, February 19th, Mr. Mordaunt, of Purley
Radio, Ltd.. is demonstrating his new wide -range

THE.MARVELLOUS NEW

:cid eventually the Fleming valve. The evening con( idled with a demonstration of his redesigned quality

quality receiver, and as some very interesting results

"STENTORIAN" SPEAKER

readers are invited to attend, and will be welcomed.
Fixture cards till the end of the session are available.
-lion. Secretary, E. L. Cumbers, Maycourt, Campden

Will

are expected, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

Road, South Croydon.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)

Is holding its Annual Dinner
THISand
organisation
Dance on Saturday, March !oh, at Maison

Lyons, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.I. It will be attended
by the Senior American Consul, broadcasting authorities, radio manufacturers, etc. The tickets are Cs. iii.

each, evening dress optional, and ladies are invited.
We would like to see many short-wave enthusiasts
on this occasion, and an early application should be
made for tickets.-A. E. Bear, 10, St. Mary's Place,
Rotherhithe, London, S.E.10.
SMETHWICK WIRELESS SOCIETY

AT a recent meeting of this society an interesting
lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, was given

by Mr. G. L. Deal, of the Milliard Wireless Service Co.,
1.1d. The subject was " The New Season's Valves and

their Uses."
Commencing with a short history of the valve the
lecturer described the evolution of the S.G. valve and
ILE. pentode. The introduction of automatic volume

control was mentioned as one of the causes for the
revival of diode detection, whilst the need of set
manufacturers for a compact chassis was stated to be
the prime reason for the introduction of the modern
Different varieties of these were dealt

with and their circuit diagrams explained.

Practical Television
6d. Monthly

Pabliebed by Gee. Neeines, Ltd.. 8-11, Southampton Street,

Strand W C.2.
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MORSE?

provement to
your set, because the new
and exclusive
magnet

gies
It,,

nearly twice

miaow of any
previous commer-

cial speaker, and
of

new method
speech coil

Unless you read Morse, you arc missing

probably 75 per cent. of the Short Wave
fransmissions. Yet it is simplicity itself
to learn with the Chad Valley Automatic

assembly obtains

astoundingly clear

and faithful tone.

Also, an improved

Morse Sender.
This soundly constructed instrument
enables you to send perfect signals at speeds
of 5-3o words per minute without previous
knowledge of the code, and while you send,
you learn to receive messages,

"Microlode"

device

provides

accurate
matching

with
when

any set, or
used

as

an extra speaker.

4x Characters are provided and the set

fitted with our specia ,Iligh Efficiency low
consumption Iluzr-er.
Operated by a
41 volt dry battery or 4 volt accumulator.

SEND ONLY

216
TRY IT
FOR

7 DAYS

tion to the Hon Secretary, Mr. E. Fisher, M.A.. 33,
Freeth St., Oldbury, ur. Birmingham.

Tel: Woolwich

bring an
unbelievable im-

New

members will be welcomed at meetings of this society,
particulars of which will be gladly supplied on applica-

S.E.18.

can you read short

gteA7tet51-

applications of the then new science, and among the
tir-4 signals ever sent were romantic ones between a

multiple valve.

36); Output Chokes (DP 37,
DP 38, & DP 30).

E

W.B.

STENTOR IAN" SENIOR

mode

Sent carefully packed and carriage
7 days' trial
for only 2 8 dewit. II satisfied, pay further
2 8 at once, then S monthly payments of 5 -.
PMS 1.

Paid to approved ea...comers !or

Obtainable at

.Cash to 7 days, 42,-.)
W.B. " STENTORIAN " STANDARD model
?MS 2. sent to approved a ddne.'s for 7 days'

all leading stoves.

trial for only 2.8 deposit. If satisfied, pay further

2 6 at once, then 6 monthly payments of S -.
address :;Cash in 7 days, 72 5.) 1

HERAUDLTD

(Dept. P.67), EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18.
'Phone : Tottenham 2256
Estab'd 35 Years.

I

If kcal shop does not stock, send 7'6

and 6d. postage, quoting pattern No. 3608,

toTHE

CHAD VALLEY

CO. LTD

NARBORNE, BIRMINGHAM 17.
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for the "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

-

SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR

B.T.S.
Short Wave COILS
COVERING
13
to 52
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Specified.

I
THE PAIR

Also Exclusively Specified
B.T.S.

4/

.0001 mid. Midget Condenser
Extension Rod

AMERICA DIRECT
your present set!
B.T.S.
1935
Short
on

Wave ADAPTOR

plass into your present
battery or A.C. Mains set and give.
world-wide reception. 100-1 ratio
aerial tuning and slow-motion
reaction for we t it her w
rc Superhet S.W.
Air
Dielectric Ttea.r.

Simply

:i

Condensers

Bakelite Panel
Caldnet.

ASSEMBLED

Barra cone.
90-190 metres,

and

46-116

4:6

ea..b.

AND TESTED.

52/6

'With 2 plug-in code.
1::.26 and 24-32 metres

From all Radio Dealers.

If any difficulty,
fur lists of B.T.S.

send

direct.

Write
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PRACTICAL LETTERS fROM
44EADER

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).

Two H.F. Stage Receiver

maximum anode voltage of 400. In nearly

Sin,-I have been a reader of your every case, when you have published a
excellent journal since No. 1, and I add my set, you have regarded the question of
support for a 2 H.F. stages receiver. I price as of primary importance, and I
would like to see a design published am sure there must be hundreds of your
incorporating 2 H.F. pentodes, power grid readers who, like myself, would welcome a
detector, and triode output (3-4 watts), set on the foregoing lines with quality
using a 4 -gang permeability tuner, with the first consideration and the price absoA.V.C. and visual tuning.-G. BENNETT lutely the last.-F. DUNCAN (Newcastle on -Tyne).
(Holloway).
(The general consensus of opinion does

not support this point of view.-ED.)
" A Splendid Gift "
wish to thank you for your Another Quality Receiver
splendid gift, the " Television and Short Sin,-Lately you have produced an
Wave Handbook." I am looking forward to

many happy evenings reading it through. astounding range of tceivers at an equally
I should very much like to see a design for astounding price. Now couldn't we have
a three -valve short-wave set included a quality set ? I suggest a 2 H.F. tuning
in your " cheap sets and quality " cam- unit with iron -core coils and 3 -gang conWishing PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR denser, etc., and alternative L.F. ampliWIRELESS even greater triumphs.- fiers of 2i, 6 and 12 watts output to go with

paign.

it. The 6- and 12 -watt models at any rate
could have a very efficient frequency re" Good Practical Radio Knowledge " sponse. This would cater for all tastes.JEFFERSON H. LIGHT (Plynsouth).

SIR,-Although a reader since number one
of PRACTICAL. WIRELESS, this is my first

Short Wave and

Tele% ision Kite and Ciens...nents.

February 23rd, 1935

P. B. EARLE (Rugby).

letter, so I feel it my duty to apologise An All -mains
for the delay in expressing my appreciation
Overseas
TELEVISION SUPPLIES. LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, Dept.
Pr .W .," LONDON. W.0

BRITISH

Short -waver

for

for the really good practical radio knowSIR,-As a reader of PRACTICAL WIREledge you have imparted to us each week LESS and an enthusiast in the Tropics,
through the pages of PRAcncAL WIRELEss. where good components are essential and

Three of us here in " digs " each have our only short-wave sets, suitable for 14 to 100
metres, are of any use, I agree With your
WLRELESS, each cutting out and keeping correspondent, L. Buckley, of Waziristan,
articles which are likely to prove useful for India. What would interest us is a circuit
future reference ; three book shelves each to suit A.C. mains, 230v., and capable of
have a copy of "Television and Short -Wave good reception over a distance of about
Handbook."
9,000 miles.
All being " Hams " we welcome the
I might state that a set with keen tuning
joining up of Amateur Wireless. I thought is required, as the Empire stations, French,
separate order for PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR

TWO IN ONE
The Bulgin type VS Volume Control
with switch is a dual-purpose com

ponent, the value of which cannot
be over -estimated.

further slight
movement automatically switches off the set. This
unit is also particularly useful for
disconnecting the G.B. applied

to battery Vari-mu valves.
500-5,000 ohms

4/6
10.000100,000

ohm,

5/ CUT HERE
send, post free, 80 -page Catalogue
No. 154 "N.' ' I enclose 3d. in stamps
Please

NAME
ADDRESS

gin

too good to Dutch, and German stations are all very
be improved, but it seems each week you close together around 19 metres and 25
set a standard one step above the last, as metres, and at times there is great difficulty
H. W. (Cardiff) puts it, " A marvel of modern in separating them. I have admired Mr.
journalism."
F. J. Camm's £5 Superhet. Three, but its
Again, I heartily agree with H. W. range is unsuitable here.-T. DUNCAN
(Cardiff) in his suggestion to make greater (Kuala Lumpur, Federated Malay States).
use of formulae and numerical examples, in
fact I will be so " unpractical " as to ask A.V.C.: That L.S. Switch
PRACTICAL. WIRELESS was

After reducing volume to zero a

block tatters)

BULGIN

RADIO COMPONENTS
A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

if we might have a " solve this " problem on

SIR,-I was very pleased to read Therthe same lines in addition to the practical
one we have each week. I suppose this is mion's outspoken and common-sense protest
against makers of wireless sets forcing
really side-stepping from the original idea
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, but now we have upon the public that stupid device A.V.C.
the addition of ',Amateur Wireless I am It means that because some foreign stations
sure there is every excuse, and I feel sure fade, all foreign stations must therefore
most readers after a time will appreciate be so cut down that none (or very few)
the help of a few figures to the practical can be listened to with any pleasure.
Another thing, if makers must incorside of radio.-H. G. SAUNDERS (Senglea,
porate a speaker in every set they turn out,
Malta).

Something Really New

they might at least put in a switch to

switch off such speaker, and enable one to

Srit,-What about an A.C. one valver for switch on another independent one. As
local stations ? Let's have it.-ROBERT far as I know Ferranti's are the only
firm to do this.-C. W. HODGSON (LiverT. Simms (Parkstone).
pool).

" A Real Quality Set "

Snt,-I would like to add my plea to High-tension Unit

SIR,-Replying to your invitation for
other correspondents desiring a real quality
set, something much bigger than you have suggestions, I should be glad if you could
hitherto attempted. My own idea of a publish in the near future a constructional
super -set is a four- or five-valver employing article on a good High -Tension Unit to
2 V.M.H.F., 1 DD/Pen. with A.V.C., with run from a 6 -volt car battery. I have been

either a push-pull stage or an output in conversation with several readers who
valve such as the Cossor PT41B as the would welcome an article of this description.
last valve. This valve to be run on its -A. H. OLIVER (Hitchin).
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIES TO

YOUR PROBLEMS
The coupon on Page
iii of cover must be attached to every query.

/f. a postal re ply is
desired. a stamped addressed envelope must

be enclosed.3 Every

query and drawing
which is sent must bear

the name and address
of the sender. Send

NQUIRIES
by Our Technical Staff

Sour queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Geo.
Neu'nes. Ltd.. 8-11. Southampton Street.
Strand. London. W.C.2.

SPECIAL NOTE

but the results would not, of course, be as

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties

designed components. Connect the primary

from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
arising

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
in
our
contemreceivers
described
poraries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name

and address of the sender.
..MMINMIrl.M.I.M.1.101/11.1114,411.M.401111.14Mr.

Arcing Switches
" Just recently

It would be possible to use the parts,

1111.11111111414114141=14.MINNIMP.,.rs

T.

arisen

a

pectigar trouble

has

When two of the

in my house.

upstairs electric switches are switched into
the ' on ' position I hear a long sizzling
It stops after a short
time, and only occurs sometimes. Can I
cure this, or are the switches broken or in
need of replacement ? "
The switches have weakened through use
and it is necessary to close the two sockets
into which the knife -arm fits. The noise
is caused by arcing across the two points,

good as those obtained with correctly - noise in my speaker.
of each transformer in series, and do the
same with the secondaries. Connect the

anode of the L.F. valve to one of the

remaining primary terminals, and join the

other primary terminal to H.T. positive.

The junction of the two secondaries should
be connected to G.B., whilst the remaining

secondary terminals should be joined to

and this will cause pitting of the metal,

and if not corrected will in time cause the
the grids of the output valves, either direct metal to break, and the switch will then
or through stabilising resistances. The require renewing. If you examine the
two chokes may be joined in series, with switch you will see the small double socket

the junction taken to H.T. positive and into which the arm is pressed when the
the outside or remaining terminals to the switch is put into the on position, and in
two anodes. The speaker should be fed the dark you will see the arcing (simply
What is a Time Base ?
" I should like a simple explanation of through 2 mfd. fixed condensers from the screen the switch with a book or some
the apparatus known as a time base which two anodes.
similar device). Switch off at the main
is used in a television set. Could I tit one
and carefully close the contact until a
Hum
and
Earthing
to my home-made mirror -drum set ? "clean rubbing movement is obtained. if
" I have a home-made receiver in which

C. F. (Basingstoke).
The time base is only used with a cathoderay tube. The electron stream in this

three L.F. stages are employed, and the

and on its way passes between two sets
of parallel plates. One set is at right
angles to the other set. These plates are

carefully for the cause and noticed the
following peculiarity. The first two L.F.
valves are metallised.
Whilst trying the

set works from the A.C. mains.

It worked

device is directed through a small hole well until a short time ago, when hum
towards the fluorescent end of the tube, became rather more pronounced. I searched

connected to some apparatus which applies

valves to make certain that they were firm

the correct picture, according to the
particular transmission, the electron stream

I found that when I just
touched the second valve the hum stopped
and volume came up slightly. It was not
looseness, as I proved by careful examination, but the improvement was only obtained
while I held the valve. Can you state the

and at the same time must gradually travel

(Bolton).

a potential to the plates and thereby in the holders,
deflects the electron stream.

To obtain

must be deflected in such a manner that
it passes across the end of the tube at a
definite speed from one side to the other,

from top to bottom so as to form a complete rectangle of light.

The speed of this

you are in any doubt regarding the problem

of tampering with the switches, call in the
services of a qualified electrician.

H.F. versus Superhet
I am desirous of choosing a circuit for
The number of
valves is immaterial, and cost is also of no
consequence. I want superb results from
the point of view of high quality on a large
a home broadcast receiver.

number

of stations.

I

think my needs

would be served by a superhet or a straight
receiver employing two or more H.F. stages.

Which of these would you advise me to
adopt? "-L. 0. P. (Grimsby).
reason for this, and the cure ? "-A. W.
For superb quality the H.F. receiver
would be chosen in preference to the super -

The most likely cause is the failure of het, as the high degree of selectivity of

the condenser used as a by-pass across the

the latter type of circuit must' lead to

movement is governed by the potentials biasing resistance for that particular valve. high -note cutting. Tone correctors could
applied to the plates, and the apparatus The metallised coating is joined to cathode, be incorporated, but even so the result
which controls these potentials is knout' and the cathode is earthed through the would not equal tile output from a straight
as the time base.
resistance and condenser in shunt. The H.F. type of receiver. On the other hand,
absence of a condenser would lead to hum some skill is required to build up such a
Improvised Push -Pull
and probably poor response of bass notes. receiver without introducing instability,
" I have amongst my ' spares ' two L.F. The capacity introduced by your body to and the choice of intervalve couplings must
transformers and two ordinary L.F. chokes. earth, and thus from the cathode, would also be governed by the types of valves,
I believe it would be possible to use these
reduce the hunt and improve results. On the layout, and other things. If you feel
to construct a push-pull circuit, but am the other hand, the condenser may be in capable of carrying out this selection,
uncertain regarding the correct disposition order but of too 'small a value, and the build a receiver with two H.F. stages
of the parts. Could you please tell me increase due to your body. proves the employing modern H.F. pentodes, but if
whether my assumption is correct, and the

most efficient method of carrying out the
scheme ? "- J.

St. V.

P. (Dover).

for an increase in capacity. you feel unequal to making the circuit
Generally speaking, electrolytics of large design, then obtain standard parts and
capacity should be used on the L.F. side.
construct a superhet on standard lines.
necessity
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Neat

PIX "SIBLE AERIAL
PIX, LONDON, S.E.1

Efficient
Blends with furnishings
Self -Adhesive

Double
Length

3/6
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are
charged double this rate (minimum charge
Display lines are
3/- per paragraph).
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
must be prepaid. Radio components advertised at below list price do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communications should be addressed to the

y

goods guaranteed perfect; carriage paid over 5/-,

under 5/- postage 6d. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please

send for Illustrated catalogue, post free.
ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v.,
40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, complete with 5 valves and Magnavox Super 66 energised
speaker, £12/10/0.

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
,

Westinghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

ances, and diagram, 120v. 20 MA., 20/- ; trickle

8/- extra; 150v. 30 milliamps with 4v.

2.4 amps. cT., 1..T., 25/-; trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;
250v. 60 milliamps., with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/- ; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts
amps., 37/6 ;
200v. 50 m.a,' with 4v. 3-5 amps. L.T. 27/6.

and

ments

densers,

transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 2;6; 1-1 or 2-1 Output
Transformers, 2/6.

TILITY 3 -gang Condensers.
0.0005, fully
kJ screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight or superhet, 6/9, complete; with disc drive, 7/11;

of 41-.
or C.O.D.

the best 3 -gang available.
T.C.C. Condensers, 4mf. 450v. working, 4/-;
750v. working, 6/-.

£2/2/0.
Stentorian Standard

or C.O.D.

Cash

Peto-scgt LUCERNE S.G.3
Complete Kit of Parts for building, less 'calves and
Send only 2/8; balance in 11 monthly pay
meats of 3/9. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid. £1/19/6. ComCabinet.

plete with Valves and Peto-gcott
Walnut Table Cabinet. Cash or
riage
51-,

balance

1/3 ; 6 mf. 50v. working, 6(1. ; 2 mf. 100v. working, 6d.
ONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V.
400v. working,

4+2+1+1+1+.5 3/9; 2+2+1+1+1-4-.5,
C
3/-; Dubiller 300v. worling, 4 +4+ 2+ .1, 3/-; Phillips

{PREMIER combined HT8 and HT9 transformer
Ill rectified output 250 or 300 volts 60 milliamps,
4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts 3-5 amps, 10/-, or with West-

rectified output, 4 volts 2 amps, 4 volts 2 amps,
4 volts 3-5 amps, 22/6 with; Westinghouse Rectifier,
1-

42/6.

6+4+2+1+1, 4/6.

VALVES.
See our displayed advertisement in
Feb. 16th issue.

BRINGS

GRAMPIAN Permanent Magnet 9 inch Moving
Coil Speakers, handles 4 watts.
Universal

MAINS RADIO WITHIN /be

Transformers, 18/6.
2,500 ohms, 21/-.

REACH of ALL'

SPECIAL offer Western Electric mains transformers
input 200/250 volts, output 350-0-350 volts,

5916

4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-5 amps, 9/6. Input 100/250
volts, 300-0-300 volts 60 milliamps 4 volts 1-2 amps,

Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

120 milliamps screened primary 4 volts 1-2 amps,

monthly
payments of
11

56

CAVE the never ending expense/of
H.T. battery renewals by Metalling the NEW PETO-SCOTT Super
For A.C. Mains 200 250 Maine Unit. Suitable for any buttery

2 amps LT., 15/- the pair.

volts.
40,120 cycles.
Westinghouse Metal Rec-

Set-Pow er,Super-Power,Pentode, Cies+
B " or Q.P.P. a H.T. Tappings ; no -so

atus.

Civil, or C.O.D. Carriage Pall, 12 19 6.

volts.;

condenser with trimmers, 3/11 ; a really

solid
job.
USA'
3 -gang

L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier

transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
PREMIlin
amp., 14/6 ; 8v. 1 amp.,

200-250v. A.C., output 8v.
17/6 ; 6v., 2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. d amp.,
11/-.BT.H. Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. Only), Electric

Gramophone Motors, 100 -25th'., 30/- complete.
D.C. model Truspeed, 100/250v.. 42/6.

MODEL
M.A. 10/30

With Trickle Charger

yoke; 50-90 volts and 120-150 volt+.
Scott's In years' repu- Output 10 to 30 m's.. Fitted Ishii 1..r.
tation for perfect appar- Trickle Charger
volt at 0.5 amps.
tifier.

Backed by Pet°.

200-250v.

high

value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6; 15 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/- ; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.

ENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms, 1/-;
50,000, 100,000, * meg., any value, 2/-; 200

C
ohms, wire -wound, 1/-.

RELIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit accurately
matched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11.

MAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 144,

2,500 ohms, 12/6 ; D.C. 152 magna, 2,500

ohms, 37/6, all complete with humbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. conversion kit for above types, 10/- ; Magnavox P.M.,
7in. cone. 16/6; Oin. cone, 22/6.

SPECIAL offer

.00015

20 volts 6d., 8 plus 4 microfarads 500 volts

4/-, 50 nit. 50 volts, 1/9.
AMERICAN G.E.C. auto -transformers 450 watts,
one side 110 volts, other 90/210 volts in 5 volt
steps, 30/-.
(Continued at top of column three)

former, handles 4 watts, listed 45/-, at 251-, or in
handsome walnut cabinet, 35/-. Blue Spot 99 P.M.

Speaker, multi -ratio transformer, handles 5 watts,
listed 59/6, at 31/-.
BLUE SPOT Energised Speakers 2,500 ohms type

29D.C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9;11.
SUPER Moving -Coil Speaker by world-famous radio

and gramophone company, 300v. 30 tort. fie tl

20-22,

siblo over 100 tests.
For Mains or Battery.

St., Clapham, S.W.4.

Phone: Macaulay 2188. Nearest gration : Clapham
North, Underground.

In case, complete with
leads. Bend only 216,
balance in 10 monthly
payments of 3'.. Cash
or C.O.D.
Carriage

THE following unused set minufacturers

Paid, £1/9/6.

De Luxe Moving -Coll Model. Cash or C.O.D.
riage Paid, 4C2/210, or 2/8 deposit and 11/,.toil,
payments of 4/-.
i

SIMPSON'S MJ11211
THE PERFECT GRAMOPHONE, MOTOR AT LAST
Low consumption, CONSTANT SPEED, 1 -HOLE
FIXING. Darwin's Magnets, A.C. Mains only.
100/150 or 200/250 volts, 50 cycles. 12 -in. turntable.
Send only 2/6 for 7 days' trial; if approved, balance
in 11 monthly payments of 4/-. Cash
at' C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £2'2'0.

Surplus;

all Foods guaranteed perfect ; Itnniethate delivery.
/VIAGIs AVON speakers, complete with ham-buckit g
coil, out put transformers, etc. DC152 (0iii. cone).
22/6. DC154 (7in. cone), 16/-. All with 2,500 or
(1,500 ohms fields.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, /ITS, 9/6. /ITO, 10/,
HT10, L'I'5, LT4, 1019. Regentone transformers

for 111'8 or HT% with 4v. 4amp. LT winding, 7/-.
Eliminators, first-class make.

Outputs 150v. 25ina,

SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
'rectifier, 251-. AC type with .5 amp, trickle -charger,
30/-. DC type, 12;6.

nUBILIER or TCC dry electrolytic condensers

8mfds or 4mfds, 500v working, 50nifils, 50v,

200 mfds, 10v, 3/3. 50nifth, 15v, and 15rads, 100v,
2/3. 50mfds, 12v, 2/-. TCC type " M " condenser'',
any value up to .001 mfds, 6.1. Erie resistances. 1
watt type, 7d., 2 watt, 1/2, 3 watt, 1/9. Send for
comprehensive list.

WARD, 45, Earflap/on Street, London, E.C.1.

brass short-wave tuning

condensers with slow-motion and complete dial,
3/9. Short-wave chokes 10-200 metres, 9d.
DUBILIER electrolytic condensers, 12 niicrofarads,

Valves, 2/6.

BLUE SPOT 45 P.M. Speaker, multi -ratio trans-

PIFCO ROTAMETER PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
8 ranges, making pos.
(Dept. G.N.),
High

quality pick-up and volume

s) any value -up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts, any

SCOTT Aerial and Anode Coils Dual Range with
Circuit, 2/6 per pair.
CPECIAL OFFER. Guaranteed U.S.A. Electrolytics.
s.) 4 mf. 1/9, 8 mf. 1/9, 12 mt. 1/9, all 550v. Peak
Working.
DARIO directly -heated 1 watt, 200v. Mains Power

(10,000 ohms), 25 -.

rNOLLARO Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor,

control, 49/- , without volatile control, 46/-.
EOLSON BELL Doable Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable and all fittings, a really
sound job, 15/-.
CPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 watts,

Ditto Energised, handles 5 watts,

15,000 ohm wire -wound potentio-

meters with mains switch, 1/6.
10,000,12,000,

in

Balance

4 volts 2-3 amps, 6/6. Input 200/250 volts screen
primary output 500-0-500 volts 150 milliamps 4 volts
3-5 amps, 4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts
1 amp, 4 volts, 1 amp, 19/6.
MAINS transformer with Westinghouse Rectifier

output 150 volts, 30 milliamps and 4

50,000, 500,000, 2/- each ; 1,000, ohm, send variable, carry 150 m.a., 2/-.
A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, Table and Radio -

; 50 mid. 12v. working, 1/. ; 15 mf. 100v. working,

volts 1-2

amps, 10/-, or with Westinghouse Rectifier, 10/6.
PREMI ER HT11 transformer 500 volts 120 milliamps

1

11.1.a.,

WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. working,
I mf., 6d. , 2 mt., 1/- ; 4 ruf., 2/-; 400v. working,
int. 1/-1 2 mf., 1/6.
WIRE -WOUND Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,5t 0,

by world-famous radio and gramophone company, 40 '-.
Electrolytic condensers, 8 mid. 440v. working,
1
3d- 4 mf. 440v. working, 3/- ; 15 mf. 50v.work Rig

amps, 4 volts 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps;: 12/6.

inghouse Rectifier, either type, 18/6.
PREMIER IIT10 transformer rectified output 200
volts, 100 milliamps. 4 volts 1-2 amps, 4 volts

mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50
0-100, 0-250 ma., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/,

('yldon double capacitors.
SUPER -MOVING Coil Speakers, handle 10 watts,
energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactilred

volts 1-2

4

complete with instruction, i n original cartons, 2,41.

PREMIER British -made Meters, moving iron, flush

wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.5, 3 amp. ntainswitches,

of 7/9.

amps, 4 volts, 2-3 amps, 4 volts 3-4 amps., 10/-.

1-

V

fraction of original cost. Send for list.
T4IE following Lines 6d. each, or 5/- per dozen. Chassis valve holders 5-, 6-, or 7 -pin, screened
screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistances,

in 11 monthly payments

milliamps, 20 hys.. 2/9 ; 250 milliamps, 30 hys., 20/,
ALL Premier Mains Transformers have engraved
panels, terminal connections, all low-tension
windings centre tapped, tapped and screened primaries
200'250 volts.

instructions and diagram, 2/4.
VARLEY H.F. Intervalve Coils, B.P.S., band-pass,

/A grain cabinets, by best manufacturers at a

CarPaid.

£4,2/0, o r
send only

25

4mf.

/ARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, bandposs
type B.P.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with

Carriage Paid, £11216, or 2:6 deposit and 9 monthly
payments of 2/6.

C.O.D.

fully screened, 7/6, with trimmers;

RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/-; multi ratio output transformers, 2,6; Microphone

only

W.B.
Model. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, £1112/6. or 2/6 deposit
and 11 monthly payments of 31-.
W.B. Stentorian Bab!! Model.

10 volts .5 amp., 4/6.

anscreened, 5/-.

Carriage P a 1 d,

milliamps, 30 hys., 5/6 ; 150 milliamps, 30 hys.,

DEEMER 350-0-350 150 millianips,

1 amp, 4,6.

SPECIAL OFFER. Kolster-Brandes (shop-soiled)
Receivers, 2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-con-

tained Speaker, Valves and Batteries, 27/6.
/1000LAR, Star Manufacturers' model, 3 -gang con-

Class

Send

Cash

' hys., 4/-; 65
DHEMIElt Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25

4

MAINS transformer input, 200/250 volts, 6 volts

For Power, Pentode
B.

St., E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel), for

the convenience of callers; post orders and callers to
High St.. Clapham.
OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost ; all

PREMIER 250-0-250 60 milliamps,

7/6.

2 8. balance in
11 monthly pay-

A NNOUNCE a City Branch at 165 and 165a, Fleet

60 mililamps, 80 hys.. 2,500 ohms, 5/6 ;

UP

SENIOR

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

10/6 ;

s

ST E NTOR IAN
PMS1.

(Continued from foot of column one)
Radiophone fully screened 3 -gang .0005
top trimmers with complete, slow-motion drive,

DIMWIT

ALL MANUFACTURERS' COMPONENTS and ACCESSORIES in STOCK.
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES.

Advertisement Manager, " Practical and
Southampton
Amateur Wireless," 8,
Street, Strand, London.

charger,

February 23rd, 1935

Telephone : Holborn 0703.

DOWN

SEND FOR LATEST LISTS

New gimes Sa les Co
56, P.W.5, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4

.

SURPLUS VALVES.-All brand new; ba Defy
types, 2 -volt, HF.2, I.F.2, LP.2, 1/9. Super

power, PP.2, 2/0; screens and pentodes, 3/9; A.C.
Mains, 4 -volt, 1 amp., general purpose, 3/3; power,
4/-; screens and pentodes, 4/6; full wave rectifiers,
3/6 ; postage paid, cash with order, or C.O.D. over
10/-. Clarion Valves, Dept. 2, 885, Tyburn Road,
Erdlington, Birmingham.

VAUX HALL -Magnavox
permanent magnet
Speakers universal for Class B, power, Pentode
or push-pull ; 7in. cone, 16/6 ; 10in. cone, 22/..

VTOBURN RADIO OFFER FOLLOWING Surplus

and Bankrupt Stock :-

ALL orders over 7/6, C.O.D. Charges free. To save
delay send orders without money.
KIT A. -Cadmium plated chassis (ex -Murphy), with
new type fully -screened Radiophone 2 -gang

U XIIALL-Magnavox energised types, 2,500

or 6,500: 10in. cone, 22/-; 7in. cone, 15/3.
All brand new complete with humbucking coils, stet
lower or pentode. Other speakers. Send for par.
tieulars.
VA U XHALL.-Pract ical Wireless Universal super.
het chassis, completely built as specified with
valves and Magnavox or Rola speaker, carriage paid,

condenser, curved dial with bronze escutcheon, and
four chassis valvehoiders, 12;6.
KIT

13. -As above, and including two iron -cored

canned coils, 16/6.

KIT C. -As Kit A, but with Radiophone 3 -gang
condenser, 14/6.

SHORT WA

isi; 1510.

VUXHALL.-Radiophone radio-paks R.F. super Nets complete with volume control, escutcheon.
new Lucerne station named dial, 34/..
Intermediate fre1./.1 U X HA LL. -Radiophone

RADIOPHONE semi -screened midget condensers,
with side trimmers .0005. 2 -gang, 5/.; 3 -gang,

7/6 ; 4 -gang, 8!11.

DU1111.1ER dry electrolytic condensers :

S mfd.,

500v., 3/- 4 mfd.,500v., 3/- ; T.C.C. 8 mfil.,
500v., 3/- 4 mfd.,
'
500v., 3/-. British Insulated
Cables, 8 mfd.,550v., 2/10; 50 mfd., 50v.,.200 mfd.,
I5v., 2/10 ; 2,00 mfd., ]2v., 8/6. T.C.C. 6 mill., 50v.,

FREQUENCY

LUCERNE Iron -cored canned coils, boxed with

CHANGER

15 mfd.' 100v., 25 mfd., 25v., 50 mfd., 12 v., 1/3.

circuits, 2/6. Dario transformers 3:1,
Western Electric
Microphone transformers, 243.
mikes, 2/3.
TRUWIND resistances: All values from 100 to
50,000, 31d. Erie resistances, all values, Gd.
Grid Leaks, 1 meg., 1 meg. and 4 meg.. 3d.
WESTINGHOUSE metal rectifiers: H.T.8 and 9,
British
8/11 ; }I.T.10, 10/6 ; L.T.4, 10/6.
Radiophone transformers: Primary 180v. to 250v.,

secondary, 350-0-350, 4v. 21a, 4s. 61a, screened primary
5/. ; 113.5 and 6, 4/9.
GG.1'.0. Relays, few only at 0/6. Tubular condensers,
.01, .1 and .02, 6d.; .25, 9d. Chassis valve holders, 4/5 pin, 1/3 half -dozen.
CCORM() 1 mfd., 1000v. test, 1/.; 2 mfd., 1/3 ; 4 mill.,
750v. test, 2/3. Toggles, 6d. Sistofiex, 7yds. (Id.
Screened flex, 3d. yd. H.F. chokes, 10(1. Binocular
chokes, 1/3. S.W. chokes, 1;-.
ROTHE R ME L P.M. speakers, 71in. cone, power or
pentode transformer, listed at 39/6, 17/6.
Rothermel Midget P.M., 5in. cone, 12/6.
Magnavox

speakers, with humbuckers, D.C.152, gin. cone, 22/6;
I).C.154, 71n, cone, 16/-; 2,500 or 6,500 ohm fields.
Marconi model 25 pick-ups, 21/-.

READY RADIO mica reaction condensers, .00075,
1/3. Astra differentials, .00015, 1/4. Claude Lyons
Baseboard rheostats,
humdingers, 30 ohms, 1/4.
30 ohms, 1/.. Edison potentiometers, 400 ohms, 1/3 ;
200 ohms, 1/3. Pye S.W. valveholders, 4d.
CROMWELL cabinets, horizontal type, speaker at
side, length 23ins 6/-. Twin -speaker type, 7/6.
All Walnut finish. Carriage extra. Speaker silk, 6d.
piece.

CHOKES : 40h., 40 m.a. and 30h. 30 m.a., 4/-. l'ew

Regentone Hedgehog type chokes suitable fur

eliminators, very efficient, 3!..
BU RG 0 Y NE Class B three, horizontal cabinet, clock
tuning, listed £6/10/0. Including Drydex batteries and accumulator, £3110/0 (Carriage forward).
MISCELLANEOUS: Tonastats, 1/10. Pix Aerials,
1/3. Double reading voltmeters, 1/9. Maroon
Ilex, 7yds., Gd. Bakelite electric bells, 1/10. Bell
transformers, 3/6. Siemens lampholders, brass, (Id.
Bakelite lampholders, ed. Bell pushes, bakelite, 1/-.
Bakelite switch plugs, 1/10. Brass or bakelite switches,
Sd. Sunk switches with plate, 1/-.
QUOTATIONS for all kits and components.

RITE for Trade List enclosing heading and

stamp.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, W.C.I.

(Nearest Station, Holborn Und., first turning

on right up Red Lion Street 1. Holborn 7259.
WEEDON P.L.R. Co., SPEAKER and REWINDING SERVICE. Mains transformers, etc.
Cones, Coils and Centres fitted all M/C speakers, 5/-.

ileceiver repairs, including American and Midgets.
Trade invited. -Dept. C, 80, Lonsdale Avenue,

London, E.6. Maryland 1782.
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, Cones and Coils
fitted, or rewound. Fields Altered. Prices
Quoted Including Eliminators. Loud -Speakers Repaired, 4/-. L.F. and Speech Transformers, 4/ Post Free. Trade Invited. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
I'rompt Service. Estimates Free. L.S. Repair
Service. -5, Balhain Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.
MAINS Transformers, chokes, etc.. to specification,
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satisfaction. Prices on request.
Henry Peace, Ltd..
Wednesbury, Staffs.

THREE Superhet Three, ST600
Guaranteed First Specified Kits -Lowest Prices
-Easiest Terms -Lists Free--Melfo-rad, Queen's
HA I. L -HARK

Place, Hove. (Trade supplied.)
LORMOND SPARKS, late
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Technical Staff
and WIRELESS

. AMATEUR WIRELESS
MAGAZINE, will attend to all your Technical and

Constructional troubles. Postal Queries 1/. each
question. Blueprint alterations, 2/6. Diagrams 11 per valve. Enclose stamped envelope. Detailed
replies. Prompt Service. -54, Blythe Hill Lane,
I''at ford, S.E.6.
4 -PRICE CLEARANCE OF CAMCO PORTABLE

CABINETS AT 20/ models, soundly
constructed, beautifully finished, high grade
fittings, lock and key. Body U x 14 a Mins., lid 4ins.
deep. Supplied with loose fillets, baseboard and
14 x G x 3 -](line. polished wooden panel. Covered
in best quality leatherette. Offer only holds while
small remaining stock lasts. -The Carrington Manu-

quency transformers, centre tapped primary.

Secondary on bases with terminals. 5/6.
UX HALL. -Radiophone three gang condensers,
piano type superliet, or straight fully screened,
5, G ; two gang, 6/6.

VAUXHALL. -Benjamin. Class

11
transformers
1-11 to I. Terminals fixing, 6/6 boxed.
VA U EH AL L .-Radiophone volume controls, all
values from 5,000 to 500,000 with switch, 3/6.
VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse rectifiers set, menu -

facturers surplus skeleton type H.T.8, 910;

11.T.9-10, 10/-.

VAUXHALL.-Westinghouse
W.X.6, 5/9. Regentone
terminals and H.T.8, 17/6.

or

AUXHALL-Rothermel Piezo electric pick-ups,
30/-; Marconi K25, 21/-; B.T.H. senior, 29/-;

Minor, 16/6. Sealed cartons.
VA UX HALL -Gramophone motors: Collard 32
model, 32/6.
Universal model for 110, D.C.
200/250 AC/DC, 47/6.

VAUXHALL.-B.T.II. Truspeed AC. 30/-;

Universal model 110 D.C. 200/250 AC/DC., 47/6.

BATTERY SETS

VAUX HA L . -Utility dials and drives complete
with escutcheon, state black or brown, 5/-.
VA UXHALL.-llubilier condensers, 4 or 8
M.F.D. dry electrolytic, 500.V working, 3/.;
V
so MED.50.V. working, 1/8; 50 MFD.15V., 1/6.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier or Radiophone tubular
condensers non -inductive .1, 9d. ; .05,'6d. ; .002,
.0002, and .0005, 4d. 1 mfd. Mainsbridge, 1/3 , 2 mfd,
SS.; T.C.C. .002 mica, 2,000v. test, 10d.; .01, 1/-.

VAUXHALL-Dubilier all values,

1 watt. resistances, 7d. ; Clix valveholders with terminals 5
pin, 7d.; 7 pin, 911. : Continental 7 pin, 9d.: 1V.B.,

47..

4/5 pin, 41d.

Post paid, 2/6, or over or C.O.D.

JAUXHALL. Bulgin L.F. Choke 20 henries at
50 m.a., 0/6. Mains resistances for Universal

valves, 2/11.
VAUXHALL valve as specified for P.W. Universal
A.C., D.C. Superset 40/- set of four.

IIIP'

VAUXHALL-UTILITIES, 103a Strand, London,

THE problem of fre-

quency changing
has worried most of us, particularly when

W.C.2, over Denny's the Booksellers. Temple
liar 9338. Send postcard for new lists free.
TRANSFORMER and Choke Stampings, instrument
and Resistance wires, spools and insulation.
Lists Free. -Lumen Electric Co., 9, Searlsbrick Ave.,
Lit heriand, Liverpool 21.
"SWIFT SERVICE."

dealing with the shortwaves. It is admitted

GENUINc BARGAINS.

3(1. in stamps for our AMAZING new bargain

that electronic methods of coupling are SEND
list, containing details of all components, loudspeakers, kits and sets, eliminators, television, Short
waves,
All -wave Receiver+, Car Radio, etc. Only
best, but no single valve is entirely
genuine articles are listed.
satisfactory. An interesting method of DON'T DELAY. SEND IMMEDIATELY and take
advantage of our astounding offers.
-MARK III. KIT, 30,-.
employing Marconi X21 , 2..volt heptode, HALL
HALL -MARK IV., Battery Model, 72/6.
has been evolved, and details will be sent

to those who are working in this field.
WRITE TO THE VALVE DEPARTMENT, MARCONIPHONE
COMPANY

LIMITED,

TOTTENHAM

COURT

ROAD, LONDON, W.1, MENTIONING THIS

PAPER.

110

MARCONI

VALVES

WELL -KNOWN " Riverside"

facturing Co., ].td., Cameo Works, South Croydon.

Westectors, W.4,
transformers with

THE CHOICE OF THE EXPERTS

G.T.S. specified

Postage 3+1.

HALL -MARK III coils, 7/6 per set.

ALL standard components and accessories supplied.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

THE SWIFT SERVICE & SUPPLY CO. (PA5), 3,
Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
'('hone: Holborn 1336.

BANKRUPT Bargains. List free. 3v. kit, 15/-.
Any kit supplied. New, Boxed, Telsen.
Screened coils, 3/6 ; matched pair, 7/-. D.C. eliminators,
15/.. I.C. coils, 4/3. Screened Binocular H.F.C.,
2/6. Single 1/8. .0005 airspaced variables, 2/-.
Mica, 1/6. Illuminated disc drives, 1/9. KB 3v. S.G.
1935 sets, listed £7/15/0/, complete 75/-. Regentone
A.C. 30 m.a. eliminators, 32/0. Atlas PM. 11/6.

Full stock Triotrons, Tungsrams. Mains sets from
2v. to 6v. all wave. Part exchange. Get my prise
first.-Butlin, 143B, Preston Road, Brighton.

WANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.
spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9 -8. -Univer-

sity Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.

HIGHEST possible allowance made on mused wireless

goods in exchange for new sets, components, or
l'eto-Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terms. -R. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks.
RA DIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.
Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange in
U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets and
radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for list. 46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.I. Gerrard
4055.

852

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

PEARL & PEARL;
190, Blshopsgate, London, E.C.2.

All the following

bargains guaran,eed new goods. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid in British Isles.

'ATLAS ELIMINATORS. Guaranteed for 12 months.

Model D.C.15.251.1., for D.C. mains 200 250v.

Four tappings. Yours for 4/6 down ; balance in
7 monthly payments of 5/-. List price 39/0. '_Model
CA25, for all A.C. voltages. Five tappings. Westinghouse rectifier. Yours for 7/- down and balance in
10 monthly payments of 5, 3. List price 59;'6.
NOTE. -We snake no extra charge for deferred terms.

n

Ducon Aerial Eliminator. Just plug
into electric lamp socket for a perfect indoor

UBI LI ER

aerial.
t ion-.

Consumes no current. Complete with insttue1,ist 10/-. Our price 1/9.

RECEIVERS. 3 -VALVE CLASS B BURGOYNE;
RECEIVERS. Complete with Milliard valves
Exide H.T. and L.T. batteries. Mk speaker. Artistic
cabinet of highly polished walnut. Chromium fittings.
Brand new in original cartons; 1935 Model. List
S6/10. Our price £3/18/6. Carr. Paid.
by British Radiophone (Type 535 C).
RADIOPAK
ww
Comprising 3 snatched coils and 3 -gang condenser with trimmers. Clearly engraved scale marked
in metres, pilot light fitting, engraved terminal strip,
showing all connections. The whole mounted on grey
metal chassis. Guaranteed new. Limited quantity
only, at special low price of 29/6 complete.

COILS. Lincoln -Stewart screened dual -range Iron'
cored coils; complete with circuits and wiring
diagrams. List price 6/6, our price 2/6. Lotustripleganged bandpass coil unit, complete. Suitable for
mains or battery sets. Comprises 3 screened coils on
metal base, wave -change and radiogram switch; all
terminal connections shown engraved. Full instruc-

tions with every twit. List 27/6. An outstanding
bargain at 1231 each. Lissen L.N.5181 3 -ganged
superhet coil units for A.C. or battery sets; with
circuits and diagrams. Over 1,500 already sold to
"
readers. List price 30/-; now offered at
special price, 0/6 only.

New Lucerne coils, 1/8 each.

VALVES. Triotron (all types) G.P. 3/6. Power
4/6. S.G. 9/6 : clear or metallised ; all in
makera' sealed cartons.
Lissen

SPEAKERS.
tone. List 15/-.

plaque speakers, wonderful
Our price 5/11. Lotus perma-

nent magnet, with universal transformer giving 10

alternative tappings. Eight -inch cone, wonderful
tone. List 27/8. Our price 14/11.
Ultra poll -bed walnut receiver cabinets
CABINETS.
(for set and speaker combined). Height 17in.
Width 15in. Depth Sin. Only 5/11 each.

gMROMWELL Cabinets (for set and speaker corn.
bitted). Horizontal type, 231n. wide, Sin. deep,
I Uln. high. Polished walnut veneer, additional baffle

behind speaker grille. Just secured on terms which
enable us to offer them at the astonishingly low price
of only 4,11 each.
Cabinets supplied for Cash with order
NOTE.
only-All
and sent carriage forward.
SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS.

These special bargains are sent for Cash wills order
only. Please add 3d. for postage.
.. Ormond .0003 and .0005 Variable Condensers, 1/3
each. Tonastat Selectivity Unit, 1/10; Bit% static
cut-out, 2/3. Igranic 1-mfd. condensers, 1/3 each ;
2-mfd., 1/9 each. Table Microphone complete with
transformer in base, 6/11. Triotron electrolytic condensers, 8-nafd., 450 -volt working, 2/11 each ; 25-mfd.,
350 -volt working, 3/0 each. Triotron Class B Valves,
type E220B. List 10,'6; our price ,6/11. Ampilon

Binocular H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed In Bakelite
ease.

List 4/6. Our price 2/3. Lots of 3 dozen

assorted Dubliler fixed condensers, 1/9 each lot.

4 -pin

chassis mounting salve holders, 5d. each ; 6 for 2 -.
Igranic 2 -pole rotary switches, 1/- each. Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accumulator Hydrometers, complete with float, 1/- each. Sovereign
lightning arresters, 6d. each.

FREE. Our latest Bargain 1,14t "

Al! Mall Orders Direct to
PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopsgate, 'London, E.C.2.
Telephone : Bishopsgate 1212.

UTILITY SALES -SHORT-WAVE.
For SW we supply an parts to assemble and guarantee
50 Stations inclusive.
USTRALIA, ready made 5/- extra. Circuit,

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
S.

G. BROWN'S BATTERY SUPERSEDER.
This provides H.T. from

at

who are not on the main..

Reducsdfrom £3 15 -.
New and Guaranteed. a
THE DIX-MIPANTA A.C. or D.C. VEST POCKET
TESTER. A wonderfully versatile moving -iron multi.
range meter for service on A.C. or D.C. No projecting
terminals. THREE ranges of volts: 0-7.5, U-150,
0-3(X. Used for MILLIAMPS reads: 0-121 m!A.,
and 0-75 m/A. In black bakeiite case. Measures only
24 in. by 24 in. Complete with pair of test 19,6
R

leads and plugs.

All sizes nod
ranges from 3;6. Horne made meter makers use our
jewelled meter movements, with P.M., .mounted.
METER REPAIRS of every description at low prices.
HOME RECORDING SEAR for Sound on Disc. Centre
spiral cutter -drives, type, "F," 4,18. Screw thread
spindle traverse, ,pe " C.M.," 7/8. Aluminium
blank discs, 6 in. diameter, 4/-; 10 In. diameter, 7/ dozen. Jewel cutters, real diamond, fit any pick-up, 7/8.
MOTORS. ELECTRADIX.-Fractional Is.p. and sewing
METERS.

1,50 h.p. motor, double -ended shaft, 250 volts, wills
resistance, A.C. or D.C. 5.2/11; 220 volt gramo. motor
with turntable, and resistance, 70/-.
MOTOR GENERATORS, 220 volt to 500 volt, 200 ma. ;

12 volts to 800 volts, 80/100 m.a. ; D.C. 71 h.p.,
by E.C.C.; D.C. 115 volts, 3 h.p., 23 amps. Motor
400 volts. 12 amps, to 100 volts 66 amps., 1,700 revs.,

coupled to 110 volts, 14 amps., 50 cycles, 14 K.W.A.C.
Gen. ; 220 d.c. to 310 volt, 300 Ma., and 12 volts,

10 amps.; ditto to 480 volts, 200 m.a.. and 18 volts,

20 amps. The best bargains ever offered. 1,000 others
in stock. All at special low prices.
GOVT. -Fine Naval telescopes, screw focus, 9 -mile
range, 20in. gun type, 17,6; Spotting Telescopes,
lightweight, 17 in., 26,'-.

PARCELS. -For the Experimental

Amateur who wants a useful junk box of oddments, our famous Bargain Parcels of Electrical and Radio
Sundries from dismantled W.1).
sets -surplus stocks, etc., with
Switches, Wire, Chokes, Condensers, and Coils, nut a
host of useful parts post free, 10 lb., T/- ; 7 lb., 5/-.
1,000 other Bargains in our Sate List "N", post free.
Send addressed enrelope.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS, 4611

218, UPPER THAMES ST., E.C.4.

EASY
PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES"
W.B.ThisSPEAKERS.
year's finest value
STENTORIAN SENIOR
STENTORIAN STANDARD
..
STENTORIAN BABY

KIT SETS

H.T.

ACC. 120v.
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4'7
4,5

7 0145

60 -

112

6

30

.

..

10 19

159 -

14 7

14'7

10'9

11 of 10'4
11 of 14 7
11 of 10 9

23'.

merit and

60 6

11 o110'10
11 of 147

10-

117 0
£12.12
60-

103

Unbeatable Value.

17.19.6

40 -

11 of 5'8
11 of

5 3
10 -

119

Of

11

0223, -

value.

Ene

6-

of 6 4
7 of 5 6
9 of 4 5

Parts for any set. Any make of speaker.
eel

pin may select and tee trill forward yorg n delboite quotation. Ten
years' admticer in the
Thousands of satisfied
P..

H. W. HOLMES,
',Phone.

Designers' Specification, including Colvern coil-,
Polar condensers, T.C.C. fixed condensers, 11.1 Hyser-

mite transformer, ready drilled panel and terminal
strip, list price £.5/17 ; our price, 0/10.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Dorchester 3 -valve service
grid, detector, power or pentode battery, chassis
including all first-class components, brand new,
completely wired ; at 30/- each, less valves.

CLEARANCE.-Earl permanent magnet

RADIO
moving -coil speakers, 741n. cone, brand new,
boxed list price 29/6 ; our price
.
RADIO
CLEARANC E. -Plessey mains transformers,

primary Input 200-250 volts, secondaries 350-0350 at 120 m.o., 4 volts 21 amps., 4 volts 61 amps.,
screened primary, exceptional value; 7/6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Standard Telephones and
Cables mains transformers, shrouded type, for
113.8 rectifier with 4v. 4 amp. C.T., L.T. winding;
exceptional value at 6/- each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type superhet. condensers, fully screened
with trimmers 2 0.0005 sections and 110 kc. oscillator
section ; 7/6 each.
CLEARANCE.-British Radiophone 3 -gang
RMidget type straight condensers, fully screened
RADIO

with trimmers, 3 0.0005 sections, 7/6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
superhet, condensers, unscreened, 2 0.0005
sections and 110 ke. section, 4/11.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 110 kes.
intermediate frequency transformers; 3/- each.

CLEARANCE.-Dritish Radiophone set of
diagram, suitable for tuned grid or tuned anode; tot

band-pass coils, manufacturer's type, with circuit
RADIO
of 3 coils, 4/RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set of
superhet. coils, manufacturers' type, with circuit
diagram, suitable for use with above advertised con-

denser; 5/6 per set of 3.

CLEARANCE. -5 -pin

valve holders ; 3d. each.
RADIO

chassis

mounting

RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone volume
controls, 10,000 ohm. 25,000 ohm, 50,000

200,000 ohm, 500,000 ohm, 1 meg., at 1/0; volume
controls, with switch. 1 meg., 1/9.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -8 mfd. dry electrolytics

500v. working, well-known make ; 2/6 each.
DADIO CLEARANCE. -8,000 ohms V01111110 controls
IN log type, with Q.M.B. switch, by G.E.C., 2/- each.
no ADIO CLEARANCE. -1 watt resistances, well IN known make, all sizes ; N. each.
ALIO CLEARANCE.-11mm. white slecving ; 9,1.

IN per doz. lengths.

RAll10 CLEARANCE.-Telsen 0.0001 and 0.00015
reaction condensers; 5d. each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -Steel chassis, cadmium
plated, drilled ready for use ; 4 valve, 1/ 6 each.

R
CLEARANCE. -4 odd. Post Office Con
n, ID10
tlensers, 250 v. D.C. working ; 1/6 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE, 290, High Holborn, W.C.S.
'Phone : Holborn 4631.

LONDON,

ALCO Eliminators & Chargers. 4 II.T. taps, 18/-;
with amp. charger 25/- ; charger alone 716 ;
with 1 amp, charger 29/. ; charger alone 11/-. Smart
rases. Years guarantee. Stamp details. -P. & D.
Radio, 1, Goodinge ltd., N.7.

REWINDS & Alterations. Mains transformers
from 3/6. Chokes 3/-. M.C. fields 3/6. Output
transformers 3/-, new 4/-. Push-pull 5/- to spcciti
cation. Years Guarantee. Stamp quotation. -1'. &
D. Radio, 1, Goodinge Rd., N.7.

LISSEN battery valve bargains ILL./2 detector,

L.2 L.F. 2/10 each; short time only. -Service
Radio, 72, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

AC. Accumulator Chargers. With Westinghouse
Rectifiers and Pilot Lamp Indicators. 2 volts
ampere 19/6. 6 volts 1 ampere 35/, Lists Free.
Thompsons, 39, London Street, Greenwich, S.E.10.

N.W.1.

.11.01,1 I 411.

VALVES
THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!

3/0.

Limited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to
RADIO

9 016 9
11

6 -

5 6

New goods obtained for every order.
Send vs a list of parte or rakes
reoteit, or any specter or

NEW ADDRESS
333, EUSTON ROAD,

RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.C.I.
offer the following stupendous bargains, ihnitsd
quantities only, all orders over 5/- post free. -'Phone:
Holborn 4631.
RADIO CLEARANCE First Bargain List is now
Available, send lid. stamp to cover cost and
postage.
CLEARANCE Makes Special Offer of a

5 of 4.1

8

.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR T. 10
AVOMINOld METER
..
B.T.R. LATEST PICK-UP

J./ 8 mfd. Wet Electrolytique, 500 volt working,

Street, London, W ft. Paddington 0251

8

226

Me strongly. recommend.

ACCESSORIES
EX IDE

rsUBILIER " 8 mfd. Dry Electrolytique, 4 and

IJ

42'32

Monthly
Payment.

Deposit.

COMPLETE SETS
112

Itegentone W.5.A. variable tappings, 39/,

dr

..

COSSOR 3 -VALVE 360
MARCONI 3 -VALVE 284
G.E.C. BATTERY COMPACT 3 ..
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA

"("NELESTION " PPMW, 45/ -:list, large Permanent
Magnet, 7in. cone, Universal transformer, 18/6

n 250 v. Fit this movement into your set, 15/-.
ITILITY SALES, Feritone Corner, 57, Praed

.

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3 ..
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 4
..
COSSOR MELODY MAKER 352 ..
COSSOR ALL ELECTRIC 357
..

amp, charger,

Transformers A.C. 200/250v, 3/5/8/v., 1 amp.,
Bakelite case, 3/-.
BELL
ELECTRIC Soldering Iron, GO Watts, reversible
head, spare parts obtainable, workshop model, 7/6,
LECTRIC. Clocks (synchronised 50 Cycles), 200/

Pastel and Portable meters.

machine motors, 1/40 h.p., 220 volts A.C., 15;'-;

price of separate parts, 6d.
TELEVISION. -Kit of parts easy to assemble,
mains or battery motor, lamp, disc, lens, etc.

Full instructions, £3/12/6.
ELIMINATOR, 20 milliamps, with

your L.T. 2 -volt battery,
rectified and smoothed. 3
tappings. A boon to those

;..-BlitriErtstz".e

February 23rd, 1935

STONEHAM ROAD, LONDON, E.5.

'Sc'

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS.
(Dinctor 11.. T. Ritr,..
C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent Agent UAL U.S.A. and
Advice, Handbook and Consultations to
49 years' refs. -146a, Queen Vi7toria Street, E.C.4.
WINGS BXTEXT AGENCY
Canada).

'Phone: Cits 6161.

-14our EXTENSION
SPEAKER must be a

RO

THERE'S A REASON
Write for Chart just published showing Correct

Extension Speaker for all British Receivers
THE BRITISH ROLA CO.. LTD.
MINERVA RD.. PARK ROYAL. N W.IO.
'Phone W.Ilesden 4322 -3- 4-5 -6
MM.

BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART
Wawa atteut t
Knee. No stunts,
RADIOMART.

_

just a dead
Radiophone

No catchpenny
deal.
super short-wave

condensers, all brass, steatite bases (the finest

ofia41e) offered third Ilst, .00016, 3/6 ; 2 -gang .00016, 5,0.

British Radiophone, fully screened
2 -gang .0005 top trimmers, latest compact type,
RADIOMART.

ESSESTIAL SEW 11.1.1, BOOK

THE

SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER
By ALFRED T. WITTS, A.M.1.E.E.

RA D1031ART. Radiophone :1 -gang, as above, 8/0 :
Radiophone 4 -gang superliet. 9,6.

that everyone
THIS
is the book
in modern receivers
interested

DADIOMART. Radiophone as above 2 -gang but
IN uniknob with wavelength dials, 813.
RDIOMART. Pushback-the wire used by set makers ; ready tinned and sleeved, 6yds., tkl.

It describes the working
and maintenance of Superhets in a
way that you will find most valuable
in yolr home or professional radio
will want.

RADIOMART.
Screened Ilex, B.F. or pick-up;
single, 6d. yd. ; twin, 94. yd.
RADIOMART. Resin -cored solder, 104. per ft. ;

gin lamp fuses, 2d.; Bulgin twlu fuseholders, 4d.
Non -inductive tfibulars, 1,500vt.
AD1OMART.
.0033..002, 44. ; .01, .02, .0!, .03, 0.1, 6(1.; .2,
d.: .5, 9d.
.0001,
Differentials: Telsen
INA DIOMART.
; Polar .0003, 1/3: al. knobs.
00015,
RA DIOMART. Radiophone I.F. transformers, top
trimmers, 2/0 ; also few 117 and 126 k.e.
RDIOMART Utility super 2 -gang .0005 ball
bearing, fully screened with trlumters, 5/11

with disc dial, 0/11.
R1 D1OMART. Utility 3 -gang, as above, straight or
-uperhet, 7/11, with dial. 8/11.

RDIOMART.
Famous 8 mfd. dry electrolytics
500v., 2/11 ; NSF., ditto, 8 x 8 mfd.. 500 v., 3/6.

A1/103L41tT, Bill 7in. latest 2.500 ohm. moving

IN coils, humbucker, 4 watt model, 12/0.

Soma:horde super sensitive PMs.
D A I )1051ART.
Class 14" or Universal (ideal battery sets), 16,0.
I

Variable condensers Solus .0003,
Ready Radio .0003. .0005, .00075, 1/-; Telsen
.4101. .00015, 10d. ; Utility .0005, 1,3.
Special offer dozen all different
RD 11)1011ART.
sire -ended resistances by most famous makers,
RA 1/10MART.

r assort merit. 2/6.
Telsen

t watt resistors, cartridge
resistors, toggle -witches, tubular condensers,

bp A DIOMA RT.

work. S,11,1 P.O. for 3/10 for a copy
host Ir. - or order
net.
a bookseller.

Ingraitic nun -inductive condensers,
Bakelite ease, terminals, 700 v.. makers cartons,

Brand new cutt,leiNers, eminent
DIO3LART.
IA makers, 500v. working, 4 odd.,
2 mid.,

PITMAN, Parker 8t., Kingsway, W.C.2

2 mfd..

1/8; 1 mfd., 1,4: 250v. working. 4 mfd., 2/3;

I (Md.. 1/2; 0.5 mid.. 9(1. ; 0.1 x 0.1 mid., '3d.
Supremos battery economisers,
DA D1OMART.
JR, incorporating Westinghouse rectifier; halves
Ioi-1 Ili I111 -t 276), 7,6.
OM :\ RT. Triotron " Class B " 7in. cone PM.
unit, with driver transformer, valveholder
list 10.6).25/-.
Staltapped "Class B" chokes
RA DIOMA RT.
(list 9, 0), 3/6 : !gra itie driver transformers, 1 / 1 1.
Transformers: %mule, 8,(1;
31-1 Ericsson (15/9, 1/3; Micro-

A DIOMART.
Parvo, 3,6;
R
phone. 216.

RAD1OMART Dual Range Col's, with reaction,

1/11. Ditto Iron Cored. Screened, 2/11, both
,.oinplete circuits.
Telsen Radiophone, dully toggle
ADIOMART.

witches, 8d.; Lotus radiogram switches, 9d.
R1p10nART. Radiophone H.F. chokes (unattu-

fact hirers). honeycomb wound. I /- Metvick,
Years of transmitting experience
RADIOMART.
makes possible a specialised service In short-wave

material which can be relied upon.
O.E.C. all brass .0003 condensers,
RADIO3L-UtT.
with real slow-motion ; Ideal short-wave (listed

over Cl), 2;0.
RA DIOMART, Limited number as above, but double
spaced, .00015, 3/9. The finest condensers ever
made.
nes ADI031A RT. Brass WU-bearing 100 mmfd. short IN wave, pigtail, noiseless, 1/0; brass band -spread
or neutralising micro -variables. 1,'-; extension
brackets, 3d.
RADIOMART. Pyc loloss short-wave valveholders,
coi I [cirrus, 4 -prong, 1/3'; 6 -prong, 1/6.

R101ADIOMART. Western Electric 21/- microphones,
2/9; transformer, 2/6. Telsen screened shortwave Chokes, 1/11.
DifADIOMART Telsen (new and boxed) 5-1 Radio EN grand Transformers 3/9. Telsen Presets, Dd.
Milliammeters flush, 22in., 5/9;
pili0103/ART.
1
21in. 6/9. All ranges above 25 ma.

RRADD:MART.

Fintglass aerial Insulators, 31in.,
IA.; Beehive stand-off insulators, 8d.
R.iDIOMART. American stand-off insulators,
Tinymite," 0(1. ; "Midget," 7d. ; "Standard,"
sd. ; Frequentite English valveholders. 8d.

ADIOMART. Purchase over -produced stock leadIng Continental valvemaker ; Super valves:
,eusational prices.
RADIOMART.

A.C. types at 4/6 ;

A °Rages A.C. In sealed cartons, 10/0/0 (List 115/15/-).
Class " 11" Sets. With three Mullard
Exile Batteries and Accumulators,
Valves.
Buauoy.Nr.
Moving Coil Speakers. In modern Cabinet beautifully finished in Chromium plate. Ready for use. In
sealed cartons. £3/18/6 (List £6110/-).
LISSEN 2 -Valve D.C. Sets. Complete with Valves.

Speakers in attractive Bakelite Cabinet. Ready

for use on all Voltages D.C. £21151- (List 17;7/-).
COILS.-Igranie Superhet Four Coils (1 OSC

2 1.F.. with pigtails, 1 1.1. plain). 9,- per set
Lis

Vj ARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils B.P.5, with
al I accessories, 2,3.

arconi Model K23 (1985 Issue), 21/.

CONDENSER:4.- Piessy Four -Gang Condensers with
Oscillator Section for Superbet. Fully screened

IVIICROFU GOLD FILM FUSES
20 Stock Ratings.
Type F.2, suitable l'or Mains
sets. 500 tn,A blows ;it

Specified for the 1 amp. resistance 11 ohms.

260 Volts D.1'. Now available

UNIVERSAL

2 inA, 4,-, 1 in/A, 4/6.
Type F.2 suitable for Battery
sets, 150 in/A blows at 300
FOUR
nt'A Resist You need two Type 12. auee )1 ohms. FUSES 6d,

HALL - MARK

500 ru'HA,ridreuarse.sand Voltage

260 HOLDERS 6d:

MICROFUSES LTD., 4, CharterhouseBldgs.,40"
Goswell Rd., London, E.C.I.
,,,r etElo,

H.
HULBERT.

SPEAKERS. -Blue Spot Permanent Magnet Moving
Coil Speakers. Universal Transformers for Power.
Super -Power, Pentode and Class "B." All Brand
New 1935 Series in sealed cartons. Type 99 P.M.,
30/- (List 59/6); 45P.M., 24:- (List 45,-) ; 62P.M. (In
Cabinet), 38,'- (List 67.0); 32 P.M. in magnificent
cabinet, 45/- (List 87,0). W.B. Permanent Magnet
Speakers with Universal Transformers, 21/. each (List
liDulliiaterrs sW.5a,
ELIMINATORS.-Regentorie
,41,I
Complete with Trickle Charger for 200/250volts,

39,13 (List 0/17:0). A small Quantity only of Ekeo
Eliminators for 1181/125 volts only, Type K.25 with
Trickle Charger. Output 25 ma., 33;- (List £4/12/6).
Type K.18 with Trickle Charger output IS :ma., 32,6
(List £4,7,6). All New in original sealed cartons.
MISCELLANEOUS. -Westinghouse Metal Reef 'tiers.
H.T.6, 7, 8, 0/3 each. Morse Tapping
Keys with flash signal and buzzer. Complete with
Battery and Bulb, 2/-. Bide Static Cut-outs, definitely

eliminates noise and interference, 2;3 (12/6 List).

HULBERT for Quaid y surplus spcaLeis at,Amazing
Prices.

Ll'ULBERT, 6, Conduit Street, W.I. Read below.
If you are requiring realistic reproduction at
remarkable low Cost send for one of the following
high-grade speakers. Repeat orders are coming in
daily.

ONreLZ.beltrev. you on D.C. nutins. It so

10/6 OniNoLI.g BcorpsdpenarrsManufeactuyreottinestoirfptlkies
10/6
best known British makers. energized.
6,50,-, OHMS field

Telseu Binocular H.F. Chokes. 2/4 (List 4/6). Variable
Volume Controls, all capacities, 2/- each. Lesios
Spaghetti Resistances, all capacities.
New and
boxed, 1,6 dozen assorted.
Many More Bargains at our various Branches.
Every Article Guaranteed and sent Post Paid.

BRANCHES at 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2
High

N.W.I.

271-273,

NAY.10.

Al

for direct use on 200/240 volts

Let us MODERNISE
its type
your Set ! Whatever
or make we can

14/-

above,

fec:fe,iiiisto,.13,V4r!tV

convert your present Set to an up-todate UNIVERSAL A.C.,"D.C. ALL MAINS RECEIVER with Ostar-Canz
UniversalHigh-Voltage Valves at
little cost. The improvement will

or 2,500 ohms field.
14/.. ONLY. As above, but with 10in. cone.

ONLY.
uongcopspeaTernlLyoneofte
BrdnvTanacurerssulpils

15/6

Willesden Green,

Euston

'Phone : Museum 6324.

large outputs fitted with rigid die cast cone housing.
ONLY

Road,

SOUTHERN RA 1)10, 323, EUSTON ROAD,
LONDON, NAVA (near Warren Street Tube).

V D.C. mains, Sin. cone, power, pentode, or
universal transformer as required.
°.!xatsabgcebutzi t l u in tv:e Avery

10/6

Dubilier 0.1, 941.

1/3.

best known British makers. Permanent magnet
model of high efficiency with power, pentode. or
universal transformer as required, Bin. cone.
/4 ONLY as above, but with 10In. cone. A

astonish you. Send your Set Carriage

very powerful quality speaker fitted with
rigid die cast cone housing.

Paid, and we will quote you free.
Or write for full particulars to the

19/6

CONVERSION DEPT. (C)

10/

AS above, but with new high efficiency AIM'
magnet, high flux density and wide frequency
response, SIn. cone. power, pentode. or universal transformer.
loin, conelayndresne4iit,i

EUGEN J. FORBAT

28.29 Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
Telephone: 1 EMpic Dar 8608.

24/_AvSoicaebov,e.o.iihu,tthliitgh

reproduction.

2/9

049

new cabinets suitable for above,

each.
ONLY. Brand new P.A. Permanent magnet

35/

,- speakers suitable for large quality amplifiers.
Usual price, £0/6 '0.
ONLY. Brand new Auditorium speakers suit-

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

35/-

COUPON
wail March 2nd, 1035,

able for Public Address work or special
59/6
quality amplifiers for use on D.C. or A.C. mains,

This e011poiki,l,

and must be attached to all letters containing

rectifying equipment for latter, 17/6 usual price £0,
exceptional bargain.
Secure one of these amazing speaker bargains now.

queries.

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, I

Repeat orders are coming in daily. Hulbert ,O, Conduit
St reet ,W 1. HULBERT for Quality Surplus speakers

.

.

.....

.

H.F. Pen..

MIL Min, VMSG., PT4, ACSO.
2 volt types, HIP.. Detector, L. E..
Power, 2,9 : Super power, :;;:t Screen grid, Pentode, 5;6.
Wit,
American types, 4;0. [Catalogue
gives characteristics and hundred other bargains.
RADIONIA

FREE
BLUE PRINT COUPON
,,alr

:

RamomA ItT send ,catalogue or answers enquiries

only it stamp ctieloied. hoods over 6,'- post free
r C.O.D.

THE SQUARE DEALERS

RA riommre, ;

Sets.

;

ilep A DIOMAILT.

IN 2/3;

(Actual)

with trimmers. 7 3 each (List 43,-I. 1,011's Three 2 -gang 8,11. All Lotus Condensers are
Gang, 12
complete with Dials. Escutcheons, fully screened with
trimmers. Dubiller 4 mid. (24-1+1) 1,000 1.4,1t,
T.C.C. 0.1+0.1,
2,9 each ; 4.5 mid. (2.25+2.25,)

;

10: 1111111,10.
110 A DIEIMA RT. 350v. working 4 'old., 2,9

4 -Valves

Complete with Four Osraiu Valves, Moving -Coil
RECEIVERS.-Onram
Speakers. Pedestal Cabinet. Ready for use on all

pic(Kci,utp3s2.7.0111.

R,11)10.14111T.

nifd. 1/4 : 2 mid., IS.

rHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

S'''

I

If I.

4d. ;

iii

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

February 23rd, 1935

t. Rirnlir,oham

-

1.11SCU I LI;

sans,

....

1!.1 .1'

I

FULL -814R BLUE PRINT 011.1
endow 5c1. In stamps to corer poster
.

.................

101,1. r

a,

Alkkelle

Pr.W, 11

Please send this Coupon NOW to :

PETO-SCOTT CO. Ltd.
/

77, ?LW, 11, CITY

C1 Frk

enTrellROAD, LONDON,

0406/7.

.'31610.002711: 62, Web Holborn, Edelen, W.C. I. Trt,p1,,,,,, : 11,11,,,,

'

Telephone :

February 23rd, 1935

PRACTICAL. AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

iv

SENSATIONAL GIFT OFFER

BOOK OF

LATE ST

Large -Scale

ROAD MAPS
AND
Each map is ,in 4 colours,

64 -PAGE GAZETTEER

easy to follow, and measures
7i" X 100 deep.

The book is strongly bound
to give lasting wear.

Specially N

produced by
John Bartholome

\

ariVadde

a Son, Lid., she

famous Map.
makers.

These Latest Maps show

you: -

How to avoid

Ferries & Tolls!

How to find the
flattest routes
& save petrol!

This newest book of Road Maps and Gazetteer is as necessary to -day as
your driving licence. Every motor road classified by the Ministry of
Transport in the whole of the British Isles will be found in its 16o pages.
And the side roads and short cuts shown are as easy to follow as the main
highways. Made to fit your car pocket, this latest Book of Road Maps
will be sent to you for only a fraction of its value. Don't miss this
astounding offer-full particulars in to -day's PRACTICAL MOTORIST,
the helpful motoring Weekly.

Practical Motorisric
Ceo. benne,. LW.

Printed In Great Britain by IlliVittE8 & PEARSON PAINTING CO., LTD., Exmoor Street, Ladbroke Grove, W.10,

and published by Geolice Newune, LTD., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.0.2. Solo agents for Australia
and New Zealand: CORDON 4 GOTCII, LTD. South Africa: CEETRAL Nnws AOFACY, LTD. Practical and Amateur
Wireless can be sent to any part of the world, post free, for 1714 per annian; six months, 8/8. Registered at
the General Post Office for TransinisAen by Canadian Magazine Post.

Television

and Short-wave
Handbook

